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STABILITY AND PHASE NOISE TESTS OF TWO CRYO-COOLED
SAPPHIRE OSCILLATORS*
G. John Dick and Rabi T. Wang
California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109

Abstract
A cryocooled Compensated Sapphire Oscillator
(CSO), developed for the Cassini Ka-band Radio Science experiment, and operating in the 7K - 10K temperature range was previously demonstrated to show
ultra-high stability of o;, = 2.5 x 10-l5 for measuring
times 200 seconds 5 r 5 600 seconds using a hydrogen maser as reference [I]. CSO-1 and CSO-3 are
now both operational with new low noise receivers.
We have made initial phase noise and Allan Deviation
measurements that show more than ten times stability improvement over the hydrogen maser for measuring times l second 5 r 5 10 seconds, and indicate
performance for the individual units of o, w 3 x 10-15
for measuring times from 10 to 1000 seconds. Phase
noise is reduced by 20 to 28 dB over the design offset
frequency range from 1 Hz to 40 Hz. Receiver design
is also discussed.

1 Background
Cryogenic oscillators operating below about 10K offer the highest possible short term stability of any
frequency sources. However, their use has so far been
restricted to research environments due to the limited operating periods associated with liquid helium
consumption. The cryocooled CSO is being built in
support of the Cassini Ka-band Radio Science experiment and is designed to operate continuously for periods of a year or more. Performance targets are a
stability of 3-4 x 10-l5 (1 second 5 r 100 seconds)
and phase noise of -73dB/Hz O 1Hz measured at 34
GHz. Installation in 5 stations of NASA's deep space
network (DSN) is planned in the years 2000 - 2002.
In the previous tests, actual stability of the CSO
for measuring times T 5 200 seconds could not be
directly measured, being masked by short-term fluctuations of the H-maser reference. Excellent shortterm performance, however, could be inferred by the

<

'This work was carried out a t the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

success of an application of the CSO as local oscillator (L.O.) to the JPL LITS passive atomic standard,
where medium-term stability showed no degradation
due to L.O. instabilities at a level of uy = 3 x 10-I4/r.
A second and third CSO have now been constructed,
and all cryogenic aspects have been verified, including resonator turn-over temperatures of 7.907 K and
7.336K. Q's for both resonators are greater than lo9.
These values compare to a turn-over of 8.821 K and
Q of 1.0 x lo9 for the first resonator. Operation of
this second unit provides a capability to directly verify for the first time the short-term (1 second 5 r 5
200 seconds) stability and the phase noise of the CSO
units.
The RE' receiver used in earlier tests was sufficient
to meet Cassini requirements for T 5 10 seconds but
had short-term stability limited to w 4 x 10-l4 at
T = 1 second, a value 10 times too high to meet
our requirements. A new low-noise receiver has been
designed with noise performance of w 10-Is performance at 1 second. Short-term performance was degraded in the old receiver due to insufficient tuning bandwidth in a lOOMHz quartz VCO that was
frequency-locked to the cryogenic sapphire resonator.
The new receivers are designed for sufficient bandwidth, loop gain and low noise to achieve the required
performance.

2

Design Aspects

The mechanical support system for the cryocooler and
dewar are shown in Fig. 1. The interpenetrating box
design allows both Dewar and cryocooler supports to
be very rigid, with mechanical resonances external to
the dewar itself above 70 Hz. A principal point of contact is the helium-confining fiber-reinforced bellows
between them. To reduce such coupled vibrations,
the cryocooler is mounted as rigidly as possible to the
floor. The dewar's box is supported by 8 commercial
vibration isolators as can be seen in the figure.
Our experience to date indicates that this mounting
system is successful at virtually eliminating vibration-
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the "low noise" CSO
receiver. An inner, phase locked, loop effects an offset
of the X-band VCO frequency from the 13th harmonic
of the 800 MHz primary VCO at 10.400 GHz to match
the actual sapphire resonator frequency. In this way
the (slower) Pound frequency lock circuit keeps the
800 MHz VCO operating "on frequency".

Figure 1: Interpenetrating boxes provide independent
rigid mounting structures for the cryocooler and Dewar with mechanical resonant frequencies above 50
Hz. The cryocooler support structure is rigidly attached to the cement floor while the dewar is s u p
ported on shock-absorbing mounts.

induced phase noise fluctuations below about 40 Hz.
The small remaining fluctuations in this low frequency range appear to be due to helium gas expansion and contraction as the temperature of the cold
head fluctuates each cycle. Vibrations above about 40
Hz are significant, limiting the excellent phase noise
performance to lower frequencies.
The new "low noise" receiver is shown in Fig. 2.
We find that stable operation of the outer "Pound"
frequency lock loop requires a very tight inner loop.
This in turn restricts the offset frequency in the inner
loop to values above about 4 MHz. At lower offset
frequencies, the outer loop becomes unstable at the
gains desired.
We have ordered sapphire resonators with size constraints that give various frequencies centered on
10.400 GHz. All of the resonators are within 20 MHz
as we had designed with most within about 6 very
close to bIHz. However, one is very close to 10.400
exactly, and will need to be reground to bring it at
least 4 MHz away.
The preferred output frequency is 800 MHz, with
performance difficult to verify at 100 MHz. All frequency stability comparisons reported here were done
by differencing two 800 MHz signals.

3

Experimental

The temperature turn-over for CSO-3 is shown in Fig.
3. The actual value is a little lower than we had originally designed for, but cryocooler and dewar performance have been excellent, and weak spin-coupling
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Figure 3: Temperature turnover characteristics for
the CSO-3 resonator showing a curve fit with an extremum at 7.38 K. Turnover temperatures of the first
two resonators were previously reported as 8.34 K and
7.907 K.
and low temperature both impact resonator Q. The
resonator for CSO-3 is somewhat overcoupled, but
still shows a loaded Q above 6 x lo8.
CSO-1 and CSO-3 are now both operational with
low-noise receivers installed. We have made initial
phase noise and Allan Deviation measurements that
validate our performance estimates.
Pair stability measurements show an Allan Deviation of 1.0 x 10-l4 at 1 second and 5 x 10-l5 a t 10
seconds. Assuming both units are similar their individual performances are 7 x 10-l5 at 1 second and
3.5 x 10-l5 at 10 seconds. These results are approximately 10 times better than the hydrogen maser in
this time range.
Pair stability measurements show an Allan Deviation of 1.3 x 10-l4 at 1 second and x 4 x 10-l5 for
measuring times between 10 and 100 seconds. Assuming both units are similar their individual performances are 8 x 10-l5 at 1second and x 2.5 x 10'15 for
10 to 100 seconds. These results are approximately
10 times better than the hydrogen maser in this time
range. phase noise measurements show a corresponding 20 to 28 db improvement over the best of the
masers in the frequency range 1Hz to 40Hz. These
tests verify that the noise performance of the CSO's
meet the Cassini Ka-band requirement of -73dBcIHz
(referenced to Ka-band) all the way down to 1 Hz.
Phase noise measurements show a corresponding 24
to 28 db improvement over the best of the masers in
the frequency range 1Hz to 40Hz. These tests verify that the noise performance of the CSO's meet
the Cassini Ka-band requirement of -73dBc/Hz (referenced to Ka-band) all the way down to 1 Hz.
A small spectral bright line shows in these initial

Figure 4: Measured frequency noise at 10.4 cavity frequency. One CSO was used as a frequency discriminator to make each of these measurements. Input frequency to the discriminator setup was 100 MHz for
the Maser measurement and 800 MHz for the double
CSO test. The CASSINI requirement corresponds to
S+ = -83 dB/Hz at 10.4 GHz.
tests at the cryo-cooler cycle frequency of 2.4 Hz This
small line could not be seen in previous tests, being
masked by maser noise, and we expect to eliminate it
with further optimization of the mechanical configuration. Based on our past experience it is likely due
to helium pressure fluctuations, especially since the
helium vents constructed for this purpose were not
in use. Further improvement in the 1 second Allan
Deviation is also expected.

4

Conclusions

The first tests of a pair of long-running cryocooled
ultra-high stability short-term frequency standards
demonstrated the short-term stability and low phase
noise hoped for.
The 10K Compensated Sapphire Oscillator continues as the first continuously operable frequency standard with ultra-high short term stability. The first
unit is expected to be installed at DSS-25 at NASA's
Goldstone antenna complex in California in early '00.
Passive atomic standards such as the LITS and Cesium Fountain can be operated continuously while realizing their inherent capabilities.
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Application of microwave circuit interferometry
to noise reduction in electromagnetic oscillators
has enabled significant improveme~lts in the
performance of signal sources at microwave
frequencies. For instance. the phase noise of Xband Winsistor oscillators based a1 the room
temperature SappI~ire Laded Cavity (SLC)
resonators was reduced to -150 dBc/Hz at
Fourier frequency f = 1 kHz [1.2]. Such noise
performance was primarily due to thermd
fluctuations, which originate both inside the
minowave interferometer as well as are coupled
from the external circuitry.
In this Paper we consider some ~roble~ns
associated with the design of ullri-low noise
oscillators wilh interferometric signal processing.
This inclutles discussion on (i) amplitude to
frequency conversion in SLC resonators, (ii)
novel zmplitude noise suppression technique, :lnd
(iii) means of improving the long term frequency
stability of microwave oscillattrs.
2. Amplitude to Frequency Conversion in
Sapphire Loaded Cavity Resonators.

The ~ l p l i t u d eto frequency conversion (AM to
FM) in the SLC resonators results from the
dependence of sapphire dielectric permittivity on
temperature. Tl~elatter is altered by tluctu;~tions
of the dissipated microwave power giving rise to
tluctuations of SLC resonant iiequency.
The experimental setup for studying the power
induced frequency fluctuations in the sapphire
dielectric resonators included the SLC stabilised
oscillator and a11 external frequency discriminator
based on a hollow lnetal cavity tuned at the SLC
resonant frequency. Tile tight frequency locking
of the oscillator to the SLC resonance was
irnplemerlted to ensure that osciila~torfrecjuency
closely followed the SLC reson:ult Bequency. To
vary power dissipated in the SLC resonator tlle
frequency stabilised oscillaitor wits comple~ncnred
by power control systern ha~sed on a voltage
controlled attenuntor (VCA) placed in fiont of the
power zunplifier in the 1tx)poscillator.
Tile dependence of the SLC resonault freyuency
on power was measured by intrtducing :I pilot
signal into the power conuol systern ;uld
0-7803-5400-11991$10.00
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monitoring both power inciclent of the resonator auld
voltage at the output of external frequency
discruninator. These mensurementh were performed
in the range of Fourier frequencies from 15 niH: to

I H:au~d it was found thnr power to frequency
trau~sfer fu11ction of tlle rtxm temperature SLC
resonator bchaves as tllalt of the first order low-paths
filters auld is given by

[jf
[IP

a
- I + .j2flrrh

l'(,F
I
.
_

'

(1)

For a room temperature SLC resonator operating at
frequencies around 0 GH: the vatlueh of a and rrll
were measured to be eyual to 0.4 kH:/rnW

auld 34 s

, respectively. These results are reasonably consistent
numaical eslim;ltes
a ilnd ?,, wllich could
be obtained tkom blowing the tllcrmal conductivity
:uld specitic heat of sapphire as well as the geometry
of the dielectric resonator.

The above mechanism of power to frequency
conversion gives rise to oscilla~torphase noise with
spectral density

where P(li,w is a power dissipated in the resonator
iold S x G ( , f ) is Ule spcctral density of oscillator
amplitude fluctuations. As ST; ( J ' ) a I/,f for a
typical microwave transistor oscillator. this results in
the phase noise spectral density varying at a rate of
50 dB l tlecciclo at low Fourier frerluencies ahove
.f = I/T,,! = 20 r1iH::

.

Such a u ~ institbility of SLC resonau~t frequency
induced by power tluctua~rio~is hi~s serious
implications for the design of u1tr;i-low p11;ise noise
oscillators making tile goitl of improving their phi~se
noise pcr1'onn:ulce :t dil'licul! task. For instatnce. from
I11e results of simula~tions it fi)lows th:t! ni
P(,i,w = 500 nzlY tuld f = 1 Hz tile spectral density
of the excess phase noise due to AM to FM
conversion is allnost 70 (113 higher thau~the thermal
noise fltxx nr.

Remembering that the thermal noise floor scales
inversely proportional with power fiIiiEP
[I]. while
the intensity of phase fluctuations resulting from
the AM to FM conversion in the SLC resonator is
proportional to P;.~.~(2). one can 'arrive at rather
pessimistic conclusion tliat the medium term
frequency stability of the high power microwave
oscillator based on the SLC resonator is always
going to be sacrificed if the thermal noise limited
performance at high Fourier frecluencies is to be
achieved.
Fortunately, there are ways of
controlling the AM to FM conversion in the SLC
resonators. They include:

frrtluc'ncy oflic'r. kHz

Figure 1. Sensitivity of lunplitude sensor as ;I
function of freclue~~cy
offset. f;:, - f,,,
It should be noted tl~atsucll a sensor has a drawback
which consists in the reduced sensitivity to slow
fluctuations of oscillator arnplitude. For inskuice. at
,f,.= f,, . the value of dU/tln is proportional to

(i) frequency-temperature compensation of
sapphire dielectric resoniitors [3];
(ii) suppression of oscillator arnplitude noise:
(iii) controlling the SLC operating temperature by
maEcing use of the difference i ~ ifrequencytemperature coefficients of different ~noclesof
the SLC resonator.
As far as the frequency-temperaturecompensntioln
of SLC resonators is concerned, at room
temperatures it is usually associated with
relatively large loss in the resonator Q-factor. For
this reason we will discuss the principles of
'mplituile noise reduction in miuowave
oscillators and the concept of a dual mode
oscillator where two resonant mtdes with
orthogonal polxisations are excited in the sane
SLC resonator.

where Afo.5is tile hnlf-loaded bandwidth of the SLC
resonator. From (3) it is clear that implementing 'an
oscillator arnplitude noise reduction system biised on
the interferometric AM discriminator is not going to
sicmificantly affect the oscillnttr low frequency phase
9
nolse caused by AM to FM conversioxl in the SLC
resonator. Nevertherless. tlle development of
interferometric AM noise reductitn system can still
be well justified because of its high et'ficiency at high
Fourier frequaicies. This is illustrated by tlie results
of modeling presented in Fipure 2.
-100

3. AM Noise Suppression in Oscillators with
Interferometric Signal Processing
2

Considering the oscillator with automatically
balanced microwave interferometer [I], the
c'urier in such oscillator is suppressed due to the
joint operation of two feedback control systems.
The frequency control system maintains the phase
balance of the interferometer, while tlie ~ l p l i r u d e
control system keeps the anplitude mismatcll
between the
arms at IniliimLun.
Provided that the carrier suppression point, .f,, , is
close to the SLC resonant frequency, .f,,, the
sensor of the 'amplitude mismatch control system
appears to be se~isitive to oscillator zunplilude
fluctuations. The efficiency of lunplitude to
voltage conversion, d U / d n , calculated :IS a
function of frequency offset, .f,..$
- ,j,.,,, at
Fourier frequency f = 50 Hz is shown in Figure

.
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Fipure 2. C)scillotor :unplitude noise huclget
( .f ,.c.,v = 9 GH::. P(,i, y , = 500 rrlM! )
Curve 1 in Figure 2 corresponds to die amplitude
noise of a free-running oscil1;itor. Curve 2 shows tlie
noise fl(x)r. which could be potentially achieved, if
lhe sensor of AM noise reduction system was
noiseless. Curve 3 represents the noise floor of the

interferometric amplitude disauninator. This
noise floor is due to the amplitude discriminator
effective noise temperature and depends on the
quality of canier suppression. The spectral density
of overall amplitude fluctuations of such oscillatm
is given by curve 4. It v d e s as l / f in the
frequency rcmge 10 Hz ...10 kHz and is equal to

'between temperature m~dtiequency fluctuations is
satisfied:

where

VHE

=

ti^ - ~ - d f

.

Substituting (5) into (4) yields

-160 tlBc+/Hz at f = 1 kHz . This result. apart

from being at least 25 LIB below the free-running
oscillator AM noise, also means that in the high
power oscillators with Pdi,v, = 500 t17.W the total
noise power in the above range of Fourier
frequencies is going to be almost equally divided
between phase and amplitude fluctuations.
4. Improving the Medium Term Frequency
Stability of SLC Based Microwave Oscillators

The idea of having two electmnagnetic
oscillators sharing the same resonator and locked
to its different mcxies in order to improve the
oscillators immunity to aunhient temperature
fluctuations has been earlier applied to Ihe
development of precision oscillators at RF and
microwave frequencies [4, 51. In this section we
will consider 11ow the concept of such a dual
mode oscillator can benefit the SLC based
oscillators with interferornetric signal processing.
In simplified terms the principle of operation of a
dual mode oscillator requires that frequencies of
two oscillators depend differently of some
common px'meter, for instance the temperature
of the resonator. In terms of rms frequency
fluctuations this can be expressed as

where @;is the rms amplitude of temperature
fluctuations of the SLC active region (where the
most of electromagnetic energy is concentrated),
i f EI T
are the resonator frequency
temperature coefticients for traulsverse electric (H)
transverse magnetic (E) mtxles. respectively.
At room temperatures: d f i ./(/T = 5 0 0 M I K and

Es

df / t / =~ 700 kH:/ K .
Assuming that some feedback control system
maices the beat frequency between 'H' zuld 'E'
oscillators exactly equal to the frequency of an
external reference oscillator. the SLC temperature
fluctuations become entirely determined by
frequency tluctuarions of the reference oscillator,
6f, . In other words, the following relationship

Making uansition from frequency to time domain,
the analytical expression for the Square Rtx)t Allan
Variance (SRAV) of H oscillator is obtained

where f ~ is the H-oscillator operating frequency,
.f,,
and a r are the operating kequency and
SRAV of reference oscillator respectively. A sirnilzu
expression for the SRAV of E-oscillator is obtained
from ( 7 ) by simply replacing index 14 with E.
Assuming that separation between 1-1 zuld E modes in
the SLC resonator is equal to 100 MHz auld it quartz

oscillator with a? = la-" is used to bridge this
frequency gap, the estimate for tile SRAV of a
10 GHz H-oscillator is 25.10-l3 .
There are various meauls of phase It~king two
microwave oscillators, which share the saune SLC
resonator. The natural way of doing this involves
varying parameters, which nffect both SLC resommt
frequencies simult:neously, for insculce, by varying
the SLC operating temperature or dissipated
miaowave power.
The phase ltwking can adw be obtained by coupling
tlle varaictor ditxle to SLC resonator 2nd tuning its
frequencies electronically. The ilrawbi~cksof this
technique are asst~iated with the high level of
varactor self noise iuld the necessity to match voltage
tuning coefficient of SLC resonant frequencies with
those due to temperature variatio~ls.
Another way of achieving Il~ephase l t ~ k i n gof two
microwave oscillators relies on the concept of
electronically tunable oscillators described in [ I ] .
Once again, the critical problem here would bt! to
match the oscillator frequency tuning ctefficients
with Ihose of SLC resonant frequencies.
Below we will su~nmauise Ule results of noise
au~alysisof a dual rntde oscilla~torin which ttle
constant liequency ofl:.;et herween 1-1;u~dE oscillalors
is maintadned by varying the level of dissipated
~nicrowavepower. We assume that both oscilla~tors
r.ue almost identical except for their output power: tt~e
H-oscillator dissipates 500 titW in the resonator.

while the
due to E-oscillator is 50 r17.W.
We also assume that the correction si$nal
produced by the phase lock loop is applied to the
voltage controlled attenuator in the low power Eoscillator. This is because such a feedback
increases AM noise of E-oscillator (pilot
oscillator) but leaves the H-oscillator (master
oscillator) AM noise unchanged

Equations 8.1-8.4 (a Inore detailed noise ;ul:llysis will
be published elsewhere) have heen used for !nodeling
the noise performance of a dual ~ntxleoscillator. The
results of such mocleling are presented in Figure 3.

Linearising the characteristic equation of
equivalent power control system, the <analytical
expressions for the components of master
oscillator phase noise floor are found. For
instance, sapphire temperature fluctuations, 8&,
impose the following limit on the master oscillator
rms frequency fluctuations:

where y is a phase lock loop gain. Eq. 8.1.
implies that temperature induced fluctuations of
the SLC resoncant fiequency are suppressed by the
amount of phase lock loop gain.
The noise floor due to reference oscillator
frequency tluctuations is given by

Eq. 8.2. gives a rigorous relationship between
S i c and
which takes into account the
dynamic properties of the phase lock I(wp in
eq. 6.
contrast to almost phenorne~~ological
Intrinsic fluctuations in
the frequency
discriminator of master oscillator (caused by such
factors as circulator phase noise, frequency
discriminator effective noise temperature etc.)
result in the following noise flocx

dfk.v

A similar expressions for H-oscillator rms
frequency tluctuations caused by the noise
sources in the frequency discriminator of pilot
oscillator is given by

Eq. 8.3 and 8.4 indicate Illat frequency
H auld 4fFD
E ( i ~ s w d as
fluctuations due to 8fFD
l
due to frequency noise of reference oscillator
4ff,,, ) are not suppressed by the phase lock loop.
'This is an extra argument in favour of chtx~sing
the frequency discriminators with interferometric
signal processing auld low noise qu:utz oscillator
as a source of reference signal.

loglO(f. Hz)

Figure 3. Components of phase noise floor of masteroscillator due to various noise mech:misms
Curve 1 shows the master oscillator phase noise
when phase lock loop is open. Curve 2 gives the
phase noise floor due to intrinsic fluctuations in the
frequency cliscrirninator of master oscillator (see eq.
8.3). Fluctuatio~isin the freque~lcycliscrimini~torof
the pilot oscillator are responsible for the noise floor
given by curve 3 (see eq.8.4). The 10 clB offset
between curves 2 and 3 is mostly due to assurned
10 dB difference in oscillattu powers.
The effect of the phase lock loop on the master
oscillator phase noise caused by temperature and
dissipated power fluctuations is given by curves 4
and 5, 6 respectively.
The total oscillator phase noise is given by curve 7
which closely coincides with the limit imposed by the
reference oscillattx phase fluctuations. This is a clear
illustration of the effectiveness of the phase Itxk
loop which makes co~itributitmof such noise sources
as temperature and power Iluctuations in a dual mtde
oscillator almost negligible as co~npauedwith that ill
a single rntxle oscillator.
The above calculations were performed assuming the
reference
oscillator
with
SRAV
o y = 10-I + 1 5
A. Apart from that, the
SRAV of relative aunbient temperature tluctuatio~~s
WiiS me:~iured to b e ~ j ~ to
i d 0; = 3 106(1 +

A).

This dependence alollg with the hlowleclge of the
SLC resonator dlennal tune constau~t,Zl1,. amd its

residual frequency-temperature coefficient has
enabled the spectral density of sapphire crystal
temperature fluctuations. SI;. (eq. 8.1) to be
evaluated.
Knowing the specuum density of oscillator phase
noise allows its frequency stability in the time
domain to be calculated. Sudi calculations were
carried out for three different states of master
oscillator. First, a free-running master oscillator
with frequency control loop off was analysed.
-8
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Figure 4. Calculated dependencies of SRAV of
master oscillator as functions of integration time
In this case the dependence of SRAV on
integration time, 7 , is shown in Figure 4 (curve
1). Secondly, the SRAV of a frequency stabilised
master oscillator was calculated (curve 2 in Figure
4). Curves 1 and 2 converge at 7 2 10 s. This is
bemuse at such values of r , ambient
temperature fluctuations represent a common
mechanism of frequency instability of both
oscillators. From Figure 4 it is also clear that the
SRAV of frequency stabilised oscillattr rapidly
improves at short integration times as compared
with that of a free-running oscillator. This is a
result of the phase noise suppresson by
interferometric frequency control system.
Dluk circles in Figure 4 correspond to the
experimental results obtained at Poseidon
Scientific Instruments Pty. Ltd. with two
stabilised
oscillators
frequency
( Pdi,, = 300 n t W ) with autt~matically balanced
interferometers. The excessively high value of
SRAV at r = 1 s was likely due to the
measurement system noise floor.
Closing the phase lock ltmp results in allnost
constant value of of = 3 . 10-l3 for integration
times up to 100 s (curve 3). This limit is more
than 3 orders of magnitude below than that of a

frequency stabilised master oscillator (curve 2) at
10 s l r S 100 s . Such a limit is imposed by
frequency instahility of the reference oscillator (see
eq. 7). which dominates over other noise sources at
low Fourier freiluencies (see Figure 3).

This work has outlined two possible trends in the
field of ultra-low noise microwave oscillators. First,
it has been shown that applying principles of
interferometric signal prtxessing enables the design
of microwave oscillators. w1lid1 combine excellent
phase and 'unplitude noise perf(~rmimce.
Secondly, the means of improving tl~e~nediumterm
frequency stability of microwave oscillators have
been investigated. It was shown that the frequency
stability of a dual mtxle rni~rowaveoscillator can be
significantly better than that of 21 flywheel quartz
oscillator which is used for the phase ltxking of its
two spectral componen ts.
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ABSTRACT
We describe a newly developed design method
of free running oscillator circuits leading to the
minimum phase noise, for given transistor and
resonator. This method has allowed us to design a 9.2
GHz oscillator using a PHEMT transistor and a sapphire
resonator stabilized at 330 K, presenting a measured
phase noise of -80 dBc/Hz at lOOHz offset from carrier
with an l/fJ slope. This result represents the state of the
art of HEMTs free running oscillators at room
temperature.

To be consistent this equation must describe a
transistor oscillator as well as a negative conductance
oscillator [7].
Figure 1 represents a power comparative
assessment of the two oscillator types using a one or
two port representation.

Pin

a. One port
representati

b. Two port
representation

1. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

It has been shown recently [I], [23, [3],[4], that
the phase noise of microwave oscillators may be
drastically improved by adding complementary
stabilizing functions to the free-running circuits.
Nevertheless, first at all, it is necessary to design a very
low phase-noise fundamental free-running oscillator
circuit [5], [6] As it was pointed out by Everard the well
known equation (1) used to describe the noise
performance in free running oscillator [I] is generally
misunderstood.

where :
L(f,) is the ratio of sideband power in a 1 Hz
bandwidth at f, to the total power, f,,, is the frequency
offset, f, is the oscillation frequency, fc is the flicker
comer frequency, QL is the loaded quality factor, F is
the noise figure, K is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the
Kelvin temperature, Po,, is the average power at the
active device output, and G is the amplifier gain.
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Figure 1 : power comparative assessment between the
two oscillator types
where P,, is the amplifier power added, P, is the
resonator dissipated power, P, is the output power. P,,,
is the diode delivered power, Pi, and Po,, are amplifier
input and output powers.
In other words, Pad, is the available power at
the oscillator output, considered now as an active dipole
with the resonator and external load connected in a
reflection type configuration such as figure lb. In this
case equation ( I ) becomes :

- is the resonator susceprance slope, V,

is
do
the voltage amplitude at the resonator port, and GR is
the conductance of the resonator.
where

where QRis the intrinsic quality factor of the resonator,
Gc is the conductance brought back through the
resonator, Gladis the conductance brought back through
the load circuit.
So to minimize the phase noise, the quantity to

)

2

be maximized is Padd( G

G~ load
+

9

for a given PR*

It cannot be directly applied to microwave oscillator
circuits where the feedback circuit is distributed.
It is the purpose of this letter to describe a new design
method of free running oscillator circuits leading to the
minimum phase-noise, for given transistor and
resonator. For sake of clarity, we will use ideal elements
for the oscillator equivalent circuit at the fundamental
frequency. Non linear simulations, using accurate
models for the transistor and passive-elements filly
corroborate the deductions found with this simplified
model and will be published elsewhere.
Fundamentally, a transistor is a voltage
controlled current-source. The internal controlling
voltage is taken at a diode terminals, forward (BJT,
HBT) or reverse (MESFET, PHEMT) biased. Due to
the non linear capacitance of this diode, the phase noise
conversion takes place principally at this controlling
voltage port [8]. So, to minimize the phase noise, the
energy stored by the oscillator circuit must be
maximized [9] and wholly transferred to this controlling
voltage port. If load resistance is not considered, the
oscillator can be represented by the simplified
, represent
schematic shown in figure 2. Gin, Ci,, G 0
the describing functions of the non linear input
admittance and current source of the transistor, Go,,
and Cou,those of the non linear output admttance. L,,,
Lou,, qn and no,, are matching elements to
Go = 1 1 5 0 ~ " at the operating frequency coo. The
lines 8, and e2 are equivalent to ideal phase shifters.
Finally, the resonator, coupled by ideal
transformers nl and n2, is defined by its unloaded QRat
its resonant frequency o, (figure 2) :
ldBR 2
--VR
Reactive energy stored
4 do
QR = a0 Energy dissipated per cycle = O 0 1
2
TGR~R

Figure 2 :oscillator equivalent circuit around oscillation
frequency
One key point to minimize the phase noise is
the determination of the large signal matching
conditions to define on the Po,, = f(P,) curves of the
amplifier, for a given bias point. Then, once these
matching conditions are established, the transistor and
its matching elements may be replaced, around the
frequency o, ,by the synthetic model of figure 2.
Let us fxst consider equation (3) : since QR is
given, it follows that the stored energy in the resonator
will be maximized if the dissipated power is maximized.
This power is the difference between the output and
input power of the transistor : it is its power added.
Then, in oscillating operation, the transistor power
added must be maximized and dissipated in the
resonator. It follows that the transistor must be large
signal matched at its maximum power added operating
point. When this -optimum is reached :

-

Gopt = G'eq
is the associated power gain of
4.~;
the transistor at this operating point.
where

Practically, in order to find Paddmax ,Gopt and
the corresponding matching elements to 50R, a source
and load-pull measurement, or a non linear simulation
of the transistor in amplifier configuration, may be
performed. From equation (4), the resonator coupling
coefficients must satisfy the relation :

Se @ 10 KHz from carrier (dBc)

-9q

To maximize the transfer of this stored energy
toward the internal controlling voltage port of the
transistor, the electrical length 8, must be tuned while
remaining the phase oscillation condition 8, + e2 =
2 x and the transistor maximum added power operating
condition. A straightforward calculation shows that
8, must be equal to k.n . The stored energy in the
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resonator E, is then fully transferred to the controlling
voltage port : &in = E, .

Figure 3 : Phase shift influence on phase noise with low
Q DRO.

Equations (5) and the phase condition = kn
are the two key points of the proposed design method.
To be useful, the oscillator circuit must be coupled to an
external load. The power dissipated in the resonator is
reduced by an amount equal to that delivered to the
load. So, the ,phase noise will be deteriorated in the
same proportions.

2.2 Experimental results with the high Q sapphire
resonator oscillator.

In the second step, the high Q resonator
(Qo=105000) is a sapphire resonator working in a
WGM7 mode stabilized at 330 K [lo]. The built up
oscillator is presented in figure 4.

In this quasilinear theory, the signal harmonics
have been neglected. In an experimental set-up, we
must to make sure that the harmonics are always loaded
in the same manner whatever the phase shifter values.
2. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

Practical examples of optimized oscillator
circuits shown in figure 2, operating at 9.2 GHz, have
been built.
An isolator at the transistor output eliminates
spurious oscillations. It is followed by a 20 dB coupler
to measure the spectrum. It is important to note that two
phase shifters are used to both obtain oscillator phase
conditions and maximum stored energy transfer
between resonator and transistor input.
To validate our design method, two oscillators
have been built with two different dielectric resonators
and the same PHEMT transistor amplifier.
2. i Injuence ofphase shifters on phase noise with a low
Q DRO
Figure
shows the phase
between
and the transistor input, On phase
noise. This measurement has been done with a low Q
dielectric resonator and nevertheless the result shows
clearly the importance of the phase shift tuning.

amplifier

reference oscillator

cavity inserted
in a dewar
MCUUm

Figure 4 : high Q sapphire resonator oscillator
The transistor is a packaged 0.25 pm x 200 pm
PHEMT chosen for its low flicker noise. The measured
characteristics of the amplifier matched to 50R at its
maximum power added operating point are : V,,=O V,
V,,= 3 V, Pi,,=4 dBrn, P,,=12 a m , P,,=11.3 dBm.
The losses of the feedback circuit (excluding the
resonator) are 3 dB. Following equation (5), the
resonator coupling coefficients are tuned to PI = 0.5
and P2 = 1.3 giving 9.2 dBm cavity dissipated power.
Two phase shifters allow to adjust the phase difference
between the resonator and the internal conmolling
voltage
while maintaining the previous manriaor
power conditions and 9.2 GHz oscillation frequency.
The noise measurements are camed out using
the HP3848 phase noise set-up and a reference
synthesized oscillator. A phase noise level of -80
B c M z at 100 Hz offset from carrier with a -30
dBcIdec slope has been measured (figure 5). The
measurement frequency range is limited by thermal
fluctuations below 10 Hz and by the reference oscillator

noise above 200 Hz. To our knowledge, this result is the
best published result for a HEMT free running
microwave oscillator at room temperature.

Figure 5 : Measured phase noise spectrum

3. CONCLUSION
A new design-method of very low noise
oscillator circuits has been presented leading to the
design and build up of HEMT low noise band X
oscillator producing a -80 dBc/Hz @ 100 Hz carrier
offset phase noise with a -30 dB/dec slope at room
temperature. The key point of the method is the
maximization of the energy stored in the resonator and
its transfer to the controlling voltage port of the
transistor. The design method efficiency, independent of
the transistor technology, represents in our opinion a
real breakthrough in the field of low noise transistor
oscillator circuit design.
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ABSTRACT
In the present work, we establish the importance of
amplifier phase noise and system environmental
fluctuations in determining the low-frequency (f< 100 Hz)
noise of the oscillator. The system designed to be a low
phase noise microwave oscillator, has a measured
single-side-band (SSB) phase noise of -123 dBMz (relative
to 1 rad2/Hz) at 10 kHz from the 10.6 GHz carrier. The
fractional frequency stability required for advanced atomic
tiequency standards is on the order o f l ~ - ' ~ / & . This
requirement might be met with an ideal version of this
optoelectronic oscillator if we could reach the noise limit
determined by the optical shot noise.
The performance of a hybrid opticaVelecuonic oscillator
which uses a fiber-optic delay line as the frequency
discriminator has been investigated and an evaluation of
the possible use of this oscillator as a frequency reference
for atomic standards has been done.
The vaditional methods used to obtain spectrally pure
microwave signals are based either on crystal oscillators
(bulk-acoustic wave, BAW and surface acoustic wave,
SAW) or on various schemes that utilize some sort of highQ resonator (like whispering-gallery mode sapphire
resonators). In the first case the output frequency needs to
be multiplied, introducing signal degradation. In the second
case the resonator requires more sophisticated technology
than can usually be justified. A feature common to all such
oscillators is the small tunability. This can be increased
only at the expense of stability.
A promising alternative is the optoelectronic oscillator
(OEO) that has been studied in several laboratories [I], [2],
131. These hybrid opto-electronic systems use a long optical
fiber as the selective element that permits high tunability
and almost no limitation on the range of possible
oscillation frequencies.
Furthermore, it is possible to define for the fiber a
quality factor that defines its capability to select an
oscillation frequency. This is similar to the Q factor used
for resonators. In the fiber case, this factor is proportional
to the product of the time delay introduced by the fiber and
the oscillator's frequency. Recognition of this feature
invites consideration of higher oscillation frequencies to
improve the specual purity the oscillation. The long delay
also generates a high mode density and hence almost any
oscillation frequency can be chosen.
Two undesirable features are the thermal dependence of
fiber length, which limits the medium and long-term
stability, and the non-negligible loss incurred in the
conversion from microwave to optical and back again to
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nlicrowave. To produce oscillation. this loss needs to be
compensated. requiring microwave amplifiers that limit the
medium-term stability due to their flicker phase noise.
A possible solution to the problem of amplifier phase
noise is the use of two stages of amplification. The first
amplifier would have low-power. low-flicker noise and the
second would provide the remaining gain with its flicker
noise canceled using the carrier suppression technique 14).
2. THE OPTOELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR

2.1 Basic scheme and eauations
The general configuration for an OEO. shown in
Fig. Figure 1, includes a CW laser, an elecuo-optic
amplitude modulator (EOM), and a photodetector at the
end of the optical fiber. The loop is then closed by an
amplification stage, in order to reach the oscillation
threshold, and some kind of filter which selects among the
possible modes of this oscillator.

optic
selector
Figure I . Basic schemefor an OEO.

In our system the EOM is a Mach-Zehnder type
modulator which has a cosine-shaped transmittance versus
drive voltage,

where Pi,and Po,, are the optical powers incident on the
modulator and detected at the end of the fiber. The
modulator's parameters are y, a factor related to the
insertion loss; E, a factor related to the extinction ratio and
V , , the bias voltage needed to move from a maximum to a
minimum of the optical power transmitance.
The EOM is biased at the half-transmittance point so
that the fundamental of the RF signal is transmitted to the
detector, This signal is amplified and then fed back to the
modulator. If the RF signal is written as
the oscillation condition will be set by

where A is the gain of the RF amplifiers. p includes the
detector responsivity and the fiber coupling loss. and
e-2mo is the oscillation angular frequency. The total
delay along the loop is 7,the sum of the fiber delay 7d and
the much smaller delays of the others elements of the
system (typically neglected here). The Bessel function
comes from the series expansion of the transmittance the
modulator.
The solutions of the oscillating term of Eq.(3) can be
written as

EOM input RF power near 22 dBm 122 dB (re 1 mW)]. the
detected RF signal is only -37 dBm as a result of losses
primarily in the trasmission of the optical power. The total
conversion loss from microwave to optical and back to
microwave is about 62 dB.

I;s/rlLASER

I

1

monitor

The rnode selector in Fig. Figure 1 selects a particular
value of K (K=33 455 in our case) among all the solutions
of Eq. (4).
In Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) the mode selector and the
amplifiers are assumed to have a large enough bandwidth
that the dynamics of the system are unaffected by them. A
more detailed analysis of the oscillator can be found in [5].
2.2 Exverimental arrangement
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The laser is
an LlGaAsP DFB device with a 3 mA threshold current
and a maximum output optical power of 70 mW at a
current of 200 mA. In our present experiments, a 100 rnA
current is used with an optical output power of about
35 mW. After passing through an isolator, the beam is
coupled into the input fiber of the EOM. The inferred
coupling efficiency is about 28 %.
The EOM has an insertion loss of about 3 dB and a V,
of about 6 V measured at the operating condition of the
oscillator. that is, with a 10.6 GHz signal at the RF port. A
servo system is needed to keep the bias point of the EOM
stable. At this point (after the EOM) the remaining optical
power is 7 % of the laser output power; the fiber coupling
efficiency is 28 %, the passive insertion loss of the
modulator is 50 % and another 50 % is lost due to the
half-power bias point of the EOM.
The optical delay between the EOM and the detector is
1.2 km,
single-mode,
provided
by
a
temperature-compensated optical fiber. This fiber has a
temperature dependence of optical delay of 3 ps/(km.K)
(compared to the typical fiber coefficient of about
30 ps/(km.K)).
In our present system the losses are significant and the
photodetector sees only 5 % of the optical power delivered
by the laser.
The detector is a commercial device with a bandwidth
of 25 GHz and an inferred responsivity of 0.17 AlW.
Although we are able to obtain (from the EOM) the
maximum modulation depth (according to Eq. (3)) with the

microwave cavity

isolator

Figure 2. Experimental setup for the optoelectronic oscillator (OEO).

This number sets the minimum gain which needs to be
provided by the RF amplifiers. A low-noise, high-gain
amplifier provides the first 45 dB of gain and a low-noise,
high-power amplifier provides the rest of the required gain
and delivers the 22 dBm signal (3 dB compressed) to the
RF modulator port.
The mode selector is between the two amplifier stages
and is a critically coupled microwave cavity which
introduces 6 dB of loss. Finally, the variable attenuator
permits us to control the amount of compression in the
system.
The resulting microwave signal shows a side-mode
suppression of about 73 dB, due to the filter cavity with a
loaded quality factor QL of about 8300.
3. THE NOISE

The phase noise of this oscillator can be at least partly
predicted through a simple model described by Leeson,
which has been adapted to this particular case [5].In order
to apply this model, we need to know the phase noise
associated with each element of the system.
We therefore need to know the noise contribution of the
detection process and the noise introduced by the
amplification stages.
In our case the photodetector is simply terminated with
a 50 SZ resistor, called R in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.
where Id is the noiseless photocurrent, containing both a
DC and a RF component.
With an optical power of 1.75 mW (the 5 % of 35 mW
delivered by the laser) incident on a detector with
the
shot-noise
is
responsivity
0.17 A N ,
i:w, = 2eld n -220 ~ B / H Z .Then, the white phase noise
delivered to the load, calculated from the circuit in Fig. 3
will be

with

where Pd is the signal power measured at the detector
output (-37 dBm) and the dBmd/Hzare intended relative to
one squared radians. The term associated with the resistor's
thermal noise is clearly dominant.

where is the fiber delay. QLis the loaded quality factor of
the microwave cavity, and R=2V is the frequency offset
from the canier.
Fig. 6 compares the phase noise predicted by the model
is
compared
to
that
measured
with
a
frequency-discriminator noise-measurement system.

Figztre 3. Photodetector equivalent circuit with
shot noise and rhemal noise sources. The load
resistor is the input impedance of the first
amplifier and is assumed to be 50 R
The equivalent input phase noise of the amplifiers has
been evaluated and includes all other RF devices except the
cavity. This ensemble, called the R F chain, is displayed in
Fig. 4, with the measurement results shown in Fig. 5.

1E-1

1EtO

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Frequency offset from the carrier [Hz]

Figure 6. Measured and predicted phase noise
PSD of the OPO. The noise predictions are made
according to Leeson's model on the basis of the
only white input noise (a) and the total equivalent
input noise (b).

/

attenuator in place of the cavity
Figure 4. Elements considered in the RF chain.
The total phase noise at the input of the RF chain is the
sum of the input equivalent noise of the RF chain and the
white noise coming from the detection.
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The measured data from Fig. 6 are replotted in Fig. 7
and analyzed in terms of power-law spectral densities. The
small portion of white phase noise (slope f O ) around
100 kHz from the carrier is due to the presence of the fvst
side-mode of the oscillator. For our 1.2 km fiber the freespectral range is about 150 kHz and the side-mode
suppression (with the present cavity) is only about 73 dB.

1Et5

Frequency off set from the canier [Hz]

Figure 5. Phase noise power spectral density of
the RF chain, measured with an input signal power
of -40 dBm at 10.571 GHz
These quantities can be used to predict the oscillator
noise with the noise transfer function calculated according
to the Leeson's model 151:

1E-1

lE+O

1Et1

1E+2

1E+3

1Et4

Frequency offset from the canier [Hz]

Figure 7. Measured PSD of the OPO with
superposed power law model.

1E+5

The next two segments with slope of 20 dB/decade and
30 dB/decade are due (as is clear from Fig. 6) to the white
and flicker phase noise of the amplifiers.
The low-frequency part of the spectrum is random-walk
and is known to be mainly
frequency noise (slope f
related to environmental factors such as temperature
fluctuations and vibration.

J,

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
One useful figure of merit for oscillators (even at
different frequencies) is the Q-frequency product, which
gives a general evaluation of the potential performance of
the device. It is also possible to define a quality factor for a
fiber that permits us to calculate our Q-frequency product
[S] as
where vo is the oscillator frequency and 2d is the optical
delay of the fiber. For this OEO we obtain about
2.2 l0I5 Hz while for the best quartz oscillators we have
1.6 l0I3 Hz in the case of a BAW and 1.05 1013Hz for a
SAW.
The important difference with respect to resonatorbased oscillators is that in this case, the quality factor is
proportional to the oscillation frequency. Since for this
oscillator the Q-frequency product is proportional to ,v: it
is advantageous to have as high a working frequency as
possible.
The actual measured frequency stability is shown in
Fig. 8.
The flat part of the curve is due to the phase flicker
noise in the loop (slope f" in Fig. 7) while the part with
slope 2" is a direct consequence of the thermal drift of the
fiber length.
If we calculate the Allan variance related to the asintote
with slope f of Fig. 7, we find ay=4.7 10-13f1" and,
although this is an estimate that assumes the ability to
remove all the excess low frequency noise, the oscillator is
still not stable enough for use as a local oscillator for the
new generation of atomic standards. For this OEO
( ~ ~ 1 0 . 5 GHz),
7 1 the white-Pequency noise level (slopef in Fig. 7) corresponding to a frequency stability of 0 ~ 1 0 I4 -112
2
is about -156 dBrdHz at 10 kHz from the carrier.
Since this portion of the noise spectrum comes from the
open-loop white-phase noise, the simplest way to improve
it is to obtain a higher RF signal at the detector output.
That requires a higher detector responsivity andlor a higher
laser power and a Vansimpedence amplifier photodetector.
However the low-frequency excess noise remains. In
particular, the stability between 100 Hz and 10 kHz offset
from the carrier is limited by amplifier flicker phase noise;
a possible solution is to use a quieter first stage and carrier
suppression techniques applied to the second stage. Finally,
the medium and long-term stability of this oscillator is
limited by environmental factors, and improvement will
require temperature stabilization of the fiber.

"

Figure8. Allan

variance of the relative frequency
fluctuations versus integration time 5.
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ABSTRACT
-

-
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The noise performance of the Opto-Electronic
Oscillator (OEO) has been improved by about 20
dB. This improvement is obtained with a novel
implementation of the carrier suppression
technique.
Recent results with the Opto-Electronic Oscillator
have led to the realization of very high spectral
purity. Experimental results have produced a
performance characterized by noise as low as -60
dBc at 10 Hz for a 10 GHz oscillator. This
performance is significant because the oscillator is
free-running; and since the noise in an OEO is
independent of the oscillation frequency, the same
performance may also be obtained at higher
frequency. We have recently developed a novel
carrier suppression technique to reduce the Iff
phase noise of the oscillator even further. The
technique is based on the use of a long fiber

Figure 1.
delay, in place of the high Q cavity to implement
the carrier suppression scheme. Our preliminary
experimental results indicate an extra
10 to 20 dB phase noise reduction of the OEO
with this novel technique. Further noise
reduction beyond this value is expected with
improved circuit design and longer reference
fiber.The carrier suppressiontechnique pioneered
at JPL [I ,2] has been successfully used in
microwave oscillators to reduce close-to-carrier
phase noise resulting mainly from the Iff noise of
an amplifier in the oscillator loop.[3] Here we

0-7803-5400-1/991$10.000 1999 IEEE

report the first application of the carrier
sippression tec&ique in an opto-electronic
oscillator (OEO) to reduce the phase noise which
result not only from the amplifier, but also from
the laser relative intensity noise (FUN).
A double loop OEO incoruoratina the carrier

suppression technique is shown in Fig. 1. The
long loop consists of a polarization beam splitter
(PBS), a fiber coil having a long length of fiber, a
photodetector (PD2), an RF amplifier, a bandpass
filter, and a voltage controlled phase shifter
(VCP). The short loop consists of a short length
of fiber, a photodetector (PDl), an RF amplifier,
and a bandpass filter. In one implementation of
the fiber optic carrier suppression scheme, part of
the light is coupled out from the short loop and is
delayed by a reference fiber coil of 2 krn length.
The delayed light signal is then received at a third
photodetector (PD3) and converted to RF signal.
This signal is then made to interfere with the RF
output of the OEO at an RF bridge consisting of a
3 dB coupler, a variable attenuator, and a variable
phase shifter. The variable attenuator and the
phase shifter are adjusted such that one of the
output ports (port 1) of the bridge has a minimum
output power, while the other port (port 2) has the
maximum. The signals from the minimum
output port is then amplified and mixed with the
signal from the RF output port of the oscillator.
The relative phase between these two signals is
adjusted by another variable phase shifeer to be at
0 or K. The error signal from the mixer is then
amplified, filtered, and fedback to the VCP to
control the frequency ofthe OEO.

In this configuration, the fiber coil acts both as a
high Q phase storage component for the oscillator,
and as a frequency discriminator for the carrier
suppression bridge. The frequency discriminator
converts the frequency jitter of the OEO into
amplitude jitter out of the bridge. This amplitude
jitter is then detected by the mixer, and then
amplified, filtered, and fedback to the VCP to
suppress the frequency noise of the OEO.
Because the carrier suppression scheme is
insensitive to the amplitude noise of the signal
source, the relative intensity noise (RM) will not
affect the frequency noise measurement with the

RF bridge, and thus will not mask the phase
noise contribution fkom the RIN.

-

0

E -20

It is evident that the spectral purity of the OEO
was improved significantly (- 20 dB) with the
carrier suppression circuit active.
Fig. 3 shows the phase noises of an OEO with
and without carrier suppression noise reduction.
A phase noise reduction close to 20 dB at 10 Hz
is evident.
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In summary, we have successfully implemented a
carrier suppression noise reduction technique with
an optical fiber delay line, and applied the
technique to reduce the close-to-carrier llf noise in
a double loop OEO. About 20 dB phase noise
reduction was achieved with the technique at 10
Hz away from the 10 GHz canier. Further
improvement of the performance of the OEO is
expected with improved circuits that are under
construction.
The research described in this paper was carried
out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under contracts with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and US Air Force Rome Laboratories.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.
The RF spectra of the 10 GHz OEO with and
without carrier suppression are shown in Fig. 2a
and Fig. 2b. The spectra were taken with an
HP8563E spectrum analyzer. The span and
resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer
were set at 1 kHz and 10 Hz respectively for Fig.
2a and 200 Hz and 3 Hz for Fig. 2b.
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1. ABSTRACT
The selection and combination of appropriate
materials and manufacturing methods for
metrology-grade microwave resonators can be
improved by tuned design methodology and
manufacturability analysis which will enhance
performance and long-term reliability and are
often able to reduce cost as well. Typical
interest areas include steel resonators both for
Cs- or H-maser atomic standards and those
operating as stand-alone devices in the
millimeter region. New performance levels are
feasible due to improved surface quality,
stability, and the reduction of seam widths by
e.g. laser processing. A stepwise procedure
points out solutions particularly for e.g.
challenging airborne, sea or space platforms in
the higher microwave bands where prototype
specifications exceeding those of conventional
copper cavities have been achieved. The loaded
quality factor of a 15 GHz rectangular steel
cavity approaching 400 in a 50 ohm system
with a simultaneous tuning error below 0.1
MHz seems feasible.

2. INTRODUCTION
The initial electronic design of a military grade
15 GHz microwave cavity resonator assembly,
used in our tests, is documented in [I], [2] and
[3]. For a specific frequency control application
a very stable, well conducting and
dimensionally precise structure was needed,
capable of surviving also in a harsh
environment like [4] or [5]. Further design
wishes were e.g. minimal attenuation in critical
areas, magnetic shielding and the ability to
withstand excess thermal power. Sub-audio
vibration and shocks were known to be
encountered in this particular application.
The general requirements for a microwave
resonator are based on electromagnetic wave
propagation, transmission line theory and the
electromagnetic properties
of
applied
construction materials. The aim here is to point
out that a tuned design methodology for
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.00 8 1999 IEEE
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microwave mechanics, specially with a new
tuned manufacrrrrability analysis, will have a
positive effect on microwave performance as
well and even enable previously unobtainable
features. Focus areas include impedance
matching of the resonator, 3-D field pattern
and polarization characteristics, maximum Q
and its stability and the electric shielding
performance of the selected construction - a
very important issue in a military application.
Imperfections in the cross sectional structure of
the resonator itself, missalignments, material
dents, oxidation and non-perfect joints between
sections can be reduced without adding the
design or production time or cost.

3. TUNED MANUFACTURABILITY
ANALYSIS
The main reason for developing new design
methodologies is the aim to improve the
efficiency of engineering design. In practice,
there are six different point of views to handle
this subject : 1) making organisational changes
(team work, relationships between designers
etc.), 2) knowledge level (necessary education,
knowledge about modem manufacturing
technologies etc.), 3) improving the design
environment and ergonomy, 4) personal
characters and skills (abilities for creative
design and team work), 5) possibilities to use
additional design methodies and tools (for
example computer aided tools)
and 6)
possibilities to tune the design methodologies
or combine the best stages from already known
methodologies for a specific design area .
In this paper the main attention is given to the
search for new possibilities to tune the design
methodologies or combine the best stages fiom
alredy know methodologies for a specific
design area by analysing the design procedure
of the laser welded resonator. To get an
impression of the problems of applying design
methodologies to microwave mechanics let's
examine two typical examples: For example in
[6] Bubka and Flynt present "design
methodology" for a typical microwave

component (stripline directional coupler) and
their result is that the misalingment between
adjacent layers is a critical parameter. They
present also values for the tolerances to ensure
the required performance. However, no
connection is given to the manufacturing
technology or production. Besides the typical
"methodology" for microwave mechanics
consists of three stages which are e.g. in the
case of designing another common microwave
component (multilayer coupled line filter), as
follows [7, p.7851 : 1) evaluation of normal
mode parameters for various coupled line
sections, 2) determination of physical
dimensions to obtain the required normal mode
parameters as computed in step (1) and 3)
simulation of physical structure obtained in
step (2) to verify the design. It is important to
notice that no further steps are presented.
These two illustrative examples show clearly
that there is a lack of succesful applications of
an efficient design methodology for microwave
mechanics.
The tunded design methodology for laser
processing consists of six basic elemets as
follows (see also Fig. 1) :
1. To meet the the special requirements of
microwave
mechanics
the
tuned
requirement list is needed.
2. Team work according to the crosstecnological approach should start fiom
the beginning of the design process.
Experts of microwave mechanics,
engineering
design,
manufacturing
technology and laser processing are the
most important ones. In the beginning of
the design process other members are not
necessary.
3. To avoid useless redesign cycles a
mathematical model is used to recognize
the products to be laser processed as soon
as possible after the first product ideas are
found.
4. Tuned questionares are used to establish
the special DFM - requirements of laser
processing simultaneously with the
hctional requirements of microwave
mechanics.
5. Computer aided enviroment is utilized
fiom the beginning of the design process.
In practise it is essential to avoid
modelling the same CAD-geometry several
times for different purposes and to ensure
that data of the CAD-geometry can be
transformed without any additional editing
for example in DXF-format for laser
processing.

6. The design process is carried out inside the
optimisation approach starting fiom the
top level (design) and ending at the bottom
(production and manufacturing).
The design process is carried out inside the
optimisation approach. The design task
presented by the customer is an input to the
process. Both the cross-technological team
work and the use of computer aided means are
carried out during the whole design process in
the same design environment. The tuned
requirement list and questionare for DFM,
mathematical model to recognize the suitable
manufacturing process during the early stages
of the design chain and the creative means are
the individual main stages which are necessary
for succesful design work. During the process
the scope of computer aided means and team
work must be evaluated - and if needed there
are good possibilities to utilize for example AI, WWW-applications and Concurrent
Engineering (CE). The output of the process is
the readiness for a laser processed product.
Tumd
regulrement
tist

Tuned
9ueSliOnllI.?s

for DFM

Inlegrated
mrnputer

M a t h a ~ t i Om
l del
to mcognize laser
~rosessedproducts

Tuned cross.
lechnological
approach

Eight hvel
optirnisation
approach

Fig. 1. Basic elements of the tuned design
methodology for a laser processed product.
A lot of attention should be given to check the
common requirements of design methodology
which obey the following eight instructions
[8,p.10]: 1) the methodology must be
applicable to every type of design activity, no
matter in which specialist field, 2) the
methodology should facilitate the search for
optimum solutions, 3) the methodology should
be compatible with the concepts, methods and
findings of other disciplines, 4) the
methodology should not rely on finding
solutions by chance, 5) the methodology should
facilitate the application of known solutions to
related tasks, 6) the methodology should be
compatible with electric data processing, 7) the
methodology should be easily taught and
learned, and 8) the methdology should reduce
workload, save time, prevent human errors,
and help to maintain active interest.

However, according to our experiences a
methodology which is too universal will cause
useless iterations or redesign in the beginning
of the process and will make it difficult to
recognize the most suitable manufacturig
method soon enough to start an effective DFM.
To avoid these disadvantages the tuned
methodology is needed: With the help of the
cross-technological approach it is possible to
create new questionares which assist to form
tuned requirement lists for any design activity
and tuned DFM-questionares for any
manufacturing
technology.
If
the
characteristics for different manufacturing
methods (laser processing in this case) are
clarified in detail, it is possible to form a
mathematical formula to recognize a particular
manufacturing method whichcould be used in
the production. These three facts mean that to
follow the first instruction extra work and
research is needed. It is also important to
notice that the members of the design team are
selected related to the design task to ensure that
the solution could be found as quickly as
possible. If the design task is known, it is
obvious to choose the most appropriate
members of the design team and the tuned
design methodology as well and not to just
satisfy the universal goals.

dimensional uncertainties particularly along
the z-axis, change the center frequency.

Fig.2. The rectangular cavity resonator has six
conducting walls and a coaxial feed. The wave
propagates and resonates along the z-axis.

4. TEST SET-UP
Both the capabilities of the tuned
manufacturability chain, laser processing in
general and the suitability of steel for
microwave work can be judged by e.g.
manufacturing cavity resonators for various
center frequencies and testing their radio
frequency characteristics, particularly their
structural losses. Meanwhile, also the design
methodology and its milestones can be verified.
In our case, a 15.0000 GHz rectangular cavity
design operating in the TE,, -mode was used,
because its feed arrangement, i.e. the coupling
to a coaxial test system, was readily available
from a waveguide horn antenna project [9].
Two test samples were assembled; one as a
conventional soldered copper construction and
another from steel .with laser welded joints. The
basic structure is shown schematically in Fig. 2
(3D-modelled with the Genius Mechanical
Desktop-software) and a photograph of the
built prototype in Fig. 3.
Various initial imperfections in the raw
material and possible burrs or dents caused by
the welding process will lower the resonator
quality factor and easily generate unwanted
modes depending on their location, and

Fig. 3. The laser welded steel prototype is
completely sealed except for the small coaxial
SMA-type connector. The outside appearance
of the test unit is of no technical importance.
Ideally, the cavity should have four walls
along its longitude axis (z-axis), each of them
perfectly conducting, perfectly flat and adjacent
panels should be at right angles against each
other. This assures a correct propagation mode
(usually of TE-type) in the cavity. E.g. welding
joints protwding inside the cavity will spoil the
comers and induce unwanted modes which
usually decrease the quality factor Q. The
effective surface conductivity might be changed
as well. Another possible problem is the
oxidation of the inner surface of the cavity due
to welding a drawback hardly correctable
later due to the completely closed construction.
Further on, the length of the resonator must be
an integer multiple of the half-wavelength or

-

U 2 with conductive plates at both ends if we
want to produce a series resonant behaviour
which shows an impedance minimum at the
center eequency. A mechanical deviation will
cause an immediate change in the resonance
frequency.

5. SOME MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The unloaded quality factor Q of the test
resonators was calculated according to [3] and
was found to be about 24600 for a copper
cavity and 8600 for a stainless steel version.
The laser welded steel prototype was measured
with a microwave VNA (Vector Network
Analyzer). A typical result, presented as a
Smith diagram, is shown in Fig. 4. Based on
this, we can compute the realistic Q value
either looking at the fiequency difference
between those points were the series resonant
input impedance grows to 1.414.... of its
minimum or from (1)

shown originally in [3], where o is the angular
frequency and the resonator is assumed to have
= R + j X . A narrow
an input impedance Zi,
100 MHz sweep with as many points as
possible is needed due to the sharp resonance.
The measured, loaded Q varies between 290
and 360, depending on the fiequency span and
evaluation procedure. It seems thus, that the
material selection was succesfbl and steel,
particularly if laser welded, can be used
effectively for
small-sized microwave
components.

-

Marker 1: 15.1622 GHz 1.oaf3 ohms i 0.&7 rnlliohrns

The prototype resonator length was somewhat,
about 0.5 mm shorter than designed. This is
readily visible in Fig. 5 where the resonance
frequency is plotted as a fbnction of z-axis
dimension d. The original mathematical
formula is to be found in e.g. [3].
Unfortunately, the coupling arrangement to the
resonator E-field is dimensioned for 15.0000
GHz and thus optimum performance can not be
achieved. The effects of the coupling
arrangement are discussed further in Chapter 6
below.
Actually it turned out that a feasible and
practical, non-destructive method for the
accurate measurement, other than the applied
microwave technique, of the resonator's
internal length does not exist. With another 50
pn longer feed rod, the center frequency was
found to be 15.0710 GHz. The resonance
frequency could be measured (using the VNA
as such) with an uncertainty smaller than 0.1
MHz which equals a dimensional error of 0.5
pn, see Fig. 6. Further tests with an elevated
temperature showed that the resonance
fiequency of the steel prototype decreases 23
IcHz 1 degree.
FREQUENCY

(OM)

Fig. 5. The steel prototype resonator turned out
to be 475 p shorter than designed. This shifts
the center frequency nearly 102.2 MHz
upwards.

6. EFFECTS OF THE COUPLING PINS'S

SHAPE
Most microwave resonators are very often
connected with a coaxial coupling structure
feeding the electric field of the hollow
rectangular waveguide.
Fig. 4. The steel resonator's impedance plot at
the vicinity of the center frequency. The loss
resistance is about 1.2 ohms and the 3 dB
loaded bandwidth 62 MHz.

From the manufacturability point of view, the
tuning of the transition is complicated due to
the need to cut the rod to a suitable length I
after it has been installed in the resonator.

Fig. 6. The microwave network analyzer
provides an accurate way for the dimensional
measurement. At 15 GHz the average
frequency uncertainty of 100 kHz (span 100
MHz) yields a dimensional error of 0.5 pm.
If the guide is open from one end, as is the case
with e.g. horn antennas and waveguide
adapters, a post-mounting cut would be highly
attractive. However, as the transition is usually
deep inside the structure, no mechanical means
exist to perform this adjustment.

Fig. 7. Microscopic photographs of the four
tested coaxial transition rods.

Cutting with a laser beam would provide an
interesting alternative but the actual shape of
the cut depends on the selected laser process as
well and very little has been published about
the possible electrical effects of a non-planar
end surface.
Four different coaxial transitions were
manufactured in order to simulate the effects of
the coupling rod's actual shape. They were all
tested with a rectangular waveguide.
Fig. 7 shows the microscopic photographs of
the end shapes utilized with a straight-edged
one as a reference and a tilted, grooved, and
ball-shaped one simulating the possible
manufacturing defects. The mean length was
kept the same in order to avoid disturbing this
way the tuning. The differences in performance
exceeded the expectations.
Fig. 8 clarifies how the best performance is
obtained with the "perfect" straight-ended rod
having a Z,,= (36.7tj 8.9) Q and the worst
with a ball-shaped end where the Z,,= (33.4+ j
17) S2 . The tilted and the grooved feed rods
behave about the same and fit in between the
two extremes. The test bandwidth was 1 GHz.

START 14.5 GHz

STOP 15.5 GHz

Fig. 8. The zoomed Smith chart presentation
(0.5 U full scale deflection) of the effects of the
end shape found in coaxial to waveguide transitions. The best electrical performance is
obtained with a straight-edged rod (S) whereas
a ball-shaped version (B) provides the worst
impedance match.
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ABSTRACT
Whispering gallery modes were used for v e n
accurate pemlittivity and dielectric loss tangent
measurements for lo\v loss isotropic and uniaially
anisotropic matcrials. We present the measurenzents d
seven1 spccinlens including sapphire. YAG. quartz.
rutilc and SrLaA104. The total absolute uncertainty in
real part of the permittivity tensor was estinlated to be
less than 0.1'K and \\:as limited by the uncertainty in
the dimensions of the san~ples.Imaginary parts of thc
pennittivig tensor were measured to about 101%t
accuracy. limited by the accuracy of Q-factor
measurcnlents in whispering gallery modes. The
anisotropy ratio of the measured matcrials varicd from 1
(isotropic YAG) to 2.2 (rutile). All anisotropic
materials eshibited anisotropy in the imaginar?, pan d
the penllittivity tensor as well as the real part. For most
crystals dielectric losses can be approsimated by a
power function of absolute temperature in only a linzitcd
tempcnture range. At \ f e q lovf temperatures (4-50 K)
properties of both the real and inzaginary pemlittivity
tensor are often ‘fleeted by impurities \vllich are al\\:ays
present in real crystals.

Hcre f"' and fE' are the measurcd frequencies of the
quasi-TE (H)and the quasi-TM (E) WGMs and €11
and €1 are tlzc real parts of the pernlitti\.ity tensor
perpendiculnr and parallel to tllc anisotropy asis
respccti!.ely. The eigen~.alueequations F I and F? rcsulr
from thc application of ngorous mcthod of analysis of
the resonant stnicture (we used the mode nlatclung
t c c l ~ q u e ) .Once the pennittivitics arc evaluated fmm
(1). the loss tangents are e\'aluatcd from (2).

Here tan SI and tan Sf/ are the diclcctric loss tangents
perpendicular and parallel to the anisotropy axis: p ( E ).
fl
&).
and /#) a s t l s electric energy filliag

p:,y)

factors pcrpendicular and parallcl for E and H modes.
G ' ~ 'and G'"' are the geometric factors and Rs is thc
surface resistance. The clectric energy filling factors were
dctenlu~iedfrom the increnlental frequency rule [?I.

1. INTRODUCTION

L o n loss single crystals have bccolnc inlponant
materials for constructing Iugh-Q temperature
con~pensated resonators for frcquenq stabilised
microwave oscillators. This paper reports on a
collaborative effon to assess and clmcterise m e n 1
single crystals using the Wluspering Gallery Mode
(WGM) mcthod. wluch has proved to bc the most
accurate mcthod for measurenzents of the complcs
pennittivity of estren~elylow loss dielectrics [I-31.
11. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The most effective \vay to eliminate conductor
losses for loss tangent measurements is to escite
WGMs in a cylindrical specimen of the material. T o
distinguish the anisotropy for complcs pcnl~ittivit\.
measurements the crystal asis must be aligned along
the cylil~dricalasis. then the Q-factor and frequcr~yd
two modes must be measured. The modes must bc
significantly different and esliibit quasi TE and T M
electromagnetic field structure. To solve for the tensor
cornponellts of pemlittivih a systeln of two notl-linear
delcrni~ianteouations are cvaluared.
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The geometric factors can bc calculated from.

jjj /llu''i.
J J I

1

S

In practice for a properly chosen azimuthal illode
nulnber and a sufficiently large shicld. the geolnetric
factor is large enough to ignore the cffcct of Rh.

111 RESULTS
Rcsulls of measurements of the rcal per~nittivilics
\,crsus te~npcraturefor several sillylc crystals are sho\i,n
in Figs. 1-6. Absolute accuracy was limited principally
by unccnainty in tlte dimensions of thc salnples and
estimated to be better than 0. I(%,. Relative accuracy
vcrsus temperature depends on ill;iccuracics in the

thennal espansion coefficient [5-XI. Influence of thern~al
espansion is especially important at lo\\: teinpentures
\vllere pernlittivity cllanges 'are small. At tellipentlues
in the nnge of 4-20 K. The presence of p'm~mglietic
impurities can '?tfect the nleasurenlellt ~IIcertuinh
depending on the kind and amount [9]. Such variations
are visible in quartz Figs.2-3 at temperatures 4-20 K.
For most materials. escept nltile. the pennittiviv
increases with respect to temperature above 100 K. For
with
this reason rutile is an ideal material to coli~bi~le
other nlnterials and construct thenilally compe~lsated
resonators [lo-131. All materials measured by us.
escept YAG, eslubit dielectric uniaxial anisotropy. The
anisotrop? ratio. E ~ ~ / varies
E ~ . with tempenture and
it is different for v,arious materials. as shor~fnin Table 1.
At 20 K. nltile had the largest anisotropy ratio: 2.23.
while quartz had the smallest of 1.044.

tangents at 100 K. Data in the last two rows of Table 2
and Table 3 were taken fro111 literature. When
comparing dita one should notice t11;lt diclcctric losses
are frcqocllcy dependent. For csample. for sappilire
losscs illcrensc approsimatcl!. lincariy witll frequency.
This means that the data measured at 22 GHz (first row)
and 10 GHz (sisth row) are in good agreement.
There are tlleoretical papcrs on dielectric losses in
pure single cnstals [lo] that predict tCNpCmhIre and
f r e q ~ r e ~ ~dependence
y
for ~:arious crystal lattice
stmcturcs. Measure~nellts sho\v tllat losses in real
crystals esllibit more comples beha\~iour. e\:en in
linuted telliperanire ranges. For niost cnstals at very
low tentperahlres losses are aflected by impurities. in
other crystals like quartz piezoelectric cffects donullate
the loss mechanism.

Tnhlc 1. Anisotropv ratio f i ~ rvnrious mnfwinls
Material
l~nisotropyratio l ~ n i s o t r ~ pratio
y

Sapphire
Rutile

I

1.224
2.23

Tnhle 2. Dielectric k)s.v,/~ctor:vN I I dielectric
~
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Table 3. Dielectric losses ot 100 K
GHz 1 Material 1
tanb,
I tan&
5 lo-'
2 lo-'
22 1 Sapphire 1
YAG
Rutile

Quartz
SrLaAlOa
Sapplure [GI
Rutile [ l l ]
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In Figs.7-11 loss tangents measurements are shown.
For all materials the dielectric loss tangent increases
with temperature. The teniperahlrc ivhere t 11e slope d
dielectric loss tangent versus temperature appronclles
nlasinlum on is about I 0 0 K. Near 100 K. dielectric
losses can be approsimated by the follo\\:ing poufcr
functions of absolute temuerahlre:
4632

t""~""l""i'"'l""l""l
0

Table 2 shows the evaluation of the parameters at 100

K given from (4), wlile Table 3 shows the loss
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DISCUSSION
Results presented in this paper create an accunte
pemlitti1:ih data basis for a f w ultra-low loss crystals.
Also. tile dielectric loss tangent data presented liere cnn
be treated as reference values. however only ~vithin a
limited temperature range not <affected by impurities
(which are always present in real nuterials). Losses in
real crystals eshbit niore conlplicated behaviour t l ~ a i ~
that predicted by simplified theoretical models
presented in literature. Power loss-temperature formulae
describing dielectric loss can be applied only in limited
temperatiue ranges. Further studies of niore materials at
various frequencies using the WGM tecluuque
necessary. This data could act as an esperimental basis
for new theories. which may predict accurately the
comples permittivity of materials.
The technique of combining low-loss dielectrics has
proven to be escellent for building lugli-Q telilpenhlre
conlpensated microwvave resonators [lo-131. Specifically
we have concentrated on combining sapphire and nitile
[I 11. The sapphire-rutile resonator consists of a large
piece of sapphire with snlall pieces of n~tileacting to
perturb the resonant frequency of the sapplure resonator.
Rutile 1x1s low loss and opposite Ten~perature
Coefficient of Permittivity (TCP) to sapplure and tlim
can annul the frequency-ten~pentureelk-racteristic of the
sapphire resonator with mininiuni degradation in Q
factor. Because the field is very small in tlie rutile (only
acts as a perh~rbation)there are no high field gap
regions, and also because it is physically very small.
the thermal time constant is very fast and insignificant
when compared to sapplure. Thus. tlie rutile
temperature should follow that of sapplure. Also. tlie
stmctuue can be held rigidly fised together. wluch is
necessary to eliliunate g-sensitivity.
The disadvantage of such a device is that it is very
hard to design tlie structure to have a spccific frequelqtempenhlre annulment point. However. tlus probleni
has been solved due to collaboration ~vitlithe Institut
de Recherche en Conununications Optiques et
Microondes (IRCOM) at the University of Limoges.
Recent preliminzxy work proves that finite elenient
sofi~varedeveloped at IRCOM is capable of accurately
designing such structures [14,15]. Tlus gives us the
power to design resonators with specific aniiulnient
tempcratures wluc11 would not be otlienvise possible.
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accuracy of perhaps 1 in 10" (1 Hz at 10 GHz) is
desirable ( 1 in 10' of the tuning range of 0.01 9%).

ABSTRACT
The combination of very low loss dielectric single
crystal materials and cryogenic temperatures (Below
about SO K) has led to the achievement of high Q
resonators which show great promise for frequency
standard applications. A number of problems remain to
be solved. We have already reported how high frequency
stability with minimum temperature control may be
achieved by means of composite dielectric pucks. the
components having opposite signs for their temperature
coefficients of permittivity. A second requirement for a
frequency standard is that it should possess a specified
frequency. Here we report implementation of electronic
tuning of a sapphire dielectric puck resonator by using a
SrTi03 (STO) tuning element situated in the evanescent
field region outside the sapphire puck. In addition the
same structure may be used when the sapphire and S T 0
elements act as weakly coupled resonators so that the
resonant frequency becomes a very sensitive function of
temperature, allowing the possibility of very high
resolution thermometry.

1. INTRODUCTION
The availability of high purity single crystal
dielectrics (such as sapphire) which exhibit very low loss
tangents at microwave frequencies for temperatures
below about SOK, combined with high temperature
superconducting thin films, has led to the production of
very high Q compact microwave resonators with many
potential applications in microwave communications
(see, for example, [1],[2]). As well as the utility of such
devices for filter applications in mobile and satellite
communications systems we have already shown
elsewhere that very stable oscillators with long term
stability and very low phase noise performance may be
built [3], especially if frequency temperature
compensation is employed [4].
The resonant frequency of a dielectric resonator is
determined by its relative permittivity and physical
dimensions. T o produce a resonator with a specific
resonant frequency one must have well characterised and
homogeneous single crystal dielectrics and good
electromagnetic modelling capabilities. However we
estimate that, at best, the machining tolerances (including
crystallographic axes alignment), material parameters and
modelling accuracy limit the ability to produce a required
frequency to an accuracy of no better than 0.01 %.
Much greater accuracy is required for local oscillator or
frequency standard applications and tuning to an

-
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Various tuning techniques may be attempted and we
list three possible methods with their main disadvantages
below. First temperature tuning may be implemented,
where small controlled temperature changes affect the
oscillator frequency via the slowly varying function
df/dT. However typically the resonator is operated at a
temperature turning point where df/dT=O, to realise the
highest stability [4] which thus eliminates the possibility
of temperature tuning. Mechanically adjustable elements
within the resonator housing have also been used to
provide tuning (see, for example, 1.51). When the highest
stability is required mechanical adjustment has the
disadvantage that the mechanism will almost certainly be
prone to vibrational instabilities.
Also automated
operation is bulky, complex and slow.
The most appropriate form of tuning. from the point
of view of simplicity, speed and noise isolation could be
provided by voltage controlled permittivity of a dielectric
element in the resonator structure, such as is
demonstrated by some paraelectric or ferroelectric high
permittivity materials. In the remainder of this paper we
explore this latter approach to fine tuning.

2. TEMPERATURE AND VOLTAGE
DEPENDENCE OF RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY
OF SrTiO3
Strontium Titanate (SrTi03) is a perovskite
structured insulator with an exceptionally high relative
permittivity. It is structurally and chemically highly
compatible with the cuprate high temperature
superconductors. Its relative permittivity is very high
even at room temperature and shows considerable
crystalline anisotropy. As the temperature is lowered the
permittivity rises strongly and bulk crystals of SrTi03
inter a paraelectric stat; before becoming ferroelectric
below about 35 K. In both of these states the permittivity
can be controlled by an applied electric field.

3. EXPERIMENTAL REALISATION OF TUNING
Figure 1 shows our measurements of the
temperature dependence of the relative permittivity of a
.5
using a
bulk single crystal of SrTi03 ( 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ 0 mm3),
metallised parallel plate resonator technique [6] whereas
Fig. 2 shows the effect of an applied d.c. electric field to
the same structure. Both figures indicate measurements
made using different resonant modes in the parallel plate

structure.
Note that the agreement between
measurements from the different modes is quite good.
Discrepancies arise mainly from edge effects since the
fringing field in the region outside the dielectric of a
parallel plate resonator with open side boundary
conditions is not negligible. whereas the calculated
values for permittivity and change of permittivity with
electric field neglect the fringing fields. The values for
&,(T) and de,(T)ldT are in quite good agreement with
other published data for single crystal ST0 [7.S].

4. RESONATOR TUNING RESULTS
The loss tangent tanG(T) of S T 0 at cryogenic
temperatures is not as low as for sapphire. being typically
in the range 3 x 1 ~ to
' IDJ. Microwave losses in the S T 0
tuning element must not compromise the overall Q of the
resonator (since this is essential for high oscillator
stability) so the ST0 tuning element is situated in the
fringing field of the main resonator so that its
electromagnetic field filling factor is small. It is coated
with thick film YBCO on both sides providing electrodes
to apply a d.c. electric field. Various patterns for the
HTS electrodes are being tested, chosen to maximise the
coupling of the fringing field to the tuning element for a
variety of resonant modes.

Temperature (K)

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the total percentage
change in permittivity E, due to the application of a dc
electric field.
provide an isothermal enclosure. Microwave power may
be coupled in and out through two adjustable loops
soldered to the ends of coaxial cables on opposite sides
of the copper housing. The resonator is incorporated into
a loop oscillator geometry. When the phase shifter is
adjusted so that the total phase shift around the external
microwave circuit is equal to an integer times 2st the gain
in the amplifier is sufficient to cause the circuit to
oscillate at the centre frequency of the sapphire resonant
mode. This frequency is counted and recorded by a
frequency counter as the direct voltage applied to the
ST0 tuning element is varied. Figure 3 shows a
schematic layout of the loop oscillator.

variable 3.c.
tuning voltage

resorutor housing,
cooled to 30-80K

I

HTScoated
ST0 disc

Temperature (K)

// I

+
I

-

I

HTS electrode pattern on
underside of SrTi03 disc

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the relative
permittivity E, of a bulk single crystal of SrTiO,.
The pattern is applied to one HTS coated face of the
disc shaped S T 0 tuning element, the other side is coated
with a plain HTS thick film ground plane. Wires are
attached to the HTS films by a small amount of silver
loaded paint, applied at a point where the fringing field
should be minimal.
The S T 0 disc is positioned close to the sapphire
puck, with the HTS ground plane attached to a copper
plate, the axial position of which can be adjusted by a
simple screw mechanism. The whole composite structure
is enclosed in a copper box to reduce radiation losses and

L

I

I

II

Quartzspacer

outnut

room temp-anture loop oscillator

Fig. 3. Schematic of oscillator with HTSISTO fine
tuning.
Figure 4 shows results for the effect of a d.c. voltage V
applied across the S T 0 tuning element on the frequency
of the loop oscillator referenced to the T E o i I mode of the
sapphire puck. Note that a modest voltage change of
-50 V can produce a frequency change of -0.03%. This
should be compared with the design target suggested
above of 0.01% so that a tuning voltage of less than 20V

should be adequate to achieve this. At T = 35 K slight
hysteresis is visible. At a higher temperature (T > 40 K)
this is undetectable though the tuning range is reduced.

Applied voltage (V)

Fig. 4. Tuning effect of S T 0 applied voltage, measured
at 35 K.

5. COUPLED RESONATORS
The work described in the previous section
concerns a configuration where the sapphire puck and the
S T 0 puck are rather tightly coupled together. The
temperature and voltage change of the composite puck
resonant frequency can be reasonably accurately
modelled in terms of a voltage or temperature dependent
perturbation through &,(V,T). A different situation arises
when the microwave fields of the sapphire and S T 0
pucks are only extremely weakly coupled. Then the
resonant frequency of a particular mode of the sapphire
puck fo (assumed temperature independent to a first
approximation) is quite unaffected by the S T 0 except for
a temperature selected resonance condition when the
resonant frequency go(T) of a mode in the S T 0 comes
into close coincidence with that of the selected sapphire
mode. In this situation there is a measurable interaction
between the two modes so that they may be treated as
coupled independent resonators [9].The following four
equations describe the resulting temperature dependent
frequencies and linewidths:

Here A is the coupling strength between the two
modes and is essentially proportional to the overlap of
the electromagnetic standing wave patterns of the stored
energy of the two field distributions of the modes,
integrated throughout the housing. W,,, ,and WsTo are
the unperturbed linewidths of the sapphire and SrTi03
resonances respectively. Which of the two coupled
modes is observed in any experiment depends on the
nature of the input and output coupling structures,
especially their positions. If these are situated closer to
the sapphire puck then the mode observed is the one
which has the dominant stored energy within the sapphire
puck.
Figure 5 shows some experimental results for the
temperature variation of such a coupled mode
(predominantly the TEoll mode in sapphire) as the
temperature is changed over a small range. Note that two
S T 0 resonances in turn come in to coincidence with the
sapphire resonance, each producing similar frequency
and width shifts. The solid curves represent fits to the
experimental data for frequency shift and linewidth,
using the above equations and treating E, as a linear
function of T, with coefficient as derived from Fig. 4
(this is an excellent approximation in view of the very
limited temperature range). The agreement between
experiment and the model is seen to be very good. Note
that the coupled resonant frequency varies rapidly over a
temperature range of around 5 0 mK.
The coupled resonators provide the possibility of
sensitive temperature change measurements to be made.
Thus the rate of change of resonant frequency with
temperature can be at least as high as 75 MHzIK (see
Fig. 5). Since the output frequency of a microwave loop
oscillator based on a high Q dielectric resonator can be
stable to at least 1 in 10" for an averaging time of 1s
[lo] this thermometer has a potential temperature
resolution as low as 1.5 nK, comparable with the best
high resolution susceptibility or superconducting
transition edge thermometers. It has an added
advantage that it is non contacting since the temperature
change of interest would be occurring in the S T 0
element which is coupled through the fringing
electromagnetic field to the main resonator. The latter
would require to be separately temperature compensated
using, for example a combination of sapphire and rutile
elements [ l 11.

to evaluate the potential of the coupled resonator
geometry as an ultra high resolution non-contacting
thermometer.
Issues of mechanical stability and
microwave power dissipation in the ST0 element will
need to be addressed.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results (circles and crosses) for the
temperature variation of a coupled mode (predominantly
the TEoll mode in sapphire) as the temperature is
changed over a small range. The solid curves represent
fits to the experimental data for frequency shift (bottom)
and linewidth (top).
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have demonstrated in principle that electronic fine
tuning of HTS shielded dielectric resonators may be
carried out using low loss tuning elements of single
crystal ST0 to which small voltages may be applied to
adjust the relative permittivity and hence the combined
dielectric resonator resonant frequency. Next we plan to
maximise the tuning by positioning the tuning element
closer to the main dielectric resonator. A resonator
housing with a screw adjustment has been constructed
which will allow smooth variation of the tuning element
position. Different electrode structures have been
fabricated to maxirnise the tuning effect on the oscillator
frequency. The loaded Q values currently attained with
the tuneable resonators are relatively low, -3x103. It is
believed this results from the presence of silver paint
electrodes and normal metal wiring to the ST0 tuning
elements.
In the near future we plan to position the tuning
elements in future so that the stray fields are minimal in
the region of the non-superconducting connection to the
ST0 electrodes. Even at cryogenic temperatures the loss
tangent in single crystal samples of ST0 is typically
lu4. However for the fine tuning application
described here the filling factor (that is the fraction of the
total stored electromagnetic energy) in the ST0 element
will be only of order 10" so that overall loaded Q values
as high as 10' may be expected. Further work is planned
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ABSTRACT
Single crystal dielectric materials such as sapphire
demonstrate remarkably low values for the dielectric
loss tangent. even at rather modest cryogenic
temperatures (40-80 K) which are readily achieved
using closed cycle coolers.
We have taken our
previously reported novel design [1.2] for a composite
dielectric resonator incorporating both sapphire and
rutile single crystal elements and further improved the Q
value while raising the frequency versus temperature
compensation point to greater than 60 K. At the same
time the geometrical size of the dielectric pucks has
been increased while still using the same closed cycle
cooler so that a compact loop-oscillator system is
realised at a frequency close to the Cs atomic clock
hyperfine frequency (-10 GHz) and an operating
temperature of 63.5 K. Unloaded Q values as high as
lo7 have been achieved under these operating
conditions for this composite resonator.
In addition we have investigated a compensated
sapphirelrutile whispering gallery mode system at
17 GHz with a view to reducing the phase noise of
oscillator based on this technology. Such oscillators can
be used both as low phase noise sources and as long
term stable frequency standards. The following sections
describe some of the issues to be addressed to optimise
performance.

1. CRYOGENIC DIELECTRICS & RESONATOR
DESIGN
The loss tangent tan6 of dielectric single crystalline
materials such as sapphire (A1203), magnesium oxide
(MgO) and rutile (TiOz) [3] is strongly temperature
dependent, falling rapidly as the temperature is reduced
below room temperature. For even the highest purity
materials this rapid reduction with temperature is
replaced by a low temperature plateau region where the
losses are dominated by extrinsic contributions such as
impurities and a variety of point defects.
The phase noise of a low phase noise oscillator
based on a simple feedback circuit can be expressed by
Leeson's formula [4]:
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For a given amplifier with phase noise (llf and
white contributions) lO.log(cdf,,,+~)the oscillator phase
noise scales approximately like l/QL2. Typically.
commercial amplifiers based on FET transistors have
amplifier noise of -135 dBcMz at f,,= 1Wz. In order to
meet a specification of -125 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz with a
simple loop oscillator. QLof about lo7 is required.
A frequency standard consists of a stable oscillator.
in which a high Q resonator can be used as the
frequency discriminator. Assuming an infinitely stable
resonator, frequency deviations of the oscillator are
proportional to the ability of the stabilisation circuit to
keep the oscillator frequency within a fraction x of the
half power resonance linewidth Ahc = f 1 QL . The
resulting fractional frequency stability is:

For x=1v6 a stability of about 1ul3 results for
eL=107 . Assuming such a value to be independent of
the integration time z. the stability of state-of-the-art
frequency standards could be exceeded for certain
ranges of .c:
Table 1
Type of Standard
hydrogen maser (JPL)
passive hydrogen maser:
l Wcaesium standard:
Commercial Cs standard:
Commercial Rb standards
helium cooled SCMO (JPL)

I

Measuring time
r c 0 . 1 sec
z < 10 sec
r e lo2sec
z c 105sec
for all z
z > lo5 sec

The resonator type which has the best potential for

QL of the order of lo7 at 10 GHz and temperatures
achievable with one-stage compact cryocoolers
(T>40K) is whispering-gallery-mode resonators
(WGRs) using sapphire as the dominant dielectric
material. Temperature compensation may be achieved
by combining a sapphire element with one or more rutile
elements for which the temperature dependence of the
permittivity has the opposite sign to that of sapphire [3].
The frequency versus temperature relationship may be
calculated from Eq. 3 where K is the rutilefillittg factor.
(fractional electromagnetic energy stored in the rutile).

Polynomial fits to experimentally determined
temperature dependences of the permittivity &(T) of
sapphire and rutile are used in Eq. (3). There exists a
maximum in the f(T) curve for all values of K. From the
T-derivative of Eq.3 the relative frequency deviation for
a 1 mK temperature deviation from this turning point
has also been calculated for a range of K values. The
ultimate quality factor of the composite resonator can be
calculated from the loss tangent tan6 of sapphire and
rutile:

MT) =

1
K tan 6,( T )+ (1- K )tan 6 ,( T )

values predicted. Note that an unloaded QL value of
1.2~10'at 63 K and 10 GHz has been achieved.

(4)

For tan4T) measured temperature dependences
were used [3,5]. For tanS(T+OK) we assumed a value
of l u S both for rutile and sapphire.
Table 2
summarises these results. These calculations show that it
is possible to achieve Qts of lo7 for a turning point
temperature attainable on a low-power cryocooler.
Therefore the design parameters for the resonator were
selected to achieve the specifications shown by the
shaded line in the table.

Temperature (K)

Fig. 1. Frequency vs. temperature for sapphirelrutile
resonator. Solid line represents calculated dependence
whereas the data points are experimental measurements.

Table 2

The construction of the composite resonator is as
follows: a stack consisting of 2 quartz disks (radius =
1.5mm), two thin (= 100pm) rutile disk and a sapphire
puck (radius = height = 14.8 mm) is enclosed in a
cylindrical housing machined from OFHC-copper (see
Fig. 3). In order to get the designed K-values with a
rutile plate thickness above 100pm the diameter of the
plate has to be smaller than the diameter of the sapphire
puck. The plate diameter was optimised with respect to
azimuthal mode number of the WG mode (7cnc12)
using MAFIA software. These calculations show that
the loss contributions from the quartz support and
copper shielding cavity may be made negligible by
suitable choice of dimensions. The lower and upper
quartz plate are glued to the copper housing and end
plate, respectively, the stack being held together by a
spring arrangement. It was felt important to avoid glue
close to the sapphire and rutile pucks to achieve
maximum Q values, the essential feature for the low
phase noise oscillator. Coupling to the whispering
gallery mode is provided by semi-rigid coaxial loops.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the experimental results
obtained for frequency and QL value of a WG700
resonance (at a frequency of 9.975GHz) demonstrating
that the turning point and maximum QL are close to the

Temperature (K)

Fig. 2. QLVS. temperature for sapphirelrutile resonator.
2. CRYOGENIC DESIGN

The resonator based frequency standard is designed
to operate continuously using a closed cycle cryocooler.
With coolers of the Giffard-McMahon or Stirling
configurations mechanical vibrations are significant and
may limit the phase noise performance or long term
stability of the standard. The key steps in reducing the
effects of mechanical vibration consisted of attaching
the coaxial lines connected to the resonator housing to
the second stage of the cooler cold finger, the part which
provides cooling for the radiation shield. This is much
less subject to mechanical vibration from the displacer
movement than is the cold finger itself. Cooling (and
essentially the only mechanical support) from the cold
finger to the resonator housing is provided by a bundle
of copper braids which appear to be sufficiently flexible,
even when cold, to provide mechanical vibration
isolation. In addition three compression springs are
included in the anti-vibration stage (as shown in Fig. 3)
so that the axis of the housing was maintained vertical.
Measurements of the vibration amplitude spectrum

temperature close to the resonator turning point. This
controller has a set point resolution of 1rnK and the
short term noise at a temperature of around 60 K is also
k l mK. Temperature measurements made over a
long period of the housing Pt sensor deviations from the
control point have been analysed using the two-sample
variance concept similar to that used for frequency
fluctuation analysis. A representative example of the
square root two-sample variance of the temperature
oT(z)as a function of sampling time z is shown in Fig.5.
Note that the long term temperature stability is better
than 100 JAK,representing a frequency stability better
than 1 ~if the
' resonator
~
can be stabilised with 1 mK of
the f(T) turning point temperature, well beyond the
desisn specifications for this project.

were made at various points in the cryostat volume at
room temperature and it has been shown that over most
of the frequency range the vibration amplitude is
reduced by greater than a factor of 10 between the cold
finger and the resonator housing. The vibration spectra
are shown in Fig. 4. The upper curve is the vibration
spectrum on the cold head of GM refrigerator. Lower
curve is from the top of copper housing with vibration
isolation. It is clear that the vibrational amplitude has
been reduced by more than 10 dB at all frequency
between 100 Hz and 10 H z . Further improvements are
being investigated.
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copper housing

compression springs

Fig. 3. Schematic of composite rutilelsapphire puck in
copper housing, coupled to GM cooler cold stage via
anti-vibration copper braid and compression springs.

Sampling time (s)

Fig. 5. Two-sample variance of the temperature stability
of the G-M closed-cycle cooler cold head.

4. PHASE NOISE PERFORMANCE
A feedback oscillator has been assembled, based on
the WGR plus a multi-stage low-noise FET amplifier
with high amplification of 30-40dB, adjustable phase
shifter and variable attenuator. The output is attenuated
by 10-20 dB to achieve a loop gain of about 20dB so
that the resonator operates with weak coupling (in
particular at the output port). Low resonator power is
also required to avoid drift of the resonance due to
heating from microwave dissipation.
Frequency (Hz)

Because of the high Q value the phase noise of such
an oscillator should be very low (see Eq. 1) and this
means that unconventional methods are required to
measure the spectral density of phase noise as a function
of offset frequency S,(f,). A technique has been used
in which the output of the oscillator is mixed with
suitably amplified input to the resonator in phase
quadrature [GI. This obviates the need for a tuneable
reference oscillator with a lower phase noise than the
oscillator under test.

Fig. 4. Test of vibration isolation.

3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Recently two stage temperature control has been
introduced into the Giffard-McMahon closed cycle
cooler cold stage. Thus the cooler cold stage has a Si
diode temperature sensor and 50 S2 heater which is
controlled by a Lakeshore 93C temperature controller at
a temperature a few kelvin below the turning point of
the resonator. The resonator housing has a Pt resistance
temperature sensor attached, together with a noninductively wound phosphor bronze wire heater
wrapped around its curved surface, with a resistance of
around 30 S2. A second temperature controller
(Lakeshore model 340) is used to control the housing

Note that a performance of -120 dBJHz is
achieved at an offset of 1 kHz and at 10 kHz offset and
greater the phase noise performance is limited by the
white noise of the amplifier, at a level of -128dBcMz
(see Fig. 6). Further significant improvement are
possible with noise reduction techniques which have
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been described elsewhere (see for example Galani et al.
[7]). In this situation the mixer output from in phase
and quadrature signals is amplified. appropriately lowpass filtered and fed back to a voltage controlled phase
shifter included in the feedback oscillator circuit (shown
schematically in Fig. 7).
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16
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Offset frequency (Hz)
Fig. 6. Spectral density of phase noise from WG
oscillator. Smooth curve represents fit to Eq. 1
With optimised amplifier gain the reduction in S,
can be quite significant. This technique has so far only
been applied to a 17 GHz whispering gallery mode of
the rutilelsapphire system and the phase noise
performance with and without the feedback applied are
shown in Fig. 8. An equivalent reduction should be
attainable with the 10 GHz mode also.

h
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amplifiers and mixers. Effective mechanical vibration
isolation has also been demonstrated in a GiffardMcMahon cooler.

FILTER

SPECTRUM
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Fig. 7. Phase noise measurement circuit showing Galani
noise reduction feedback element.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The work reported here shows for the first time that
whispering gallery modes in temperature compensated
composite dielectric resonators can exhibit loaded Q
values above 10' at 10 GHz, that excellent long term
temperature control is possible at around 60 K in a
closed cycle cryocooler and that the high Q of the
dielectric resonators can be used to produce low-phase
noise oscillators limited only by the performance of

I

10

I

100

I

18
Offset frequency (Hz)
I+

I
16

Fig. 8. Upper curve: phase noise at 17GHz as measured
using system of Fig. 6. Lower curve: phase noise with
Galani noise reduction applied.
Future work will concentrate on demonstrating the
potential long term frequency stability of such an
oscillator as well as making use of state-of-the-art
microwave components to further improve the phase
noise performance.
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ABSTRACT

Sapphire single crystal, associated with a
special mode configuration (Whispering Gallery
Mode), is an ideal material for the realisation of high
Q microwave resonator. Unfortunately, the
frequency sensitivity to temperature fluctuations is
relatively high. With such a sensitivity it is
impossible to reach high fiequency stability over a
long time interval without efficient temperature
regulation. We implemented original thermal
regulation scheme on different sapphire resonators.
We report, in this paper, frequency stability
measurements of temperature controlled sapphire
resonator oscillator at room temperature and at
liquid nitrogen temperature.
1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional microwave oscillators using low
Q dielectric resonators suffer from a high level
flicker frequency noise. For some metrological
applications, better spectral purity microwave
oscillator are needed. Today, an emerging
technology based on sapphire dielectric resonator
enables to build microwave source presenting ultra
low phase noise. Indeed the low dielectric losses of
the sapphire monocrystal occurs to achieved Q
factor of the order of 200000 at room temperature
and better than 10' at the liquid nitrogen temperature
[I]. Nevertheless, such a high Q factor can be only
obtained with the use of a special mode
configuration ,i.e. Whispering Gallery Mode
Resonator (WGMR).
The principal difficulty to build a frequency
reference based on a sapphire WGMR is the
temperature sensitivity of the dielectric permittivity
of the sapphire. Indeed the resonator frequency
sensitivity is about -7OppmlK at room temperature
and -10ppmlK at 77K. With such a sensitivity it is
not possible to achieve long term frequency stability
without efficient temperature regulation.
We have developed a temperature compensated
resonator inspired by the work of J.Dick from the
JPL, and a thermal regulation, using quartz resonator
oscillator as sensor, to stabilise the sapphire
resonator just near its temperature turning point. In
this paper we report the configuration of our
temperature compensated sapphire resonator
oscillator and the details of our thermal regulator.
Performances of the thermal regulator are given and
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frequency stability measurement of the temperature
compensated resonator oscillator is also given.
2 SAPPHIRE RESONATOR PRINCIPLE

Whispering Gallery Modes are divided in
quasi-TM (WGH) and quasi-TE (WGE) mode
families. They are characterised by three integers
m,n,l representing the electromagnetic field
component variations along the azimutal, radial and
axial directions respectively. In the following we
only consider the WGHTO0resonant mode.
In Whispering Gallery Mode configuration there is
no field in the central part of the crystal so the later
can be drilled along its axis. A simple metallic screw
is then used to ensure a rigid mechanical mounting
in the cavity. The metallic enclosure is made of gold
plated OFHC copper 5mm thick. Two electrical
probes parallel to the cavity axis and fixed on each
flat of the cavity ensure the coupling with the
external circuit.
Mode selection
One of the major problem with WGM
resonator is its high density of mode. The main
resonance is generally perturbed by a large number
of low-Q spurious modes corresponding to the other
high order hybrid modes of the structure. We have
developed an original mode selection. In the case of
a WGH,,O,~ mode we have, in the dielectric, a
succession of 2m meridian planes acting as perfect
electrical conductor (PEC) surfaces. Thin metallic
radial lines on the top of the sapphire disk deposited
along the direction of the PEC have negligible
influence on the main resonance. Conversely, the
neighbouring spurious modes presenting a different
azimutal variation of the electric field components
are strongly affected by the metallic lines. We have
in a preceding paper demonstrated the efficiency of
this technology for a WGMR operating at ambient
temperature. At lower temperature, the intrinsic
resonator Q-factor increases rapidly, and the
influence of the deposited metallic lines can no
longer be neglected. Any departure from the ideal
mode configuration induces extra-losses that could
be detrimental especially when the intrinsic Q-factor
is higher than 1.10' [2]. Hence a compromise
between efficient mode selection and the Q-factor
has been found by decreasing the number of the
metallic lines. The best configuration consists in
only two radial lines. In that case, the resonator can
be inserted in a classical oscillator loop without the

need of additional filter. Moreover the Q-factor
remains unchanged.

be obtain, if we assume that the frequency instability
is only due to the temperature fluctuations.
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3 TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

3. l Principle
As previously mentioned, the resonator
frequency instabilities are the result of the intrinsic
temperature sensibility of the sapphire permittivity.
We opted for a configuration depicted in figure 1
initially proposed by J.Dick [3]. The sapphire
resonator is now constituted by two disks separated
by a small gap whose dimension is fixed by the
length of an intermediate copper piece. When the
temperature decreases, the gap is reduced due to the
themla1 contraction of the copper. Hence the
permittivity mean value seen by the electrical field
increases and that is just the opposite of the natural
permittivity variation.
At a given temperature that can be adjusted by
changing the copper piece length the two effects
compensated their-self.

1

I

80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96
Tcmpnaiurc (K)

Figure 2: Frequency variation of the compensated
resonator versus temperature.
4 TEMPERATURE REGULATION

4.1 Sensor
In order to obtain long term frequency
stability we have developed a thermal regulator
based on a thermosensitive quartz sensor [4]. The
temperature sensitive element is a 28 MHz LC cut
quartz resonator available in TO5 package. The 28
MHz oscillator circuit fixed directly on the resonator
package was specially designed to allow operation at
room temperature as well as 77K. The measured
temperature sensitivity of the quartz oscillator
frequency is about 1200 H z K at room temperature
and 925 HdK at 77 K.

COppU

Figure1 : Structure of the temperature compensated
resonator.
3.2 Configuration of the temperature compensated
resonator.
Two disks of HEMEX sapphire rod with 35
mm diameter and 8.75 m m height each constitute the
temperature compensated sapphire resonator. The
resonator operates on the WGH,.o,o mode at 9 GHz .
On one disk we have deposited two metallic lines.
The spurious modes are eliminated for a frequency
range of 300 MHz and the Q-factor is about 2
millions at 87K. The length of the copper piece was
calculated to obtain the inversion point near 87K. On
figure 2 we can see the evolution of the temperature
compensated
resonator
frequency
versus
temperature. This plot shows a turn-over
temperature of To=87.724K. A quadratic
approximation in the vicinity of the peak gives:

residual linear thermal coefficient due to
imperfect temperature adjustment aT=T-To can be
derived from the slope of the curve as
A

So if we stabilise the resonator just near the turning
point ( dT=lmK), with a temperature stability of
100pK, a relative frequency stability of 1.10'13 could

4.2 Thermal regulator.
The experimental device is shown in figure
3. It consists of a 28 MHz quartz oscillator as sensor,
a high sensitivity counter with 4 . 1 ~ ' of relative
frequency resolution and a DC power supply. The
counter is used to measure the beat note between a
25 MHz reference and the 28 MHz sensor signal.
Combining the counter and the sensor sensibility, we
find that the temperature resolution measurement is
in the order of 12pK. The digital information is
treated by a numeric PID that commands the
electrical power delivered to the heaters.

-L

L

1

IFFF 4%"

Figure 3: Principle of the thermal regulator
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4.3 Performances.
To test our thermal regulator we have
controlled the temperature of another LC cut quartz
resonator oscillator, at room temperature and at the
liquid nitrogen temperature. Phase noise
measurements have been carried out with this
oscillator. Figure 4 and 5 show the phase noise

measurement respectively at room temperature and
at 105 K. The phase noise measurement present a f3
dependence for carrier frequency between 0.01 Hz
and 10 kHz. We obtain S,(f= lHz)=-45 dB.rad2/Hz at
room temperature (figure 4) and S,(+ 1Hz)=-62
dB.rad2/~zat 105 K (figure 5). In term of frequency
stability, these results lead to flicker floor equal to
2. lo-'' at the ambient temperature and 3 . 1 ~ "at 105
K. Taking into account of the oscillator frequency
sensitivities the weakest temperature fluctuation that
can be detected is of the order of 3 yK at room
temperature and 0.7pK at 105 K.

signal is comparable with the results obtained with
another type of temperature controller [5].
Moreover, if we assume that the observed frequency
fluctuations are only due to temperature variations
we could deduced that the sapphire resonator
temperature instability is less than 14yK for
r<1000s, which is consistent with the limitation that
we have calculated for our thermal regulator.
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5 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED SAPPHIRE
OSCILLATOR AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.

10

I

100

loo0

Integration times

Figure 7: relative frequency fluctuations of the
oscillator at 9.4GHz
6 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
CONPENSATED SAPPHIRE RESONATOR
OSCILLATOR AT 87 K.

6.1 Oscillator circuit loop.
The loop is shown in figure 8.
9 GHz

The quartz sensor and the heaters are
anchored in an intermediate flange supporting the
sapphire resonator and linked to the cold source
which can be the ambient environment or a liquid
nitrogen filled reservoir. The ensemble is mounted
in a vacuum chamber to insure a proper thermal
insulation. Two 20 cm long coaxial cables enable the
connection with a classical microwave oscillator
loop circuit which is placed outside the vacuum
enclosure (Figure 6). We measured the frequency
stability of the microwave oscillator with a
microwave synthesiser referenced to a rubidium
frequency standard as reference. Figure 7 shows the
standard deviation o,(r) of the relative frequency
fluctuations evaluated with different integration
times, i.e 0.1, 1, and 10s.
For low integration times (712s) we reached the
flicker floor of 4.1U1', which is consistent with
phase noise measurements carried out with this
oscillator: S,,(f,)= 10-30 Log(f) dBrad2/Hz. For long
integration times the frequency of the oscillator

Figure 8: ~scillatorloop
It consists in five isolators, two amplifiers (to obtain
sufficient gain in the loop), one lOdB coupler and
one mechanical phase shifter. The first amplifier was
developed at the IRCOM [6]. It is centred at 9 GHz
with a power gain of 13dB. The second one is a
commercial amplifier 16 dB power gain. Isolators
insure the adaptation at each amplifiers ports and
minimise the reflection of the signal in the loop.
The external loop circuit is temperature controlled
with a commercial regulator to eliminate the effect
of the ambient temperature fluctuations.
6.3 Exverimental result
We measured the frequency stability of the

microwave oscillator with a microwave synthesiser
referenced to a cesium clock. This reference
oscillator was mixed with the sapphire resonator
oscillator creating a 2 kHz beat frequency. A
frequency counter interfaced to a computer was used
to calculate the frequency deviation of the 2 kHz
beat note. The figure 9 shows the standard deviation
o,(r) of the relative frequency fluctuations evaluated
with different integration times, i.e 1 and 10s.
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resonator oscillator at the liquid nitrogen
temperature. The flicker floor of this oscillator is
1,6.10-I' consistent with the resonator Q-factor and
the loop amplifier phase noise. Nevertheless, a large
frequency drift has been observed. The exact cause
of this detrimental linear frequency variation is not
today well understood. Additional experiments are
under development to detennine the process
responsible of this frequency drift.
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HIGH-Q WHISPERING GALLERY TRAVELLING WAVE RESONATORS FOR OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY STABILISATION
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ABSTRACT
Usually a frequency stabilised standing wave
resomtor-oscillator that incorporates a resonator as a
frequency discrinumtor, requires a circulator to sepante
the input and reflected wave. A femte circulator is a
noisy device and can limit the phase noise or frequency
stability. Moreover, we show that the noise in a
circulator varies. and detailed low noise measurements
are necessary to choose an appropriate quite circulator.
Thus. by realising a configuration that does not require
a circulator an inlproven~ent in pcrfonltmce and
reliability can be obtained. A solution to this problem
is to design a high-Q Whispering Gallev Tra\:elling
Wave WGTW resonator. This device n?tumlly
separates the input 'and reflected wave in the same way
as a ring cavity at optical frequencies without degrading
the frequeilcy discrimination. Q-factor measurements of a
WGTW sapphire resonator are presented. along with a
derivation of critical parameters to nlasiillise the
frequency discrimination. Measurements of noise in
femte circulators and isolators have also been made
which wve follow with a discussion on oscillator design.
1. INTRODUCTION

A Whispering Gallery (WG) resonance in a
cylindrical dielectric is a higher order mode of large
azimuthal mode number, nl. It is informative to
describes these modes as WGEI1,.I,.p(quasi-TE) or
WGH,,,,,,, (quasi-TM). where n and p are the radial and
asial mode number respectively. The mode energy
density esists near the cylindrical boimndary and can be
further decomposed into two travelling \wraves of
clockwise and counter clockwise direction. When
utilising a standard illagnetic or electric field probe both
directions are escited and a standing wave resonance is
formed. If the escitation method is made unidirectional.
it is possible to escite only one direction and fomi a
travelling wave resonance.
At the University of Limoges IRCOM a free running
oscillator based on a WGTW dielectric resonator
escited by parallel microstrip has been developed [I].
This work solved the basic equations for the WGTW
resonator. However. the equivalent standing ww7ave
resonator parameters with respect to the travelling wave
parameters were not derived. In tlus paper we equate the
reflection coefficients from the sta~lding \wlaw.e and
travelling wave resonators and sllo\wr howv the coupling
and unloaded and loaded Q-factor may be defiled with
respect to the travelling wave parameters. Based on
these results the necessary design paratneters are defined
to masimise the frequency discrinlination of the
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WGTW resonator. Following tlus we report on results
of nleasurei~~eents
of a high-Q snpplire ca14-y escited by
parallel nlicrostrip line.
Because of the u~udirectionality of the WGTW
resonator. a femte circulator is not required to sepante
the input and reflected waves to and from the resollator.
We present phase noise nleasurements of some
circulators under varying input pourer conditions. and
sho~vthat the reliability and perfonmnce of frcquelqr
stabiliscd oscillntors can be improved by utilising
WGTW resonators.
2. WHISPERING GALLERY TRAVELLING

WAVE RESONATORS
2.1 Sinele Port Cavitv
A single microstrip line placed ad.jaceiit to a dielectric
resonator will escite WG travelling waves in the same
direction as the escitation. In contrast a WG standing
nave resonator has both clockwise and anti-clockwise
directioils escited whicll arc superinipsed to create a
single standing wave. Tlle standing wave resonator 1x1s
the same port as the input and output and to separate
thcse waves a circulator is required as shown in figure 1.
This is not tnie for the tra~rellingwave resonator. In tlus
case part of the input wave is reflected in the on going
direction of the ilucrostrip. wlule the other part couples
into the resonator with a transnussioll coeficieilt of k.
and continues to travels around the resoilator in a
similar way to an optical ring cavity. After one
revolution, part of the travelling wave is transtllitted out
of the resollator with translnission coefficient k. wlule
the remaining wave continues for another rc\~olution.
etc.
lttptrl

lor

7i.cri,rllirrg \Vnr.r

Figure 1. A lrc~\~cllinp
1l:nla r~.voric~tor~c~citc~I
hy (irr
n(/jacent nricrostrip line is scIicmcr/icnl~vcqrrir~ciloil10 (1
si17,glc port stnrirlirig ~ ~ ~ rc.voncrtrw
nvc
u>illi n circr/lrrloi'
(11 /hc iriplit. Tlic re~l/ltingre,vo~i
tor.^ (/re 1 1 1 1 0 porl
dcvice.v t/i/7~/
xepc~rntet/ic iriptlt ciricl o~/tpl./t
II~NIV.

Assuming Illat the transmission coeflicient into and
out of the resonator is k, and in one revolution of the
resonator there is a attenuation and $ phase slifi, then
the coniples reflection coeficient (output comples
amplitude with respect to the input) can be calculated by

sun~nlillg the series of travelling wave revolutions
(which is convergent). Follo~villgtlus it mag be sIlo~\rn
that tlle conlples reflection coefficient is given by:
Thus. tlic equivalent coupling coefficient to tlie ca\'i& is
@\.enby:
Also, tlle comples anlplitu~deof tile wave circulating in
tlie resonator may be written as:

By taking the absolute value squared and calculating the
half po\ver points, the loaded banduridtli in radians of
the resonator can be calculated to be:

The quality factor may then be calculated from the ratio
of the bandwidth to the value of the resonance in
radians. A resonance occurs every cyclic value of 215,
ie. +2nm where m is an integer and equal to the order
of the resonance (or azimuthal mode number since the
wave travels around the perimeter of the cylinder). Thus
the loaded Q-factor may be written as:

From (7). to perfectly impedance ~natchil cavity the
transnussion coefficient must be set as k=(2n)"'. Figlre
2 slio\~~s
the reflection coefficient given by (1) when
m=6. Q=200.000 and k=O.O 137. These are the
conditions for a unity coupled cavity in a WGHd.w 10
GHz mode in a 3.1 cni diameter sapplurc resonator
cooled to 0' Celsius.
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snppkirc rc\.onator opcrnti17.g on the WGHs.cro
nrotic.

2 Two Port Cavity
To realise the travelling wmve equivalent of a two
port standing wave resonator. two transmission lines
may be placed parallel !~~itlitlie resonator placed in
bchvecn. In this case two transniission coefficients may
be defined as slio~vnin figure 3.

The unloaded Q-factor may be calculated by setting
k=0. If we then assume a is small. to first order we
calculate the unloaded Q to be:

rransmission

Micrc

Here y is the attenuation in neperslm and h is the
wavelength. The second part of (5) is the same equation
for a microstrip resonator as espected. If tlie loss tangent
is constant, then (5) implies yh should be constant.
This means that as h decreases (freqi~encyincreases) y
will increase as the energy of tlie WG mode is pushed
into a smaller effective volume of space near the
perimeter of the resonator. Because of the smaller
volume the energy density nfill increase and thus the
effectise cross sectional area nonnal to tlle tnvelli~ig
wave direction will be reduced causing an increase in
attenuation per metre.
By combining (4) and (5) then by taking the series
expansion with respect to k and cw (both should be
small in a high-Q system). the relation between QL and
Qocan be calculated to be:

Post

Figure 3. Schotiatic of' n ll/C;Thl/ resonutor
rc!flcction and bm7srlrission port.

it11

11)

The comples value of the reflection and transmission
port can be slio\~~n
to be given by:

By following a similar procedure as before it may be
shotvn that the relation behveen coupling and loaded
and ildoaded Q is @\.enb!':

The preceding equations present a method to
masimise the frequency discrimination of a WGTW
Resonator. For esCmlple.a single port resonator llas a
masimuni discrimination when P=1 (impedance
matched), if the unloaded Q is known. then fro111 (5) a
may be calculated. Substituting P and a into (7) gives
the value of k necessary to impedance match the cavity.
and may be designed for using 3D finite element
sofivare[l].

in figure 2. Fronm tlis plot tlme frequew and 1kd.f power
bnnd\vidtlm may be measured and tllc Q-factor calculated.
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To determine the Q-factor. the cavity was measured in
reflection from one port as shown in figure 5. Two
different swept frequency methods were used. The first
method implemented a fast stveep, which escitcs the
cavity with an effective impulse. The signal detected by
the micro~vavedetector rings down at the rate govenied
by the amplitude decay time. By measuring the ring
down tinie the Q-fxtor can be calculated. A typical
wave
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Figurc 5. A/lc.nwu-emcritsel rip,Jiw cleterririning /kc Q,jcrctor usi17g.vrcjepl,fi.cquatyvnretl7o<ls.

The second method utilises a slow sweep. which is
slow enough that the signal source tmces the frequency
response with no significant transients. In this case the
reflection coefficient is traced out similar to that shown
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A sapphire resonator of higlrt 7.7 mm and radius 15.5
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3. HIGH-Q SAPPHIRE WGTW RESONATOR
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The wa~refonmlsobserved were very sy~luiietricand no
feed through or VSWR effects could be noticed. This
suggests that the technique works well without a
circulator. To use these methods with a standing wave
resollator a circulator is essential.
5. NOISE IN FERRITE CIRCULATORS AND

ISOLATORS
To understand the noise from a ferrite circulator in a
standing wave frequency discrimnilmator. we carried out
detailed measurements utilising the interferometric noise
measurement systeni[2], where tlie DUT was a fenite
circulator/isolator. The phase noise lilodel of a typical
isolator was shown to be ~ $ ' " ( , f )= -150-12log1~(f)
dBcNz. Tlis corresponds to -1 86 dBcHz at 1 kHz.
Figure 8 slio~vthe dependence on power of a nois!;
circulator. It is evident that close to a square la\\! power
is eshibited in the noisy devices. We are not sure of tlie
mecha~lismof noise in the circulators. Also. we are not
sure %vI~y
some devices esldbit escess noise and otliers
do not. However. nle Itwe establislied that the escess
noise is not due to AM to PM con~iersions ill the
circulators. Tlus escess noise is intrinsic and induced
by tlme incident signal. Further investigations are
\~fanantedto understand these eflects. Especially since

even the quietest circulators still limit tllc spectral
pcrfonna~ice of an interferomeuic standing wave
resonator-oscillator below 200 Hz Fourier freauenc~r31

bright port output
Figrrrc 9. li/C;TCl; loop oscillntor ~t!itliinter:fi.ro~~rc/ric
noise cnncellc~tion.(Pntcntctl)

Fourier frequency. Hz
Figure 8. The spectral densip of'pl7a.ve ,jlrrctr~ntiori.vin
n noisv nricro~vm)e
circ~rlntor,at ~?i,!fk~rnt
polver Ie~~cls.
I . The Intrinsic phn.se noise qf n quiet micrun~~m~e
circulntor. 2. Noise of a 17oi.y~circrrlnt(~r11~itl7I90 IIICV
inpi~tpowe~: 3. Noise c! f' a noisy circ~rlatori~~itli
480
rtr I.I/ input power.
The alternative approach is to design an oscillator
without a circulator utilising the WGTW resonator. In
the following section some designs based on the
WGTW resonator are presented.
6. LOW-NOISE HIGH-STABILITY WGTW

RESONATOR-OSCILLATORS

7. CONCLUSION

A realisation of an oscillator (patented) with an
interferometric WGTW frequency discriminator is
shown in figure 9. The loop oscillator is nmintained by
positive feedback from the transnussioli port (port 2) to
the input port (port 1). Signals from the reflection (port
3) and transmission port are combined in a Ilybrid
coupler to foml an interferometer. The transltussion port
also drives the LO of the nziser while the signal from
the Dark Port @P) is amplified (ficker free) and fed to
the miser RF port to create a low noise phase dctector.
The Bright Port (BP) may be used as another output
port. or as an alternative LO drive for the nuser. If the
cavity was perfectly unity coupled. the reflected port
could be directly fed to the RF port to provide the DP
without the need for an interfero~ileter.Ho\ve\ier. in
practice it is not possible to set the coupling precisely
to unity to nuintain the amplifier in the small signal
flicker free regime. Furthemlore. the optimum condition
to masinuse the sensitivity of the freqnenc!r/pluse
detection is to unity couple the inputfreflection ports.
Consequently, we are implementing 3D FE softtvare to
design a coupli~igof unity for the WGTW sapplure
resonator. The coupling of the translnission port need
not be large due to the loop amplifier in the circuit.
In fig. 10, a possible variation of a Pound stabilised
system that makes use of WGTW resonator is
illustrated. This system is commonly used for highly
stable secondary frequency standards. Likewise, the
circulator noise and unity coupling are very important
for the performance of this type of oscillator.

We h a ~ ~shown
e
that a lugh-Q sapplure resonator
maybe escited by nucrostrip line to create WGTW
resonalices. These resonances are unidirectional and do
not require a ferrite circdator to sepante the input and
reflected waves. To lllasimise the noise cancellatioll the
necessary pannleters to optimise the sensitivity to
frequency fluctuations of the WGTW resonator were
defined with respect to the e0rective standing wave
panmeters. Low noise oscillator circuits based on
WGTW sapphire resonators were presented.
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1- Introduction
During the last five years, low-loss single crystals have
been extensively studied in the aim to develop high-Q
microwave resonators. Attention has been paid
principally to Sapphire (A1203) single crystal that
presents extremely low losses and leads to the
achievement of high spectral purity X-band sources. In
the case of sapphire, High-Q resonance are obtained by
using a special mode configuration - i.e. Whispering
gallery mode - allowing to confine the electromagnetic
energy inside the single crystal itself despite the
relatively low value of the sapphire permittivity.
Pure quartz (Si02) single crystal is known as a good
microwave dielectric presenting low dielectric losses
and a slight permittivity anisotropy. Moreover, due to
the extensive use of quartz in piezoelectric transducers
and resonators, high purity, well orientated and low cost
single crystals are easily available. Then it was tempting
to apply the Whispering Gallery Mode technology to
design a SiOz microwave resonator. We present in this
paper preliminary results obtained with a quartz single
crystal microwave resonator in whispering gallery mode
configuration. Q factor of the order of 50 000 has been
obtained at 16GHz at 300K. Theoretical predictions
based on 3D Finite Elements model are compared with
experimental results at ambient and liquid nitrogen
temperatures.
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Fig 1: Si02 permittivity components vs the temperature

From the resonator material characteristics, we can
simply evaluate the temperature sensitivity of the
different modes of the structure. Considering
whispering gallery modes with high azimutal number,
we have [I].

WGE -mode:

1w
ll&t
= --f AT
2 4 AT

crl

Where al is the thermal expansion coefficient in the
radial direction.
The following table gives the material characteristics
deduced from the experimental data as well as the
calculated temperature frequency sensitivities.

2- Quartz permittivity Measurement
A Courtney type cavity mounted in a closed cycle
cryocooler has been used to measure the evolution of
the two permittivity components of the Si02 crystal.
and the TMoll
The resonance frequencies of the TEoll
modes were recorded between 300K and 12K. The
dispersion equations for these modes enable then to
extract E, and E,. The figure 1 shows the variation of E,
and E, versus the temperature.

"(WGH)
f

-6. 10"

-14 (WGE)

-6. 10"
-21. l u G
fAT
L
I
I
Tablel. Material characteristics and temperature
frequency sensitivities.
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It should be noted that conversely to the sapphire
resonator the temperature frequency sensitivities are
nlainly due to the thermal expansion of the resonator
material.

position of the probes could be easily adjusted by
rotating one of the cavity plate.
Such a mechanical adjustment offers a supplementary
degree of freedom to optimize the main resonance
coupling and the spurious mode rejection.

3-Theoritical prediction
The electromagnetic tool used to determine resonant
frequencies of whispering gallery modes resonators is
based on finite element method developed at IRCOM.
Nedelec ' second order polynomial interpolation is used
and does not generate any spurious solutions, which
exist for the finite elements methods with Lagrange's
polynomial elements [3].
In this application, the model of resonant structure
under analysis is only composed of a resonator placed in
a metallic cavity. We don't take into account the system
used to hold on the resonator in the cavity as shown on
figure 2 and 3. In facts for whispering gallery modes,
energy is confined at the periphery of the resonator and
resonant frequencies is not affected by the fixation
screws. To discretize the structure we have used a mesh
with 600 elements for both cavities. The permittivity
anisotropic effects of the material is take into account.
The material losses can be considered but for this
application there are a little influence on resonant
frequencies. For the structures analysed in this
application, computation time to obtain resonant
frequencies is very short and less than 15 sec.

4- Technical features of the SiOz resonators
The dielectric resonator consists in a SiOz disk 40mm
diameter and lOmm thick. The crystal C- axis and the
geometrical axis are aligned within 0,.5".
A 5mm brass
screw passing through the SiOz resonator enables a rigid
mechanical mounting in the metallic cavity. The latter is
made with gold plated OFHC copper. Two types of
metallic cavity have been tested differing from their
coupling geometry.

a- Cavity 1

Fig 3 : The cavity 2 enables to observe both the WGH
and the WGE mode families

The inner dimensions are 80mm diameter and 20mm
height.
In this cavity, two radial magnetic probes (loops) are
used to excite both the quasi-TE or quasi- TM modes.
The mode family is determined by the position of the
loop plane which is for example perpendicular to the
cavity axis for WGE mode excitation.
Contrary to the previous one, this configuration does not
enable angular adjustment of the coupling probes. In
these condition, the spurious resonance affecting the
main mode are difficult to attenuate.

5- Experimental
temperature.

result at

the

ambient

Table 1 compares the theorical frequencies with the
measured one's for the cavity 1 excited on the WGH
modes.
lumina entretoise

f th (GHz)
f exp (GHz)
11,301
11,19
7
12,559
12,436
8
13,779
13,640
9
14,976
14,821
10
16,161
15,99
Table 2. Theoretical and experimental frequencies of
WGHro,o modes

m
6

Fig 2 : The cavity used to excite WGH modes
The inner dimensions are 72mrn in diameter and 18mm
high. The coupling with the external circuit is insured
by two electric probes (antenna) parallel to the
cylindrical axis.
This cavity is suitable to excite preferentially the quasi
TM or WGH modes. ~ o r e o v e ; , the relative angular

594

analysis

controller

u
SiOz resonator

Fig 4 : Transmission spectrum around the WGHio,o.o
resonance at 300K.
As an example, the figure 4 shows the transmission
spectrum of the resonator around the WGHlo,o,o
resonance at 16GHz.
The coupling coefficient at each port are adjusted to a
low value (Pc0,l).
The unloaded quality factor is assumed equal to the
measured value, i.e. 50 000 Such a value is about two
times lower than the Q-factor obtained with a sapphire
resonator[4].

Fig 5 : Sketch of the experimental set-up
The variation of the WGHIo.o,omode frequency was
recorded during the slow temperature rising of the
resonator when the liquid nitrogen evaporated figure (6)

Some measurements have been conducted with the
second cavity for which WGH and WGE have been
observed.
Experimental results and theoretical predictions are
given in table2.

16
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Fig 6 : WGHln.".ofrequency versus temperature
From these experimental data, we deduced the resonator
frequency sensitivity as a function of the temperature.
We obtained :

Table. 3 . Theorical and experimental frequencies of
WGHn,O.O
and WGE,oTomodes ( 10 2 n 1 7 )

6- Experimental result at low temperature
The resonator cooling has been achieved thanks to the
experimental set-up schematized in the figure (5).
The cavity 1 was placed in a stainless steel vacuum can
that can be immersed in a large Dewar filled with liquid
nitrogen. The SiOz resonator in thermal contact with the
bottom flange of the containing can was then rapidly
down
77K. The
temperature
was measured thanks to a platinum sensor placed on the
top of the copper cavity.

~

~4. ~~~~~~~d
b l temperature
~
frequency sensitivities

The observed frequency sensitivities agree well with the
preceding predictions (see section 2).
~h~ quality factor increases as the temperature is
lowered but the improvement is weak.
Qo is only multiplied by 2 when the temperature reaches
77K.
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Fig 7 : Transmission spectrum around the WGHlo.o.0
resonance at 77K

7- Mode selection
As mentioned before, the whispering gallery mode is
generally perturbed by low Q spurious resonances
which have to be eliminated. In a preceding paper, we
described an original mode selection that we have
implemented on sapphire resonator [5]. The spurious
mode rejection is insured by thin metallic lines
deposited on top of the dielectric resonator along the
2.m radial direction corresponding to perfect electric
conductor plane. We use the same technique for the
SiOz resonator where 20 aluminium lines were
deposited The line dimensions are 20pn width and
0,2pm thick.
The following figures show the effect produced by the
mode selection.

Fig 9. Transmission spectrum at 77K, a - without mode
selection, b with mode se1ecti0n.Q~= 100 000

-

8- Conclusion
We have implemented two whispering gallery mode
resonators in order to test the potentialities of such a
structure using SiOz monocrystals as dielectric
resonator. Permittivity measurements and a 3D finite
elements model enable to calculate the resonance
frequencies of the WGH and WGE modes with a good
accuracy.
The SiOz whispering gallery mode resonator presents-at
16 GHz a Q-factor of the order of 50 000 at the ambient
temperature with a temperature frequency stability of
26ppmlK. These results are comparable to these
obtained with a sapphire dielectric resonator. Attempt
have been mode in order to reach higher performances
by cooling the resonator down to 77K, but the obtained
results show only an weak increase in Q-factor.
We can conclude that the main advantages of the SiOz
resonator are its low cost and its availability. It could be
used as frequency reference operating at the ambient
temperature when no extreme performances are
required.

-
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the design of a Whispering
Gallery dielectric resonator and the design of a Ku band
dielectric resonator oscillator using commercial packaged
HEMT as an active device. A novel feedback method is
employed in the structural design of DRO. A lumped
element circuit model is' used to represent coupling
between cylindrical DR and a microstripline. As an
illustrative example, the design of a 17.5 GHz DRO is
discussed. The oscillator realised with this technique
exhibits excellent phase noise performance, good power
output and high temperature stability.

in the plane of the circular cross-section and most of the
modal energy is confined between the resonator boundary
and the inner modal caustic as well as to a small region
in an axial direction. The whispering gallery mode disc
dielectric resonator is thus capable of achieving high
quality factor due to circumferential modes isolating
electromagnetic energy into a narrow dielectric element
itself and away from lossy environment.

2.2 Eigen frequencies of WGE DR modes
The general configuration of WGDR in MIC is
depicted in Fig. 1.

1. INTRODUCTION

Low power, fixed frequency microwave
oscillators form an essential part of communication,
radar, and electronic warfare systems. With rapid
advancements there has been an ever increasing need for
oscillators with an improved performance. This has
shifted fdcus from the traditional fixed frequency
oscillators to a new class of dielectric resonator
oscillators. The use of temperature stable, high
dielectric, low loss ceramic material in the form of a
dielectric disc operating ,in TE or TM modes offers
advantages of high temperature stability, low phase
noise, easy integrability in Microwave Integrated Circuit
(MIC) as well as that of a smaller size[l].
At higher microwave frequencies, however,
Whispering Gallery (WG) mode DRs are employed in
preference to conventional volume mode DRs[2,3].
When used in WG mode these cylindrical DRs become
oversized. They offer distinct advantages such as good
suppression of spurious mode, high quality factor and
quasi insensitivity to conducting material boundaries.
In this paper a WGDR is used as a frequency
selective element in the oscillator where negative
resistance is induced in the active i.e. packaged HEMT
by the device structure. Good oscillator power output and
very good phase noise characteristics have been
achieved. The temperature stability study over -20°C to
+55"C has been carried out and the measured results are
reported.

2.1 Description of whispering gallery modes
The whispering gallery modes move essentially
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Fig 1. Composite structure of WGDR in MIC
environment

As shown in this figure, a cylindrical DR of
radius a and thickness 2d is mounted on a grounded
dielectric substrate of thickness hs. The relative
dielectric constant of the resonator is much higher than
that of the substrate.
The WG modes are classified as either WGE,.,.,
or WGH,,.,. For WGE modes, the electric field is
essentially transverse while for WGH modes, the electric
field is essentially axial. Here ,integer n denotes the
azimuthal variation of modes, m the radial variations and
1the axial ones. The WGE modes are of interest as they
couple with quasi TEM mode of microstrip. The
structure under analysis for resonant frequency
computation is divided into various subregions.
Most of the energy is confined in region 1. In
the cross section, the field of WG modes is oscillatory
between modal caustic of radius a, and the resonator
boundary. The field decays exponentially in region 2, 3
and 4. For WGE modes the longitudinal components in
each subregion of the structure can be obtained by
solving appropriate Helmholtz equation.
'

The method used to compute em field
components is derived from theory described in [1,4].
The mathematical expressions have been quoted in [5]
but misprinted due to their complexity. The correct
expression of the longitudinal magnetic field component
in each zone of the structure is given as
Hz, = E~n(k,r)+BYn(k,r)l*
[Ccos pz+Dsin pzlexp(jn0)
(2)
Ha=-N[AJ,(k,r) +BY,(k,r)][exp{-ua(z-d)j]exp(jn0) (3)
HZ3=-S[AJ,(k,r) +BYn(klr)]sinh[as(z+d,)]exp(-asdl)
* exp(jn6)
(4)
Hz, = GKn(k3r)[Ccospz +Dsin pzIexp(jn6)
(5)
HL5= -PI(n(k3r)exp[-a&-d3)]expQn6)
(a)
H = -Texp(-uSdl)Kn(k3r)sinh[as(z+dI)]exp(jn0) (7)
H, = EIn(k2r)[Ccospz+ Dsin pz]exp(jne)
(8)

The ' denotes the derivative with respect to the
argument. In order to obtain correct resonant frequency,
another set of equations is obtained by forcing axial
confinement at dielectric airlsubstrate interface on fields
through the boundary condition of continuity and their
first order derivatives so that,
For z= d and -d

where

Here J,, Y, are Bessel functions of the first kind
and order n while I, and I(,are modified Bessel functions
of the second kind and order n. e, is the dielectric
constant in dielectric region i. k, is the free space wave
is the em mode separation constant in
number.
dielectric region i. a, and a, are attenuation constants in
air and substrate medium. p is axial propagation
constant. q is the radius of modal caustic. The transverse
field components can be deduced from Maxwell
equations.
The solution of the Maxwell equations permits
us to obtain transverse components E,, H , and He as
functions of longitudinal components Hz.
Using the above expressions for H longitudinal
field components, we have a complete set of em field
expressions first the tangential components at r=a and
r=ai are matched so that &,=& ;
&,,=Ee7;
H,,=Hz, .
We obtain a set of four equations. For a non
trivial solution, the determinant of the resulting 4 X 4
matrix should vanish. T'his condition is equivalent to

The resonant frequencies are obtained by
simultaneous solution of equations 16 and 17. For the
case under consideration DR from Trans Tech 87 series
was chosen with D=10.3 mrn, 2d=2.0 mm e,=30
operating in WGE,,o., mode. The resonant frequency was
calculated as 17.29 GHz from the simultaneous solution
of the above equations using special root search
algorithms developed[6].
2.3 Estimation of WGDR microstripline couulinq
parameters
A cylindrical'DR coupled to microstripline in a
MIC environment is a fundarndntal electroma~eticfield
problem. There are various ways of modeling this
coupling. One such coupling is parallel resonant RLC
circuit whose resistance is related to the strength of
coupling and susceptance is calculated from the centre
frequency, and the resonating circuit Q. The parallel
tuned circuit parameters are given in [I].
The coupling degenerates to pure resistance at
the resonant frequency. The value of R,L,C can be found
out numerically or from practical measurements. In the
present case investigation of coupling is done by straight
forward measurement.technique. The network analyzer
and sweep oscillator was used as a test setup for DR
rnictostripline coupling characterisation. The DR

coupling was measured by keeping DR by the side of 50
ohm microstripline mounted in a test jig and noting S,,,
DR coupled to the single transmission line acts as a band
stop filter. Loaded quality factor was calculated for a
particular lateral distance of DR to microstripline. The
expression for loaded factor is given as
Q1=(f2-f1)/fo
(18)
where (f,-f,) is the 3 dB bandwidth and fo is the resonant
frequency.
Measurements were repeated for various DR
microstripline lateral distances and the corresponding
loaded quality factors were computed.
The unloaded quality factor Q, at a desired
frequency is calculated by curve fitting the
manufacturer's data . The measured quality factor for
the present case is Q,= 1489. Using these values lumped
element parameters of DR were found to be R=384
ohm, L=0.6llpH and C= 135pF

thickness 0.635 rnm. The substrate was die attached to
the carrier which in turn was fixed to the aluminium
housing. The active device of MIS. HP-Avantek ATF35376 HEMT was mounted on the alumina substrate.
Input and output lines were simply 50 ohms. C, was used
as a DC block. $ was used to suppress any spurious
oscillation . A driver card was used for providing dual
bias V,=2.2 V at I,= 22rnA V,= -0.3 V and to ensure

Table I. Magnitude of reflection coefficient
Freq.
IS[1,1] I for .various capacitance(pf)C,
O.M

0.05

0.07

0.09

0.10

2.4 Active device consideration
The selection of active device is an important
step. It is the device instability inherent or incoqkrated
through external means that is essential for successful
design of an oscillator. There are a number of ways in
which this can be achieved. Some of them are reverse
channel operation, introduction of inductance in gate port
or the most commonly used one of capacitance in source
port. However, in the present case gate to drain
capacitance C, has been employed to generate negative
resistance. The characteristic feed forward capacitance
was selected because of realizability consideration. The
simulated data for magnitude of reflection coefficient of
the device .over frequency range is given in Table I. Data
provided by manufacturer was used to decide the
operating point and to achieve reasonable power
output.The circuit was characterised using commercial
circuit simulator[7]. Equivalent circuit of WGDRO is
shown in fig.2.
Fig 3. A schematic diagram of WGDRO

safe operation. Dielectric resonator was moved along
the gate line and its lateral separation d' from the
transmission line was adjusted for stable frequency and
reasonable power output. Measurements were done using
spectrum analyzer, frequency counter and phase noise
evaluation setup.
4. RESULTS

Fig 2. ~ ~ u i v a l eCircuit
nt
of WGDRO
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The schematic diagram of WGDRO is shown in
fig.3.The circuit was fabricated on alumina substrate of

Power output was measured on a HP8563A
spectrum analyser. The output spectrum of WGDRO is
shown in fig.4. Phase noise measurements were carried
out and performance is shown in fig 5. Temperature
stability study was carried out over -20°C to + 55 "C.
The measured results of WGDRO are given in Table 11.

operation. As envisaged the top plate of WGDRO does
not play a crucial role for the onset of desired oscillation
and frequency shift as it does in T$.,,,DR oscillator.
This is evident from WG mode pattern and energy
confinement. Measured results also validate
computational accuracy of eigen frequencies.
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Fig 4. Spectral response of WGDRO
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A whispering gallery mode dielectric resonator
oscillator employing novel feedback method is presented.
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P.O.Box 710 10, Wuhan 430071, The People's Republic of China
ABSTRACT
A new type of miniaturized resonator based on the
magnetron resonator theory has been developed. The
resonator is of small size and high quality factor, and has
been used in a rubidium frequency standard.
1. INTRODUCTION
Based on the magnetron resonator theory[l], various
microwave resonators12-71 have been designed for
different purposes. This type of resonators has obvious
advantages of small size and high quality factor. Among
them, the magnetron resonator developed by Schweda
and Mileti et a1 has been successfully used in a compact
rubidium frequency standard[6,7]. Recently we
developed a new type of miniaturized resonator for
rubidium frequency standards. The resonator is also
based on the magnetron resonator theory[l], but in
structure is different from those mentioned above.
2. MAIN FEATURES

A slotted tube was used in the resonator. The
resonance frequency is mainly determined by the
geometry parameters of the slotted tube and the cylinder
cavity surrounding it. For a reasonable set of the
parameters, a resonance fi-equency close to 6.8 GHz,
which is the hyperfine splitting of the ground state of 87Rb, can be easily obtained. Fine tuning of resonance
frequency of the resonator can be realized by changing
the position of the rubidium absorption cell in the slotted
tube, but we found that it can be realized also by using a
tuning screw more conveniently.
Experiments show the resonator has nice
performances. A return loss of microwave from the
resonator larger than 20dB, and a loaded quality factor
approximately 500 have been observed. The design of
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the resonator allows to load dielectric material into the
cavity to reduce the cavity volume though it may be
unnecessary if a slightly lager cavity volume is
acceptable. Experiments also show that the loaded
dielectric material has no much influence on the cavity
quality factor. Typical dimension of the inner wall of the
cavity is 20mm in diameter and 28rnm in height for the
cavity with dielectric material loaded. We believe the
resonator can be made even smaller.
Using the resonator we have built a physical package
and a rubidium frequency standard with a volume
slightly larger than one liter, but the resonator itself
allows to reduce the volumes of both the physical
package and the frequency standard.

[I] G.B. Collins in "Microwave Magnetrons", Mc Graw
Hills, N. Y., 1948, pp. 49-50, pp. 59-62
[2] T.M. Wang, J.B. Lewis and S.B. Crampton, Proc.
33rd Annual Symposium on Frequency Control,
Philadelphia, 1979, pp.543-548
[3] W. N. Hardy and L. A. Whitehead, Rev. Sci. Instrum.
52,213 (1981)
[4] W. Froncisz and James S. Hyde, J. Mag. Reson. 47,
515 (1982)
[5] T. Sphicopoulos and F. Gardiol, IEE Proc., Vol. 134,
Pt. H, No. 5 ,405 (1987)
[6] H. Schweda, L. Landeron, G. Busca and P. Rochat,
US. Pat. No. 5,387,881
[7] G. Mileti, I. Ruedi and H. Schweda, Proc. 8" EFTF,
5 15 (1992)
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ABSTRACT

According to Lang [2], the injection locking
mechanism is governed by the following equations.

Continuous frequency control from 5 to 10 GHz of
an optical oscillator, can be induced in a single cavity
DFB-MQW laser by simple change the laser bias current
using the injection locking mechanism. This system is
very attractive for optical communications, namely for
clock recovery in high bit rate optical transmission
systems.

dE 1
-=[ ~ ( n-)a ] - i[o(n)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use self-pulsating lasers is becoming very
attractive, namely in transparent optical networks (TON)
specified to operate exclusively in the optical domain.
Recently, self-pulsating lasers have been selected to
operate in conjunction with TOAD demultiplexers to
build optical adddrop nodes.
This paper reports recent laboratory results of a
tunable self-pulsation prototype. The physical process
responsible for the laser self-pulsation is the injection
locking mechanism. An anti-reflection (AR) coated facet
of the laser chip is optically coupled to a single mode
fiber through an optical ferrule. In this coupling process
some light is reflected from the ferrule and injected back
into the laser cavity. This enables the generation of
ultrashort pulses at higher repetition rates compared to
the traditional configuration [I]. This experiment is
inspired on a theoretical study [2] using optical resonant
cavity model.
2. THEORY
The conceptual model of the semiconductor LD with
external light injection is illustrated in Fig.1. A coherent
optical beam from an external source with frequency v is
injected into the laser diode resonator through one of the
facets.
LASER DIODE
Light Injection
L

-

Fig. 1 Diode laser model with external light injection
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The first equation describes the electric field, E,
behavior, where cr is the cavity loss, G(n) represents the
modal gain, ufn) is the resonant frequency of the cavity
mode to which the light is injected, both are dependent
on n, the canier density. The electric field amplitude of
the light coupled into the cavity, modified in such a way
that it has units of (photonslm3)1", is represented by E,,.
For the calculation, it is assumed that G(n) and W(nj are
approximated by,

where g is the differential gain, SZ is the frequency of the
light injected mode which has been assumed equal to the
injected light frequency v and w,,, is the threshold cavity
resonance frequency. The possible excitation of the
neighboring axial mode with detuning increase can be
accounted for by the second equation for the photon
,
is the
density, S, in that mode. Parameter C
spontaneous emission coefficient and z, is the carrier
lifetime. The last equation describes the excited carrier
density, where P is the carrier injection rate per unit of
volume. In carrying out the numerical solution, it was
convenient to define a new set of normalized variables
[2]. The parameters are normalized with respect to cavity
loss, a, equal to the inverse of photon lifetime. The
model above was used in the assessment of the
instability region for a 1320nm semiconductor laser
diode. This device has been characterized and its main
features are summarized in table 1.

Table 1 - Laser diode parameters

For lower currents it was verified that the self
pulsation frequency is near 6GHz and the device is
stable. For higher currents the self pulsation frequency
increases to near 1lGHz. The device shows some jitter
for high frequencies as a consequence of the spontaneous
emission.
The RF spectrum of the self pulsation behavior for
different bias current is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that for 30mA the frequency is approximately 5 GHz and
for 90mA it goes near 10 GHz. It can also be seen the
second harmonic near 10 GHz for 30 rnA and near 20
GHz for 90mA.The resolution bandwidth is IMHz.

We have studied the instability conditions in a single
cavity semiconductor laser. The influence of the external
light injection level, detuning and increasing step height
of excitation bias current were analysed [3].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental set-up (see Fig. 2) was originally
built upon using one Multiple Quantum-Well (MQW)
distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor laser. The
device operates at 1310nm, having an active length of
250ym and a threshold current of Im=l1.2 mA. One facet
is AR-coated and the other has 30% reflectivity. The
light is collected from the laser by a lensed fiber tapper.
It was verified that the device is very sensible to the light
polarization.

blm,

6

Pdba Module

Fig. 2 - Experimental Set-up
Adjusting the distance between the AR laser facet
and the fiber ferrule for achieving maximum optical
coupling, the frequency of self pulsation can be modified
simply adjusting the bias current (see Fig. 3).
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3. CONCLUSIONS
An experimental set-up configuration was projected
and built. With this configuration the frequency of self
pulsation can be modified simply adjusting the bias
current between 25 and 100rnA. For lower currents it
was verified that the self pulsation frequency is near
6GHz and the device is stable. For higher currents the
self pulsation frequency increases to near 11GHz. This

DFB-MQW kra

Tagper-

Fig. 4 - RF spectrum for different bias currents.

I

85

95

Bias Cumnl (d)

Fig. 3 - Pulsation frequency as function of the current.
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ABSTRACT
A bvo-channel superbroadband Frequency Converter was developed to convert 1.5-40 GHz microwave
range signals into 0.4-500 MHz intermediate frequency
(IF) range signals. The Converter is a modular-type
instrument manufactured to meet VXI standard requirements. The Converter is conjunction with the corresponding LF devices effectively estends the frequency
range up to 40 GHz of the following radiomeasuring
instruments: spectrum analyzers. frequency meters.
sampling oscilloscopes. amplitudelphase meters. network analyzers. power meters and so on.
1. INTRODUCTION
A great variety of radiomeasuring instruments for
microwave signal analysis in time and frequency domain (oscilloscopes. amplitudelphase meters. network
analyzers, frequency meters. deviation meters and etc.)
use the sampling frequency conversion principle: a
conversion of a microwave signal frequency into relatively low intermediate frequency in accordance with
the relation
fF=fw- n f L ~ .
where n = 1. 2. ... - local oscillator (LO) harmonic
number. In spite of some peculiarities of each of these
instruments. their input circuits - samplers are
identical.
We tried to manufacture a small size microwave
sampler for the mas. allowable 1.5-40 GHz frequency
range with main specifications (sensitivity. dynamic
range and others) and input circuits as good as in individual instruments.
A two-channel sampler with a built-in 2-4 GHz LO
locked by 200-400 MHz synthesizer external signal is
the heart of the Convener.

RF
1S.40GH

RF
2-40 GHZ

From an 200-400 MHz
E r d d Synthesizer, -0 dBm
Fig ,The bloch~didgnmof the Two-ChanndSamphg ms

4) a printed circuit @.c.) board with control and phaselocked loop (PLL) circuits:
5) a VXI interface p.c. board.
The Sampling Converter is manufactured as a VXI
standard instrument. It is a single width C-size module
designed to be plugged into a slot of a mainframe. The
module is composed in accordance with functionalassembly principle and comprises two p.c. assemblies
and four hybrid integrated circuit (HIC) protected by a
cover.
The Converter front panel comprises:
1) two microwave inputs (coaxial connectors 2.411.04
mm) for appiication of the investigated signals:
2) two IF outputs (coaxial connectors 3.511.5 mm) to
connect LF measuring instruments;
3) input connector (3.511.5 mm) to apply a 200 400
MHz external synthesizer signal:
4) output connector (3.511.5 mm) to output a 1 mW
synthesized signal of a 2 4 GHz LO (not shown on
Fig. 1):
5) output connector (3.511.5 mm) to apply a 10 MHz
reference signal to a PLL circuit (not shown on Fig.
1):
6) light emitting diode ( LED)indicating PLL locking.

-

-

2. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DESIGN
3. CONVERTER OPERATION

The Converter is manufactured in accordance with
the block-diagram on Fig. 1 and is composed of
1) a two-channel sampling miser with a built-in short
pulse former based on a step-recovery diode (SRD)
and a low noise 10-500 MHz IF amplifier in one
channel and a 0.4-50 MHz IF amplifier in the other:
2) a local oscillator a miniature 2-4 GHz JIG-tuned
transistor oscillator with 10 mW output;
3) a LO power amplifier (Pout 200 mW) with a microwave signal separation circuit;

-

-

-
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To provide measurement task solution the microwave Converter is aggregated into an automatic measurement system with 200-400 MHz frequency synthesizer, 10 MHz reference signal source and the required
LF signal loggers: an oscilloscope, a frequency meter. a
spectrum analyzer, an amplitude and phase meter and
other LF instrumentation. For network analysis the
automatic measurement system must comprise microwave synthesized signal source and external directional

couplers. Each measurement task is solved in accordance with the developed algoritlms of an automatic
measurement system operation. wvluch is controlled by a
personal computer (PC).
The Converter control amounts to setting the required LO frequency (2-4 GHz) and its switching in
accordance with the predefined algoritlun.
The initial LO frequency presetting is made by the
voltage of the (digital-to-analog converter) DAC controlled by PC through VXI bus. PLL circuit tunes LO
frequency to the 10' harmonic of a 200-400 MHz signal of a certain frequency. which is applied from an
esternal synthesizer.

The measurement results show that the conversion
ratio flatness Kp=lO-lg Po, lP, in 1.5(2) - 40 GHz
range at LO fised frequencies is not more than +3 dB.
Kp dependence on LO frequency at fised frequencies of
a microwave signal and IF lies wv-itl~in2-3 dB. Conversion ratio (KP) non-identity of the Converter microwave
channels is not more than 2 dB in a full frequency
range at equal IF amplifier gain. The measured IF
channel flatness at fLo= 4 GHz. fw = 4- 4.5 GHz is not
more than 1.5 dB in 0.4-50 MHz range (2) and not
more than 3 dB in 10-500 MHz range (1).
Microwave input VSWR values are given in Table
2.

Table 2
4. EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

The main specifications of the Converter have been
ex~erimentallyinvestigated.
4.1 Freauenw range
Table 1 presents the values of IF output voltage (V)
at Pi, = 0.1 mW, & 1-10 MHz, RIF =50 Ohm for LO
various frequencies 2, 3 and 4 GHz when tuning input signal frequency from 1.5 to 40 GHz.

-

Table 1

4.2 Dvnamic ranee
The IF signal output level was measured at 10 dB
input signal change (Pi= 0.1 mW and 0.01 mW)
and fw = 36.05 GHz. f, = 50 MHz. The conversion
error caused by nonlinearity was not more than 0.8 dB
(Table 3).
Table 3

This means that compression level ( A K p = 1 dB)
corresponds to input power level of more than 0.1 mW.
Dynamic range estimate results (signal-to-noise-ratio
(dB) measurement) at fw=36.05 GHz. Pw= 0.1 mW.
& = 50 MHz in 10 kHz bandwidth are given in Table
4.
Table 4

The obtained results allow to realize dynamic range
in spectrum analysis mode 80-85 dB (in 10 kHz bandwidth) and in oscilloscope mode 35-50 dB in 0.4-50
MHz. 10-500 MHz bandwidths.
4.3 Absolute power level (voltage) measurement
The IF signal power level time stability was investigated. After the Converter 30 min wormup IF signal
level during 30 min was changed by not more than 1%.
This testifies that the Convener may be used to measure absolute levels of power and voltage of microwave
signals.

5. CALIBRATION. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
CORRECTION

Conversion errors may be caused by:
1) conversion mode non-linearity:
2) amplitude and phase-frequency ripple of microwave.
LO, IF channels:
3) non-sufficient channel isolation:
which causes a distortion during absolute measurements of microwave signal voltage and power.
To prevent a non-linear and intermodulation distortion one has to limit a microwave input signal level to
0.1 mW. The error caused by non-ideal frequency response of channels may be taken into account and escluded from a measurement result by a preliminary
calibration. This is favoured by the Converter building
concept. which sets the unique relation

between the known f,, and the measured n,

fn and

fw

more than 20 ps), special HIC. and also thanks to the
selection of relatively high frequencies of the Sampling
Converter LO (2-4 GHz) [I].
The selection of LO high frequencies. on the one
hand. provides low conversion loss in the Sampling
Converter (20-25 dB) and as a result the Converter
high sensitivity and. on the other hand, limits the low
frequency end of the converted frequencies
fm 2x0

that lowers the low end of the investigated frequency
range to
fw min mfo

The calibration embodies the preliminary measurement and storage of transfer ratios of all the Converter
channels (signal, LO, IF) in a full frequency range.
6. CONCLUSION

The two-channel microwave Converter was
developed. The manufacturer guaranties the following
specifications:
1. Microwave input frequency range 1.5(2) - 40 GHz.
2. Microwave input VSWR not more than 2.5 (1.5-26
GHz); 3 (26-40 GHz).
3. Output frequency range 10-500 MHz (1); 0.4-50
MHz (2);
4. Microwave signal max level at 1 dB compression is
not less than 0.1 mW.
5. Dynam~crange (signal-noise-ratio) at Pi,= 0.1 mW
in 10 kHz bandwidth is not less 70 dB (1) and 80
dB (2).
6. IF output signal level at P, = 0.1 mW not less than
0.1 mW at 50 Ohm load.
The high performance is achieved thanks to unique
components developed at E M KVARZ and used in the
Converter: especially monolithic two diode mixer IC
with low parasitic parameters and identical diode
specifications, high speed SRDs (switching time is not

-&.

The technical solution proposed in work [2] and
later realized in the RK4-55 Network Analyzer developed at E M KVARZ e~qendedthe Converter frequency
range, A microwave signal stabilized in power and frequency with fokfLom a is additionally applied to the
sampling Converter LO. In so doing the Converter output signal frequency is

-LOmaw

One has to note that during two frequency conversion
the conversion loss is increased by 6 dB.
In the investigated Converter we preclude the possibility of two frequency conversion realization for 0.01-2
GHz range.
Besides we envisage the Converter realization as a
small size self-contained instrument comprising an
additional 10 MHz reference signal source, a 200-400
MHz synthesizer and a ADS used to log IF signals with
display of measurement results on PC screen in oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer mode.
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ABSTRACT

iY

A description is given of a wideband microwave
synthesizer that is used as a local oscillator in a novel
front-end design. This front-end design is used in a
synthesis radio telescope operating in the frequency
range up to 8.6 GHz. The aperture synthesis principle
on which this radio telescope is based, as well as Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) techniques
require exceptional phase and frequency stability which
are fulfilled by the presented oscillator design.
A phase stability of better than 5' rms, averaged over 60
seconds, is obtained at 5 GHz over periods of 12 hours.
Allan-variance values approaching
are measured
for .r = 1000 seconds. The output signals among two
synthesizers tuned to the same frequency are always
phase coherent with a fixed phase offset.
1. APPLICATION AREA
The described synthesizer design is used as a
tuneable first local oscillator in a microwave receiver.
This receiver covers eight frequency bands in the range
form 250 MHz up to 8600 MHz. All receiver systems
together with feeds are housed in one unit, which is
normally addressed as the front end. More details on
this front-end design can be found in references [1] and
[21.
Fourteen of these front ends are currently in use in
one of the largest radio telescopes in the world, the
Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) [3].
The WSRT consists of 14 prime focus, parabolic
reflector antennas, each having a diameter of 25 metres,
on an approximately 3 kilometres long east-west
baseline.
The primary mode of operation for the WSRT uses
the earth rotation synthesis technique [4]. Within 12
hours the instrument rotates by 180 degrees relative to
the sky. The 14 telescopes sample a virtual aperture
with a diameter equal to the baseline. Cross-correlation
and Fourier transformation of this information gives the
brightness distribution across the sky. With this
technique sky maps with a high angular resolution can
be obtained. At a commonly observed wavelength of 6
centimetres a resolution of 3.7 arcseconds is achieved.
Figure 1 gives a schematic view of this mode of
operation. The same central reference oscillator drives
each local oscillator in one of the 14 front ends. This
central reference oscillator is a hydrogen maser and
delivers two fixed frequencies, 1 MHz and 180 MHz.
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Figure 1. WSRT local interferometry configuration
Another observational technique used at the
WSRT is Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
[5]. In this mode the WSRT is one part of an
interferometer pair while the other part is a radio
telescope elsewhere in the world. The baseline between
the two radio telescopes forming the interferometer can
range from a few 100 kilometres up to more then 10.000
kilometres. With space based radio telescopes this
distance can be even much longer. The main aim of this
observational technique is to provide a very high
angular resolution. The data is stored on tape and a later
moment correlated with each other.
For VLBI measurements the WSRT is arranged as
a phased array. The signals from all telescopes are
added with a correction for the proper delay of each
telescope. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of this
VLBI mode.
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Figure 2. VLBI configuration
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The oscillators of the radio telescopes forming the
interferometer pair are not directly locked to each other
during the measurement. Instead, the individual
oscillators should have sufficient frequency stability
while the measurement lasts. Synchronisation is done
off-line in the correlation process.
Both modes of operation call for specific
requirements of the local oscillator system. For local
synthesis measurements, differential, phase stability is
of importance. While for VLBI observations an
additional requirement is needed for the frequency
stability.
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2. MAIN SPECIFICATIONS
From the overall receiver requirements the
following synthesizer specifications have been deduced:

i
1200 MHz-2200 MHz (low)
Frequency range:
2200 MHz-9600 MHz (high)
Step size:
1 MHz
-90 dBc/Hz at 10 lcHz offset
Spectral purity:
long term stability: 4 0 - l 4 for r = 1000 sec.
Spuriou~:
<-80 dBc
<-110 dBm below 1100 MHz
< - 10 dBc
Harmonics:
Phase coherence between synthesizers
Note that two versions, having different frequency
ranges, have been developed. Design of both versions is
identical and only minor hardware differences exist for
some of the microwave components like eg. the YTO.

3. SYNTHESIZER CONFIGURATION
Due to the already existing frequency reference
infrastructure at the WSRT, the H-maser with output
frequencies of 1 MHz and 180 MHz, and the wide
tuning range needed a design consisting of two loops
was chosen. Furthermore each loop has a mixer to
convert the oscillator signal to a lower frequency which
is then applied to the programmable digital dividers.
Figure 3 shows the basic lay out of the synthesizer.
Due to the high spectral purity of the signal driving
the mixer a much better phase noise performance is
obtained compared to a phase locked loop where only
dividers are used to convert the oscillator signal to the
input of the phase detector.
In the main loop a sampling mixer is used instead
of a fundamental one to cover the wide frequency range
of the YTO with the limited tuning range, 177 MHz to
183 MHz, of the control loop. The harmonic number N
is somewhere in the range from 6 to 54 depending on
the selected output frequency.
The choice for this sampling mixer has played a
major role in the architecture of the synthesizer. It was
known from other applications, like network analysers,
that these sampling mixers could have a high degree of
long-term phase stability. Especially this property has

180 MHz reference

i

wntrd loop

Figure 3. Synthesizer lay out
been used in the design to obtain the necessary longterm phase stability.
The synthesizer lay out is such that the phase
offset between two different units tuned to the same
frequency is always constant. This even holds when one
or both synthesizers are temporarily tuned to another
frequency and later on return to the original frequency.
4. DEVICE TECHNOLOGIES
In the realisation of the synthesizer a number of
device technology choices have been made. The most
important choices are the following.
For the oscillator of the main loop a YIG Tuned
Oscillator (YTO) has been chosen. A YTO can be tuned
over a very large frequency range as is especially
needed for the high band synthesizer. Spectral purity is
good and fulfils the requirements of the application. The
active component of the oscillator is a silicon bipolar
transistor. It has considerably less l/f noise compared to
GaAs transistors. Tuning is done by varying the
magnetic field strength around the YIG sphere. For this
purpose two coils are present. One is used for coarse
frequency control while a second coil with less tuning
sensitivity is used to phase lock the YTO. The fine
tuning control of the YTO is nearly constant over the
whole frequency range and very repeatable from unit to
unit. These features, tight tolerances, make the design of
the phase locked loop less complicated. The relatively
slow tuning speed of the YTO coarse tuning compared
to e.g. varactor-tuned oscillators is of no concern in this
application.
All digital circuits, which are applied inside both
phased locked loops, are based on standard ECL
technology. GaAs circuits have been evaluated at an
earlier stage, but showed considerably less performance
in terms of phase noise and long term stability
compared to silicon circuits. Although new TTL

families like ACT might show similar or even better
phase noise performance then ECL [6], the choice has
been made for ECL. Main reason for this is that the
balanced nature of ECL circuits has important benefits
from an EMC point of view. The power supply rail is
not contaminated by the switching digital circuits, while
the balanced signal lines, assuming a proper lay out on
the PCB, radiate little energy and vice versa are less
susceptible to interfering EM fields.
Phaselfrequency detectors have been used for all
loops. Due to the nature of these detectors they have a
very large pull-in range. This avoids the necessity for
additional acquisition circuitry to obtain phase lock. The
AD9901 from Analog Devices has been chosen since it
does not have the dead-zone problem encountered in
older type phaselfrequency detectors. This dead-zone
feature might give loop stability problems because of
the unpredictical detector gain around the crossover
point. In addition it might introduce unwanted phase
drift.
The sampling mixer has a lay out which is very
common for microwave applications and can be found
in e.g. network analysers and spectrum analysers [7]. It
consists basically of two parts, an impulse generator,
which drives a single balanced schottky diode mixer.
The impulse generator uses a Step Recovery Diode
(SRD) to generate an impulse with a width of
approximately 50 picoseconds. The SRD has an
external DC bias, which is used to compensate for
various interfering effects, as is described in the next
chapter.

values are stored in the programmable dividers. After
this initialisation the loops lock automatically to the
proper frequencies.
5.3 Biasing of SRD ~ u l s egenerator
The SRD used in the pulse generator of the
sampling mixer has an external DC bias from a current
source. The current delivered by this source is
temperature dependent in such a way that it
compensates phase shifts in the SRD pulse generator.
Without this compensation the temperature dependent
recombination time of the charge carriers in the PIN
junction of the SRD would cause a considerable phase
shift.
Furthermore the DC bias is selected such that it
minimises the AM to PM conversion in the pulse
generator.

Pin [dBm]

5. SYSTEM DETAILS
5.1 PLL Darameters
Both phased locked loop synthesizers are basically
second order systems. The loop bandwidth. Has been
chosen such that no noise peaking occurs [8]. With the
phase noise performances of the reference frequencies
and the phase noise of the control loop VCO
respectively that of the main loop YTO this resulted in
bandwidths of around 20 kHz.
Due to the large division ranges for both A and B
programmable dividers some form of compensation was
necessary to ensure proper, stable loop operation. This
has been achieved by making the gain of the loop filter
variable. According to the selected division ratio the
loop filter gain is adjusted in such a way that the loop
gain remains constant.
5.2 Tuning procedure
The programmable dividers, course tuning of the
YTO through a D to A converter and other functions of
the synthesizers are controlled by a separate embedded
microcomputer in the front end.
The normal procedure is that the wanted frequency
can be directly passed on to this microcomputer. From
the entered frequency appropriate values for A, B and N
are calculated. The YTO is tuned to the approximate
output frequency by the coarse tuning coil. The A and B

Graph 1. Phase shift as a function of pulse generator input
power at 3610 MHz
Graph 1 illustrates this effect. Normally a variation
of the input power introduces a phase shift. By selecting
a proper bias current, in this case approximately 4 mA,
this effect is almost cancelled.
5.4 Construction
Two similar frequency synthesizers, one for the
frequency range from 1.2 GHz to 2.2 GHz while the
other one covers the range from 2.2 GHz to 9.6 GHz,
are housed in a single 19" Eurocard rack.
Each synthesizer consists of three small plug-in
modules, one for the control loop, one for the low
frequency and digital parts of the main loop and a third
one for the microwave components of the main loop.
The first two units have solid aluminium housing.
Removable cover plates are mounted with conductive
rubber gaskets, while all power supply and control lines
entering the unit are filtered. This construction ensures a
mechanically stable environment with very good EMC
shielding.
The microwave module consists of an open chassis
on which a.0. the YTO and sampling mixer are
mounted. Interconnections between the microwave
components are made of semi rigid cable.

The interconnections between modules and
backplane of the 19" rack use floating mounted Dconnectors for supply and control lines. RF connections
are made through floating, coaxial connectors of the
BMA type (equivalent to OSP).
The 19" rack has an active heating system that,
keeps all modules at a temperature of approximately 4.5"
Celsius. Temperature variation is kept within 2" Celsius
over an outside temperature range of 15 to 40" Celsius.

6. PERFORMANCE
Limited long term data is yet available on the
performance of the single synthesizer separately.

-at2200MHz - - - - - . at 5270 MHz
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ABSTRACT
The Anti-Jitter Circuit (AJC) [1,2] uniquely is able
to reduce phase noise of any frequency source at
sideband frequencies above a defined cut-off
frequency. By contrast a Phase Lock Loop (PLL)
reduces phase noise closer to carrier lower than a
defined frequency. The purpose of this paper is to
report several further improvements in the
implementation of the AJC in respect of power
consumption, frequency range and maximum
frequency of operation. The improvements stem
mainly from the invention of the Adiabatic AJC [6],
which affords significantly enhanced performance
over the AJC previously reported at the EFlT[3,4,5].
The term "adiabatic" is adopted to indicate that the
core part of the new circuit does not require a power
supply. It takes power from the input source directly
to create the sawtooth waveform that has considerably
reduced time jitter on the longer of its two ramp
waveforms. This paper also reports work that FET
(CMOS) technology in general is to be preferred to
bipolar technology for the AJC. Discrete models are
now operational at 30Mhz, which is twice the 15Mhz
operation previously reported. The cut-off frequency
of suppression has been maintained at a few kHz.
Noise analysis now shows performance comparable to
an LC oscillator is possible. SPICE simulations show
potential operation up to 5 GNz The AkTC is also
cascadable up to the intrinsic shot noise limit. Shot
noise can be reduced by feedback.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Anti-Jitter Circuit is a unique way of reducing
wider band phase noise or time jitter on any frequency
source. The basic principle of the Anti-Jitter circuit
(AJC)was first announced in the 1996 EFTF [I].
Subsequent EFTF papers[2-41 have described AJC
performance obtained using discrete components and
the application of these to obtain improvements in
Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) and PLL (Phase Lock
Loop) fractional-n frequency synthesisers.
The AJC is ideally suited for application to DDS.
Uniquely it can suppress the wideband spurs that are
inevitable with DDS with a limited bit precision for
phase or waveform amplitude definition. Below the
AJC cut off frequency the spectrum is unaffected
andthe good close-to-carrier performance of DDS can
be retained.
In the feedback path of a fractional-n PLL
synthesiser the fractional n-spurs can be suppressed
above the AJC DC removal cut-off frequency whilst
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retaining a much higher PLL loop cut-off and reference
frequency. In this way the requirements on the fractional nspur cancellation process can be much reduced if not
altogether eliminated. It has been found that the AJC
apparently suppresses component at frequencies above the
loop bandwidth. This is because higher order Bessel
function phase modulation components decay at 12 dB per
octave away from camer. Widespread application of the
AJC requires a higher frequency of operation and
manufacturability in integrated circuit form as well as the
best possible noise reduction. It is also highly desirable
that the AJC should operate over as wide a frequency
range as possible with little or no adjustment of circuit
component values.
The first AJC implementations used bipolar transistors
for the active devices. However for time constants long
enough to give a low enough frequency of sideband
suppression with minimal on-chip capacitor area, FET IC
technology is to be preferred.
2. THE AJC PRINCIPLE
The Anti-Jitter Circuit combines several operations into
one simple circuit arrangement. It first frequency
demodulates an input waveform to baseband. Then an
integrator converts the baseband signal to give a phase
demodulation signal. Next a time delay modulation process
operates using the phase-demodulated signal to cancel the
time jitter on one of the transition edges of the original
input signal. The comparator that is part of the time delay
modulator then delivers transitions of one sense with
substantially no phase jitter and with the phase jitter of the
opposite transitions approximately doubled. An edge
triggered monostable or divide- by-two flip-flop can then
operate on the low jitter transitions to produce the low
phase noise output at the original, or half the original
frequency.
Fig. 1 shows the operation of any Anti-Jitter Circuit.
The input frequency waveform is converted into short
pulses of constant area. The DC component is removed
usually by DC feedback around the integrator rather than
by DC blocking in a forward path as shown. The integrator
then converts the input pulse train into a sawtooth
waveform with a constant mean DC level. The comparator
is arranged to switch approximately at this mean DC level
(op3). Fig l(c) shows that time jitter on a pulse as shown
in Fig l(b) does not affect the comparator switching time
(at the mean DC level) of the long downslope ramp section
of the sawtooth waveform, (op2). Thus an output
monostable triggered at the time of this intersection will
have much reduced time jitter and hence much reduced
phase noise.
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(b)

capacitor becomes charged to nearly the peak amplitude of
the input waveform. The n-channel FET Q1 discharges the
integrator capacitor C3 at a constant rate to create a
sawtooth voltage waveform on the capacitor.
The charge and discharge action on the integrated
capacitor produces the sawtooth voltage waveform
required for AJC operation.

RcO

(a) Circuit
A DA JC4 1

,
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Figure I. Anti Jitter Circuit Principle:
(a) Basic Block Diagram
(b) Input monostable with jitter on central pulse
(c) Integrator output (op2) and Comparator switching level
(0~3)

Conveniently the output monostable can be
arranged to provide approximately an equal mark space ratio at the output frequency and if necessary
can be made to maintain this over the operating
frequency range. Alternatively pulses can be formed
on both edges of the input frequency waveform. The
AJC then operates at double the input frequency and a
divide-by two circuit in place of the output
monostable can then provide an equal mark-space
ratio output waveform over the whole frequency range
of operation.
The lowest sideband frequency of suppression of
jitter or phase noise is determined by the dominant
time constant or cut-off frequency of the DC removal
part of the circuit.
3. THE ADIABATIC AJC PRINCIPLE

The Adiabatic AJC (AAJC) is a considerable
simplification over the original AJC.This leads to a
much higher potential frequency of operation and a
lower power consumption. In fact the AAJC does not
require a DC power source at all. Because it takes
what power is required from the RF input signal the
tern "adiabatic" is used to signify the power
conservation taking place.
3.1AAJC basic overation
Fig. 2 shows a basic Adiabatic M C circuit. This
simple circuit combines the functions of the input
pulse monostable, integrator, and DC removal circuit,
but does not include the comparator or output
monostable. Also shown are optional fast acquisition
diodes, which only come into play at switch on or
after a very large frequency jump.
In this circuit the input sinusoid or square
waveform is converted into short almost constant
charge pulses by what is effectively a half wave
rectifier circuit made up from the input capacitor CI
and the two diodes Dl and D2. The integrator storage
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It can be observed that the correct switching level on
the longer slope (downslope) part of the sawtooth

waveform is in fact the mean DC level. This means
that the mean DC level on the gate of Q1 is the correct
comparator switching reference level. Thus a
differential comparator can be connected to compare
the outputs op2 and op3 to give correct AJC
comparator operation.
A further advantage of this connection is that
correct comparator switching is obtained for any input
frequency up to a maximum after a short settling time.
The four optional "speed up" diodes shown across
the resistor R1 provide a low impedance path from
input to the output shunt capacitor C4 of the low pass
filter if the positive or negative voltage exceeds Vbe
per diode. This option lowers the time constant of the
low pass filter by orders of magnitude during initial
acquisition of lock of output signal to input signal, or
if large frequency or phase jump deviations occur in
the input signal. The time for initial acquisition is thus
much reduced. The input to output lock is maintained
(with no input pulses missed) over a wider range of
input deviations of phase or frequency. The presence
of the diodes allows phase jitter sideband components
much closer to carrier to be better suppressed after a
full settling has occurred.
3.2 DC removal feedback
Negative feedback of the mean DC level of the
sawtooth waveform to the gate of the FET occurs
through the low pass action of the time constant
RlC3C4/(C3+C4). The time constant determines the
sideband frequency below which the jitter suppression
starts to degrade at a 6dB per octave rate.
The optimum loop gain for the negative feedback
is g,,,Rl = (C3 + c 4 j 2 / c 3 c 4 . But the loop gain is not
critical and can vary over at least a four to one range
without serious degradation of the transient response.
3.3 AAJC freuuencv range
where ldk is the
For a FET we have g, = d(21~~P)
discharge current through the FET. /3 depends on the
n-channel FET width to length ratio w/l and is
typically 75w/ZpAN2But we have ldiS=
VPYIIC3,
where& is the input frequency and V, is the peak to
peak sawtooth voltage on the storage/integrator
capacitor C3. Idisis therefore proportional to input
frequency. The consequence is that the loop gain
varies as the square root of input frequency. For such
a control loop the loop gain can typically be allowed
to vary by up to four to one with little variation in
overall settling time or loop bandwidth, giving a
working frequency range of sixteen to one with no
changes in component values.
To extend the frequency range further, simulation
shows that variation of Rl only can give operation
over a thousand to one kequency range. To obtain the
highest frequency of overall operation the input
capacitor C l and the storage capacitor C3 should also
be reduced as far as possible.

3.4 AAJC suu~ression
A disadvantage of the simple diode charge pump as
shown is that the charge packets depend on the voltage on
the integrator storage capacitor. To obtain the best jitter
reduction it is advisable to keep the peak to peak sawtooth
voltage as a small percentage of the mean voltage.
Also for best jitter suppression the input capacitor C1
should be smaller than the storage capacitor C3.Stray
capacitance at this point can prove to be the limiting factor
for the highest frequency of operation in practice.
However it is possible to insert a grounded gate series
p-channel FET 171 to improve the constancy of the charge
packets going into the integratorlstorage capacitor. In
simulation this improves the suppression per AAJC stage
to the 25dB level from typically 20dB. The series FET is a
major limiting factor on kequency response.
3.5 Freuuencv doubling M C
A frequency doubling circuit can be implemented in a
very simple way with the Adiabatic AJC, as shown in
Fig.3. Two input charge pumps operate alternatively on the
rising and falling edges of the input waveform. Essentially
it is a full wave rectifier circuit. The transformer XMR
would normally be replaced by some transformerless push
pull active circuit operating on the input signal.
Advantages of frequency doubling and then dividing to
obtain the final output are a further small improvement
jitter and an equal output mark space ratio over the whole
frequency range of operation.
3.6 AAJC Noise
For the AAJC the only dominant source of noise is shot
noise in the FET current source (sink). Previous analysis
[3] has shown that this gives a phase noise about 20-30dB
worse than a varactor tuned LC oscillator (@loo).
However the FET source resistor Rl can reduce FET
noise. Rl provides negative feedback that reduces the
noise approximately by the loop gain g a l . Rl can be
made larger for a given discharge current provided that a
larger amplitude input signal is used. A large width to
length ratio FET provides a high g, but at the cost of high
capacitance and reduced frequency response. Further
investigations are taking place with the objective of
achieving a loop gain of 100 for a 40dB reduction of shot
noise. This should give the AAJC a theoretical
performance of an oscillator of a Q of at least 100 for the
same power requirement
4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Available discrete FETs do not allow optirnised AJC
designs; capacitances, gains and offset voltages are too
high. In practice it is not possible to design a (mixed
signal) integrated circuit without extensive simulation for
testing and optimisation of the design. For these reasons
the AkTC has been simulated in two different SPICE
based packages, TINA and Electronics Workbench.

(a) Circuit
m

(b)Transientresponse
150mA

T i(s)

Fig3 Doublerldivider AAJC with input (upper) and output
(1ower)waveforms compared for FM index of m = 1.5.
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(c)

Time zoomed
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new approach to
synthesizing the Cs hyperfine frequency of 9.192 GHz
that is designed to be sufficiently rugged for use in
space, specifically for the primary atomic reference
clock in space (PARCS) planned for the international
space station, as well as ground applications. This new
approach requires no narrow band filters or frequency
multiplication and the primary source of cooling is
conduction. Instead of frequency multiplication, it uses a
custom regenerative divider stage followed by two
commercial binary dividers and severallfuxing stages. A
fractional frequency step of 2 x 10- is achieved by
mixing the output of a 48 bit numerically controlled
oscillator with the microwave signal. Preliminary tests
on the new synthesizer design indic t s an internal
fractio 1 fre uency stability of 1 x 10-"at 10 s and 1
x lo-'
at 1' day, dominated by the daily mom
temperature variations. The phase and amplitude noise
are similar to our previous designs that used frequency
multiplication and narrow band filters. The temperature
coefficient is less than 0.2 psl OC.
1. INTRODUCTION
Within the last decade new generations of
frequency standards based on laser ooled atoms and
ions with stabilities approaching
at I day have
been developed [l-31. At theses stabilities, the
performance of the local oscillator and the microwave
synthesis chain appear to be limiting factors. To support
NIST's new standards, we have designed a new
generation of microwave frequency synthesizers [4-61.
The basic criteria for these designs have been high
resolution, low phase modulation (PM) and amplitude
modulation (AM) noise, low spurs near the carrier, and
very high phase stability with respect to environmental
effects.
The aim of the present work was to design a
microwave synthesizer for a laser cooled Cs fountain
compatible for use in space, specifically for a slow beam
Cs primary atomic reference clock in space (PARCS )
scheduled for flight the international space
Contribution of the US Government, not subject to
copyright.

station [7]. This required the use of components that are
or can be space-qualified. Other major design goals
were that the synthesizer be compact, robust, consume
low power, and very importantly, that all dissipated heat
be removed by conduction and radiation as there is
minimal convection in space. The perform ce goal
was a frequency resolution of at least 10-" and a
fracti nal frequency stability at 1 day of lower than 1 x
10-I .
In the following section we describe our
design. The approach yields a simple synthesis scheme
that avoids frequency multiplication, narrow band
filters, and phase-locked loops while still producing an
output that is settable with high resolution. We also
discuss some initial performance results of the two units
that were constructed. All performance goals were met
or exceeded.
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2. DESIGN DETAILS
Figure 1 shows a schematic block diagram of
the synthesizer. The output of a 6.4 GHz voltagecontrolled dielectric resonant oscillator (DRO) drives a
custom regenerative divide-by-2 circuit [8], comprised
of a mixer, a 3.2 GHz low-pass filter, and an amplifier in
a closed-loop configuration. This regenerative divider
provides low PM noise [9],a very low coefficient of
phase shift with temperature, and simultaneous outputs
at 0.5 and 1.5 times the input frequency, i.e., at 3.2 GHz
and 9.6 GHz. The 3.2 GHz and 9.6 GHz outputs are
separated using a diplexer.
The 3.2 GHz output is divided to 100 MHz
using a commercial divide-by-8 followed by a
commercial divide-by4 [lo]. The 100 MHz output of
the dividers is low-pass filtered and buffered in a twostage amplifier to provide the output reference
frequency.
Another key constituent of the synthesizer is a
numerically controlled oscillator using a direct digital
synthesis (DDS) chip with 48 bit resolution [ l I]. This
unit is clocked by a 50 MHz signal obtained by dividing
the 100 MHz by 2. This DDS chip not only provides
the high resolution and low spurs, but it is also available
in a space-qualified version. The DDS output is a sine
wave, which can be set to a resolution of 0.2 pHz and a
rate up to 20 MHz using 14 data and control lines.
Another feature of this DDS is that its frequency

SPRCE

CESIUM

SYNTHESIZER

Figure 1. Block diagram of the new Cs frequency synthesizer.
can be switched to a new value without phase
discontinuity in less than 1 ps. The frequency is
nominally set at 7.368 MHz and mixed with the 400
MHz from the binary divider using a simple upper
sideband (USB) mixer, which gives more than 25 dB
rejection at the carrier and lower sidebands. Additional
suppression of these spurs could be obtained with
further design refinements. The 407.368 MHz signal is
mixed with the 9.6 GHz output of the regenerative
divider to produce the 9.192 GHz signal, which is
amplified and passed through a broadband filter and
isolator to provide the final microwave output of the
synthesizer.
As in our earlier synthesizer designs [4, 51, a 5
MHz oscillator controls the PM noise for Fourier
frequency offsets up to approximately 50 Hz while a
100 MHz oscillator controls the range from 50 Hz to 50
kHz.
The synthesizer output can be steered by
voltage control of the 5 MHz oscillator using a DC error
signal. This voltage control could be derived from the
physics package of a Cs clock. The 100 MHz output
from the synthesizer also drives a mixer, which can be
used to detect the phase difference between the 100
MHz signal from a hydrogen maser or other high
stability reference. This mixer output can be used to
phase-lock the 5 MHz to this reference with a loop
bandwidth of approximately 1 Hz. The low bandwidth
was chosen to exclude spurs due to ground loops and

pickup of electromagnetic interference. There is also a
provision to phase lock the synthesizer to a microwave
reference such as a super conducting cavity oscillator
(SCCO) as long as the frequency is within 2 20 MHz of
one of the internal reference frequencies (3.2 GHz, 6.4
GHz, 9.192 GHz, 9.6 GHz, 10.007 GHz). To achieve
this we use another phase-locked-loop (PLL) with a
second DDS set to the difference between the internal
reference frequency and that of the SCCO. The output
error of this PLL could correct the 6.4 GHz DRO with a
bandwidth of up to approximately 300 kHz. It would
also be possible to add an additional mixing stage to use
a stable reference at the Rb hyperfine frequency of
6.834 GHz [12].
We constructed two prototype synthesizers of
the above design. The mechanical assembly consisted of
five interconnected modules with machined aluminum
cases of 6 mm wall thickness. These were stacked
tightly together with heat sink fins on two outer sides of
the assembly. All circuitry, including the DDS, used
surface mounted components that were heat sunk to the
printed circuit boards. The printed circuit boards in turn
were heat sunk to the aluminum cases by mounting them
flush against the bottom with thermal conductive film. In
addition, metal straps connected the top of the few
integrated circuits that dissipated significant heat to the
sidewalls. The entire microwave portion of the circuit
was assembled in one module with the components
mounted flush against the walls or the bottom. Thus
most of the heat dissipated in the synthesizer had a
direct conduction path to the external heat sinks. In

some applications the heat sinks could be removed and
the assembly mounted to a thermally stabilized base
plate. The unit is very compact and quite robust. The
total size of the each unit, excluding the external power
supply and the removable heat sinks was 22 cm x 13 cm
x 18 cm. The volume could be reduced by roughly 40
5% by simply repackaging the present subassemblies.
The total power consumption was approximately 22 W
0
at 24 C. Although no quantitative vibration tests have
yet been performed, many strong bumps, including the
customary 10 cm drop test, produced no noticeable
effects.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we describe results of tests made
on the two units described above. Extensive studies
were made of the spurs and of the PM and AM noise.
Figure 2 shows that there are no spurs within
k2.5 MHz of the 9.192 GHz output greater than -75
dBc. PM noise measurements were performed on the
100 MHz output using a three-cornered-hat method
involving two of the present synthesizers and one of the
earlier types [4]. The results are summarized in Fig 3.
Also shown for comparison are the results from of
earlier designs [4, 51. The results of measurements of
AM noise and spurs at the microwave output are also
very similar to those obtained with the earlier NIST
synthesizers. These results indicate that frequency
pulling by spectral impurities is of little consequence to
present slow beam or fountain frequency standards [4].

Figure 3. Comparison of the PM noise spectrum of the
new Cs synthesizer # I and #2 to previous designs [4]
and 151.
logger. The temperature of one of the synthesizers was
kept constant while that of the other was varied. Figures
5a and 5b show typical initial result of such temperature
cycling from which we compute a temperature
. important
coefficient of 2.2 p s / O ~An
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Figure 4. Block diagram of setup used to measure the
phase stability.

Figure 2. Microwave power spectrum of the
9.192 GHz output from the new Cs synthesizer. The

span is 5 MHz and the resolution bandwidth is 1 kHz.
The set up shown in Fig 4 was used to study the phase
stability with respect to environmental temperature
variation between the microwave output and the user
output at 100 MHz. The microwave outputs of the two
synthesizers were phase locked and the 100 MHz
outputs were used to drive a phase comparator and data

point was that the temperature coefficient was almost
identical for the two units and that there was less than a
minute delay and almost no hysteresis between the
temperature and phase variations. The reason for this is
that all the components of are thermally very well
connected to the case. Further investigations revealed
that the major part of the temperature coefficient arose
from the last frequency divider and the output isolation
amplifier. A very simple circuit comprised of a
thermistor (heat sunk to the inside of the case containing
the divider and the output amplifier) and a varactor to
change the phase delay at the output of the 100 MHz in
response to the temperature variations was successfuIIy
used to compensate most of the temperature coefficient.
With several trials of scaling the variation of the voltage
across the varactor, we were able to obtain a
temperature coefficient of less than 0.2 ps/K as shown in
Fig. 5c. In subsequent tests we obtained a very highly
phase stable 100 MHz output as shown for a 4 day
stretch during which room temperature varied by
0
approximately 2 0.5 C (see Fig. 6). Finally, we show in
Fig 7 a typical plot of internal
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Figure 5a. Temperature change of synthesizer # 1.

Figure 6. Phase change between two synthesizers over 4
days.
frequency stability, obtained by processing the phase
data with sampling times from 5 s up to 1 d. We obtain
a fr tional frequency sta ' ity Allan deviation of 1 x
IO-'at
10 s and 1 x lo-" at 1 d. The 1 d frequency
stability is a significant improvement over stability
results reported for previous designs.

4. CONCLUSION

Figure 5b. Initial uncompensated phase response of
synthesizer #I.
Phase Delay
082698407

i

30

is

Time (10's)

Figure 5c. Compensated phase response of synthesizer
#2 for a temperature stepup and back of 3.5 OC.

We have described a novel approach for
synthesizing the microwave signal for a Cs standard.
The realization of the design is quite simple, requiring
no frequency multiplication or narrow band filters. Two
prototype synthesizers were fabricated keeping in mind
the proposed use in space and hence taking special care
to ensure that all the components could eventually be
obtained in space qualified versions. We also ensured
that most components were heat sunk by thermal
conduction to the case. This led to a very simple but
effective means of compensating the temperature
0
coefficient to lower than 0.2 ps/ C, and consequently
obt i ing internal frequency stability that reached 1 x
10-I#
at 1 d. Another feature of the present design, the
ability Iqset the microwave output with a resolution of
2 x 10- is due to the use of a 48 bit DDS. Since there
is no PLL in the final microwave synthesis, the phase
excursions after switching frequency are small and the
settling time is less than 1 ps. Yet another feature of
the synthesizer is the provision for phase locking to an
SCCO which is trimmed within 20 MHz of one of the
internal reference frequencies (3.2 GHz, 6.4 GHz,
9.192 GHz, 9.6 GHz, 10.007 GHz), providing for a
much superior PM noise and short-term frequency
stability than is possible using quartz oscillators.
Although the present synthesizers are already
very robust, compact, and consume low power, we

Figure 7. Allan deviation for a pair of Cs synthesizers computed using total deviation and the data of Figure 6.
estimate that further optimization should lead to a
70 % reduction in size and a 50 % reduction in power
consumption. Finally, although our present focus has
been to synthesize the Cs hyperfine frequency, this
approach could be adapted to produce similar
performance at many other frequencies of interest (for
example, the Rb frequency).
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ABSTRACT
We have used optical frequency interval dividers, o p
tical frequency comb generators and mode-locked
lasers to measure large optical frequency differences
of up to 45.2 THz between laser frequencies. We
have shown that the modes of a mode-locked laser
are distributed uniformly in frequency space within
the experimental limit of 3.0 parts in 10'' and that
the mode separation equals the pulse repetition rate
within the experimental limit of 6.0 parts in 1016.
We applied these techniques to determine the absolute frequencies of the cesium Dl line at 335 THz
(895 nm), the hydrogen 1s-2s transition at 2466
THz (121 nm) and the frequency of a methane stabilized He-Ne Laser at 88.4 THz ( 3 . 3 9 p ) as well as
the isotope shift of the 1s-2s frequency.

1. INTRODUCTION
Following the dramatic progress made in recent years
in the development of optical frequency standards
based on trapped ions [I] or narrow atomic resonances such as the hydrogen 1s-2s transition [2],
precise and reliable optical to radio frequency conversion has become the missing 'clockwork' for the
construction of a future optical clock. These clocks
possess a potential accuracy far beyond the accuracy of the current state of the art cesium clocks. In
the past, phase coherent comparisons between optical and radio frequencies have been performed with
harmonic frequency chains which create successive
harmonics from a well known radio frequency provided for example by a cesium atomic clock. Only
a few frequency chains that reach all the way up to
the visible or the UV have been built so far [2, 3,4].
The use of broad frequency combs as provided by
optical frequency comb generators [5, 61 or modelocked lasers in combination with optical frequency
'Correspondence should be addressed to:
Thomas.UdemQmpq.mpg.de
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interval dividers [7, 81 promises to provide a compact
and portable op$cal clockwork [7,-8, 91 that h& the
capability to operate reliably for an extended period
of time. A phase-locked optical frequency interval
divider can reduce an arbitrarily large frequency difference between two input lasers by locking a third
laser to the precise center of the gap. If n divider
stages are used in cascade a large optical frequency
gap can be reduced by a factor of 2n until it becomes accessible to radio frequency counting techniques. As a novel concept such a chain of divider
stages may be used to measure an absolute optical
frequency by determining the frequency gap between
laser harmonics. In the simplest form this would be
the gap between a laser at the frequency f and its
second harmonic 2f : 2f - f = f . Such a new type of
frequency chain allows one to choose a path from the
optical region to a beat note in the radio frequency
domain without ever leaving the optical region [7, 81.
The frequencies of the laser oscillators may be chosen such that compact and reliable diode lasers can
be used exclusively. However, to reach the radio frequency domain in this way a large number of interval
divider stages would be necessary so that the reduction in complexity is only due to the fact that it becomes possible to avoid expensive or delicate lasers
usually present in harmonic frequency chains. The
number of necessary divider stages is reduced substantially if the largest directly measurable beat frequency is increased by the use of an optical frequency
comb. To check the accuracy of this new approach we
have versed that the modes of an optical frequency
comb generator (OFCG)or a mode-locked laser are
distributed uniformly in frequency space and that
their separation is easily measured with radio frequency precision. We then applied these techniques
to measure the absolute frequency of the hydrogen
1s-2S transition, its isotope shift, the cesium Dl and
Dz line and the frequency of our methane stabilized
He-Ne laser.

3.

Figure 1: Principle of an optical frequency interval
divider. The second harmonic of the third laser 2f3
is phase locked to the sum frequency fi f2. The
frequency f3 thus divides the interval fl -f2 into two
equal sections. The symbol is also used in Fig. 2, 3
and 4.

+

2.

OPTICAL FREQUENCY
INTERVAL DIVIDER

As illustrated in Fig. 1,an optical frequency interval
divider receives two input laser frequencies fi and fi.
The sum frequency fl f2 and the second harmonic
of a third laser 2f3 are created in a non-linear crystal. The radio frequency beat signal between them at
2f3 - (fl+ f2) is either used to phase-lock the third
laser at the midpoint f3 = (ti+ f2)/2, or to verify
that the third laser actually oscillates at the center frequency. Phaselocking of two optical frequencies is achieved electronically by locking the phase
of their beat signal to zero or, to reduce l/f noise,
to a given offset radio frequency provided by a local
oscillator [lo]. Techniques of conventional radio frequency phase-locked loops can be applied. Optical
frequency interval dividers can be cascaded to divide
an arbitrary large frequency gap successively by 2. A
four stage interval divider chain, that divides a frequency gap of A f = 1 THz by 16 has been used in a
previous determination of the hydrogen 1s-2s transition frequency [2]. In this set-up diode lasers and
single pass KNb03 crystals have been used to generate the second harmonic and the sum frequencies.

+

OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMB
GENERATORS (OFCG)

Our optical frequency comb generator (OFCG) consists of a monolithic LiNb03 optical resonator that
acts at the same time as an electrmptic modulator. To create a spectrally broad comb of side bands
a large modulation index and/or a high modulation
frequency is required. For efficient high frequency
modulation one has to match the phase velocity of
the modulating microwave to the group velocity cg
of the light traveling through the crystal by choosing
the proper transverse dimensions of the crystal and
the proper shape of the microwave cavity in which
it is placed [ll]. If an integer multiple of half the
microwave wavelength equals the length of the crystal and if the velocities are matched, the modulation
frequency is an integer multiple of the optical free
spectral range cg/2L. In this case the side bands
are resonantly enhanced and efficiently create further
side bands if one of the modes is locked to the input
laser frequency. In our experiments the modulation
frequency was set to foFc = 6.3418 GHz, which
is twice the free spectral range of the L = 21 mm
long monolithic resonator. To operate the OFCG in
a stable condition one of its optical resonances has
to be locked to the input laser frequency. We use a
scheme, similar to the Pound-Drever-Hall lock [12],
that is discussed along with some variations in Ref.
[5]. Because crystal dispersion leads to a wavelength
dependence of the free spectral range, the frequency
combs generated in this way are limited to less than
8 THz [5]. By the use of self-phase modulation in an
optical fiber the width of these frequency combs can
be increased externally. Frequency combs as wide
as 30 THz have been created this way [13] and beat
signals of lasers separated by 12 THz have been observed [14].

4.

FREQUENCY COMBS FROM
MODE-LOCKED LASERS

The use of modelocked lasers for the measurement
of optical frequency intervals has been demonstrated
already 20 years ago with picosecond pulses [15]. As
the spectral width of these lasers scales inversely with
the pulse duration (for Fourier limited pulses) their
application was limited to rather small frequency differences. With the development of Kerr-lens modelocking [16] femtosecond pulses became readily available. Meanwhile pulses as short as 6.5 fs have been
created directly from a Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator
[17]. The spectrum of such a laser consists of a comb
of laser frequencies. The modes may be thought
of being the longitudinal mutually injection locked
cw-modes of the laser cavity or as being due to
a strong amplitude modulation of some carrier fre-

quency, The pulse repetition rate f, = v,/2L, which
is the inverse round trip time of the pulse circulating
in the cavity, is determined from the length of the
cavity L and the group velocity v, = aw fak. Due to
dispersive elements in the cavity the group velocity
of the circulating pulse does in general not agree with
the phase velocity of its carrier. This causes a pulse
to pulse phase s h i i by say Acp of the carrier with respect to the envelope [IS]. Unlike the pulse envelope
the electric field at the output coupler is therefore
not a periodic function that repeats itself with f,. It
can not be expressed as a Fourier series containing
harmonics of f,. However, if Acp stays constant, we
still expect a comb of equidistant modes, spaced by
the repetition frequency f,, but with each frequency
displaced from a multiple nf, by an offset frequency
f, = Acp/21rT, where T = f p l is the pulse repetition time. Such a comb of laser frequencies can be
used to measure large optical frequency differences.
In a recent measurement of the absolute frequency of
the hydrogen 1s-2s transition we have used a modelocked laser to phase-coherently bridge a 45 THz frequency gap [22].

5.
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Figure 2: The uniform distribution of the modes of a
mode-locked laser is verified by comparison with an
optical frequency interval divider. The inset shows a
measured spectrum of the frequency comb together
with the 822.8 nm and the 870.9 nm laser diodes
drawn into it (linear scale).

THE ACCURACY OF OPTICAL
FREQUENCY COMBS

In order to verify that the frequency comb emitted by a mode locked laser can satisfy the exceptional accuracy demands of an all new optical clock,
we have performed a series of experiments. In the
first experiment [23] we have connected a four stage
interval divider chain to two modes of a frequency
comb produced by an optical OFCG that were separated by 1.059 THz. The 4 stage interval divider
chain divided this gap by 24 into a measurable 66
GHz beat signal. We found that both methods to
bridge this 1 THz gap agree within the experimental limit of 6.8 x 10-15. In a second experiment we
have phase-locked two laser diodes at 822.8 nm and
870.9 nm to two modes of a mode locked laser (Coherent model Mira 900, measured pulse length 73 fs)
separated by more than 20 THz [19]. If the number
of modes in between the two diode laser frequencies
happens to be an odd number, we expect another
mode of the frequency comb right at the center between the two laser diodes. As shown in Fig. 2, this
is verified with an optical frequency interval divider.
We have measured possible deviations with a radio
frequency counter (Hewlett Packard model 53132A).
The averages of the frequency readings calculates to
-0.59 f0.48 mHz. This verifies the uniform distribution of the modes within a relative precision of
3.0 x 10'17. A slightly modified version of this experiment, which is sketched in Fig. 3, was performed
after reducing the frequency difference between the

Figure 3: Verifying the uniform distribution of the
modes of a mode-locked laser on one side of its spectrum. The inset shows a measured spectrum of the
frequency comb together with the 845 nm and the
855 nm laser diodes drawn into it (linear scale).

laser diodes to 4.15 THz and locking them asymmetrically with respect to the spectrum of the modelocked laser. In this case we found a frequency deviation of -0.70 f 0.61 mHz. Taking into account
the different total number of readings the statistical
uncertainty in both cases seem to be identical (see
Ref. [l9] for further details).
To experimentally demonstrate that optical frequency combs emitted by mode locked lasers are useful tools for the precise determination of large optical frequency differences it is not sufficient to verify
the comb spacing constancy. In addition, one has
to show that the mode separation equals the pulse
repetition rate. Therefore we have performed an actual frequency difference measurement. The set up
used for this purpose is similar to the one shown in
Fig. 2, but with a reduced frequency gap of 4.1 THz.
Two laser diodes, at 845 nm and 855 nm were phase
locked to the frequency comb. We used an OFCG

to phase lock the centered laser diode to 849.974 nm
and observed the beat note of the divider stage. The
pulse repetition rate was locked to 76.5 MHz. We
find a frequency deviation from the expected value
of 2.2 f 2.5 mHz. This confirms that the pulse repetition rate equals the mode separation with an accuracy of at least 6.0 x 10-l6 [19].

6.

OPTICAL FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS

To demonstrate the new type of optical to microwave
frequency chain for the first time we have recently redesigned our existing harmonic frequency chain (see
Fig. 4). In the previous set-up only the Af % 1.059
THz gap was measured with a 4 stage optical frequency interval divider chain [2]. In this way the
1S-2S transition frequency at 28f - 8Af was referenced to the absolute frequency of a methane stabilized He-Ne laser [20] at 3.39 pm (f = 88.4 THz).
By replacing the optical divider stages with an optical frequency comb generator we could switch within
a few seconds between the 1S-2S transition frequencies of hydrogen and deuterium. In this case the absolute frequency of the He-Ne standard cancels and
the most precise value for the isotope shift and the
deuteron structure radius was derived [21].
1 5 2 5 two photon transition: 28f-8Af

14f-4Af

4

Figure 4: The first frequency chain based on the measurement of large optical frequency gaps. The modelocked laser determines the frequency differences Af
and 0.5 f . Once these frequencies are known all other
frequencies in the chain, including the hydrogen 1S2S transition frequency 28f - 8Af , are determined.

In the redesigned version we use a commercial mode-locked laser (Coherent model Mira 900),
whose spectrum is externally broadened by coupling
225 mW average power through a 40 cm long single mode quartz fiber. With this laser we measure
both, the frequency gap Af = 1.059 THz and the
absolute frequency of the He-Ne standard f , which
appears as a frequency interval of the size 0.5f . As
shown in Fig. 4 these gaps are created with several
non-linear steps. One of the modes of the m o d e
locked laser is phase-locked to the 972 nm laser diode
which is phas&locked to the dye laser. At the same
time the pulse repetition rate of the mode-locked
laser is phase-locked to a GPS-referenced Cs clock
[24]. Once Af and f are known all other frequencies in the chain are determined including the hydrogen 1S-2s transition frequency 28f - 8Af and the
absolute frequency of the methane stabilized He-Ne
laser that does not serve as a frequency reference any
more. Our new chain is providing the first phase coherent link from the vacuum UV (121 nm) to the
radio frequency domain [22]. A preliminary value of
the 1S-2S transition frequency, with a considerably
smaller uncertainty, derived from a few days of data
taking already reproduces our previous measurement
[2], that was performed within 23 months. We expect to have an improved value in the near future after collecting more data. To achieve an even higher
accuracy a measurement with a Cs fountain clock
[25] is planned. Together with other absolute frequency measurements performed by F. Biraben and
coworkers [4], precise values for the 1S Lamb shift
and the Rydberg constant can be derived from this
measurement. From our early data we h d a value
for the absolute frequency of the He-Ne standard
that is significantly larger by 65 Hz (almost 3 c)
than the value obtained from the last calibration 3
years ago [2]. Because the value of the 1S-2S transition frequency obtained then is consistent with the
current value we believe that the frequency of the
He-Ne standard did change in the meantime.
Besides the measured frequencies of the hydrogen
1S-2S transition and the He-Ne standard, the new
frequency chain of Fig. 4 also provides us with about
600,000 usable reference frequencies, i.e. the modes
of the modelocked laser. This enables us to measure every optical frequency between 848 nm and
972 nm. With a few additional non-linear steps every frequency from DC to UV becomes accessible.
Previously we have used frequency combs to determine the Cs Dl and Dz lines [26, 271. However,
these experiments were performed with the 3.39 p,
the 1.696 prn and the 848 nm lasers only (as shown
in Fig. 4) so that the He-Ne standard was used as
the reference. To bridge the 18.4 THz frequency gap
between the fourth harmonic of the standard at 848
nm and the Cs Dl line at 895 nm a mode-locked

laser without external spectral broadening in a fiber
was used. The D2 line at 852 nm was reached in
the same way but with an optical frequency comb
generator. With a similar set-up we also measured
the 5s2 ISo- 5s5p 3Potransition of a single trapped
l151n+ ion 1281.

7. OUTLOOK
In the future we hope to be able to realize a compact
optical frequency counter based on a chain of optical
frequency interval dividers and a mode-locked laser.
Fig. 5 shows a possible realization. In principle this
system can be made transportable since the second
harmonic of 972 nm can be produced with sufficient
efficiency to drive further non-linear processes [29].
In this case the dye laser at 486 nm is not needed
and besides the femtosecond laser only diode lasers
are employed. The non-linear processes are highly
efficient in periodically poled lithium tantalate [30].
This new type of frequency chain is promises to b e
come a precise and reliable optical clockwork still
missing for the construction of a future optical clock.

f = 308.4 THz

2f = 616.8 THz
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ABSTRACT

lOTHz or filter the noise introduced by the chain.

The limit of the frequency stability that can be
transferred by new generation optical-to-microwave
frequency chains is discussed. This limit is imposed by
the quality of the optical frequency intervals which are
formed by electronic phase locked extended cavity laser
diodes. The major noise sources associated with this were
identified and independently measured, in particular the
residual phase noise, cycle slipping and path length
fluctuations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High resolution optical frequency measurements,
and optical frequency standards will require optical-tomicrowave frequency chains in order to convert the
optical signal to a microwave one that can be calibrated
against known standards. To ensure the frequency chain
is not the limit to this process its frequency stability must
be superior to the optical frequency standard. New
generation optical-to-microwave frequency chains use
the Telle-Htinsch optical frequency interval bisection
technique in combination with an optical frequency comb
generator (OFCG)[l]. An example is shown in figure 1.
It consists of a cascade of optical frequency interval
divider stages (OFID) that from successively smaller
optical frequency intervals, until it can be spanned by an
OFCG. An OFID is made by phase locking a slave laser
to the mean frequency of the two optical signals that form
the preceding optical frequency interval. Therefore the
slave laser bisects the optical frequency interval and
provides the signal which is passed onto the next OFID.
With a cascade of N OFIDs the initial optical frequency
interval is divided by 2N.In order to implement the chain
conveniently and economically, extended cavity laser
diodes (ECLD) are used which can be electronically
phase locked. To provide the necessary optical signals for
phase locking, highly efficient non-linear optical crystals
i.e. optical mixers are used in each OFID.
The frequency stability that can be transferred by this
chain design is limited by the frequency stability of the
optical frequency intervals which is determined by the
following noise sources:
1. Residual phase noise of the phase locked ECLDs.
2. Cycle slipping of the phase locking
3. Length fluctuations of optical signal paths.
We have independently measured these parameters, and
have deduced that in order to achieve a stability of 10-15,
one must use optical frequency intervals greater than
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2.PHASE LOCKING OF EXTENDED CAVITY
LASER DIODES
It has been demonstrated that an OFID can be
simulated by phase locking two lasers through a nonlinear optical crystal[2]. The optical beat signal is
between the sum frequency and second harmonic of the
lasers which is generated in the crystal. However the
experiment is not a perfect model since the sum
frequency is not independent of the slave laser as it is in
an OFID, therefore this must be taken into account.
Figure 2 shows such an experiment that we have used to
measure the noise parameters, and hence determine the
frequency stability limit imposed by the OFIDs. We used
two commercial ECLDs at 860nm which had linewidths
of 40kHz. One was electronically phase locked to the
other which was free running. As the quality of the phase
lock depends greatly on the signal-to-noise ratio of the
optical beat, it is important to duplicate the rather weak
non-linear signal that is expected in an OFID, typically a
few 1OOnW. Using a potassium niobate crystal we could
generate 1.5pW of blue light with 20mW of infra-red into
it, but this was deliberately reduced by misaligning the
polarization using a half-wave plate before the crystal.
The optical beat signal was detected by an avalanche
photodiode, and this was followed by a second order
heterodyne phase locked loop (PLL)circuit, consisting of

the PLL bandwidth of 1MHz.
The residual phase noise was measured by
demodulating the beat signal detected on a separate
photodetector. Note that the infra-red beat signal between
the two ECLDs is equal to the non-linear beat signal i.e.
fl+f2=2fl-(fl+f2).The results shown in figure 3 are of the
PLL using an analog mixer. Curve a is the residual phase
noise which is above the shotnoise level (curve b), and is
therefore limited by the PLL gain. The hump which
occurs at approximately the noise bandwidth is due to a
poor phase margin, and the bright line at 1.7MHz is an
oscillation caused by the phase crossover. For large phase
modulations, such as the mains signal at 50Hz, the
residual phase noise is limited by the relative intensity
noise (RIN - curve c). This arises since the bias current on
the laser diode changes both the amplitude and phase,
which cannot be distinguished on the photodetector.
The Allan variance of the frequency fluctuations can
be deduced by transforming the phase noise[3], as shown
by curve a (dotted) in figure 4. However an analytic
expression which approximates this is more useful. If the
residual phase noise is assumed to be white then the Allan
variance is given by equation 1, where S$,,
is the
average residual phase noise level and BN is the PLL
noise bandwidth. The solid curve in figure 4 shows the
approximation is valid, assuming S$, = 1 0 - ~ ~ a d ~ / H z .

a phase detector followed by an active filter which
adjusted the laser diode bias current. However to correct
for the phase characteristic of the current modulation a
lead compensator was included to improve the phase
margin. Low frequency drift was corrected by a
piezoelectric actuator inside the ECLD which had extra
gain provided by a slow integrator.

2
o@(T)=

~i~~~~ 2. Electronic phase locking of extended cavity
laser diodes. Dorted line shows intelferometer used for
measurement of optical path length fluctuation.
Two types of phase detector were tried, an analog
mixer and a digital phase-frequency comparator (PFC)
based on a MC12040 integrated circuit. The digital PFC
made a more robust PLL due to superior relocking which
was aided by its frequency discrimination ability. ~h~
analog mixer does not have this ability, and therefore it
was unable to regain lock if the beat signal was outside
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is generated by comparing two physically separate
optical signals of the same
Any
between the two optical path lengths will result in a phase
error being transferred to the slave laser Or microwave
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This is intended to represent the output noise of an OFID,
which is correct if Sgaveis limited by the gain of the PLL.
However, if Sgaveis the shotnoise level then the action of
the doubling crystal inside the OFID must be considered,
in which case
must be divided by 4.
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Figure 3. Phase noise measurements (a- residual, b- shotioise,.c- RIN, d- path iengthfluetuation).
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figure 2) using only the master ECLD was used to
measure the phase fluctuations introduced by a one meter
open optical path.
Curve d in figure 2 shows the phase noise due to the
optical path length fluctuation. Compared to the residual
phase noise of the PLL, it dominates at low frequencies
where it follows a l/f2 frequency dependence. We have
confirmed that this is mainly due to air currents. The
Allan variance of the corresponding frequency
fluctuation is shown in figure 4 (curve b), and this can be
approximated by equation 2 where Sp is the phase noise
at 1Hz.
P
op-(r)=S(2)
2r

10'~

10"

1 oO

10'

Integration time (seconds)

multiples. For an analog mixer R=l, and for the digital
PFC R=2.
1
06R
(3)
TO" "
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Cycle slips were measured by comparing the phase of the
beat signal with the heterodyne reference after frequency
division of both by a digital counter. Figure 5 shows the
cycle slipping rate for different values of phase noise,
which was obtained by reducing the PLL gain (and hence
BN).This was done for both the analog mixer and digital
PFC phase detectors. The relationship between the
gradient of both lines-of-best-fit in figure 5, which should
equal 0.6R, confirms equation 3.

1o2

Figure 4. Square root allan variance of frequency
fluctuatioits (a- residual phase noise, b- path length
fluctuation, c- cycle slipping, d- filtered residual phase
noise). Solid lines are approximations.
2.2 Cvcle Slipping
The presence of noise in a PLL and a phase detector
with finite range leads to the phenomenon of cycle
slipping. For an instant, when the noise exceeds the range
of the phase detector, there is a false error signal in which
time the laser can accumulate an integer multiple of 2n
radian phase error (cycle slips) before it regains lock.
Cycle slips can be detected and measured, and the
information can be used to correct the error. This is
usually done in post-processing of data [I], but in
applications where the frequency chain must provide a
real-time signal it should still be possible to apply
corrections in real-time. However the rate at which the
real-time signal can be provided will be determined by
the time needed for the system to provide a correction,
which is ultimately limited by the time required for the
PLL to recover from a cycle slip (roughly 10/BN
seconds). In this situation it is useful to know how often
corrections are needed, if at all.
The mean time between cycle slipping for a second
order PLL is described by equation 3 in a low phase noise
approximation[4], where o2 is the total integrated phase
noise and R is the range of the phase detector in n

Figure 5. Cycle slipping dependence on phase noise.
The digital PFC is a noisier device than an analog
mixer due to aliasing of noise outside the PLL bandwidth,
such as radio interference and shotnoise. So although the
digital PFC offers a lower cycle slipping rate and superior
relocking than an analog mixer, it requires an optical beat
signal with a larger signal-to-noise ratio. This is
particularly serious if there is strong radio interference,
which we have observed to increase the cycle slipping
rate significantly.The analog mixer was unaffected in the
same situation. A phase detector which combines the
advantages of both the analog mixer and digital PFC
would be ideal. This has been achieved by Prevedelli et
a1[7] using an analog mixer in parallel with a digital PFC
to provide the high frequency and low frequency error
signals respectively. We have demonstrated a similar
system with success. This gives the advantage of superior
relocking with low noise, but the cycle slipping follows
that of the analog mixer.
The effect of cycle slipping, as would be seen by a
frequency counter, is to produce a white frequency noise.
If left uncorrected then the Allan variance of the
frequency fluctuations caused by it is given by equation
4, where m is the average phase error (in 2n multiples)
accumulated during the cycle slipping.

This is shown as curve c in figure 4, using T,,=3000 and
m=5 which have been determined by our measurements.
The factor of 4 takes into account the doubling crystal in
the OFID. Compared to other noise sources, cycle
slipping is a serious limit at long integration times.

3.CHAIN FREQUENCY STABILITY
The frequency stability that can be transferred by a
new generation optical-to-microwave frequency chain is
mainly determined by the stability of the smallest optical
frequency interval created by the OFIDs. This interval
will accumulate the frequency error of all the OFIDs in
the frequency chain cascade. The output frequency of
each OFID obeys equation 5, where df,, is the noise
introduced by the OFID and fn-l,foare the inputs to the

The noise introduced by the OFID is the sum of the
frequency fluctuations that have been discussed, and this
can be expressed by equation 6.

By using equation 5 recursively the frequency fluctuation
in the final optical frequency interval can be found. This
is given by equation 7, where N is the number of OFIDs.

The noise of the last OFID is the most dominant term in
the summation, since the noise of the preceding OFIDs
are progressively reduced going up the chain. So noisier
OFIDs can be tolerated at the top of the chain if
necessary. If the noise in each OFID is nearly identical
then a simpler expression can be formed:

Optical and microwave oscillators with excellent
short term stability (high 10-l5 at one second) have been
demonstrated[6,7], and these provide an excellent means
of testing the precision of new-generation optical-tomicrowave frequency chains. By substituting equation 6
into equation 8 and using the measured values, we note
that in order to transfer a frequency stability at this level
an optical frequency interval greater than IOTHz is
required due to the residual phase noise, and cycle
slipping should be corrected. The microwave oscillator
driving the OFCG is phase locked to this optical
frequency interval. It provides the final output of the

frequency chain. The PLL controlling the microwave
oscillator acts to filter the residual phase noise of the
optical frequency interval, and if the bandwidth of this
PLL is much less than the laser PLL bandwidth then a
smaller optical frequency interval can be tolerated. Curve
d in figure 4 shows the Allan variance of the residual
phase noise after a lOkHz PLL bandwidth. The limit
imposed by path length fluctuations is more difficult to
overcome. Although this can be reduced by enclosing the
frequency chain to restrict air currents.
From this investigation it appears that larger optical
frequency intervals are advantageous since the OFID
noise remains fixed. This can be realized using modelocked laser OFCGs which have demonstrated spans of
up to 20THz[8]. However the microwave oscillator then
requires extremely low phase noise, which can be met by
state-of-the-art
sapphire
dielectric
microwave
oscillators[7].
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ABSTRACT
We are developing laser frequency measurement
technologies that should allow us to construct an optical
frequency synthesis system capable of measuring optical
frequencies with a precision limited by the atomic frequency standards.The system will be used to interconnect
and compare new advanced optical-frequencyreferences
(such as Ca, Hg+ and others) and eventually to connect
these references to the Cs primary frequency standard.
The approach we are taking is to subdivide optical
frequency intervals into smaller and smaller pieces until
we are able to use standard electronic-frequency-measurement technology to measure the smallest interval.
1. DOMAIN-ENGINEERED LITHIUM-NIOBATE FOR OPTICAL SYNTHESIS
Ideally the optical-frequency-measurement system
would be constructed from self-similar frequency dividing units that use compact lasers, simple nonlinear
optical-mixing elements that are easy to assemble, and
then run reliably. With this goal in mind we have constructed and evaluated the performance of a number of
diode-laser systems and optical-mixing stages. We have
made progress in fabricatingand usingperiodically poled
lithium-niobate (PPLN) nonlinear crystals for most of the
mixing stages in our optical synthesis system. With
extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) and a CO Av=2
laser we have tested these crystals for practicality and
efficiency in second-harmonic generation (SHG), sumfrequency generation (SFG), difference-frequency
generation (DFG), and even third-harmonic generation
(THG) [I]. By designing and fabricating the crystals for
specific interactions we can achieve efficient nonlinear
mixing (see Fig. 1).
Optical-grade lithium niobate (transparency window
from 330-5500 nm) is readily available, and periodically
poled crystals are now being produced commercially with
various polingperiods. Since not all of the polingperiods
that we needed were available, we developed our own
poling capability at NIST. The poling is done by the
electric- field method, and we have now poled a number
of samples with poling-periods ranging from 8 to 36 pm.
see References
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Figure I . Second harmonic power verses crystal temperature
using 5mW of 13 15 nm diode laser radiation to produce 200 nW of
657 nm light in a single pass through a 20 mm long PPLN crystal.
This is adequate power to phase-lock the 13 15 nm laser to the 657 nm
reference laser.

Domain-engineered materials (of which PPLN is by
far the most common) are a powerful and practical tool
for the general task of optical-frequency synthesis [2].
We have used PPLN for a wide range of nonlinear
mixing applications, some of which are summarized in
Table 1. For example we have explored all possible
combinations of mixing between three important wavelengths (563 nm, 657 nm and 3925 nm) used in our
present synthesis scheme. By pure luck, these rnixings
require the same poling period (12.6 pm) that we need
for SHG of 1 3 14 nm to reach 657 nm. Further evidence
for the usefulness of this material as an optical mixer
were weak blue and green beams that we observed
coming out of a crystal designed for first order DFG
using 800 nm minus 1064 nm to produce 3.4 pm.These
short-wavelength beams were the two SHG signals and
the SFG signal that were phase-matched at slightly
different angles and high orders of the poling period 111.
In a special case, it was even possible to achieve third
harmonic generation of a cw laser at 3561 nm as a result
of cascaded second order nonlinearities, that simultaneously phase-matched second-harmonic generation
and sum frequency mixing.

Table 1. Characteristics of the different PPLN stages involved in the studies
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SHG
Test

SHG#l

SHW2

DFW1

DFG#2

Period
(Pm)

29.9

12.7

12.6

30.9

32.7

12.6

22.2

30.75

31.0

Temp ("C)

87

24

31

34

87

31

61

83

42

A in (nm)

3925

1308

563
3925

1308
3925

3378

657
563

810
1064

1064
2902

1064
2860

Power in (mW)

100

5

15
50

4

200

4
20

50
250

300
65

300
48

PPLNstage

80

DFG
Test

DFG
Test

DFG
Test

DFG
Test

I. out (pm)

1962

654

657

1962

1689

3925

3393

1680

1694

Power out (nW)

2500

200

4000

150

10000

10

4000

2500

2500

Domain-engineered materials such as PPLN might
begin to play the role of a universal optical mixer. Unfortunately, optical nonlinearities are tiny in comparison to
what can be achieved at lower frequencies, with microwave harmonic-mixer diodes, for example. Using lowpower cw lasers we are basically limited to second order
optical nonlinearities which do not create high-order
mixing products efficiently. In addition, some technical
challenges still limit the usefulness of PPLN in the shortwavelength regions, for example SHG to the UV.Some
of these cases require poling periods that are so short that
they are difficult to fabricate with the present state of
poling technology. As mentioned above, going to higher
order in the poling period (3,5,7...) is an alternative in
some cases, but the efficiency drops rapidly, as (Iforder)'.
Also, the optical power levels that can be generated in the
visible/UV regions can be limited by photo-refractive
effects. This, however, is not a serious problem for use in
optical synthesis since we don't require high powers.
Future use of waveguide mixing devices could be attractive, although waveguide technology is more challenging
when the wavelengths are very different.

2. CONNECTION TO C 0 2LASERS
With a dependable connection between visible wavelengths using the CO Av=2 laser (-90 THz) and PPLN
mixing crystals. we wanted to explore the possibility of
stepping between diode laser wavelengths separated by a
CO, laser frequency (-30 THz). Three CO, laser steps
would then be able to span the CO Av=2 laser frequency
interval. Thus. we set up an experiment to sum an ECDL
at 844 nm wavelength with a CO, laser running on the
R,(38) transition in the 10 pm band of the normal C 0 2
isotopomer at a 10.134 pm wavelength.
The nonlinear crystal used for this experiment was
Ag3AsS3with a transparency window between 600 nm
and 13 pm. Phase matching occurred at an angle of 22.6"
with both input beams in ordinary polarization. Input
powers of 250 mW at I0 pm and 1 mW at 844 nm led to

an output power of 25 nW (efficiency: 7 =lx lW4W")
at 780 nm at extraordinarypolarization. A beatnote with
25 dB signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) in a 10kHz resolution
bandwidth was sufficient to phase lock a second ECDL
at 780 nm to the sum signal.
This experiment demonstrates the possibility to divide
the coarser steps of the CO Av=2 laser mixing stages
phase coherently with a CO, laser. The CO, laser
frequency can then be measured against Cs with a
frequency chain [3,4].
3. PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT O F THE
HG' TRANSITION
Mixing of optical frequencies in PPLN opens the
possibility for an accurate measurement of the Hg' clock
transiton at 282 nm wavelength [5] using the Ca standard [6] as a frequency reference. The Ca frequency of
the 'S,(m=O)-3P,(m=O) transition at v(Ca)=455 986
240.494 MHz has been measured by PTB against Cs
with an uncertainty of ~ 1 3 . 5Hz [7].
Even though the Hg' standard holds great promise for
a future optical-frequency standard due to the very
narrow optical clock transition 'S,,2-'D5n (F=O-F=2,
AVO) with a natural linewidth of Av-1.7 Hz, its
absolute frequency is realtively poorly known.
Our scheme to measure the Hg* transition is based on
two fortuitous 'coincidences', namely half the Hg' frequency v(%Hg+)= v(Ca)+v(Ca)/6. and v(Ca)/6=v(CO),
where v(C0) is the frequency of a CO Av=2 laser
operated on the P,,(15) transition. Hence, we can use the
CO laser as a transfer oscillator between the two optical
standards. Since the 282 nm transition in Hg+ can be
interrogated with a frequency-doubleddye laser oscillating at 563 nm wavelength. the CO Av=2 laser can
connect between the Ca reference and the dye laser frequency.
Using a PPLN crystal with a 1 2.6 pm poling period we
generated a difference signal between the dye laser
frequency (v(% Hg')) and the CO Av =2 laser frequency

v(C0). With input powers of 15 mW and 70 mW,
respectively, we generate 5pW in the difference signal. A
beatnote between this signal and the ECDL from the Ca
reference was achieved with a 3.6 GHz offset and a 20
dB SNR in a 100 kHz bandwidth. Careful alignment of
the CO laser resonator and centering the CO Av=2 laser
on its gain curve lead to apreliminary measurement of the
Hg' transition frequency, v(Hg+)= 1 064 721 600.4 2 20
MHz. Knowledge of the CO Av=2 laser frequency was
obtained by generating another beat signal with a CO
Av=l laser running on the P3,(12) transition and a 20
GHz microwave source in seventh mixing order on a
MIM diode. By centering both lasers carefully on their
gain curves, the CO Av=2 laser frequency could be
estimated from the beat note frequency and the previously
measured value of the CO Av=l laser frequency [8] with
an uncertainty of 10 MHz.
This measurement of the Hg* optical clock transition
frequency relative to Ca is a proof-of-principle demonstration of our measurement technique along our path
toward a more precise measurement of the Hg' standard.
In order to achieve an uncertainty of less than 1 kHz, we
will also measure the CO Av=2 laser frequency relative
to the Ca frequency (Fig. 2).
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wavelength is phase locked to 3xv(CO) and at the same
time frequency-doubled to 2xv(DL), which is near
v(Ca). A frequency comb generator will provide the
necessary connection between v(Ca) and 6xv(CO). A
value for the CO laser transition frequency will then
give a new accurate value for the frequency of the Hg'
ion clock transition.
A difference signal (DFG#l) between v(C0) and v(MHg') with a power of 3.5 pW is generated in PPLN
and a beat signal with a 3.6 GHz offset to v(Ca) can be
used for phase locking the CO laser. We have demonstrated phase locking of the CO laser by an acoustooptic modulator with a SNR of 40 dB in a 300 Hz
bandwidth.
noth her PPLN crystal allows doubling of the CO laser
frequency v(CO), delivering 2.5 pW of power in the
second harmonic (SHG#I) at 1962 nm wavelength. The
SHG#l radiation can be used to generate a beat signal
with the difference frequency (DFG#2) between the
ECDL and the CO laser at 1962 nm wavelength that is
generated in a third PPLN for a divide-by-three scheme
of the ECDL. We achieve a 150 nW DFG#2 signal with
input powers of 4 mW and 80 mW for the ECDL and
the CO laser, respectively, leading to a beat note of 55
dB SNR in a 30 kHz bandwidth between the SHG#l and
DFG#2. We have shown that this beat signal can be used
for phase locking the ECDL to the third-harmonic of the
CO laser (Fig. 3).

Optical Fiber
563

J

Wkal Fiber

Figure 2. Block diagramofsystem for frequency measurement ofHg*
with respect to Ca (AOM: ACOUS~O-optic
modulator: PLL:phaselocked
loop)

For this purpose the CO laser is stabilized by phase
locking it (with a frequency offset) to the frequency
difference, v(MHg+)-v(Ca).The use of different nonlinear
mixing stages in PPLNpermits an effective multiplication
of 6 times the CO laser frequency for comparision with
v(Ca). An ECDL with a frequency v(DL) at 1.3 pm

Wgure 3: Beat signal between the doubled CO laser (SHG#I) and
the difference signal between the ECDL and the CO laser (DFG#2)
used for phaselocking the ECDL. (Center frequency: 21.7 MHz; Span:
5 MHzIdiv; Power: I0 dB/div: Resolution Bandwidth: 30 kHz)

A last PPLN crystal is used for doubling the ECDL
(SHG#2) to 2xv(DL), close to the Ca reference frequency v(Ca). A power of 200 nW in the SHG#2 was
achieved using 5 mW input power of the ECDL.
All of the required nonlinear mixings, beat notes, and
phase locks have now been demonstrated. The last remaining step is to operate the whole system simultan-

eously and to measure the 2.24 THz frequency gap
between the SHG#2 at 654 nm and the Ca reference at
657 nm. This interval will be bridged by an optical
frequency comb generator [9-101 that is currently being
built in our group.

4. ROUTE FROM THE VISIBLE TO THE
CESIUM CLOCK
Our next major step is to measure the frequencies of
Hg', Ca, and other important optical references relative to
the primary Cs atomic frequency standard. The scheme
we are developing for this purpose is diagramed below.
Three separate, but interconnected,frequency bisections
are indicated in Fig. 4, and these require making the
difference-frequencybetween each end point and the mid
point equal. Alternatively, these could be implemented by
the SHG plus SFG bisection method described by Telle
et al. [l 11. Whichever approach is most appropriate can
be chosen for the particular wavelengths involved. Until
recently, we had planned to continue the frequency chain
shown in Fig. 4 by using C02 lasers as described in
section 2. However, our present plan is to take advantage
of the revolutionary new results from Udem and Hhsch
et al. who have shown that it is possible to measure
frequency intervals as large as 20THz using femtosecond
mode-locked lasers [12]. Using their method we plan to

measure the interval between the 788 and 750 nm (- 19
THz) lines shown in Fig. 4 with a pulsed Tisapphire
laser. Much work remains to be done. however, with
these new improved tools, such as diode lasers, PPLN
and mode-locked lasers, and with some of the suggested
schemes discussed, we believe that the path to precise
optical frequency measurements is clear. We also feel
that these new measurement systems are coming together just as the optical references are also reaching
interesting performance levels. The hope is these optical
standards will be able to compete favorably with microwave standards in terms of stability and accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on propress towards the creation of an
optical synthesizer. We consider the noise contributions
of the two key elements of the new generation of
frequency synthesisers: frequency interval dividers and
frequency comb generators. We demonstrate that a
synthesis resolution of 1 part in 1015 over a few
seconds of integration time is feasible using these
elements.

1. Introduction
We are constructing an optical synthesizer based upon
two recent developments: optical frequency-interval
dividers OFI ID)^, and optical frequency comb generators
(OFCG)~.An initial optical frequency interval (Af), set
by the frequency difference between a signal (fo) and its
second harmonic (2f0), is bisected seven times by a
cascade of seven optical frequency-interval dividers. The
output frequency interval (Afl27 s f0/27), can then be
measured in terms of a known microwave or radiofrequency signal using an optical frequency comb. This
project is a collaborative effort between the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (OFCG research)
and the UWA (OFID research) .
Our goal is the synthesis of an optical signal with 1 Hz
(Aflf 3 x 10-15) resolution over integration times of a
few seconds. The secondary characteristics that we wish
to impose on our solution is that the chain be reliable,
compact and relatively cheap to build.

apart by a frequency equal to the OFCG driving
oscillator (typically -10 GHz).
The 851 nm output from OFID S2, and the output of
the OFCG interfere on a photodiode, giving rise to a
difference frequency signal between the nearest mode of
the comb and the 851 nm signal. We can hold this
difference frequency to be constant by adjustment of
either the output frequency of the Nd:WOq laser, or, of
the microwave oscillator frequency. In the first case we
have transferred the frequency stability of the microwave
source into the optical domain, while in the second case
we have transferred the stability of the optical source
into the electronically-useful microwave domain. For
simplicity, in the rest of this paper, we will assume that
we control the optical standard, thus achieving our goal
of synthesizing an optical signal from the microwave
signal.

-

Nd:YV04 I KTP
2,-

A M 8 2 THz

-

2. Frequency Chain Design
The UWA-PTBfrequency chain is schematically shown
in figure 1. The initial frequency interval for the chain
(282 THz) is fonned between the fundamental and second
harmonic outputs of an intra-cavity doubled Nd:W04
laser. The laser simultaneously produces 30mW of 1064
nm and 20mW of 532 nm light. The particular sequence
of OFID output wavelengths is determined by two
factors: (i) a desire to commence at 1064 nm as this
coincides with the output of a UWA optical frequency
standard that has demonstrated a fractional frequency
stability at the 10-15 level, (ii) a desire to converge on
the 860 nm wavelength range where one has available
high quality diode lasers, and phase matching capability
in the highly non-linear material, KNbO3.
The interval seen between the output of the seventh
OFID, and either of its inputs, is of the order of 2 THz.
This can be coherently spanned using an optical
frequency comb generator (OFCG)~.An OFCG produces
a broad comb of optical signals, each nominally spaced
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Figure 1.UWA-PTB frequency chain schematic. Each
shaded box is an OFID.

3, Optical Frequency-Interval Divider
The basic building block of the UWA-PTB frequency
chain is an OF ID^. An OFID creates an output signal at
the mean frequency of its two input signals (thus
bisecting the frequency interval defined by the two
inputs), by electronically phase-locking the second
harmonic of a slave laser, to the sum frequency of its
two input signals. Both the second h m o n i c and sum
frequency signals are generated in appropriately selected
non-linear crystals. For a successful implementation, an
OFID requires the following features:

(i) a method for generating single-mode radiation at the
mid-point of the input interval of the stage
(ii) generation of sufficient power in the non-linear
processes, so that the phase difference between the sum,
and second harmonic signals can be determined,
(iii) that the phase-locking circuit has sufficient gain to
suppress the intrinsic fluctuations of the slave laser.
(i) Slave-Laser Radiation Generation
We plan to use Litmann-Metcalf (L-M) extended cavity
DLs (ECDL) for all radiation sources in the frequency
chain because of their compactness, narrow linewidth
and tunability. The ECDLs can have their output
frequency rapidly tuned by adjusting the diode junction
current, and more slowly tuned, but over a larger
frequency range, by piezoelecbic adjustment of the
length of the extended cavity. Since the free running
linewidth of the extended cavity laser diode is around
100kHz, a phase-locked loop (PLL) bandwidth of around
lMHz is needed to reduce the slave DL phase
fluctuations to below 1 rad. Unfortunately, commercial
lasers are not available close to all the wavelengths
called for in the frequency chain design. Table 1 presents
our progress in producing single-mode radiation at all
wavelengths
in the chain to date.
h (nm) 1Nominal lAchiev4
Comments
703 nm at 40°C
709 1 690 1 No I

I

1418

709

No

Resonant SHG of 200mW
Multimode 1440nm DL

Yes I
851
850
946 1 980 1 No I Need -35", 953 nmnow
No
Not single-mode
905
896
870
Yes
873
Yes
860
862
Yes
860
857
Table 1: Radiation generation at the wavelengths
required in the synthesizer design
The output of the first OFID falls at 709nm.
Unfortunately this wavelength lies in the gap between
the ranges of two available semiconductor materials:
InGaAlP (635-690 nm) and AlGaAs (750-850 nm). By
cooling, and optically tuning a nominal 750 nm DL
(actually 758 nm at room temperature), we have
generated radiation down to 723 nm. By heating, and
optically tuning, a 690 nm DL we have generated 703
nm radiation. We expect that we could tune these DLs
further if we were to place an anti-reflection layer upon
their output facet. We have recently obtained a vacuum
system that can do this, and will undertake these
measurements in the near future.
We are also researching an alternative approach for
generating 709nm that makes use of resonant second
harmonic conversion of a 250mW multi-mode DL in a
LiB305 crystal. A 1440 nm DL is placed in an L-M

1

I

I

1

extended cavity for mode control, and for tuning of its
output to 1418 nm. We calculate that we can produce
5-10mW of single-mode 709nm radiation with this
technique.
To produce 946nm radiation we have placed a 50mW
980nm DL in an EC. This has successfully produced a
single-mode output, although our present thermoelectric
cooler can only reduce the diode's temperature to -1 8OC.
We calculate that cooling to -35OC will produce 946nm
radiation. Finally, we have been able to produce 896 nm
radiation by cooling a 905nm DL, although the 896 nm
output radiation exhibited very poor coherence.
Commercial single-mode 905 nm DLs have since
become available, however, so we will replace the
original DL with one of these models.
Although ECDLs exhibit many desirable characteristics
for synthesis applications, they have several serious
disadvantages: a high sensitivity to mechanical
excitation, large drifts in output frequency (-200
MHzJday) and a tendency to hop between several adjacent
longitudinal modes because the net round-trip gain for
nearby laser modes is almost identical. These aspects Q
not bode well for a reliable frequency synthesis chain.
Together with this problem, analog PLL circuits exhibit
a very poor ability to phase-lock two signals that
initially differ in frequency by much more than the
bandwidth of the circuit. Thus, we find that manual
to initiate a phaseintervention is generally reqlocked state, and to regain it, if it is lost through a large
mechanical excitation. If one of the two phase-locked
ECDLs experiences a mode-hop, induced by either
mechanical or thermal changes, a phase-locked state can
only be regained by manual intervention. We observe a
mode-hop on free-running ECDLs, on average, once a
day. To overcome these disadvantages, and to provide
the system with some degree of automatism, we have
implemented an additional frequency stabilisation
system.
Initially, we have only locked the master ECDL to a
mode of an Invar Fabry-PCrot (FP) cavity (Finesse
200, FSR 2 GHz). A small fraction of the output of
the laser (-10%) is directed towards the cavity. We
stabilize the laser using the standard Pound-Drever-Hall
technique, and with a low bandwidth loop, have
stabilised its frequency to better than 3 kHz, with respect
to the mode, for integration times longer than 1s. This
stabilisation of the master ECDL prevents large
common-mode drifts of all of the phase-locked ECDLs,
which leads to mode-hops. The locking system is very
reliable and will automatically lock the ECDL to the
same FP mode, even after several days. Eventually we
plan to lock all of the ECDLs to the same Invar cavity,
which has itself been stabilised to the optical frequency
standard at the top of the synthesis frequency chain.
Each ECDL will be locked at a tunable offset from the
modes of the FP cavity by a double modulation

-
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technique. By phase-modulating the laser diode output,
with a signal that is itself phase-modulated, we create
two pairs of sidebands: fc+fmlffm2, fc-fmlffm2 where
fml>>fm2, fc is the canier frequency and fml,2 are the
modulating signals. By detecting the reflected cavity
signal synchronously with fm2, we can derive a
dispersive error signal as the ffml sidebands cross the
FP cavity modes. Thus we are able to lock the ECDL
to a point offset from the FP modes by fm1. To phaselock two ECDLs that have been pre-stabilised to the
cavity, we feedback the phase-error signal to two points:
for fluctuations at Fourier frequencies lower than the
bandwidth of the pre-stabilisation loop, we adjust f,l.
For higher frequency components we feedback directly to
the diode junction current.
(ii) Non-linear Optical Processes
Although cw laser diodes offer reliability and efficiency,
their low output power places a great burden on the
r e q W efficiency of the non-linear optical crystals.
Non-critically phase-matched (NCPM) potassium
niobate (KNbO3) is the crystal of choice in this
application because of its unusually large non-linear
coefficient, large angular acceptance and negligible walkoff. However NCPM (@=@)
can only be achieved for
wavelengths between 840nm and 960nm for this crystal,
and so it is not possible to use KNbO3 for all non-linear
processes in the frequency chain. In particular, the two
non-linear process in the first OFID: second harmonic
generation (SHG) at 709nm and third hamonic
generation (THG) of 1064nm, cannot make use of
KNbO3. For SHG of 709nm radiation we use noncritically phase matched dueterated rubidium dihydrogen
arsenate (RD*A). Since the non-linear coefficient of
RD*A is significantly less than that of KNb03, we note
that the achievable output power is significantly lower.
The THG process is performed in a critically phase
matched LiB305 crystal. We have performed a numerical
calculation to determine the optimal focussing condition
for the two input beams in this process3. Unfortunately,
as this process is not NCPM it suffers from limited
angular acceptance and walk-off. We display our
experimental results for all non-linear processes on
figure 2. The solid curves show the theoretically
calculated output powers based on the BK approach4 for
the SHG processes and a numerical method for the THG
process.
From the known noise levels of the photodiodes that are
used as phase detectors in our OFIDs, we calculate that
we need to generate at least lOnW of non-linear power to
ensure that the PLL performance is not Iimited by the
detection process. We note that all non-linear processes
shown on figure 2 produce at least this much radiation.
(iii) Phase-locked Diode lasers
We have made a detailed study of the mechanisms which
cause the output frequency of an OFID to differ from the

Focal length (mm)

Figure 2 . Non-linear power created in the non-linear
processes used in this synthesizer design.
exact mid-point of its input interval, and they have been
presented in another paper in this issue5. In summary,
the main causes for these deviations are: that the gain of
the PLL circuit is insufficient to suppress all of the
intrinsic fluctuations of the slave laser, cycle-slip events
in the PLL circuit, and phase fluctuations induced in the
output of the OFID, by fluctuations in the optical path
length between the OFIDs (caused by thermal
fluctuations or air density fluctuations). We present the
effect of these fluctuations on the synthesizer stability
on Figure 3.

4. Optical Frequency Comb Generation
The final element of the synthesis process is provided by
a Fabry-Pdrot optical phase modulator that generates a
frequency comb with a span of several terahertz. The
modulator is driven by the high stability UWA sapphire
microwave oscillator6. Our collaborators have developed
techniques to ensure that the comb generation process is
reliable7. We will incorporate the OFCG into the
frequency chain during the second part of this year.
OFCGs suffer from a number of fluctuations that lead to
either a non-uniform comb spacing, or to a comb
spacing that differs from the driving frequency. In either
case this will introduce errors into the synthesis process.
The most critical of these fluctuations, from the point of
view of short term stability, are fluctuations in the
cavity length. The kth order sideband of the comb has
been created by light which has cycled around the cavity
-W2P times where P is the single pass phase
modulation. Any motion of the minors will impose a
Doppler shift on the kth sideband that is k12P times
larger than that applying to the carrie?. To gauge the
severity of this effect, let us consider a monolithic
OFCG that has previously had its comb uniformity
tested8. We assume that the majority of the longitudinal
mirror motion in this sort of cavity is due to excitation
of the fundamental longitudinal acoustic mode (- 105 Hz
for the monolithic OFCG in [8]). We find that the
excitation amplitude only needs to be 3nm to be
consistent with the reported frequency stability. We have

plotted the effect of OFCG frequency fluctuations, of
this magnitude, on the optical synthesiser on figure 3
(curve c). It is clear that without some form of control
system, it will not be possible to make use of such an
OFCG and achieve our performance goal.
We have calculated the noise floor of an OFCG
stabilisation technique proposed by Telle et a17. In this
scheme, the relative phase of the camer transmitted
through the OFCG in the two polarisations is compared
to derive an error signal that can be used to stabilise the
frequency offset between the input laser field and the
modes of the OFCG cavity. We calculate a noise floor
for this stabilisation technique as shown in figure 3
(curve d). To actually reduce the fluctuations to this
level would require a wide bandwidth control servo as the
majority of the phase noise lies near to the fundamental
acoustic mode (-1 05 Hz).

particularly convenient interrogating oscillator for the
new generation of laser cooled optical frequency
standards.

0.1

5. Frequency Chain Performance
We display on figure 3 the possible contributors to
fluctuations in the complete synthesizer. We have
calculated these Allan Frequency Deviation curves from
the measured phase noise of the OFIDs ( c w e a) and the
path length fluctuations (curve b15. In addition we have
displayed the effect of OFCG fluctuations when free
running (c), and when it has been stabilised to the
incident laser field (d) as calculated in the last section.
The phase noise of all of these sources has been filtered
with a low pass filter corresponding to the bandwidth of
the synthesizer feedback loop (-IOkHz). Only those
fluctuations that fall within the bandwidth of the
feedback loop can affect the optical source. Finally we
have displayed the effect on the synthesiser of residual
phase noise (curve (e)) of the Nd:W04 laser. This
noise arises because of the limited gain and bandwidth of
the synthesis feedback loop. We compare these noise
sources to the frequency stability of the cryogenic
sapphire microwave oscillator, which acts as the
frequency reference for the synthesizer (dashed curve). In
the short term, the frequency synthesis is limited by
residual frequency instability of the Nd:W04 laser, in
the medium term by path length variations, and in the
long term, the only limit is the performance of the
frequency reference. We note that by using a stabilised
OFCG, the predicted frequency stability of the synthesis
process is of the order of 1 Hz over a few seconds of
integration time.

7, Conclusion
A frequency synthesizer based upon frequency-interval
division and frequency comb generation has been
examined and appears to offer the promise of optical
frequency synthesis at the 1 Hz level. Using the optical
and microwave frequency standards available at UWA we
will be able to independently verify this performance. A
stable, synthesized, optical source could be a very

1

10

100

1000

Integration Time (s)
Figure 3. Allan Deviation of Noise Sources in Optical
Synthesizer. Dashed Line - Frequency Stability of
Sapphire Oscillator. See text for nomenclature.
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ABSTRACT
We describe a novel type of optical oscillator whose
gain element is located outside the resonator. Although this is a common technique for microwave
oscillators, separated-gain-schemes are rarely used in
the optical regime However, the Q-factor of an empty
resonator may be orders of magnitude higher than its
counterpart with internal gain element, leading to
substantial reduction of the quantum-noise limited
emission line width. Thus, oscillators of this kind are
highly suited for demanding applications like interrogation oscillators for optical frequency standards or
flywheel oscillators in synthesis chains.
As a further advantage of our approach, its gain can
be chosen almost arbitrarily high since it is provided
by electronic amplifiers.
We demonstrate, that the osciIIator is capable of generating highly coherent light, starting from incoherent
pump light. The incoherent optical pump field used
during these initial experiments has been prepared by
filtering the coherent emission of a laser diode. However, estimations indicate, that commercially available light emitting diodes have the potential to act as
pump sources as well.

INTRODUCTION
Oscillators for the optical frequency synthesis
should generate highly coherent light fields
with extremely low frequency and intensity
noise levels. These requirements are rarely met
by free running lasers. Hence, additional active
control is required. External control schemes
[1,2,3,4] are desirable for this purpose since
suitable servo means are rarely available from
normal lasers.
Simple dual servo loops suffer from cross-talk
problems: intensity noise is reduced, but reenters as excess phase noise and vice versa.
Thus, delicate multiple nested loops are required which can cause severe instability problems.
The novel approach outlined here, is much less
sensitive to cross-talk between multiplicative
intensity and frequency noise contributions. It
even tolerates filtered radiation from a thermal
light source as input which displays a zerocentered Gaussian field amplitude distribution.
As shown below, such inputs can be converted
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into coherent, unambiguously phase-trackable
output radiation with doughnut-shaped field
amplitude distribution.
The term 'coherent' is used in the following
sense throughout this paper: Coherent radiation
displays, after appropriate filtering, a field amplitude distribution which vanishes for small
amplitude values, e, g. for values smaller than
50% of the rms value so that the phase of the
field is always defined. For 'incoherent' light on
the other hand no such filtering does exist and
the field amplitude has a certain probability to
vanish. In this situation the phase of the field
might be not defined. The term 'coherent' must
be clearly distinguished from the term 'narrowband' as the spectral width of light might be
small even when it is incoherent.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The novel type of oscillator, referred to as
electro-optical parametric oscillator (EOPO) in
the following, consists of 4 essential components, see Fig. 1:
i) an optical high-Q resonator (HQR) which
stores the phase of the optical field,
ii) a photo diode (PD2) which converts the optical into an electronic signal,
iii)a rf amplifier chain (AMP) which provides
the parametric gain and
iv)an electro-optic modulator (EOM) which reconverts the amplified electronic signal into
the optical domain.
pump

1

I EOM

PBS

EOPO i

U4

I

l
HQR

,

I

x

Fig. 1 : Experimental set-up. Free-running
GaAlAs laser diode LD, isolator I S 0 (120 dB
isolation ratio), optical filter FP, LiNb03 electro-optic modulator EOM, polarizing beam
splitter PBS, high-Q-resonator HQR, optical
local oscillator LO.

The scheme has close similarities to a singleresonant four-photon optical-parametric oscillator (4P-OP0)[5]. In the 4P-OPO the components ii) to iv) are combined in one building
block, i. e. a nonlinear element with large X(3)susceptibility which accomplishes strong crossphase-modulation.
Assuming only one resonance of the HQR
which is detuned by Av from the center frequency vp of the incident pump field, the EOPO
operation can be understood as follows: PD2
detects the signal reflected from HQR and thus,
besides the dc components, the beat-note at Av
which arises from the superposition of the outcoupled internal field of HQR (e. g. noise) and
the input field component which is directly
retro-reflected by the cavity entrance mirror.
This beat-note is amplified and fed to the EOM
yielding symmetric FM side bands at vp+Av.
Hence, the frequency of one of these, the resonant side-band (RS), matches the cavity resonance at VHQR. AS a result, the excitation' of
HQR increases for sufficiently large rf gain of
AMP and properly chosen round-trip phase of
this opto-electronic feedback loop. Consequently, the rf photo current signal of PD2
grows, leading to stronger FM side bands and
vice versa. Hence, a sustained oscillation sets in
and the optical frequency of RS becomes almost
independent of fluctuations of the pump frequency.

Normalized pump power PdPo

Fig. 2: Calculated pump-to-output power transfer function (solid line, left vertical axis) and
excess noise factor E (dashed line, right vertical
axis), Po=pump power at threshold.
Once the oscillation threshold (at pump power
level Po) is exceeded, the FM side band amplitude grows with increasing pump power, see
Fig. 2. Notably, the asymptotic slope efficiencies at threshold

dP,, - 0 5
lim -dPp
and for large pump levels
Pp+Po

dP,, = ~:(1.84...) = 0.338...
lim dPp
are given by mathematical properties of the
Bessel functions and independent of system
parameters. This slope efficiency of 0.338.. (at
the maximum of JI) is equivalent to an insertion
loss of about -4.7 dB.
The corresponding pump-to-output intensity
noise transfer function,
P,+Q

named excess noise in the following, is plotted
as a dashed line in Fig. 2.
The experimental set-up is depicted in Fig. 1.
The EOPO pump light is prepared with the help
of a Fabry-Perot resonator FP (1 = 60 cm , resonance width 8 v ~ p= 1 MHz (HWHM)). It filters
the emission of a GaAlAs laser diode (Pout=20
mW, h=855 nm, line width = 25 MHz), yielding
a pump linewidth 6v, of 1 MHz. In this filtering
process the coherence of the light is destroyed
due to the fast phase diffusion of the input light
and the storage effect of the FP on a much
slower time scale. The center frequency of the
LD emission is stabilized with respect to the
center of a resonance of FP using a slow (<lo
Hz) Pound-Drever-Hall servo loop.
The EOPO setup is shown in the upper right
part of Fig 1. The four key components mentioned above are the high finesse Fabry-Perot
resonator HQR (1-7,s cm, resonance width
8vHQR=15 kHz (HWHM)), the fast photo diode
PD2 (200 MHz bandwidth), the rf amplifier
chain AMP ( gain = 22 V/pA at 130-180 MHz,
Po,, ,
,, =12 W) and the electro-optical modulator EOM (LiNb03, dimensions: 25x 1x 1 mm3).
The overall loop delay time was estimated to be
rL=40 ns which leads to a 25 MHz mode spacing of the oscillation loop and an effective control bandwidth of fc=l12nrLs 4 MHz.
As a result of this finite round trip delay time,
the phase condition mentioned above can be
fulfilled for several frequency offsets Av
yielding a spectrum of equidistant longitudinal
modes of the oscillation loop with a mode
spacing of 1 1 ~Thus,
~ . the spectral width of the
pump has to be sufficiently narrow in order to
avoid multi-mode oscillation giving rise to un-

desired noise mixing products, in particular in
the case of incoherent pumping.
Furthermore, the storage time of HQR has to be
sufficiently long in this case in order to bridge
power drop-outs of the pump, which typically
last for time intervals of the order of the inverse
pump line width.
Combining both conditions, the line width 6v,
of the incoherent pump light has to fulfill the
relation ~ v ~ Q ~ < ~inv ,order
c ~ , to generate coherent output signals with a normalized rms
intensity modulation index QI,EOPO well below
unity. In our case, fC/6vHQR~270,
minimum intensity noise is found for a pump line width of
about 1 MHz, see simulation shown in Fig. 3.

frequency of 8vFP~1 MHz, whereas a low-pass
roll-off due to the storage effect of FP is observed above 1 MHz. The measured value of
SI.P s 1 0 . ~HZ-' results in a normalized rms intensity modulation index of o1.p s 1 as expected
for a Gaussian process.
For the EOPO output signal, curve b, we find a
&=I2 dB higher noise level for Fourier frequencies below 6vHQRand an average pump
power of 100 pW in close agreement with expected transfer function of Fig. 2.

- Simulation
0.4

Experiment

I

Fourier Frequency f [Hz]

-

Bandwidth 6v of the pump light [MHz]

Fig 3: Normalized rms intensity modulation
index of the generated signal light for different
bandwidths of the pump light. Line: Result of
computer simulation; point: experimental result.
Measuring time: 400 ps.
RESULTS
Monitoring the output signal of HQR with a
CCD camera and a photo diode (PD3), we observed sustained electro-optic-parametric oscillation with a threshold of about 80 pW of
average input power at frequency offsets
Avs1 5 0 MHz.
The average EOPO output power was 0.5 pW
for a typical input power of 100 pW and oscillation in a fundamental transverse mode. Oscillation in higher transverse modes could be observed too, as verified by the CCD camera. Fig.
4 depicts rf-spectrum analyzer traces of the
spectral densities of relative intensity noise Sly
i. e. the spectral density of optical power fluctuations normalized to the square of the average
power. Curve a) and b) show the spectra of the
pump and EOPO output, as detected by PD1 and
PD3, respectively (Si PIN diodes, BW-3 MHz).
The intensity noise density spectrum of the
pump, curve a), is almost flat up to a corner

Fig. 4: Measured spectral densities of relative
intensity noise of EOPO pump a) and EOPO
output b). BW=10 Hz
Curve b) shows the expected low pass characteristic of HQR. One estimates from this curve a
rms intensity modulation index QI,EOPO of well
below 0.5. Thus the properties of the EOPO
output signal cannot be explained in terms of
simple filtering of the pump signal. The different properties of both fields become even more
obvious if the intensity distribution functions
are compared. These functions have been measured with identical photo diodes PD1 and PD3,
as above, and using a digital oscilloscope. One
clearly finds an exponential distributed pump
intensity, curve a), which appears as a straight
line in the linear-logarithmic presentation used
in Fig. 5 .
The intensity distribution corresponding to the
EOPO output, curve b), however, shows a remarkably different behavior. Here, the intensity
always remains at a non-zero level. The distribution function even remains well separated
from curve (c) which represents the distribution
of the total electronic noise (light blocked).
According to the above frequency domain
analysis, one estimates a rms intensity modulation index of .about 0.1 1 (see Fig. 3). The homodyne-detected intensity distributions of Fig. 5
give already hints to the corresponding distributions of the complex field amplitude: a Gaus-

sian bell for the pump field and a doughnut for
the EOPO output field.
To confirm this expectations, we have measured
both distributions of the complex field amplitude using two-phase heterodyne techniques.
In this scheme, the beat-note between the field
under consideration and a reference field from
an optical local oscillator were detected by a
photo diode. Then, both quadrature components
of this beat-note were independently down-converted to the base band with the help of two rf
mixers

from these data and plotted as a 3D plot, see
Fig. 6.
he distribution of the pump field, Fig. 6a, was
deduced from the 150 MHz in-loop signal as
detected by PD2.
It corresponds to the beat-note between the
pump field after passing EOM and the coherent,
narrow-band field from HQR.
Other contributions to this signal are negligible.
Hence, this 150 MHz in-loop signal represents
the properties of the unperturbed EOPO pump
field. The Gaussian-like, zero-centered distribution found in Fig. 6a, clearly indicates its
lack of coherence.
The field distribution of the EOPO output, Fig. 6b,
was measured with the same rf set up as above at a
beat-note frequency of 40 MHz. Here, an additional
extended-cavity GaAlAs laser diode was employed
as optical LO. The observed doughnut shape with
vanishing probability at the center underlines the
coherence properties of the EOPO output signal.
CONCLUSION

Intensity I [a. u.]
Fig. 5: Measured intensity distributions of
EOPO pump a) and EOPO output b). BW= 3
MHz, sampling rate = 125 Msamplesls, record
length = 50 ksamples. Electronic noise c)
causes negative intensity values in curve a)
One of these mixers was directly driven by a rf
local oscillator (LO) oscillating at the beat-note
frequency whereas a 90"-phase-shifter was inserted in between LO and the other mixer.

We have demonstrated an optical oscillator
scheme that separates the gain medium from the
resonator. It promises substantial reduction of
the quantum-noise limited emission line-width
making it highly suitably as fly-wheel- or interrogation oscillator in optical frequency standards. It has been demonstrated, that the EOPO
is capable of converting incoherent, non-phasetrackable input radiation into narrow band, coherent output radiation.
Extrapolation of the experimental results to
lower pump power density shows, that the
EOPO scheme has the potential to convert the
incoherent emission of a light emitting diode
into laser-like, coherent output radiation.
Acknowledgement: This research has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
through SFB 407.
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abstract
A brief description of the measurement chain linking
the C 0 2 / 0 s 0 4 secondary frequency standard to the
primary frequency standard is given. The measured
frequency stability shows that the measurement system reaches the flicker floor of the secondary frequency standard, below the 10-l4 level in 100s. Results of a year of absolute frequency measurements of
a CO2/0s04 mid infrared secondary frequency standard are reported.

--

Introduction

The frequency of a COz laser stabilized on the ab,
in our laboratory to
sorption of 0 ~ 0 4 developed
serve as secondary frequency standard, was measured more than fifteen years ago with an uncertainty
This laser was subsequently used as
of 2 . 10-l"l].
frequency standard for the measurement of several
frequencies in the near infrared [2], in the visible [3]
and in the ultraviolet [4], without further measurement of its frequency.
During the last decade the frequency stability and
the reproducibility of the COz/OsO4 frequency standard have been continuously improved [5], and the
CIPM has recently recommended this secondary frequency standard for the mise en pratique for the definition of the metre [6].
To measure this standard with increased accuracy,
the frequency multiplication chain described in [I]
was renewed, and we can now report the result of
one year of measurements with uncertainty in the
10-l3 range.

2

System description

A simplified schematic of the measurement chain is
shown in Fig. 1.
The microwave synthesizer was originally developed for the BNM-LPTF atomic fountain primary
frequency standard [?I. The output frequency is
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Figure 1: Simplified schematic of the measurement
chain
fixed at 9.190 GHz by phase locking the master
quartz oscillator to a hydrogen maser. The frequency
of the maser is periodically compared against the
BNM-LPTF primary frequency standard, which has
a claimed uncertainty of 2 .10-l5 [8]. The microwave
synthesizer also delivers 10 MHz and 100 MHz signals which, via distribution amplifiers, are used as
frequency references throughout the measurement
chain.
The formic acid optically pumped far infrared
laser (OPFIRL), operating at 716.157 GHz, is phase
locked to the 78th harmonic of the microwave syn-

thesizer by means of Schottky diode mixer MI. A
detailed description of this part was previously published [9]. The phase noise spectral density Sd of
the phase locked OPFIRL was measured by beating
~ ~
of a
the submillimetric signal with the 1 6 harmonic
Gunn oscillator phase locked to a second microwave
synthesizer. From the measured S# reported in Fig.2
a fast linewidth of about 0.3 Hz can be estimated.

lo0

10'

lo2
103
Frequency [Hz]

104

105

bandwidth. Actually the useful bandwidth is limited
at 200 Hz by some mechanical resonance of the laser
structure. The proper operation of this phase lock is
checked by permanently counting the output of the
tracking oscillator.
The MIM diode M4 generates a beat signal between the C 0 2 / 0 s 0 4 frequency standard, the radiation from the formic acid OPFIRL and the 636C02
transfer laser is then used to phase lock the latter to
the reference. As the mixing order is 3: the power
of the laser radiation can be kept low, ensuring very
stable behavior of the MIM diode, with a signal to
noise ratio higher than 30 dB in a 10 kHz bandwidth.
Also for this phase lock the beat signal is filtered by
a tracking oscillator and frequency divided.
The described system was used to measure directly
the frequency of standard L1 or L2 during the last
year. When both the CO2/Os04 frequency standard
was operating simultaneously, the system devoted to
routine comparisons between the two frequency standards was used to measure the relative frequency of
the two standards. By synchronizing all measurements frequency instability of intermediate standard
can be removed.

Results

3
Figure 2: Measured phase noise spectral density S,
in dB [rad2/Hz]of the OPFIRL at 716 GHz.
The Schottky diode mixer M2 generates the difference between the 6th harmonic of the 716.157 GHz,
the 45.34 GHz signal of from a Gunn oscillator, and
the radiation of a CH30H OPFIRL at 4.25 THz. The
Gunn oscillator is phase locked t o the 5th harmonic
of 9.19 GHz. The beat note at this point exhibits
a signal to noise ratio of at least 20dB in a lOkHz
bandwidth which is not enough for direct counting;
however it is sufficient to steer a tracking oscillator.
The MIM diode M3 generates the beat signal between the 7th harmonic of 4.25 THz, the radiation
of the 636C02transfer laser and the 9.19 GHz from
the microwave synthesizer. This gth order mixing,
where a signal t o noise ratio of 20 dB in a 10 kHz
bandwidth is required, is the most critical point of
the chain. Ninety percent of the radiation of the
CHBOH OPFIRL is focused on M3 by an off-axis
parabolic mirror; the risk of thermal damage to the
whisker during the set up procedure is quite high, but
when a stable contact is found, it will last for several
hours. The beat note from M3, filtered by a tracking oscillator, is frequency divided in order to phase
lock the CH30H laser. In this way the virtual dynamics of the phase comparator of the phase lock is
increased by the division factor, ensuring phase locking without cycle slips even in case of poor control
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Figure 3: Frequency of CO2/0s04 frequency standard measured against the hydrogen maser with 10
s gate time.
Fig. 3 reports some significant record of the frequency of the C02/Os04 standard measured with
the new chain. The upper part shows the frequency
of L1 and L2 recorded on April 2 1998 in a 5000s continuous run. The lower record shows the frequency of
standard L2 measured during the absolute measurement of the He - Ne/CH4 optical standard [lo]. Due
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Figure 4: Allan standard deviation of the C02/0s04
frequency standard measured against the hydrogen
maser. The line represent the expected stability of
the maser.
to the intense human activity in the laboratory at
this time the formic acid OPFIRL went out of lock a
couple of time and the corresponding frequency point
are removed from the plot. From the Allan standard
deviation relative to this run, reported in Fig. 4 it is
evident that the measuring system contributes with
a white frequency noise for integration time lower
than 100s, while for longer time the Aicker floor of
the C02/Os04 frequency standard is reached.
All reported measurements are obtained by synchronously counting the beat notes on mixers M2
and M3, even when the CH30H OPFIRL is phase
locked. The frequency is obtained by adding the
frequency of the beat note on M3 with 7 times the
frequency of the beat note in M2. This procedure
is not ideal because the blanking time necessary for
the syncronization of counters transforms quantization noise and white phase noise in white frequency
noise by an aliasing phenomena. Nevertheless this is
the procedure that give the best short term stability
because the linewidth of the the methanol OPFIRL
is not narrowed by the phase lock. By increasing the
control bandwidth of this laser we expect to reduce
the linewidth at the theoretical value of one seventh
the linewidth of the COz laser and therefore increase
the short term stability of the measuring system.
To verify that the phase lock of the formic acid
OPFIRL does not limit the stability we have measured the beat note between the radiation of this
laser and the 16th harmonic of the Gunn oscillator,
both phase locked on the same microwave synthesizer. The measured Allan standard deviation of this
beat is r,(r) = 2 . 1 0 - ' ~ r ' / ~ ,for T varying between 1
and 1000s guarantees that the system is not limited
by the phase lock of this laser.
The absence of cycle slips in the PLL of the
tracking oscillators was checked with the usual technique of comparing the frequency of two oscillators

with different bandwidths [3]. A further verification
comes from the fact that the measured frequency
does not change when the signal to noise ratio is reduced by decreasing the power of the CH30H laser.
By comparing the phase, over several days, of a
round trip of the signal on the double coa-~ialline
carrying the signal of the maser we can conclude that
the maximum frequency shift due to the temperature
cycling of the cable is less than 2 - lo-''. This is the
major source of type B uncertainty in the measurement system.
Up to now the frequency of the CO.r/Os04 standard L2 was measured 20 days distributed over one
year for the C02/Os04 standard L2. The standard
L1 was operating only during the first period, because during the fall 1998 it was used as transfer
oscillator for the measurement of the methane stabilized He - Ne laser a t 3.39pm [lo].
All possible way of averaging data (i.e equal weight
for each day, or each file, or each 100 s sample) gives
for the standard L2 the value:

We recall that this value holds for BNM-LPTF
C02/Os04 frequency standard L2 operating on the
(R10) line in standard conditions [5].
An evaluation of the frequency of the corresponding line of Os04 and more informations about the
reproducibility of the standard can be found in these
proceedings [lI].
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ABSTRACT
An optical frequency chain is under construction at

NF'L, with the object of making improved absolute
frequency measurements of forbidden transitions in
cold, trapped single ions of strontium and ytterbium,
using as reference a methane-stabilised helium-neon
laser frequency standard.

cavity diode lasers can be used to drive further nonlinear linkages. The Sr' frequency is to be reached by
difference frequency mixing (DFM) of radiation at
674 nm and 841 nm, generating 3.39 pm radiation
which can be referenced back to the HeNe/CH4
frequency. The remaining interval of 2.9 THz between
841 nm and 848 nm will be bridged by an optical
frequency comb (OFC) [6].

1. INTRODUCTION
The quadrupole 'sin - 2 ~ s Rtransition at 444.8 THz
(674 nm) in the '*~r"ion is the first optical transition in
a trapped ion to be recommended by the CIPM as a
radiation for the realisation of the metre [l]. This recommendation was reached as a result of absolute
frequency metrology of laser-cooled, single trapped
strontium ions at NRC, Canada [2] and in our laboratory
[3]. The relative uncertainty of the frequency measurements at NF'L was limited at the level of 1 x l@1°by the
Fabry-Perot wavelength comparator used to relate the
ion trap probe laser frequency to the iodine-stabilized
helium-neon laser (HeNeA2) reference at 473 THz
(633 nrn). Ideally, a fully phase-coherent frequency
chain is required to enable the ion trap frequency to be
directly intercompared with the caesium primary
microwave frequency standard. However, our initial
goal is to make improved absolute frequency
measurements relative to a well-characterised midinfrared frequency standard, a methane-stabilised
helium-neon laser system ,(HeNe/C&) at 88.376 THz
(3.39 pm). Our HeNe/C& standard is a TOFS-60
device, constructed by the group of M.A. Gubin at the
P.N. Lebedev Physical Laboratory [4]. The absolute
frequency of this standard is periodically measured
through particpation in a series of intercomparisons [5].
2. PRELIMINARY CHAIN TO STRONTIUM
The HeNe/C& standard is a particularly convenient
choice as a frequency reference for the Sr' ion standard
as the frequency of the latter is within 3 THz of the fifth
harmonic of the former. The scheme of the chain is
illustrated in fig. 1. The first step is to synthesise the
fourth harmonic of the HeNe/CH4 standard, in the nearinfrared at 353.5 THz (848 nm). This frequency lies in
a spectral region where high-power, narrow-linewidth
oscillators such as Ti:sapphire lasers and extended-
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Fig. 1.
Scheme of preliminary frequency chain
intercomparing the methane-stabilised HeNe standard at
3.392 pn with the strontium ion standard at 674 nm. The
OFC is driven at microwave frequency$
2.1 Nd:YLF-Pumped CW SROPO
The output power of the TOFS-60 is insufficient to
directly drive a second harmonic generation (SHG)
process. As a high-power, single-frequency, 3.39 pm
source we have constructed a singly-resonant cw optical
parametric oscillator (SROPO), pumped by a Nd:YLF
ring laser at 1053 nrn [7]. Fig. 2 is a schematic of this
device. The Nd:YLF ring laser is end-pumped by two
diode lasers, each of nominally 15 W output power at
805 nm. A Brewster plate (BP) in the laser cavity forces
lasing on the 1053 nm line in preference to the
orthogonally-polarised 1047 nm line, to reduce thermal
effects in the laser crystal. An optical diode (OD)
imposes uni-directional operation. Single-frequency
operation is confirmed by monitoring the laser output
with an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). Mode-hopfree operation is maintained for periods of several
minutes, without any cavity stabilization. A maximum
of 7 W of single frequency output at 1053 nm has been
obtained with 30 W of diode pump power.

Nd:YLF laser
BP

1053nm

3.4 run idler

'

coefficient, deff= 14 pmN, together with the parameters
quoted above, and assuming optimum mode-matching of
the pump and signal beams, the theoretical pump
threshold for this system is 1.8 W, approximately a
factor of 2 below that obtained. This difference may
be accounted for by non-optimum mode matching and
also by varying quasi-phase-matching conditions along
the length of the crystal owing to non-uniform heating of
the crystal.

\ residual

pump light

Fig. 2. The Nd:YLF laser and PPLN SROPO.
The SROPO is based around a 50 rnm long crystal of
periodically-poled lithium niobate (PPLN) in a ring
cavity with a finesse F = 300 resonant at the signal
wavelength A,. Stable operation is sustained for several
minutes on a single signal-idler mode pair without any
servoing of the signal cavity, as illustrated by fig. 3,
which shows optical spectrum analyser fringes of the
signal light leaking out of the resonant cavity. Feedback
to the Nd:YLF laser is avoided by slightly tilting the
PPLN crystal. The wavelength of the signal leakage is
also monitored on a wavemeter. By temperature-tuning
the poling period of the PPLN over five adjacent stripes
with room-temperature poling periods A ranging from
28.5 to 29.3 pm, coarse tuning of the OPO action over a
range A, = 1465 - 1540nm can be obtained,
corresponding to idler output over the range Ai = 3750 3330 nm (fig. 4). Idler output at Ai = 3392 nm
corresponds to Ah, = 1527 nrn, which can be obtained
using two adjacent PPLN stripes, either A = 29.1 pm at
190°C or A = 29.3 pm at 151°C.

Fig. 3. Spectrum analyser fringes obtained with SROPO
signal output, illustrating single mode-pair operation.
The threshold for OPO operation is at a pump power
of 3.8 W. Idler output power of up to 200 mW is
obtained; it is found that the power on a particular
signal-idler mode-pair remains constant as the pump
power is slowly changed. Myers and Bosenberg [8]
give an expression for the theoretical pump threshold for
cw SROPO operation with a single pass pump. Taking
the value they give for the effective non-linear
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Fig. 4. SROPO signal wavelength as a function of PPLN
temperature for five stripes with poling periods between
28.5 pm (shortest wavelengths) and 29.3 pm.
2.2 SHG of 3.39 um
Light at 1.696 pm, the second harmonic (SH) of the
HeNe/C& standard, will be generated by resonantlyenhanced frequency doubling of the SROPO output.
Frequency doubling of 3.39 pm radiation has been
studied using both silver gallium selenide (AgGaSel)
and PPLN, with a 1 mW infra-red HeNe laser as the
source of fundamental radiation. AgGaSe* is phasematched for SHG at this wavelength by angle-tuning at
room temperature. With resonant enhancement of the
fundamental radiation in a bow-tie configuration buildup cavity, an overall conversion efficiency of
q = 3 x 1u3W' has been obtained, as reported
previously [9]. At the current SROPO output level, this
will yield 30 pW of SH power. The Fh4 sideband
technique is used to lock this cavity to the laser
frequency.
AgGaSe2 suffers from absorption at 3.39 pm which
limits the build up in the enhancement cavity; whereas
PPLN has better transparency at this wavelength and
similar single-pass conversion efficiency. SHG has been
performed by quasi phase-matching in a 19 rnm long
sample of PPLN with room temperature poling periods
of 32.6 to 33.5 pm.
The enhancement cavity
configuration was similar to that used for AgGaSe2.

SHG was obtained by temperature-tuning at 158°C of a
stripe with room temperature period 32.74 p.
However, the nanowatt-level 1.7 pn output is detected
against a background of thermal radiation from the
crystal oven, making an accurate measurement of the
conversion efficiency difficult.
At the higher
fundamental power level available from the SROPO, the
thermal background should not present such a problem.
The temperature bandwidth for phase-matching is found
to be comparable with the temperature stability of the
crystal oven.
2.3. SHG of 1.7 um
It is anticipated that frequency doubling of the
SROPO idler output will generate sufficient power at
1.7 pm to directly drive a second SHG stage to 848 nm.
However, to enable this frequency doubling to be set up
independently of the SROPO and first SHG stage, DFB
laser diodes at 1.696 pm have been obtained. These
fibre-pigtailed diodes provide 3 mW with a free-running
linewidth of 300 kHz and can be temperature-tuned at
0.08 nmPC.
Either potassium niobate (KNbOs) or PPLN can be
used for frequency doubling to 848 nm. Type I phase
matching is calculated to be obtained in KNbOs at
crystal angles of O = 49S0, @ = 90" [lo]. The
expected conversion efficiency is a few
W-' for a
build-up cavity of enhancement factor 15 to 20. Around
10 nW of output from this stage is expected to be
adequate to phase-lock an extended-cavity diode laser
(ECDL) as a local oscillator at 848 nm.
2.4 Difference Freauencv Mixing to Strontium
From 848 nm, the Sr' ion quadrupole transition at
674 nm can be reached by difference frequency mixing
of sources at 674 nm and 841 nm, to generate a 3.39 pm
signal which can be referenced back to the HeNe/CH4
standard. Candidate non-linear materials for this mixing
include PPLN and KNb03. The thermal background
experienced when using temperature-tuned PPLN for
the 3.39 p SHG would also be a problem in detecting
the DFM signal; in addition, the PPLN poling period
required is around 16.8 pn which is relatively short.
Unfortunately, 674 nm lies outside the transparency
range of silver gallium sulphide which has been used to
generate radiation in the 3.4 pn region by DFM [11,12].
However, type I phase-matching can be obtained in
KNb03 by angle-tuning at room temperature; the phase
matching angle is within l o of that required for SHG of
1.7 pm [lo]. Adequate output is anticipated in a singlepass interaction mixing 40 mW at 841 nm from an
ECDL and 500 mW at 674 nrn from an injection-seeded
tapered amplifier diode (MOPA configuration) currently
under construction. The MOPA system will also supply
light via a single-mode optical fibre link to the Sr'
laboratory for intercomparison with the probe laser for
the Sr' ion traps.
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the OFC set-up. 01: optical
isolator; A/2: half-wave-plate; PZT: piezo element; PD:
photodiode; APD: avalanche photo-diode.
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The residual 2.9 THz gap between the sources at
841 nm and 848 nm will be bridged using the optical
frequency comb generator. An OFC is currently being
constructed in our laboratory. Initially it is a simple
single cavity design driven by an ECDL operating at
845 nm (fig. 5). The OFC uses a commercial EOM
consisting of an anti-reflection coated MgO-doped
LiNbOs crystal embedded in a resonant microwave
cavity. The resonant frequency can be tuned from
9.2 GHz to 9.7 GHz. The optimum modulation index is
obtained near 9.7 GHz. A modulation index of 0.5 at
845 nm has been measured using an rf power of 1 W.
Figure 6 shows the transmitted OFC cavity fringes with
and without rf power applied to the EOM. An error
signal for locking the OFC cavity to the laser frequency
with the EOM drive on is generated by dithering the
cavity length at 1.2 kHz. The amplitude-modulated
reflected light is demodulated at the dither frequency
and integrated to provide feedback to the cavity piezo.

4

FSR

Fig. 6. Transmitted fringes from the single-cavity comb
generator with the EOM drive off ('modulator off) and
driven by 1 W of rf power at 9.68 GHz ('modulator on').

Fig. 7 shows beat signals between the OFC output and
the output from a second ECDL. A beat signal is only
seen between the second ECDL and the OFC mode nt
nearest in frequency. In this preliminary data, beatnotes
can only be detected out to nt = 32, corresponding to a
comb with a span of 0.6 THz. The span is currently
limited by the relatively weak cavity lock. However, to
achieve the required 2.9 THz span it will also be
necessary to increase the finesse of the optical cavity and
to increase the rf power used to drive the modulator. It is
also intended to use a coupling cavity to increase the
efficiency with which the laser power is coupled into the
comb [6], and a filter cavity to give efficient output
coupling of the desired sideband from the comb [13].

-

10 MHz

Fig. 7. Beat signals between modes m = 0, 17, and 28 of
the comb and a second ECDL.

3. LINKAGE TO YTTERBIUM
In addition to the development of the Sr' optical
frequency standard, the Yb' ion has also been
extensively studied in our laboratory [14]. Work at NPL
has concentrated on three transitions which may be
suitable for use as optical frequency standards: the 2 ~ l R
- Z ~ squadrupole
n
transition at 729 THz (411 nm) [15],
the ultra-narrow 'sin - 2 ~ 7 noctupole transition at
642 THz (467 nm) [16], and the 2 ~ 5 -n 2 ~ 7 Rtransition
in the infra-red at 87.4 THz (3.43 pm) [12].
The 729 THz quadrupole transition is probed by a
frequency-doubled diode laser at 365 THz (822 nm).
This frequency is 11.2 THz away from the fourth
harmonic of the HeNe/CH4 frequency. This offset is too
large to be measured directly using our design of OFC
generator, which is expected to be limited by dispersion
effects at around 5 THz span. However, it can be
reduced by a factor of four using two HSinsch-Telle
optical frequency divider (OFD) stages [17]. The
resulting 2.8 THz interval can be measured using the

OFC. Our longer-term intention is to extend the OFD
technique to produce a chain having sufficient flexibility
to reach the other ytterbium transitions and, ultimately,
to provide a direct linkage to the caesium primary
standard as has been proposed by Hansch and coworkers [9,18].
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ABSTRACT
We report a new electronic system for processing
and recording the harmonic beat signals in our infrared
frequency chain as well as its application for stabilizing
a laser spectrometer.

CH4 Frequency Standard

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past years at PTB we have developed a
frequency multiplication chain and applied it for phase
coherent comparison of various optical frequency
standards in the infrared and visible part of the
spectrum with a hydrogen maser.
The natural objects for precision coherent measurement have been the atomic, molecular standards
developed and operated at PTB. So the first configuration of the chain was for measuring the frequency of
the 3.39 pm HeNe-laser stabilized to the resonance in
methane. In 1988 already we were able to measure the
frequency of the non-perturbed central component of
the F-line by linear optical Ramsey resonance [I 1. At
FCS 92 we reported it with 200 Hz uncertainty.
This branch, or better: trunk of the chain is now
used for regular and repeated calibration of the stable
transportable standards, built by our Russian colleagues
[2]. These have been taken to Garching, Paris, Boulder,
and Tedhngton, where they have been applied for
absolute frequency measurement of other optical
standards. At PTB in Braunschweig we were able to
extend the chain for coherent measurement of the Ca
standard [3] in the visible and to the OS04 fundamental line at 10.5 pn.
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2. MULTIPLICATION CHAIN

What must now be called a conventional chain consists of a collection of oscillators connected and
referenced to each other by harmonic mixers. Fig. 1 is a
schematic of our trunk chain, which starts from a low
phase noise Xtal oscillator at 100 MHz and reaches up
to 88 THz.
2.1 Electronic oscillators
386 GHz is the highest electronically generated
frequency in our chain and chosen to be a subharmonic of the 4.2 THz methanol laser. In stabilizing
this frequency, quite some care had to be taken to avoid
any excessive phase noise, which would have caused
carrier collapse at multiplication to 4 THz. The
diagram (Fig.2) illustrates, that at 4 THz with the
special Xtal oscillator there is enough 'coherence
margin' in a wide range of Fourier frequencies.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the main (trunk)chain to 88 THz

A microwave source is also needed at practically
every multiplication stage in order to bring the harmonic beat frequency down to below a few 100 MHz.
All these Gunn and klystron oscillators are phaselocked to the H-maser reference.
2.2 Gas Lasers
COz lasers have many lines and ample power. So,
for overcoming problems with the output power of the
methanol laser, we have meanwhile introduced another

COz laser. The P(28) line I3c02is closer to the 7'
harmonic of the methanol than the R(32) line, which
reduces the mixing order necessary at this step from
12' to 9&.
0

I

2.3 Harmonic misers
MIM diodes (W-Ni and W-Co) can be used to quite
high frequencies. At 88 THz (HeNe) and at 114 THz
(FCL) they still generate beat signals of sflcient S/N
ratio in 5& mixing order. In the 30 THz range, with
optimum power available from all mixing partners,
even 15' order mixing would be feasible (S/N z15
dBl10OkHz).

\ synthesizer

\ 500 MHz

-100
1 kHz 10 kHz 700 kHz IMHz 10 MHz
Fourier frequency

Fig. 2 Phase noise after multiplication to 4 THz
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And we have connected in what we call the 'sidestep' the P(14), which we use for our OsOs optical
frequency standard work and which, as a lucky
coincidence, is also the starting point for reaching the
Ca-standard developed by F. Riehle et al. [3].

-

A P(14) beam is passed through a 60 m long plastic
tube ('tunnel') to the neighboring building, where there
are two more C02 lasers and a color center laser (FCL.
at 114 the Ca frequency), all phase-locked to the chain.

Ca Frequency Standard

114 THz

2.4 Mixer noise
Wherever the beat signals are to be processed by
digital counting, the input signal to such counter must
have a very high SM ratio, which can be obtained by
reduction of the bandwidth only. While often a low pass
or a band pass filter may already reduce the probability
of false counts to a negligible level, the ideal filter for
that is a tracking oscillator (Fig.4). If correctly designed, it works like a miracle.
2.5 Tracking oscillators
The electronic tracking oscillator (Fig.4) consists of
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), a double balanced mixer (DBM), and a loop filter, that closes the
phase lock loop to lock the VCO frequency to that of
the noisy input. In many cases the phase noise characteristics of the VCO are not critical and, instead of the
normal LC type oscillator with varactor tuning, a
multivibrator type may be chosen for its frequency
agility and wide tuning range.
square
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Fig.4 Tracking oscillator schematic
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Fig.3 'side step' connecting to OsOs and Ca

It is essential that the frequency control works up to
quite high Fourier (modulation) frequencies. If the loop
filter allows for a wide tracking range by providing
extra gain at low frequency and dc, the modulation
bandwidth must be much higher than the intended
locking bandwidth. With low frequency gain enhancement by a factor of 100 for example and the unity gain
frequency of the PLL set at 100 kHz, the controller
must work up to 10 MHz without excessive phase
delay, which would cause pushing instead of pulling-in.

3. MEASUREMENT

Originally we had thought that coherent measurement meant phase-loclung all oscillators in the chain.
Later we realized that particularly with the FIR laser,
this was not only difficult (heavy mirrors, technical
vibrations) but also unnecessary.
3.1 Locking from the base and from the top
Using tracking oscillators, prescalers and digital
phase locks we are able to reliably lock the CO-? 1asers
to the methane. The BWO is tightly locked to the
100 MHz reference.
3.2 Intermediate oscillator free-running
The diagram shows how the two remaining beats
were processed to give a direct frequency readout of the
chain. With such beat signal processing, transfer lasers
need only slow frequency control or may even be left
fiee-running. The essential thing for conserving
coherence is that the frequency fluctuations of all beat
signals are being tracked without cycle slips.

appropriate stage of the counter. The strobe command.
which is conunon for all channels, has to be carefully
synchronized to the individual input signal of each
channel in order not to cut a pulse in two pieces when
interrupting the counter (the fragments could be
counted as two or not at all). Synchronization consist in
delaying execution of the interrupt by the right fraction
of the input signal period.
3.4 Resolution
So far the lowest frequency beat signal, that we
record by period counters only, is with the alcohol laser
at 4 THz. At this level the f1 count ambiguity of the
counters corresponds to a resolution of 240fs
(-114.2 THz), which is better than the 'white phase
noise' level of the hydrogen maser. When measuring
the 0 ~ 0 4stabilized CO:! directly against the CI&
stabilized He-Ne laser however, the resolution constitutes the short term noise floor. (Fig.6)
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Fig.5 Transfer oscillator free-running
3.3 Svnchronouslv strobed counter readout
The recording system, that we have been using in
recent years, is a generalization of what we had done to
circumvent the FIR laser locking problem: It counts the
periods of all the laser beats in separate accumulating
counters, the contents of which are simultaneously
transferred ('strobed') into latches. As the counters are
never reset, this is equivalent to recording a multidimensional phase. As latches we use shift registers, all
connected in series, by this way concatenating the data
of all the counters to form one long telegram, which is
quasi 'broadcast' to the COM ports of several PCs.
While this 'strobed' read-out is simple conceptually,
it requires an electronic trick: Only in a completely
synchronous counter would the outputs of all counter
stages represent the total pulse count. A normal 'ripple'
type counter has to be stopped, until the outputs have
stabilized, before it can be read out. The trick is that we
interrupt the counting for a fixed number of input
pulses, actually 16, and then each time advance the
counter by that number feeding one pulse into the

-
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maser specs
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Fig.6 Recording a frequency ratio
So in the course of renovating and modernizing the
data recording, we are also enhancing the resolution of
the system by applying an old analog interpolation
scheme [5], which, in addition to the accumulated full
periods, determines the fractions of a period, resolving
0.001 period. As Fig.7 shows, the delay necessary to
synchronize the interrupt with the input signal is
expanded by a factor of 1000 by means of an analog
pulse length multiplier.
,synchronization

delay

Fig.7 Determining the period fractions

The length of the expanded pulse is then measured
in terms of the unknown period. Built with standard
HC type logic circuits this digital phase recorder works
from 5 to 40 MHz.At 10 MHz the precision really is
100 ps. So far we have converted 2 channels only. so
we could not yet run triangle type tests. An FPGA
version containing 4 channels in one package is ready
now.
3.5 Counter data utilization
The normal use that is made of the counter data in
the PC, will be to calculate the frequency of one of the
optical inputs to the chain in terms of the standard
frequency (Fig.8). Accumulation of rounding errors is
completely avoided by using integer arithmetic.
We can also simultaneously solve for Os04 and
methane f. ex. and calculate the frequency ratio of the
+NO. As the frequencies deviate only very little from
their nominal values, this division does not have to be
carried out each time, but can be replaced by a subtraction using 1/(1+6) z 1- 6 .
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and then computer phase-locked to the hydrogen
maser.(Analog pre-stabilization or passive stability is
necessary, because the computer servo works at 50
measurements/control actions per second only).
Another AOM, driven by a programmable generator,
completed the laser spectrometer. It allowed
D.Tyurikov (as a guest from FIAN) to precisely record
the narrow, noisy, and slightly asymmetric saturated
absorption line at varied alignment and power settings.
From these recorded data he determined the true center
frequency of the resonance:
(28464788929370*80)Hz
Another effort should probably be undertaken to
improve on the accuracy of the C& F-line.
4.2 O~ticalclock
As said before, there appears to be little demand for
the opposite lock direction, i. e. for phase locking a
crystal oscillator to an optical standard. It must be
mentioned however, that in a certain Fourier frequency
range optical frequency standards probably exhibit the
highest stability of all. If this short term stability were
transferred to the 9.2 GHz range for example, it might
make the stable interrogation oscillator for the cesium
fountain. I am not suggesting that existing molecular
standards would suffice for that. The expapolated Allan
variance curves were drawn only to illustrate that these
lasers are more stable than the hydrogen maser. At
times z shorter than 10 s, at least.
5. CONCLUSION

I0-1'

Fig. 8 Allan std. deviation of stable optical standards.
4. FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS

In another application the computer generates a
correction voltage to servo phase-lock either a crystal
oscillator (optical clock) or a laser.
4.1 Laser spectrometer with absolute freauencv scale
Whereas we have little use for an optical clock, we
. have already (as a test) phase-locked a methane
stabilized laser to the hydrogen maser. This technique
should provide the ideal reference oscillator for
measuring precisely the line shapes of the narrow,
though noisy, optical Ramsey resonances.
For the OsOs line we have already made the scheme
work: The P(14) C02 laser was pre-stabilized to an
OS04 saturated absorption line with the help of an
acoustosptical modulatorlfrequency shifter (AOM),

Our conventional frequency multiplication chain
has proven its precision and functionality. With the
new data processing it works reliably for many hours,
even unattended. Its frequency synthesis capabilities
open new applications in precision laser spectrometry.
The next candidate for an extension of the chain is now
the 871 nm radiation used with the single trapped
Ytterbium ion standard [4] of Chr. Tamm in our
department. H. Telle has suggested and plans to apply a
combination of interval division and a comb generator
for a coherent connection with the Ca frequency.
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ABSTRACT
Optical frequency discriminators based on
Fabry-Perot cavities are analyzed with particular
attention to their amplitude-noise response and to the
sensitivity limits imposed by detection shot-noise level.
Comparison between different schemes are carried out.
1. INTRODUCTION
The characterization of frequency noise of cw
laser oscillators is of great importance both in basic
metrology and in many scientific applications as well.
For this purpose, time- and frequency-domain
measurement methods have been developed and used;
these latter, based on a frequency discriminator, are
more general and do not require the availability of two
equal sources (or of a reference source). However the
frequency response to amplitude noise of a discriminator
has to be evaluated and the independently measured
amplitude noise level, suitably shaped, must be then
subtracted from the output of the particular
discriminator system.
The use of the Michelson interferometer with
balaced detection as a frequency discriminator has been
thoroughly studied in [I], also considering quantum
noise sources, conditions for minimum amplitude noise
detection in non ideal operation, and distortion. This last
parameter sets a limit to the maximum frequency
deviation. This setup turns out to be very agile allowing
frequency noise measurements in an extremely large
bandwidth, a feature of great interest in the
characterization of semiconductor lasers. This occurs
however at the expenses of the sensitivity as it is usual
also for other discriminators.
Diode-laser pumped solid-state lasers, like
Nd:YAG, Er-Yb:glass, Tm-Ho:YAG etc., show a lowlevel frequency noise in a narrow bandwidth around the
carrier and, to achieve an adequate discrimination
sensitivity, large unbalances between the two arms of a
Michelson interferometer are necessaries, which could
make unpratical the use of this scheme.
On the other hand Fabry-Perot resonators with
an adequate linewidth compared to the oscillator noise
bandwidth are suitable devices to carry out such
measurements. Two modes of operation of the resonator
can be devised and are used to build a frequency
discriminator by exploiting either the slope of a
0-7803-5400-11991 S 10.000 1999 IEEE

resonance fringe side or the response to the frequencymodulated light of the laser centered on the Fabry-Perot
resonance.
The former scheme is rather simple and
widespread. The use of a reference optical path yields
partial amplitude noise rejection, which can be increased
by exploiting transmitted and reflected beams improving
frequency sensitivity as well. Fringe-side slope
transients have been analyzed in [2] and [3], whereas the
frequency-noise responses have been discussed in [4].
However the unwanted detection of amplitude noise
seems not to have been taken fully into account.
The discrimination properties of the FM-based
scheme (Pound-Drever) [5] have been analyzed in [6],
[7] and [8] considering the amplitude noise immunity as
well. Applications of this technique are usually
concerned with frequency stabilization of laser
oscillators, whereas an example of frequency noise
measurement is found in [9].
In this work evaluations of amplitude-noise
frequency responses have been performed for both types
of discriminators, and a comparison of sensitivity limits
imposed by the detector shot-noise has been made.
2. THE FABRY-PEROT
FRINGE SIDE DISCRIMINATOR
The set up for measuring laser frequency
fluctuations by using the discriminating effect of a
Fabry-Perot is shown in Fig. 1 in two possible
configurations, the former (a) is quite simpler, uses the
fringe side slope in transmission (but could also exploit
reflection), however the latter (b), by using both
reflection and transmission, has a higher sensitivity to
frequency variations and a better rejection of amplitude
noise. The resonator is tuned so that the mean laser
frequency UIJ is located on the side of a fringe; the
source frequency fluctuations are converted into
amplitude fluctuations by the opposite slopes of the
resonator transmission or reflection coefficients.
Let us assume the laser beam incident onto the
resonator to be expressed as

where a(r) and q ( t ) represent the oscillator amplitude
and phase noise, respectively. Let us consider a noise
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Figure 1. Fringe-side discriminator set-up with a Fabry-Perot used in trasrnission with a reference arm a).. and in reflection and
trasmission b) both with a differential output. L lens, (P)BS (polarizing) beam splitter. FR Faraday rotator, PD photodetector.

modulation at an angular frequency on= 2Wn, with
amplitude aft) = a, sin(q,t+@ and phase q$t) = cp,
s i n ~ r .The spatial evolution of the beam is not
considered here; the effects of non ideal mode matching
with the resonator and with the detector area are

r

supposed to be overcome by suitable lens systems and,
on the other hand, these problems are common with the
other schemes examined. According to the transmission
or the the reflection path considered, the electric field in
front of the corresponding detector is

I

- jcosa)+ J, ~ ( j ( o+,

Eo(t)E Eoexp(jo0t

+[.l,:(sinn+

I

jcosa)- JI ~ ( j ( w-wn))exp(,
jwnt)

where low amplitude- and phase-noise levels have been
assumed, Jo and J , are Bessel's functions of the first
kind with argument rp, , and H(jo) stands either for the
field reflection fljo)=F(jo)+jr'(jco) or transmission
Too)= T'(jo)+jT"(jo) . Suitable expressions for these
two coefficients are

(1 - R - ~ ) e x p ( -j m r )
~ ( j w=)1 - R exp(- j2m.r)

Following only one of the two optical beams,
e.g. the transmitted one, the field in front of the detector
is the sum of three components at different frequencies.
After substitution of (2) in (7) with HGo) = T(jo), it is
possible to extract the output current separated in a dc
component and in components at a dependent
substantially on q,,and a, respectively. By labelling with
the subscripts 0, +, and - the field transmission
coefficients at Q,Q+% & - a , respectively, the three
current components are
iTdc= l l T ~ ~ ~ , '
@I

J~IG?~

(4)

where r is the resonator round trip time, R and A are
power reflection and losses of each mirror, respectively.
Moreover, if y. is a resonance frequency, for (o~)r<<
1 the following useful relationships are valid
(5)

'6'

-

iT, = t l r ~ ~ ~J,{T;(TJ
t 2 ~ -T:)+
o
C(T;

- T:)]
(9)

+ [C(T; + Ti)-T~(T;+T;)]rinqt}

COSU,~

i, = t ) , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~+ ~T ~a) +, T{~ (~+T:)]
T ; .( ~ ~
-

s i n a c o s q t + [T,'(T; - TI)-T;(T~ - T ~ ) ~ o s n

+ [To T+( + T-) + T,( T++ T-1' 1. osarino,t
+ [- '( - T + ( T - T #)]rinminw,t}
cos w,t

"

"
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where the signs + or correspond to an even or odd
number of wavelengths inside the resonator,
respectively.
A radiation field with an electric component E,
incident into a photodetector with quantum efficiency q
yields a photocurrent

(10)
The field intensity in the reference arm of
Fig. l a is a fraction k of that incident into the FabryPerot. The k value can be chosen according to other
requirements of optimization. The reference-arm
detected current does not depend on phase modulation

where S represents an equivalent detector area, which in
principle is different for each detector.

(11)
As regards the reflected beam of Fig. lb, by

including the losses of the optical paths (Faraday rotator,
polarising beam splitter and focussing lenses) into the
detector efficiency, the general expression of the output
current is obtained by substitution of the real and
imaginary components of T at the proper frequencies
with the corresponding ones of T.
By using the relationships (5) and (6) it is easy
to compare the output voltages of the two differentialscheme detections
Av, = krir - k R i R
Av, = kriT - k,i,

( 12a)
( 12b)

where k z R . are
~ the detector transimpedence gains of the
transmission, reference, and reflection arms,
respectively. From the expressions for A V , .obtained
~
from (12a), after computation of the amplitude divided
by f, the discrimination characteristics for reflection
and transmission, already reported in [4], are obtained.
They show a 3 dB bandwidth equal to the resonance
HWHM and the roll-off away from the cutoff frequency
is -20 dBIdecade or -40 dBIdecade for the reflection or
transmission case, respectively. On the other hand, from
the expression of AvT-, a discrimination sensitivity is
recognized twice the previous one, as expected, and the
roll-off far from the cutoff frequency is o -20 dBIdecade.
Moreover it appears that, with the assumption of low
noise levels, distortion is taken into account in the nonlinear behavior of the Bessel function product, whereas
the bandwidth of the system depends on the dispersion
profile of T and T: a situation similar the case of the
discriminator based on the Michelson interferometer
discussed in [I].
As regards the amplitude noise, if the condition
kTirdc kRi,, = 0 is imposed in (12a), the frequency
response goes to zero as f, + 0, as expected. This
behavior is linear as can be shown by using expressions
(5) and (6). The output voltage is readily obtained from
(S), (9),(10) and (1 1) when substituted in (12a). A few
cases have been evaluated and reported in Fig. 2, where
frequency responses to amplitude noise are shown,
correspondent to schemes using either reflection or
transmission (75% and 50% of this last parameter). The
values of these curves, multiplied by the rms amplitudemodulation spectrum times the detected voltage due to
the carrier, give the rms spectral components at the
differential output. These computations have been
performed by keeping constant the dc detected output
voltages; different power levels are then required at the
beam-splitter input. The well known difference in the
slopes -20 dBIdecade and -40 dB1decade away from the
cutoff frequency in discriminators operating in reflection
and in transmission, respectively, appears in the output
amplitude noise, but the slope changes in this filtering
process are reversed.
When the discriminator of Fig.lb is
considered, the output voltage is again separated into
AV
, Av,,,-, . The
three components AvdCsT-r,

-

,,,-,

10"

lo'>

10)
fn

1 FWHM

Figure 2. Normalized amplitude-noise response for
differential schemes operating in reflection or in transmission.
last two expressions, even if straighforward, are rather
complicated and are not reported directly. The first one

A v , , ~ - , = SBE,' J,' h T X T I ~ , ' ( - t l ~ ~ ~ l r $ (13)
shows for AvdcSTer
= 0 the condition for a minimum
sensitivity to amplitude noise. Therefore, the choice QQ = HWHM

(50% transmission,

IT,'^ = lril = 112 for

a lossless Fabry-Perot) is mandatory if the product
efficiency x amplification is kept equal in each
photoreceiver. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2 as
well. From analytical evaluations, confirmed by
numerical computations, this curve goes to zero as f,'
for f, -+ 0, moreover it shows a general advantage for
practical values off, with respect to the other schemes.
3. THE POUND-DREVER DISCRIMINATOR
A rather general optical and electronic set-up,
which includes a few possible realizations of a
frequency discriminator following the Pound-DreverHall method is shown in Fig. 3.
L PBS FR
, L PDT

.---------------Trasmission

Demodulated
Reflection
I

I

Figure 3. Pound-Drever-Hall discriminator with
demodulation of the reflected and trasmitted field. EOM
electro-optic modulator.
The noisy laser source is phase modulated at
and its carrier frequency is kept in coincidence with a
Fabry-Perot resonance. Either the reflected or the
transmitted signal may be synchronously demodulated,
the former topology however is much more efficient
than the latter and a differential scheme does not seem
convenient because of noise effects. The electric field

incident onto the cavity is obtained by adding phase
modulation to the expression (1), that is

E, ( t )= E,[I + a ( t ) J e x p ~ ( o+o psino,,,t
t
+ q~(t))]
(14)
The noise current at & , under the hypothesis that the
can be obtained
Fabry-Perot linewidth Aa,((a,,,,
following the procedure outlined in [6],[7] and [8] with
the condition Aw = o; - cy, = 0. The discrimination
curves already reported in [3],[6] and [8] are shaped as a
single-pole low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency at the
resonance HWHM. According to this model the
amplitude-noise rejection is complete. But if a frequency
offset exists between o; and cy,, the sensitivity to the
amplitude noise is strongly increased (see Fig. 4). The
response is constant inside the discriminator bandwidth
and appears linearly related to the frequency offset.

[1-

Ji(1- ~rtl)]

where M is the mixer conversion loss and To is the
reflection coefficient at resonance.
The ratio of the two signal-to-noise ratios with
equal power incident onto the resonator is
approximately

The numerical value of expression (17), fixed M = 0.5,
/3 = I .08,has the limiting values 0.7 (for To=O) and 1.5
(for TF~).In general it shows a better performance for
the fringe-side discriminator, however in this analysis
the low-frequency noise contribution from the
photodetector and the electronics has not been taken into
account. Moreover also the laser frequency locking to
the established working point is affected by these noise
sources. From this point of view the Pound-Drever
method is far less sensitive to these effects.
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Figure 4. Normalized amplitude-noise response as a function
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2550nm. To implement a 3:l divider the idler wave
must be doubled (a-6+2w-26) and the beatenote 36
between the signal and the doubled-idler is used to
phase-lock the pump laser. This device would also
replace advantageously ill-behaved transfer laser
oscillators in our current frequency multiplication
chain.

ABSTRACT
Frequency divide-by-two (2:l) and divice-by-three
(3: 1) optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are basic
devices for the implementation of future accurate
optical frequency division chains. We report our
latest development toward a phase-locked 3:l
frequency division of a radiation at &=843nm
(355.9THz), using doubly resonant oscillators
(DROs) based on silver gallium sulfide (AgGaS1 or
AGS) and multi-grating periodically poled lithium
niobate (PPLN). The characteristics of both devices
are reported. The major limitation to their practical
phase-locking comes from the too weak output
coupling efficiency of the idler-wave, with a
maximum of 600pW at 2.53pm. Only -25pW of
second harmonic is generated, which avoids efficient
beatnote detection.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The pump source is a master-oscillator power
amplifier (MOPA) AlGaAs diode laser setup (Fig. 1),
which delivers as much as 0.5W of output power.
The master oscillator is a home-made AlGaAs
extented-cavity diode laser (ECDL). The typical
short-term linewidth is -100kHz, with a maximum
short-term drift of a few MHz per minute. Its
frequency can be continuously tuned over -1.5GHz.
Its wavelength is controlled by a 5OOMH.z
resolution wavemeter.

INTRODUCTION
To measure the frequency of promising cooled atom
or trapped-ion frequency standards in the V - W
range it is necessary to develop a new generation of
accurate frequency chains based on optical
frequency division down to the microwave domain.
One of the proposed solutions is based on optical
parametric oscillators (OPO) network [1,2]. In this
method the absolute frequency value is obtained
through difference frequency measurements in the
terahertz domain. The advantage of this approach is
that an OPO device, based on a second-order
nonlinear downconversion process, is a genuine
frequency divider. The phase noise of these devices
can be very low. Divide-by-two (2: 1) and divide-bythree (3:l) OPOs are basic tools for the
implementation of such a chain. Until now 2:l
dividers based on quasi-degenerate oscillation using
KTP have been demonstrated [3, 43, but 3:l OPOs
are still being investigated [5]. For our 3:l divider
the diode pump laser operates in the range 840850nm, which corresponds to the 121hharmonic of
the C02/0,04frequency standard [6]. The signal and
idler output are then hs=1260-1275nm and )Li=2520-
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masker
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Fig. 1. Type I ( 3 ~ + 2 a - 6 , a +6) DRO setup. FI :
40dB faraday isolator, PBS : polarizing beamsplitter,
LWP : long-wave pass filter, CFP : confocal Fabry
Perot, TEC : thermo-electric cooler. The pump beam
is polarized in the plane of the figure and the
subharmonics in the vertical plane.
The OPO cavity consits of two ZnSe meniscuses
with a 10 or 50mm radius of curvature mirrors. Two
sets of mirrors with different optical coatings were
used for the experiments. The reflectivities are
Rs=99.5%and Ri>99.9% for the fust set and R,=99%
and Ri-99.8% for the second. In both sets of mirrors
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the reflectivity at the pump wavelength is R,-0.6. In
the case of AGS-DROs, short cavities with a mirror
spacing ranging from 23mm to 30mm are used for
resonator stability criteria which will be explained in
the following. Only the first set of mirrors were
available by the time the AGS experiments were
performed. The PPLN-DRO cavity uses a nearly
spherical resonator, made of the R=5Omm curvature
mirrors (mirror spacing= 107mm), in order to satisfy
imposed by
the small waist requirement (~,,~<90pm)
the crystal aperture (0.5m1-n). The input mirror is the
most reflecting one while the output coupling
belongs to the second set. Two AGS samples
differing in their origins and dimensions
~
for AGS(5x5x22mm3 for AGS-I and 3 x 3 15mm3
2) are used. Both samples are triple-band antireflection coated with R,i<0.5% at the subharmonics
and R,,=5% at the pump and their residual absorption
is as low as 0.0lcm" at the signal. The multi-grating
PPLN crystal is 19mm long (aperture 0 . 5 ~ 1l m d )
with eight different gratings whose periods range
from 22.4 to 23.1pm. It is also triple-band antireflection coated and placed in an oven whose
temperature is regulated to less than 50m.K. The
operating temperature for the 3:l division of
%=842.82nm using the A=22.8pm grating is
T-125OC. To achieve a single mode pair operation
we implement a standard side-of-fringe locking
servo.

the large figure-of-merit of AgGaS2 q =(dnldT)lK,,
where d n l n = 1 . 8 1~O ~ / " Cis the thermo-optic
coefficient [7] and Kc=l.5WImI°C the thermal
conductivity [a]. Compared to commonly used DRO
materials such as KTP, LBO or LiNb03 [9, 101. this
thermal figure-of-merit is one order of magnitude
larger. Fig.2 shows the typical output patterns of the
pump and signallidler waves under sweeping cavity
length operation. It shows an hysteresis on the
increasing length scan. The oscillation pattern differs
from the usual sharp-spike cluster of modes
commonly observed with DRO's. The overall cluster
envelope has a triangular shape and each oscillating
mode pairs displays a trapezoidal broadened shape.
When the cavity length is set in resonance with a
subharmonic resonance fringe, we observe selffrequency locking to the single mode pair. The
natural tendency of the DRO to mode hop is then
strongly inhibited, and the DRO can remain selffrequency locked to the same pair for up to half an
hour without the use of an active servo feedback to
control the cavity length [5]. This passive thermallock is due to the material's ability to correct
external cavity length perturbations by increasing or
decreasing the optical path length via the thermooptic effect trigged by the noise-induced intra-cavity
signal-idler power fluctuations. The gain of this
passive feedback loop [ I l l depends on the locking
point inside the lorentzian fringe transmission peak :

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH AGS
The internal pump threshold of these devices is
about 100mW. The maximum subhamonic output
power does not exceed 2mW.

Time +
Fig. 2. A trace of the pump and output subharmonic
output pattern of DRO-1 with a 29mm mirror
spacing, a pump input power of 350mW and a
sweeping cavity frequency of 5Hz. The mode pairs
are unresolved and the pump depletion is about 50%
Strong thermal loading effects are observed which
limit the performance of these DROs. This thermal
loading orginates from the residual power
absorption, which is converted into heat and from

where PCm is the maximum stored power, F the
resonator finesse, a the power absorption coefficient
at frequency v, r, the aperture radius considering the
crystal as a rod of length I,, w the cavity waist, 6 the
cold cavity detuning b=(v-vo)/T, vo the cold cavity
frequency and r the HWHM cold cavity linewith. G
is positive (positive feedback loop) on one side of
the fringe and negative on the other side, which
explains the bistable feature of Fig. 2. The maximum
gain is obtained at half fringe maximum where its
value is as high as G=188 for A.=2.5pm, Fp400,
a=0.5 %lcm, w=100 pm, P m = 3 W, G2=98 w',
GI,@=-1/2)=1.92 W. The thermal loading also
modifies the usual linear cavity stability condition,
through the thermal lensing effect. Because
(dnldT)>O the thermally loaded medium acts as a
power dependent lens and the signal-idler waves
must accommodate their growth within the spherical
resonator in the presence of this dynamic lens,
whose power can be expressed as [I 11 :
,
1 I L
1
a(dnld1).PC C
dz
1 -

P = =

I T -

fth
c
- I c 1 2 w (z)
The study of the stability condition of the symmetric
hot resonator leads to the following intra-cavity
power stability range :

OIpI2Id
where d=2(L-I,+ l,lno) represents the optical distance
between one mirror and the middle of the crystal.
Hence, the power stability range of the thermally
loaded resonators decreases with increasing mirror
spacing.

increases whereas it decreases in the opposite
direction. The self-locked DRO shows a tendency to
resist the tuning process. This effect is inhibited
when one operates the DRO with the active servo
which maintains the intra-cavity power constant.
The suppressed power fluctuations disable the
passive thermal lock. The theoretical tuning rate for
a DRO under active servo is [ 11, 131

yielding
( Av,),,,

z4 2 4
Fig. 3. Idler beam radius versus normalized axial
position inside the cavity. Dashed lines correspond
to a beam radius without thermal lens ( p= O), and
the solid lines to a lens power p = 50dpt. Curves (a)
and (a') are plotted for R = lOmm, d = 8mm, curves
(b) and (by)for R = 50mm, d = 8mm, curves (c) and
(c') for R = 50mm, d = 10.5mm. All the curves are
computed with X=2.5pm.
The computation of the beam radius along the cavity
axis evidences two distinct beam waists located
symmetrically from the cavity center. For the
R=5Omm curvature, the two foci lie near the crystal
ends and the effect of thermal lensing is severe.
When the mirror spacing is increased from 25mm to
33mm, we observe a corresponding pump threshold
increase, until oscillation ceases. Close to the
stability boundary for the mirror spacing, an
instability develops on increasing number of mode
pairs in the form of sustained self-pulsing output
[l I]. With the shorter curvature mirrors (R=lOmm)
the two waists in fig. 3 are almost merged and
located near the center of the crystal. and the thermal
load modifies only slightly the beam radius
compared to the cold cavity. The OPO is then more
stable and the threshold is lower, reflecting an
extended power stability range for this DRO
geometry.
We have investigated the frequency tuning
characteristics under thermal and active cavity
length servos. The free spectral ranges (FS&,i) of the
6v, = 3243.75 MHz
and
subharmonics are
Svi = 3 154.34 MHz [I 1, 121. Fig. 4 shows the
tuning rates measured under thermal-lock. The best
linear fit gives Av?0.454AvP. A non symmetric
signal tuning range is evidenced (200MHz excursion
for Avp>O and -700MHz for Av,<O). For an
increasing pump frequency, the passive servo gain

a

Pump
tuning
rate
and a temperature tuning

l A v p = 0.66 HZ I HZ

rate ( A V , ) , , ~ I~ AT = 306.6 MHZIOC. In the above
equation D(v)=L-l.[l -n- v(&/dv)] The measured
active lock tuning rates agree with the theoretical
ones
since
we
obtained
( A v , ) ~(0.66 HZI HZ)A v,, - (250 MHz I°C)AT .
With these AGS-DROs, the ratio of the idler-tosignal power does not exceed 5% due to the mirror
transmission loss mismatch. With only 100pW
output power, external second-harmonic idler
generation is impractical. Higher output coupling of
the order of 1% at the idler would be required to
generate a mW range idler output.

Avp (MHz)
Fig. 4. Mode-hop free signal tuning excursions
versus manual pump frequency tuning, under
thennal-lock operation. Each point is a measured
(Av,, Av,) until a mode hop occurs.

DRO BASED ON PERIODICALLY POLED
LITHIUM NIOBATE
We implement a second 3:l divider based on PPLN
to overcome the thermal power limiting effects. The
experimental set-up is sketched in Fig. 4. In this new
device we have obtained a pump threshold of 35mW
which is comparable with the one reported by
Lindsay et al. [I41 for similar wavelengths. However
the output power is limited to 7- 10mW at maximum.

With the new set of mirrors the idler-to-signal power
ratio is now 10%. The mirror transmission is still not
optimized. The experimental set-up is sketched in
Fig. 5.
~dler
A

I

LIZ

I
I

I

Fig. 5. Experimental device used to phase-lock the
DRO. The fast photodiode detects the beatnote
between the signal (20+6) and the doubled-idler
(20-26).
With -600pW of idler output power from the PPLNDRO, the frequency-doubled idler is limited
to -25pW using a 1 cm long AGS sample (type I
cut, 8=43", (p=45). We have tried unsuccessfully to
detect the beatnote. To increase the efficiency of the
doubling stage we tried to double the idler in a
cavity formed with the OPO mirrors. Due to poor
impedance matching with the low transmitting
minors we could not couple more than 200pW of
idler into the cavity which was even lower than the
incoming idler power.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have evidenced thermal effects
which limit AGS-DROs output performance.
However the self-frequency locking is a very
attractive phenomenon for a doubly resonant OPO.
To phase-lock the 3: 1 divider different possibilities
are now investigated. The first one is to use new
mirrors with higher idler transmission. The second
proposed solution is to implement the 3: 1 division
by inserting in the PPLN-OPO cavity an AGS
sample phase matched to generate the second
harmonic of the idler. Such a cascaded OPOISHG
interaction device may lead to a self-phase locked
operation of the DRO by mutual injection locking of
the doubled idler and the signal. Furthermore, the
self frequency stabilizing effects of the AGS crystal
would help to prevent the numerous mode hops of
the PPLN DRO.
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ABSTRACT
Attracted by the prospect of vastly increased bandwidth.
a move from the microwave to the optical for spacebased communications is now underway. It is important
to consider the associated optical frequency source
requirements. "Direct detection" systems have been
considered for the first phase of commercial intersatellite optical-communication links. "Coherent
communication", which offers at least an order of
magnitude improvement in capacity, requires spectrally
narrow sources, and is more difficult to implement.
Ultra-narrow lasers will be needed for low data-rate
applications such as the deep-space network (DSN). The
required stability and accuracy of the lasers will also
depend on the additional demands of any navigation,
tracking and "radioflight science" functions served.
Cavity-stabilised narrow lasers are expected to be the
basis of the best laser oscillators operating in the optical
for space applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial telecommunications moved from the
microwave to optical camers for long-distance
transmission with the advent of compact diode lasers
and lightweight low-loss fibre: these optical systems
offer much higher bandwidths (potentially up to 25
THz) and cheaper transmission. There are many reasons
why optical communication systems will supplement
microwave-based systems for inter-satellite and other
space applications. With much higher frequency (about
100,000 times greater) the optical, when compared to
the microwave, has the potential for a commensurate
increase in both frequency accuracy [1,2] and bandwidth
or information-carrying capability. Coupled with factors
such as improved directionality for transmission (for
example, the Voyager spacecraft mission to Saturn
would have a beam over 2 million times more
concentrated using optical systems [3]), lower
equipment mass and dimensions, lower power
consumption and higher detector efficiencies, with
secure communication links, optical technology for
space application appears very attractive.
In addition to communication requirements, there are
other compelling arguments for developing ultra-stable
optical frequency sources and detectors for use in space.
At present, the microwave radiation is not only used for
communication and navigatiodtracking, but also
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sometimes for scientific experiments collectively
referred to as "radio science" [3]. As the switch from
microwave to optical for communications proceeds, the
component technology will find other uses in navigation,
earth observation, inter-satellite synchronisation, and
potentially for a whole gambit of aptly-termed "lightscience" experiments. Although direct intensity
modulation or "digital" (direct detection) has been used
for early flight experiments and operational missions,
coherent systems will be required for the more
demanding applications. Following an outline of the
space application of optical frequencies, this paper
highlights some of the laser-frequency control
technology which will provide the next-generation of
optical sources, frequency standards and ultimately even
"optical clocks".
2. APPLICATION AREAS O F OPTICAL
FREQUENCIES IN SPACE
2.1 Communications
Reports on a variety of projects studying different
aspects of space-based optical or laser communications
which have been underway over the last two decades in
Europe, Japan and the USA are reported in a I998 issue
of Space Cornmunications[4]. The organisations
interested in this field range widely from strongly
commercial (e.g. driven by multimedia and Internet
applications), to the military, to Deep-Space Network
(DSN) users. Active project examples include:
(i) The European Space Agency (ESA), SILEX
(Semiconductor laser Intersatellite Link Experiment)
which will transmit 50 Mbps from LEO to GEO using
direct detection[5];
(ii) The US-Japanese "Ground-to-Orbit Lasercorn
Demonstration" (GOLD) - the first successful bidirectional optical communication with a satellite with
rates of up to a Mbps, and;
(iii) A programme funded by the US Ballistic Missile
Defence Organisation will test intersatellite optical
communication links[6].
2.2 Navigation, Tracking and T2L2
Tracking system frequency requirements for the DSN
are currently 3 x 10-l3at 1000 seconds[7]. Examples
might include: (i) satellite missions which pass close to
the Sun, for the study of gravitational effects, and
checking for variation in the fundamental constants[81;
(ii) occultation-type experiments; or (iii) missions where

precise one- or two-way Doppler tracking of the
spacecraft signal is used. The Satellite Laser Ranging
2000 (SLR 2000) mission looks to develop highbandwidth real-time communication links to Mars in the
future. An example of time-transfer by laser-link (T2L2)
is the MIR-based experiment which should make it
possible to measure the performance of ground-based
clocks having a relative stability of about 3~10"~[9],
and
for the ACES ensemble on-board the ISS against
ground-based clocks using T2L2[10]. An important
advantage of optical over the microwave for ranging and
time-transfer is the immunity to refractive index effects
in the ionosphere and solar wind. Dispersion effects
from the atmosphere are an active area of research,
particularly through the GOLD programme using multifrequency transmission with up to four carriers, to
ameliorate scintillation effects. Anderson et 01. recently
reported an apparent anomalous weak long-range
acceleration[l l ] from Galileo and Voyager satellite
tracking data. They suggest that "the Pluto express
mission could provide an excellent opportunity for high
quality data from very deep-space, especially if optical
tracking is used". The GNSS system requires very stable
clocks for best performance. These may eventually be
optical clocks, related to the microwave via highly
accurate phase-locked links[l].
2.3 "Radio" and "Light" Science
A move to the optical for space-based communications
opens up the vista of "light" rather than "radio" science
experiments[3]. The most stringent requirements for
DSN frequency source stability may be experiments
which call for 1.5 x l 0 ' I 5 over 1000 to 3600 seconds for
the Cassini mission[l2]. A wealth of space-based
scientific experiments may benefit from the use of ultrastable laser sources and better clocks[l3]. Two
examples of research which would benefit from very
well controlled optical frequency sources are given
below:
A "Pre-Phase A" Study has already been conducted into
the feasibility of launching the Laser Interferometer in
Space Antenna (LISA) platform[l4], as part of ESA's
Horizon 2000 Programme. The LISA objective of
detecting gravitational waves will test the laser and
interferometer physics package to the limit (typical
interferometer stability of 10'" at lo3 seconds
averaging): mHz-wide space-qualified lasers are
required[l5]. A precursor to an all-optical LISA system
might be the development of optical hardware on the
International Space Station (ISS): a first step to realising
this goal is the ACES (Atomic Clock Ensemble in
Space) which includes a laser link for accurate time- and
frequency-transfer.
Very-Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) systems
currently using microwave frequencies and microwave
atomic frequency standards for synchronisation are

limited by atmospheric propagation of the radiation
through the ionosphere and the troposphere, and the
ability to resolve the carrier phase. Two developments
are currently taking place. The first proposes to operate
an array of satellites in a new Space VLBI network - the
Space Interferometry Mission (SIM), bringing better
solid-angle resolution and atmosphere-free performance.
The second proposal for next-generation European (or
global) VLBI is to steer the network with optical clocks
either terrestrially (through optical fibres). or via a space
link. Either way, ultra-stable optical clocks rather than
microwave frequency standards have an important role
to play in the future to furthering our understanding of
pulsars, and for geodesy.
3. OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE
APPLICATIONS

The time-scale of the required laser stability depends on
the space application (or combination of applications).
For purely coherent communications, only linewidth is
important, i.e., short-term stability over less than a
fraction of a second. The DSN frequency source
stability-time requirements are generally, (for say
Doppler ranging) dominated by the time taken for the
electromagnetic radiation to travel across the solar
system - typically thousands of seconds. Certain
scientific experiments (and other applications) may
demand even longer stability timescales. In addition, the
absolute value of the frequency source - its accuracy may become important.
Coherent communications requires narrow lasers with
linewidths ranging fiom sub-Hz to > MHz, depending
on the data-rate. Typically, the required linewidth is a
few orders of magnitude below the data bit-rate. Two
types of cavity can be used for narrowing and
stabilisation. Such ultra-stable optical frequency sources
are based on two complementary technologies to
stabilise the laser radiation: (i) high Finesse ultra-low
expansion (ULE) cavities[l6], and (ii) cryogenic
sapphire dielectric cavity resonators[l7,18]. Sub-Hz
ULE-stabilised laser linewidths[l6] have been observed
on Earth, but these may become dominated by vibration
at the highest levels of stability. Vibrations can be a
serious problem on satellites[l9], but it may ultimately
prove possible to provide better vibration isolation in
space than on Earth.
Whilst the SILEX and GOLD programs are based on
direct detection, subsequent ground-based research and
development of optical terminals in Europe has focused
on coherent systems such as the SROIL and SOLACOS
systems mentioned above[4]. The issue of direct
detection versus coherent (heterodyne or homodyne)
systems for communications has been examined by
numerous authors over the past 15 years (see for

example, Chan[20]). However, in some situations where
power is at a premium, where signal-to-noise is bad or
data rates are pushed to their limits (> 1 GHz), coherent
detection becomes attractive. For low-data-rate
applications, where only low power levels can be.
achieved, coherent systems will require state-of-the-art
optical frequency sources - linewidths as narrow as
25 Hz have been mentioned for a DSN relay station
application for the Pluto Express mission[21].
The Institute for Communications Technology of the
German Aerospace Centre (DLR) has developed an
"absolute frequency reference at 1064nm for coherent
transmission and laser drift measurementM[22].The
doubled (green 532 nm) output is stabilised to the flank
of a Doppler-broadened iodine absorption line to 7 MHz
(2.5 x lo-'). Whilst this is modest compared with the
ultimate potential of Doppler-free and ion-trap-based
optical standards currently being developed[l,l6,23], it
may be adequate for short-term requirements. It is
important to look further ahead and consider more
demanding applications. For example, it has been
suggested that long-term laser stability of better than one
part in 1 0 ' ~over 1000 seconds would be required to
provide a performance comparable to that which is
projected in the Ka-band for Doppler tracking [12,24],
say for the Cassini mission.
Accurate standards will be required for optical
frequency space applications, where sub-kHz or even
sub-Hz levels may be required. Iodine and other
molecular-stabilised lasers can have stabilities of better
than parts in 10" at 10 seconds[2]. Recent results in
iodine-stabilised Nd:YAG lasers[25,26,27] have been
impressive, with stabilities below 10'13 for timescales
greater than 1 second. However, such molecularstabilised laser standards are inherently limited by
transit-time broadening and second-order Doppler shifts.
Such effects may be avoided by using ultra-narrow (less
than 1 Hz level) atomic or ionic transitions in species
which are trapped and laser-cooled. Laser sources
referenced to transitions with natural linewidths close to
or below 1 Hz are the basis of the latest generation of
optical frequency standards[l,27], and may lead to the
development of optical clocks with superior
performance compared to existing microwave clocks.
To take advantage of such narrow features requires
extremely narrow "flywheel" cavity-stabilised lasers,
based on the ULE and cryogenic-cavity techniques
described above.
Atomic clocks and frequency standards have been an
area of intense interest for more than fifty years, with at
least an order of magnitude improvement in stability
achieved every decade. There is no foreseeable reason
why this progress should not continue[28]. An Allan
variance analysis shows that the stability of any
frequency standard depends on the line Q = u/Au, where

u is the transition frequency and Au is the
experimentally observed linewidth (limited by
interaction time or the natural width). The inherent
potential stability of optical (or laser) standards with
frequencies near 10" Hz are superior to those in the
microwave (10" Hz), since hu is similar in both regions
of the electromagnetic spectrum: they are widely
expected to become the next generation of ultra-stable
accurate frequency sources. Eventually, the timing
community could redefine the second in terms of a
forbidden optical transition in a trapped-ion[l,16,23].
The principle components of such devices are compact,
solid-state, and amenable to space qualification. Some
solid-state lasers have withstood Shuttle vibration tests,
whilst the space environment is certainly accessible, and
offers potential performance benefits.
The wide range of potential space applications
demanding stable lasers can probably only be matched
by a range of devices and technologies. However, there
are significant areas of overlap and already the import of
certain common elements has been recognised. Today,
diode and other solid-state lasers are most attractive. For
example, Nd:YAG lasers (1064 nm) and frequencydoubled Nd:YAG (532 nm) lasers should be able to
serve a number of the more demanding application areas
mentioned above. Nd:YAG is the laser Bource proposed
for LISA[14], and they are already used in the "SROIL"
and "SOLACOS" optical terminals[4]. Also, Nd:YAG
lasers are used in satellite laser ranging (SLR) and timetransfer by laser-link (T2L2) experiments. As well as the
laser sources themselves, related technologies have to be
developed. Pointing, acquisition and tracking
capabilities are far more demanding in the optical than
the microwave, and there has been much work in the last
decade on improving this capability, but together with
laser stabilisation, it is one of the most challenging
research areas.
4. CONCLUSION
Research in the area of optical sources, frequency
standards and clocks is needed to establish the best
choices for lasers and associated equipment for future
space applications. The demands for optical technology
are likely to be applications-driven, starting with
narrow-linewidth lasers for commercial (and other)
communications. The functions of navigation, tracking
and "radiollight science" will push the stabilities and
accuracies required from sources. The shift from allmicrowave technology to a space-based scenario where
optical technology augments microwave technology is
already underway: the ultimate system could be alloptical, but that is likely to be well into the next
millennium!
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ABSTRACT
New readout configurations for a Fabry-Perot
resonator that combine the reflected and transmitted
waves are analyzed. The waves maybe combined in a
Sagnac or Mach-Zehnder (MZ) configuration and tuned
to a dark port to suppress the carrier fiequency. Both the
Sagnac and MZ schemes are analyzed in detail.
Suppressing the canier minimizes the Shot noise floor
of a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) frequency stabilized
laser. Moreover, it is shown that a large improvement
in frequency noise can be achieved for high power PDH
stabilized lasers utilizing only a small phase
modulation index.
1. INTRODUCTION
Various methods of stabilizing an oscillator to a
high-Q cavity exist at microwave and laser frequencies.
A high-Q cavity combined with a detector at the output
comprises a frequency discriminator. Typically the
fiequency discriminator detects and cancels the
oscillator ftequency noise as part of a frequency control
servo system. The sensitivity and noise characteristics
of the fiequency discriminator ultimately determine the
performance of a well-stabilized oscillator. Obviously,
the characteristics of the frequency discriminator are very
important and any improvements will directly influence
the potential of the stabilized frequency noise.
The implementation of frequency stabilization
schemes at microwave frequencies goes back to the
1940's to the work of Pound. He implemented DC
stabilization techniques and pioneered the now well
known AC modulation technique [I]. It was not until
the 1980's that these techniques were brought into the
optical domain. The subtle difference at optical
frequencies arises due to the lack of sensitive low noise
double balanced mixers. Nevertheless, Hansch and
Couillaudproposed an analogous DC stabilization
technique. In contrast to microwave frequencies, at
optical frequencies the frequency discriminator must
separate the different light polarization to create an error
signal [2]. Around the same time, the equivalent Pound
technique was proposed by Drever and Hall [3], and is
now referred to the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique.
Galani et. al. introduced a M e r advance in DC
fizquency stabilization at microwave frequencies [4].
They combined the transmitted and reflected signals cf
the high-Q resonator to improve the ikquency
discrimination. This technique was also bought to the
optical domain by Kourogi and Ohtsu [ 5 ] . They
adapted the DC polarization technique of Hansch and
Collard in a scheme that combined the reflected and
transmitted waves in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
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They achieved a factor of 10 larger fieguency
discrimination over the Hansch Couillaud scheme.
It has also been realized over the years that
suppressing the canier with a microwave interferometer
read-out can improve the frequency discrimination of a
high-Q microwave cavity [6-81.However, it was only
recently that this method reached its full potential to
accomplish a major advance in microwave fiequency
noise reduction and measurement techniques (patented)
[91 [lo].
If resonant cavities could be impedance matched
perfectly there would be no need to use an
interferometric readout for low noise and high power
applications. The necessity arises because even in a
well matched cavity the reflected power from the cavity
will still be significant. A high level of reflected power
could destroy the low noise operation of the detection
system by causing excess power dependent flicker or
Shot noise, or even damaging the device itself. In
contrast, a high level of power is necessary to achieve a
large phase sensitivity of detection. In the microwave
domain an effective impedance match to 1 part in loi2
accuracy has been achieved by introducing the
interferometric readout along with a control element that
maintains a dark port on reflection [lo].
In this paper some equivalent optical circuits, such
as a high finesse Fabry-Perot resonator embedded in a
Sagnac or a MZ Interferometer are analyzed. It is shown
that the realization of such devices should likewise
advance noise reduction techniques at optical
frequencies.
2. MACH-ZEHNDER READ-OUT

The MZ read-out for a FP resonator is shown
schematically in fig. 1. Here pl and pz are the amplitude
reflection coefficients of the two FP mirrors (assume pl I
p2), 0 is the return phase shift, a is the return loss, 01
and 82 are the phase shifts in the interferometer arms and
a, and a2 are the losses in the interferometer arms. The
beam splitter reflection coefficient that combines the
reflected and transmitted waves is assume to be equal to
1/42, with a sc phase shift on the lefi side and a 0 phase
shift on the right. In general, the output at the dark @P)
and bright ports (BP) in fig. 1 can be shown to be;
(plea-a~+j(e-e1) - p2e-a~-I&
+

'i

If the transmitted FP power is greater than the
reflected, an alternative output can be created at the right
mirror by substituting it for a beam splitter. The
required reflectivity of the beam splitter will be
detennined by the required loss, a?-cxl.

detuning from resonance and L is the cavity length.
Fig. 3 shows the dark port response from (I), for iinite
values of loss given by condition (3).
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Figure 1. Schematic of a FP resonator with a MZ
readout.

A dark port is achieved by adding attenuation and
phase in the interferometer arms. This may be
calculated by setting (1) to zero and solving for the real
(al-a?)and imaginary parts (91-82).
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Figure 3. Comparison of intensity versus detuning for
the dark port of the FP-MZ interferometer, with finite
loss, pl=0.999 and p2=0.9999.

3. SAGNAC READ-OUT
The Sagnac read-out for a FP resonator (FP-S) is
shown schematically in fig. 4. The read-out looks
similar to the FP-MZ configuration except the laser is
input at the beam splitter. Similar assumptions stated in
section 2 are made for the FP-S structure. In general, the
output at the dark (DP) and bright ports (BP) in fig. 4
can be shown to be;

ransmitted

I

Figure 2. Comparison of intensity versus detuning of a
FP and FP-MZ interferometer, with a=O, p1=0.999,
pp0.9999.

The dark and bright ports are compared to the
normal FP response, as a function of detuning from the
resonant frequency in fig. 2. Here it has been assumed
that a=O (no loss), p1=0.999 and p2=0.9999. The
attenuation and phase conditions to obtain a dark port
were calculated from (3) to be; 0,=92 and al=a2+0.353.
Also, the following is defined, 9=9,,+A9, where
8,c,=2nrc is the on resonance cavity phase length, n is
the order of the resonance, A9 = (4lcLIc)Af is the

A dark port is achieved by adding attenuation and phase

in the interferometer arms. This may be calculated by
setting (4) to zero and solving for the real (a2-a]) and
imaginary parts (92-91).

4. COMPARISON OF THE MACH-ZEHDNER

AND SAGNAC READ-OUT
In this section the frequency discrimination
sensitivity of the FP-MZ and FP-S interferometers are
compared to the usual FP cavity. The exact value of the
discriminator slope is given later in equation (7) and
(8). To compare the sensitivity we assume identical FP
cavities, phase modulation indices and photodetectors.
The sensitivity can be compared by only considering
how the slope of the imaginary response varies with
fkequency or phase length, i.e., d(1m[J7~~(e)])/~e
at
8=0. Here r,n(8=0) is the response of the discriminator
at the resonant frequency. For the FP cavity Tcn(8)is the
reflection coefficient. For the FP-MZ and FP-S
interferometers r,n(B) are given by (1) and (4) subject to
conditions (3) and (6) respectively. These values are
plotted below in fig. 7.
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Figure 4. Schematic of a FP resonator with a Sagnac
readout.
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gure 5. Comparison of intensity versus detuning of a
FP and FP-S interferometer, with a=0, p1=0.999,
p2=0.9999.
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Figure 6. Comparison of intensity versus detuning for
the FP-S interferometer, with finite loss, p ~ 0 . 9 9 9and
pz=0.9999.
The dark and bright ports are compared to the
normal FP response in fig. 5, assuming, cr=al=az=0
(no loss), p1=0.999 and p2=0.9999 and 82-81=~/2.
Note
that for a FP-S system with no loss the dark port is
always exact and no attenuation need be added. Fig. 6
shows the dark port response from (4), for finite values
of loss given by condition (6).
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Figure 7. Above, the necessary attenuation mismatch
added to the interferometer arms to create a dark port, for
both the FP-S and FP-MZ interferometers. Below,
discriminator sensitivity as a function of cavity loss.
(Plotted results assume p1=0.999and p2=0.9999)
In general the FP sensitivity is greater than the FP-S
and FP-MZ interferometers. If the contrast of the FP
cavity is bad, (i.e. it is well under or over coupled) then
the Sagnac read-out is more sensitive than the MZ
readout. However at values close to unity coupling the
MZ readout is more sensitive than the Sagnac. In
general, the MZ readout is more sensitive when the
transmitted power from the FP cavity is greater than the
reflected power.

5. LASER FREQUENCY STABILISATION
WITH THE LNTERFEROMETRIC READOUT

It is colnmon to use a resonant optical interferometer
as a frequency discriminating element in a fiequency
stabilization scheme. The Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
scheme is most common [3], and we limit our
discussions to this configuration. Expanding on the
derivation by Day et. al. [l I], the normalized
discriminator sensitivity may be calculated to be;

Here Afew is the bandwidth of the resonator in Hz, AOBW
is the bandwidth in radians and rOrr
is the response a f
the interferometer at the photodetector. For a FP cavity
in reflection this is simply the reflection coefficient, E
the FP cavity is impedance matched then it is easy to
show that the second term in brackets in (7) reduces to
two, and DNreduces to the value derived in Day et al.
[Ill.
Assuming the PDH servo is locked with very large
gain, then the limit to the laser fiequency noise will
solely depend on the discriminator sensitivity and
noise. To calculate the discriminator sensitivity in
MHz, (7) is multiplied by the current induced at the
photodiode eqPi,,lhv. Here e is the charge of an
electron, r\ is the detector efficiency, Pin, is the power
incident on the resonator, h is planks constant and v is
= 4zL/c,
the laser frequency. Also given that AOBWIA~BW
the discriminator sensitivity may be written as;

The next step is to calculate the Shot noise in the
fiequency discriminator. The spectral density of current
noise at the photodetector is given by;

Here ~ J , ~ ( P ) P ~is, , the power in the modulation
sidebands at the photodetector and y2 J~~(P)P~;,
is the
carrier power at the photodetector. The value, y-, is the
carrier suppression factor supplied by the fiequency
discriminator. For example, for an exactly impedance
matched FP cavity there is no reflected canier and $=0,
and (9) reduces to the Shot noise calculated in Day et.
al. [l I].
By combining (8) and (9) the closed loop
performance of the fiequency stabilized laser may be
calculated to be;

The denominator in (10) is dependent on the laser
power and cavity and detector properties. To investigate
the effects of various degrees of carrier suppression, y,
and modulation index, P, the denominator is normalized
to unity. The normalized frequency noise floor
(numerator in (10)) is plotted in figure 8 for various
levels of carrier suppression.
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Figure 8. Normalized noise floor versus modulation
index for various levels of carrier suppression.
The discriminator sensitivity given by (7) and (8) is
maximized when P-1.08 radians. However, this value is
not necessarily the best choice for a Shot noise limited
system. The large modulation index also creates large
sideband power, which creates extra Shot noise. It is
more prudent to minimize the noise floor. If no carrier
suppression is supplied by the frequency discriminator
(i.e. $=I), then the optimum modulation index to
minimize the noise floor is 1.1 radians. As the level d
canier is reduced, the optimum modulation index is
also reduced. The more exact the carrier suppression the
more independent the noise floor is on modulation
index. Also, fig. 8 shows that the noise floor is reduced
by a factor of two fiom the optimum non-carrier
suppressed response.
The factor of two reduction in noise floor is not the
major benefit. The major benefit arises from the fact that
in a well suppressed system the noise floor becomes
independent of modulation index. This allows the
discriminator to be operated with a small modulation
index. The small modulation index means that there is
only a small amount of power at the photodetector for a
large incident power on the discriminator. Given that a
photodetector can only handle a power of order 100 m W
before it is destroyed, the carrier suppression and small
modulation index enables the incident power on the

discriminator to be increased substantially above 100
mW. Very high power frequency stabilized lasers (10100 W) are now under construction for the Laser
interferometer gravitational wave detectors [12]. If this
power can be utilized with this discrimination,
technique, a large improvement of several orders d
~nagnitttdein frequency noise should be possible.
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From the results plotted in fig. 8 it is clear that a
well matched FP cavity will not be sufficient to obtain
several orders of im rovement. Even with only 1% cf
the canier power ($1 0") the modulation index could
only be reduced by at most an order of magnitude.
Correspondingly, the power could be increase by one
order, resulting in an order :o magnitude improvement.
At microwave frequencies a Y of lo-'' has been obtained
with a dark port locking system [lo]. To achieve a
similar amount in the laser system we need to also
introduce a dark port locking system. This can be done
in a similar way to a dark port lock on a laser
interferometer gravitational wave detector [12]. A
schematic of a PDH stabilized laser with a FP-S
discriminator and a dark port lock is shown in fig. 9.

6. CONCLUSION
New laser stabilization techniques that implement a
canier suppression interferometer in the read-out of the
frequency discriminator have been proposed. The
considered discriminators consist of a Fabry-Perot
cavity imbedded in a Mach-Zehnder (FP-MZ) or Sagnac
(FP-S) interferometer. The sensitivity of the FP-MZ
and FP-S interferometers was compared to the standard
FP interferometer. It was shown that a large
improvement in laser frequency noise could be achieved
for high power lasers utilizing the new interferometric
discriminators. This improvement in sensitivity is
necessarily achieved at low phase modulation indices.
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ABSTRACT

locking the optical frequency of the laser to one of the
transmission modes of the cavity. At JPL we have built
a prototype space-qualifiable system meeting the
stability requirements of SIM, which has been
integrated into a metrology source for high-resolution
hetrodyne interferometer laser gauges[3] and delivered
to the JPL Micro-arcsecond metrology testbed[4]. We
have also started on the development of a system to
meet the stability needs of DS-3.

At JPL we are developing a space qualified laser
stabilization system to support NASA's effort for
space-based stellar interferometers. We report on the
development, functional performance and spacequalification status of a such a system.

The Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) and Deep
Space 3 (DS-3) are two missions currently funded by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) that are space-based optical interferometers. In
order to properly recombine the starlight received at
each telescope of the interferometer, it is necessary to
perform high resolution laser metrology. A potentially
significant error source in performing high resolution
length measurements is the potential for fluctuations in
the laser "gauge" itself. If the laser frequency or
wavelength is changing over time it will be
misinterpreted as a length change in one of the legs of
the interferometer. An analysis of the frequency
stability requirement for SIM resulted in a fractional
frequency
stability
requirement
of
1; 2 x io-I2 /&
at Fourier frequencies between
10 Hz and 1000 Hz[l]. The DS-3 mission stability
requirement
is
further
increased
to
Sx 1 ~ - 1 41lJjT; at Fourier frequencies between

2. REQUIREMENTS VS, FREE RUNNING
LASER PERFORMANCE
The frequency stability required depends on the
configuration of the interferometer and on the
differences in optical path length between the collector
telescopes and the optical beam combiner. An analysis
of the stability requirement was performed for both the
SIM and DS-3 missions based on assumptions of update
rates and the degree of overlap of all the internal
pathlengths of the interferometer. For the SIM mission
the frequency stability requirement, expressed in terms
of the square root of the power spectral density of
5 4 5 5 ~ d Gat
frequency fluctuations, is
Fourier frequencies (n between 10 and 1000 Hz. For
the DS-3 mission the frequency stability requirement is
S IOH~/& at Fourier
further increased to

Jm

frequencies between 0.2 Hz and 10 kHz. The
performance was measured by optically mixing the light
from two different lasers and monitoring the beat
frequency using an HP5371A Frequency and Time
Interval Analyzer to obtain a time series of frequency
data. The data obtained is then Fourier transformed
resulting in a frequency domain laser performance
measurement. The requirements along with a summary
of the measured free running performance curves are
summarized in figure 1. As can be seen from the figure
the free running performance of the laser is not good
enough to meet the requirements of either SIM or DS-3.

0.2 Hz and 10 kHz with a goal of extending the low
frequency range to 0.05 Hz[2]. The baseline laser for
both SIM and DS-3 is the Lightwave Electronics NPRO
laser operating at 1.3 Fm.
The free running
performance of these lasers vary in stability and we
have measured them to perform as follows

In order to improve the performance of the laser we
stabilize the laser to a high finesse optical cavity by

* This work was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under a contract with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Figure 1: Free running Lightwave NPRO Laser
measurements.

3. STABILIZATION SYSTEM DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
In order to improve the frequency stability of the laser
we stabilize the laser to a high finesse optical cavity by
locking the optical frequency of the laser to one of the
transmission modes of the cavity. The optical cavity is
a semi-monolithic design in which two lOcm radius of
curvature mirrors are optically contacted to a 5cm
hollow cylindrical spacer. Both the mirror substrates
and cylindrical spacer are constructed from Coming
Ultra-Low Expansion (ULE) Glass.
Preliminary
measurements yield a coefficient of thermal expansion
forc our optical
(CTE) on the order of 3 5 x ~ o - ~ P
cavity. The free spectral range of the cavity is 3GHz
and the finesse is 10,000 which results in a cavity
linewidth of 300kHz. The laser is locked to the cavity
using the Pound-Drever-Hall stabilization scheme [3].
A diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.2.

-

Figure 3: (a) Cavity Reflection Response. (b) Error
signal proportional to the detuning between the laser
frequency and the cavity resonance.
In addition to measuring the characteristics of the
optical cavity and the Pound-Drever-Hall locking
system, it was necessary to fully characterize the laser
tuning parameters. The laser has two main tuning
elements: i) a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) mounted
to the laser crystal that can modulate the laser frequency
at reasonably high frequency (-100lcHz) but with
limited range; ii) a thermal electric cooler which can be
used to adjust the laser frequency by adjusted the
temperature of the crystal. Temperature tuning, while
having a much slower response, has a much greater
range. Both of these methods cause physical changes in
the crystal dimension, resulting in a change in the
operating frequency of the laser. The philosophy
adopted for the feedback circuitry was to have a fast
analog integrator circuit to control the PZT tuning input
with a computer controlled digital crossover to the
temperature tuning input. The computer monitors the
output voltage from the analog circuit and, at
predetermined set points, applies small changes in the
voltage on the thermal input of the laser controller.
Essentially a slow digital loop de-saturates the fast
analog loop. We found that the PZT response was
3JMHzNolt with less than 2dB of fluctuation out to
100 kHz. Past l00kHz the response starts rolling off
quite rapidly and there exist strong resonances in the
system at frequencies greater than 200kHz (fig. 4). The
response of the thermal tuning is about 2.4 GHzPC (3.8
GHzNolt at the laser controller) over the linear regions
between the mode hops.
PZT Response of Commercial Lightwave laser
-

-

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the laser stabilization
scheme.
The laser radiation is first phase-modulated and then
coupled to the optical cavity via an optical fiber and a
fiberoptic collimator. The optical signal reflected from
the cavity is coupled back into the same optical fiber
and directed onto a photo-detector, via a fiberoptic
circulator, and it is monitored at the frequency of the
phase modulation. This signal is then demodulated to
produce a DC error signal with amplitude and sign
linearly proportional to the frequency mismatch
between the cavity resonance and the laser frequency
(Fig. 3b). Figure 3.3 shows both the cavity reflection
response and the error signal generated as the lasers
frequency is swept through resonance.
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Figure 4: Laser PZT frequency modulation response

In order to stabilize the frequency of the laser to one of
the cavity resonances it is necessary to properly couple
the laser radiation into TEMm mode of the cavity. The
critical parameters involved in this are the translation
and angular orientation of the cavity with respect to the
collimated laser beam and mode matching the beam
waist of the cavity with the beam waist of the input.
Mode matching the beam waists is typically done with
the use of a separate lens and setting the appropriate
spacing between the optical elements. In our case we
were able to specify an integrated fiberoptic collimator
with a specific beam waist and position(0ptic for
Research, Inc.). At JPL we designed a four-axis mount
(Fig. 5 ) together with an assembly jig allowing
translational and tipltilt adjustment of the cavity relative
to the optical axis. It was not necessary to design and
manufacture a full five axis mount since the spacing
between the fiberoptic collimator and the optical cavity
can be specified to within acceptable tolerances without
seriously compromising the optical coupling efficiency.
The mount holds both the cavity and the optical
collimator; the assembly jig is used to align the cavity
with respect to the optical collimator in order to achieve
optimuG coupling. ?his system worked extremely well
and we achieved an optical coupling efficiency -95%
(Fig. 3a). Once alignment is completed the cavity is
firmly locked in place resulting in an extremely rigid
structure. We have experienced no degradation in the
optical coupling efficiency since the original alignment.

the cavity. There was a concern that back reflections
from the fiberoptic collimator would add noise due to
phase difference fluctuations between the undesired
light back-reflected from the collimator and the desired
light reflected from the cavity. For the current
specifications these back reflections did not impact the
performance of the system.
A major perturbation to the stability of the cavity
system is the presence of air. The change in the index
of refraction due to temperature and pressure
fluctuations at standard temperature and pressure is on
the order of -8 x lU7Pc and 3 x 1U7/rnm~g
respectively [4]. This is equivalent to a change in the
physical dimension of the cavity and is substantially
C ) the optical
worse than the CTE (- 5 x ~ O - ~ P of
cavity. In order to avoid this problem we have mounted
the system inside a vacuum chamber and pipe light into
and out of the vacuum system through a JPL built
polarization maintaining fiberoptic feedthrough. The
optical cavity, vacuum system and additional optical
components are packaged into a single 10.5" high
standard rack mount box (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Optical Cavity, associated Vacuum system,
and additional optical components.
4. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Two complete systems have been built and we have
measured the performance of the stabilized lasers in an
identical manner as we measure the performance of the
free running lasers. We found that we were consistently
able to achieve frequency fluctuations below IOH~I.&
at Fourier frequencies between lOHz and IlcHz (Fig. 7).
This greatly exceeds the SIM design goal and improves
upon the free running laser performance by 40 to 80dB.

Figure 5: Optical Cavity Mount Assembly.
One of the key features of this system is that a single
optical fiber is used to couple light both in and out of
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Figure 7: Square root of the Power Spectral Density of
frequency fluctuations between 2 stabilized Lightwave
lasers. The increase in noise at high frequencies is the
measurement system noise floor.
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ABSTRACT
We are developing an optical frequency standard based on the narrow 2Slla-2~512electricquadrupole transition of a single trapped lg9Hg+ ion.
Small linear traps designed to operate at liquid helium temperatures have been constructed which will
provide confinement in the Lamb-Dicke regime for
the optical transition. Cryogenic operation yields
long ion storage times and significantly suppresses
frequency shifts due to collisions and blackbody radiation. A major step toward the completion of this
standard has been the construction and evaluation
of a well isolated, high-finesse, Fabry-PBrot cavity to
stabilize the frequency of the interrogating laser. We
report our cavity results and progress toward locking the laser frequency to the transition in the stored
ion.

1 INTRODUCTION
Atomic ions stored in ion traps experience only very
small perturbations of their internal energy levels,
and hence make good candidates for stable and accurate frequency standards. Neutral atom and trapped
ion standards based on microwave transitions have
been developed that demonstrate fractional stabilities near or better than 10-13r-1/2, where r is the
measurement averaging time. However, certain proposals such as the timing of millisecond pulsars and
low-frequency gravitational wave detection require
performance beyond that of present day standards
[I, 2, 31. The quantum-projection-noise-limited Allan variance of an atomic standard interrogated by
the time-domain Ramsey method is given by the expression
flY(7)

=

-

1
w o d 7 "

(1)

In this expression for the two-sample Allan variance
o,(r), (wk)? corresponds to the kth measurement of
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the frequency of an oscillator locked to a reference
consisting of an ensemble of N atoms each having
transition frequency wo. The interrogation period is
of length TR < r . Although much performance improvement has been realized in microwave standards
by increasing the number of atoms N in the probed
sample and by extending the interrogation time TR,
gains in stability may be offset by losses in accuracy
and vice versa. Such a degradation may arise, for example, from the introduction of uncontrolled perturbations such as collisional or Doppler shifts in dense
or large samples, or reduction in signal when evolving for long TR due to loss of atomic beam intensity.
Increasing the frequency wo by making use of longlived optical transitions is perhaps the most direct
way to improve the overall performance, but significant technical obstacles must be overcome. In particular, optimum performance requires a spectrally
pure optical local oscillator possessing a linewidth
less than the natural width of the atomic transition
for times comparable to the interrogation time TR.
We report on progress made toward the realization of such an optical frequency standard based
on the narrow 5d1°6s 2S112 - 5d96s2 2D512electricquadrupole transition of a single laser-cooled lg9Hg+
ion stored in a radiofrequency (Paul) trap [4]. The
single-photon transition wavelength is 282 nm with
a natural width of 1.8 Hz, corresponding to a line Q
of greater than 5 x 1014. We expect that it should
be possible to stabilize the frequency of a laser oscillating in resonance with the atomic transition (or
a subharmonic thereof) within l ~ - ' ~ r - 'with
f ~ ,an
accuracy ultimately approaching lo-''.

2

REFERENCE CAVITY

A two-step scheme is employed to stabilize a ring-dye
laser operating at 563 nm, which lies at the heart of
the local oscillator. The laser is first prestabilized
by locking to a low-finesse (3w 800) Fabry-PBrot
cavity using the Pound-Drever-Hall reflected sideband technique [5]. High-frequency correction of the
laser frequency noise is accomplished with an intra-

cavity electro-optic modulator, and long term drifts
are eliminated by steering a piezoelectric transducer
(PZT) mounted behind one of the dye laser cavity
mirrors. The prestabilization stage narrows the laser
linewidth to el kHz for averaging times of about
1 s. The light is then transported through an optical fiber to a high-finesse ( 3> 150 000) cavity, and
the reflected sideband technique is again used in conjunction with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to
lock the laser to the cavity resonance. The shortterm corrections are written directly onto the AOM
drive frequency, while long-term drifts are fed back
to a PZT on the prestabilization cavity to maintain
frequency alignment with the high-finesse cavity.
Our requirement that the spectral purity of the
laser be less than the 1.8 Hz natural linewidth of
the 'S1/2-2Ds/a optical clock transition in lg9Hg+
places stringent demands on the physical stability of
the high-finesse cavity. For this reason, the cavity
spacer must have intrinsically low sensitivity to temperature variations and must be well isolated from
the environment. The present apparatus uses mirrors optically contacted to the ends of a tapered
cylindrical spacer 15 cm in diameter and 24 cm in
length; a 1 cm diameter open bore forms the intracavity region. Both the spacer and mirror substrates
are made of ULE glass [6], and the temperature is
regulated near the point at which the temperaturedependent coefficient of thermal expansion is zero
(-30 OC).The cavity is isolated from the environment by mounting it in an evacuated chamber on
an optical table which is passively isolated from seismic noise using a support system consisting of vertical strands of surgical tubing stretched to approximately 3 m. In the vertical, the fundamental vibrational mode of the suspended table has a frequency
of ~ 0 . 3Hz, which provides an isolation from floor
noise that exceeds a factor of 50 in noise amplitude at
frequencies greater than 3 Hz. Some viscous damping is also employed, and the optical table is further
enclosed in a wooden box lined internally with lead
foam to reduce the coupling of acoustic noise into the
cavity.
Dissipation of intracavity light in the dielectric
coatings and radiation pressure on the mirrors shifts
the cavity resonance. To stabilize this shift and hold
it to an acceptable value, we couple only approximately 100 pW of 563 nm light into the cavity, and
a servo actively controlling the radiofrequency power
driving the AOM stabilizes the optical power exiting
the cavity to w0.1 %.
To characterize the short term stability of the cavity without reference to the atomic ion, we utilize
a second similar high-finesse cavity on a separate
isolated table. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the
beat note obtained by heterodyning two laser beams
derived from the beams stabilized to the two inde-

f,-25Hr
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f, ' 2 5 Hr

frequency (Hz)

Figure 1: Power spectrum of the beat note between
two laser beams stabilized to two independent cavities. The resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer is 0.447 Hz, and the averaging time is 32 s.
pendent cavities. A nearly uniform relative cavity
drift of el Hz/s is suppressed by mixing the beat
note with a swept frequency synthesizer. A commonmode drift of similar size is also observed. The width
of the spectrum at the half-power point is about
0.9 Hz (32 s averaging time). Assuming that the
length fluctuations of the cavities we similar in frequency distribution and amplitude but otherwise independent implies that the frequency fluctuations of
neither laser contributes a frequency width greater
than 0.6 Hz at 563 nm. This corresponds to a fractional linewidth of only 1x 10-15. Time-domain measurements described in Ref. [7] were used to determine the fractional frequency instabilities a y ( r )for
the 30 ms to several second time scale relevant for
our proposed optical standard. These results, and
the Allan deviations reported for a number of other
stable laser systems, are compared in Figure 2.

3

SINGLE-ION REFERENCE

We work with singly charged ions of lg9Hg because
they offer transitions suitable for both optical [4] and
microwave standards [14, 151. Figure 3 shows the
2S1/2-2P1/2 electric-dipole transitions used for laser
cooling, optical pumping, and state detection, and
the 2S1/2-2Ds/2 electric-quadrupole transition that
is the reference for the optical standard. A number
of technical barriers must be surmounted in working
with HgS. One is associated with the presence of
residual elemental Hg in the trap vacuum vessel. At
room temperature, the storage lifetime is reduced to
a few minutes through recombination of the trapped
ions with neutral partners from the background. We
minimize the ambient Hg by producing it only when
needed via thermal disassociation of isotopically enriched HgO. To obtain the desired ion storage times

Figure 2: Allan deviation curves for stabilized lasers.
We calculate u y ( r )for one of our sources from an
analog-to-digital sample of the beat signal (curve A)
and via a dual-mixer measurement system (curve
B). The dotted line shows the quantum noise limit
for a Hg+ optical frequency standard with a single
ion and TR = 30 ms. Results for other stabilized
lasers: Nd:YAG, Nd:YAG lasers locked to cavities
[8]; Nd:YAG/12, iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG lasers [9];
He-Ne, methane-stabilized He-Ne lasers [lo]; COz,
COz lasers locked to OSO* [ll] (see comparable results in Ref. [12]); CORE, Nd:YAG lasers locked to
cryogenic resonator oscillators [13].
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Figure 3: Simplified energy-level scheme for 199Hg+.
194 nm radiation is used for Doppler cooling of the
ion's motion; the long-lived optical clock transition is
at 282 nm. The 40.5 GHz microwave clock transition
is also shown.

Figure 4: Basic geometry of the linear ion trap. Radial confinement is provided by a ponderomotive potential resulting from the RF voltage (several hundred volts at 10 MHz) applied to two opposing rods,
with the complementary pair at RF ground. Trapping along the axis is provided by a DC potential Vo
(0-200 V) applied to the outer electrode segments.

(days), it is necessary to further refrigerate the trap
enclosure to liquid He temperatures, so that any remaining free Hg is sequestered by cryopumping on
the vessel walls. Cryogenic operation, however, introduces a host of other challenges, most prominently
the accumulation and "freezing out" of patches of
charge on the trap electrodes. The resulting stray
electric fields can add enough additional bias to prevent the trapping of ions. Therefore, heaters must be
incorporated into the trap structure so that its temperature may be elevated enough to permit the dissipation of any charge accumulated during the time the
Hg oven and ionizing electron beam are activated.
After loading, the trap is returned to cryogenic operation without further evidence of fluctuating bias
fields.
We are experimenting with a number of heated
trap structures, all variations of the linear geometry shown schematically in Figure 4. The operating
principles of the linear Paul trap and laser cooling
are described in detail elsewhere [16], but a few comments relevant to the present discussion are in order.
Ions stored in radiofrequency traps exhibit a driven
micromotion at the trap drive frequency if they are
not confined to nodal points of the radiofrequency
trapping field. Even small amounts of micromotion
can lead to parametric heating of the secular motion
of the trapped ions. For a single ion, it is possible
to minimize this micromotion with the application
of static bias fields which move the ion to the minimum of the ponderomotive potential. The amplitude
of micromotion can be directly measured by correlating the phase of the ion scattered-light signal (which
is modulated by the Doppler-shifted atomic absorption) with that of the trap drive [17]. By observing
the correlation and applying static voltages to compensate for the existing bias, the driven motion can

be reduced to negligible levels.
The transition strength of the optical carrier is sensitively dependent on the vibration amplitude, and
uncontrolled fluctuations in transition strength nlay
result if the mean excitation number of the harmonic
motion is large or changing. This effect can be overcome by strongly confining the ion so that its masimum excursions are much less than a wavelength
of the 282 nm interrogating radiation, the LambDicke regime. The desire for rigid confinement requires that linear traps capable of supporting large
electric potentials ( e l - 2 kV) with electrode dimensions and spacings <1 mm be realized in the laboratory. Presently, we have trapped and cooled ions
to crystallization in one geometry which is capable
of Lamb-Dicke confinement at secular frequencies of
1- 2 MHz during cryogenic operation, and have constructed a smaller, tighter trap which should yield
much stronger confinement for identical applied voltages. In the future, we may move to micro-miniature
lithographic traps similar to those used in our group
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Boulder for quantum-state engineering investigations, modified for cryogenic operation.
Another difficulty specific to the H g t experiments
is the necessity of a reliable and economical source of
narrow-band 194 nm radiation for laser Doppler cooling. Currently, the cooling light is generated using
a single-mode Art laser oscillating at 515 nm that
is frequency-doubled in @-barium borate (BBO) to
257 nm. The second-harmonic radiation is then sumfrequency mixed in BBO with the output of diode
sources at 792 nm to produce light at 194 nm. We
have constructed a Yb:YAG laser at 1.03 pm that is
frequency-doubled in KNb03 to obtain over 400 mW
of power at 515 nm, which is sufficient to replace
the Ar+ laser. Because the harmonic generation
efficiency is limited by blue-light-induced infrared
absorption at high powers in KNb03, we anticipate even better conversion efficiency by frequencydoubling with lithium triborate in the future. We
have also constructed a Nd:FAP laser to replace
the 563 nm dye laser and its Ar+ pump. The inherent frequency stability and low maintenance of
these all-solid-state systems make them very attractive for metrological applications and high-precision
spectroscopy.
A generic impediment to the realization of any o p
tical frequency standard is the delivery of the phasestable radiation from the local oscillator to the atom.
We transport the 563 nm light via optical fiber from
the suspended high-finesse cavity table to the optical table supporting the trap cryostat. Doppler shifts
due to the relative motion of the two tables, as well
as vibration and insertion noise from the fiber itself,
contaminate the phase of the interrogating radiation.
This additive noise is sensed by heterodyning light on

the cavity table with light which has made a roundtrip to the trap table. Phase-locking this beat signal
to a stable RF source actively reduces the frequency
noise acquired during the transport of the light from
the cavity to the ion trap [4, 181; hence the phase
purity of the cavity-stabilized laser is restored at the
site of ion. The 563 nm light is frequency-doubled
in deuterated ammonium dihydrogen phosphate to
near resonance with the ion at 282 nm near the trap.
Measurement or locking of the 282 nm light to the
Hgt transition begins with laser cooling of the ion
to near the Doppler limit of 1.7 mK with a pair
of copropagating 194 nm beams: a strong (several
hundred microwatts) cooling beam, and a weaker
(el pW) repumping beam which prevents the ion
from becoming trapped in the 2S1/2 F = 0 level.
Turning off the repumping radiation prepares the ion
in the lower (F = 0) hyperfine level of the ground
state. The clock transition is then probed with the
time-domain Ramsey method in the absence of any
194 nm radiation. Finally, transitions to the 2D5/2
level are detected using optical-optical double resonance ("electron shelving") [19], in which we detect
light scattered from the strong cycling 2S1/2-2P1/2
electric-dipole transition at 194 nm. If the atom is
in the 2D5/2state, no scattering above background
is observed. If the atom remains in the ground state,
we detect strong scattering as the ion is driven up
2
and decays spontaneously back to
to the 2 ~ 1 /state
the ground state. For a single ion starting in the
ground state, a peak fluorescence count rate of tens
of kiloHertz has been observed using a photomultiplier. This quantum amplification enables state detection with nearly unit efficiency. A digital integral
servo loop will adjust the average frequency of the
282 nm radiation by means of an AOM to match the
center of the detected atomic resonance. The values
of the steered frequency will be recorded after each
measurement cycle for evaluation [4, 201.

4

PERFORMANCE

Single laser-cooled ions stored in traps offer significant advantages over other atomic references in
terms of relative immunity from systematic frequency shifts. For lS9Hg+ the fractional magnitude
of the second order Doppler shift is approximately
2 x 10-ls at the Doppler cooling limit. We have
chosen an isotope with nonzero nuclear spin which
makes available transitions which are first-order independent of magnetic field strength at zero field.
Hence the first-order Zeeman shift can be made very
small. In our trap, collisional and blackbody radiation shifts are minimized by the cryogenic operation required for long storage times. Although light
shifts from the strong cooling radiation can broaden

the narrow reference transition, we shutter the cooling beams during the probe cycle to prevent this
from occurring. In probing the 2S1/2-2D5/2 resonance, AC Stark effects are negligible as we rely on
a single-photon quadrupole transition. Because we
use an optical transition to a state with a nonvanishing electronic quadrupole moment, the limiting accuracy of our standard may arise from the uncertainty
in the interaction of the 2D5/2atomic moment with
the electric fields of the trap. While the quadrupole
shift from the AC trapping fields can be precisely
calibrated since they affect the motion of the ion
in a known way, static fields or patches of charge
on the trap electrodes may be difficult to control.
Shifts larger than 1 Hz may be expected. We can
significantly reduce the uncertainty in these shifts
by measuring the quadrupole transition frequencies
for three mutually orthogonal orientations of a quantizing magnetic field, in which case the quadrupole
shift averages to zero.
From Eqn. (1) with TR = 0.03 S, we estimate a
projection noise-limited measurement stability for a
single ion of approximately 1 part in 1015, or 1 Hz,
for averaging times of 1s. We have demonstrated an
optical local oscillator with a linewidth of less than
0.6 Hz for averaging times up to 32 s, which is sufficient for such an H ~ optical
S
standard. We are
hopeful that the system we are assembling,
- in combination with a frequency synthesis chain connecting
the optical transition to microwave frequencies [21],
might eventually provide a time standard with an accuracy near 10-18, and stability surpassing the best
present-day clocks.
The authors acknowledge the support of the
U. S. Office of Naval Research and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
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ABSTRACT

5s5p 'P,

We are investigating the 5s2 'So + 5s5p3Po transition of a single trapped laser-cooled '151nf ion as a
possible optical frequency standard. This line with a
cooling
transition
natural linewidth of only 1.1 Hz, corresponding to a
Q factor of 1.2 . 1015, is highly immune to systematic
230.6 nm
frequency shifts due to external perturbations. For
clock transition
sideband laser cooling and fluorescence detection of
236.5 nm
the indium ion the 5s2 'So -+ 5s5p3P1 transition at
230.6nm is excited. Temperatures below 100 pK and
5sZ1s,
a mean vibrational quantum number (n) < 1 of the
ion in the trap have been reached. For the clock tranFigure 1: The lowest energy levels of the In+ ion.
sition a resolution of 3
(linewidth 350 Hz) has
been obtained so far, limited by the laser linewidth.
The absolute frequency of the 'So + 3Potransition
was measured by making a link to known reference J = 0 state but contains small hyperfine admixtures of
frequencies of molecular iodine and methane using a the 5s5p levels 3P1and PI. These perturbations are
responsible for the non-vanishing electric dipole mofrequency chain.
ment between this state and the ground state [6]. For
the same reason there is a small difference between the
1. INTRODUCTION
Land6 9-factors of 'So and 3Po.This leads to a linear
A single laser-cooled ion in a radiofrequency trap Zeeman shift of the clock transition which we measured
represents a good approximation to the spectro- to be 223 Hz/G for the mF = f112 + mF = &1/2
scopic ideal of a motionless point-like absorber in a Zeeman components. Shielding of magnetic fields to
perturbation-free environment. It is consequently re- the 10pG level will ensure the predicted 10-l8 reprogarded as a perfect system for an optical atomic clock ducibility of the frequency standard. Electric fields
of very high accuracy [I]. With a frequency-stable lead to a quadratic Stark shift of the transition frelaser locked to a narrow absorption resonance of a quency. In positive ions the static polarisabilities are
trapped ion a relative stability cr,(l s) = 10-l5 and generally smaller than in neutral atoms because the
an accuracy of a few times lo-'' seem possible. High- remaining valence electrons are more tightly bound.
resolution spectroscopy of forbidden optical transitions For the cadmium atom, which is isoelectronic to In+,
has yielded sub-kHz linewidths in Hg+ [2], Ba+ [3] the ground state polarisability is 8
J/(V/C~)~.
and, more recently, in Sr+ [4], Yb+ 151 and InC. In We estimate the quadratic Stark shift of the In+ clock
the first four alkali-like ions, quadrupole transitions be- transition to be below 1r n H ~ / ( V / c m )(a
~ shift of 1mHz
tween S and D states are investigated. We are studying corresponds to a relative change of the transition frethe earth-alkali-like spectrum of In+, where the lowest quency of 8 . 10-19). The Stark shift induced by the
~ connected by a trap-field is proportional to the mean quadratic distwo levels 5s2 ISOand 5s5p 3 P are
hyperfine-induced electric dipole transition at a wave- tance of the ion from the trap center and consequently
length of 236.5 nm which has a natural linewidth of proportional to the temperature of the ion. The shift
only 1.1 Hz [6]. Figure 1 shows the relevant energy is smaller than 100mHz/K for typical trap conditions
levels of In+.
and therefore negligible at the sub-millikelvin temperAs a candidate for a primary optical frequency stan- atures achievable with laser cooling. The averaged
dard In+ has three main advantages: (i) Since the elec- quadratic electric field strength of the black-body ratronic angular momenta in both states of the clock diation emitted by the vacuum chamber is given by
transition 'So -t 3Povanish, the shifts of the tran- (E2) = 69.2 ( V / C ~(TI300
)~
K)4. At room temperasition frequency due to external electromagnetic fields ture the spectrum of black-body radiation has its peak
are very small. In fact, the 3Po state is not a pure spectral density at a wavelength of 9 pm, whereas both,
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the ground state and the metastable 3Po level of In+
have strong electric-dipole-allowed transitions to the
next-higher-lying states only at VUV wavelengths (159
nm and 194 nm, respectively). Consequently, the influence of the thermal radiation can be estimated by
using the static polarisabilities. At a trap temperature
of 300 K control of the temperature to A1K will be
found sufficient to reduce the uncertainty in the blackbody shift below 1mHz. The electric field gradient of
the trap has no influence since both levels of the clock
transition have vanishing quadrupole moment.
(ii) To excite the clock transition a reliable and
frequency-stable laser source is required. The Inf transition has the advantage that it coincides with the
fourth harmonic of the 946 nm laser line of Nd:YAG.
The availability of this diode-laser-pumped solid-state
laser is of significance for long-term operation of the optical frequency standard. The measurements described
here are still done with a conventional setup made from
discrete optical elements [7,8], but in the future it is
conceivable to use a monolithic ring-laser [9,10] offering high intrinsic stability and compact design. (iii)
Laser cooling of In+ is performed by using the narrow
intercombination line 5s2 ISo -+ 5s5p 3P1.
With a natural linewidth of 360 kHz, the photon scattering rate
on this transition is sufficiently high to detect a single
ion via the resonance fluorescence. At the same time
the line is narrow enough to allow resolution of the
1 MHz vibrational frequencies of the ion in the trap.
In this parameter regime, sideband cooling [I,11,121 allows the ion to be cooled to the motional ground state
of the trap and t o reach temperatures below 100 pK.
This reduces the fractional second-order Doppler shift
to values below 10-19.

ing between the Zeeman sublevels results in a closed
two-level system. The laser radiation is produced by a
frequency-doubled stilbene-3 ring dye laser. The laser
is frequency-stabilised to a reference cavity by using a
high-bandwidth electronic servo system, resulting in a
laser linewidth below 10 kHz.
In order to increase the initial cooling power for a
highly vibrationally excited ion and be able to record
high resolution spectra of the cooling transition we use
a bichromatic cooling method [15]. The laser beam is
passed through an electro-optical modulator with variable modulation frequency. Through phase modulation
two weak sidebands containing about 0.1% of the total
power each were created around the original laser frequency. The carrier of this spectrum was far detuned
(by about -40 MHz) and efficiently cooled the ion in
higher vibrational levels when excited, for example, by
collisions with molecules of the residual gas. The highfrequency phase modulation sideband was used to cool
the ion to the quantum ground state when tuned to
the first low-frequency vibrational sideband and could
also be scanned over the carrier frequency by changing
the drive frequency of the electro-optical modulator.
An experimental excitation spectrum obtained in this
way is shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum is dominated by
the carrier and the excitation of vibrational sidebands
is very weak, as can be seen from the magnified deviations between the data and a fitted single Lorentzian
curve.

2. SIDEBAND COOLING OF THE

INDIUM ION
The ion is trapped in a quadrupole radiofrequency
trap that is a geometrical variant of the original Paul
trap and basically consists of only a ring electrode
(Paul-Straubel trap [13,14]). This type of trap is relatively simple to fabricate in miniature size (1 mm diameter of the ring), making it easy to c o n h e the ion
to a region in space that is smaller than the optical
wavelength (Lamb-Dicke regime). It is also a geometrically quite open structure that allows good optical
access to the trapped ion. The trap is driven with a
RF field at 10 MHz; the oscillation frequencies in the
time-averaged pseudopotential are 1.4 MHz in the axial
and 0.9 MHz in the radial direction.
Sideband cooling is performed through laser excitation of the 5s2 ISo + 5s5p 3Pl intercombination line at a wavelength of 230.6 nm. In this tranF 1 (where
sition the hyperfine component F
F = I = 912) is excited with circularly polarised light
in a vanishing magnetic field, so that optical pump-
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Figure 2: Excitation spectrum of the cooling transition of a single indium ion obtained with bichromatic sideband cooling (averaged over 32 scans). Below: deviations between the data points and a fitted
Lorentzian curve (solid line) in tenfold magnification.
From the height of the low-frequency vibrational sidebands at -0.9 MHz and -1.4 MHz detuning it is possible to determine the mean vibrational quantum number (n) = 0.7(3).
In the region of laser detunings corresponding to the
low-frequency vibrational sidebands an increase of the

signal by about 2(1)% of the height of the Lorentzian
is observable. In the Lamb-Dicke limit the height of
the first red sideband relative to the carrier is given
by (n)k2x$,where k is the wavenumber of the cooling laser light and xo =
the extension of the
ground state wavefunction (w: vibrational frequency).
We can therefore determine the mean vibrational quantum number (n) = 0.7(3), corresponding to a temperature of about 60 pK. This result indicates that the ion
is in the vibrational ground state with a probability
exceeding 50% for a basically unlimited time duration
(several minutes in the present experiment).
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3. HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY
OF THE CLOCK TRANSITION
Spectroscopy of the narrow 'So + 3Po line is
performed in optical-optical double resonance using
Dehmelt's idea of electron shelving [I]: Excitation of
the metastable Polevel leads to cessation of the singleion fluorescence signal on the cooling transition until the level decays or the valence electron is brought
back to the ground state by a stimulated process. This
method leads to strong quantum amplification (absorption of one photon prevents subsequent scattering of
some lo5 to lo6 photons) and allows detection of transitions to the metastable state with practically 100%
efficiency.
The laser system used for excitation of the 'So +
3Poresonance is described in [8]. It consists of a
diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser emitting at 946 nm. This
laser contains all the necessary tuning elements and is
frequency-stabilised to a passive resonator of high finesse. A second diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser is used
for power amplification and efficient generation of the
second harmonic at a wavelength of 473 nm. It is a ring
laser, containing only a Nd:YAG crystal and a KNb03
crystal for frequency doubling. Infrared light from the
stable master laser is coupled into this laser to transfer
the frequency stability via injection locking. The blue
light is coupled into an enhancement cavity to generate
the UV radiation at 236.5 nm with a BBO crystal.
In order to obtain high-resolution spectra of the
clock transition any light shift and line broadening by
the cooling laser have to be avoided. Both laser beams
are applied alternately and blocked by means of mechanical shutters. After a clock-laser pulse of 20 ms
duration the cooling laser is turned on and the fluorescence photons are counted in a 40 ms time interval. If the count rate corresponds to the single-ion
fluorescence level, the excitation attempt of the clock
transition is regarded as unsuccessful and repeated either at the same or a t a different frequency of the
clock laser. If the ion is not fluorescing, the cooling
laser is kept switched on to wait for the decay of the
metastable state (lifetime 140 ms) and one excitation is
registered. Typically, the frequency of the clock-laser

laser detuning [Hz]

Figure 3: Excitation spectra of the 'So + 3 P reso~
nance of a single indium ion obtained in optical-optical
double resonance using electron shelving. a) Laser
pulses of 20 ms duration and 1 pW power were used.
The line is saturation-broadened to 700 Hz linewidth
(FWHM). b) The laser power was reduced to 35 nW.
The linewidth of 350 Hz is determined by the linewidth
of the laser.
radiation was changed in steps of 8 Hz and four excitation attempts were performed at each frequency.
Two high-resolution spectra of the clock transition
are shown in Fig. 3. At a laser power of 1 pW (spectrum 3a) the resonance is still saturation-broadened
to 700 Hz linewidth (full width at half maximum on
the ultraviolet frequency scale); at 35 nW laser power
the linewidth is reduced to 350 Hz (spectrum 3b). This
value corresponds to a spectroscopic resolution bv/v of
3 . 10-13. According to the above-mentioned measurement of the ion's temperature and our present experimental control of electromagnetic fields and vacuum
conditions, no significant Doppler, Zeeman, Stark or
collisional broadening is expected beyond the level of
the natural linewidth of 1.1Hz. The smallest linewidth
that we observe experimentally is presently determined
by the laser linewidth. The value of 350 Hz for this
linewidth is in agreement with an independent determination of the frequency stability of the laser using a
second stable optical reference cavity. It is determined
mainly by residual vibrations of the high-finesse cavity
that is used for the frequency stabilization. Improvements of the isolation of this cavity will probably allow
us to resolve the natural linewidth of the ion, leading
to a resolution of 8 10-16.
Realisation of an optical clock requires first of all
a narrow and stable resonance - as is the case for a
trapped indium ion - and, secondly, precise frequency
determination in comparison with the cesium clock.
We measured the absolute frequency of the l151n+
5s2 'So + 5s5p 3Poclock transition with an accuracy of 3 parts in 1011 [16]. For this measurement a
frequency synthesis chain was used which links the in-

dium transition to a methane stabilised He-Ne laser at
3.39 pm [17] and a Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm whose
second harmonic was locked t o a hyperfine component
of molecular iodine [18]. The frequency of the 946 nm
Nd:YAG laser, whose fourth harmonic drives the In+
transition, was set to the arithmetic mean of the frequencies of the 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser and a diode
laser at 852 nm by means of an optical frequency interval divider [19]. The frequency of the diode laser
was compared with another diode laser at 848 nm that
was phase-locked to the fourth harmonic of the He-Ne
laser at 3.39 pm. A frequency gap of 1.43 THz between
the two diode lasers was bridged with the help of an
optical frequency comb generator [20]. The frequency
of the *151n+ clock transition was determined to be
1 267 402 452 914 (41) kHz, where the accuracy is limited by the uncertainty of the iodine reference.
Parts of this frequency chain were already used in
a previous measurement to determine the 1 S + 2 s
transition frequency in atomic hydrogen with an accuracy of 3 parts in 1013 [21]. An interesting prospect
afforded by this work is the possibility of linking the
two narrow optical resonances of atom& hydrogen and
the indium ion and using the high precision of this frequency comparison in a search for temporal variations
of the fine-structure constant (see Refs. [22,23]).
The combination of the very small systematic uncertainties in the transition frequency of the trapped
indium ion (see introduction) and the availability of
the technically convenient Nd:YAG laser to drive this
transition makes this system a most promising candidate for a future optical clock.
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ABSTRACT
Recent work is presented on the development of an
optical frequency standard, based on the *sln-'DSn
transition at 674 nm in "Sr+. Work on characterising
the probe laser is also presented and the observed
linewidth of one of the Am=O Zeeman components of
the 674 nm transition is 290 Hz. Two traps have been
operated simultaneously and a null offset between them
confirmed at the 3 parts in 1013level. The feasibility of
cooling and probing " ~ r +is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been significant progress
towards the use of narrow optical transitions in cold
trapped ions as optical frequency standards. A number
of candidate ions are being studied worldwide and, at
the UK National Physical Laboratory (NPL), both
ytterbium and strontium are being studied. The
strontium ion is confined in an RF Paul trap, of radius
-0.5 mm. A partial term scheme for "Sr+ is shown in
figure 1. The ion is cooled using the transition at
422 nm, using a frequency doubled diode laser [l-31.
An additional laser at 1092 nm, is required to prevent
optical pumping into the 'D3n state. Until recently, this
source was a ~ d ~ + - d o fibre
~ e d laser, optically pumped
by a diode laser at 825 nrn. However, this has now been
replaced by a specially-manufactured 50-mW
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser.

frequency range of 0.7 GHz peak to peak. This
frequency modulation allows the transition to be more
easily located with a commercial wavemeter and
relaxes the diode laser heatsink temperature stability
required to maintain the ion fluorescence.
The optical frequency standard is provided by the
n
at 674 nm, driven by a
quadrupole 2 ~ 1 1 2 - 2 ~ 5transition
AlGaInP diode laser. An overall schematic of the laser
system is shown in figure 2. The transition frequency
has been measured both at NPL [4] and at the National
Research Council (NRC) in Canada [5-71. The
transition has been recommended by the Cornit6
International des Poids et Mesures as a new radiation
for the realisation of the metre [8]. It is the first ion-trap
based optical frequency standard to be so included.
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Figure 2: Cooling and probe laser schematic

The lifetime of the *DSnstate has been measured to be
(347 33) ms [9-111, corresponding to a natural
,
is the most
linewidth of 0.4 Hz. In 8 8 ~ r +which
abundant isotope, this transition splits into up to ten
Zeeman components. The DC magnetic field is
controlled through the use of three pairs of coils
mounted around the trap. In order to determine the
centre frequency of this transition, it is desirable to
operate in a small magnetic field, for example less than
1 pT, so that the shifts of individual components are
not too far away from line centre. However, in these
low magnetic fields, the fluorescence falls to zero,
since the 1092 nm laser is then being driven coherently
from a manifold of unresolved Zeeman levels. In
general, for any fixed polarisation state of the 1092 nm
laser, there are two independent dark states into which
the ion becomes optically pumped [12]. This problem

+

Figure 1: Partial term scheme for strontium

Beat frequency measurements between two similar
1092 nm DBR diodes indicate that the laser linewidth
is 4 MHz full width at half maximum (FWHM). The
laser is drive current modulated at 0.7 MHz over a
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is resolved by rapid modulation of the 1092 nrn laser
polarisation [ l , 131. The ion fluorescence then provides
a convenient diagnostic for minimisation of the
magnetic field to below =2 pT, when the 1092 nm
polarisation is static.
The ion is confined to the Lamb-Dicke region and
interrogated using a computer-controlled cycle [2],
where the ion is alternately cooled and then probed
with the lasers being switched via acousto-optic
modulators. The number of jumps to the 2 ~ s state
n are
then counted at each probe laser frequency for a
particular number of interrogation cycles. Individual
Zeeman components are broadened either through the
effect of ambient AC magnetic field at the mains
frequency (50 Hz) or are limited in linewidth by the
674 nm probe laser. In order to reduce the ambient AC
magnetic field at the trap centre, the trap is housed
inside a mu-metal shield. The contribution to the
linewidth due to AC magnetic field of the Am = 0
components has an upper limit of 140 Hz. This may be
inferred from the maximum observed 1 kHz linewidth
of the outermost Am = k2 components, since the
magnetic field sensitivity of these components is 7
times that of the Am = 0 lines. Provided the residual
AC magnetic fields are less than a few nT,
interrogation with a sufficiently narrow probe laser
should produce spectrum with a dominant carrier and
only small sidebands at the mains frequency.

measured finesse of =2 x 10'. The sideband injection
locking of the ECDL provides precise offset locking
from the master laser and also transfers the short-term
frequency stability of the master laser to the slave
system. The master laser linewidth is determined partly
by the electronic lock to the cavity and also the degree
of vibration isolation and short-term stability of the
cavity itself. The master laser is shown in figure 3 and
comprises a diode laser pre-stabilised through resonant
optical feedback [16] and locked to a ULE cavity via a
Pound-Drever lock. For this lock, the laser is drivecurrent modulated at 2.2 MHz.In order to determine
the ability of the electronics to lock to the ULE cavity,
two lasers were built and locked to adjacent
longitudinal modes of the cavity. The beat frequency of
1500 MHz was then monitored on an RF spectrum
analyser. As may be seen from the result in figure 4, the
beat linewidth is encouragingly narrow. The fast phase
noise of the diode laser is reduced through the use of
resonant optical feedback and the remaining frequency
noise, which is l/f noise dominated [17]. This noise is
therefore mainly at lower frequencies, and is reduced
substantially through the electronic lock, which only
requires a bandwidth of less than 100 kHz.

2. PROBE LASER SYSTEM
The probe laser at 674 nm is an extended cavity diode
laser (ECDL)which is sideband injection locked [14,
151 to a master laser. The master laser is an optically
narrowed [16] AlGaInP laser locked to a highly-stable,
but non-tunable high-finesse etalon.
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Figure 3: Master laser schematic

This is shown in figure 3 and has previously been
described in a number of publications [eg 41. The
cavity has a free spectral range of -1500 MHz and a

Beat frequency (Hz)
Figure 4 Beat frequency of two lasers locked to
adjacent modes of the same cavity.

The data of figure 4 were observed using an analyser
with an instrumental resolution of 30 Hz and fitted to a
Lorenztian of FWHM 65 Hz. Assuming that both lasers
contribute equally to this beat width, this implies that
the electronic servo-control is currently able to produce
laser linewidths of less than 30 Hz.
Whilst the combined optical and electronic lock
produces encouraging results, the actual laser linewidth
will also be determined by the cavity itself. A second
cavity was assembled and housed in a temperature
controlled and evacuated housing similar to that of the
first cavity. Both cavities were suspended inside their
respective housings. The beat frequency was downconverted in a double balanced mixer to around
50 kHz.This output was then sent to a frequency-tovoltage converter. The Fourier components were

determined with a low-frequency spectrum analyser
and the vertical scale converted to a peak to peak
frequency jitter. The result, for a laser linewidth of
=l kHz, is shown in figure 5. This shows that the noise
spectrum predominantly consists of discrete
frequencies at or below 100 Hz. These frequencies may
also be observed on the output of an accelerometer,
configured to monitor displacement and placed close to
the cavity.
1.50 1

The observed stability of S O kHz over the course of a
day therefore corresponds to a temperature variation of
..f4 mK. Longer-term isothermal frequency drift of the
cavity is also observed and the variation of frequency
of one mode of this particular cavity is shown in figure
6. The long term drift is shown fitted to a formula of
the form:
f = f, +nt+b.exp(-tlz)
There is a discontinuity after 3.3 years, when the cavity
was exposed to air for a short period to install a
suspension system inside the vacuum housing. It is
interesting to note that the cavity length has now almost
returned to that which might have been expected had
the cavity not been exposed to air. This extrapolation is
shown as a dotted line in figure 6, and represents an
average drift of = 2.5 W d a y
3. COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO TRAPS
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Figure S Noise spectrum of the beat frequency between two
lasers locked to two independent cavities

Frequency variations of the probe laser over the course
of a few minutes are more likely to originate from
temperature variations of the cavity. The cavity is
temperature controlled to a level of a few mK,but the
effect of this on the frequency will depend on the
thermal expansion coefficient, a. For the particular
ULE spacer used, the thermal expansion coefficient is
zero near 18OC although the cavity is generally held at
22S°C.where a = -5.6 MHz/K.

Two traps have been assembled and two ions separately
trapped and cooled, in order to provide an initial
determination of the reproducibility of this ion-trap
based optical frequency standard. The two traps had a
nominally identical design.
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Figure 6: Isothermal drift of the ULE cavity over the
course of 5 years. The discontinuity after 3.3 years is
due to the cavity being exposed to air during remounting.
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Figure 7: Scan over 674 nm transition with two traps

For this initial determination, the two cooling laser
beams at 422 nm and 1092 nm were split for the two
traps. The same linearly polarised source at 674 nrn
was also used and switched with a common acoustooptic modulator. The number of quantum jumps at each
probe laser frequency was then recorded for the two
traps. Pairs of Zeeman components were used to
estimate the line centre for the two traps and a limit to
the offset between them was then established. A typical
scan using two traps is shown in figure 7 and a fuller
description of the comparison is given in [18]. The scan
of figure 7 is over 200 kHz, with a step resolution of
500 Hz. Prior to taking this scan, the magnetic field
was nulled in the two traps. Initial reduction of the
magnetic field, to less than 2 pT was made by using the
fluorescence null observed when the 1092 nm laser had
a static polarisation state. Successive 674 nm scans
were then used to reduce the fields further in the three
directions. For trap 1, the residual magnetic field was
not parallel to the direction of the laser beams, nor
parallel or orthogonal to the 674 nm polarisation
allowing observation of all ten Zeeman components.
For trap 2, the residual magnetic field was along the
direction of the red laser propagation to enhance only
the Am = +I components. The average difference
between the centre frequencies of the single ion 674 nm
transition frequency measured in two traps for eight
simultaneous pairs of scans was 120(90) Hz. This mean
was calculated according to the estimated standard
uncertainties from the individual scans. Thus, at this
level of uncertainty, there is no statistically significant
difference between the centre frequencies of the
674 nrn "src 2 ~ k n - 2 ~transitions
5n
in the two traps. For
the data of figure 7, the nominal conditions in the two
traps were identical, except for the magnetic field.

Laser frequency (Hz)

Figure 8: High resolution scan over the Am=O ( 2 ~ l n
(mJ=-Yz)+ 2 ~ 5 n(mJ=-95))component, with a 50 Hz
step resolution.

The micro-motion in the two traps was minimised in
the direction along the lasers before the scans were
taken, using RF-photon correlation techniques [19]. A
further study is planned, with a more systematic
variation in the trap operation parameters, including for
example, the level of micro-motion, the magnitude of
the RF trapping voltages and magnetic field.
Higher resolution scans over particular Zeeman
components of the 674 nm transition were made in
order to determine an upper limit on the laser linewidth.
n
+ 2 ~ 5 n(mJ=-95)
From 12 scans over the 2 ~ l (mJ=-$4)
transition, with a 50Hz step resolution, it was
determined that the average observed linewidth was
-290(40) Hz (FWHM), where a standard uncertainty is
added in brackets. The observed width depended on
whether the scan direction was in the same direction as
the cavity drift, or in the opposite sense. A typical high
resolution scan is shown in figure 8 and is shown fitted
to a Lorenztian curve of FWHM 210 Hz. This
improvement over the previously-reported probe laser
linewidth at NPL from 1 kHz [I, 151 has been achieved
mainly by suspending the optical breadboard mounting
the cavity from 0.6 m above the breadboard.
For an ion transition with a linear Zeeman shift,
magnetic fields produce the largest frequency shifts,
The Am = 0 transitions are the least susceptible to
magnetic field, and the Zeeman shift for these
eB
transitions is calculated to be f
in a magnetic
10n m

e

field B, where e is the electronic charge and m, the
electron mass. This frequency shift corresponds to
k5.6 H z . n ~ so
' that nT magnetic field stability would
be required in order to achieve a frequency stability
approaching one part in 1014.Therefore, one needs to
interrogate both the Am = 0 transitions which are
symmetrically positioned about line centre to estimate
the mean frequency, as was done in figure 7. In order
for this estimation to be performed satisfactorily, the
magnetic field must be sufficiently stable during the
course of the scan. Slow magnetic field variations, for
example over timescales of a minute, could ultimately
limit the standard in the even isotope.
Other effects, principally Stark effects and second
order Doppler shifts, may be expected to contribute to
the non-reproducibility of an ion-trap based optical
frequency standard. These effects have been calculated
in detail for the case of a lg9Hg+trap standard [201.
Calculations suggest that these effects will contribute to
shifts at the few parts in 1014 level or below, which is
around one order of magnitude less than the 3 parts in
10" levels of comparison achieved here. Second order
Doppler effects will arise if the micromotion is not
properly reduced in all three directions. In the present

NPL strontium traps, RF-photon correlation is used to
minirnise the micromotion along the direction of the
cooling laser only. Transverse motion may therefore be
contributing a frequency shift. As discussed in [20], a
Stark shift may arise, for example, if the oven coats the
electrode surfaces unevenly with metal. With a
narrower-linewidth probe laser and averaging using
more scans, it should be easier to investigate and
quantify systematic frequency shifts.

the polarisation state of both the cooling laser, tuned to
the 2 ~ l n(F=5) + 'pin (F=5) transition, and also the
1092 nm laser [I, 131. Linear ( 7 ~ ) polarisation of the
cooling laser also allows selective optical pumping into
the m ~ = 0sub-levels of the *SIRstate, required in order
to enhance the observed line-strength of the 674-nm
transitions which are independent of the first order
Zeeman shift. A full description of the theory
describing the cooling laser polarisation and probe
sequence which will need to be used will be published
in [22].

4. COOLING AND PROBING " ~ r +

5. SUMMARY

In "Srt, a11 ten Zeeman components of the 674 nm
transition shift linearly with magnetic field. The linecentre must be derived by determining the position of
pairs of symmetrically placed Zeeman components.
This problem may be solved by use of the odd isotope
"Sr', which has a nuclear spin of I = 912. A partial
terms scheme for 8 7 ~ rist shown in figure 9.

Re-pumping

Cooling

This paper has described current work at the UK
National Physical Laboratory (NPL) on the
development of an ion-trap based optical frequency
standard based on strontium. The standard uses the
2~lR-2~S
quadrupole
n
transition at 674 nm,which has a
natural linewidth of 0.4 Hz. In order to realise this
linewidth, the probe laser should eventually have a sub
Hz linewidth and current progress towards this aim has
been reported. The currently-observed linewidth of the
2 ~ l ~ ( m = - 1 / 2 ) - 2 ~(m=-112)
5a
transition is 290 Hz
(FWHM). Following the NRC and NPL measurements
on the frequency of this transition, work has begun on
the direct comparison between two traps. Early
indications are that the reproducibility is at least at the
3 parts in 1013level.

r

A theoretical study has been undertaken into using the
most abundant odd strontium isotope, 8 7 ~ rThis
. has a
nuclear spin of I = 912 and has transitions which are
free from the first order Zeeman effect.
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NEAR-RECOIL-LIMITED TEMPERATURES OBTAINED BY LASER TRAPPING ON THE
NARROW 'So - 'PI INTERCOMBINATION TRANSITION OF NEUTRAL STRONTIUM
Kurt R. Vogel*, Timothy P. Dinneen, Alan Gallagher and John L. Hall
JILA, University of Colorado and National Instiute of Standards and Technology
Boulder, CO 80309-0440 USA

ABSTRACT
About 2 x lo7 neutral strontium atoms have been
loaded into a magneto-optical trap (MOT) that uses
the narrow (I? = 2n 7 kHz) intercombination line at
689nm as the cycling transition. The atoms are
second-stage laser cooled to lOpK from an initial 5 mK atomic sample (N 5 x lo7 atoms), generated in a vapor cell MOT that employs the strong
(I' = 27r 32 MHz) cycling transition at 461 nm. To
demonstrate the low temperatures of these atoms,
optical Rarnsey spectroscopy is performed upon the
ISo - 3P1 transition using only two excitation pulses;
the time dependence of the fringe contrast indicates
an rms velocity of 3 cm/s for the 689 nm MOT-cooled
sample.

3 ~ ,

707 nm
679 nm

-

1. INTRODUCTION

Laser-cooled alkaline earth atoms are prime candidates for constructing optical frequency standards
because they can be trapped and cooled on their
strong 'So - 'PI cycling transition and interrogated
using the narrow, spin-forbidden ISo - 3P1 intercombination line as the clock transition. To date,
strontium [I, 2, 31, calcium [I, 4, 51, and magnesium
[6] have been successfully collected into a magnetooptical trap (MOT). Calcium has been the recent
focus of some impressive efforts [4, 51 to harness the
400 Hz intercombination line (Q = v/Av 1012) at
657nm as an optical frequency standard.
Because the absence of ground-state Zeeman
structure inhibits sub-Doppler cooling in the evenisotope alkaline earth atoms, their broad ISo - lP1
transitions (32 MHz for Sr and Ca; 80 MHz for Mg)
only cool atoms to a Doppler limit of a few mK, and
the Doppler width of the trapped sample remains
much greater than the intercombination linewidth.
These relatively large rms velocities (50-80 cm/s) are
particularly troublesome for the high-resolution optical Ramsey spectroscopy of Ca and Mg. High optical
powers are necessary for making the 7712 pulses short
enough such that the entire velocity distribution is
excited, and the limited interaction time due to ballistic expansion of the atoms outside the Ftamsey
beams places a constraint on the achievable signalto-noise ratio.

-
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Figure Level diagram for strontium showing
vant transition wavelengths and decay rates (s-I).
One method of achieving lower temperatures is
to Doppler cool on a more narrow cycling transition, such as the 'So - 3P1 intercombination lines
of the alkaline earths. Unfortunately, the small
scattering rates for these transitions in Ca and Mg
result in cooling times that are prohibitively long
given the initial velocity distributions of these MOTcooled atoms. The 7kHz Sr intercombination line
at 689 nm, in contrast, has a scattering rate which
is fast enough for second-stage Doppler cooling. In
fact, the acceleration due to 689nm photon recoils
is enough to counteract gravity, making it feasible to
laser trap using this narrow transition. In this regime
where the recoil frequency step (v,=10 kHz) is comparable to the cooling transition linewidth, recoillimited velocities are attainable [7] and have been
independently observed by Katori et. al. [3]. The emphasis of this work is to probe the underlying physics
of cooling on a transition where E, fir, as well as
evaluate the potential of using these ultracold atoms
for future optical frequency standards, particularly
with regard to the ultranarrow 5s2 l s 0 - 5 ~3P2 M2
transition at 671 nm.

-

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 is a level diagram showing the pertinent

cooling transitions for Sr. A frequency-doubled
Ti:Sapphire laser provides the 461 nm light necessary
for trapping on the 5s2 ISo - 5p lP1 cycling transi-

fore will not be radiatively damped. The capture velocity is v,- I'/k=0.5 cm/s, much less than the velocity distribution of the 461 nm MOT (v,,,80 cm/s),
and a very small percentage of the atoms will be
cooled by single-frequency light. To increase the collection efficiency into the 689nm MOT, the bandwidth of the cooling light is broadened by frequency
modulation applied to synthesizer 1 in Fig. 2. A
modulation depth of 2MHz ensures that all atoms
in our distribution are addressed by the light, while
a modulation frequency of 10 kHz spaces the numerous frequency sidebands by 1 recoil frequency step
(v,=lOkHz). The power in each cooling beam is
such that its average optical power spectral density
is l 1 8 a t / ~ p (Idat = 3pW/cm2 for 'So+ 3P1), and
the photon scattering rate can be approximated as
r / 4 over the entire 2 MHz frequency distribution of
the light. RF switch 2 allows the cooling light to
be switched between broadband and single-frequency
operation; broadband operation allows for maximizing the collection efficiency, while single-frequency
operation can be tailored to achieve the lowest temperatures.

-

Figure 2: Experimental schematic.
tion and is offset-locked 56MHz to the red of the
88Sr resonance center in a Sr saturation spectrometer. The MOT is loaded from a background Sr vapor
(ns,=108 ~ m - and
~ ) is composed of three orthogonal
pairs of o+-o- beams and a 7OG/cm quadrupole
field. Shelving losses to the long-lived 5p3P2 state
via the 4d ID2 leak are eliminated by repumping to
the 5p3S1 state with diode lasers tuned to 679nm
and 707nm [2]. Repumping allows as many as lo8
atoms to be trapped at densities up to 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ .
The 5 mK sample of Sr atoms from this MOT is
further Doppler laser-cooled with 689nm light that
is red-detuned from the narrow ISo - 3P1 transition. This light is produced by a 689nm extendedcavity laser diode (ECLD) that is locked very tightly
to a high-finesse, Zerodur reference cavity. The
ECLD frequency is servo-controlled to one of the
reference cavity fringes by a Pound-Drever lock in
a reflection topology [8], which reduces the optical
linewidth to <1Hz relative to the cavity. The Zerodur spacer of the reference cavity is suspended in
a 10'~torr vacuum housing whose temperature is
servo-controlled to <I mK. The resulting long-term
frequency drift rate of the cavity is measured to
be 0.5 Hz/s. Radio-frequency (RF) precise tuning
of the frequency-stable light is achieved by twicediffracting the light through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The light is then split into six powerbalanced beams (1 cm dia.) that are overlapped with
the 461 nm trapping beams. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.
A primary concern of laser cooling on such a narrow (I'=27r 7 kHz) transition is its limited velocity
capture range: atoms with Doppler shifts lkvl >> r
will not be resonant with the cooling light and there-

-
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The >lOOO-fold reduction in the cycling transition linewidth severely impacts the allowed magnitude of the magnetic gradient field. If the atoms
are to be stopped within the trap beam radius
(R=0.5 cm), the Zeeman shift imposed by the gradient field should not exceed the optical power bandwidth, i.e., the gradient should satisfy the simple
condition gpB(dB/dz)R 5 2 MHz. Thus the magnetic field gradient must be reduced from 70 G/cm
to 5 2 G/cm for the 689 nm MOT. Three orthogonal
shim coils placed around the vapor cell cancel troublesome stray magnetic fields allowing good overlap
of the centers of the two MOTS.
To accurately measure the velocity distribution of
the MOT-cooled atoms, the same frequency-stable
689nm light used for trapping and cooling also
probes the first-order Doppler shift of the atoms. A
cycling strategy facilitates non-perturbative probing
of the velocity distribution. The 461 nm trap is first
loaded in 40-60 msec with about 5 x lo7 atoms, after which the 461 nm trapping light is turned off and
the quadrupole B-field is reduced to 1-2 G/cm. The
689nm trapping light is then switched on by AOM2
to further cool the atoms. About 30-60 ms of broadband cooling is followed by 10-20ms of single frequency cooling. This trap light is then turned off and
a loops probe pulse (from AOM1) follows during
which 689nm fluorescence is collected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The probe beam (0.8cm
dia.) is linearly-polarized to address the magneticinsensitive Am=O transition. The probe frequency is
stepped to map the velocity distribution. Each data
point is an accumulation of 100 measurement cycles.

Detuning (MHz)
689nm MOT
roadband v: 30ms]Singlev: 20ms

Figure 3: Narrow velocity distribution obtained by
trapping on
transition. Dashed line is
the initial Gaussian velocity distribution of 461 mn
MOT. Open squares are the Doppler-limited distribution after post-cooling on the 461 nm transition;
solid line is a Gaussian fit. The 689nm MOT distribution is shown as the solid circles; the solid line is a
fit to a Lorentzian with 60 kHz FWHM. The timing
sequence for a measurement cycle is shown below the
graph.
3. RESULTS
The velocity distributions before and after collection into the 689nm MOT are shown for comparison in Fig. 3. The initial velocity distribution of
the 461nm MOT, shown as the dashed lime, has
an rms velocity of about 80cmIs. To increase the
collection efficiency into the 689 nm MOT, 7ms of
"post-cooling" occurs in which the 461 nm trap light
is ramped down in intensity and its detuning decreased to -28 kHz. This post-cooling operates with
unit efficiency and results in a Doppler-limited velocity distribution with v,,,=27 cmls (open squares).
Next, 30 ms of spectrally-broadened 689 nm light collects about 40% of the atoms into a 200 kHz FWHM
Gaussian velocity distribution. An additional 20 ms
of cooling with single-frequency light that is reddetuned by 50 kHz results in a more narrow (60kHz
FWHM) yet Lorentzian distribution, shown as the
solid circles in Fig. 3. A quarter of the atoms are
lost while single-frequency cooling, and so the total
collection efficiency into this narrow distribution is
30% of the 461 nm MOT-cooled atoms.
Analyzing the lineshape becomes problematic
when the Doppler broadening of the atoms approaches the natural linewidth of the probe transition. Several distortion/broadening mechanisms
contribute to the lineshape, thus masking the desired velocity information. In our experiment, sat-
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Figure 4: Two-pulse optical Ramsey spectroscopy
of I S O - ~ Ptransition
~
after atomic sample has been
further cooled using the narrow 689 nrn line. Timing
sequence is shown below the graph. Circles indicate
data points; lines are theoretical curves.
uration of the probe (ISat=4) contributes l6kHz
of Lorentzian broadening to the observed 60 kHz
linewidth. The residual 44 kHz Lorentzian linewidth
seems to be an artifact of the single-frequency cooling
where velocity-space optical pumping is expected to
produce non-Gaussian velocity distributions [7]. In
addition, the asymmetric lineshape suggests that mechanical action by the probe light also plays a role, as
evidenced by the additional heating on the blue side
of the cooling peak. Further studies are necessary
to fully determine the influence of the probe light on
the experimental lineshape.
Because the residual velocity distribution appears
non-Gaussian, we are reluctant to assign a temperature based solely on this lineshape. As an alternative way of probing the atomic velocities, we configured our experimental apparatus to perform optical
2-pulse Ramsey spectroscopy on the ISo- 3P1 transition. Typically, optical Ramsey fringes are observed
using a Cpulse, traveling-wave (or %pulse standingwave) methodology to cancel the spatial phase shifts
that an atom accrues as it traverses the light field
during the Ramsey interaction time [9]. Here we use
a Zpulse, traveling-wave excitation to probe these
velocity-dependent phase shifts. For these experiments, the probe beam intensity is increased to provide a 7r/2 excitation in 1ps. The number of atoms
excited to the 3P1 state is determined by collecting
689 nm fluorescence for 50 ps after the Ramsey excitation sequence.
Ramsey fringes are shown in Fig. 4 for two delay
times. With 2-pulse excitation, fringes on the or-
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ABSTRACT
The electric quadrupole transition of confined Ca+ ions has been proposed as a frequency
standard in the visible domain. To access metrologic conditions, we have built a cylindrical miniatuie trap, allowing to obtain high -frequenciesof
motion and preparing the access to the LambDicke regime where the first order Doppler broadening is suppressed. Laser cooling and interrogation of the confined ions require lasers at 397nm
and at 729nm. We propose the generation of
these wavelengths using multimode laser diodes
and a frequency-doubling set-up.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Different earth-alkaline ions have been put
forward for a frequency standard in the optical
domain. Among these, Caf takes a special place
due to the fact that all the wavelengths necessary
for cooling and probing of the ion can in principle
be generated by solid-state lasers. This allows
to imagine an ultimate experimental setup which
would be simple and compact.

may thus allow to work on transitions which are
independent of residual magnetic fields to first order.
2.

MINIATURE TRAP

For any application of the proposed transition as an atomic clock or a frequency standard, it is necessary to attain the resolution of its
natural linewidth which requires extreme performances for the confined ions. One of the priorities
is the elimination of the first order Doppler broadening which may cause linewidths in the GHz
range for (uncooled) ions stored in a radiofrequency trap. Efficient reduction of the linewidth
can be achieved by lasercooling to a few mK. The
elimination of the residual Doppler broadening of
some MHz can be completed in the Lamb-Dicke
regime [2]. To get into this regime the ion's amplitude of motion must be inferior to a fraction
of the emitted wavelength. The spectrum of the
considered transition is then discrete showing a
central carrier and sidebands which are separated
by multiples of the ion's frequencies of motion
[3,41.
For technical reasons the access to the
LambDicke regime is only possible for small trap
dimensions. Moreover, a miniature trap geometry has the advantage that the total trapping volume is filled out by the cooling laser beam, thus
avoiding residual hot ions in the trap. For our
miniature trap design we chose a Paul-Straubel
geometry [5] which offers good access for the laser
beams and a large solid angle of observation.

Figure 1: Lowest energy levels of the *OCa+ ion

2.1

The possible clock transition is the 4SIl23D5l2electric quadrupole transition at 729 nm in
the red domain (fig. 1). The metastable 3D512
level has a lifetime of the order of one second [I],
thus leading to a natural linewidth inferior to 200
mHz and giving rise to a Q-factor of the transition
higher than 1015.
In a metrological set-up 43Ca+ will be used.
This isotope has an odd nuclear spin (I=7/2) and

The trap consists of a cylindrical ring of
molybdene with an inner ring diameter of 1.4mrn
and a wall thickness of 0.3mm, the total height of
the cylinder (2.20) equals 0.85mm (fig 2). On top
and bottom of the ring compensation electrodes
are placed at a distance of 5.5mm from the trap
center. They have a diameter of l l m m and are
made from molybdenum mesh with a transmission of 86%. For compensation of small potential defects in the trap a voltage can be applied
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The experimental setup

between these two mesh electrodes. Additional
point electrodes in x and in y direction allow to
correct field errors and to position a single ion
with precision.

pap

!

-2

\won

Figure 2: Schematic design of the miniature trap;
the compensation electrodes in x and y are not
shown.
The confinement frequency is 0/2r =
11.6MHz with an AC amplitude V A up
~ to
1500V,,, .
Ions are created by electron bombardement
of a slow atomic calcium beam produced by an
oven. After loading of the trap, the oven and the
electron gun are turned off to avoid collisions and
a high stray light level. Collimation of the ion's
fluorescence is made by an aspheric lens at about
16mm away from the trap center. This very open
structure provides a solid angle of observation of
almost 90'.
The base pressure in the vessel is below
5 x 10-lo mbar as measured by a Bayard-Alpertgauge. The composition of the partial pressures
of the residual gas can be determined by a massspectrometer with a resolution up to 1 x
mbar .
In the presented miniature trap, fluorescence signals can only be observed for laser-cooled
ions. Actually, we can confine very small ion
clouds (20 - 200 particles). In Figure 3 are plotted the signals of clouds containing approximately
50 to 150 ions. These signals have been obtained
with the use of a light buffer gas (p(He)=l x lo-'
mbar) for the pre-cooling of the clouds. Different
cloud sizes can easily be produced by changing
the heater current of the calcium oven. The temperature of the clouds can roughly be estimated
from the envelopping Doppler profile. They lie
between 400 and 700K, which represents an equilibrium value between the initial ion temperature

0

2

4

Laser frequency [ GHz ]
Figure 3: Fluorescence of Ca+ ion clouds of different sizes in the miniature trap. The different
curves correspond to various values of the heater
current of the calcium oven. These signals have
been obtained with a moderate buffer gas pressure

due to rf heating, the infinite heat reservoir of the
buffer gas at 300K and the laser-cooling process.
Colder ions (of the order of 50K) have been
trapped without buffer gas. After termination of
the testing process of our trap, lower temperatures will be reached by reducing the size of the
cloud in the trap.
2.2

Characterization of the miniature
trap

To check the quality of the new trap we have
explored the stability diagram along the q,-axis
and compared our measurements with the ideal
case of the Paul trap. In Figure 4 is plotted
the amplitude of the fluorescence signal of a confined cloud for various values of the amplitude of
the trapping voltage VAC. In the couse of the
presented measurements, we did not apply a DC
voltage (a, = 0).
The plot shows a great number of points
where the signal almost vanishes. These are most
likely due to anharmonic perturbations in the
trap as have been observed earlier [6]. This is
indeed very probable as the simulation of the potential shows that it is quasi-harmonic (deviations less than 1%) only in a very small region
(<5% of the total volume) around the center of
the trap.Furthermore, the observed ion clouds are
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Figure 4: Fluorescence of the confined ion cloud
as a function of the trapping parameter VAC.
Each point corresponds to a new cloud with identical creation conditions.

large with respect to the trap size, they do thus
experience the influence of the non-ideal geometry of the trapping potential.
Different experimental and numerical methods [7,8] have found that the maximum trapping
efficiency for an ideal Paul trap is situated around
0.55 < q, < 0.6 with a, close to zero. Furthermore, the limit of confinement for the first region
of stability in the Mathieu diagram is q,=0.908.
Comparison of our data with these values yields
a loss factor of L = 6.8 f 0.5. This factor is defined to be the ratio of the potential well depth
for the ideal Paul trap with respect to the well
depth in the presented trap at a given value of
the trapping voltage Vac [5].
3.

ing scheme. The master laser is a singlemode
laser diode with a nominal power of 30mW which
is placed into an external cavity to reduce its
linewidth and to be able to tune its wavelength.
The resulting spectral linewidth is inferior to
10.5MHz as measured by a scanning Fabry-Perot
cavity (resolution limit 10MHz). Up to 5mW
of singlemode power can be used for injection into
the slave laser.
The slave laser is a 500mW broad-area laser
with a free-running linewidth of about 2nm and
a spatial profile that shows a couple of lobes depending on the ouput power. The master laser
beam is injected into the slave via the ouput polarizer of an optical isolator. Careful matching of
the size of the master laser focus on the lasing
junction of the slave diode is necessary for an o p
timized injection. This is made by a set of two
cylindrical lenses mounted on micrometer driven
linear stages. Further parameters which we varied to achieve an optimized slave output are the
injection angle of the master laser beam, the slave
power, and the temperature of the slave laser [lo].

PREPARATION OF LASER DIODES

In principle all the wavelengths involved in
the Ca+ experiment can be generated by diode
lasers. However, besides the 866nm which can directly be obtained from a commercial singlemode
laser diode, our laser set-ups require frequencydoubling and the use of multimode laser diodes.

Laser radiation at 397nm from a diode laser
can be generated by frequency doubling. We have
built an enhancement cavity with a LBO crystal
which has been tested using a titanium:sapphire
laser [9].
To generate sufficient power for frequency
doubling from a laser diode at the fundamental wavelength (794nm) we use an injection lock-
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Figure 5: Injection locking of a broad-area laser
diode. The figure shows the spatial emission spectrum in the far-field. Almost 90% of the total
output power is contained in the fitted Gaussian
mode (dotted).
An output with very good spectral properties has been obtained. In fact, the slave laser
follows the frequency fluctuations of the master
laser as closely as 1.5kHz. This could been de-

duced from a beat-note measurement between
both lasers. Moreover, the injection locking has
been optimized to obtain an almost Gaussian spatial output profile of the slave laser. Figure 5
shows a typical far-field emission pattern where
90% of the total output power is contained in
a single Gaussian peak. The ratio of the power
in the single spatial lobe with respect to the total output power decreases with increasing slave
power, as the mode competition due to the freerunning modes of the slave becomes more important. However, singlemode output power up to
120mW in a single Gaussian output lobe could
be obtained for the described system.
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ABSTRACT
PTB operates an optical wavelength / frequency
standard by stabilizing the frequency of a laser to the
intercombination transition 3P1- ISo of laser cooled
ballistic atomic 40Ca at X S 657 nm. The uncertainty
of the standard was evaluated by the use of two independent systems. After comparison of the optical
frequency with the Cs atomic clock the frequency is
determined to be 455 986 240 494.13 (12)kHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

The progress in laser manipulation of atomic absorbers and measurement of optical frequencies paved
the road to optical frequency standards to be used e. g.
for the determination-of findamental constant or
optical clocks. We report on the recent achievements
at PTB using the Ca-stabilized laser recommended for
the realization of the meter [I] leading to one of the
standards in the visible with the lowest uncertainty.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
We have set up two different systems (see Fig. 1)
which are described in more detail elsewhere [2]. They
allow us to compare the transition frequencies of the
intercombination line measured at two independent
ensembles of Ca atoms and to check the reproducibility
of the frequency delivered by the Ca standard. In order
to unveil possible systematic frequency shifts we have
chosen significantly different setups for the two traps.
Each one comprises a magneto-optical trap (MOT) to
cool and trap the Ca atoms by applying the methods
of laser cooling on the PI - ISo transition at X Z 423
nm. One trap, which will be labeled as MOT 1 in the
following, is filled with atoms from a laser cooled and
deflected Ca beam. To generate this beam, thermal
atoms with a mean velocity of v 5 1000 m/s effusing
from an oven are slowed down by a counterpropagating resonant laser beam a t X S 423 nm. A Zeeman
slower was employed to keep the atoms in resonance
with the laser during the deceleration. The decelerated
atomic beam is deflected in a tilted one-dimensional
optical molasses to separate the slow atoms from the
laser beam. The deflected atomic beam propagates
with a velocity of v Y 30 m/s towards the magnetooptical trap. The atoms are just slow enough to be
captured by MOT 1. In MOT 1 the six trapping laser
beams are generated by sending one beam three times
0-7803-5400-1
1991 $10.00 1999 IEEE
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Figure 1: Experimental setup with two independent
optical Ca standards
through the trap center before it is retroreflected to
form the three beams in the o ~ ~ o s idirection.
te
This
method makes the MOT'S seGp particularly simple
since only a single beam has to be supplied. However,
at high densities the MOT is not well balanced due to
the unequal power in the counterpropagating beams.
In the other trap apparatus (MOT 2) we omitted
the Zeeman slower and directed an effusive thermal
beam towards the trap center (Fig. 1). As a consequence, only a low velocity fraction of the atomic
flux of the beam can be captured by the trap i. e.
those atoms from the Boltzmann velocity distribution
(uprob Z 600 m/s, To,,, Z 900 K ) which are slower
than the trap's maximum capture velocity of about
30 m/s. To obtain an acceptable loading rate the
oven was placed close to the trap center (d = 15 cm).
Furthermore, we increased the capture velocity by using two laser frequencies for the horizontal trapping
beams. The additional laser frequency obtained by an
acousto-optic modulator allows faster atoms to get in
resonance with the trapping beams of the additional
frequency. The number of atoms could be increased
by roughly a factor of seven to about 5 .lo6 atoms
stored in MOT 2. This value is comparable to the
result obtained with MOT 1 of about lo7 atoms.
The radiation to excite the Ca intercombination
line is generated by a high-resolution laser spectrometer comprising a dye laser or a diode-laser system
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Figure 2: Timing diagram of the pulsed trapping, interrogation and fluorescence detection using a
magneto-optical trap (see text and Fig. 1)
prestabilized to a suitable resonance frequency of a
Fabry-Perot resonator. The observed line widths of
both lasers are below 0.5 kHz and the drift of the
prestabilized dye-laser system is less than 0.4 Hz/s
whereas the drift of the diode laser system is higher
[3], predominantly due to temperature fluctuations.
The laser beams used to interrogate the intercombination transition of the cold Ca atoms are derived
from acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) (Fig. 1) used
as "light switchesVfor the pulsed excitation (see Fig.
2). The radiation at X E 423 nm used to cool, deflect, and trap the Ca atoms in MOT I was produced
by a dye-laser pumped by an argon ion uv-laser. In
MOT 2 a solid state laser system was employed consisting of a high power diode laser (200 mW) and a
frequency doubling KNbO3 crystal in a buildup ring
resonator. In both experiments atoms are loaded for
about fifteen to twenty milliseconds. After this time
the number of atoms detected via the fluorescence at
423 nm saturates. To avoid systematic frequency shifts
due to the Zeeman effect of the magnetic field of the
MOT and light shifts due to the 423 nm radiation,
both the magnetic field and the light of the trapping
laser have to be shut off before interrogating the Ca
atoms (see Fig. 2). The atomic cloud expands according to the root-mean-square (rms) velocity of the ballistic atoms. The rms velocity can be determined from
the Doppler broadening of the intercombination line at
X Z 657 nm and it is in the range of v,,, S 1 m/s for
a Doppler broadening of approximately 3 MHz corresponding t o a temperature of a few millikelvin. The
velocity distribution for MOT 1 does not differ significantly from that measured in MOT 2. The low
velocity of the ballistic atoms allows to utilize the full
natural linewidth of the Ca intercombination transition of about 0.4 kHz corresponding to an excited state
life time of 0.4 ms. During this time the atoms of a
velocity of about 1 m/s move only by about 0.4 mm.
3. OPTICAL RAMSEY EXCITATION

A total interaction time that allows to resolve the
natural line width of about 0.4 kHz would excite only
a very narrow velocity group of the Doppler broadened distribution with a considerably reduced signal.

v - v,,

-

Figure 3: Optical Ramsey resonances excited in an
expanding cloud of Ca atoms released from a magnetooptical trap
In order to achieve high spectral resolution combined
with a good signal-to-noise ratio (SIN), we apply the
method of separated field excitation. In contrast to
the Ramsey excitation originally devised for the interrogation of atomic beams by microwaves we apply the
optical Ramsey excitation now in the time domain.
Short pulses of r = 1 ps duration are used to excite a significant part of the cold ensemble of atoms.
The necessary high spectral resolution is then achieved
by a sufficiently large time separation T between two
consecutive pulses. Subsequently, the red fluorescence
of the excited atoms is detected. The corresponding
time sequence (Fig. 2) consists of atom trapping ( t S
~
15 ms), turning off the trapping fields (tA E 0.5 ms),
separated-field excitation (T E 0.1 ms - 0.5 ms), and
detection (ti E 0.5 ms).
Time domain separated-field excitation was performed either by three pulses of a standing laser field
or by two pulses of counterpropagating traveling laser
fields, respectively. When the frequency of the interrogating laser is tuned close to the resonance, the fluorescence intensity contains a contribution (Fig. 3) which
varies with the cosine of the laser detuning. Provided
that the lengths of the pulses are small compared to
their separation, the width of the interference fringes
bv = 1/(4T) is inversely proportional to T. The narrowest fringe width obtained with trapped atoms was
close to the natural linewidth of about 400 Hz. In
fact, the signals shown in Fig. 3 represent a superposition of two interference signals caused by the two
recoil components which are separated by 23.1 kHz.
Consequently, the time T between the pulses is adjusted in such a way that the interference structures
resulting from both recoil components add to give a
maximum visibility of the signal. Increasing the time
T reduces the period of the interference structure and
consequently the linewidth of the fringes.

4. FREQUENCY STABILIZATION

Any one of these fringes can be used to stabilize
the frequency of the laser. The error signal for the
stabilization is generated from the interference signal by modulating the laser frequency and simultaneously measuring the fluorescence intensity. In the most
straightforward way, the frequency is square-wave modulated between two discrete values with the mean frequency tuned close to the center of the central fringe.
The difference of the corresponding fluorescence intensities can be used as error signal. This method corresponds to a first harmonic detection (If-method) of a
servo-control system using analog electronics and harmonic modulation. The maximum slope is obtained
for a total modulation width of 6vm,d = l/4T, i.e. if
the frequency alternates between the points of maximum slope of the interference signal. The If-method
can be applied to signals of which the background is
symmetric to the center of the absorption line. However, slight asymmetries of the background may occur
since the interference structure is superimposed to an
incoherent background (see Fig. 3). It is caused by the
saturation dip and the Doppler broadened spectrum
since the Doppler profile is blue shifted by half of the
recoil splitting (Z 11.5 kHz). In servo control-systems
using analog electronics, the influence of such asymmetries is reduced by detecting the clock transition at
the third harmonic of the modulation frequency (3fmethod). We have approximated this method by measuring the fluorescence signal S(v) a t the following four
frequencies v = v~ &6vPe,/4 and a t v = v~ f3/46vTe,
where v~ is the mean value of the modulated laser frequency and 6vres = 26v = 1/2T corresponds to the
period of the interference structure. The error signal
E(vL) was then calculated as follows:

In this equation, E(vL) is not sensitive to a linear and
a quadratic frequency dependence of the background.
We have checked the suppression of the background
by stabilizing the laser frequency alternatingly with
the If- and the 3f-method. The results obtained at
a fringe period of 23.1 kHz show that the shift of the
central fringe is in the range of 7 Hz for the If-method.
The residual shift from the 3f-method was below the
detection capability of our setup. A calculation from
the measured spectrum resulted in a 50-fold suppression compared to the If-method 121.
After the detection, the error signal is used to step
the frequency of the laser spectrometer which corresponds to a digital integrating servo control. The frequencies of both, the dye laser spectrometer and the
diode laser spectrometer [3] are prestabilized to highly
stable reference Fabry-Perot resonators. The linear
drift of the eigen frequency of the reference resonator
can be determined by the servo control and compensated for by adding a corresponding feed-forward sig-

nal to the signal controlling the laser frequency thus
obtaining a doubly integrating feed-back loop.
The spectral resolution dv = v/Q and the S I N of
the interference structure (depending on the averaging time r) are important parameters of a frequency
standard. The instability of the frequency 4 2 , r) is
determined ultimately by u(2, r) E l / ( S / N ( r ) . Q) in
the case of white noise. The observed values of SIN
as taken from spectra like the ones presented in Fig.
3 decrease with increasing T due to the residual phase
noise of the laser and to the natural linewidth of the
clock transition. With our present setup, we obtain
the maximum value of S I N . Q = 4.5. lo1' a t about T
= 350 ,us. In most cases, we have performed the stabilization at a fringe width of approximately 1.2 kHz,
i.e. at a resolution which is slightly larger than the
optimum value for maximum stability.
From the periodicity of the fringes it might seem
ambiguously to find the proper frequency of the intercombination transition. There are, however, several
means to determine the proper fringe. One method
relies on the fact that for variations of the fringe period i. e. for different resolutions only the frequencies
of the minima at either recoil component are constant.
Another possibility would make use of the beautiful
method of applying a series of pulses in either direction to obtain Fabry-Perot-like high-finesse interference structures [4].
5. UNCERTAINTY OF THE Ca STANDARD

To convert a stable and reproducible oscillator to
a frequency standard it is necessary to reference the
frequency of the oscillator to the frequency of the primary standard of time and frequency, the Cs atomic
clock. Hence, three independent sources contribute to
the uncertainty of an optical standard. First, there
is the uncertainty to realize the line center of the unperturbed Ca atom which mostly depends on the ability to reduce and correct perturbations affecting the
frequency of the atomic transition. A second contribution results from the uncertainty of the primary Cs
standard. Third, the comparison of the two frequencies of the Cs and Ca standards differing by five orders
of magnitude may additionally contribute to the measurement uncertainty. These contributions have been
investigated experimentally and theoretically [2] and
they are listed in Table 1.
We first discuss the different effects affecting the
uncertainty to realize the center of the clock transition of the Ca standard. An important contribution is
caused by the residual first-order Doppler effect which
will be looked at into in more detail at the end of this
section. Due to the low velocities the second-order
Doppler effect caused by the time dilation contributes
as little as a few millihertz and can be neglected at
present. We have investigated the influences of magnetic fields by the Zeeman effect, of electric fields by
the Stark effect, of gravitational and other accelerations. The ac Stark shift caused by scattered light

Table 1: Contributions to the standard uncertainty
in the frequency of the Ca optical frequency standard
during a recent frequency measurement and attainable
uncertainty.
effect
uncertainty
achieved attainable
lStorder Doppler effect
2nd order Doppler effect
magnetic fields
ac-Stark effect
quadratic Stark effect
gravitation
black-body radiation
second recoil component
collision of cold atoms
stabilization scheme
reproducibility
- sum in quadrature
counting errors (chain)
statistical unceriainty '
H-maser
CS-clock
total uncertainty Sv
relative uncertaintv Svlv

Figure 4: Difference between the transition frequencies realized by two independent ensembles of cold Ca
atoms.
53 Hz
100 Hz
4 Hz
5 Hz
7 Hz
113 Hz
2.5. 10-l3

1.6 Hz
0.1 Hz
0.5 HZ
0.5 Hz
0.5 Hz
1.8 Hz
4 . 10-l5

of the cooling laser results from uncomplete blocking
of the AOMs. We estimate its influence at present to
5 Hz and it can be largely eliminated by the use of fast
mechanical shutters. Furthermore, there is a contribution of the field of temperature radiation (so-called
black-body shift) which is of particular importance in
our MOT 2. There, the oven is very close to the cloud
of atoms. Even though the atoms are trapped behind
a circular beam stop they are exposed to the radiation from the oven during their ballistic flight or due
to radiation reflected from the walls. With the help of
a shutter we expect to reduce this influence and the
remaining uncertainty (0.5 Hz) will mainly result from
the calculation of the correction. A particular contribution is due to the influence of the superposition of
the interference patterns due to the recoil effect. Since
we have chosen such a period that both interference
structures add constructively, there is an uncertainty
associated with this procedure which we estimate at
present to be below 7 Hz. It can be completely removed if one recoil component is suppressed by one
of the methods developed earlier (see e.g. [ 5 ] ) . The
influence of the collisions of the cold C a atoms has not
been investigated yet, but it is expected to be below
10 Hz. A small contribution results from the stabilization. In the digital servo system we do not expect
integrator offsets and we estimate the influence of the
stabilization to 0.1 % of the linewidth.
The estimated uncertainties were checked by comparisons between two independent systems where the
clouds of Ca atoms were released f r o q the two in-

dependent magneto-optical traps depicted in Fig. 1.
The comparisons have been performed during the past
years with the laser frequency stabilized to the atomic
clouds from the two traps (Fig. 4). The frequency
of the laser stabilized to the atoms released from the
MOT 1 filled with the laser cooled beam seems to be
consistently higher than the frequency derived from
the second apparatus (MOT 2) with a mean fractional
frequency difference of about 7.5 .lo-14. Since the
origin of this difference was not known previously we
took it into account in Table 1 as a contribution termed
"reproducibility". Latest investigations indicate that
this difference is mainly due to a residual first-order
Doppler shift in the laser beams with non ideal wavefronts. Measurements of the Doppler profile showed
that when the trapping fields were switched off the
center of mass of the atomic cloud started to move.
By acceleration of the cloud it was possible to achieve
frequency offsets of up to about 80 Hz for different diameters of the counterpropagating clock laser beams
and purposely increased acceleration. During all of
the measurements used for the determination of the
frequency this effect is supposed to be smaller, however, we assume that the influence of the residual firstorder Doppler effect has been underestimated. This
effect might therefore be responsible for the contribution termed "reproducibi1ity"in Table 1. In subsequent
investigations with identical microscope lenses the frequency differences could be reduced to a few hertz.
We therefore conclude that at present the uncertainty
due to this effect can be restricted to 6 Hz. We expect
to further reduce it to about 1 Hz if the intensity of
the six independent trapping beams will be carefully
balanced. Besides the curvature of the wave fronts,
acceleration due to gravity results in a frequency shift
if the laser beams are not aligned horizontally (Fig. 5).
The corresponding frequency shift (Fig. 6) depends linearly on T T' where T is the time between the two
pulses of either direction and T is the time between

+

the second and the third pulse. The frequency shift
6v measured by reversing the time order of the pulses
allows to identify and to minimize this contribution.

Figure 5: Excitation of an atomic cloud by tilted laser
beams with curved wave fronts

Figure 6: Measured frequency shift due to tilted laser
beams and gravitation
From the contributions to the uncertainty to the
Ca stabilized laser added in quadrature we derived 53
Hz for the previous measurements [2] and 14 Hz for the
status with our present setup. Estimations based on
these results (third row of Table 1) show that a relative
uncertainty of a few parts in 1015 can be expected [2].
6. MEASUREMENT OF THE FREQUENCY

The (optical) frequency of the Ca standard was
measured by comparison with PTB's primary Cs atomic
clock, using a phase-coherent frequency chain. This
chain is described in more detail elsewhere [6] and it
suffices to recall that it basically applies the method
of harmonic mixing thereby connecting the Ca standard via various intermediate oscillators (diode laser,
colour center laser, COz lasers, methanol laser, backward wave oscillator, Gunn oscillator, and H-maser)
to the Cs clock. We point out that the described frequency chain allows a phase-coherent optical frequency
measurement which, in principle, does not contribute

Figure 7: Measured frequency values of the Ca optical
frequency standard. The measurements were taken
with an effusive beam (circle), MOT 1filled by a laser
cooled beam (filled squares) and MOT 2 filled by a
thermal beam (empty squares). Different values of the
same day correspond to different pulse separations.
to the uncertainty of the measured frequency value.
However, cycle slips can occur in each multiplication
step. The rate of cycle slips critically depends on the
S I N ratio of the beat signal. We estimated this rate in
the most crucial stages of the chain and concluded that
they contributed less than 100 Hz to the uncertainty
(Table 1).
Several frequency measurements during more than
two years (Fig. 7) have been performed using both
MOTS, different resolutions, and different stabilization
schemes. The weighted mean of all frequency measurements up to now is vc, = 455 986 240 494.13 (12)
kHz. We emphasize that this uncertainty makes the
Ca stabilized laser one of the most accurate optical frequency standards in the visible, today. Consequently,
this standard has been recommended recently by the
CIPM [l] for the realization of the meter with the lowest uncertainty. Current investigations look for the origin of the difference between the frequencies of both
setups. Provided, that the cause for this discrepancy
has been identified we expect from Table 1 that the
uncertainty can be reduced by more than an order of
magnitude.
As a result of the frequency measurements the relative frequency instability of the Ca standard was shown
to decrease with 1 / f i for integration times between
r = 1 s and r = 1000 s. It reaches its flicker floor
at approximately 10-14. It has been shown how the
stability can be improved by applying a modified detection scheme ['i]allowing to reach the 10'14 level
within an integration time of about T = 1 s.
7. DISSEMINATING THE Ca FREQUENCY

Accurate optical reference frequencies have various
applications e. g. in precision spectroscopy, determination of fundamental constants, and length / wave-

length metrology. As a particular application we recdl
the measurement of the frequencies of the hyperfine
structure lines R(180) 0-16 and R(42) 0-17 in molecular iodine at 815 nm wavelength [S]. The authors made
use of the fact that these lines nearlv coincide with the
known frequency difference betwee; the methane stabilized He-Ne laser and the Ca standard [I]. In the
same way the sum frequency of these two- ;tandards
allows one to set up frequency references in the green
spectral range. Similarly, the combination of optical
frequency standards already existing or under development might be used to establish a grid of reference
frequencies covering the spectral range from the ultraviolet to the infrared range. Together with the conventional and novel techniques of division and measurement of optical frequencies discussed in this volume, virtually any optical frequency can be measured
or synthesized. For the time being, however, as long
as there are no small sized, cheap and reliable optical
frequency synthesizers of ultimate accuracy available,
the dissemination of optical frequencies will have to
rely on the development of transportable optical frequency standards. Furthermore, these standards will
allow to compare different concepts of frequency chains
as well as the primary standards. For dissemination of
the frequency of the Ca standard, a transportable optical frequency standard based on an effusive Ca beam
has been developed at PTB [9] with a fractional uncertainty of 1.2 -10-12. This represents an improvement
of more than an order of magnitude with respect to the
widely used iodine stabilized He-Ne laser operating at
X r 633 nm wavelength. The use of existing small and
efficient light sources will allow to generate the cooling radiation and the development of a transportable
standard based on laser cooled Ca atoms.
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it the most precisely know optical frequency of those
recommended for the realization of the meter[3].
As an optical frequency standard, this transition
offers remarkable potential for both stability and
accuracy. For practical experimental parameters, we
estimate an attainable fractional-frequency instability of
I 3 ~ 1 0 - ' ~ rnearly
' ~ , two orders of magnitude smaller
than the projected instability of Cs fountain standards.
Moreover, it has been estimated that a fractional
frequency uncertainty of lo-" or less is possible[4],
although critical systematic effects such as collision
shifts still need to be evaluated.
In order to approach this performance with a
relatively straightforward apparatus, we had to address
several critical issues. The first was a simplified design
for a Ca magneto-optic trap (MOT), which included the
development of a frequency-doubled semiconductor
laser system to generate 50 mW of trap light at 423 nm.
Next, we had to construct a 657 nrn diode-laser system
with the frequency stability required to resolve subkilohertz optical linewidths. Finally, to approach atom
shot-noise-limited performance, we needed to
implement a "shelving" detection technique, which
enables us to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio even at
sub-kilohertz resolution.

ABSTRACT
We describe a high performance optical frequency
standard at 657 nm based on laser-trapped Ca. Using
two semiconductor laser systems (423 nm for trapping
and 657 nm for spectroscopy), we have been able to
obtain sub-kilohertz optical linewidths and a relative
Allan variance of 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 - 'at
~ one second, with
prospects for considerable improvement. This Ca
standard will be used to make a phase-coherent
frequency measurement of the 282 nm '99Hg+ optical
standard.
1. INTRODUCTION
We have developed a table-top apparatus which is
beginning to realize the considerable potential of the 'So
(m=O) 3 3Pl (m=O) intercombination line at 657 nm in
neutral 40Ca for use as a frequency standard. This
transition is an attractive optical frequency standard due
to its narrow linewidth (400 Hz), insensitivity to
external perturbations, and convenient wavelengths for
trapping and spectroscopy (see Figure 1).
Ca Energy Level Diagram (relevant levels)

2. APPARATUS
This apparatus has been described in detail
elsewhere, so we will just outline the essential aspects
here[5,6]. Our Ca MOT uses 50 mW of trapping light
generated by frequency doubling 200 mW of 846 nm
light from a master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA)
semiconductor laser system. We load the trap directly
with slow atoms from a thermal beam emerging from a
600°C oven. To increase the atom flux through the trap
region, we locate the trap only 13 cm from the Ca oven.
We also add a laser beam counter-propagating to the
atomic beam to slow the atoms and increase the loading
rate (by an order of magnitude), but we do not employ
Zeeman slowing magnets as used in other schemes.
This slowing/trapping combination can load as many as
10' atoms into our trap in 20 ms. The trapped sample
has a temperature of 2 mK and a lifetime of -20 ms,
which is limited by optical pumping to the 3P2 state
through the ID, state.
We perform the high resolution spectroscopy with a
frequency-stabilized 657 nm laser diode in an extended-

423 nm coding
~ t l m
Av = Q ) O H z

Figure 1. Cooling and clock transitions in Ca.
Since the pioneering efforts of Barger et al. in 1979,
this line has been the subject of many experimental
investigations[l]. The group of Helrncke and Riehle at
Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) has
achieved numerous milestones with this transition,
including a recent measurement of its absolute
frequency with only 120 Hz uncertainty[2]. This makes
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cavity configuration. The frequency of the laser is
locked to a high finesse cavity (fmesse = 60 000) by
feeding back primarily to the diode laser injection
current. With a servo bandwidth of more than 3 MHz,
we can achieve a fast laser linewidth of -40 Hz. Our
reference cavity is environmentally isolated but still
contributes measurable noise to the laser frequency.
Recent improvements in acoustic and vibration isolation
have reduced the cavity noise to -400 Hz in 1 s. We are
able to tune the laser frequency relative to this stable
reference cavity with a microwave synthesizer which
feeds a double-passed acousto-optic modulator (AOM).
Since we require high power for time-domain
optical Ramsey spectroscopy, we send the output from
the frequency-stabilized master oscillator to a power
amplifier. After spatially filtering the power amplifier
output with an optical fiber, we have -40 mW of useful
probe power. We then chop this output beam with
AOM's to generate the desired probe pulses.
3. OPTICAL RAMSEY SPECTROSCOPY WITH
SHELVING DETECTION

After turning off the trapping fields, we excite the
narrow 657 nm transition with a sequence of red pulses
in accordance with the technique of time-domain optical
Ramsey spectroscopy[4,7,8]. This four-pulse sequence
enables us to maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio when
going to high resolution. To improve the signal-tonoise ratio further, we have implemented a shelving
detection technique first developed for probing trapped
ions[9,10]. In our version we first probe the atoms with
a nearly resonant 423 nrn probe pulse. The induced
fluorescence level gives us a measure of the number of
ground-state atoms present at the beginning of the
measurement cycle. We then excite a fraction of the
atoms with the four-pulse Ramsey sequence. Before the
excited atoms can spontaneously decay back to the
ground state, we read out the modified ground state
population with a second blue probe pulse. The ratio of

657 nm Probe Detuning (MHz)
Figure 2. Low resolution optical Ramsey fringes. Total
measurement time was 15 s.

fluorescence induced by the second blue pulse to that
induced by the first then gives the depletion of the
ground state due to red excitation. Since we can cycle
many blue photons per atom per measurement, we get a
much cleaner measure of the excitation and can
approach 100 % detection probability per atom.
Moreover, since we measure the fraction of atoms
excited, we are effectively normalizing the signal
against trap number fluctuations, which can be as large
as 10 %.
An example of low resolution optical Ramsey
spectroscopy taken with this system can be seen in
Figure 2. The Ramsey fringes are superimposed on a
Doppler background that corresponds to a temperature
of 2.4 mK. By increasing the time between red pulses
we can generate fringes with a much shorter period.
Figure 3 shows the central fringes taken at a full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) resolution of 960 Hz (resulting
from a Ramsey time of 260 ys for each pulse pair).
Linewidth = 960 Hz

22.5 [
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Figure 3. Sub-kilohertz optical Ramsey fringes with
shelving detection. Total measurement time was 30 s.
From this figure we estimate a fractional frequency
instability of close to 10"4~-'". With our system we
have actually been able to resolve linewidths as narrow
as 400 Hz, equal to the natural linewidth of this
transition.
The choice of optimal Ramsey resolution for the
frequency standard is a compromise between narrow
linewidth and high signal-to-noise ratio, which for our
present system yields an optimal operating linewidth of
-1.6 kHz. As we improve the system and reduce excess
low-frequency noise, we expect to operate nearer to the
theoretical optimal resolution of 630 Hz (FWHM). To
lock the red laser to a Ramsey fringe, we modulate the
probe laser frequency with a 100 Hz square wave, then
demodulate the resulting excitation, and feed back to
the laser frequency. To evaluate the fractional
frequency instability properly, we should either build a
second system for comparison or compare our system to
a more stable one. Lacking either of these at present,

we can still make an estimate of the Allan variance by
measuring the fluctuations of the Ca signal relative to
the reference cavity (after subtraction of the cavity
drift). This "relative" Allan variance actually includes
the cavity noise, so we think that our Ca system may
actually be better than this measurement, although any
relative linear drift of the Ca system is suppressed.
Nonetheless, we see in Figure 4 promising performance
with a relative instability of 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 -at' ~one second.

to prevent laser frequency noise from contributing to the
noise spectrum. The -1.5 kHz single-pass broadening
seen in Figure 5 can be removed with a fiber-noisecancellation technique first demonstrated by Ma et
a1.[13].
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Figure 4. Relative Allan variance between the Ca
transition and the optical reference cavity. A Ramsey
fringe linewidth of 1.9 kHz was used for this
measurement.
We have not yet reached the shot-noise capability of our
system, because there is still some residual amplitude
noise due to imperfect normalization.
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Figure 5. Beatnote between light before and after fiber
with an averaging time of 5 s. Note that this shows the
noise accumulated due to two passes through the fiber.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents frequency stability,
reproducibility and performance limitations of the
transportable He-Ne/C& optical frequency standards.
These type of devices can be used as precise (-10-13)
mid-Infrared references in optical metrology and
frequency synthesis.
1. INTRODUCTION

New generation of transportable He-Ne/C&
(h=3.39 pm) optical frequency standards (TOFS) [1,2
with resolved Magnetic Hyperfine Structure of
methane line and improved signal-to-noise ratio can
play an important role in the field of optical frequency
metrology and precise spectroscopy.
It seems quite real that fiequency repeatability for
these devices could reach the level of 10-"-10"~ while
relative stability may exceed the parameters of H-maser
s. Now such kind of
at averaging times (10-~-10~)
TOFSs after calibrating at the radiosptical frequency
chain with respect to Cs primary standard can
disseminate the absolute value of optical frequency
( 0 ~ z~ 88
4 THz) with the uncertainty of -10-l3 and can
be used in laboratories interested into build-up the
accurate IR-visible frequency grid. This way to avoid
the problem of a cumbersome low frequency part
(10" Hz to loi4Hz) of the phase-coherent radio-optical
frequency chains seems to be attractive particularly now
with appearance of the cw optical parametric oscillators
(OPO) in the mid-IR range (3.0-4.0) pm. P o w e f i
(-400 mW) OPO phase locked to the TOFS frequency
can overcome the problem of relatively low output
intensity (-1 mW) of the TOFS and make much easier
the non-linear mixing and conversion of the 88 THz
radiation.
The present paper describes a recent progress of a
new version of the transportable He-Ne/C& OFS: the
improvement of a middle-term stability and
investigation of the physical reasons influencing on the
device reproducibility and repeatability.

I

The device is built on the standard scheme of precise
spectroscope and in addition to the laser with a
telescopic expander, it contains a Reference laser and a
Heterodyne laser (see Fig. 1 in ref.[4]). The Reference
laser is permanently stabilised by SA 1 SD resonances
with a half width y G 150 kHz.It provides radiation with
narrow spectrum which is transferred to the Telescopic
laser via Heterodyne laser and offset phase-lock servos.
The servo system based on personal computer and
phase-lock loops with programmable synthesizers.
records super-narrow resonances at the Telescopic laser.
It determines a top of the central MHFS component and
with interval (10-50) s introduces an error correction
signal for the Reference laser to eliminate its slow drifts.
Finally the output signal of the TOFS is the radiation of
the Heterodyne laser, with the average frequency
~'
determined by the central component of ~ 2 ' methane
line and a fixed offset (-600 kHz), determined by one of
the synthesizers.
3. FREQUENCY STABILITY

Since 1996 several TOFSs with beam diameter
D z 60 rnm in telescopic part were built in the Lebedev
Institute. Absolute frequency measurements (AFM)
were done at the radiosptical frequency chain (ROFC)
of PTB and also by comparison with a stationary OsOd
OFS (h= 10.6 pm) and the renewed ROFC of BNMLPTF [5,4].
The relative stability (square root of Allan variance),
determined for TOFS-2 during the AFM at PTB in 1997
is shown on Fig. 1 (curve 1).

2. OPTICAL SCHEME OF THE TOFS

A physical principle of TOFS are based on the subDoppler resonances of saturated absorption (SA) and
saturated dispersion (SD) of ~ 2 'methane
~ ' line [3].
narrow the line width
y (3-5) lcHz
and to
the Magnetic
Hyperfine Structure (MHFS)the telescopic expander is
combined with a low pressure (30-50) pTorr CH4 cell.
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.00 6 1999 IEEE
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Fig.1. Allan standard deviation measured for output
frequencies of: ( 1 ) TOFS-2 relatively H-maser (FIB):
( 2 ) improved Reference laser relatively stationary one.
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For sample times z > 10' s the relative stability
exceeds 2x10-14; for sample times .r < 10 s the stability
is better than the stability of the H-maser which served
as a reference for PTB chain. At the intermediate range
of z = (10 - 100) s TOFS 's stability was limited by the
Reference laser flicker noise.
At present the performance of the Reference laser in
TOFS is improved. The curve 2 at Fig.1 shows its
stability measured at Lebedev Institute relatively
stationary laser. The range of sample times where the
Reference laser stability esceeds the H-maser
performance is enlarged up to z = 100 s.
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4. FREQUENCY REPEATABILITY AND

REPRODUCIBILITY
The AFM at PTB with different TOFSs have shown
that each device has repeatability (2 - 3)x10-l3 on the
long period of the time (months -year). But the
frequency offsets between independently assembled
devices are in the range of 200 Hz (2x 10-12)[4].
Fig.2 shows the results of the simultaneous AFM
carried out with TOFS-2 and TOFS-3. The initial
frequency difference between devices was A z 80 Hz.
The manipulations by some parameters (the C&
pressure, the field intensity, the amplitude of
modulation, the mirrors adjustment) during AFM didn't
bring shifts exceeding 20 30 Hz.

-

Fig.3. TOFS's frequency shift vs longitudinal telescopic
lens detuning from the center of cavity stability range
for two discharge currents. Lower curve - threshold
current.

Tnus it seems reasonable that the shift between
different TOFSs could be caused by uncertainty in their
telescopes adjustments. Even temperature difference in
the room during the process of assembling could
influence on the adjustment due to thermal expansion of
a stainless steel jacket of the telescope tube. For
example, heating of the TOFS-2 jacket on 10°C (this
temperature change corresponds to 100 pm detuning
from the center of the resonator stability range) leads to
the frequency difference between devices of 20 Hz
instead of 80 Hz (Fig.2, series 11 and 12). That is in
agreement with the measurements presented on Fig.3,
where the slope of the frequency shift in the center of
the resonator stability range can be evaluated as
60 Hz / 100 p.

-

-

5. THEORETICAL ESTIMATIONS OF TEE
FREQUENCY SHIFTS
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Fig.2. Frequency of TOFS-2 and TOFS-3 measured at
PTB in 1997. fm4 = 88 376 181 600 000 + A [Hz]
Series 11 and 12 were obtained under laser heating.
Analysing the reasons of such frequency difference
between TOFSs we finally came to conclusion that the
only origin of such big shifts is connected with different
optical adjustment of their telescopes.
Measurements made in laboratory have shown the
noticeable dependence of output frequency versus
defocusing of the telescopic cavity within a stability
range of the resonator (-800 pm). Fig.3 shows that the
full scale frequency shift versus longitudinal telescopic
defocusing can reach 100 Hz for f100 p longitudinal
lens shift.

We described analytically the influence of
defocusing of the telescope's lenses on the form of the
modes of empty resonator. The longitudinal defocusing
of telescope doesn't introduce extra wave front
curvature (WFC) to the Gaussian beam inside of the
telescopic part The plane mirror fastens the flatness of
the plane beams in the absorbing cell situated there
(Fig.4).
It worth mentioning [6], that for such optical
configuration, like a present one, in the domain of yzll
(y and 112 are correspondingly the homogeneous and
transit time line-widths), where these devices 'usually
operate, the saturation resonances originated from the
conical parts of the beams (due to the large WFC) have
much smaller intensity and much wider width than the
saturation resonances from the almost plane parts of the
beams. So for description of SNSD resonances in such
kind of standards we can describe only the resonance in
the field of two counterpropagating plane beams in the
telescopic part of the resonator.

influence of the diaphragms, and found the following:
1) in the domain of yt 1. in which the present
standard is operating (y 2-3 kI-h and 117 3 kHz). the
influence of the circular diaphragms is notably reduced
due to transit time effects (on a factor of 50-100 as
compared with the pure homogeneously broadened
case), and leads to the frequency shifts of the center of
the resonance, which do not exceed the order l o 3y
even when the diameter of the diaphragm is comparable
with the beam's transverse size:
2) The inhomogeneity of the active media leads to
appearance of additional not conjugated WFC (contrary
to custom conjugated WFC fastened by the mirrors
curvature or by the telescope defocusing), which can be
taken into account, like in 171, by introducing the new
Gaussian beams with the complex width W, in which A
is equal to

-

-

-

-

Fig.4. The optical scheme (a) and equivalent
(unwrapped) (b) scheme of the TOFS.
The angle a between the main and parasitic plane
beams in the telescopic part is essentially enlarged
for good layout.
The influence of longitudinal defocusing of the
telescope on the field inside the telescopic part consists
in the appearance of the dependence of the beam width
W in the absorbing cell and the dependence of the
frequency distance (A) between nearest transverse
modes of empty resonator from the longitudinal
distance between focuses of the telescope's lenses x:

where h=3.39pm, L, =lm is the length of the resonator
outside the telescope, R=5m is the radius of curvatuie of
the outside mirror, F andfare correspondingly the focal
distances of the large and small telescope's lenses.
Formulas (1) were written in approximation of close-toplane-mirror-resonator [5,7]. It does not correspond
exactly to the working domain of present standard, but it
pennits us to make estimations of the influence of some
transverse effects.
Longitudinal defocusing of the telescope does not
lead directly to any frequency shift. It leads only to the
mediate ones, i.e. to the changes of the order of
magnitude of the already existing frequency shifts of the
present standard, connected with the transverse structure
of the field.
We estimated the influence of the two such effects,
like the inhomogeneity of active media and the

where go 1 is the gain coefficient per total pass throw
the resonator, Ro- 0.5 cm is the diameter of the tube
with the active media. Our numerical calculations for
such field in the domain of y.r- 1 gave us the
estimations of the total shift of the SD resonance due to
such effect of the order of 60 Hz, and it's changes due
to longitudinal defocusing of the telescope on the
f 0.5 mm within the range of resonator stability r 40 Hz
(and tends to zero with increasing of x, i.e. going away
from the close-to-plane-mirror-resonatorcase).
Other possible reasons of the resonance shift are the
')parasitic" waves caused by reflection (back to the
telescopic part) from the several optical surfaces inside
the resonator. The presence of such surfaces leads to the
parasitic beam under angle a to the plane beam in the
absorbing cell. This angle a between the
counterpropagating main and parasitic plain waves in
leads to
the telescopic part in the case of -1
emphasising of the role of molecules with some nonzero velocity in the formation of saturation resonance
for the main beam in the presence of parasitic one and
finally to the shift of SD resonance

where r, is the coefficient of parasitic reflection from
the optical surface, L - the length of the absorbing cell.
and q ( ~is) some function of parameter yt, which at
y ~ - l is of the order tl(l)=0.5. For values of
r,*0.01,~~~=0.5m,andaa5x10-~theuncertainty
of the TOFS frequency is on the level of
IAO I - 4 ~ 1 0 " ~ -160Hz.

(USA) July 6-10, 1998.

CONCLUSIONS
At present the TOFS systems demonstrate frequency
repeatability (for one device during several months,
year) of 2x 10-13.and frequency stability up to 1x 1 0 " ~
(for averaging time in the range of 1-100 s). Frequency
reproducibility (for different devices) is of the order of
2x lo-".
It was found that the frequency differences between
devices are caused mainly by initial adjustment of the
telescopes. The telescope defocusing changes the beam
parameters and results in frequency shifts through
transverse inhomogeneity of the active media.
Theoretical estimations partially explain this difference.
More precise tuning of the telescopes. decreasing of
the cavity losses, elimination of the back reflections
give us the hope to decrease several times this kind of
uncertainty in future.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on the metrological
capabilities of CO,lOsO, optical frequency standards
operating around 29 THz. Those frequency standards are
currently involved in various fields such as frequency
metrology, high resolution spectroscopy and Rydberg
constant measurements. The most impressive features of
the standards, lies in the
level frequency stability,
allied to a long-term reproducibility (1 year) of 1.3 x lo-".

In this way. they allow to bridge in two steps
the large frequency gap from the microwave range
to the visible domain. On the other hand. since 1997
a OsO, frequency grid, known with uncertainties
ranging from 7 x 10-'"0
2 x lo*" [4], is
recommend by the CIPM for the mise en pratique of
the definition of the meter. This frequency grid
corresponds to a strong absorption band which
covers partially (from 28.1 to 29.3 THz) the wide
emission spectrum of C02 lasers from 26 to 33 THz
range

1. INTRODUCTION

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

During the last decade, the role of C02 laser
frequency stabilized onto narrowed saturated absorption of
OsO, molecular line, have been emphasised by the needs
of absolute frequency measurements in the mid IR and
visible domains (HeNe/I2 at 633 run, DLlRb at 778 nm)
[1,2], of accurate spectroscopy of hydrogen atom, and
concurrently of the Rydberg constant measurements 131.
Nowadays, they are currently used as starting point to
calibrate these frequencies with respect to cesium primary
standard, using optical frequency chains (OFC).

Two similar C02/0s0, frequency standards
have been developed and compared to evaluate their
performance. These systems have been already
described in more details elsewhere [5]. Each device
(Fig. 1) comprises a sealed C02 laser which is
coupled to a 1.5 m long and high finesse (F= 170)
Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity for saturated absorption
purpose.

C02

Laser

B;;ata;a;s*;a;;;;;s;a;*;;;;;;a*aa;;s;
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Fig. 1. CO,/OsO, Experimental set-up
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The FP cavity consists of two spherical ZnSe
mirrors, with a 50 m radius of curvature. It is surrounded
by a magnetic shield and the total apparatus is placed in a
stainless-steel tube, sealed at the ends by two ZnSe
windows. This tube is evacuated each day to lo4 Pa range.
before filling with 0.133 Pa of OsO, pressure. In this range
the OsO, linewidth is typically about 20 H z .
The 1 meter long sealed CO, laser is designed for
low frequency noise and shielded against acoustic noise.
The beat note between two independent free running C02
lasers shows a linewidth smaller than 1 kHz.
Thanks to the high finesse FP cavity, the required
power to saturate the OsO, transitions is less then 1pW at
the input of the FP cavity. Therefore, the CO? output
power is attenuated by a factor of about 10" In this way,
the laser is strongly isolated from optical feedback.
For the frequency stabilization of the overall
system, we use the optical transmitted signal detected with
a nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector. The FP is weakly
modulated at 30 kHz and the laser frequency at 2.2 kHz.
The first harmonic of the FP transmission fringe is devoted
to lock the FP , while the third harmonic of the Os04 line
is used to stabilize the laser frequency. The two
systems remain currently
independent CO,/OsO,
frequency locked more than 15 hours. This limitation is
due to the warming-up of the nitrogen cooled detector [ 5 ] .

3. MAIN FEATURES
The OsO, natural mixture comprises 7 isotopic
species of 0 s : 192 (40%), 190 (26%)' 189 (16%)' 188
(13%), 187 (1.6%),....[61 The best results have been
performed using the saturated absorption transitions of the
two most abundant isotopes (192 and 190).

Their relative abundance, associated to the absence
of an hyperfine structure (for even isotope
species), allows achievement of strong and narrow
resonances.
Nevertheless. corresponding probably to
hot bands many OsO, transitions in the vicinity of
the C02 laser lines are unidentified. This is the
case of the one located at - 15.254 MHz from the
10R(10)C02 laser center line and used in this
work. This OsO, frequency line has been linked to
a primary cesium clock using the BNM-LPTF
optical frequency chain (OFC), first in 1984 [7]
and more recently several times from April 1998
to March 1999. The use of this particular OsO,
line is justified by its perfect coincidence with the
microwave to IR frequency chain [8].
Fig. 2. reports on the results of the absolute
frequency measurements of one of the two
CO,/OsO, standards, against cesium clock, over 1
year. This set of data has been obtained by the use
of very restrictive experimental conditions which
are 0.133 Pa for the Os04 pressure and 100 pWatt
for the intra-cavity power. These two parameters
are measured within 1 and 2% of accuracy
respectively, yielding to 6.2% in term of the OsO,
peak saturation contrast. Its achievement in the
range of 6 to 6.4 % determines in part the 5 Hz
shot-to-shot measurement observed on this Fig. 2.
The larger frequency dispersion (about 25
Hz) observed in March 99, is due to this OsO,
peak contrast variations (of about 20 %)
consecutive to an incomplete cavity out gassing
following a PZT change inside the FP cavity at the
beginning of March'99.

+

N o o f Measurement

Fig. 2. Absolute frequency measurement of R(10)COJOS0, laser against cesium clock over I year.

However, the mean value of this frequency
standard, when the absorption corresponds to the standard
conditions, is not affected at the level of 1 x lo-'" The
mean frequency of this CO,/OsO, standard is:
F(l) = 29 054 057 446 579 (4) Hz,
with a relative uncertainty of 1.3 x 10-'"1 o),taking into
account the total data.
The second similar C02/Os04 system, exhibit a
slightly different frequency (12 Hz lower), with a relative
uncertainty twice compared to the former one. This
observed discrepancy at the beginning of our
measurements in Apri1'99 is due to a pollution of the
second FP cavity. After several weeks of out gassing, a
noticeable agreement with the first laser, (within 5 Hz) has
been obtained.
Several parameters yield frequency shifts of the
OsO, center line relatively to the unperturbed molecular
transition. The major biases which affect the CO,/OsO,
reference have been reported previously in ref. [5], with a
preliminary evaluation of the total uncertainty of about
Improvement
.
of the accuracy capability to
3.5 x 1 0 ~ ' ~
lo-', level is realistic, but requires an optical selection of
very slow OsO, molecules associated to heterodyne
detection [9].
Fig 3 shows the square root of the Allan standard
deviation associated to the frequency difference between
the two CO,lOsO, frequency standards stabilized
independently onto the OsO, transition in coincidence
with the R(10) C02 line.

The long term stability is limited by the
existence of a much more smaller absorption line
on the hand side of the principal transition used for
the stabilization purpose. This line shape has been
reported elsewhere [9]. In spite of very small
transition moment, the long tern1 variations of the
experimental parameters (pressure and power)
have surely some influence on the long term
stability.
This result brings us to check the
metrological capabilities of the R(42)A1(3)
fundamental transition of 1920s04.distantby 232.5
MHz from the center of the lOR(12) laser line. We
have been able to achieve high saturation OsO,
peak contrast (up to 36 %) using this transition.
Therefore, the short-term stability of the
lasers has been enhanced in considerable way,
level from 10 to 40 s of
reaching the 4.5
integration time, as shown on Fig. 4.
Alan starlard deviaticn

This figure 3 exhibits a 7 x 10 -I4 /& slope up to
r = 100 s, indicating a white frequency noise and a good
correction of the frequency fluctuations. Consequently, the
Flicker plateau is reached for 100 s<r< 500 s.
Fig. 4 Allan standard deviation of the
CO,/OsO, frequency standards, using the
R(42) Al(3) lg20s0, absorption line.
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Fig. 3. Allan Standard Deviation of the beat note between
two similar 1OR(10) CO,/OsO, systems (squares).
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Fig. 5 Frequency drift of the frequency
difference between two C02/Os04
standards independently locked using the
R(42) A l(3) '920s04absorption line.

The long-term stability has been altered by the
Os04 pressure variations mentioned above in this paper,
and which induce frequency changes of the stabilized
lasers as shown on Fig. 5. We expect more stable
frequency evolution in the near future as observed before
[5]. after more complete out gassing of the FP cavity.
4. CONCLUSION

The COJOsO, exhibit very attractive metrological
characteristics as optical frequency standards, with shortterm and long term stabilities in the 10 -I5 range and a
reproducibility at the level of 1 x 10-l3 . These results
emphasize their interest in various fields, such as accurate
spectroscopy and extension of frequency measurements to
the visible domain. The recent and preliminary use of the
fundamental and strong absorption line in coincidence
with the 10 R(12) line at 29.096 THz, opens the way for
progress in the accuracy capability to the 10-l4level.
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ABSTRACT

used to rninimisc the ion's micromotion in the direction

Recent work is presented on the search for the weak
electric octupole transition in a single cold ion of the
odd-isotope "Yb'.
and includes new 17'Ybspectroscopy on two other reference transitions in the
optical and infra-red regions, which are used to locate
the octupole transition. A successful observation of this
l i l ~ b 'Isln
' reference transition is presented.

'

' ~ 7 , ~

INTRODUCTION
A forbidden transition in an ytterbium ion. is one of a
handful of reference systems that are being considered
as highly reproducible optical frequency standards. A
single laser cooled ytterbium ion held in an
electrodynamic trap is a near ideal atomic sample for a
frequency standard. The quantum jump technique is
used to observe an extremely forbidden transition in the
ion. Tight confinement of the ion in the Lamb-Dicke
regime. by the trap. removes the first order Doppler
effect and recoil shift. Laser cooling and careful control
of the ion's motion minimises the second order Doppler
and Stark shift. Operation under ultra-high-vacuum
conditions reduces pressure shifts to a negligible level.
Past work has concentrated on observing the
extremely weak 'sin -'FT/~ reference transition at
467 nm. The upper level of this electric octupole
transition has a measured lifetime of 10 years. making
it potentially the narrowest known resonance in the
optical spectrum. The diff~cultyin observing such a
weak transition. led to its first observation in the
technically straightforward I7'IYb' isotope [I j.
The 172-isotope is. however, not ideal as a
frequency standard as the reference frequency is
susceptible to the linear Zeeman effect. This has
necessitated a switch to the I7'Yb' isotope. which has
m~=O m~=O transitions that are free from the linear
Zeeman effect. This reduces the effcct of perturbing
magnetic fields to an almost negligible Icvel. Due to the
presence of hyperfine structure and the difficulty in
performing accurate calculations of isotope shifts, it has
been necessary to undertake high resolution
spectroscopy in this '"Yb' isotope so that the extremely
weak 467 nm reference transition can be located.

of the laser cooling beam. This arrangement was used
to perform the spectroscopy on the 41 1 nm 'SI t
quadrupole transition and the 3.4 pm
infrared transition. More recently a new trap with endcap electrode geometq has been developed. Tlus trap
has a similar rf drive frequency of 27t s 12.8 MHz.
Most importantly. the trapped ion can be accessed in 3
directions by the cooling laser light. so that the rfphoton correlation technique can be used to reduce the
ion micromotion in 3 dimensions. thereby minimising
second order Doppler and Stark shifts. This new trap
geometry was used for the search for the '71Yb'
octupole transition. Both traps had background
pressures of less that 10'1° mbar. and typical ion storage
times of weeks to months are routinely achieved.

-

z ~ i 1 2 - 2 ~ 5 c

-

LASER COOLMG OF "'Yb'
A single ion of I7'Y%'was confined in a miniature rf
Paul trap comprising a I mm ring and two endcap
electrodes bq means of an AC drive voltage of 350 V
peak - peak. An additional DC voltage applied to the
ring equalised the axial and radial secular frequencies
0-7803-5400-11991 $ 10.00Q 1999 British Crown Copyright
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Figure 1: I7'Yb' Term Scheme
A partial term scheme for " ' ~ b ' is shown in figure
1. The 171-isotope of Yb" has spin %. which causes
hyperfine doublets. The single ion is laser cooled by
repeatedly driving the F=l F=O component of the 2 ~ l n
2 ~ 1 , 2transition with laser radiation at 369 nm.From
the PI^ (F=O) state there is a small possibility for decay
into the metastable ' D ~ / ~ ( F =state.
~ ) To maintain the
a
is rapidly depopulated by a
cooling cycle, the 2 ~ 3 level
laser at 935 nm, returning the ion to the F=l ground
(F=O) level. This cooling scheme
state via the 3~[3n]112

-

-

forms a closed loop. but non-resonant excitation of the
'pI12(F=1) state by the cooling laser leads to optical
pumping of the F=O ground state [2]. In order to
maintain effective cooling. the F=O ground state must
be coupled to the cooling cycle. This is achieved by
dming the F=O F=l ground state transition with 1
watt of microwave radiation at 12.6 GHz. A maximum
fluorescence count rate of 12 kHz was obtained.
For the '"Ybi reference transitions. it is desirable
to work at low magnetic field in order to minimise the
second order magnetic field contribution to the mr-0 mF=O transitions. HouVever.in zero magnetic field no
fluorescence is observed from the cooling transition.
This is due predominantly to coherent population
f
of the F=l ground
trapping in the m ~1 sub-levels
state. A significant field of 1mT is necessaxy to fully
restore the fluorescence. about two orders of magnitude
larger than that needed in the even isotope li2~b'case.
where the population trapping only occurs in the 'D3/2
level. As a result. the large 1 mT magnetic field is
switched off in conjunction with the cooling radiation
during the period when the reference transition is
probed in order to minimise AC Stark and Zeeman
perturbations. A small pT field remains during this
probe period.

-

used for this. and is switched in frcqucnq bv a few
GHz in order to depopulate both F=3 and F=4
hgerfine levels of the F-state [3].
The quantum jump line profiles of the full &man
strum of all three possible hqpcrfine transitions F=O
- F=2. and F= 1 F=2.3 at 4 11 nrn were recorded at an
applied magnetic field of 1 mT. The simplest transition
is the 'S1;:(F=O) ' D ~ , ~ ( F = which
~ ) . has five well
resolved Zeeman components shown in figure 2. The
central component is the linear-Zecman-effect free
mpO mpO transitioa and is therefore suitable as a
reference. A higher resolution scan of Uus mpO n 1 ~ 0
transition is shown in figure 3.

-

-

-

-

4 l l n m 2 ~ y z(F*, m d ) 2~~ (F=2, m&)
REFERENCE TRANSITION

Detuning (MHz)

-

Figure 3: "'%" 41 1 nm (F=O, mFO) (F=2.
meO) Transition

-

The ' S I ~ ' ~ 5 041 1 nm quadruple transition profile is
observed by monitoring the quantum jumps in the
fluorescence as a function of 411 nm probe laser
frequency. The 41 1 nm probe light is generated using
an 822 nm extended cavity diode laser FM-stabilised to
an evacuated ULE reference catity. and frequency
doubled in a lithium triborate crystal within a resonant
enhancement cavity. Frequency scanning through the
reference transition is achieved by a double passed
acousto-optic modulator between laser and ULE cavity.
Due to the decay from the 3lSl2
level to the highly
7 ~ it~ is necessary to drive additional
metastable ' ~ level.
transitions at 638 nm from this 2 ~ i 1 2 level in order to
recover the fluorescence and observe repeated jumps. A
cavity-stabilised 638 nrn extended cavity diode laser is

-

The transition is still susceptible to the second
order Zeernan effect. and for best reproducibility, this
shift needs to be taken account of. The shift was
measured by plotting the transition jump profile linecentre as a function of magnetic field up to a few mT.
The expected linear frequency shift with square of the
magnetic field is obtained. with a measured value of
0.38 (8) Hz / (PI')'.
The absolute frequency of the mfO m e 0
Zeeman component was obtained by measuring the
frequency of the ULE fringe to which the 822 nm laser
was stabilised, coupled with a measurement of the
AOM frequency used to tune the 41 1 nm doubled light
across the quantum jump profile. The ULE fringe
frequency was measured by means of tle NPL 1 m
evacuated Fabry-Perot comparator. with an accuracy of
comparison of 2 in 10". The value of the transition was
729 487 779 566 (153) kHz.
The hyperfine splitting of the ' ~ ~ 1 'level was
measured by scanning the 411 nm radiation between
the F= 1 - F=2 and F= 1 - F=3 transitions. while the
822 nm fundamental was locked to the same ULE
fringe. A hyperfine splitting of 191(2) MHz was
2 ~ l n2-~ s n
obtained. In addition, the ''IYb'
isotope shift of +13 17.1(1.3) MHz was determined by
combining the weighted splittings of the 'Sin and 2 ~ 5 n
levels with the absolute value of the F-0 -F=2
transition and then comparing this value with the
2S1~:! 2 ~ 5 / value
2
previously measured in
141.

-

-
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Figure 2: "Yb'

2 ~ 1(F=O)

-

(F=2) Transition

' ~ ~ 1 2

-

-

3.43 p~2 ~ , n(P3) ' D ((F2)
~ IR REFERENCE

TRANSITION
The 3.13 pm ' ~ 7 , ~- 'D~,? I 7 ' y b - transition has
particular sigillficance as a mid infra-red frequenq
standard due to its close prosimity (<I THz) to the
3.39 pm methane-stabilised He-Ne laser frequency.
With a better Q of 1x10" and a low level of qstematic
shifts. it should prove a better choice as an intermediate
standard within microwave-optical frequency chains

PI.

The lower level of the 3.43 pm transition is the
~
level and thus the ion needs
long-lived ' ~ 7 ,metastable
to be prepared in this level prior to driving the
transition. The ideal state preparation technique in the
future could be to prepare the ion in the 2F712q=3.
mfO) state by directly driving the 467nm
- 'Fi12
octupole transition. In our current situation however.
an absolute frequency measurement of the 3.43 pm
transition is needed to supplement the 41 1 nm absolute
fTequency in order to determine the location of this
F-state
weak octupole transition. As a result
preparation is made by driving the 41 1 nrn ' s I , ~- ' ~ 5 1 2
transition, followed by spontaneous decay from the
2 ~ S l z level. This
has a lifetime of 7 ms. and a
branching ratio to the 2 ~ 7 r _level of 83% 141. Thus. if
the fluorescence has not returned after some 70 ms after
driving with 41 1 nm radiation. the ion is deduced to be
in the
'F7,2 level with high probability. One
disadvantage of this state preparation technique is that
there is no control over which '~71: (F=3, mF)sub-level
is populated. and thus one cannot selectively drive the
mfO mfO 3.43 pm transition. However, by making
use of a relatively broad 3.43 pm laser linewidth
(-300 kHz). and recognising that we only need to
measure the 3.43 pm transition at the part in 10" level
in order to locate the octupole transition. this is not a
limitation if the magnetic field is small enough to allow
all the Am& components to contribute. A field of
14 pT was used during the 3.43 pm interrogation cycle.
The 3.43 pm line profile is built from the number of
quantum ON jumps at each frequency step. When no
ON jump is recorded after -70 msec. the ion is
recovered to the 2S,/2 ground state by driving the
638 nrn transitions.
The 3.43 pm radiation is generated by difference
mixing of 1064 nrn and 812 nrn radiations in a crystal
of AgGaS2 within a 1064 nm resonant enhancement
cavity [ 5 ] . About 500 mW of single frequency 1064 nm
light and 30 mW of single frequency 812 nm light
from an extended cavity laser gave rise to 5 pW at
3.43 pm in a few hundred kHz bandwidth, dominated
by the diode linewidth. The experimental layout is
shown in figure 4.
7
~
~ 2
~
The absolute frequency of the ' ~ F=3)
(F=2) hyperfine transition was measured via individual
measurements of the 812 nm and 1064 nm laser
frequencies. The 812 nm frequency was measured by
interferometric comparison with an iodine-stabilised

Frequency
Mixer
3.43 p

8 12 nm diode

laser

I

411nm state
preparation laser

-

-

I

Cooling laser

I

Repump laser

36Pm

I

915x1~1

Figure 4: 3.43 pm Experimental Layout
He-Ne reference. using the NPL comparator. The
812 nm laser was stabilised to an evacuated ULE
reference cavity. The 1064 nrn laser frequency was
measured by beating against the fundamental of a
frequencydoublcd Nd:YAG reference laser, where the
532 nm output was stabilised to the al component of the
32 - 0 P(54) reference transition in '''I~. The accuracy
of the 1064 nm frequency was thus -2 in 10". This
frequency was offset-locked against the fundamental
Nd:YAG reference under control from a scanned
~ synthesiser
~ z
frequency. The 1 7 ' ~ b3.43
* pm ' ~ (F=3)
7 ~
2~5r,(F=2)transition comprises five unresolved
Am& components, with a total unresolved splitting of
90 kHz in the 14 pT field. The transition frequency was
measured as 87 366 282 258 (88) lcHz [6].

-

An additional measurement was made of the F=4 F=3 hyperfine component. When combined with the
'D5/2 hyperfine interval measurement this gives a
hypefine 'FiE splitting of 3620 (2) MHz.The 'F!F?E
and
'Dsn hyperfine splittings can then be used to determine
the 17'Yb' 3.43 pm centroid frequency. and by
comparison with the previous measurement of the
172Yb' 3.43 p n transition. a 3.43 pm lilYb+ - 17'Ybi
isotope shift of +4048 (4) MHz is deduced.

-

'"~b+ 'Sin (F4) ' F T ~@=3) 467 nm OCTUPOLE
TRANSITION

The difference in measured values for the 17'Yb'
41 1 nm and 3.43 pn transitions corresponds to the
7 ~
transition.
deduced location of the ' ~ 1a ' ~ octupole
This difference is 642 121 497 308 (176) kHz. The
uncertainty of this location is about a factor s50 better
than the original uncertainty derived for the "'Yb*
octupole transition [I].
A search for the lilYb' 'sin ' ~ Octupole
7 ~
transition has been carried out using a new design endcap trap. The probe laser was a frequencydoubled
934 nm Ti-Sapphire laser, the doubled blue light being
acousto-optically tuned from a reference tellurium
vapour transition positioned some 502 MHz from the
projected octupole position.

-

-

so far. and the 1 MHz blue laser linewidth. contribute
to a vansition with unresolved secular sidebands.
However the centre frequency is determined to be
642 121 498.1 (1.2) MHz. in excellent agreement with
the deduced location value.
CONCLUSION

-

Absolute frequency measurements of the '"Yb' ?SIC
'DSE 41 1 nm and 'F~C
' D S ~ 3.43 pm reference
transitions have been obtained. These transitions have
theoretical Qs of 3x10" and 4~10"respctively. Their
frequency values have been used to locate the li1Yb*
'SIQ 'Fin 467 nm octupole transition. A search at this
location has resulted in successful observation of this
171
Yb' octupole transition. Future work on this
transition will concentrate on reducing the probe laser
linewidth. and hence the transition drive rate. This
should set the basis for a 171Yb' single ion octupole
optical frequency standard.

-

-
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A quantum jump profile of the octupole transition
has now been observed by scanning a 10 MHz search
range in the first instance. and 14 OFF jumps were
observed over a period of 9 hours. which included
7680 s of interrogation. After each jump Ihe ion was
recovered to the ground state and fluorescence reestablished by driving the 638 nm transitions. The data
is shown in figure 5. The relatively few events observed
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CS-REFERENCED OPTICAL FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT OF THE SINGLE,
TRAPPED Sr+ ION STANDARD AT 445 T H z
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4d 2Do12 transition at 445 THz (674 nm) in the single trapped 88Sr+ ion. This transition has a natural linewidth of approximately 0.4 Hz and was recently selected by the Comit6 International des Poids
et Mesures (CIPM) as a recommended optical frequency for the realization of the metre [2]. Its currently recommended value, based on previous experiments [3,4], is 444 779 044.04 MHz with a standard
uncertainty of k0.06 MHz. The object of the work
reported here was to remeasure this transition frequency with the highest available accuracy by means
of a Cs-based frequency chain. This is the first reported Cs-based measurement of a visible transition
frequency in a single ion [5] and only the second
reported Cs-based chain measurement to reach the
visible part of the spectrum 161.

ABSTRACT

The frequency of the electric quadrupole allowed
5s 2S112 - 4d 2Da12 transition at 445 THz in a single, trapped and laser cooled '*Sr+ ion has been
measured with an optical frequency chain referenced
to a Cs atomic clock. A transition frequency of
fs-D = 444 779 044 095.4 kHz with an estimated
standard uncertainty of 0.2 kHz has been determined. The intrinsic offsets of the measured ion transition frequency due to environmental perturbations
have been calculated to be at the
level.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atomic frequency standards in the visible are important for time and length metrology, fiber-optic
communications, the measurement of fundamental
constants and tests of basic atomic theory. In recent years, advances in precision laser spectroscopy
has led to the development of optical frequency standards with accuracies approaching those obtainable
with the best microwave standards [I]. However, systematic frequency shifts due to collisions, distributions in velocity, and the confining electromagnetic
fields currently limit the accuracy of these standards.

Figure 1 shows the energy level diagram for the
lowest electronic states of the Sr+ ion. In our experiment, a frequency-doubled diode laser at 422 nm is
used for laser cooling and quantum-jump detection
on the 5s 2S1/2 - 5p 2P1/2 resonance transition. An
auxiliary diode-pumped, Nd-fiber laser at 1092 n m is
used to pump the ion out of the 4d 2D3/2 state since
the 5p 2P1/2 state has a 1:13 branching ratio to this
level. The 5s 2S1/2 4d 2De/2 "clock" transition is
split into 10 Zeeman components [3] and is probed by
a portion of the output power of an ultra-stable diode
laser [7] which is shifted by a double-passed, acoustooptic modulator (AOM) in order to allow scanning
of the S-D spectrum. The single Sr+ ion is held in
an rf Paul trap described elsewhere [7,8]. Stray electric fields are partially compensated by applying a
differential bias to the trap electrodes. A single-layer
magnetic shield reduces the effects of slowly varying
dc magnetic fields and ac broadening on the positions and widths of the Zeeman components. A small
magnetic field of approximately 14 pT is applied in
the region of the trap by pairs of coils driven by a
low-noise current source resulting in a splitting of
the two inner Zeeman components of approximately
156 kHz. The current source is highly stable and the
splitting has been found to remain constant to better
than 50 Hz over a period of 2000 s [9].

-

The ultimate frequency standard, in terms of accuracy, is probably one based on a narrow electronic
transition in a single atom or ion which is isolated
and at rest. Using the methods of single ion trapping
and laser cooling, it is now possible to localize a single atomic particle to a submicron volume under an
ultra-high vacuum almost indefinitely and reduce its
kinetic energy to the milii-Kelvin level. The effects of
collisions, interrogation time limits, &st and second
order Doppler shifts, and external fields and field gradients can be reduced to practically negligible levels.
In addition, through the method of quantum jumps,
it is possible measure the resulting narrow transition
spectrum with almost 100% efficiency.
For a number of years, our group at NRC has studied the narrow electric quadrupole allowed 5s 2S1/20-7803-5400-11991
$10.00O 1999 British Crown Copyright
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quency of a tracking oscillator which was phaselocked to the resulting beat, F-5E 2: 1525 MHz. Finally, the frequency of laser E was measured through
the beat E A - 2C - 3V X 2: 2760 MHz, also
obtained with a MIM diode. Attempts to phaselock laser E through this beat, which would result
in a phase-coherent chain, were only partly successful due to excess noise in this laser. Therefore, most
of the measurements were obtained by counting the
frequency of a tracking oscillator which was phaselocked to the beat at 2760 MHz. The two counters
were synchronized to within 0.1 s through software
triggering. Since the drift rates were only a few Hz/s
better synchronization of the counters was unnecessary for the present level of accuracy.

+

Laser Cooling
and Detection
of Quantum
Jumps

-

-

'3

FIG.1. Energy level of the Sr+ ion.

Ion Trap

a-f

In previous work [9]employing an optimized diode
laser source, linewidths on the level of 250 Hz were
obtained for a particular Zeeman component. In
the present studies using a newer replacement diode
laser, scans of a single component over periods of
the order of a minute showed a linewidth of 500
to 1000 Hz, almost entirely due to the probe laser.
A locking technique based on measurements of the
quantum jump rate at four frequencies, one on each
side of each of the two inner Zeeman components was
used to control the AOM frequency [9]. Lock cycle
periods were typically 20 s and drifts in the ultrastable laser of up t o 5 Hz/s could easily be followed
by the lock. A correction term due to the temporal
lag in the lock was calculated [9] from the measured
drift rate and added to the measured offset of the ultrastable laser from the centre of the S-D transition
manifold. This correction never exceeded 100 Hz and
was usually only a few tens of Hz.
The frequency chain shown in Fig. 2 was used to
measure the frequency of the ultra-stable laser and,
from simultaneous measurements of the offset of the
laser from the centre of the S-D spectrum, to determine the Sr+ transition frequency. These measurements are reported in a forthcoming publication [5].
Parts of this chain have been described in previous publications. The NRC phase-locked infrared
chain [lo] was used to phase-lock the frequencies of
four C 0 2 lasers (A, B, C, and D) and two microwave
oscillators (X and V) to a 5 MHz signal from a hydrogen maser which was referenced to an ensemble
of three Cs standards. A Tm:YAG laser at 148 THz
(laser F) [ll]was phase-locked to the ultra-stable
laser through an optical divide-by-3 system [12]. A
counter monitored this lock. The frequency of the
Tm:YAG laser was measured by mixing it with an
auxiliary C 0 2 laser (laser E) on a tungsten-nickel,
point-contact (MIM) diode and counting the fre-
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FIG.2. The frequency chain used in the measurement
of the frequency of the S-D transition in the 88Sr+ ion.
Chain measurements were made on four separate
days ranging over almost 15 months. Only the data
of ll-Aug-97 was obtained with the entire chain
phase-locked, for a total period of 21 s. On 1Sep-98, 3-Sep98, and ll-Nov-98 laser E was frequency locked to the IR chain and the beat frequency counted for integrated measurement periods
of 3260 s, 6880 s and 1100 s, respectively. The duration of some continuous experimental runs exceeded

10 minutes. Gradual improvements in the S/N of
the various beats resulted in tighter locking of the infrared chain and smaller fluctuations in the measured
laser frequency. The observed 1-s Allan deviation
of the chain-measured probe laser frequency ranged
from 1x 10'11 on 1-Sep98 to 3 x 10-l2 on 11-Nov-98.
The chain measurements were averaged in bins
corresponding to the 20-s measurement cycles of the
lock to the ion transition. Each bin resulted in
one transition frequency measurement sample and a
weighted mean (a weighting factor was applied which
was inversely proportional to the square of the standard deviation) of these samples was determined for
each experimental run. On the best runs, the standard deviation of the mean transition frequency was
less than 60 Hz. The distribution of samples for each
particular day was observed to be Gaussian having
HWHM's of 1300 Hz for 1-Sep-98, 680 Hz for 3-Sep
98 and 450 Hz for the 11-Nov-98 data. A less tight
chain lock and the small number of measurements on
11-Aug-97 resulted in an uncertainty for that day of
3000 Hz. Examination of the Allan deviation showed
that the fluctuations decreased as r-lI2 for averaging
times, T up to 100 s and stability floors of 1.4 x 10-12,
6 x 10-13, and 4.5 x
were observed for 1-Sep98,
3-Sep-98, and 11-Nov-98, respectively. These limits
were likely the result of either drifts in the lock of
the AOM-sbifted probe laser to the ion, possibly due
to changes in the probe laser spectrum, or long term
drifts in the chain, possibly due to slow drifts in the
amplified and distributed reference signal. From previous experiments, cycle slips in the phase-locks are
expected to be insignificant at the current level of
precision.
The average transition frequency for each day was
determined from the weighted mean of the 20-s samples and the uncertainty in the mean value was determined from the respective stability floors. Sample
values which fell into a region having a probability of
less than half an event in the fitted Gaussian distribution (Chauvenet Criterion) were not included in
the calculation of the mean for a day's set of readings.
These outliers were small in number ( 2 4 % of the total set) and their exclusion shifted the mean value by
only 10 to 20 Hz. The mean ion frequency for each
day's run is plotted in Fig. 3. The S-D transition frequency determined from a weighted average of these
4 values is, fs-D = 444 779 044 095.4k0.2 lcHz ( 1 ~ ) .
Also shown in Fig. 3 is the frequency determined in
a previous measurement at NRC which employed a
chain using difference frequency generation (DFG)
between transfer standards at 474 THz (HeNe/12
laser) and 29 THz (COz/Os04 laser) 141.

3. FREQUENCY SHIFTS DUE TO THE ION

Any systematic shifts in the ion transition frequency due to its environment are much smaller than
the measurement uncertainty of f200 Hz. These
shifts are summarized in Table 1.

If the ion is confined to a region of space with
linear dimensions much smaller than the wavelength
of the probing radiation (Lamb-Dicke regime), the
absorption spectrum shows a carrier frequency which

FIG. 3. The frequency of the Sr+ ion S-D transition fTequency a s measured on each of the experimentaldays. The
dashed line represents the average value of the Cs-based
chain measurements (fs-D = 444 779 044 095.4 kHz).Also
shown is the average value born the difference frequency
generation measurement.
is free of fist order Doppler broadening and sidebands whose intensities yield information on the amplitude of the secular and driven oscillations of the
ion in the trap potential well. Measurements of the
TABLE I. Ion related sources of systematic uncertainty
and their calculated values in the present experiment.
Source
Line Center Shift Magnitude
0.13 Hz
3 x 10-l6
2nd Order Doppler Effect
Quadratic ~ t & kShift
0.2 Hz
5 x 10-l6
Electric Quadrupole Shift
< 0.5 Hz
<1x
of 4d 2Ds/z level
Blackbody ac Stark Shift
0.16 Hz
4 x 10-l6
ac Magnetic Fields
< 0.2 Hz
< 5 x 10-l6
Quadratic Zeeman Shift
15 mHz
3 x lo-"
(static field)
Collisions
< 10 m ~ z < 2 x"'01

sideband intensities in our experiment indicate that
the Sr+ ion had a kinetic temperature of ( 1 5 f 5) d
and exhibited no first order Doppler shifts. From
sideband to carrier power measurements, the oscillation velocity and amplitude away from the zero-field
node at the trap centre can also be calculated and
used to determine the second-order Doppler (timedilation shift) and quadratic Stark shifts. For our ion
trap, incomplete compensation of stray, static electric fields forced the ion slightly out of the node and
the rf-driven micromotion dominated.

We would like to acknowledge helpful discussions
with G.R. Hanes, J.S. Boulanger, and S. Cundy together with the excellent technical support provided
by R. Pelletier, B. Hoger, W. Cazemier, W. Boland,
and T. Cassidy.

Since the 4d 2D5/2 level possesses a quadrupole
moment which can interact with gradients in the trap
fields, a quadrupole shift can occur. Conservative
estimates of displacement of the Srf ion away from
the zero-field node at the trap centre, indicate that
this shift is less than 0.5 Hz.
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The room temperature thermal radiation which
bathes the ion can also cause a Stark shift of the clock
transition levels. Since the dipole-allowed transition
frequencies which couple to the S and D states in
Sr+ are well above the peak of the room-temperature
black-body curve, the shifts are due primarily to
the time averaged electric field intensity. For Sr+
at T=300 K, the calculated black-body shift is only
0.16 Hz.
The S-Dtransition spectrum of Sr+ exibits a first
order Zeeman shift and therefore it is possible for
stray ac magnetic fields to produce an asymmetric
broadening of the spectrum, leading t o a shift. From
measurements of the broadening of Zeeman components with different shift sensitivies, we estimate that
any shift due to ac magnetic fields is below 0.2 Hz.
The two remaining perturbations listed in Table 1,
quadratic Zeeman shifts and collisions, are calculated
to be very small.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have performed the first Cs-based
frequency measurement of a visible transition in a
single trapped and laser-cooled ion standard. The
frequency of the 5s 2S1/2 4d 2D5/2
transition in
the single trapped 88Sr+ ion was determined to an
accuracy of 0.2 kHz (6u/u = 4.5 x 10-13) which represents a factor of 100 improvement in the knowledge
of the single Sr+ ion reference frequency and makes
this transition one of the best known in the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Systematic
shifts associated with the ion standard itself are at
the 10-~"evel and can be reduced by further reduction of ion micromotion, reduction of stray fields in
the trap structure and further shielding.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed frequency standards at
192.6 THz (1556.2 nm) based on the two-photon
transitions in rubidium at 385.2 THz (778.1 nm). These
standards use a high power DFB laser at 1556.2 nm
and second harmonic generation (SHG) in a
periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) cristal. The
linewidth of the DFB is reduced to the kHz level using
optical feedback from a confocal cavity. The SH light is
used to injection-lock a 778.1 nm laser diode which
allows to observe and lock the 1556.2 nm laser to the
(5Sln, F p 2 - 5Dsn, F e d ) two-photon transition in
" ~ b . Allan variance measurements between two
identical standards show a beat stability of
2.5 x 10-'~/7'~for observation times between 100 ms
and 10 s and a level of 5 . 8 ~ 1for
~ ' 100
~ s is obtained.
These standards have been moved recently to the
National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada in order to
measure their absolute frequency.
1. PURPOSE OF THIS WORK
The motivation for developing these frequency
standards is two-fold: first, it is becoming very
important for the telecommunication industry to
standardize the channels allocation in dense WDM
(wavelength-division-multiplexing) systems [I]. Some
very precise and stable reference standards are now
required in the 1.5 pm band to establish worldwide
standardization of the communication systems. The Rb
two-photon transitions offer the best metrological
properties to realize a high performance practical
frequency standard [2,3]. They have a theoretical
linewidth of only 165 kHz (at 1.55 p)and an
absolute frequency known with an uncertainty of 2 kHz
[4]. The second objective of our work is to make a
measurement of the absolute frequency of the
(5Sln, F p 2 - 5Dsn, Fe=4) transition in "Rb in
collaboration with the Institute for National
Measurement Standards at the National Research

-
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Council in Ottawa. For this, our colleagues from
INMS/NRC are developing a frequency chain between
the 192.6 THz radiation of our standards and their Cs
standard.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE
FREQUENCY STANDARD
At Lava1 University, we have developed two
identical frequency standards at 1556.2 nm based on
the use of the (5Sln, F p 2 - 5DSn,F A ) two-photon
transition in "Rb [2], as shown on figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the 1556.2 nm frequency standard.

As the two-photon lines exhibit a very narrow
linewidth, we first reduce the natural linewidth (a few
MHz) of the DFB laser using weak optical feedback
from a confocal cavity. The second harmonic of the
laser generated in a periodically poled lithium niobate
cristal is used to injection-lock a powerful 778 nm
laser. The light from this laser is coupled into a planoconcave cavity containing a rubidium cell. A
photomultiplier on the side of the cell collects the
fluorescence emitted by the atoms at resonance and

allows to control the length of the confocal cavity,
therefore locking the DFB laser frequency to that of the
two-photon transition.
3. LINEWIDTH REDUCTION
We achieve linewidth reduction of the 1556.2 nm
DFB laser using weak optical feedback from an off-axis
confocal cavity [5]. In order to maintain optimum
phase of the feedback light, we control the position of a
PZT-mounted mirror positionned between the DFB
laser and the confocal cavity. This is performed by
modulating the laser frequency at 70 kHz (through its
injection current) and by demodulating the transmission signal of the confocal cavity detected by a
germanium photodetector. This provides an error
signal which is fed back to the PZT.
By recording the beat note between the DFB lasers
of our two similar systems, we found that the linewidth
was reduced from 1 MHz (nominal linewidth) to about
1 kHz with optical feedback. We also m a w e d the beat
between the two 778.1 nm slave lasers and found that
their linewidth was a few kHz which is narrow enough
to observe the two-photon transitions properly.
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Figure 2: Optical beatnote between the 1556.2 nm DFB with opical
feedback from a confocal cavity.

4. SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
IN A PPLN CRISTAL
In order to link the DFB laser frequency at
192.6 THz to that of the two-photon transition in
rubidium at 385.2 THz, we use second harmonic
generation in a PPLN cristal [6]. This cristal was
developed in collaboration with INO, Quebec and the
Defense Research Establishment at Valcartier [7]. We
realized a sample having a length of 9.6 mm with a
19.2 p grating period. The temperature and
wavelength bandwidths of this sample are respectively
10°C and 1.3 nm.
For our frequency standard, the sample was
operated at 17OC to achieve the best second harmonic

power at 1556.2 nm. In these conditions, we obtained a
SH power of 7 pW with 53 mW at 1556.2 nm incident
on the cristal.
A weak green light could also be observed at the
output of the PPLN. This radiation corresponds to the
sum frequency of the fundamental and second
harmonic radiations in the PPLN cristal [8]. The
theoretical grating period required to sum these
frequencies is about 6.9 pin which is on the order of 113
of the 19.2 pm period grating we use. Therefore, the
PPLN can generate the sum frequency using a third
order quasi-phase matching process. However, the
output power is weak because of the mismatch of the
grating periods and also because the second harmonic
light is in the pW range. A more efficient solution to
have a useful green output at 577.8 THz (518.8 nm)
would be to use another PPLN crystal with a 6.9 p
period and sum the 1556.2 nm and 778.1 nm outputs of
our standard.
5. INJECTION LOCKING OF A 778 nm FABRYPEROT LASER AND RESONANT CAVITY
After the PPLN cristal, the 7 pW SH beam is
separated from the fundamental with a dichro'ic
beamsplitter. The transmitted beam at 1556.2 nm is the
main optical output of our standard. The reflected
second harmonic signal is focused on the front facet of
a 40 mW Fabry-Perot laser (SDL 5402-H1) through a
single-stage optical isolator equiped with a side port.
This allows to injection-lock the 778 nm laser and
control its frequency. The locking bandwidth of the
slave laser was measured using a resonant cavity and is
on the order of 1.5 GHz.
The 778 nm slave laser beam is then sent into a
plano-concave resonant cavity having a free spectral
range of 500 MHz. This resonant cavity has two
functions: the first one is to enhance the power used to
observe the two-photon transition; the second one is to
ensure that the two counter-propagating beams probing
the rubidium atoms are perfectly overlapping. This is
necessary to avoid first-order Doppler effect. The
optical power incident on the cavity can be controlled
with a M2 plate and a polarizing beam splitter. The
778 nm beam transmitted by the polarizing
beamsplitter is available to the user and constitutes the
second output of our frequency standard. The finesse of
the cavity is about 150 without the rubidium cell and
decreases to 80 when the cell is inserted. The beam
waist in the cavity is about 420 pin.
In order to maintain the laser and the resonant
cavity frequencies in coincidence, we demodulate the
transmitted beam at 778.1 nm detected by a silicium
photodetector and control the position of the input
mirror of the cavity.

6. TWO-PHOTON RUBIDIUM SPECTROSCOPY
The rubidium (isotopic s 7 ~ batoms
)
are contained in
an evacuated fused silica cell which is placed in a
copper oven and heated to about 90°C. The cold finger
is maintained at about 82°C. When the laser is in
resonance with the transition, the excited atoms return
to the ground state through the radiative cascade 5D6P-5s and emit a blue fluorescence at 420 nm.We use
an aspheric condenser and a Fresnel lens placed on the
side of the cell to collect this fluorescence which is
detected with a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier
(PM). We supply it with a voltage of 800 V and its load
resistor is 20 WZ. An interference filter centered at
420 nm and a colored glass filter are placed in fiont of
the PM to reduce the noise due to the background light
and the 778 nrn stray light. The Rb cell, the
fluorescence collection optics and the photomultiplier
are placed in a specially designed p-metal magnetic
shield. On figure 3, we present the fluorescence profile
corresponding to the transitions from F,= 2 to F, = 4,
3, 2, 1.
0.6
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7. FREQUENCY STABILITY MEASUREMENTS
The frequency stability of our standards was
measured by recording the beat between two
independant 1556.2 nm DFB lasers. Both were locked
to the same transition and one of them was shifted by
100 MHz using an acoustosptic modulator. Figure 5
presents the standard deviation of the beat note relative
to the optical frequency.
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(70 kHz) [9].
The photomultiplier signal is demodulated at
70 kHz using a third lock-in amplifier, this allows to
control the length of the confocal cavity, therefore
locking the DFB laser frequency to that of the twophoton transition.
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Figure 5: Frequency stability of the 1556.2 nm frequency standards.
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Figure 4: Flucnscence spectrum for the Fg=2 - F e d transition in
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We use the strongest transition F, = 2 - Fe= 4 to
frequency-lock our 1556 nm DFB laser. Figure 4 shows
the corresponding profile with a 778 nm power of
0.5 mW incident on the cavity. A lorentzian profile was
used to fit the fluorescence profile and we obtain a full
width at half maximum of 410 kHz (at 778 nm). The
main contributions to this linewidth are the natural
linewidth (330 kHz) and the transit time broadening

We obtain a slope of about 2 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ' ~ /for
~'~
averaging times between 0.1 s and 10 s. The best
stability is 5.8 x lui4for 100 s. For greater averaging
times, we observe a degradation of the stability. The
main reason for this is probably the variation of the
optical power probing the rubidium transition causing
frequency fluctuations due to the change in the light
shift.
8. FREQUENCY CHAIN FOR AN ABSOLUTE
MEASUREMENT OF THE SSm, F p 2 - 5Dm, F e d
TWO-PHOTON TRANSITION IN mRb
We are presently working on the preparation of a
frequency measurement of the (5Sln, F p 2
5DSn,Fe=4) two-photon transition in 8 7 ~against
b
a
frequency chain developed at the NRC/INMS. This will
allow us to confirm the value previously measured by F.
Nez et a1 [lo]. The two 1556.2 nm standards have been
moved to the INMS/NRC in Ottawa, Canada. A
specially designed frequency chain (figure 6) has been
developed by A.A. Madej, J.E.Bernard, K.J.Siemsen
and L. Marmet. It is based on the use of a CO laser
(6.756 pm) and a Tm:YAG (2.022 pn) laser whose
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sum frequency is very close to that of our 1556.2 nm
standard (10.5 GHz). The Tm:YAG frequency is
referenced to a trapped Sr' ion standard [ l 11 through a
divide-by-three step while the CO laser frequency is
measured by comparison with CQ lasers and a
klystron referenced to the Cs standard.

Figure 6: Frequency chain developed at the INMSMRC f a the absolute
measurement of the (5Slm Fp2 - 5Dm, F . 4 ) m i t i o n in "Rb
(courtesy of NRC).

We are presently evaluating systematic effects that
shift the frequency of our standards (light shift,
amplitude of the frequency modulation, lock-in
amplifiers offsets, etc...). Absolute frequency
measurements are under progress.

CONCLUSION
Two independant frequency standards at 192.6 THz
(1556.2 nrn) based on the two-photon transition of Rb
have been realized at Laval University. They present a
frequency stability of 2.5~10-'~.z"~
for averaging times
between 0.1 s and 10 s. Absolute frequency measure
ments are under progress at the INMSMRC in Ottawa,
Canada. These standards presently provide two
stabilized frequencies at 192.6 THz (1556.2 nm) and
385.2 THz (778.1 nm), and possibly at 577.8 THz
(518.8 mu).
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ABSTRACT
This work deals with the experimental
characterization of the Frequency Modulation
Spectroscopy method by means of a frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser and saturated absorptions of '"I~ at the
wavelength of 532 nm. A power of 8.7 mW at 532 nm
with a continuos frequency tuning range of 80 GHz has
been obtained by doubling 80 mW of the infrared
Nd:YAG radiation incident on a self made external
cavity doubler. In order to obtain a high degree of
stability and reproducibility of the 532 nm radiation
locked to a saturated absorption of '27~2,linewidth,
sensitivity, and signal to noise ratio of the demodulated
signals have been characterized for different phase
modulation conditions, iodine vapor pressures and for
different optical power levels.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sub-Doppler optical Frequency Modulation
Spectroscopy FMS [l] represents a very sensitive
technique to realize practical optical frequency
standards for a variety of scientific applications.
Frequency-doubled monolithic diode-pumped Nd:YAG
lasers due to their intrinsic characteristics of short term
frequency stability and in conjunction with the FMS
applied to saturated absorption of 1 z 7 ~ zat 532 nm, are
very attractive sources for applications in space
communications, high resolution spectroscopy [2],
fundamental physics [3] and metrology [4].
In the FMS technique, an unmodulated pump beam
saturates the molecular transition whereas a
counter-propagating probe beam, phase-modulated at a
frequency higher than the resonance linewidth, is used to
detect the saturated absorption which is, to the first
order, Doppler-free and therefore homogeneously
broadened. Because of the absorption and dispersion
profiles of the saturated resonance, the originally phase
modulation is converted into a corresponding amplitude
modulation that can be detected by a photodiode. The
in-phase component of the synchronously demodulated
photocurrent (related to the dispersion profile) is an odd
0-7803-5400-11991$ 10.00 0 1999 IEEE
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function of the detuning between the laser frequency and
the resonance frequency (discriminating signal) and can
therefore be used as an error signal to lock the laser
frequency to the resonance center [I].

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
As a first step, the efficient generation of the 532 nm
has been obtained by doubling the fundamental
frequency
of
a
diode-pumped
Non-Planar
Ring-Oscillator Nd:YAG laser (Ligthwave mod. 122).
Fig. 1 shows the frequency-doubling setup adopted. The
doubler consists of an external linear resonator (near
concentric) where a non-linear crystal of LiNb03, 7%
doped with MgO, is inserted. To keep the resonance
condition between the fundamental laser frequency and
the center of the cavity line, which is necessary to
achieve the maximum green power, a frequency
modulation or Pound-Drever technique [5] was used. By
modulating the laser frequency at a rate of 196 H z with
a frequency deviation of 50 kHz by means of the laser
piezo transducer (PZT), detecting either the cavity
reflection
or
transmission,
and
using
a
proportional 1 integral servo closed to the cavity PZT,
the locking condition has been maintained for several
hours. With an incident infrared power of 80 mW and at
the non-critical phase-matching temperature of 5 1.5 OC a
maximum green power of 8.7 mW (with a rms stability
of 1 % in 1 h) has been obtained.
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Figure 1. The adopted linear doubler.
By changing the NPRO temperature it is possible to
0
span the frequency of the 532 nm radiation by ~ 8 GHz

with a tuning coefficient of a-2 GHzIoC. In this
frequency range eight rovibronic iodine transitions can
be addressed. namely from 1106 to 11 13. One of these
lines, the 11 10 or R(56)32-0, is of great metrological
interest because has been recently recommended by the
CIPM for the realization of the meter [6].
The observed iodine transitions have been identified
by comparing the hyperfine structures of these lines,
obtained in the saturated absorption measurements
set-up, with those available in literature [2, 71.
In the Fig. 2 the optical and electronic arrangement
adopted for the implementation of the FMS technique is
shown. The probe and pump beams are
counterpropagating inside a 50 cm long iodine cell with
circular polarizations (using two quarter wave plate) and
with collimated beam diameters of -1.5 mm.The iodine
vapor inside the cell is kept at a fixed pressure by
controlling the cold finger temperature with a stability of
0.1 "C.

As an example of recordings, in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b)
are shown the dispersion profiles of the R(56)32-0 and
P(53)32-0 transitions, which consist of 15 and 21
hyperfine structure components. respectively.
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up for the FMS scheme.

Phase modulation of the probe beam is realized by
an electrooptic modulator (EOM) driven with a RF
signal at typical frequency of 10 MHz. By means of the
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) the saturating beam is
frequency shifted by 40 MHz and amplitude chopped at
a rate of 80 kHz, avoiding in this way interference
patterns due to optical feedback on the photodetector,
and allowing, with a lock-in detection scheme, the
suppression of the linear absorption (Doppler)
background profile.

3. RESULTS
In order to understand how the probe and pump
powers, modulation parameters (modulation frequency
and phase index), and iodine vapor pressure can
influence the frequency of the stabilized laser the
demodulated signal lineshapes have been recorded by
means of a Analog to Digital system, changing the
parameters of interest.

Figure 3. Dispersion profiles of a) R(56)32-0 and b)
P(53)32-0 iodine line.

Particular attention has been paid to the
recommended component ale of the R(56)32-0 and, for
this reason, the parametric dependence was carried out
using this component. Usual working conditions of a
modulation frequency of 10 MHz, a phase modulation
index 211, pump and probe powers of 0.5 mW and
1.6mW, respectively, and an iodine cold finger
temperature of 22°C have been adopted. The obtained
lineshapes for the dispersion and for the absorption
profile of the alo component are reported in Fig. 4.
Using this type of recordings it was therefore possible to
measure a slope at the center of the dispersion shape
(frequency to voltage discriminating signal), a resonance
linewidth, and a signal to noise ratio (expressed as the
ratio between the slope and the statistical dispersion of
the background line) of 1.2 MHz, 20 VMHz, and 62 dB
in a integration bandwidth of 150 Hz, respectively.
The following Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b) show the
linewidth of the alocomponent for different cold finger
iodine temperature and saturating power.
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~
of the transition R(56)32-0.
From these diagrams a linear dependence of the
homogeneous linewidth from the iodine pressure of
50(15)kHz/Pa and a saturating intensity of
0.45(4) mw/rnrn2 have been estimated (by fitting).
Furthermore, for iodine temperature higher than 5 "C,a
constant linewidth was observed. This behavior shows
that the iodine cell was filled with an iodine
saturated-vapor pressure corresponding to =5 OC.
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For stabilization purposes the realized slope
(sensitivity) of the dispersion profile which acts as the
error signal for locking the laser frequency to the iodine
resonance is of great importance. Also the parametric
dependence of this slope has therefore been
investigated. As an example the Figs. 6 (a) and 6 (b) show
the obtained slope as a function of the modulation index
and frequency, respectively.
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Figure 5. Linewidth at different a) cold finger iodine
temperature and b) pump power level. Modulation
frequency and index were 10 MHz and s l , respectively.

Figure 6. Sensitivity at different a) phase modulation
index and b) phase modulation frequency.

From Fig. 6 (a), obtained at a fixed modulation
frequency of I0 MHz, the maximum slope has been
achieved for a phase modulation index of 1.1. On the
other hand, keeping the modulation index at the constant
value of 1 and changing the modulation frequency, the
slope show an optimum value at 4 MHz, as it show in
Fig. 6 (b). However, for this modulation frequency, the
signal to noise ratio turns out to be lower than that
realized at a modulation frequency of 10 MHz.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Experimental characterization of the Frequency
Modulation Spectroscopy has been reported using
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser and saturated
at 532 nm. The Frequency
absorption lines of "'I?
Modulation Spectroscopy signals, both absorption and
dispersion, have been characterized for different phase
modulation conditions, iodine vapor pressures and for
different optical power levels. In this way the optimum
conditions to realize an optical frequency standard at
532 nm have been carried out.
Also the adopted scheme for the second-harmonic
generation of the infrared Nd:YAG radiation has been
reported.
From a metrological point of view, the 532 nm
wavelength is of great interest since it has been recently
recommended as an absolute reference in the CCL
meeting in '97 by means of the frequency value of the
ale hyperfine component of the iodine transition R(56)32-0, with an uncertainty of 40 kHz.
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ABSTRACT

somewhat limited compared to that of a cw all-diode
difference-frequency-generation
(DFG)
source
producing microwatt range radiation, which is the
typical level of power required for external-cavity
enhanced saturation spectroscopy [3]. This latter source,
owing to its compactness and extended tuning
capability, is a very attractive device for the
investigation of further narrow lines of OsOJ that cannot
be probed by a CO? laser. Even though the dye or
Ti:Sapphire lasers allow wider continuous tuning range,
the use of room-temperature, all-diode-laser-based DFG
spectrometer is advantageous due to the portability of
the device [7]. DFG spectrometers with nanowatt or
microwatt-level output using Ti:Sapphire, diode
pumped Nd:YAG or dye lasers, sometimes combined
with diode lasers, have already been demonstrated for
high resolution spectroscopy and trace gas detection
[8,9,10,11]. In order to have a tunable, compact and
portable DFG spectrometer, we have decided to use two
low-power diode lasers. A microwatt power level is
targeted by using a dual-arm cavity to enhance both
pump lasers.

We report on the improvement of a tunable diode-laserbased difference-frequency spectrometer using AgGaS?
nonlinear crystal. This spectrometer is being developed
as an alternative to COz laser spectrometers in the 9 pm
to 11 pm range. We use a type-I1 cut crystal as a part of
the improvement compared to a type-I cut, which was
used in our preliminary set-up [1,2]. Using a FabryPerot cavity to enhance the 780-nm power (35 mW in
front of the cavity) and 120 mW of the 843-nm
radiation, 30-nW power of the tunable 10-pm radiation
is detected. This power level is enough to investigate the
linear absorption spectroscopy of SF6. Doppler limited
spectra over 2 GHz are recorded, showing the wide
tunability of the spectrometer.
1. INTRODUCTION
Heavy spherical molecules such as 0,04, SF6or SiF4 are
potential accurate frequency references for an IR to
visible frequency measurement chain. The BNM-LPTF
secondary frequency standard at 29 THz is presently
based on a C02 laser frequency-stabilized on a saturated
absorption line of osmium tetroxyde (Os04) at 10.3 pm
in coincidence with the R(10) C02 line [3,4,5]:
VIR= 29 054 057 446 579 4 HZ
In the 9 pm to 11 pm range, however, high resolution
spectroscopy is often limited by the tunability of the
CO? laser. As a matter of fact, the frequency tuning
range of a single-mode low-pressure (10 mTorr) C02
laser of 0.8 m discharge length is 100 MHz per line ,
with a 30 GHz line-to-line separation. Besides, there is a
spectral gap between the two transition bands centered
around 9.4 pm and 10.6 pm. Spectroscopy with such a
laser is then subjected to accidental coincidences
between one laser line and the absorbing species of
metrological interest ( 0 ~ 0 4 SF6,
,
SiF4, O,...). Although
the CO? laser tunability can be extended with the use of
acousto-optic or electro-optic modulators [6], their
potential as easily and widely tunable sources is

2. HIGH RESOLUTION EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

+
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The DFG experimental set-up is sketched in figure 1.
Two free-running diode lasers with power P3=50 mW
and P2= 200 mW are injection-locked by two master
extended cavity diode lasers (ECDL) operating around
h3= 780 nm (pump) and A2=843 nm (signal). For high
resolution purpose, the masters are stabilized to the
same high finesse cavity. Due to the common-mode
residual frequency fluctuations, sub-kilohertz IR
spectral resolution can be achieved with this set-up by
difference frequency mixing [2,12]. The 843-nm master
radiation is double-passed in a 200-MHz acousto-optic
modulator before the injection locking stage. This
allows to fine tune the frequency of the master over 150
MHz while the slave is still injection-locked. Owing to
the 5 GHz injection locking range of the 780-nm slave
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laser, broad continuous tuning range of the spectrometer
over -2.5 GHz can be also achieved by applying a
voltage ramp to the grating PZT of the ECDL master,
without the need to readjust the phase-matching angle.
Such a broad tuning range enables to scan several
Doppler limited absorption resonances of the SF6 gas.
njection-locked
AlGaAs DL
750 nm

set-up. This crystal is broadband antireflection coated in
the near IR with 98% transmission (absorption=0.25%
cm-I) for the ordinary 843-nm wave and 97%
(absorption=1.33% cm'l) for the extraordinary 780-nm
wave. The dual-arm cavity allows to independently lock
each arm length to the respective laser frequency. The
use of low power diodes calls for a special care on input
power coupling issue. To couple the maximum pump
energy in each arm, slave diode beam reshaping with
the use of anamorphic prism pair is necessary.

3. SINGLE PASS AND SINGLY-RESONANT
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
Isolator
f=10cm
f=5 cm

M2

I\

~ P Z T

MCT

M3

AGS

PBS

f-10 cm

fl

n
u

With these optical components, we first measure the
conversion efficiency without any cavity (single-pass
DFG) and then close the 780-nm arm (singly-resonant
DFG). Without crystal, the finesse and the modematching rate are respectively 46 and 67% for a 12.9 cm
optical cavity length (waist wo=75 pm). These values
dropped to 28 and 45% with the crystal. The reflection
fringe displays no significant transverse cavity modes,
hence this poor coupling efficiency is due to impedance
mismatch of the input coupling mirror transmission
(T=4.3%) to the total intra-cavity losses (6.6%). In the
final configuration, this input coupler will be replaced
by a new one with -6% transmission in order to have a
better mode-matching rate. With a finesse of 28 and a
pump coupling efficiency of 45%, the calculated and
measured enhancement of the 780-nm arm is only 2.5
compared to the single-pass case. The experimental
conversion efficiencies are shown in figure 2. They are
obtained with 35 mW of the 780-nm power in front of
the cavity and by varying the power of the 843-nm
radiation.

f-lismU
PBS hR
u-l

Fig. 1: Difference-frequency generation experimental
set-up. APP: anamorphic prism pair, PBS: polarizing
beam splitter.
In our preliminary set-up described in ref. [I], a
5 mmx5 mmxl5 mm AgGaSl or AGS crystal cut for
type-I (o-o+e) phase-matching, was used to generate
40 nW of 10.2-pm in a dual-cavity configuration. The
results of this preliminary set-up were limited by the
high round-trip loss of the dual-arm cavity (16% for
each arm). This was due to poor broadband highreflection (BBHR) coating in the near-IR of the ZnSe
output coupler Mj (90% reflection in the near IR and
90% transmission at 10 pm) and to the lossy intra-cavity
elements (2.5% round-trip loss for the coupling Foster
prism and 3% for the crystal). The high loss led to a
poor coupling efficiency of the incident pump radiation
into each arm of the dual-cavity. In the present
experiment, these elements have been replaced by
higher quality ones. The new BBHR ZnSe output
coupler has a 299% reflection in the near-IR and 90%
transmission at 10 pm. A broadband antireflection
(BBAR) coated polarizing beam splitter with less than
1% round-trip loss is used instead of the Foster prism.
In ref. [2], we have demonstrated that the use of type-I1
(e-o+e) cut AgGaS, crystal (8=46", q=O) resulted in
two times higher nonlinear conversion efficiency with
respect to type-I for the same crystal length. In spite of
good BBAR coatings (R=0.6%) in the near-IR region,
the measured transmissivity of the 5 mmx5 mmxl5 mm
type-I1 AgGaS? used in ref. [2] was only about T=86%
(at 778 nm and 842 nm). This was due to its high
residual absorption in this near-IR region (a=10% cm").
Since then, a new higher quality 5 mmx5 mmxl5 mm
type-I1 AgGaS, crystal, grown at the Design &
Technological Institute of Monocrystals, is used in our

-c

V

C)

780-nmsingly-resonant

a

Signal power in front of AGS crystal
(mW>
Fig. 2: DFG conversion efficiency using type-I1 phasematching. The measured enhancement factor of the 780nm cavity is only 2.5.

The spatial intensity distributions in the walkoff plane in
the case of a single-pass DFG and singly-resonant DFG
are compared in figure 3. In the resonant configuration,
the profile is closer to a Gaussian mode than the other
configuration. This is due to the TE& mode pump
filtering effect of the resonator. The single-pass
transverse profile of the DFG radiation displays an
elliptical cross-section, with the minor axe of the ellipse
located in the walkoff plane. This beam distortion is
induced by the walkoff (p=1.2") and focusing effects
[13]. A nearly Gaussian beam section is important in
our future saturated spectroscopy experiments, which
should be performed within a Fabry-Perot resonator.

laser is tuned over 2.2 GHz at a fixed diode temperature
and injection current by applying a triangular voltage
ramp to its grating PZT transducer (feO.1 HZ). During
the tuning process, the injection locking and the 780-nm
cavity length stabilization to the laser frequency must be
maintained. The 780-nm cavity is stabilized by dithering
its length at 20 kHz and demodulating the reflected light
intensity by a lock-in amplifier. This technique provides
a lock at the maximum fringe transmission but, owing to
the low modulation frequency, the bandwidth of the
active length servo is limited to 200 Hz. The residual 20
kHz amplitude modulation could not be filtered out
from the locking error signal. Furthermore, acoustical
perturbation at frequencies above 500 Hz are not well
corrected, which results in a poor intensity stability (5% rms) of the probe DFG output. Preliminary Doppler
spectra are shown in figure 4. The large intensity noise
caused by the limited servo bandwidth must be
cancelled prior to an attempt of saturation spectroscopy
experiment. A side-of-fringe locking servo would
provide a much more stable IR output intensity. The
whole targeted 9-1 1 pm spectral range can be explored
using a single crystal [I].

Displacement in the walkoff plane, x (mm)
Fig. 3: Comparison between the transverse power
distribution of the IR output in the walkoff plane in a
single-pass DFG and pumpresonant DFG.
4. DOPPLER LIMITED SPECTROSCOPY OF SF6

Using the singly-resonant configuration, we performed
preliminary linear absorption spectrum of SF6 over 2
GHz to demonstrate the wide tunability of our set-up.
The 25-cm long Brewster cell is filled with less than
0.05 mTorr SF6 pressure. In this experiment, the master
lasers were free-running, with typical short term
linewidth of 100 kHz. Their wavelengths are calibrated
using a wavemeter with 500 MHz reading accuracy.
They are set to 780.87 nm and 843.28 nm, in order to
probe the transition band in coincidence with the P(16)
line of the COz laser. This band is rich in saturated
transitions (55) spaced by -10 MHz [14]. The 30-nW
generated 10.55-pm radiation (idler) is then tuned in the
vicinity of the 448 (F2 5) saturated absorption line of
SF6. The IR radiation is focused into the cell with a
-1.5-mm waist. When the pressure of SF6 in the cell is
about 0.12 mTorr, almost all of the IR radiation is
absorbed. The frequency of the 780-nm ECDL master

(--.

..............

-

.....

0.77 GHz

Fig. 4: Linear absorption spectrum of the SF6 in cell
while the 780-nm master frequency is tuned over 1.74
GHz (up) and 0.77 GHz (low). The dashed lines
indicate the base line and the maximum IR power in the
absence of the gas. The two spectra are taken separately:
the lower spectrum is not a zoom of the upper one. The
spectra show many overlapping Doppler-broadened
transitions.

5. CONCLUSION

We have shown the potential wide tuning capabilities of
our all-diode-laser-based spectrometer by scanning a
portion of SF6 spectrum. The 30-nW level IR power is
enough for linear spectroscopy on the strongly
absorbing SF6 molecule. For saturated high resolution
spectroscopy, microwatt level is necessary [4]. The next
step is to improve the output power of the 10-ym
radiation by closing the 843-nm cavity arm and by
optimizing the impedance-matching efficiency. Further
progress in reducing the residual amplitude noise is also
under development. This spectrometer may work as an
accurate 30-THz difference-frequency standard in the
near-IR region, extending thus the reference grid of our
optical frequency chain [15]. This will also allow long
distance dissemination of the LPTF IR reference
standards by using optical fiber links to convey the two
near-IR frequency markers.
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ABSTRACT
This work is aimed at the study and development of
a high-accuracy frequency standard at 1.5 p , by
combining the intrinsic frequency stability of a
solid-state hser to the accuracy and reliability of
Doppler-free molecular lines. A diode-pumped Er-Yb
microlaser will be frequency stabilized to the center of
' 3 ~ 2 ~saturated
2
absorption lines by means of the
frequency modulation technique. A resonant
Fabry-Perot cavity containing acetylene at low pressure
is used to enhance the field intensity in order to saturate
the 1.5 p overtone transitions of the molecule. Two
stabilization loops will be used to lock the Fabry-Perot
cavity to the laser frequency and this last to the peak of
the saturation dip. Preliminary experimental results on
the Er-Yb laser frequency noise are reported.
1. INTRODUCTION
The demand for 1.5 pm wavelengthlfrequency
standards is becoming a challenging task for several
research groups working in the fields of optical
metrology [l-31 and optical fiber communications
[4, 51. To achieve the required absolute frequency
stability, different solutions have been proposed or
performed using as a reference several transitions from
a variety of molecular (NH3, H20, HCN, CzH2," C ~ H ~ )
and atomic (Kr, Rb, K) species. After choosing the
proper molecular/atomic frequency reference, a suitable
laser source has to be selected in order to realize a
reliable frequency standard with good metrological
properties. Typical high-performance laser sources in
the 1 . 5 - p spectral region are the external-cavity
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semiconductor laser diodes (EC-SLD). These
devices[6], in fact, allow for wide wavelength
tunability (a few tens of nm) and narrow oscillating
linewidth (-100 kHz) but exhibit a limited output power
(a few mW) with rather poor spatial quality (elliptic and
astigmatic beam). An interesting alternative source for
the highest-demanding applications is found in
diode-pumped Er-Yb microlasers [7]. In fact, these
relatively novel laser devices, yet undergoing some
technological improvements, allow for several tens of
mW output power in single-frequency operation (I-ms
linewidth below 50kHz) with wide wavelength
tunability (-40 nm) and excellent beam quality (circular
beam with M' factor of 1.1).
Due to the abundance of well resolved and almost
equispaced absorption lines, the acetylene molecule is
one of the best suited reference in the 1.5-pm spectral
region. From a chemical and technological point of
view, this molecule is stable, non-toxic and
non-corrosive, and allows for an easy and inexpensive
preparation in glass cells. Regarding the metrological
properties, the acetylene molecule is rather insensitive
to external electric fields, having no permanent electric
dipole moment, and exhibits a single saturated
absorption within each Doppler-broadened line (no
hyperfine structure). Unfortunately, quite intense optical
fields are required to achieve sub-Doppler spectroscopy
and frequency locking because the saturation intensity
of the acetylene molecule is rather high, in the order of
5 ~ l m m ~Presently,
.
the compact and reliable
external-cavity semiconductor laser diodes at 1.5-pn
can provide for a few milliwatt output powers. Hence,
the output field of these devices needs to be strongly
enhanced, by means of Fabry-Perot build-up cavities [3]
or by the commercially available but yet expensive

output mirror Roc=-10 mn

Figure 1. The Er-Yb tunable microlaser.
optical amplifyers [8], to observe sub-Doppler lines in
this spectral region.
In this paper preliminary experiments on the
frequency stabilization of Er-Yb laser against saturated
absorption lines of 13c2H2at 1.5 pm, are reported. A
resonant Fabry-Perot cavity containing acetylene at low
pressure is used to enhance the field intensity in order to
saturate the 1.5-pm overtone transitions of the molecule.
In particular the power spectral density of the laser
frequency noise has been measured by means of the
Pound-Drever-Hall scheme [9] and the Fabry-Perot
resonator.

The laser source used in the experiment is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. This single frequency
Er-Yb:glass microlaser can be continuously tuned in the
1532-1536 nm wavelength range [lo] and gives a
diffraction limited output beam with an output power of
several milliwatt. The laser cavity is based on a 2.5-mm
long Er-Yb:glass disc (Kigre, QE-7 phosphate glass),
longitudinally pumped at 978 nm wavelength by an
InGaAs laser (Spectra Diode, SDL-6460). The output
coupler consists of a concave mirror with 10-mm radius
of curvature and 1% transmission and, for fine
frequency tuning of the laser output, the mirror is glued
to an annular piezoelectric transducer (PZT). To allow
for single frequency operation and coarse wavelength
selection, an uncoated 200pm thick, BK7 etalon is
inserted into the resonator. In the picture reported in
Fig. 2 an example of practical realization of the
Er-Yb:glass microlaser is shown.
To obtain the saturation of the acetylene lines, a
Fabry-Perot resonator containing a sealed-off Brewster
cell, filled with ' 3 ~ 2 ~at2a gas pressure of 4 Pa, was
used. As it is shown in Fig. 3, the Fabry-Perot consists
of a plano-spherical cavity, with a nominal finesse of
~ 2 0 and
0 a free-spectral-range of 600 MHz. Moreover,
in order to change the resonance frequency, the flat
mirror was mounted on a piezo-electric transducer (PZT).

Figure 2. The Er-Yb tunable microlaser. A Peltier TEC
is mounted on the laser cavity to allow for long-term
frequency stability.
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Figure 3. Plano-spherical Fabry-Perot resonator
containing a sealed-off Brewster cell filled with I3c2H2
at 4 Pa pressure.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
To lock the laser frequency against Doppler-free
acetylene lines, two stabilization loops [9]have to be used.
According to the scheme shown in Fig. 4, one loop keeps
the laser frequency locked to the Fabry-Perot resonance,
whereas the second loop locks the resonance of the cavity
to the saturated absorption line. The first opto-electronic
loop uses a frequency modulation of 5 MHz, applied to an
electro-optic modulator external to the laser cavity. This
loop exploit as a discriminator signal the cavity reflection
(Pound-Drever-Hall technique); the second loop uses the
first-harmonic detection scheme (first derivative) by means
of a lower modulation frequency (dithering of the cavity
FZT) of 312 Hz.

0.2.
,.,.
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Figure 5. Reflection from the Fabry-Perot cavity.

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In these preliminary experiments, as shown in Fig. 5,
about 65 % of the 1.5 mW incident power was coupled
into the Fabry-Perot resonator. By measuring the Full
Width at Half Maximum of the reflected lines, a finesse
of =I50 has been estimated. This value is mainly limited
by residual cavity losses due to the acetylene cell. When
the laser frequency is in coincidence with a ' 3 ~ z ~
absorption lines, usually line P(6), additional cavity
losses further reduce the Fabry-Perot finesse to =100.

2

Figure 6. Power spectral density of the Er-Yb laser
frequency noise.

By analyzing both the error and control signals of
the first loop at 5 MHz, the laser frequency noise
measurement has been realized. The laser was locked to
the Fabry-Perot with a control bandwidth of about
2 kHz, essentially limited by laser PZT resonances. The
obtained power spectral density laser frequency noise is
reported in Fig. 6. The sensitivity of this yeasurement is
fixed by the electronic noise at 10" Hz-/Hz level for
Fourier frequency higher than 1 kHz.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Diode-pumped Er-Yb microlaser with narrow
linewidth can be a suitable source, locked to acetylene
absorptions, to build frequency references in the 1.5 pn
region of interest for High Density Wavelength
Multiplexed and for coherent optical communication.
Efforts have been started to obtained cw linearly
polarized single line microlaser which can provide
enough power to saturate acetylene rotovibrational
transitions inside a Fabry-Perot resonator.
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ABSOLUTE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS WITH A SET OF TRANSPORTABLE
METHANE OPTICAL FREQUENCY STANDARDS.
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This type of device having frequency
repeatability near 10'13 could be used in conjunction
with frequency synthesis to produce an absolute
frequency measurements in the IR, visible, and UV
ranges.
The goals of the present measurements were as
follows:
I) comparison the renewed ROFC of BNM-LPTF
and the ROFC of PTB;
2) independent calibration of the parameters of 3 new
TOFS developed at Lebedev Institute in 19971998 and used now as frequency references at
NPL, BIPM and Lebedev Institute.
The program of measurements realized in 1997-1998
included the following stages:
Dec.97 - TOFSO\TPL) was calibrated on the PTB
ROFC.
July.98 - TOFS(B1PM) was calibrated on the PTB
ROFC.
Sept.98 -TOFS(BIPM), TOFS(Leb) were delivered to
JILA and frequency calibration of a visible
He-NelI, OFS (633nm) were made by mixing
the radiation of Rb OFS (778nm) and 3.39 pm
radiation [l].
Oct.98 TOFS(BIPM), TOFS(NPL), and TOFS(Leb)
were calibrated on the new ROFC of BNMLPTF.
Nov.98 - TOFS(BIPM), TOFSWL), TOFS(Leb) were
transported from Paris to Braunschweig and
calibrated on the ROFC of PTB. Then back
transportation the TOFS (LEB) from PTB to
BNM-LPTF and recalibration on the BNMLPTF ROFC have been done.

ABSTRACT
For the first time absolute frequency
measurements (AFM) referenced to Cs primary
standards with a set of 3 double-mode He-NeICH,
transportable optical frequency standards (TOFS, h =
3.39 pm , v = 88 THz) were carried out. The radiooptical frequency chain (ROFC) and the 29-THz
C02/Os0, secondary frequency standard of BNMLPTF (France) and the ROFC of PTB were involved in
the experiment. The level of accuracy achieved for
these cross-measurements is better than 5*10-l3.
1. PROGRAM OF THE ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
The program of 1998 was a part of the joint
research of several national laboratories and
international organization in the field of precise
spectroscopy and optical frequency metrology.
From 1991 to 1998 several sessions of AFM
were camed out with the participation of PhysikalischTechnische Budesanstalt (Braunschweig, Germany).
During this period a few different versions of
transportable methane stabilized OFS developed in the
Lebedev Institute (Moscow, Russia) were tested and
calibrated with respect to Cs primary time standard at
the ROFC of PTB.
Since 1995 the program of cooperation
between Laboratoire primaire du temps et des
frkquences (BNM-LPTF) and Lebedev Institute was
started resulting in the first frequency comparisons of
the stationary C0,/Os04 OFS and He-NeICH,
Transportable OFS in Nov. 1996.
In 1997-1998 a few other laboratories
expressed their interest to the stable methane frequency
reference:
-National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, GB,
-Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA) of
University of Colorado and National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Boulder, USA,
-Bureau International des Poids et Measures (BIPM),
Sevres, France.

-

2. MAIN FEATURES OF THE APPARATUS
INVOLVED
All transportable devices (Figl.) were built on
the same optical scheme of a precise optical
spectrometer [2] and consisted of 3 lasers. Reference
laser was frequency locked to the methane resonance
by double-channel feedback loop (absorption +
dispersion frequency discriminators were applied)[2].
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Fig.1 Scheme of the transportable methane
frequency standard based on the double-mode HeNe h = 3.39 prn laser.

Heterodyne laser was offset phase locked to
the Reference laser, and 3-rd laser with telescopic
expander (beam waist in the CH, cell is 60mm) was
offset frequency tuned via phase lock servo relatively
to the Heterodyne laser frequency, The central
component of triplet representing the magnetic
hyperfine structure (MHFS) of the F,")-line of CH,
(line-width about 4.0 kHz, see Fig. 1 insert) was used
for the long term frequency stabilization of the
Heterodyne laser. Unmodulated Heterodyne emission
served as output signal of the TOFS with constant
offset relatively to the top of the central component of

The phase-coherent ROFC of PTB [3,2] has
been routinely used during many years for AFM up to
the visible range. The performance of the
chain estimated in the previous AFM with two TOFS
(Leb) is practically ideal. It means that frequency
errors are dependent of H-maser instability only
amounting lWi4
in the range of 100s-1000s
averaging time.
The radio-optical frequency chain of BNMLPTF has been completely refurbished in 1997. The
most important improvement made since 1984 is the
use of H-maser output as starting point of the AFM[4].
From April 1998 the chain was used to
measure the absolute frequency of the stationary
CO2/0sO4 frequency standard of the BNM-LPTF [ 5 ] .

-

MHFS.

r

F(CH,)=88 376 181 600 000 + Af (Hz)

Measurement number ( 100 s each)

Fig.2 Results of AFM obtained in BNM-LPTF.

3. RESULTS OF AFM

of these devices resulted from perturbation of the
phase-lock servos by noise from mechanical pumps.
and probably parasitic back reflections of the light
from beats detection setup,
Some frequency shift between 23.10 and
26.10 of the TOFS(Leb) (about 50 Hz) was caused in
part by temperature variation of about 5OC in the
laboratory during weekend when work was stopped.
Second period of AFM at BNM-LPTF
(26.11-01.12 Fig.2) was done with the HeNelCH4TOFS(Leb) and the C02/Os0, OFS (BNM-LPTF)
connected to the ROFC. The standard deviation for the
4 days amounts 20 Hz for 100 s time of measurement.
The uncertainties of the AFM can not be
associated only with methane standards frequency
shifts. It was found that standard deviation of the
frequency of the Os04 -standard amounted to 2.9 Hz
what efficiently gives near 9 Hz in the 3.39 pm range.
Taking into consideration that many measurements in
LPTF were not made synchronously with AFM of the
Os0,-standard, it should also contribute to the
frequency scatter.
Fig.3 presents results of AFM in PTB. With
better environmental conditions all 3 lasers
demonstrated comparable frequency scatter with
standard deviation near 10 Hz for 100 s sample time.
Several times during the measurements two
devices - TOFS(NPL) and TOFS(Leb) - were
realigned for the maximal output power, whereas the
TOFS(BIPM) was aligned only once before the
experiment. Some degradation of the MHFS signal
resulted in some frequency drift of the TOFS(B1PM)
during several days of AFM (see Fig.3).

Fig. 2 presents the series of AFM in BNMLPTF in Oct. and Nov.-Dec. 98. with an interruption
for the visit to PTB. The whole set of the data on Fig. 2
can be divided on 3 intervals.
Data on Oct.20-0ct.22. (Fig.3), represent
preliminary measurements with TOFS(Leb). The
device after transportation on the route Boulder-Paris
as a luggage required some restoring and its parameters
were adjusted several times during these 3 days.
Data on Oct.23 (Fig.2) were obtained with 2
systems only: TOFS(Leb), and TOFSWL). (The last
was delivered from Teddington by car). AFM were
made only for the BNM-LPTF C02/Os0, frequency
standard. The frequency of He-Ne lasers were
measured by counting the beat frequencies between
OsO, standard and methane standards. The lasers were
mounted on different optical tables. In this case the
most reliable results were obtained. Estimation of
frequency uncertainty for the data of Oct. 23 gives
standard deviation o of 100 s measurement as a=8 Hz
for TOFS(Leb) and ~9 Hz for TOFS(NPL). This
corresponds to the uncertainty of previous
measurements (0=6 Hz) obtained for TOFS(Leb) in the
BNM-LPTF in 1996 [6].
Data on Oct.26-27 show the frequencies of all
3 methane standards measured simultaneously. The
larger uncertainty increased up to 30 Hz due to more
noisy conditions of the experiment. Mutual influence
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In a separate experiment in PTB the frequency
shifts of all methane standards were measured as a
function of different parameters of the setup. There
was an noticeable effect found which is caused by
variations of the Heterodyne laser offset. The stabilized
frequency exhibits a shift up to 50 Hz in the range of
Heterodyne frequency offset variations from 550 kHz
to 700 kHz. This shift was well reproducible for each
device, so the effect is negligible if the Heterodyne
frequency offset is constant. The origin of this shift is
probably an effect of changes of frequency modulation
index in the phase-lock servo.
The summarized results for average
frequencies presented in the Table 1. All numbers are
given for "standard" Het.- Ref .offset of (-600,O kHz).
Only during measurements in LPTF the value of
Heterodyne offset for TOFS(NPL) and TOFS(B1PM)
was set to -700 kHz and -550 kHz respectively. The
Table 1 contains also data obtained in the previous
sessions of AFM performed in Dec.97 with
TOFS(NPL) and in Ju1.98 with TOFS(BIPM).
Possible reasons of the averaged frequency
difference between devices are discussed in Ref.[7].

Table 1. Results of AFM obtained in BNM-LPTF
and PTB with methane standards of BIPM, NPL,
and Lebedev Inst.
Chain:
1 LPTF
I PTB
I Af = 3 Least Sianificant Digits
TOFS:
I Date:
I of the TOFS ~kuency$2)
NPL
1 012.-Nov.98 1 71 -34
1 136 o=ll
I Nov.97
126 0=6
BlPM
I 0ct.-N0v.98 1 281 -25
1 320 0=7
Ju1.98
323 c=9
Lebedev 1 0ct.-Nov.98 1 239 6-25
1 273 o=10
/ Nov. Dec. 98 1 287 6-32 1
I

1
1

1

I

CONCLUSIONS
The AFM carried out in collaboration of
several laboratories have shown that mid-Infrared
transportable OFS based on double-mode He-Ne lasers
stabilised over resolved MHFS of FJ2) CH, line
demonstrate frequency reproducibility (for different
devices) of 1* 10-12, and frequency repeatability (for
one device during several months, year) of 2 * 10-l3.
The research has proved that the transportable
CH, OFS can disseminate the 88 THz reference
frequency with an accuracy -10-13. Thus it opens new
possibilities for laboratories interested in precise
optical metrology without necessity of setting up the
full radio-optical frequency chains.
Comparisons of the two radio-optical
frequency chains fulfilled with the TOFS devices
demonstrated the coincidence of the Frequency records
for the chains within interval of 40 Hz (5*10'13). The
prospects for decreasing the uncertainty of the future
chain comparisons are clear now.
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the determination of the high-order
constants possibility in the quartz using the
measurement of the intermodulation products of the BTand other cuts quark resonators. The method is based on
the Tierstens work [6], which are provided on the ATcut resonators vibrated in thickness shear mode. The
measurements performed on BT- cut quartz and other
Y-cuts resonators given access to obtain of the effective
non-linear constants of higher order. The experimental
results and the comparison with the resonant method
results are discussed.

-

1. INTRODUCTION
The properties of the acoustic waves of the resonator or
of other piezoelectric selective devices are usually
influenced by internal or external parameters on account
of the non-linear properties of the crystal. These
nonlinearities are at the origin of many non-linear
effects, as frequency-amplitude effects, intermodulation,
and the sensitising to various physical quantities, like
electric field, temperature, mechanical forces,
acceleration or pressure as it was shown by Gagnepain
[2]. It is obvious that a part of this non-linear effects is
non desired, and, at the opposite, nonlinearities can be
used for sensing functions
Ref. [4], making the
selective BAW or SAW resonators.
The description of the non-linear behaviour of the
resonator requires the knowledge of not only the regular
second order fundamental material constants, but also of
the higher order constants of the third, and in some
cases of the fourth order. The paper will be related to
the phenomena
resulting
mainly in elastic
nonlinearities of the quartz.
Since the piezoelectric coupling is small in quartz and
the linear oscillatory behaviour of quartz is essentially
elastic, it seems reasonable to assume that the nonlinear
interaction in quark is purely elastic and that the
electroelastic interaction is due to linear piezoelectricity.
This assumption is made in this treatment. Moreover,
since in essentially thickeness-shear modes in trapped
energy resonators, the wavenumber or decay number
along the plate is much smaller than the thickness wavenumber, only the thickness-shear deformation is
included in the nonlinear interaction terms.

-
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An analytical investigation of nonlinear interaction in
AT-cut quartz plates vibrating essentially thicknessshear modes has been explicitly evaluated by Tiersten
[6]. To determine some elastic coefficients, two
nonlinear effects in the quartz resonators are studied:
nonlinear forced vibrations (frequency-amplitude
effect) PI, [121,
intennodulation phenomena [l I], [12].
In our investigations, the different Y-cuts of quartz
resonators under intermodulation test are used for
determination of elastic stiffnesses of the 4' order.
All resutls are obtained for quartz resonators vibrating
on 1" harmonics. The resonators were made by Krystaly
a.s. Hradec Krhlovd, and automatically measured in
Laboratory of Resonant Methods at Technical
University of Liberec, Faculty of Mechatronics and
Interdisciplinary studies.

-

2. INTERMODULATION OF PIEZOELECTRIC
RESONATOR
The non-linear behaviour of the qua
Y-cuts
resonators vibrating by thickness shear modes of
deformation is the conseq~enceof n~n-li..earelastic
properties of quartz. We kept the electric and electroelastic terms linear.
The description of the intermodulation phenomena is
made using the non-linear elastic coefficients of high
order.
If two (or more) harmonic signal levels V1 and V2with
frequencies o and a, positioned uniformly with
respect to resonant frequency acts simultaneously in
electronic circuit, the intermodulation signal of the
A

voltage V, and angular frequency 52 = 26.1, - 0,
is created due to the cubic nonlinearities. This
fiequency
will be located also within the bandwidth,
and therefore will not be filtered.

3. DETERMINATION OF HIGH ORDER
ELASTIC CONSTANTS
Tiersten [6] derived the relation, from which it is
possible determine the nonlinear elastic stiffness
of AT-cut quartz resonator. Based on the same
principle, we are trying to specify an effective elastic
stiffness i?6666 of the 4' order for the BT-cut quartz
resonators or some other cuts of quartz resonators.
Read the relation for a nonlinear stiffness

r6666

Fig. 1: Circuit with intermodulation current
The complex value of the intermodulation voltage for
the circuit in Fig. 1 can be derived fiom Ref. [6]. Now,
if we calculate the c m t I, , after simple
arrangement we get to an interesting relation for :
A

A

where
frequency

is the resonator admittance at angular
a .Significance of symbols for admittance

?* , A,,

, A, and

An is shown in Ref. [I 11.

It follows fiom Eqn. (I), that the intermodulation current
consist of a component dependent on the admittance
,.
Y, and a component affected by control signals of
levels V,, V2, and effective elastic stiffness y ,which
include the linear and non-linear elastic stiffness of
2nd, 3rd and 4th order.
In our case, the Eqn. (1) was used for the determination
of nonlinear elastic stiffness y of the Y-cuts quartz
resonators introducing the measured values Vn,
voltages Vl and V2 , angular frequencies a , , at, ON, R,
and values of impedance IZI and cp for all
fi-eauencies. The values of S, - surface of electrodes,
2h 1thickness of the resonator, and material constan&
as
nonlinear elastic stifiess, permitivity, and
coefficient of electromechanical coupling for different
cuts are introduced.

and

z#,

(2)

1
(3

y,

-E
+C32M>

1 -E

+-C46w,

6

(4)

where the symbols ,
E266, F6',, denotes the
effective elanic aiffnesses of the 2nd , )rd, or 4"
order. We express

fiom Ref. [ 121.
The basic elastic stifiesses are found out fi-om tabular
values of basic elastic stiffhesses of the 2ndand the 3*
orders for different cuts. Now, a computer program to
carry the computations of effective elastic stiffnesses
was made. It calculates effective elastic stiflhess of the
2ndand the 31d order for any cutting angle.
We found out that the stifhess
consists of five
basic stifhesses by means by the application of this
program on the elastic stiffness of the 4" order:

r6666

q& = A,C& + 4 c & + A3c& +

+ 4c4-E
/L\

\"I

The coefficients A,, At, As, Aq and A5 in the relation
(6) depend on the rotation angle of the resonator. We
measure r6%6
for five different cuts of piezoelectric
rc~onato" and specify the constants
At, A39 h , As
for each of these cuts. We get a set of five equations. By
the Sol~tionof this equations Set, we obtain the values
of basic elastic stifhesses of the 4' order c ~ C5556,
~ ~
'5566
'5666, and C6666.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that the values being obtained
in this way neither allow to set the linkage with other
elastic stiffhesses of the 4' order or the symmetry of this
matrix. But, the elastic module
for any angle of
rotated cuts of a quartz resonator can be determined by
substitution in the relation (6).
The following processing was provided by the program
for
computing
of
the
coefficients
A, -AS in the equation (6), or in (7) generally:
9

It is important so say that

qn = IzlIn

1-5

y = -C2u
2

r6666

~

In the Eqn. (7), ah - a,,h are direction cosines of rotation
angles, which means that this is equation for
uncompounded components of elastic stiffnesses tensor
of 8th order. As seen in Fig. 2 of Ref. [I21 , when
indexes i, j, k, I, m, n, o, p and rotation angle a are
entered, the program in the right window will write out
the influence of stiffnesses c,kaergh of basic matrix of
elastic stiffnessestensor of 8th order. In this description,
the symbol a denote the angle of the rotation around Xaxis. If the right side of the Eqn. (7) is converted back to
compounded indexes with assuming symmetry, we get
to Eqn. (6) in our case. The calculation of components
of elastic stiffinesses tensor of 8' order is shown in Ref.

In the Fig. 3, the electric circuit used for direct
measurement of intermodulation voltage Vn and angular
intermodulation frequency R is shown.
The resonant frequencies w~ , the impedance values
and phases g, for angular frequencies ol,a2and
C? are measured by analyser HP 41 92 A.

Iz(

The 5 resonators for each type of Y-cut quartz resonator
and 2 measurements for each resonator are realised.
Table 1: Calculated values of Jy [ ~ m - j' of Y-cuts
quartz resonators 10 MHz

[12].
4. EXPERIMENT

The automated measurement set of the intermodulation
products (IM), as signal of the Vn and angular
frequency R is shown in the Fig. 2.

In the Table 1 the symbols Dr and De denote the
diameter of the resonator and diameter of the electrode
respectively.
The calculated results shows the small difference
between the theory and experimental results. For the
AT-cut resonators, the better results are given using the
resonance method for determination of the nonlinear
elastic stiffbess y .

-

Fig. 2 Experimental set for IM products measurement
In the Fig. 2, the G1 and G2 are the generators of
intermodulation test signals with angular frequencies
wl,and w2 ( given by HP 33120 A in the frequency
range fiom 0,l to - 13 MHz with the excitation level to
23,95 dBm for harmonics signal ), CH is the test
temperature chamber 4220 A Saunders with the
2 - port measurement device designed as MP,
A is NetworkfSpectrum analyser HP 4195 A , which is
useful to 500 MHz in the frequency range, and !?om
- 90 to +20 dBm of level of measured signal.

L

Fig. 3 Electronics circuit of the IM test

5. CONCLUSION

This review shows that the intennodulation products of
the quartz Y-cuts resonators depends not only on the
2nd and 3rd order fundamental elastic constants, but
also on the 4th order ones. This is a serious difficulty for
evaluating this effects, from such models, because the
values of the 4th order fhdamental elastic stifbess are
almost completely unknowns, and even those of quartz
crystal.
The measurement performed on quartz Y-cuts
resonators give access to obtain of the effective nonlinear constants. A computer determination of the basic
non-linear constants of higher order is possible.
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Abstract

predicted by unidimensionnal model in compare with results obtained from 3D model. Checking effectiveness of
This paper uses available models to calculate the main OP- energy trapping of the studied configuration of Fig.1 was
€!rating pamIneterS of BAW microwave composite resonators. especially wished from the point of view of Q-factor.
Although such resonators can be used as devices for characterization of the underlying substrate, they can be expected to reach comparatively good performances if the
substrate is made from very low loss material, such as YAG
driven into vibration by a thin layer of ZnO or AlN. Operating on very high overtone is then quite feasible and solves
many technological issues related to the achievement of actually thin membranes. Also, earlier investigations have
I
shown a surprisingly efficient energy trappingin such reslower electrode
onators. The paper presents first investigations about miYAG substrate
crowave composite resonators operating around 3GHz, using existing analytical models and shortly discusses issues
attached to a two-dimensional FEM.The authors conclude
that this technique should evolve to fully develop its expected benefits and must still be substitutted by analytical
calculations to allow for accurate calculation of parameters
in actual devices. Use of existing model for energy trapping analysis seems possible even for very high overtone
electrodes thickness 80nm (Al)
numbers.

-

V

I. Studied Configuration
We have studied a BAW composite resonator in the ZnO
on YAG configuration shown on Fig.1. The resonator is
designed to operate on very high overtone, around 300. In
this circumstance, the thickness of ZnO layer is very small
in compare with thickness of substrate (0.70 vs. 430pm).
A large mass electrode covers the whole upper surface of
substrate, and a small electrode is deposited on top of the
ZnO layer. Both electrodes are made from A1 8 0 n m thick.
The c-axis of ZnO is normal to the substrate surface, so
that thickness extensional modes are driven into vibration.
The purpose of this work was to validate motional elements

Figure 1: Studied configuration of YAG-ZnO composite
resonator

n. Basic modelling
Since the thickness of electrodes is not so small with respect to thickness of ZnO layer (only one order of magnitude), the impedance method analysis takes into account
the electrodes as a medium for wave propagation, as shown
on Fig.2. Then the impedance of composite structure is
given by
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i ( Z i n + z ; " ) sin q d - 2 ~ : ( l - c o s ~ d )
sin q d - i ( z , ' " + Z ; " ) ~ tcosqd

(1)

I

where d is the thickness of the piezoelectric layer and q the
complex wavenumber in it according to notations of Fig.2.
After some manipulations, the equivalent circuit can be put
in the form given on Fig.2, i.e. as a succession of series
connected equivalent circuits, each one describing a given
overtone

substrate

I

and

-C6= I -

co

sin q'd

+ (1- cos q'd) sin(qld + 242) + -a

2
(3)
where q' is the real part of q, and a only depends on electromechanichal coupling factor of piezoelectric layer and
properties of electrodes layers (See [I]for more details).
Parallel resonances frequencies w, can be found by equating the real part of the acoustic path 0 in the whole structure
to nn, where the integer n is the overtone number, thereby
fixing the values of all wavenumbers in structure. The motional parameters for n-th overtone can then be obtained
by closed forms in terms of above mentionned quantities
also presented in [I],and which only depend on n, 0, Co,
w, and a. The Q-factor is thus given by Q w ni~/2S0.
Data for losses in YAG are available (See [I]for a more
general review on connected topics) so that the complex
impedance can be simulated in terms of frequency. For the
here-studied configuration, the following results were predicted at 3GHz :
q'd/1~,2

Figure 2: Impedance model for high overtone composite
structure

for the modal analysis of piezoelectric resonators ([2-31.
Membrane elastic effects in thin electrode layers are taken
into account. At the moment, only classical solving methods are considered for large eigenvalues problem resulting
from the required dense mesh along the thickness. The program makes use of cubic interpolating functions along the
thickness of plate, which weer found much more suitable
for the modelling of sine waves than parabolic interpolations encountered in most 3D FEM programs. Unfortunately,
it was found that, due to the extremely high overone
Two resonators with Lu-doped substrate were made and
number
of studied configuration, the bandwith of obtained
measured at IREAS. The impedance curve of Fig.3 was
matrix
is
so large that even switching to 2D analysis results
obtained on the best sample, which indicates a value of Qin
intractable
problem at the moment, unless special techfactor
niques could be implemented to drastically reduce the size
of problem by restricting the FEM analysis to electrodes
and piezoelectric layers, for instance. This was eventually
which is extremely good in compare with known results for left for further research and we put into effect calculations
BAW resonators on quartz, LiNb03, or ZnO/Si substrates from the analytical model of Tiersten and Stevens [4]for
but is cleary below predicted value.
composite structures.
Although the model does include elastic effects in elec- The model consists of two parts : first, finding the dispertrodes layers, it does not account for trapping effect, which sion equations for electroded and unelectroded regions, and
may impact on the Q-factor, in case it is not sufficient. So, second, matching the solutions at the interfaces betwen resome effort was devoted to evaluating the transverse behav- gions, after the dispersion equation is extended as a parior of resonant modes in the studied configuration. We ini- tial derivatives equations in terms of transverse coordinates
tially planned to investigate it by use of 2D FEM analysis, (corresponding to in-plane directions in the treatment ensince a previously presented 3D program exists at LCEP

Motional capacitance vs overtone number
Figure 4: Motional series capacitance in terms of overtone
number
Figure 3: Measured impedance curve
the ZnO layer is deposited as a strip 1000pm wide, we
plot ug from the center of resonator up to XI = 500pm.
In this model, energy trapping effect occurs only from the
matching between solutions in electroded and unelectroded
regions and the boundary conditions at the edges are not
finding unidimensional thickness solutions for exten- taken into account. Results of Fig 5 show that the actual
sional modes, with rigourous boundary conditions, configuration is well trapped since the predicted U; (pracboth in electroded and unelectroded regions.
tically proportional to the vibrating energy) remaining at
the edges of resonator is below lo-'', which is sufficiently
asymptotic expansion of the solutionsof balance equa- small for the model to hold. In BAW resonator constructions around this limiting case when a small lateral tion, it is admitted that a ratio lom9 between predicted amwavenumber component is present. This should be plitudes at the edge and at the center is sufficient to get opmade both in piezo layer and in substrate. Quasitimal values of Q-factor. Comparatively, Fig.6 shows that
thickness extensional and shear modes appear already the residual amplitude of anharmonic modes at the edge is
coupled at this level.
very high, so that such modes are practically killed since
combination of independent solutions of propagation they are prone to dissipate a non negligible fraction of enequations in the bulk, obtained for dominant thick- ergy (a few ll1000s) in the periphery of resonator. Interness extensional and thickness shear modes to sat- estingly enough, the predicted C1= f (n) curve presented
isfy boundary and continuity conditions at interfaces on Fig.4 shows an optimal value of the motional series capacitance near overtone number 300, which is in agreement
between layers.
with the fact that the amplitude distribution along the thicksolving by Taylor's expansion the determinantal equa- ness of piezoelectric layer is extremely close to an exact
tion for boundary conditions.
half wavelength.
From
this analysis, it was found that predicted energy trapThe solutions in electroded and unelectroded regions difping
should
be strong enough to allow for optimal value of
fer only by their thickness-related terms. We carefully
Q-factor.
Measurements
of the roughness of surface perchecked all formulas and followed the approach detailed at
formed
by
AFM
microscopy
during a stay of G.D. MansRef [I]. Although the model yields predicted values of Co,
feld
at
LCEP
indicated
an
averaged
value of 14nm which
C1, L1,they are obtained in the framework of series equivis
expected
to
lower
the
Q-factor
by
several
units from the
alent circuit and thereby cannot be directly compared with
optimal
value
for
perfectly
smooth
surface.
data from the impedance model. Since the model gives
closed form for the displacement amplitude along transverse directions, we used it to plot the results of Fig 5 n
!Conclusion
which represents a sernilog plot of the squared amplitude
of thickness extensional component (normalized to 1 at the The analysis shows that the energy trapping in the composcenter of resonator) along transverse axis. Due to cubic ite resonator is better achieved when the electrodes do not
and hexagonal symmetries of YAG and ZnO and symmet- cover the whole ZnO area. Actual parameters of the experric shape of the upper electrode, the same predicted depen- imental configuration were found to allow for an optimal
dences are identical along both transverse directions. Since value of C1 parameter and a sufficiently strong trapping to
ergy trapped thin plates, see [5] for instance). In this model,
only the mass loading effect of electrodes is taken into account,not the elastic effect. The steps of initial part can be
summarized as follows :

ensure a good Q-factor. Although experimentally obtained
Q factor is intrisically very good, it is below the expected
value, and measurements of the roughness of surface tend
to explain this behavior. FEM analysis has to be dramatically worked out to allow for the modelling of overtone
numbers as high as 300, even if benefiting from simplification down to a 2D model. Further commitment is still
necessary to gather modelling of elastic effects in electrode
layers and transverse variations of mode in a single stateof-art analytical description.
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ABSTRACT
A system of approximate second-order governing
equations are extracted from an infinite system of 2-D
equations for piezoelectric plates with general symmetry
and charge-he faces which is deduced from the 3-D
equations of linear piezoelectricity using a similar
approach as that in Lee, Yu and Lin. These equations
improve the accuracy of calculated dispersion curves as
compared with those from the 3-D equations because a
new truncation procedure has been employed, and they
are applicable for frequencies up to and including the cutoff fiequencies of the first symmetric thickness-stretch
and the second symmetric thickness-shear modes.
Furthermore, a system of 1-D second-order equations for
the vibrations of piezoelectric strips with thin rectangular
cross-section is deduced by averaging the 2-D equations
over the narrow width of the plate. Closed form
solutions of these I-D equations are obtained for the
second-order extensional vibrations of a barium titanate
strip with finite length and narrow rectangular crosssection. Predicted frequency spectra are compared with
the experimental data by Onoe and Pao and calculated
results by Medick and Pao with good agreement. The
present second-order theory for plates and strips is an
improvement in that it contains no correction factors,
includes the piezoelectric effect and is applicable for any
crystal symmetry.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. SERIES EXPANSION
The components of mechanical displacement and
electric potential are expanded in an infinite series of
trigonometric functions of the thickness coordinate as
follows

In the present paper, the same expansion is adopted tbr
the mechanical displacements. This expansion has the
advantage of having no correction factors and predicting
the correct cut-off frequencies for any order theory. The
electric potential is expanded in a series of cosine
functions which easily satisfies charge-free boundary
conditions. A set of approximate second-order equations
is extracted from the infinite set of 2-D equations by
using a special truncation procedure. The idea is to
eliminate the third and fourth order displacements

754

.x

nx (1 ujn' cos n=O
2
nx:
cos
(1 1 2 ) '
2
OD

Uj

= -u!qx,
OD

ql

=

cp(n)
n=O

w,,.

- -

with uj = uj(xI,x2,x3,t),

(1)

(P = ( P ( x I , x ~ , x ~ ~ ~ ) ,

u ; ~ )= uin)(xl,x3, t),
ql(n)

In a previous paper', a new term representing
displacements which vary linearly through the thickness
(x2 direction) was included with the infinite series
expansion of trigonometric functions of the thickness
direction. This term, induced by the gradients of the
transverse displacement, improved the dispersion curves
for antisymmetric vibrations of piezoelectric plates
especially at lower frequencies. The first order equations
including thickness shear, flexure, and face shear varying
in the X I direction, and thickness twist and fhce shear
varying in the x3 direction predict fkquency spectra that
agrees close!y with experimental results by both Koga
and Fukuyo- and Nakazawa, Horiuchi, and Ito'.
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without setting them to zero. The relations for these
higher order displacements are found by setting
associated stresses to zero. This approach allows tbr
the free development of motions which are coupled
with the second-order equations. The truncation
procedure has a direct effect on the accuracy of the
dispersion curves calculated from the 2-D equations as
compared to the 3-D solution. The most common
improvement is in the first order thickness stretch
branch and the second order thickness shear branch
which results from the elimination of the fourth order
thickness shear mode and the third order thickness
stretch mode respectively.

=ql(n)(xl,x3,t).

1 2

XP

The expansion (I), has been shown to produce
accurate dispersion curves and £i-equency spectra in a
previous paper.' In ( 1 ) ~the cosine series allows fbr
the easy satisfaction of charge fiee faces.
3. 2-D EQUATIONS

The infinite set of 2-D equations are obtained in the
same manner as in Lee et al. and are the same as the
previous work except for the following expressions:
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In (6), we have neglected some smaller elastic
constants which are zero in isotropic materials. By
substituting equations (6) into (2)6-10 and neglecting
other third and fomth order strains, the modified
constitutive relations are obtained:

The fice and edge conditions are also obtained in the
same manner as Lee et a!.,and they are not given here.
The important difference in the 2-D equations is that the
charge on the faces is easily specified when the cosine
series expansion is used and the potential on the faces is
easily specified when the sine series expansion is used.
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4. SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS
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From the infinite system of the preceding section, a
finite set of approximate equations are extracted to form
the second-order equations for piezoelectric crystal plates
in which the zero, first, and second order displacements
are kept and the higher order displacements are
eliminated. The fifth and higher order displacements are
set to zero:
ujn) =o,
for 1125.
(3)

~ f= -C!) )~ j k l kl

The third and fourth order displacements can be
eliminated by settingT~:)=o, T~;'=O, T$:)=O,
(4)
T:)=O,
T ~ ; ) = o , T$:)=o,
and then solving for the third and fourth order
displacements as functions of the zero, first, and second
order displacements. However, we use the alternative
relations defined by

Ti2)=-cijWstI
2
+j;;~ijM~g
8
+2cijkISt)

because they lead to expressions involving lower order
displacements when compared to expressions from
equation (4). The following simple expressions are
obtained from equations (5):
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The second order equations for a sine series expansion
of the electric potential has also been obtained and
they differ slightly from the given equations.
5

e i , /=e,,

5. AVERAGED EQUATIONS FOR A STRIP
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The nth order components of displacement, stress and
charge, and the nth order electric potential an:
averaged by integrating across the x3 direction and
dividing by 2c.
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The stress equations of motion and charge equations of
electrostatics are
1
+-FYI
= zPaj0),
b

1
~T(~)(X
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2c -,
The stress equations of motion and charge equations
of electrostatics (9) are also integrated through the x;
dimension and divided by 2c:
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The strain-displacement relations are
S/ = - b u g ,

I
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Considering the case where the x3 dimension of the
plate, 2c, is much smaller than both of the other
dimensions, cccMin(a, b), and for traction free x;
faces, we assume
T33=O.
(14)
For the remainder of the paper, the focus is on the inplane symmetric motions of a thin plate which has the
material properties of a hexagonal crystal, class 6mm.
Using equation (14) in (9)*,we have
T:;) =0,
T;:)=O.
(15)
By approximately satisfying (15), and fbr
shorted electrodes on the x3 faces,

Figure 1: Frequency Spectrum Calculated using Present Theory and Measured by Onoe and Pao for a Thin Plate.

Substituting (16) into (7) and the result into (12) gives
the modified constitutive relations which will be used in
the stress equations of motion:
2
+ - ~ 4 ,,(I) - ~3 v(2)
oiO) = 2 ~
11 01 1
122
I1 1.1,

where the modified elastic constants are

The dispersion curves are calculated fiom the
equations of motion (19) in the usual manner. The
boundary conditions which are satisfied at x , = f a are
o y ) = o , ok')
=o, 0{2)=0,
(20)
The dimensionless frequencies which allow the
satisfaction of (20) are shown in figure I in solid lines
and they cornpare closely with the experiment by
Onoe and Pao on a barium titanate plate (data points
extracted fiom Medick and ~ao').
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By substituting the modified constitutive relations (17)
into the stress equations of motion (13) we obtain the
equations of motion for symmetric in-plane average
displacements:

-
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new modeling technique to
describe the nonlinear behavior of complicated
oscillator circuits. The simulation program being
developed first removes the resonator from the
oscillation loop and call on SPICE to calculate the
large signal y-parameters of the amplifier circuit
considered as a nonlinear two-port circuits. The
oscillation condition, obtained by reinsering the
resonator across the two-port circuit, is expressed
under the form of a complex polynomial in the
harmonic variable jw, thk cokfficients of this
polynomial being nonlinear functions of the signal
amplitude. Solving the real and imaginary parts of this
characteristic polynomial by using nonlinear analysis
algorithm, it is possible to accurately calculate both
amplitude and frequency of the oscillation.

1. INTRODUCTION
For several years a dedicated software is being
developed so as to accurately predict the behavior of
quartz crystal oscillators [l, 2, 31. The program is
based on the nonlinear Barkausen criterion leading to a
complex characteristic polynomial whose the solution
is the amplitude and frequency of the oscillation. In
this approach the nonlinear behavior of the active
device usually a BJTs is described by a large signal 11parameter two-port representation [4]. The other
passive components of the circuit are then
progressively "encapsulated" in the nonlinear two-port
and the corresponding transformations are stored and
coded [5, 61. At the end of the process, the resonator is
inserted in the circuit and the oscillation condition is
derived so as to obtain the aforementioned
characteristic polynomial.
This procedure works quite well with circuits including
only one active device but is not well suited for
complex circuits including several nonlinear devices
such as amplifier loop with two BJT or automatic gain
control, electronic tuning circuit (varicap) and so on.
Because of the increasing computer speed, another
nonlinear approach can be used in these more
complicated configurations. Instead of describing only
the active device as a nonlinear component, the
amplifier loop as a whole is considered as a large
signal two-port. To this end, a SPICE-like netlist
describes the oscillating circuit, a parser identifies the
position of the quartz resonator and removes it from the
amplifier circuit, the SPICE subcircuit of the loop
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amplifier is then automatically generated so as to
analyze its nonlinear behavior.
Reintroducing the resonator across the two-port circuit,
the oscillation condition is expressed under the form of
a complex polynomial in the harmonic variable jw, the
coefficients of this polynomial being nonlinear
functions in the signal amplitude.
The amplitude and oscillation frequency are then
obtained by a method similar to the one used in the
previous program.
2. LARGE SIGNAL TWO-PORT AMPLIFIER
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The oscillator circuit is initially described under the
form of a SPICE netlist with additional informations
such as the frequency-temperature coefficients and the
amplitude-frequency coefficients of the quartz
resonator. Then, the result is parsed by a topological
analysis program (TAP) that identifies the resonator
and removes it so as to isolate the amplifier circuit. The
TAP then rebuilts two SPICE netlists. The first one is
obtained by shorting the output of the amplifier with a
large capacitor value and by putting a sine function
generator at the input, the input and transfer nonlinear
admittances are then obtained as function of the input
amplitude by performing a set of SPICE transient
analyses with larger and larger input signal amplitudes.

fR7 i$f
fi,

C2

Ru

C,?

+

C?

R?

Ro

Q

!C,! +

Fig. 1. Initial oscillator circuit and rebuilded nnzplifier
test circuits

Likewise, the second circuit is obtained by shorting the
input and putting the sine generator at the output, the
output and reverse nonlinear admittances are then
obtained as functions of the output amplitude. Fig. 1
shows an example of a Colpitts oscillator circuit and
the two-amplifier test circuits rebuilded by the TAP.

.

Performing the suitable ratios of currents and voltages
obtained from the SPICE transient simulations
performed at the assumed oscillation frequency for
every excitation level, the amplifier circuit can be
reduced to the large signal two-port circuit shown in
Fig. 2. In this representation, the y-parameters are
nonlinear functions of either the input signal amplitude
( ~ ~ ~ ( 1and
1 ) yli,(ri)) or the output signal amplitude 6:,,(v)
and )ba(v)).

Fig. 2.Lurge signal two-port equivalent
circuit of the anzplifier
These complex y-parameters can be split into their real
and imaginary parts under the form :

Fig. 3 shows a selected number of y-parameters
obtained for the amplifier circuit represented in figure 1
as well as experimental data obtained by measurements
performed on the actual circuit. Parasitic capacitances
or inaccurate transistor model parameters can explain
the slight discrepancies observed.
g. (mS)

i

Fig. 3. Large signal y-paranzeters functions of the
signal nrizplitude

3. OSCILLATION CONDITION

Whatever the quartz crystal oscillator circuit and
whatever the complexity of the amplifier circuit may
be, when the resonator is reintroduced across the
amplifier. the oscillator circuit can always be reduced
to one of the two forms shown in fig. 4.

;"lob

The isochronism defect (amplitude-frequency effect) is
taken into account by using the equation :
(8)
a , = o,~,,(1+af TI
,

Where mllois the low level resonant frequency of the
crystal a,. is an anisochronism coefficient depending on
the resonator used and P, is the actual resonator drive
level expressed as :
I
el = -9i(yQ)
2

1
2

rt2

in the case of Fig. 4.a

14, = -%(yQ) ( n- v)'
Fig. 4. Redriced fornu of the oscillator circuit
In the first case the resonator is connected between
input and ground while in the second case it is
connected between the amplifier input and output.
In both cases (a) and (b) in fig. 4 the oscillation
condition can be expressed as :
Ar+y,, YQ = O
(2)
Where

y, = y,,, in the case of Fig. 4.a
y,, = yb + y,ln+ yrlr+ yfir in the case of Fig. 4. b (3)
In both cases :

,

A = Y i , Y,

-Y

Y fi

(4)

YQ designates the admittance of the series branch (C,,
L,, R,) of the resonator :

(In this case, the parallel capacitance of the resonator
should be part of the amplifier circuit).

It can be shown that developing the oscillation
condition Eq. (2) using relations (I), (3), (4) and (5)
leads to a characteristic polynomial of degree 4 in the
Laplace's variable s :

The polynomial coefficients a, are functions of the
resonator parameters and of the amplifier y-parameters,
the latter depend on either the input or the output signal
amplitude. These two variables are connected by
expressing the amplifier gain that takes the form :
-v = --Yfcl in the case of Fig. 4. a
u
)',,I,
(7)
v
= --'I' +'J' in the case of Fig. 4. b

LJ

YlM1+ )Iru

(9)

in the case of Fig. 4. b

4. STEADY STATE OSCILLATIONS
ALGORITHM
The steady state oscillations amplitude and frequency
can be obtained by solving the characteristic
polynomial Eq. (6) in the frequency domain.
Substituting the harmonic variable jw for the Laplace's
variable s splits the initial equation into two equations,
one for the real part, the other one for the imaginary
P*t
a4w4- a,m2 +a,,= o
(10)
a,m2 -a, = 0
(1 1)
Taking into account Eqs. (7), (8) and (9),Eqs. (10) and
(1 1) enables to obtain the steady state frequency wo and
the input and output amplitudes uo and vo.
So as to settle a compromise between computing speed
and accuracy, the steady state solution is calculated
through a two pass algorithm. The DC supply voltage
being known, it is possible to sweep the input and
output generator voltages (Fig. 1 b and c) from small
value up to DC supply voltage value amplitude to
obtain the amplifier two-port y-parameter curves as
shown in Fig. 3. Thus, for each value of the input
voltage amplitude u, it is possible to calculate the
corresponding output voltage v satisfying Eq. (7) as
well as the value of the ))-parameter and the resonator
drive level at the actual calculation step. The oscillation
frequency is calculated by using Eqs. (8) and (1 1). At
this point Eq. (10) must also be satisfied, if not, the
input voltage is increased and the process is repeated
until the sign of Eq. (10) changes. If the sign of the
polynomial Eq. (10) never changes over the input
amplitude range the circuit cannot oscillate, in the
opposite case, the solution is located in the vicinity of
the last calculated point. The second pass consists in
performing a new set of transient simulations so as to
obtain a better accuracy of the )-parameters in the
vicinity of the solution. Furthermore, because the
voltage amplitude range involved is quite reduced, the
y-parameters can be expanded as a linear function in
the input or output voltage amplitudes as shown in
Fig. 5. At this stage, it becomes possible to linearize
Eqs. (10) and (1 1) to obtain an accurate value of
oscillation frequency wo and input and output voltages
as well.

-

oscillation frequency and amplitude transients
calculation using slowly varying functions method
developed in the previous program can also be [7.
8l.implemented in this version of the program
Likewise. perturbation method previously used to
analyze the noise mechanisms and to calculate AM
and PM noise spectra in oscillators [9, 10. 111 can
also be used here to obtain similar results.

Moreover, some improvements in the user interface
still have to be carried out so as to make this program
an accurate, efficient and easy-to-use tool for the quartz
oscillator design.
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Fig. 5. Linear expansion of the y-paraineter in the
vicinity of the steady state anzplitude

5. SIMULATION PROGRAM
A preliminary version of a simulation program has
been developed upon the principles previously
described. The input file looks like a SPICE circuit file
except some statements specific to the oscillator
structure. Starting from this input file, the program
performs the various tasks and creates the auxiliary
files necessary to the oscillatjon condition calculation.
Eventually, results are edited in an output file and on
the computer screen.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Higher and higher computer speed as well as
increasing software availability has opened a new way
for the development of a simulation program dedicated
to quartz crystal oscillators. This program, grounded on
a synthetic nonlinear description of the loop amplifier
performed by a set of SPICE transient analyses, allows
the user to accurately predict the frequency and
amplitude of the oscillations whatever the topology
and/or the complexity of the circuit may be.
The feasibility of this new approach is now well
established. Nevertheless, many features of the
program have to be developed or improved :

-

introduction of useful functionalities such as effect
of a circuit parameter change on the oscillation
characteristics, sensitivity calculation, tolerance
and worstcase analysis, ...
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ON CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR F-TCURVE LOCAL DISTURBANCES
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mode of oscillations, and oscillatory circuit with
parameters Ra, La, Ca coresponds to additional
(parasitic) mode.

ABSTRACT

This article is devoted to investigation and
simulation of oscillator circuit influence on frequency
jumps anf F-T m e irregularity. Till now the influence
of parasitic resonator modes on oscillator frequency
was considered only empirically and was not linked
with properties of the resonator excitation circuit.
However it is possible to show, that magnitudes of
local perturbations and the fact of appearance of
oscillator F-T curve hysteresis are depend on a type
oscillator circuit and on values of its elements.
In the represented article the mathematical model
of the given phenomenon is offered. The analysis of
conditions that lead to stimulation of frequency jumps
or shifts by the oscillator circuit is provided. The
technique bf computer simulation i f F-T m e
irregularity is offered.
The results of F-T curve inegularity simulation
for various combinations of resonator and oscillator,
recommendation influencing on choice of the
oscillation circuit and outcomes of comparisons with
experimental data are presented.

L--,-,-,,--,---------,-,I

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit of quartz oscillator
Static capacity of the quartz resonator and all other
elements, simulating the properties of resonator
electrodes, pins and package (see, for example, [I]), are
referred to the oscillator circuit and are considered as
its accessory. The resistance Z of high - Q consecutive
oscillatory circuit is convenient for expressing through
value of generalized detuning

It is known, that near to the basic resonance
frequency there can be parasitic resonances appropriate
to other modes of oscillations [I]. For example, in the
resonator working at shift oscillations of a C- mode,
the harmonics of face shear oscillations can be
observed. The activity of these parasitic modes is
insigdicant, but, nevertheless, in some cases they can
result in occurrence of local peaks of frequency vs.
temperature characteristic of crystal resonator. In
temperature compensated oscillators it leads to sharp
increase of a themocompensation mistake of
spasmodic or hysteresis type. If the quartz resonator is
used as the temperature sensor, the presence of such
parasitic modes can result in occurrence of local enors
of temperature measurement.
Till now the influence of parasitic modes of
resonator on the oscillator characteristics was
considered only empirically and was not connected
with properties of the quartz resonator excitation
circuit. However it is possible to show, that the fact of
presence of a hysteresis in F vs. T curve of the
oscillator and the value of its local disturbances depend
on a type and face values of elements of the oscillator
circuit.
We shall consider the quartz resonator having
except the basic mode an additional parasitic one, the
frequency of which strongly depends on temperature.
The equivalent electrical circuit of such resonator is
represented in Fig. 1, where consecutive oscillatory
circuit with parameters % L, C corresponds to the basic

-

where R
motional resistance of a consecutive
oscillatory circuit; 5 = 2Q.f.IFo; Q oscillatory circuit
quality; Fo - resonance frequency of a consecutive
oscillatory circuit; f = F Fo ( the difference between
the current fkequency and frequency of a consecutive
resonance, or absolute detuning).
~ X foxmula
S
is used in the frequency range,
where E/Fo << 1.
Let's enter the following designations:
FO consecutive resonance frequency of the basic
mode;
Fa consecutive resonance frequency of a parasitic
mode;
A = Fo - Fa - the difference of consecutive resonance
frequencies of the basic and parasitic modes;
a = 2Q/Fo factor of proportionality between the
absolute detuning of frequency f and generalized
detuning for the basic mode of oscillations (f = F - Fo);
b=2QdF, s 2Q& - factor of proportionality between
absolute detuning of frequency fa = F-Fa = f+A and
for a parasitic mode of
generalized detuning
oscillations;
From the point of view of these designations the
total resistance of the system with two oscillatory
circuits can be expressed with the following formula:

-

-

-

-
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where P = FUR,.
The point of a steady state oscillation can be
determined from the equation: Zq + Zg = 0, where Zg
oscillator input resistance ,which can be measured by
means of technique given in 121. It is more convenient
to define the steady state regime point as a point of
quartz resonator resistance Zq hodograph and negative
oscillator input resistance Zg hodograph crossing. It is
possible to consider that oscillator input resistance
hodograph is defined only by volume of an input
current, and doesn't depend on frequency, as it is
possible to neglect the frequency properties of the
oscillator in comparison with frequency properties of
the resonator). Using the osciIlation circuit given in [2]
as an example (which is rather widespread),it is seen
from the diagrams shown there that at Fo = lo7 , the
oscillator reactance isn't practically changed and
equals approximately to 300 Ohm in the whole range
of input currents, where the ratio 10 < Re (-Zg) < 100
is canied out. In this case the hodograph of oscillator
negative input resistance will look like a direct line
parallel to the real axis.

-

The hodographs of impedanse Zq,calculated with
(1) under fresuency shdi, are presented in Fig. 2 for
different values of A.

frequency) point is unstable, as the fisative ability of
quartz is negative in this point. Two other points are
steady state. The answer to the question: on which of
hvo possible frequencies the oscillator will oscillate,
depends on prehistory of oscillator work. During loop
location change because of the parasitic mode
frequency change oscillator fiequenq jumps can be
caused by the fact that the current working point ceases
to esist, and the oscillator is readjusted on the other
working point The disappearance and occurrence of
working points takes place when hodograph of -Zg
becomes the tangent line in relation to a loop. As the
presence of
hodograph loop of the resonator
impedance inevitably results in hysteresis of oscillator
F-T m e occurrence, it is necessary to define, at what
values of generalized detllnings 5 it can occur, and
how the boundary condition of "loop" occurrence
depends on ratios of both Q and motional resistance R
of the basic mode and parasitic ones.
It is obvious fram Fig. 2 that the loop on
hodograph of impedance of two consecutive oscillatory
circuits system moves and simultaneously changes in
values when a frequencies difference A changes. At
small A values the loop disappears (degenerates). The
boundary value of A, when there is a loop
disappearance, may be determined by zero equating of
real and irnagimy part of Zq derivatives (1) on basic
mode f absolute detuning value. Thus the system of the
equations turns out:

Having made differentiation in (2), we receive the
following system of the equations:

Y

0

so

100

IS0

Zoo

250

Fig.2. Hodographs of oscillator input impedance Zq
The following meanings of oscillation circuit
parameters were used: FO = lo7; Q = 0.5.10~;Qa =
32150; R = 10; Ra = 1000. It is obvious from these
diagrams, that the influence of a parasitic mode is
displayed as changing of active components of crystal
resonator resistance (real part of ZQ). Fig. 2 shows that
under some values of generalized detuning 5, there is
the "loop" of impedance curve. The presence of this
loop results in the appearance of two additional points
of crossing the hodograph of Zq and hodogmph of
oscillator negative input impedance -Zg. These three
points of crossing correspond to three possible
frequencies of oscillation, however the middle (by

Let's enter designations:

u = a-f; v = b.(f +A).
Then after transformations we get

Further we make a variable replacement:

'.

m = a.(l+$) 2, n = ~ . b . ( l + u ~ )

Then

Thus the area of resonator impedance (at positive
generalized frequency shifts) can be divided into four
zones designated in Fig. 2 by symbols A, B, C, and D
accordingly. Depending on location of the start point of
-Zg hodograph, four models of behavior of the
generator in a range of temperatures tum out:

The decision of this system is:

A - there is no failure of fluctuations and there is no
hysteresis of frequency;
B - there is no failure of fluctuations, but there is a
hysteresis of frequency;
C there is a failure of fluctuations and there is a
hysteresis of frequency;
D there is a failure of fluctuations, but there is no
hysteresis of frequency.
Proceeding from a generalized detuning to a
relative one, the boundary relation of resistance and
quality factor of parasitic mode may by written as:

By substituting (6) in (8), we receive:

-

By substituting these expressions in (4), we
finally receive:
Besides, using (1) it is possible to define a real
part of a system of two oscillatory circuits resistance in
a point of loop occurrence:
From (10) it is possible to define the maximal
value of generalized detuning E,b, which can be brought
in by the oscillator without occurrence of frequency
hysteresis effects:

In this point the reactance module of the resonator is
equal to Xb = R#bl. In Fig. 2 the line corresponding to
= Xb divides the area of resonator
the equation Irn (2.)
into two parts: above this line there is a loop on
resonator impedance hodograph, (so, there is a
frequency hysteresis), lower this line there is no
hysteresis (we consider area, where E, > 0).
If the ratio (lo), connecting together Ab and fb
values, is used in the expression (I), we '11 get the
following function:

The diagram of this function also is given in Fig. 2.
It is seen, that this function is bending relative to the
excitations brought by the parasitic mode shift. The
diagram of this function also divides the area of
resistance into two parts. If the module of a real part of
input oscillator resistance begins in the point located to
the right of this line, the failure of fluctuations will not
be observed; if it is to the left, there can be a failure of
fluctuations.

Let's consider the use of the received expressions
on an example of thennocompensated oscillator based
on AT-cut resonator, working in a temperature range of
-60.. .+W OC. For such range of temperatures the
amplitude of the resonator F-T curve makes value
about 40.10~.Hence, the oscillator, as a minimum,
should provide the same value of relative frequency
adjustment. Let's assume, that the resonator has the
following parameters: R, = 10; Qo = 0.5.10~.Then
from (12) we get, that for the absence of resonator F-T
curve hysteresis anomalies it is necessary to cany out
the ratio Qa < 31.25.Ra for parasitic mode of
oscillations. If we accept R, = 1000, then it is
necessary, that Q. < 31250. On the border of this
expression (when instead of an inequality there is an
equality) from (13) we get, that the motional resistance
of the quartz resonator can be increased by 14.7 times,
that in some cases can result in failure of oscillations.
In Fig. 3 and 4 the diagrams of a deviation of
resonator frequency (Fig. 3) and its motional resistance
(Fig. 4) are represented depending on frequency shift A
of a parasitic mode at different values of capacitor
reactance of the oscillator Xg. The frequency change of
a parasitic mode on these diagrams is equivalent to
temperature change (determined by a F-T curve slope),
therefore the meaning along the axes X in Fig. 3,
should be considered as resonator temperature
expressed in some conventional units.

CONCLUSIONS:
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Fig. 3. Main mode frequency shift
vs. parasitic mode frequency offset

The increase of the frequency shift of basic
oscillation mode in the crystal oscillator increases
the parasitic modes influence on oscillator F-T
curve and motional resistance. Therefore for
reduction of parasitic modes influence in TCXO it
is desirable to use the excitation circuits with
negative initial frequency shift, that will allow to
minimize the maximal value of the frequency shift
module.
In resonators, which are supposed to be used in
TCXO, it is necessary to pay special attention to
activity of parasitic modes. For control of
resonator parameters it is necessary to take into
account the dependence of activity dips and F-T
curve of the resonator on inserted fiequency
shifts.
The frequency shift inserted in the oscillator with
the purpose of correction of frequency, (for
example, because of aging) changes the value and
location of resonator local F-T curve irregularity,
that breaks thennocompensation accuracy. In this
connection it is necessary to pay attention to
alternative methods of reorganization of
frequencies connected to influence on the
resonator, for example, management of a constant
electrical field, management of local heating
piezoplate etc.
REFERENCES.

Fig. 4. Resonator motional resistance
vs. parasitic mode frequency offset
From these figures it is obvious, that the increase of
reactance of the oscillator can result in deterioration of
temperature stability of the oscillator, creating local
irregularity of frequency and motional resistance vs.
temperature curves.
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ABSTRACT
In the present study, the feasibility to grow a
dislocation-free synthetic quartz with large Z-region
fiom a seed containing high density of dislocation is
reported. For such purpose, a seed with new geometric
design was prepared. A seed long in Y-direction and
containing V-shaped cuts with cutting angle of 90"
made on Z-face (0001 } was prepared and grown in the
hydrothermal process.
As a result, new growth regions usually not
found in the conventional Y- and Z-bars synthetic
quartz crystals have been imaged by the X-ray
topography. The new growth region grown from the
V-shaped cut was composed with two sub-regions of
distinct textures. Due to their high growth velocity
perpendicularly to cut faces, they disappeared and were
replaced by the so-called Z-region. However, these
newly grown sub-regions played an important role to
change the direction of dislocation propagation present
in the seed trapping them and minimizing their
propagation into the grown Z-region.

showed a possibility to grow a synthetic quartz crystal
of high crystalline perfection with alnlost dislocationfree but with large Z-region. Therefore, motivated by
those results, newly designed seed containing high
density of dislocations was prepared and growh
conducted to obtain a synthetic quartz crystal with large
Z-region and low dislocation-density. Characterization
study was conducted by the X-ray double-crystal
topography.
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

In the present study, Z-region of a Z-bar synthetic
quartz crystal containing about 100 dislocation/cm2was
chosen as seed material. The V-shaped cuts were made
in 2-direction [0001] using a diamond saw, as
schematically shown in Fig. 1 .

1. INTRODUCTION

Usually, synthetic crystals for quartz resonators are
grown on the seed of Y-bar or Z-plate along Y-direction.
The advent of cellular and satellite networks using high
frequency, smaller, and cost effective resonator is
driving force to improve uniformity in quartz material.
It well known that seed quality is one the main factors
which affects the final quality of synthetic CpartZ crystal
grown in the hydrothermal growth conditions. From the
technological point of view, defects such as dislocation
affect significantly the quartz crystal performance.
Increasing use of photolitography in quartz component
manufacture, etch channel and dislocation densities play
a critical role, as does etch pit formation. So far, several
investigations have been conducted to improve the
crystalline quality and purity of synthetic quartz crystal
for such purposes [l-141.
In a previous study [9,14], synthetic quartz crystals
were grown on S-, 5-, intermediary-bar and cylindrical
seeds and characterized by X-ray topography and
chemical analysis of impurities. As a result, several new
growth regions usually not present in the Y- and Z-bars
synthetic quartz crystals are observed Furthermore,
even though using a low-quality seed, that investigation
0-7803-5400-li99i $ 10.00 8 1999 IEEE
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Figure I . Schematic diagram of newly designed seed
containing V-shaped cut of 90".
After V-shape cutting process, the seed was polished
using silicon carbide powders of #320 and #800 mesh.
In order to eliminate the tension introduced in the
cutting and polishing processes the seed was etched in a
hydrofluoric acid solution (40%) for 30 min. The
growth of synthetic quartz crystal was conducted in an
experimental autoclave with the following growth
condition listed in Table I.
The characterization study was conducted by a Xray double-crystal topogaphy of non-parallel (+,-)

topography of
non-parallel (+,-)
setting [15] using the Laue case
(transmission geometry) and CuKa
radiation generated in a sealed-off
fine-focus X-ray tube of 1.5 kW
maximum power.
Table I. Synthetic quartz crystal growth
Gronih Ratc
Gro~cthTemperatlue
Prcssurc
Solution
Gronth Penod
Autoclave Dilllension

0.68m1/do\.
356°C

1

1300 kgUcm2
3.8% NaOH
39 da!.s
4 2OOm11 s
3.5m

X-ray radiation was generated by 3
kW stabilized transform X-ray
generator DMAX2200 of Rigaku
International and a high precision
goniometer model KTG-I I of Kohzu
Seiki for obtaining X-ray topographic
images. The CuKa radiation was
monochromated by
a highly
asymmetric Si(1ll) monochromator
with asymmetric factor l/b = 20. The
distance from monochromator and
sample was fixed to be 68 cm. This
setting is slightly dispersive but it
helps to obtain very sharp X-ray
topographic images with high
sensitivity respect to the lattice
distortions. Sample for X-ray topographic imaging was extracted perpendicularly to Yaxis from the center of as-grown synthetic quartz crystal.
Its thickness was adjusted to have yl = 3.0 to 3.5 (where
p is linear absorption coefficient and t was the sample
thickness). In this case, X-ray topographic images are
formed by the intermediary image of dynamical and
kinematical diffraction effects giving a better contrast.

Figure 2. X-ray _topographic image of Y-cut plate
obtained using (2020) diffraction plane.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the X-ray topographic image of
synthetic quartz crystal grown from the seed with two
V-shaped cuts and two large oblique faces to Zdirection obtained using asymmetric (2020) diffraction
planes. From this image, a total of four new growth
regions and two tails were observed. The region grown
from V-shaped cut is basically composed with two subregions of distinct textures, which are separated by a
plane of fluid inclusion grown from the vertex of V. The
appearance of fluid inclusion plane is not well
understood yet, but its size depended on the V-shaped
cutting depth. The depth of V-shaped cut in the seed
shown Fig.2 is 2.5 mm and formed a plane of fluid
inclusion of about 5 mm. Concerning to the growth

direction of the newly grown sub-regions, according to
a previous study [9],they grow perpendicularly to the
cut faces. The texture of each sub-region was similar to
the texture of regions R, or R,, depending on the growth
direction. However, The sub-regions grew from the Vshaped cut faces and met each other at the plane of fluid
inclusion forming square-like figure region. After at
certain growth period, probably due to the high growth
velocity, they are replaced by so-called Z-region.
Furthermore, before a complete replacement by the Zregion, a "tail" was formed at the end of fluid inclusion
plane and extended into Z-region for a determined
length almost perpendicularly to one of V-cut face. Its
origin can be attributed to the growth direction and
presence of a plane of fluid inclusion. .The size of the

"tail" seemed to be independent of the V-shaped cut
depth.
Concerlled to the present target. it was clearly
observed from the X-ray topographic image (Fig.') that,
when a flat face is made on a seed perpendicularly to Zdirection dislocation present in it propagate into the
grown Z-region, as well known. On the other hand, Vshaped cut practically stop the dislocation propagation
into as-grown Z-region. This effect can also be
explained based on our previous study on S- and c-bar
synthetic quartz crystals growth and characterization by
X-ray topography [9]. Dislocation tends to propagate
almost perpendicularly to the growth face. Furthermore,
the sub-regions grown in the V-shaped cut grow
perpendicularly to the cut faces. The both sub-regions
form a larger region containing a plane of fluid
inclusion and it is replaced by Z-region. In this sense,
V-shaped cut plays an important role to change the
direction of dislocation propagation and trap them into
the newly grown sub-regions.

From the present study, the following conclusions
could be obtained.
The size of fluid inclusion plane increased as
function of increase of depth of V-shaped cut.
The present study results showed a method to
minimize the propagation of dislocation and obtain a
large Z-region even though using a seed of low quality
making V-shaped cut in Z-direction.
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ABSTRACT :

Quartz resonator quality is improved using
sweeping treatment. It is well known that this
operation is usually performed by applying a high
electric field along the optical axis (Z) of the quartz
lattice. This is due to the existence of channels
formed by helicoidal structure of quartz crystal.
This crystallographic structure exhibits other
channels parallel to the electrical axis (X) which are
larger than the previous ones.
In order to compare the influence of each kind of
of quark resonator: we
sweeping on the @ty
have performed Z- and X-sweeping on natural and
cultured quartz bars used to manufacture 10 MHz
SC-cut resonators. As usually, the process of
quahfication has been achieved by comparisons
between spectrometric measurements (infrared
laser absorption ICP)before and after treatments.
INTRODUCTION :

The work presented here started after fruitfull
discussions with Doctor Philippot, fiench
researcher in crystallochemistry, who said that the
X-channels (which means channels along A2) are
structurally larger than these along Z axis. And so:
first of all, the authors want to thank him. The study
of previous references does not convince us of the
us~lessnessof our work !
Indeed since the first works of J.C. King [I].
sweeping is usually achieved by applying the
electric field along the Z-axis of quartz (and fmm
seed side to the external one for synthetic crystal
q-1.
So, quartz crystal sweeping is a widely used
process to improve the quality of quark crystal
resonators especially for use in ultra stable
oscillators. Some defects are associated with alkali

ions (generally Na* or Li> that are always found
inside both natural or synthetic quartz (due to the
growth process. the Li "impurity" level is very low
in h i m synthetic quarb). Under a high electric
field these impurities migrate through the crystal
which can be cleaned by a following lapping step
(to prevent that impurities migrate into). Though
IR spectroscopy and chemical analysis (ICP) [2]. it
has been shown previously that such defects form
Al-M centers inside the crystal (where M means
any alkali ion) and are replaced after sweeping
process by either AI-OH centers or At-h centers in
case of a sweeping under vacuum (where h means
"hole"). However there is no clear evidence for Zaxis to be the most efficient channel for ionic
migration, Indeed the channel diameters along Xand Z-axes are similar. Then it appears to us
interesting to check the sweeping efficiency in
applying electric field along X-axis.
Comparative studies between sweeping along Zand X-axes will be reported in this paper.
Systematic measurements have been done on both
s-ynthetic and natural quartz. Laser absorption, IR
spectroscopy and chemical analyses have been
correlated to evaluate the effect of sweeping on
each ldnd of defects. Finally, some resonators have
been cut in each case and electrical characteristics
of these resonators will be presented ... in a next
paper.
L USED SAMPLES
TECHNIQUES :

AND

Two quartz samples are used in this work. The first
one is synthetic. and four bars are cut inside. The
second 6ne is natural. and three bars are cut inside.
Their dimensions are a few cm along Y-axis and 12
to 15 mrn along the other directions. The table
below includes all bars used and the type of
treatment applied to each one.

Table I- Different quartz material used and its treatment received

Synthetic quartz
SB1
SB2
SB3a and SB3b

Natural quartz
NBl
MB2
NB3

0-7803-5400-11991 $10.006 1999 IEEE
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SWEEPING

Type of treatment
Untreated
Z-swept
X-swept

Sweeping experiment is achieved in a closed
system under dry nitrogen atmosphere. Before each
experiment, each bar has been dipped in
hydrochloridricacid at temperature close to 70°C to
be cleaned. The same treatment has been applied to
the electrodes, which are in platinum.
After this step, sample is pressed between the
electrodes, and introduced in the furnace. A low
vacuum is then created in the closed system which
is purged with dry nitrogen vapor. The heating
process is started at rate of five degrees per minute
from a room temperature to 500°C. The electric
field is applied few hours after the desired
temperature would be reached. To compare the
effect of crystallographic orientation one sample
from each origin is swept along Z-axis, and the
other one is swept along X-axis. To justify these
choices and to attribute in which cases, sweeping
efficiency is more important analytical
measurements such as laser absomon infrared at
room and liquid nitrogen temperature are used
before and after sweeping process. As for
quantitative measurements, we have compared the
results of untreated samples to those of swept ones.

esistence of streaks of brown coloration confirms the
creation of a lot of Al-hole centers.
In contrary, when the sweeping is performed along
X-asis, no coloration appears and the difference in
the absorption of the l&r beam between untreated
and treated sample is very low, as indicated here and
in the table below (with the normalized value a3500).

Fig. la, l b :Laser absorption on natural quartz
swept along Z-and X-axis [oL(x lo+') vs Point Nb]

IL SAMPLES ANALYSES :
IL1. The 632.8 nm laser absorption :
This technique consists in measuring the 632.8 nm
laser radiation transmitted through the two parallel
polished faces of the quartz sample [3]. The laser
beam, emitted by a 2 mW He-Ne source, is 0.8 mm
width. The transmitted intensity is measured by a
silicon photodiode detector and stored The sample
is translated in front of the laser beam with two
micrometric motion units controlled by computer.
The sample is analysed plane by plane as indicated
in [4], the step between two successive data points
being 1 mm and between two planes 2 mm.
The absorption values are calculated from tbe
following relationship :
"2

=

1
l o
a.logloT;

where :
d is the thiclmess of the sample, 10and I,, being the
measured intensities outside the sample and at the
point number n.
The mean value of oLfor one plane is given by :

The two following graphs concern the natural
show that
jvn for a medium plane 810).
the DL values obtain for a bar swept along Z-axis is
vety inhomogeneous and higher t
h the values
~btained before s w " ~ ' ~ Furthermore the

-

Table 2 : -for natural quartz

I

1
NB2
I Before ( After (
cm-' I sweep. I X-sweep. 1
I

I

I

NB3
Before ( After
sweep. 1 Zsweep.
I

As the Table 3 (see below), it indicates that the

change of the electric field sense along X-axis does
not induced visible difference on the mean value of
DL on the synthetic quartz samples (SB3a and SB3b).
Table 3 : ZL for synthetic quartz
SB3b
SB3a
After
Before
Before
After
cm-' sweep. X-sweep, sweep. X-sweep.

FL

0.037
a 3 ~ , 0.025

0.044
0.023

0.035

-

0.043

-

IL2. InfraRed spectrometry :
In syntbetic quartz :

All untreated samples
- -present the same degree of
defects, due to the same spectra obtained with each
bar (Fig. 2). This shows the homogeneify of this
quartz. The 3580 cm-' band (also called s4 band)
characterizes lmmated synthetic quam This
absorption band is due to the as-*own OH
fibratiOons.It is present in
spem
with the m e

intensity. We can also observe the 3438 cm-' band
(sj) and the 3396 cm-'
band (sz).
The spectnun of the quartz which was swept along
Z-axis shows an important decrease of the so called
SJ band. At the same time a new absorption band
due to the sweeping treatment appears. This band is
called ez and it is located at 3366 an-'. By
comparison of these results with those obtained
with the X-swept quartz, this last ones show a few
modifications of its spectrum. Although the et band
is present, its intensity is lower than in the case of
the Z-swept quartz. The decrease of SJ band is very
low too. The same result is obtained with other
synthetic quartz swept along X-axis. This allows us
to conclude that sweeping along X-axis is possible,
but its efficiency is lower in comparison to
sweeping along Z-axis, despite of the presence of a
large channel along X-axis.

As for X-swept quark. few modifications have been
obsenled between its infrared spectrwm and those of
3. 4). The
the untreated sample g
3473 cm-' is well present and a small band at 3466
cm-' appears. This let us tell that alkali impurities
related to the 3473 cm-' absorption band are not
completly eliminated from the crystal. Then infrared
analyses of both synthetic and natural quartz show
that sweeping treatment along Z-axis is more
efficient than this along X-asis.

as- measurements :
Other comparison of infrared data is induced in
measuring the a 3 coefficient
~
which determines the
quality of quark. These values presented in tables 2
and 3 well confinn in each case and for each quartz
quality, the efficiency of the sweeping process
because of the decrease of this coefficient.

In natural quartz :

I d b e d spectra of Z-swept quartz show the
presence of the 3466 cm-'band In contrary, the
3473 cm" band, which appears in idtared spectrum
of untreated natural quartz, disappears. As for el
and e2 bands, the comparison is proved with no
need because of their strong intensities in all
infrared spectra.

IL3. :ICP analyses :
As for quantitative analyses (see below table 4),their
results obtained with Z-swept quartz are more
significant. Nevertheless chemical analyses of the Xswept quartz synthetic and natural - show that alkali
impurities content has been reduced too, but not in
the same ratios as those of Z-swept quartz.

-

Table 4 :Chemical analysis results of the principal impurities given in atomic ppm (atoms/10~Si)
Element
Fe

SB 1
0.822
2.635
0.860
0.810
0.087

A1

Ca
Na
Li

SB2 Z-swept SB3 X-swept
0.820
0.823
2.775
2.709
0.797
0.734
0.157
0.235
0.000
0.087

N B 3 X-swept

NB3
0.866
18.532
0.377
2.352
8.741

0.991
19.690
0.402
1.045
3.029

NB2
0.846
19.961
0.461
2.444
9.261

NB2 Z-swept
0.742
19.520
0.361
0.340
0.000
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-

0.6

-
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Fig. 2 :Infrared spectra of synthetic quartz
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ABSTRACT
Dislocations in synthetic quartz crystal are mainly
propagated fiom the seed crystals. Therefore, low
dislocation seed crystals are fundamental when growing
low dislocation synthetic quartz. A new technique
called " h e seed method" was developed to produce
low dislocation seed crystal. In previous studies, it was
confirmed that the technique cutting Z-cut seed fiom the
+X region is effective to decrease dislocations. However,
this technique has one problem; the Y-dimension
becomes shorter than the original seed crystal as the
result of the appearance of m-face. This new technique
provided low dislocation seed without shortening of the
Y-dimension by controlling the appearance of m-face.
This technique can remove the other defects such as
twins and cracks. Therefore applying this technique to
the natural quartz containing twins or cracks, it is
expected to remove these defects.

+X region: the X dimension is 70mm and the Y
dimension is 250mm, the original seed crystal must be
more than 492mm in the Y dimension as shown in
figure 1. It is difficult to obtain such a long seed crystal.
In this study, we developed a new technique called
" h e seed method to overcome this disadvantage.
Using this technique, almost all the area ofthe original
seed was changed into the +X region without
shortening of the Y dimension. Furthermore this
technique can be applied for removal of the other defects
such as twins or cracks.

1. INTRODUCTION

These days, the quartz devices are getting higher
frequency, higher stability and smaller size. The
processes of devices are also developing, for example,
the etching and photolithographic process are applied to
tuning fork type resonators or high muency filters. To
satisfy these performances or to resist the processes, the
quality of the quartz materials has been demanded to be
high Q, low inclusions and low etch channels.
Especially, the etch channel density directly effects the
yield of devices using the heavy etching process. The
low etch channel crystals are grown fiom only low
dislocation seed crystals, because the dislocations are
mainly propagated h m the seed crystal. In previous
studies, there are two confirmed techniques to get low
dislocation seed crystals. One technique is to use high
quality natural quartz as a seed crystal. But nowadays,
these natural quartz crystals are very rare, expensive and
sometimes it involves high risks. Another technique is
to make Z-cut seed fiom the +X region of synthetic
quartz. This technique is confirmed to be effective in
many studies [1-8]. If the seeds were cut fiom the Z
region, almost all the dislocations intersect the seed
surface, therefore these dislocations are propagated to the
next generation. On the other hand, in the +X region,
the dislocations are nearly parallel to the surface of the
Z-cut seed. Therefore few dislocations intersect the seed
surface and few dislocations are propagated to the next
generation. As a result, the low dislocation seed crystal
is obtained. But one disadvantage of this technique is
the shortening of the Y-dimension by appearance of mh e . For example, when the Z-cut seed is cut fiom the
0-7803-5400-11991$ 10.006 1999 IEEE
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Figure 1

Z-cut seed fiom +X region
2. NEW TECHNIQUE

When the Z-cut seed is cut fiom the +X region, the
Y dimension becomes shorter than the original seed as
the result of the appearance of m-face. The appearance of
m-face has been considered to be unavoidable on the
growth of synthetic quartz crystal. If the appearance of
m-fhce can be controlled, it is possible to make the Zcut seed fiom +X region without shortening of the Ydimension. To solve this problem, a new technique
called " m e seed method" was developed. The process
of this technique is described in figure 2. First, a Z-cut
seed which has the required dimensions is prepared.
Second, the seed is cut into "three sided fhme shape"
leaving the -X side and both the Y sides. The cutting
direction of both the Y sides is parallel to the X-axis
and cutting direction of the -X side is parallel to the Yaxis. Then, this seed is grown in the autoclave under
normal growth condition. After growth, the removed
area is filled with the +X region without appearance of
m-fhce. Ifthe X dimension of the +X region was not
enough in one growth operation, more than once
operation can be applied until it reaches required
dimension.

1. Z-cut seed

2. Cut into "fiame seed"

Figure 4

Figure 3
Z-plate as-grown crystal used as the
starting material of the experiment
3. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT

This " h e seed method" was confumed using
commercial large autoclave. As the starting material, a
large Z-plate quartz crystal was prepared as shown in
figure 3. The dimensions of X, Y and Z are IOOmm,
380mm and 25mm, respectively. The etch channel
density of this crystal amounted to 150 per square
centimeter. Then this crystal was sliced into Z t u t seeds
using multi-blade-saw. The thickness ofthese seeds was
2mm. One of these seeds was cut into h e seed shape
as shown in figure 4. The eliminated area is 3 1Omrn in
Y dimension and 90mm in X dimension. This frame
seed was grown in the autoclave under the conditions autoclave size: 650mmID x 14m, pressure: 145MPa,
temperature: 360°C and the solution: 4% NaOH. The
total growth period amounted to 270 days (90 days x 3

Frame seed
(eliminated area: X90 x Y3 10 mm)

of decreasing dislocations. Figure 8 shows the as-grown
crystal grown fiom the improved seed. There is an
apparent d8erence in the cobble pattern on the Z fsce
between the original crystal and the improved crystal.
There are many cobbles on the original crystal caused
by dislocations in the crystal (figure 3). On the contrary,
the improved crystal shows that there are very k w
cobbles on the Z hce; that suggests this crystal contains
few dislocations. This crystal was etched by 40% HF to
count the etch channel density and, as a result, it was
less than 3 per square centimeter.
4. DISCUSSION
The " h e seed method" is expected to be useful fbr
not only decreasing dislocations but also removing
other defects such as twins or cracks. In the commercial
growth, the seed crystals containing twins are not used.
Therefore little attention is paid to how to control twins
in usual commercial growth. However the initial seed

Figure 6

The grown crystal from the frame seed
(observed from +X side)

Figure 9

Figure 7

The grown crystal from the frame seed
(near the edge of Y side)

Removing the twin in the natural quartz

using the m e seed method. As quartz has three
equivalent X-axes, a suitable X-axis can be selected lbr
removing the twins most effectively. The eliminated
area is filled with +X region after growth in the
autoclave. Using this technique, the twins in the natural
q m crystal are removed still keeping the original
size. Therefore, we can revive the natural quartz which
were considered to be impossible to use as seed crystal
because oftheir twins or cracks.

5. CONCLUSION
The appearance of m - h e was controllable using
the h m e seed method. As a result, it was possible to
make Z-cut seed from +X region without shortening of
the Y dimension.
The etch channel density of improved crystal was
less than 3 per cm2.

Figure 8
Z-plate as-grown crystal grown from the
improved seed. (etch channel density: < 3per cm2)

This technique can be used for removing the other
defects such as twins or cracks. If this technique is
applied to the natural quartz crystals with twins or
cracks, these crystals which were considered to be
impossible to use as seed crystal will be utilized.
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ABSRACT
Hydrogen trapped at numerous hydroxyl defects in
quartz lattice serves to compensate the electron excess
defects of trivalent aluminum during irradiation. We have
measured near infrared (region 3 100-3700 cm")
absorption in optical samples of quartz at 77 K in asbown crystals and upon electron irradiation at 77 K
before and after 300 K- irradiation.. The spectral
changes have been utilized to measure the concentration
of various Al-related defect centers in quartz.

compensators. First developed by King [lo], the
technique of sweeping is now cornrnercially used to
improve the radiation hardness of quartz. For studying
the radiation effects, we have used good quality highand low-H natural quartz crystals with nearly similar
aluminum concentration (-50 ppm) and widely different
hydrogen levels designated as' high-H' and 'low-H'.The
cultured crystal used was a Sawyer Electronic Grade
material. A detailed description of the sweeping,
measurement and irradiation techniques is available
elsewhere [3].

1. INTRODUCTION

2, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All crystalline quartz contains Al. H and Ge as
ubiquitous impurities which get randomly incorporated
in the growing crystal [I-71. Their type and concentration
limit the Q (quality factor) of a resonator. The AI~'is the
most pervasive impurity substitutionally replacing Si?n
the quartz lattice. It is charge compensated by either
alkalis or protons in natural quartz. In cultured crystal all
the ~ 1 is~ charge
'
compensated with Li' ions [4]. Quartz
oscillator crystals upon exposure to ionizing radiations
suffer both transient as well as steady-state frequency
shifts and Q losses. These effects arise due to radiation
induced modification of the impurity-related point
defects. The ionizing radiation produces a large number
of electrons and holes which move through the crystal
until they recombine or get trapped by these impurities
present in the quartz material. The electrons are trapped
at Ge- sites while the holes are captured by A1 atoms and
form the Al-hole centers during the irradiation process
which give their characteristic observable effects. We
shall discuss here the point defects in quartz with special
reference to hydrogen in crystals.We shall also present
an extension of the Martin's work [8] to the cases of
natural quartz crystals in quantitatively estimating the
aluminum impurity and related point defects. As natural
quartz is almost always used as the starting material in the
hydrothermal synthesis of cultured quartz, these studies
would help in appropriate selection of natural material
for growing cultured quartz crystals of desired
characteristics for frequency control purposes. The Alrelated defects centers have been studied by using a
variety of techniques [I-71. The AI-OH' centers can be
detected by measuring the near infrared absorption and
monitoring the absorption bands at 3306 and 3367 cm"
[9]. Sweeping can exchange the aluminum charge

Figures 1 and 2 respectively depict the representative
spectra for as-grown conditions of cultured and natural
quartz crystals and after their irradiation at 77 K and 300
K. It is evident from the series of spectra in these
Figures that majority of the infrared bands initially
present show a decrease in their strength at 77 Kirradiation. The 300 K-irradiation produces new bands
at 3367 and 3306 cm" in the cultured sample related to
the Al-OH' centers [9]. In natural crystal, the intensity
of these-as-grown Al-OH' bands increases significantly
after the 300 K-irradiation These results clearly show
that the natural crystals have aluminum ions charge
compensated with both alkalis as well as protons [3].
The 300 K-irradiation breaks the Al-W centers (W =
Li' or Na') in both types of crystals into a mixture of Alhole and Al-OH' centers. The hydroxyl defects in quartz
can probably be best characterized by irradiating the
crystal. At 77 K-irradiation, only protons move; they
come to rest , mostly in shallow and some in deep traps.
Warm up to room temperature releases most of them
back to their original defect species; those not returning
must have been captured by deep traps and need higher
temperature for their release. With shallow and deep
traps defined in this way, irradiation at 77 K and
subsequent warm up can be used to estimate for the
concentration of deep and shallow traps for protons in
quartz crystals Irradiation at room temperature allows
movement of both , protons as well as alkali ions.
Spectra taken some time afterwards would then yield the
combined concentration of deep trapping centers for
both alkalis and protons. Subsequent effect of second
irradiation at 77 K should then be compared with the
effect of first irradiation at 77 K.
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Measurement of Im~uritv-relatedPoint Defects
iA) Natural Quartz:
We have used [ l l ] the irradiation cycle for a
quantitative measurement of deep and shallow H-filled.
Li-filled deep traps. and Li- and Na-filled deep traps.
Al-Li', Al-OH' and Al-hole centers. Figure 3 displays the
results for both 'High-H' and 'Low-H' samples only for
their Al-related centers. As yet no direct method of
measuring the Al-Li' centers exists as they do not
exhibit any spectroscopic signal. On the other hand.
Al-OH' and the Al-hole centers are independently
observable by near-infrared and ESR absorption methods
respectively. Also, the acoustic loss peaks at 23 K [12]
and that around 600 K can also be monitored to measure
the concentration of AI-hole and the AI-OH' centers
respectively [ 131.
(B) Cultured Quartz:
With the above background of radiation-induced
mobility of alkali ions and protons in quartz, the
combined strength of 3306 and 3367 cm-I bands for the
unswept quartz obtained after irradiation at 300 K
would directly give the strength of AI-OR for a specific
r~~diation dose. The difference between the
concentration of H-swept AI-OH' and the unswept AlOH' will straightaway give the measure of the Al-Li'
centers.H-sweeping replaces all the Li' trapped at
aluminum sites with protons and in the process forms the
Al-OH centers. Therefore, the combined strength of 3306
and 3367 cm" bands would represent the A1
concentration and in retrospect, the concentration of
ALLi' centers as well. In the unswept or alkali swept
quartz crystals, the difference in the combined strength of
both the Al-OH' bands in H-swept and that obtained
upon irradiating the unswept crystal at 300 K would be a
measure of Al-hole concentration produced after a
specific radiation dose. This operation can be expressed
as
[(Al-OH')
,,,,, (A]-OH') ,,
= Al-hole-*.(l)
2.2 Estimation of Aluminum in Natural Ouartz
Figures 4 shows a bar diagrams related only to AI-OH'
point defects in two natural quartz samples designated as
H, and L,respectively in their as-received conditions and
after H-sweeping. To be certain that the sweeping is
complete may be confirmed by the fact, as also displayed
in these Figures, that the irradiation at 300 K in H-swept
condition did not lead to any increase in the strength of
the AI-OH' bands. This would be due to temporary
migration from aluminum centers during irradiation
followed by the back diffusion of protons to their
precursors after the irradiation is over. During the course
of irradiation, the AI-OH. center; would break to form
Al-hole centers. The breaking of Al-OH' would be due to
the dissociation of protons from aluminum centers when
the energy of recombination of free electrons and holes
is transferred to the Al-OH' centers in the case of this
recombination occurring near the aluminum centers in
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quartz lattice. As soon as the irradiation is over, the
protons, due to their high affinity with aluminum, diffuse
back to aluminum centers. Martin [8] has quantitatively
estimated the aluminum concentration in pprn as given
by
....................(2)
CAI(pprn) = 3.3 u3,,
where u, is the absorption coefficient of the 3367 cm"
Al-OK band in H-swept condition measured at 90 K.
Using Martin's formulation, the aluminum concentration
in the high-H. Brazilian natural quartz crystals was found
to be 49.2 pprn and 48.5 pprn for low-H, Arkansas
crystal. Thus, the two samples were found to have nearly
same Al-concentration. The concentration of as-grown
AI-OH' centers in these crystals for high-H sample was
28.7 pprn and 27.4 pprn for low-H crystal. This shows
that about 60% of total A1 in natural quartz is charge
compensated by protons and rest would be thus by
alkalis; mostly Li'.
Uniform irradiation at 300 K (dose = 2 Mrad)
increased the concentration of AI-OH' centers. This
would be due to break away of Al-alkali centers and their
subsequent conversion into a mixture of AI-OK and Alhole centers. At such a high dose, Al-related defects will
saturate. 'Ihus, the difference in H-swept Al-OH' strength
and that of its unswept 300 K-irradiated state would
exhibit the concentration of Al-hole centers and that in
the unswept as-received state would correspond to the
concentration of Al-Li' centers as in that case most of the
aluminum will be charge compensated with Li+ [4].
It would be expected that high-H crystal upon
irradiation would show up higher concentration of AlO K due to abundance of hydrogen in it compared to the
low-H quartz. Interestingly, in contrast, the high-H
crystal showed a larger number of Al-hole centers (1 1.22
ppm) than the low-H one (7.11 pprn). Similar
observations were noticed for other sets of samples also
from these stones. Contemplated ESR measurements on
these crystals will confirm a clear picture of our present
results and calculations. At the present stage of work, we
expect this due to jamming in the kinetics of large
number of protons in high-H crystals for steric reasons
which prevents them to reach Al-sites after irradiation.
This view point is supported by the fact that hydrogen
shows a much lower mobility than alkalis in the quartz
lattice during sweeping [2,7]. On the other hand,
irradiation induced holes, due to their higher mobility,
get trapped at Al-sites in the high-H quartz. In the case of
low-H crystals the situation is normal due to nonsteric
hindrances.
The present studies would find application in
appropriate selection of natural quartz for precision
electronic devices. The investigations suggest that a lowH and low A1 natural quartz which would thus have a
high mechanical Q should be the preferred material for
many critical aerospace applications.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION OF QUARTZ
HYDROTHERMAL GROWTH
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ABSTRACT
Mathematical model for heat-impulse-mass transfer
in vessel is proposed. Theory of similarity is applied to
transfer in vessel. Kinetic coefficient of stone growth
have no significant dependence on geometry of growth
zone but depends on solution physical properties and
temperature difference between neighbor stone's faces.
The phenomena of seed location influence on quartz
growth rate are discussed. Optimum location of baffle
plate in respect to isotherms is estimated.

d ( p WJI d z + ~ / rd ( r p wr)/dr =O,

1.MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Schematic drawing of vessel is represented on FIG. 1.
There are three zones of different thermal convection
profile in vessel: zones A,B contains large scale
whirlwind liquid movement (normally in opposite
directions one in respect to other); zone C- zone of
layered movement of liquid between stones along its
surfaces. It is existed rising and falling flows along
surfaces in one space between two stones.
As soon as quartz growth rate (rate of changing for
internal geometry of vessel) is considerably smaller than
rate of heat-impulse-mass transfer the last may be
considered as steady. It means that on different stages of
hydrothermal cycle different distributions of
concentration, velocity, temperature are performed but it
depends only on steady boundary conditions (boundary
conditions are constant for each stage of process).

-

stone

7
zone C
./

Vessel for hydrothermal growth has cylindrical form
and ordinary deposition of heaters on walls of
autoclaves also has cylindrical symmetry. According to
Curie principle: movement of solution inside vessel have
to satisfy cylinder elements of symmetry. Here influence
of seeds and holes location in baffle plate are neglected.
Distributions of concentration, temperature and velocity
are the functions only on height of considered point in
vessel and its radius.
Under written above assumptions mathematical
model of thermal convection may be written as follows:

,
'

zone B
baffle plate
zone A

powder

(1)

where p - density, w- velocity , r- radius of
considered point, z-height of considered point, ggravitational acceleration, A p - difference between
local density and average density in surrounding
volume, v - kinematic viscosity, T - temperature, athermal diffusivity, c- concentration of Si02 in solution,
D- diffusion coefficient. Equation (1) is called
continuity equation, equations (2) - Navier-Stokes
equations for impulse transfer, equations (3) and (4)
describe heat and mass transfer, respectively. We restrict
ourselves here that only transport of SiOt exist. We
suppose here that uniform distribution of other
components concentrations is taken place.
Boundary conditions are as follows: distribution of
temperature is given, components of velocity is equal to
zero, gradient of concentration also is equal to zero on
the internal walls of vessel and on the baffle plate.
Concentration have to be equal to its equilibrium value
on the surfaces of stones and powder.
Hydrothermal growth rate V of stones may be
defined by following equation [I]:

p- kinetic coefficient of stone growth, c,(P,T) equilibrium concentration under present pressure P and

FIG. 1. Thermal convection zones in vessel
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temperature T. Practical question is about factors that
have influence on p .

2.GRASHOF NUMBER AND KINETIC
COEFFICIENT
Uniformity of stone's growth rate in different parts
of vessels is strongly required for increasing production
output of wafers from stone. It is clear that it is
impossible to create the same growth conditions in
different parts of vessel in the case of applying uniform
location of seeds because of different thermal
convection conditions. Kinetic coefficient is also very
important factor for transfering of results obtained on
small vessels into large mass production vessels.
According to Third Theorem of Similarity [2] steady
thermal convection have to be defined only by numbers
that contain parameters &om boundary conditions and
physical properties. In the case of free thermal
convection that take place in vessel conditions of
similarity are defined by Grashof number:

significantly on dimensions and may be changed very
slightly (as A T'.~) by varying temperature gradient. It is
necessary to note that here A T is temperature
difference between neighbor stone's faces.

3.DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE AND
TRANSPORT
Distribution of temperature, existed in vessel,
activate free thermal convection in vessel. Thermal
convection has influence on distribution of temperature.
Experimental results [2] for isotherms from internal part
of vessel are represented on FIG.2.

-

where L- characteristic dimension of convection
area, a V- expansion coefficient of volume. Grashof
number characterize relation of Archimedes' force in
respect to viscosity force. In the case of increasing of Gr
value intensity of thermal convection also have to be
increased.
It is very interest to note that for different zones in
vessel parameters L, A T have to be chosen differently.
Thus, for zones A,B (FIG.l) this parameters are
attached to the points in the upper and lower points of
this zones because large distance between internal walls
of vessel corresponds to well known task of free thermal
convection along wall that have different temperature in
respect to one of liquid. In zone C task is similar to
problem of free thermal convection between two vertical
walls that have different temperatures and corresponding
points lie on the opposite walls of stones.
It goes without saying from equation (6) that it is
impossible to receive the same condition of heat-massimpulse transfer for small and large vessel because Gr
increase as L3 for large vessel. But larger Gr value mean
more active transport of Si02 and that's why it create
better conditions for growth.
As soon as equations (3) and (4) have similar form
we may apply experimental results [2] obtained for Nu
number (heat exchange) for receiving formula for P :

where K- constant, h- height of area of thermal
convection in zone C. From (6),(7) it is easy to receive
that kinetic coefficient of growth not depends

FIG.2. Isotherms in vessel
Origin of distribution may be understood,
considering great difference of thermal diffisivity of
metal walls and average thermal diffisivity for stones
and solution. In the area of isotherm #1 and #3 there are
no significant gradients of temperature in radial
direction in the central area of vessel. Intermediary area
(isotherm #2) are characterized by large temperature
gradients not only near walls but also in the center.
As soon as free thermal convection in zone C is due
to temperature gradients in radial direction it is clear
that seeds have to be located in the area of isotherms
similar to #2. In any case temperature gradients are
varying in radial direction. It may cause different growth
rates because of different Gr number values for each
layer between stones in zone C. That's why it is
necessary to find correspondence between seeds
location and temperature distribution that may provide
equal Gr number values for all layers between stones.
Transport of Si02 from dissolution zone to crystal
growth zone is carried out by two processes: convection
and diffusion. It is known that convection transport in
vessel is considerably greater than ones for diffusion.
That's why it is necessary to decrease length of diffusion
transport as much as possible. Diffusion mechanism is

taken place on the borders between two whirlwinds.
Thus it would be very helpful to increase intensities of
whirlwinds, to enlarge its sizes and to decrease quantity
of whirlwinds in zones A and B because each
whirlwind's border lead to diffusion mechanism.
Position of baffle plate in respect to isotherms have
strongly influence on the character of whirlwind liquid
movement. Let's consider case when horizontal
isotherms (zero temperature gradients) not corresponds
to baffle plate separate location (see FIG.3, where
baffle plate is located higher in respect to isotherm).
Direction of movement depends on temperature of wall
(Tw) and temperature of liquid (TI). In this case three
whirlwinds are taken place if distance between baffle
plate would be considerable. Decreasing of the distance
may lead to disappearance of intermediary whirlwind
because of stresses in liquid and the worst case may
happened - large diffusion zone. When the distance
would be small the dimensions of diffusion zone would
be decreased and one may receive only two closely
located whirlwinds. Thus, the best case is when isothenn
with zero radial temperature gradients would
corresponds to baffle plate

-

-

FIG.3. Whirlwinds in vessel near walls.

Kinetic coefficient of quartz growth rate is a function
of Grashof number. There are no strongly dependence of
kinetic coefficient on dimensions and location of stones
in vessel and it may be changed slightly by varying
temperature difference between neighbor stones.
Grashof number define intensity of growth through its
influence on fiee thermal convection transport.

For receiving uniform thickness of stones one have
provide equal Grashof nurnber values in vertical liquid
layers between stones.
Positional non-correspondence in location of baffle
plate and zero radial gradient isotherm lead to
decreasing in transport of S i 4 from dissolution zone to
crystal growth zone.

[I] A.A. Chemov and E.I. Givargizov, Crvstal Growth,
Moscow: Nauka, 1980, ch.7.5, pp.32 1-322.
[2] S.I. Isaev and I.A. Koginov, Theorv of Heat and
Mass Exchange. Moscow: Vishaia Schola, 1979,
ch.VII.2, pp. 345-347.
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ABSTRACT
It has been shown in earlier work. that the
amplitude-frequency effect (also called isochronism
defect or anisochronism) could be a limitation factor on
ultra-stable oscillators.
Theoretical studies based on the non-linear theory
of the piezoelectricity have already been developed to
explain the amplitude-frequency effect. So it is
possible to estimate the dependence of the isochronism
defect versus design parameters of resonators (radius
of curvature, electrodes diameter, overtone rank,...).
However, due to the unknown of the fourth order
elastic coefficients, it is not possible to predict
isochronism defect of any resonant frequency of a
given energy trapped resonator.
To tentatively find the orientation of a plate which
does not exhibit an isochronism defect, we have
realised electroded resonators with different
orientations and curvatures.
We present results which verify, particularly, R-In
dependence of amplitude-frequency effect versus
radius of curvature. Moreover, we show that the
isochronism defect can be positive or negative and can
vary from one orientation to other one of about two
orders of magnitude.

All of these studies lead to similar relation. which
can be written :
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where n. h, p. k,q"', C"' and P are respectively the
overtone rank, the half-thickness of the resonator, the
density, the radius of curvature, the effective
viscoelastic coefficient of the first mode, the effective
elastic coefficient of the first mode and the power
applied to the resonator. M, and P, are the dispersion
constants [4] which govern the energy trapping and a
is a multiplication factor which differs slightly in the
different theoretical investigations. Nevertheless a is a
function of the elastic non-linear terms up to fourth
order, but in the reference [2], piezoelectric and
dielectric non-linear terms are included. However,
these terms are not well known, moreover their
influences on a seem to be negligible. In consequence
a can be expressed as :
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1. INTRODUCTION
A previous paper [ l l has shown that amplitudefrequency effect may have significant influence on the
short-term stability of oscillators due to the phase noise
caused by amplitude noise. Moreover, the amplitude
frequency effect can also affect the long-term stability
through the variation of the driving level on the
resonator.
Several theoretical studies of the amplitudefrequency effect have been performed, showing that
the isochronism defect is due to non-linearities,
especially elastic one. But at our knowledge only two
ones take the energy trapping into account.
In the first one [2], D. A. Nassour uses a
perturbation method to determine the current through
the resonator. A determination of the amplitudefrequency effect is obtained for singly and doubly
rotated cuts and in both cases, non-linear elastic,
piezoelectric and dielectric coefficients are included. In
the second one [3], H. F. Tiersten uses an iterative
approach, and determines the isochronism defect for a
general doubly rotated cut. Just the non-linear elastic
terms up to fourth order are included.
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7"' is the elastic constant corresponding to the ih
mode velocity, the q , C , C are the elastic coefficients

We use the following bench. where the "PI"
circuits are in accordance with IEC 444 norm :
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of second. third and fourth order in doubly rotated
frame and Q is a 3x3 matrix whose elements are
Qir = q y ) , and qT is the r'
component of the i"
normalised eigenvector.
It should be noticed that in obtaining the relation
(1) from the expression of the amplitude-frequency
effect of the reference [3] (eq. loo), which is expressed
as a function of current square. we have used the
expression of the motional resistance given by the
reference [2] :

where :
^
and izzRis the second order
= QlRez2R
piezoelectric coefficient in the doubly rotated frame,
1 is the width of the square electrode, erf is error
function and a, and p, come from reference [3] :
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Figure 1 : Experimental set-up
However, the measurements of amplitudefrequency effect on non-thermally compensated mode
are relatively difficult. Indeed, increasing the drive
level will increase the temperature of the resonator by
virtue of the heat dissipated by Joule effect moreover
the thermal variations of the middle perturb the
resonance frequency.
Measurements are possible by phase locking the
synthesiser on the resonator close to zero and by
recording the frequency at each step of driving level.
Here is an example of measurement of the B-mode
(third overtone) of the SC-cut :
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The value of the non-null second and third elastic
coefficients can be found easily in the literature. To
determine the null coefficients and the relations
between the others, we write that all the crystal
properties present the same symmetry than the
geometric one. For the fourth order coefficients,
computer calculations have been performed and are in
accordance with reference [ 5 ] . We found 57 fourth
order null coefficients, 28 independent and 41
relations.
Due to the unknowledge of the fourth order
coefficients values, it is not possible to predict the
isochronism defect. But we are able to estimate
dependency of the amplitude-frequency effect versus
design parameters as, for example, the radius of
curvature. In the expression of a , all the coefficients,
except y, are calculable. So, we can characterise each
cut by its ycoefficient (eq. 3.1).

Figure 2 : Resonance frequency (Hz) vs. Time (s)
Performing an average on the steps, we can draw
the amplitude-frequency effect :
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2. MEASUREMENTS METHOD

Figure 3 : Relative Frequency (10'" vs. Power (pW)

It can be shown that the resonance frequency is
very closed to the frequency for which the phase
between the voltage and the current across the
resonator is null. So we measure the frequency of zero
phase at different driving level and we notice that this
measurement does not present difficulty on thermally
compensated modes.

We find AF/F=-10.~ O - ~ and
I ~ then
W y=-20.101'N/m2.
It should be noticed that the measurement is less
precise than on thermally compensated cuts and it is
not always possible to determine the isochronism
defect on modes presenting high temperature
dependence or (and) low amplitude frequency effect.

3. CHOICE OF RESONATORS

The interest of measuring amplitude-frequency
effect on non-thermally compensated cuts is to reach
the value of the fourth order coefficients. But, in this
paper. we limit our measurements to thermally
compensated cuts (with f3 e 34' ).
It is admitted that the temperature-frequency
behaviour can be fitted by the following third degree
equation :

Table 2 :Radius of curvature for M, and P.
R,forM.(mm)
R, for Pn(mrn)

n=l
21
35

n=3
350
290

n=5
710
640

n=7
1740
890

So, a 250mm radius of curvature, for example. can
trap correctly third and fifth overtones but not the
fundamental nor the seventh overtone (which becomes
too much trapped).
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

where Tois the reference temperature (usually 25°C).
A vibrating mode is thermally compensated when a=O
(or close to zero). On quartz resonators, A-mode can
not be quasi-independent of the temperature, but Band C-modes can be. And then, the locii a=O can be
calculated [6-71 as indicated in Figure 2.

4.1 Isochronism defect vs. radius of curvature
Measurements of the isochronism defect have been
performed on several SC-cut quartz resonators having
different radii of curvature. Table 3 shows the
construction parameters of these resonators.
L

I

Table 3 :SC-cut resonators parameters
I @ Quartz (mm) I @ Electrodes lmm) 1 Rc (mm) I
2

Res.

Resonance frequency, isochronism defect and
resistance have been measured for the 3d and the 5"
overtone, moreover we have calculated the y. Results
are presented in Table 4.

Figure 4 :Locii of null first order temperature
coefficient of B- and C-modes (from 161)
Another important parameter is the choice of the
radius of curvature. Indeed, to prevent edge effect we
have to trap correctly the vibration in the centre of the
resonator. Theory of energy trapping has already been
performed [4], and the calculation can be summarised
in the determination of M, and P, which govern with
the radius of curvature the profile of the vibration. M,
and P, depending on the rank overtone, the energy
trapping can not be good for each fundamental, third,
fifth ... overtone rank. For example, the calculation of
M,and P, on the C-mode of SC-cut leads :

Then we can draw the isochronism defect versus
radius of curvature.

Table 1 :M, and P, for the lSt,
3rd,5* and 7&
overtones of the C-mode of SC-cut

Which means that to have an amplitude vibration on
the periphery of the resonator of about 1u6times of the
amplitude vibration in the centre of the resonator (i.e. a
good energy trapping) we have to use the following
radius of curvature :
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Figure 5 : Isochronism defect vs radius of curvature

4.2 Isochronism defect vs. vhi
To tentatively find a cut exhibiting a low
amplitude-frequency effect, we have manufactured
several resonators. thermally compensated on C-mode.
for various phi angles. The resonators parameters are
the following :

Table 5 : Doubly rotated resonators parameters
50 (") 1 0
1 @ Electrodes(mm) 1 R,(mm)

I Res. 1

(O)

1

Here are the measurement's results :

5. CONCLUSION
Our experiments confirm that the isochronism
defect depend on radius of curvature by a factor R"".
The theoretical investigations give a relatively good
description of the phenomenon for correctly trapped
resonators, but seem unable to describe the behaviour
of quartz resonators with vibrating energy too much
confined.
Tested cuts exhibit an isochronism defect which has
been decreased by a factor 10 in relation to SC-cut and
we expect that adjusting the cut angle precisely can
reduce the isochronism defect by a greater value. But
we must point out that C-mode and B-mode are nearer
than on SC-cut and problem in oscillators could appear
due to the filtering process. So test in oscillators should
be done.
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Abstract- Electrodes on a crystal resonator has been
traditionally considered as mass addition to the crystal
plate, thus resulting the neglect of their stiffness. This
assumption is considered reasonable if electrodes are thin
in comparison with the crystal in terms of the mass ratio, the relative mass of electrodes. For thicker electrodes of high frequency resonators, this assumption has
to be reexamined for better prediction on their effects on
the resonance frequency and the frequency-temperature
characteristics. In this study, the electrodes are considered as layers of plates with their own stiffness and
mass properties. As a result, the deformation of electrodes also involve independent ones in addition to the
crystal deformation. The theory employed also enables
us to consider the deformation to a higher order of degree. The layerwise plate theory is derived and implemented for the finite element method. Numerical results
are compared with the other computing schemes with
and without electrodes considerations.

Mindlin plate theory has been widely used for the vibration analysis of quartz crystal plates from the thicknessshear vibration frequency [I],frequency-temperature relations [2,3], t o the piezoelectrically forced vibrations
[4]. Of course, in each of these aspects, modifications
have been made to accommodate many special requirements arising from these specific problems, such as the
temperature increment and the electrical boundary conditions on the electrodes. In case of the crystal resonators, the presence of the electrodes on the crystal
faces is the primary consideration in the further modification of the plate theory.
From the beginning, it has been agreed and lately
proved experimentally that for thin electrodes, only the
mass effect of the electrodes needs to be take into account in the vibrations. This leads to the defining of the
mass ratio, or the equivalent mass of the electrodes, in
many studies started by Mindlin [S]. This concept has
been adopted, refined, and expanded by many authors
[6,7]. Lately, the consideration of the mass effect of the
electrodes is generalized in a finite element implementation [8].
If the electrodes cannot be characterized as thin, we
have difficulties in taking into consideration of the stiffness of the electrodes. In a study of thickness-shear and
flexural vibrations of electroded crystal plates, Mindlin
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[5] considered the stiffness of these vibration modes by
assuming that the displacemellts in the electrodes are
the same with the crystal faces. This resulted in the
equations which modified the elastic constants of the
crystal plate in the similar manner for the mass terms.
It should be regarded as an improvement in the consideration of the stiffness of the electrode stiffness, although there is a lack of esperimental data to prove
its effectiveness. Later, based on a similar assumption,
Wang et al. [9] generalized this approach and illlplement
it in a finite element procedure with the higher-order
Mindlin plate theory.
As an attempt to consider the effect of the electrodes
in a more precise manner, we start wit11 assumptio~lthal
there are deformations, or displacemellt components, in
the electrodes which are independent of the crystal deformation. In other words, we consider the electrodes as
layers of metal plate bonded on the faces of the crystal
plate. In this case, although there are requirements for
the displacements of electrodes to be continuous over
the interfaces, we shall have the equation for the vibrations of the electrodes in addition to the crystal plate.
By solving these equation together, we should be able
to predict the vibration frequency and mode shapes in
a more accurate manner, thus effectively improving the
consideration of the electrodes for both the mass and
stiffness properties. Treatment like this has been widely
used in the study of composite plates [lo], in which each
layer has very close thickness but quite different properties. For the crystal resonator designs, in contrast, even
in today, the electrodes are only about one or two percent of the thickness of the whole resonator structure.
If such a technique will lead to the satisfactory solutions
needed for resonator design is to be esplored further.
11. LAYERWISE
PLATETHEORYFOR ELECTRODES

The basic assulnption in the layerwise theory for composite plate is that the displacements of each layer are
independent but related to each other through the boundary conditions of the interfaces. For a resonator model
showing in Fig. 1, there are only three layers, with the
crystal plate with thickness 2b as the dominant one, to

where A, 8, and 5, are the upper crystal face, half thickness of the electrode, and the deilsity of the electrode
material, respectively.
Utilizing the definition of the displacement field, now
we can integrate the stress in (4) over the thickness of
where uj") and fi:")(j = 1 , 2 , 3 ) are the displacen~ent the electrode to define the two-dimensional stress comcomponents in the crystal plate and electrodes, respec- ponents
tively.
be considered. It is natural for us to consider the displacen~eiltfield as

of the electrode.
Through integration by parts, we call easily coinbiile
the equations of motion of both electrode and crystal
plate in variational form as
Fig. 1 An electroded quartz crystal plate.
It is apparent that the displacement is continuous at
the interface of the electrode and crystal plate. This is
important because there will be no special requirement
in the treatment of the boundary conditions later on.
Starting with the displacement field given in (1) and
the three-dimensional elasticity definitions, we have the
strain field in the electrode as

where two components of the strain

are related to the displacements of the crystal plate and
electrodes, respectively.
As a result, in the electrode the stress is

where E j j k l are the elastic constants of the electrode.
Again, there are two parts in the stress tensor.
For the electrode, the three-dimensional variational
equations of motion are

By combining the above equations, some of the facetraction terms will disappear. Of course, these equations will be the basis of the finite element implementation of the layerwise theory of the electrodes.
Obviously, the stresses in the electrode and crystal
plate can be rewritten as

where C):,;i
C
,):;:
c$E),and c/~$)
are the generalized elastic constant matrices of the electrodes and
crystal plate. The detailed structure and components of
these matrices can be found from corresponding equations of the stress components.

For the computation of the mass matrices M , and
M , some of the elements are

111. FINITE
ELEMENTIMPLEMENTATION
For matrix implementation, we start with the definition
of the displacement vector

where up and ue are the displacement vectors of the
crystal plate and electrode, respectively. It is obivouis
that we can treat the displacement of the crystal plate
as a subset of the displacement vector by defining
up = vu,

(11)

For the effects of the mass and stiffness, we can use
the resonance frequencies of the free vibration for comparison. In this case, we have the free vibration problem

(12)

where wo and R are the fundamental thickness-shear
and normalized frequencies, respectively.

where V is a transform matrix.
For discretization, as usual, we define

u = NU,

where N and U are the shape function matrix and
nodal displacement, respectively 191. As a result, the
discrete strain-displacement and constitutive relations
can be written as

IV. NUMERICAL
EXAMPLES
To demonstrate tlie layerwise theory for the electrodes,
we use the finite element method to evaluate the frequency shift for an electroded crystal plate. The plate
we use for the evaluation is essentially the sample measured by Koga [ll], but we covered about a quarter of
the plate in the central region with electrodes on both
where subscript p denotes the quantities related to the faces. Four-node elements with incompatible nodes are
used for the computation.
crystal plate.
In Fig. 2, we compare the frequency spectra of the
Accoordingly, the equations of motion (8) will be given
pure
crystal plate with the partially electroded crystal
in matrix form as
plate, but we used a model based on the assumption
that the deformation in the electrodes are uniform. As a
result, both the stiffness and mass have been considered
in the computation [lo]. It can be observed that there
is
a negligible It shows that for small length (width) to
where
thickness ratio, the effect of the electrodes are actually
limited.
Next in Fig. 3 we analyzed the same resonator with
the first-order layerwise model discussed in this paper.
We observe the general trend of the frequency shift, but
it is hard to compare with the ones shown in Fig. 2
because there are much more frequency branches due
to the presence of the electrodes. A close examination of the frequency spectrum reveals that many of t,hc
branches actually relate to the vibratiolls of' the elecare stiffness matrix of the crystal plate, stiffness of the trodes and there are virtually no vibrations inside the
electrodes, mass matrixof the crystal plate, mass matrix crystal plate.
of the electrodes, and element force vectors. Again, we
If we turn to Fig. 4, the results from the third-order
skip the discussions of these matrices.
electrodes plate theory, it is clear that the elimination

of the extraneous modes is important. Without such a
procedure, these results will be difficult to use in the
design process.

Fig. 4 Frequency spectrum of a partially electroded crystal plate (c/b = 16.3660 and R = 4.803%) with the
third-order electrode consideration.
Fig. 2 Frequency spectra of a rectangular crystal plate
(dot; c/b=16.3660) in cornparision with a partiaily electroded crystal plate (square; R = 4.803%).
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Fig. 3 Frequency spectrum of a partially electroded crystal plate (clb = 16.3660 and R = 4.803%) with the
first-order electrode consideration.

The layerwise plate theory for the electrodes of a crystal resonator structure is derived. These equations are
further formulated and implemented for the application
of the finite element method to the analysis the effect
of electrodes on crystal resonators.
The disadvantage we have at this moment is that the
increase of the variables in the electrodes will inevitably
increase the number of frequency solutions thus making
it practically impossible to use the frequency spectrum
if possible elimination procedure is not in place. This is
indeed a challenge worth of further studying.
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ABSTRACT

Ultrasonic machining (USM) of natural quartz is
investigated in relation to crystal orientation. The rate of
cutting was measured along directions perpendicular to
X-, Y-, 2-and AT-cut planes. Surface profilometry was
carried out on lateral surfaces achieved by USM. It is
shown that cutting rate and surfhce roughness are
dependent on crystal orientation. These dependencies
are preliminary discussed in relation to indentation
fracture mechanics and fracture toughness anisotropy of
natural quartz. Scanning electron microscopy analysis
shows that brittle microcracking is the main wear
mechanism involved with material removal.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1940s, a-quartzhas been the material of
choice in the majority of frequency control devices. Due
to its piezoelectric and elastic properties, quartz crystals
have been used in the production of electromechanical
devices such as resonators, filters and sensors [1,2].
Virtually, all devices fabricated today w e cultured
quartz. These crystals exhibits grater uniformity than
natural quartz and are frequently avaiable free from
inclusions, twins and with low amounts of impurities.
One of the remaining uses of natural electronic-grade
material is in the manufacture of resonators used as
pressure sensors in deep wells. Besides aystal quality,
of the primary importance m frequency control devices
is the manufacturing technology employed to fabricate
these units. The metrological accuracy required for
high-Q resonators depends on both surface finish and
accuracy of plate geometry [I]. Because quartz is a
brittle, hard and nonconductive material, ultrasonic
machining (USM) appears as one of the few types of
manufacturing processes showing the ability to machine
electromechanical devices with complex shapes. For
instance, the edge shape and the bridges of BVA
resonators and the monolithic strucutre of pressure
sensors have been achieved by USM [3].
From the tribological point of view, USM can be
classified as a three-body abrasive wear mode [4]. USM
is an impact grinding process where abrasive particles
are hammered against the &ace of the workpiece. A
cutting tool attached to a transducer/horn combination is
vibrated longitudinally at a resonant ftequency. A slurry
with abrasive grains is flushed through the gap between
tool and the work surface. The tool progressively
reproduces its shape into the workpiece, as long as
machining takes place.
0-7803-5400-11991$ 10.000 1999 IEEE

Similar as in grinding, lapping or polishing, research
on USM presents certain difficulties due to the large
number of operating conditions [5,6]. Material removal
rate, surface finish and machining accuracy are
influenced by various process parameters such as
amplitude and frequency of ultrasonic oscillations,
hardness and size of abrasive particles, static load and
properties of the workpiece material. The influence of
these parameters on surface h i s h and metrological
accuracy of resonator's components was not
systematically investigated Until now, just the effect of
abrasive grain size on the out-of-roundness of BVA
components was reported [7]. Additionally, there is any
investigation relating mechanical properties of quartz
crystals and the surface finish obtained by USM.
The present work investigates the influence of
crystallographic orientation on the quality of quark
surf?ices obtained by USM. For this, X-, Y-, Z- and ATcut samples of natural quartz were machined keeping
the operating conditions as constant as possible. The
wear mechanisms and the surface roughness were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy and
surface profilometry, respectively. It is observed that
cutting rate and the roughness of machined surfaces are
sensitive to specimen orientation. This dependence is
preliminary discussed in relation to indentation hcture
mechanics and hcture toughness anisotropy of natural
quartz reported by other investigators.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A left-hand natural quark block was oriented using
polarized light, etching and X-Ray difiaction technique
[8]. X-, Y-, 2- and AT-cut plates ftee &om inclusions
and cracks were cut up on a diamond saw to within k
l0of the required crystallographic plane. Following the
IRE_standard_[9], X-, Y- and Z cuts are identified by
(1 1201, (1010) and (0001), respectively. The AT-cut
is turned of 3.5' in relation to the minor rhombohedra1
plane (011 1). The plates were lapped with a coarse
alumina (A&&) abrasive to eliminate surface flaws
induced by sawing. Additionally, this lapping improved
the parallelism between faces and produced a thickness
of 3 mm.
USM experiments were carried out in a stationary
Sonic-Mill@machine with a power output of 1790 W.
A piezoelectric transducer converts the electric
oscillations into mechanical vibrations in the ftequency
range of 20 KHz.A conical titanium horn with diameter
ratio of 2.5 was used m all experiments. The amplitude
of vibration of the tool was set at the minimum value

and the static load was kept constant at 81N by a
pneumatic balance system. The slurry was made with
boron carbide (342) with mean grain size of 25 p (400
mesh) and distilled water in the ratio of 1 : 2.5 by
volume. The abrasive flow rate, set near to 3.3 Ymin,
was kept as uniform as possible. A cutting tool with
hexagonal section (Fig. 1) was fabricated in stainless
steel. The area of the hole is 95 mm2.

contributing to increase the scattering shown in Fig. 2.
Further experiments are required to clarify the
dependence between CR and % of quartz surfaces
achieved by USM.
Table 1- Cutting rate (CR) and roughness &) of
machined surfaces of natural quartz and glass.

Machined
Direction
X

CR
(&s)
10.9 (1.0)
10.8 (0.9)
10.4 (1.0)
11.4 (0.6)
10.5 (0.8)
9.8 (0.8)
9.6(1.2)
9.4 (1.3)
11.9 (0.9)
12.0 (0.9)

Y
Z
AT(Y')

Glass

Machined
Plane
Y
Z
X
Z
X
Y
X
Z'

R,

1.8 (0.3)
1.4 (0.1)
1.4 (0.2)
1.O (0.1)
2.1 (0.4)
1.7 (0.2)
1.3 (0.1)
2.2 (0.3)
2.5 (0.6)
2.6 (0.3)

Fig. 1 - Drawing of the cutting tool.
The cutting rate was determined by measuring the
time expended to machine 100 pm into depth. At least
fifteen measurements were canied out during USM of
each hole. Two holes rotated approximately by 90' in
relation to machining direction were made on each
plate. The roughness profiles were measured with a
Rank Taylor Robson profilometer, type Surtronic 3+,
using a cutt-off value of 0.8 mm. Seven profiles were
measured perpendicularly to machining direction on
lateral surfaces generated by USM. The centre-line
average (RJ was choosed to characterize the s d c e
roughness. By using a Carl Zeiss DSM 94A microscope,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to
characterize wear micromechanisms.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the cutting rate (CR) and the surface
roughness (%) resultant fiom USM of natural quartz.
During the experiments, several samples of plate glass
were also machined in order to monitor severe
variations in operating conditions. The CR of glass
specimens showed small scatteriug near to 12 @s
suggesting that fluctuations in operating conditions did
not obscure the values of CR presented here.
The relationship between % and CR is shown in Fig.
2. The scattering of experimental points associated with
natural quartz samples is large, becoming hard to find a
clear relation between R, and CR This behavior can be
explained by the fact that CR and % were not measured
on the same crystallographic plane. For a given hole,
CR was measured in relation to the crystallographic
plane that was papendicular to machining direction
whereas R, was measured on lateral surfaces generated
by USM, i.e., crystallographic planes parallel to
machining direction. The intrinsic dispersion related to
abrasive processes of brittle solids could also be

& X-axis

A

-

Z-axis

I Y-axis
OAT-axis

*+

*

*
0.5

*

i

8

9

10
11
CR (pm Is)

12

13

Fig.2 - Relationship between the cutting rate (CR) of
machining directions and the roughness (Ra) of lateral
surfaces generated by USM of natural quartz and glass.
The micrographs shown in Fig. 3 illustrate the
pattern of lateral sufkces obtained by USM. It is
observed that the wear mechanism controlling the
material removal is brittle microcracking. In this
machining process, the hammering action of abrasive
particles on the work surfhce [5,6] is responsible for
crack formation and crack propagation into the
workpiece material. Fig. 3 shows that cracking events
appearing on lateral surfaces parallel to X- and Y-cut
planes are larger than those observed on the surfice
parallel to Zcut. SEM analysis also revealed the
presence of channels-like pattems mainly on X-cut and
glass surfaces. Previously, it was reported that these
channels are probably shaped by the motion of
cavitation streamers carring abrasive particles which
tend to cut deep h o w s on lateral surfaces [lo].

USM [12], the volume of material (V) that might be
removed per unit of time can be expressed as :

where P is the static load (N), f is the f?equency of
ultrasonic machining (Hz) and n is the effective number
of abrasive particles m the gap between the tool and the
workpiece. KIc and H are the fiacture toughness and the
static hardness of the workpiece material, respectively.
From Eq.(1) it is observed that material removal rate is
inversely propodanal to KIc3" and HIn.
The values of KIc measured by Iwasa and Brad [13]
for X-, Y-, Z- and AT-cut of natural quartz were 0.85,
0.97, 1.15 and 0.86 MPa min, respectively. It was not
found in literature static hardness for natural quartz
measured as a function of crystal orientation. The
avaiable data were meamred on X-, Y- and 2-cut
samples of synthetic quartz [14]. As it was not detected
influence of crystal orientation [14], H = 10 GPa was
also adopted to AT-cut. In case of glass, it was found
KIc = 0.7 M P mIn
~ and H = 5.5 GPa [I 11.
It is known that brittle microcraking depends on the
resistance of crack propagation through the media [4].
From the reported values of hC,
it is observed that Zcut is tougher than X-, Y-, and AT-cut planes which
suggests that 2-cut may be more resistant to
microcracking. Thus, it is expected that the rate of
material removal by the hammering effect of the
abrasive particles on the Z-cut should be lower
compared with other planes. This prediction is in
agreement with Fig. 4 which correlates experimmtal
values of CR with the product K ~ ~ ~Neglecting
H ' ~ .

.Y-axis

o AT-axis
Fig. 3 - SEM micrographs of lateral surfaces of natural
quartz achieved by USM.
Indentation h c t u r e analysis in britle solids made
clear that lateral crack extension can provide a basis for
nimatmg material removal rates for several
situations [I I]. Extending this analysis to stationary

8 ,
2.5

5

7.5

I0

12.5

I

1o ~ ~ ) ~( @
~ ~~r n'~ r~n ~
H' ~~) ' ~

Fig. 4 - Relationohip W e e n the cuttin rate (CR) of
ma&-g
ghdms
the
K~~3%

mucf

the points associated with AT-cut, it is observed that CR
approximately decreases with increasing K12"H1*. The
dispersion shown in Fig. 4 suggests that fkther
experimental work is required to determine static
hardness of crystallographicplanes of natural quartz.
The relationship between & and IC12"HLn is plotted
in Fig. 5. Although scattering of experimental points
related to X-cut is large, it is observed that $ is
approximately linearly correlated with K~~"H'".
Machined s h c e s parallel to Z-cut exhibit the lowest
values of % which increases in the sequence, Z-cut < Ycut < X-cut < glass. This behavior can also be explained
by the intensity of brittle m i c r d i n g shown in Fig. 3.
The occurrence of cracking events and the size of
craters should increase with decreasing crack
propagation resistance.

rate and surface roughness resultant fiom abrasive
machining processes. Further investigations are required
to elucidate the relationship between the cutting rate and
the surface roughness associated with USM of quartz
crystals.
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ABSTRACT
2. PRINCIPLE AND STRUCTURE

In a rotated Y-cut plate of LiNbO,, two orthogonal
thickness-shear vibrations can be excited independently,
by electric fields perpendicular and parallel to the plate
surface. Using the trapped-energy thickness-shear vibrations, piezoelectric vibratory gyroscopes of easy
mount with no need of trimming are obtained. In this
paper, a trapped-energy gyroscope using a rotated Y-cut
of LiNbO, is proposed. It is shown experimentally that
by choosing appropriate cuts the two orthogonal thickness-shear vibrations have close resonance frequencies,
and the energy of the thickness-shear vibrations is
trapped around the electrodes. The basic characteristics
of a vibratory gyroscope using a 163" rotated Y-cut
L i m o 3 plate is presented.

The vibratory gyroscope as an angular velocity
sensor is based on the principle that when an angular
velocity acts on the gyroscope vibrating in one of the
two orthogonal vibration modes, another one is excited
via the Coriolis force proportional to the angular velocity. The two orthogonal vibrations are required to be
piezoelectrically excited and detected independently and
it is desirable for the resonance frequencies of these two
vibrations to be almost the same.
Y'

1. INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric vibratory gyroscopes [I] have been put
into practical use as angular velocity sensors. At present
they are being used for applications such as VTR hand
cameras and car navigation systems. Although some
types of bending vibrators have been exclusively used in
practical gyroscopes, such vibrators tend to be subjected
to deviation and deterioration of their characteristics, due
to bonding of the piezoelectric elements and wires, and
mounting the vibrators. Furthermore, the device height is
large, as the length direction of the vibrator has to coincide with the rotation axis to be detected.
As is well known, the energy of the thickness-shear
vibrations in a piezoelectric plate can be trapped in the
eledroded portion due to the effects of the electrode
mass loading and the piezoelectric unstiffening [2,3].
Hence, even if the vibrator is supported at the plate edge,
the Q-factor of the trapped-energy resonances hardly
decreases. Using such trapped-energy vibrations, it is
possible to obtain thin vibratory gyroscopes of easy
mount [4]. Recently Abe et al. [5] reported a trappedenergy vibratory gyroscope using piezoelectric ceramics.
In this paper, a trapped-energy piezoelectric gyroscope using a single aystal of lithium niobate (LiNbO,)
is proposed[6]. The basic characteristics of the trappedenergy vibratory gyroscope, fabricated using a 163"
rotated Y-cut L i m o 3 plate are presented.
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Fig. 1. Excitation of the two orthogonal thickness-shear
modes. (a) Perpendicular-field excitation. @)
Parallel-field excitation.
The vibratory gyroscope proposed in this paper
utilizes the two orthogonal thickness-shear vibrations in
rotated Y-cut plates of LiNbO,, where the thicknessshear vibration modes can be independently excited and
detected piezoelectrically, using the perpendicular and
parallel-field excitations. In the perpendicular-field excitation shown in Fig.1 (a), the 2'-polarized thicknessshear mode can be excited by the electric field in the
thickness direction, while the X-polarized thicknessshear mode cannot, because a voltage is applied between

the electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces. In the
163" rotated Y-cut E M 3 ,the effective coupling factor
of the 2'-polarized thickness-shear mode is as high as
6270, whereas that of the thickness-extensional mode is
zero [7]. Therefore, only the Z'-polarized thicknessshear mode can be excited by the perpendicular-field.
0.8

suitable for piezoelectric gyroscopes.

I

,

ISHE'AR '(x-polarized mode)

Fig.4. Trapped-energy piezoelectric gyroscope using
roted Y-cut LiNbO,.
The structure of the gyroscope using perpendicular
and parallel-field excitations are shown in Fig. 4. In the
gyroscope, the Z'-polarized thickness-shear mode is
driven by applying a voltage between the electrodes on
the top and bottom surfaces (perpendicular-field excitation). The parallel-field due to the X-polarized thickness-shear mode generated by the Coriolis force is detected by measuring the difference of currents from the
pick-up 1 and pick-up 2 electrodes, which is proportional to the angular velocity.

ROTATION ANGLE 8 (deg)
Fig.2. Rotation angle dependence of the coupling factor
for parallel-field excitation of theX-polarized
thickness-shear mode in rotated Y-cut LiNbO,.

3. EXPERIMENTS
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Some experiments were carried out on the gyroscope shown in Fig.4. Figure 5 shows the dimensions of
the gyroscope, fabricated using a 163" rotated Y-cut
LiNbO, plate, 2mm thick. The admittance characteristics for the perpendicular-field excitation were measured
using the drive electrodes and the short-circuited pickup 1 and pick-up 2 electrodes. The admittance characteristics for the parallel-field excitation were measured
using the pick-up 1 and pick-up 2 electrodes, with
floating the drive eledrode. The resonance frequencies
of the two orthogonal thickness-shear modes were plotted against the electrode gap g in Fig. 6. The resonance
frequencies of the two thickness-shear modes tend to
approach each other with increasing the electrode gap,
but cannot be brought into coincidence with each other
by adjusting the electrode gap.
Plate Size
4.0 g 4.0
21 x21 x2mm

~oeblool~ol;ol~ol~
ROTATION ANGLE 8 (deg)

Fig.3. Frequency constants for the 2'-polarized
thickness-shear mode vs. rotation anglee.

On the other hand, in the parallel-field excitation
shown in Fig.l@), the X-polarized thickness-shear mode
can be strongly excited by an electric field parallel to the
X-axis, while the thickness-extensional mode and the 2'polarized thickness-shear mode cannot be excited. The
effective coupling factor of the X-polarized thicknessshear mode for parallel-field excitation was calculated
using Yamada and Niizeki's method [8].The results are
shown in Fig.2. In the 163" rotated Y-cut LiNbO, the
effective coupling factor of the thickness-shear mode is
as high as 56%. Figure 3 shows the calculated frequency
constants (resonance frequencies X plate thickness) for
the two thickness-shear modes [7]. The resonance frequencies of the two thickness-shear modes are close to
each other at 6=163O. Considering the above discussion,
it may be concluded that the 163" rotated Y-cut plate is
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Fig.5. Dimensions of a gyroscope.
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ELECTRODE GAP g (mm)
Fig.6. Resonance frequencies as functions of electrode
gdP g.
The admittance characteristics of the gyroscope
with and without the acoustical absorber (silicone rubber) on the plate edge are shown in Figs.7(a) and 7@),
respectively. The absorber has little effects on the Qfactor of the main resonance, while some spurious responses decreased remarkably. This implies that the
energy of the two vibration modes might be trapped in
the central electroded portion. Some spurious responses
still remain in the frequency region higher than the main
resonance. These spurious resonances might be trappedenergy inharmonic overtones.
Figure 8 shows the schematic diagram of the driving and detection circuits, which are composed of an
oscillation circuit, two current detection circuits, a differential amplser, and an AC-DC converter. The characteristics of the gyroscope were measured by rotating
the gyroscope by an electric motor. The driving voltage
and frequency of the vibratory gyroscope were SVp-p
and 981 kHz, respectively. In Fig.9 the output voltage
of the gyroscope is plotted against the angular velocity.
The output voltage is seen to increase with increasing
angular velocity, although the linearity is not so good.

FREQUENCY (kHz)
(a)

g=l.Omm
900

I

I

I

1100

1200

1300

FREQUENCY (kHz)
(b)

Fig.7. Admittance characteristics of the vibratory
gyroscope (a) with and @) without acoustical
absorber at the plate edge.
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Fig.8. Schematic diagram of the driving and detection circuits of a vibratory gyroscope.
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characteristics of the piezoelectric gyroscope were confirmed, although the sensitivity was not high. By
choosing more appropriate rotated Y-cuts between 155"
- 160°, the resonance fiequencies of the two orthogonal
thickness-shear modes may be brought into coincidence
with each other, thereby hopefully yielding a higher
sensitivity.

f=981kHz

- Input Vdteage=5Vp-p

REFERENCES
17.8,uVldeglsec ,

ANGULAR VELOC lTY (deg/sec)

Fig.9. Output voltage vs. angular velocity.

4.CONCLUSION
In this paper, the trapped-energy piezoelectric gyroscope using a rotated Y-cut LiNbO, plate was proposed. This gyroscope is characterized by the easy
mount with no need of trimming, the thin structure, and
the facility of an easy manufacturing process. It was
shown that by using the 163" rotated Y-cut of LiNbO,
the resonance frequencies of the two orthogonal thickness-shear modes are close with each other. The basic
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ABSTRACT
Internal stress in magnetron sputtered gold films, as
estimated with the cantilever beam deflection method,
is correlated to deposition parameters such as pressure,
temperature and deposition rate, as well as morphology
and the amount of gas entrapped in the film. The
compressive stress was found to increase with higher
deposition rate, lower temperature or lower pressure
which is in accordance with the elsewhere proposed
atomic peening model.
1. INTRODUCTION

Quartz is in many aspects a material brought to all
desirable perfection and one of the main factors
limiting the long term stability of plated resonators is
today perhaps the chemical, thermal and mechanical
stability of the electrodes. Electrode material is often
deposited at non-equilibrium conditions implying a
tendency to change with time. By using inert materials
like gold the problem is reduced to controlling the
internal stresses which, although tieing easily
compensated for initially, acts like a driving force for
diffusion, grain growth and dislocation movement. Of
course this relaxation changes the balancing stress in
the crystal and hence its frequency. Means of
minimizing such internal stress are easily obtained by
utilising a PVD-method like sputtering with a wide
range of adjustable process parameters, compared to
evaporation.
2. RESIDUAL STRESS
Residual stress can be divided into thermally induced
stress, which is the result of mismatch of coefficients of
thermal expansion between film and substrate material
together with a deposition temperature differing from
the component's normal operating temperature, and
intrinsic stress closely related to the microstructure of
the film. Hence, intrinsic stress is affected by defects
and impurities incorporated in the film during growth,
and is primarily governed by the thermal and kinetic
energy delivered during deposition. At low temperature
and in the absence of article bombardment, the
mobility of the adatoms is rather reduced and the film
becomes porous and ends up in a tensile state. If the
substrate is heated or bombarded during deposition the
resulting microstructure is denser and the evolving
stress usually compressive.
There exist quite a few methods to measure thin
film stress. In most of them, like X-ray diffraction
Raman Spectroscopy and neutron diffraction, the lattice
parameters are measured and so it is actually the strain
that is registered. Less expensive and faster are the
methods where the balancing stress in the substrate, a
whole wafer or a thin beam, causes it to bend whereupon the curvature can be recorded by optical microscopy, interferometry or even stylus profilometry. Here,
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.008 1999 IEEE

the reason for employing the cantilever beam deflection
method was at least fourfold. Primarily, there was a
wish to separate the growth related stress from that of
the mounting clamps (see Fig. l), secondly the observation of frequency shifts of real resonators left us
expecting a rather low level of stress, thirdly, preliminary experiments with X-ray diffraction and Raman
spectroscopy resulted i n a very low signal to noise
ratio, and finally the many measurements intended over
a long time (several months) made this method very
attractive.
Assuming a biaxial symmetry, the stress of the film,
0,is related to the coated beam's curvature, R, by
Stoney's formula, Eq. 1 [I], where the subscripts s and f
refer to substrate and film respectively, and E is the
Young's modulus, v the Poisson's ratio, and t the thickness. Given a small deflection compared to the beam
length, the curvature can be substituted by the length of
the beam squared, f2, divided by twice the deflection,
26, as shown in the right part of the equation.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Beams were fabricated from single crystalline, 130 pm
thick, 2-cut quartz wafers by standard lithography
followed by wet etching [2].For easy removal of the
samples, each containing a set of four 3.8 mm long
cantilever beams, from the wafer, and mounting in a
standard blank holder, Fig. 1, a circular trench bridged
by two stalks was etched out around each set.

Fig. 1. A mounted 0 7.62 mm AT-cut 13.2 MHz
resonator together with a sample for stress
measurements.
The vacuum deposition system used is designed for
large scale production of high precision resonators. It
consists of four vacuum chambers connected in line,
capable of coating 1000 blanks in a cycle after
thorough "dry cleaning" of the crystals' both sides The
sputter source is a DC planar magnetron type specially
designed to prevent electrons from reaching the crystal
from the plasma and cause heating.
The following deposition parameters were varied in
this study: pressure (1 .0*10-3and 3.0*10-3 mbar),

deposition rate (2, 10 and 50 h),
substrate temperature
(room temperature and 80°C) and deposition time (to
achieve films of different thickness). The parameter set
for each cantilever beam sample as well as surface
condition are given in Table 1.
Table 1. The surface and deposition conditions for the
beam samples.
sample condition pressure deposition voltage current
(mbar) rate ( k s ) (V) (mA)
polished 3.0*10-3
2
284
10
I
I
I
10
366
60
I1

the deflection scatter within each set of four beams was
about equal to the resolution of the measurement, i.e. 1
pm,which of course implies a relative difference of say
100% at the smallest recorded deflections, and a little
more than 1% at the largest. In the chart of Fig. 2 the
stress vs. time for sample I, VII, IX, XVII and XVIII is
given. This figure serves the dual purpose of showing
the typical rate of relaxation, common for all samples,
and the number and frequency of the deflection
measurements conducted. All samples are characterised
by four stress parameters, as deposited stress, GAS,stress
at end of RT ageing, GRT,the stress after 20 hours of
annealing, 0 2 0 , and stress at end of annealing, GF in
Table 3. Following the convention, negative stress
values imply compressive stress and positive values
tensile stress.
Table. 2. The argon contents of "as deposited" and annealed samples I, VII, IX, XVII and XVIII.

I I 1 VII I IX I XVII I XVIII
sited argon- 1 c0.2 0.3 <0.2 0.5 ~ 0 . 2
( XN ( lapped

I

I

XVII

531 210
I
531 210
*) like sample XVII, but at 80°C
For each deposition at least one cantilever beam sample
was used, and for a few key samples (I, VII, IX, XVII,
XVIII) some ordinary blanks were coated for Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) measurements
of entrapped argon, as well as for transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).
The deflection measurements were done by means
of a light optical microscope equipped with a linear
displacement transducer. At the highest magnification
the depth of focus is below one micrometer.
TEM samples were prepared by immersing coated
blanks into concentrated hydrofluoric acid (48% HF)
for about 10 s, then moving them to deionised water
and scooping up the off floated film on a gold grid.
This relatively quick and simple sample preparation
allowed a large area to be examined which ensured a
representative view of the films.
Ageing was performed first at room temperature
(RT) for four weeks and then at 85OC in an ordinary hot
oven for 13 weeks. The TEM samples however were
only annealed for 20 hours.

3. RESULTS
From the RBS analysis the argon content of samples I,
VII, IX, XVII and XVIII as well as the film thickness of
all samples could be established, Table 2 and 3
respectively. The accuracy of the amount of argon is
kO.2 atomic percent and the detection limit is 0.2 atomic
percent.
The cantilever beam thickness was measured with an
accuracy better than 0.1 pm with the help of a scanning
electron microscope, Table 3.
The deflection data of each sample's four beams was
averaged and used for stress calculation according to
Eq. 1 with Es=78 GPa, and ~ ~ ~ 0 [3].
. 5In5 most cases
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Fig. 2. Stress vs. time for samples I, VII, IX, XVII and

xvm.

In contrast to the RBS samples that were annealed for
13 weeks, the ageing of the TEM samples was
interrupted after four weeks of RT ageing and just 20
hours of annealing. This decision was based on the
rather drastic stress decrease encountered with the beam
samples at that time. The results are shown in Fig. 3,
where samples I, VII, IX, XVII and XVIII are shown at
equal magnification. Even though the exact grain size
couldn't be readily determined, the relative difference
could be verified easily from the pictures.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Focusing mainly on the initial stress, OAS,and evaluating the outcome of Table 3, in terms of compressive

Table 3. The beam and film thickness as measured by means of SEM and RBS respectively, together with the stress at
the beginning and end of RT ageing, and after 20 h and 17 weeks of annealing at 85OC, oAs,GRT,q O ,and oF
respectively, for all samples.
sample
I
I I1 I III I N 1 V I VI / VII I VIII 1 IX
beam thickness (pm)
9.5
9.5
11.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
11.4
11.4
11.4
film thickness (A)
365
520
845 , 4 4 0
605
840
500
485
480
-63
-71
-74
-91
-69
-70
GAS (MPa)
-126
-123
-91
-38
-50
-64
-69
-51
GRT (MPa)
-59
-96
-84
-46
-16
-24
-26
-21
-20
-22
-35
-29
0 2 0 WPa)
-12
12
-3
-1 1
6
-4
-7
-6
-7
7
08 (MPa)
sample
X 1 XI 1 XI1 1 XIII 1 XIV I XV 1 XVI 1 XVII I XVIII
11.4
beam thickness (bm)
11.3
11.3
11.3
9.4
9.4
11.3
11.3
5.5
film thickness (A)
465
420
425
805
410
815
565
550
550
-85
-97
-100
-139
-113
-169
-151
-182
-78
GAS(MPa)
-45
-63
-55
-103
-67
-122
-114
-134
-58
~ R (MPa)
T
-16
-16
-16
-36
-26
-39
-40
-38
0 2 0 WPa)
-35
4
8
3
-7
2
-8
-8
-7
-1 1
OF (MPa)
stress, the following could be concluded: A lower pressure gives, irrespective of deposition rate, a higher
stress, Fig. 4. This is in agreement with the atomic
peening model, since a higher voltage is needed to
sustain the plasma which also accelerates the charged
particles. In addition the longer mean free path implies
less energy loss for the ions and neutrals on their way to
the substrate. For a given pressure the stress increases
with deposition rate, Fig. 4, which intuitively could be
interpreted as either a higher accommodation of gas or
less time for migration and grain growth during high
rate deposition. From samples differing only in
deposition time the stress increases with film thickness
at least for the lower of the two pressures investigated.
This signals stress gradients. Also clearly pronounced
with the lower pressure is the higher stress in films
deposited on lapped substrates compared to polished.
Finally the large reduction of stress with a higher
substrate temperature, sample XVII vs. XVIII,suggests

either a more ordered microstructure or less incorporation of impurities with heating.
Comparing these observations with the results from
RBS (Table 2), a trend towards higher Ar-contents with
higher deposition rate and higher pressure is clearly
established. Equally evident is the much lesser presence
of Ar, if any, in sample XVIII compared to XVII.
From a vertical comparison of the TEM pictures of
Fig. 3, a remarkable grain growth is seen after just 20
hours of annealing for all but the XVIII sample, which
agrees well with the fact that the stress of XVIII relaxed
relatively little compared to the others - only around
55%. when I, VII, M and XVII relaxed more than 70%
after the same time of annealing as the TEM samples.
From a horizontal comparison of the very same TEM
photographs, one can see a much coarser microstructure
for the slowly grown films. The structural change
attributed to higher deposition rate (25 times higher) by
far exceeds that for a lower pressure (one third).

Fig. 3. A matrix of bright field TEM pictures, at the same magnification, showing the grains of as deposited (upper row)
and aged (lower row) samples; I, VII, IX, XVII and XVIII.
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sample XVII (Table 3), representing the most
commonly deposited electrode, and applying th$m to a
100 pm thick AT-cut quartz plate with 400 A thick
electrodes, the initial stress of -182 MPa would induce a
tensile stress in the resonator resulting in a downward
frequency shift of the order of 4 ppm (taking K to be
2.75010-l1Pa1 [7]) as compared to a resonator with
unstressed electrodes. After four weeks at RT this will
decrease to approx. 3 ppm. Both the calculated initial
frequency shift and its time dependence are in good
agreement with our experience from measurements
conducted on real resonators.

compressive

1U

deposition rate ( h s )

50

pressure
(10.~mbar)

Fig. 4. Compressive stress as a function of pressure and
deposition rate for polished, thin coated samples.
With the overall low contents of argon and the
significant diversity in microstructure, we are prone to
characterise the stress as morphology rather than
impurity governed. Also, a decrease in pressure should
either lower the compressive strain because of less gas
incorporation, or increase the stress because of higher
bombardment energy. Judging for instance from Fig. 4
the former alternative ought to be ruled out.
A legitimate question is whether there is a thermally
induced component in the residual stress measured here.
In contrast to the calculation of the total stress, this
estimation requires some knowledge of the film
properties namely the coefficient of thermal expansion,
a, and the Young's modulus. In literature and
handbooks the value for gold ranges fiom 14 to 16.2
pprnI0C [4,5], while that of quartz along the y-axis is
approximately 13.7 ppmI0C [3] at room temperature.
So, forming the product of the biaxial Young's modulus
for gold, 76 GPa [4], the difference in thermal
expansion and temperature difference, the tensile stress
ought to be at worst around 16 MPa for a temperature
difference of 85 degrees. But, actually the value may
equally well be zero.
From Table 3 a tendency towards faster room
temperature relaxation with higher initial stress could be
perceived. In the view of the much finer grains structure
accompanying the higher stress, the relief mechanism is
believed to be stress promoted grain boundary diffusion
as discussed by for instance Hieber et al. [6]. Given the
many obstacles provided by the abundant grain
boundaries, dislocation movements are not likely to
contribute much to the relaxation however. Migrating
point defects on the other hand, are often responsible for
stress relaxation.
Returning to the fundamental question of this work,
the effect of stress on the resonator frequency shift, Aflf,
should be calculated. In a work of E. P. Eernisse [7] this
question has been addressed and Eq. (2) suggested;

where K is a stress coefficient calculated and given in
the same paper, and the quotient the average stress bias
for blanks coated with equally stressed and thick films
on both sides. For simplicity taken as uniform here, of
is the film stress, and tf and tq is the thickness of the
film and quartz respectively. Taking the stress data from

6. SUMMARY

In conclusion sputter deposition parameters have been
altered in this study to change the residual stress in gold
electrodes on quartz. In all cases the stress was found to
be compressive and a transition to tensile stress was
experienced only with annealing. From the observation
that the stress increased, in absolute terms, with lower
pressure, and that very little argon was found in the
films, we are prone to blame the stress on the elsewhere
proposed atomic peening mechanism (see e.g. [8]) and
not on incorporation of sputter gas. On raising the
deposition rate both an increasing compressive stress
and a finer grain structure could be detected. With an
exception for the sample prepared at elevated
temperature, the amount of trapped argon increased
with higher deposition rate. When translated to
frequency shifts of ordinary AT-cut resonators, great
agreement between stress relaxation and normally
observed initial frequency drift could be verified.
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DIRECT BONDING FOR TRUE ALL QUARTZ PACKAGE
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ABSTRACT
We present the direct bonding method of monocrystalline quartz. Demonstrator devices were designed
to show the process compatibility of etching, patterning
of electrodes and direct bonding for a true All Quartz
Package. The ability to unite different crystallographic
directions makes interesting laminates.
1. INTRODUCTION
When joining two surfaces to each other, any
adhesive, solder or other intermediate layer will
introduce uncertainty in the behaviour of the united
structure. If one can obtain hermetically sealing without
the need of any intermediate layer, many unwanted
effects will vanish. The method is called direct bonding.
The direct bonding was originally developed in
microelectronics for so-called silicon-on-insulator
wafers [I], or as a replacement for epitaxial silicon
growth [2]. Today the technique is much used also in
micro system technology both as an encapsulation
technique and as an adding technique. The direct
bonding has been shown to work for a variety of
materials 13-51. We have shown that the method is
applicable also to mono-crystalline quartz [6]. Montress
and Parker have done extensive work on All Quartz
Package (AQP) for Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
filters using glass frit as sealing material [7, 81. Ando et
a1 have used a direct bonding method to make a glass
package [9]. Our aim is to use direct bonding of the
quartz itself to make a true AQP, and eventually to
integrate several components in an All Quartz System
(AQS).
In the case of packaging of quartz resonators and
filters the instability of the glue will affect the long-term
frequency stability. The thermal mismatch of the layer
and the quartz will lead to temperature dependence. The
exclusion of adhesion layer eliminates effects as ageing,
creep, out-gassing and temperature instability of the
intermediate layer. Variations in layer thickness and
thermal mismatch between the layer and substrate are
prevented. The direct bonding method is also attractive
for its simplicity as no externally applied forces or
electrical field are needed. Wet chemical cleaning of the
mirror-polished surfaces and a subsequent annealing
after bringing the surfaces together is all that is needed
to unite the surfaces.
The bonding method should be compatible with
preceding and subsequent process steps, i.e.
metallisation, etching, bonding, and forming of
electrodes. Direct bonding is indispensable for a true all
quartz package.
' Corresponding

Wafer bonding is just the first step to an all quartz
package, namely the basic sealing technique. The
second step is the combination of a structuring
technique together with the sealing technique. The third
step is the need for electrical connections into the sealed
cavity.
We fulfil the first and second step by combining wet
chemical etching with direct bonding. Hermetically
sealed cavities are presented in previous work, where
the hermeticism of the cavities was confirmed in a
temperature cycling test [6].
In this derivative work, laminates of different cuts
are manufactured and demonstrator devices are
designed to show the process compatibility of etching,
patterning of metal electrodes and direct bonding for a
true AQP.
2. BONDING THEORY
Direct bonding is alternative known as fusion
bonding, thermal bonding or wafer bonding. The
requirements for direct bonding are smooth, planar
surfaces without particle contamination. If this is
fulfilled two mirror-polished surfaces adhere to each
other when brought together at room temperature
without the use of any adhesive or outside applied force
or electric field. When the surfaces are put together, the
contact area will expand at a certain rate, called the
contact wave velocity. If the wave front proceeds across
the wafer without any help, like applying a pressure, the
bonding is referred as spontaneous. The bonding starts
spontaneous or can be initialised by applying a slight
pressure. The bonded area then spreads over the wafers
in a few seconds. A proceeding anneal at elevated
temperature strengthen the bond over the interface.
The quartz surface is hydrophilic due to adhered
hydroxyl (OH) groups. To achieve a higher degree of
hydrophilicity, the surface can be wet chemical treated
in for instance ammonia or nitric acid. Most probably
the bonding mechanisms of quartz are similar to the
case of hydrophilic silicon or silicon dioxide [lo].
When brought together, the surfaces are attracted to
each other by hydrogen bonds, Fig. l a . During
annealing stronger covalent bonds, over-bridging the
interface, are formed, Fig I b.
The bond strength can be measured by the crack
opening method [ I I].
The phase transition at 573OC limits the temperature
span for processing of quartz, however ~ o n get a1
claims that longer annealing times can compensate for
lower annealing temperatures [lo].
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Fig 1. a) Room temperature bonded quartz surfaces
attracted to each other by hydrogen bonds. b) Strong
covalent bonds at the interface after annealing.
3. MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
We used 1.5" x 1.5" polished square wafers of aquartz (Microcrystal, Grenchen, Switzerland). The
wafers were of different batches, purchased at different
times. They were of various cuts and thickness: Z (200
pm), X+1°50' (130 ym) and AT (130 pm). All wafers
were mechanically polished by the manufacturer to an
optical grade and some wafers were coated with a CrAu filmFor one experiment we used circular quartz blanks in
two sizes: 8.89 mm diameter, 160 pm thick, and 7.62
um in diameter, 110 um thick (Quartz
Pro AB, Jiirfalla,
. Sweden).
The experiments were carried out in a clean-room
equipped for semiconductor processes with controlled
particle concentration, temperature and air humidity.
We used standard laboratory equipment such as simple
holders and tweezers when handling the wafers, and
apparatus such as photoresist spinner, contact mask
aligner, temperature controlled wet etching equipment,
anneal furnace, chemical mechanical and a polishing
machine for processing.

4. EXPERIMENTS
Following experiments were carried out:
1. Plain as received wafers of the same cut was bonded
to each other and annealed at 200,300,400 and 500°C.
2. Plain as received wafers of different cut, as well as
wafers of the same cut, but rotated in respect to each
other, was bonded and annealed at 500°C.
3. Demonstrator structures for AQP were made. One
SAW filter demonstrator made out of two quartz wafers
and one web-moated AT-cut resonator demonstrator in a
three wafer configuration. See Fig. 2 for schematic
drawings and the work of H. Rapp and K. Hjort (this
conference) for the web-moated resonator design.
4. Circular quartz blanks of different thickness were
bonded to each other.

Fig. 2. Schematic drawings of the two true All Quartz
Package demonstrators. a) the two-wafer SAW filter
demonstrator, b) the three-wafer web-moated resonator
demonstrator.
The experiments involved these process steps:
Masks for demonstrator structures were designed.
The wafers were covered by photo resist (Shipley 1813)
by spinning, and they were exposed in a contact mask
aligner (Karl Siiss MBJ21). The gold was etched in a KI
solution, and the chromium in a commercial Cr-etch
(Merck). The resist was removed in acetone and
isopropanole, and for some cases in H,SO,:H,O, (1:1),
followed by a rinse in de-ionised (DI) water. The quartz
was etched in HF:NH,F (2:3) at 80 "C. The electrodes
were patterned in a second lithography step.
In the hydrophilisation step h e wafers were
submersed in boiling HNO, (69%) for ten minutes and
rinsed in hot DI water. They were blown dry one by one
in nitrogen and immediately contacted in air at room
temperature. Bonded areas are easy to distinguish from
unbonded areas, i.e. voids, with a simple visual
inspection.
All evaluation of the bond strength were performed
by using the crack opening method and a 50 l m thin
blade.
The bonded wafers were annealed in a vertical
annealing furnace. The temperature was ramped up to
anneal temperature at a rate of 10°C/min, annealed for
one hour and ramped down to room temperature at
10°C/min.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pairs of AT-cut and pairs of X+I050'-cut bonded
spontaneously. They showed an increasingly bond
strength with higher annealing temperatures, see Fig. 3.
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6. SUMMARY
Direct bonding is a simple and feasible technique for
encapsulation of oscillators and filters. However the
electrical connection remains to be solved.
As long as the surfaces are plane, sufficiently
polished and free of particles and other contamination,
one is free to combine any crystallographic direction.
New resonator designs could be made with different
crystallographic orientation in different parts of the
oscillators.

500

Fig. 3. Measured surface energies vs. annealing
temperature for AT-cut and X+1°50'-cut (denoted NZ).
Annealing time 1 hour. Reprinted from [6].
Annealing at 500°C gave too strong bonds to be
evaluated by crack opening. The wafers shattered when
inserting blade.
Pairs of as-received wafers, 130 km thick, bonded
spontaneously, independent of the cut or rotation of
each wafer. This suggests that the bonding can be
achieved for arbitrary cuts and directions. We have
manufactured laminates of different cuts and of the
same cut but with one wafer rotated or flipped.
Oscillators could thus be formed, with different
crystallographic orientation in different parts [12].
One batch of wafers, Z-cut of 200 pm thickness, did
not bond as received. After chemical-mechanical
polishing, the wafers bonded. We believe that the ability
to bond is a combination of the surface roughness and
the stiffness of the wafers. A similar behaviour was
experienced in the three-wafer AQP demonstrator,
where wafer 1 and 2 bonded spontaneously, but wafer 3
bonded only after pressing every area with the tweezers.
In the same way, only the thinnest of the circular blanks
bonded. A possible solution for better three-wafer
packages is to thin down the wafers and hence decrease
the stiffness.
The room temperature bonding of the SAW
demonstrator was successful, but during the annealing
the wafers separated except in a few spots. This might
be due to remaining water in the cavities, evaporating
during the annealing.
Although the direct bonding is fully compatible with
metallization and etching, great care must be taken not
to ruin the bondability of the surfaces. The metal
covered wafers are preferable as the surfaces are
protected during processing. When stripping the bond
areas one must make sure that no residual metal is left,
as it will result in unbonded areas.
The demonstrator devices were designed to show the
process compatibility of etching, patterning of
electrodes and direct bonding. The next problem to be
solved for a true AQP is how to connect the electrodes
from the outside. Suggested solutions are solder bumps
in via holes [9] or ion implantation to obtain buried
conductors [l3].
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ABSTRACT
AT-cut High Frequency Fundamental quartz
resonators have been fabricated up to 200MHz. Specific
problems relating to this range of frequency like the
fabrication process or the design of the electrodes are
presented. Finished devices have a resistance lower than
20 Ohms, exhibit only few weak spurious modes and
are stable during an accelerated ageing measurement.
1. INTRODUCTION
AT-cut High Frequency Fundamental quartz
resonators (AT-HFF) are attractive devices for high
speed and mobile communications. The interest lies in
their good thermal stability and the possibility to
achieve easily high frequency resonators with high
quality factor. The interest in AT-KFF is easily
understood if one remembers that this kind of resonator
has less inharmonic spurious modes and a much higher
pullability due to a higher motional capacitance than
their overtone counterparts.
Several groups are working in the field of AT-HFF
[1,2] and all of them have a similar approach. A slice of
quartz, with both faces polished a t a high degree of
parallelism, is etched in its central area until the desired
thickness is reached. The frequency of the resonator is
inversely proportional to the thickness of the membrane.
Two different techniques are used for thinning the slice.
Wet chemical etching in a buffered HF solution is a well
adapted method for batch production while ion milling
offers a high precision in the control of the frequency.

2. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW.

<
The thickness shear distortion of an AT resonator
can be considered as the sum of a thickness shear wave
and a thickness twist wave [3]. In the case of a purely
thickness shear wave, a resonance frequency f, can be
determined. The thickness twist can propagate only for
frequencies higher than f,.
The resonance frequency of the thickness shear
mode is lowered by the electrodes, mostly due to mass
loading. One can get two different cut-off frequencies
for the thickness twist wave: f, and f, which are for the
electroded and the surrounding area respectively. f,
being smaller than f,, it is possible to choose a
frequency f, in such a way that: f, < f, c f,. In this case
the wave with a frequency f, will propagate within the
electroded area but will not be able to go into the
surrounding area.
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By solving the wave equation. a propagation vector
can be determined for the thickness twist wave
propagating within the electroded area. whose
amplitude is:

L

2

Where a' is the thickness of the quartz resonator, c '66 and
c are the elastic constants for the AT-cut quartz and p
is the order of the thickness shear mode.
While in the surrounding area only an evanescent
wave is present with an extinction coefficient.

In the case of a square electrode, one can separate
the solution along the two orthogonal axis and for each
axis four boundary conditions are given by the
continuity of displacement and continuity of shear stress
at the interface. Standing waves satisfying the boundary
conditions are given by the equation:

Where a is the lateral dimension of the electrode.
It can be calculated that if the lowering of the cut-off
frequency in the electroded area is excessive (i.e. thick
electrode) many frequencies will satisfy the standing
wave equation.
2.2 Design of the electrodes.
Usually, in an AT-quartz resonator, we want a single
mode resonance with a high quality factor and no
spurious modes. A high quality factor is easily achieved
using a thick electrode leading to a good energy
trapping under the electrode as well as low resistance of
the electrode. However, the thickness of the electrode is
limited if only one standing wave mode has to be
obtained. The optimum thickness is achieved when the
second standing-wave mode is close to be confined.
Excessive confinement can be avoided by using a
bottom electrode much greater than the top electrode.
The excited area is given by the overlap between the
two electrodes and the thickness twist wave is only
confined by the step high of one electrode.
2.3 Fieure of merit of the electrodes metal.
The conductivity of the material of the electrodes
must be as high as possible. On the other hand, its
specific mass must be low, allowing the deposition of a
relatively thick film in order to get a low sheet

resistance without a large decrease of the cut-off
frequency due to mass loading. It is thus possible to
define a figure of merit of the electrode which is the
ratio of the conductivity over the specific mass. This
figure of merit is given in table 1 for different metals.
Metal
Aluminium
Silver
Copper
Gold
Berylium

Conductivity Density
10'~lm
kg/m3
3.65
2700
6.21
10490
5.88
8930
4.55
19300
3.08
1850

Fig. of merit
10'~*m'kg
13.50
5.92
6.59
2.36
16.60

Table 1: Density and conductivity of various metals as
well as their figure of merit as electrode material for
high frequency shear mode oscillators.
Beryllium has the best figure of merit but cannot be
used because of its toxicity and lack of stability in air.
We determined that aluminium is the best material for
electrodes, with a figure of merit twice as good as
copper and five times better than gold.

4. FABRICATION OF THE RESONATORS

The process is derived from the fabrication of the
5OMHz AT-HFF resonators [4]. The process flow chart
is given in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the wafer batch
manufacturing process.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a 155 MHz AT-HFF
crystal resonator with a length of 5.8mm, a width of
1.9mm and a thickness of the membrane of 1lpm. The
gold contacts are shown in dark grey and the aluminium
electrodes are depicted in light grey.
3. DESIGN OF THE HFF RESONATOR
The inverted mesa structure of the HFF resonators is
shown in fig. 1. The resonator consists of a slice of ATcut quartz with a nominal thickness of 125 pm. The
thickness is reduced in an area of about 4.5mm long and
1.7mm width down to 1lpm for 155MHz resonators or
8pm for 200 MHz devices. The bottom electrode is
plated on a large area while the top electrode has the
shape of a strip overlapping the bottom electrode in a
500 pm by 500 pm square. The design adopted for the
electrodes allows a high quality factor to be achieved
because it minimises the series resistance of the
electrodes and allows a good control over the confined
mode.

In a first step the AT-cut square wafers (38.lmm
aside) are prepared by successive sawing lapping and
polishing operations. The initial flatness and parallelism
of the wafer are important because it will not be futhw
adjusted during manufacturing. Wafers are then coated
with chromium and gold on both sides by vacuum
evaporation. The CrIAu layer is patterned by wet
chemical etching and is used as a mask for the deep
etching in HF/NH4Fat 85°C needed for micromachining
the individual resonators on the wafer. At the end of this
step, chromium and gold are removed, on each side,
over the area where the thinning has to occur. Thinning
is performed in a specially designed solution allowing to
obtain a reasonable etching speed and a smooth surface
at the end of the etch process. The etching is stopped
when the blanks have a thickness of about 30pm.
The thickness of the blanks exhibits at that stage a
discrepancy due to the waviness present at the end of
the polishing process. The thickness spread is nearly
constant, which means that the relative spread (in
percents of the centre frequency) increases during the
etch process. Etching in one step to the desired
thickness would for this reason lead to an unacceptable
frequency spread and even to measurement difficulties.
The resonance frequency of the blanks is measured
using a CNA 300 [ 5 ] in transmission mode[6].
The tuning of the blanks is made in three etching
steps with different etching times. Once the blanks have
been tuned, a second deep etching brings them close,
but slightly under the frequency of the final devices. At

that stage a second cycle of tuning etch is used to
diminish the residual dispersion in frequency.
Aluminium electrodes are deposited by vacuum
evaporation through shadow masks made out of quartz.
Chromium and gold electrical contacts are deposited by
vacuum evaporation in order to obtain a reliable and
stable contact with the package. Final tuning is
performed in an automatic wafer plating equipment

frequency can be reduced by a factor 40 after the wafer
tuning. No significant change has been observed on the
resonator parameters (C 1, Q. ...) after tuning.

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESONATORS
5.1 Electrical Darameters.
The typical performances of 320 measured devices
working at 155.52 MHz are summarised in table 2. The
measured devices have 0.5 mm square electrodes of
50nm thick aluminium.
Average Std. error
Series resistance R, [a]
15.1
4
4.19
0.5
Motional capacitance C [ff]
0.0 1
Motional inductance L1 [mH] 0.25
2.3
0.1
Shunt capacitance Co [pF]
Quality factor Q
16500
2000

a)

Frequency offset (ppm)

Table 2: Typical performances of the 155.52 MHz
resonators with standard errors.
The standard error on the parameters is only 10% of
their average value, which shows the process
reproducibility. The ratio Co/CI is 550 which allows a
good pullability.
b)

Frequency offset (ppm)

Figure 4: Dispersion of the frequency for devices
working at 155.52 MHz. a) Histogram of the
frequencies for the whole batch after the deposition of
the electrodes. b) Histogram of the frequencies for two
wafers after tuning.

&- 5

Cl lfF1
Figure 3: Histogram of the motional capacitance of 320
devices working at 155.52 MHz and of 128 devices
working at 200MHz.
The distribution of the motional capacitance is
shown in fig. 3. The values of the motional capacitance
are well centred for both frequencies, showing that the
mode of the resonators is well defined by the electrodes.
No resonator with partial activity could be found.
The distribution of the frequencies is shown in fig. 4.
before and after wafer tuning. The measurement of the
blanks is affected by several parameters. For example
the fact that the probe used to measure the blanks does
not exactly match the area of the electrodes. This
explains the frequency spread observed after the
deposition of the electrodes. The standard error of the

For the dimension and thickness of the electrodes of
the 155MHz resonators, the equation 3 allows to
calculate that one inharmonic mode is present along the
x axis and another one along the z' axis. Both modes are
located 440 kHz above the fundamental mode.
Statistical evaluation of the frequency of the strongest
inharmonic modes respective to the fundamental at
155.52 MHz has been made. Spurious modes appear
frequently at 380kHz and 800kHz above the
fundamental. Considering the accuracy of the electrode
geometry, the agreement with the calculated frequency
offset is judged reasonable. The mode at 8OOkHz is
probably due to an oscillation on the combination of the
first inharmonic along the x and z' axis.
5.3 Thermal characteristics.
AT-cut shear mode quartz oscillators exhibit a
frequency shift versus temperature which can be
approximated by a linear and a cubic term as expressed
by the following equation.

Where df/& is the frequency shift expressed in ppm
respectively to the frequency obtained at the
temperature of the inflection point T,. a is the linear
coefficient . y is the cubic coefficient and T is the actual
temperature. The frequency of a good quality resonator
will exhibit no activity dips when its temperature is
changed.

--

5.4 Accelerated ageing.
Eight 155.52MHz resonators with aluminium
electrodes have been aged during 30 days at 85°C. The
devices were continuously oscillating and measured at
the ageing temperature. Figure 6 shows the relative
frequency drift versus time, one day after temperature
stabilisation.. The samples exhibit an increase of the
frequency at the start of the experiment followed by a
tendency to lower their frequency. All samples remain
within 1.5ppm of the initial frequency.

Fitted curve
Measurement

n

6. CONCLUSION
AT-cut quartz resonators working at 155.52 MHz
and 200 MHz have been fabricated. The dispersion of
the parameters of the resonators shows that the process
is well reproducible. The frequency shift measurements
as well as the accelerated ageing test show that our
resonators have characteristics which are as stable as
devices working at much lower frequencies.
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Abstract
A comprehensive mapping of Rayleigh wave (SAW)
properties (velocities, temperature effects, electromechanical coupling factors, power flow angles, reflection coefficients) has been carried out for Gallium
Orthophosphate (GaP04), a piezoelectric material of
the same crystalline 32-class as quartz. It is shown
that several temperature-compensated cuts exist, and
that maximum electro-mechanical coupling factors are
4 times higher than (ST,X) quartz. Experimental SAW
velocities and temperature effects measured on devices
built on singly-rotated plates are also reported.'

Introduction

Mapping properties of SAW propagation on GaP04

1

Gallium Orthophosphate (GaP04), a piezoelectric material with the same symmetry (32) as quartz, has
several advantages over quartz : a higher electromechanical coupling, a lower sensitivity of acoustic
modes to temperature effects, the ability to operate at
much higher temperatures. Progress in crystal growth
and characterization of G a P 0 4 [I, 9, 101 has renewed
interest for surface acoustic wave properties on this
crystal [2]. A comprehensive mapping of surface acoustic wave properties on singly and doubly rotated plates
for all propagation directions is presented under the
form of contour charts versus cut and propagation angles for the following SAW properties : phase velocities, electro-mechanical coupling factor, power flow
angle, first and second order temperature coefficients,
turnover temperature. A complete mapping is also
given given for the first order reflection coefficient under a metal strip or groove. Calculations are based on
the most recently published set of material constants
for Gap04 [7].
It is shown that several interesting cuts satisfying
at least two important criteria among listed properties exist. Velocities have been found in the range of
2300 to 2900 m/s, maximum electro-mechanical coupling factors up to 4 times higher than (ST, X) quartz,
'This work is supported by CEC under contract Brite-Euram
BRPR-CT97-0391, THOMSON MICROSONICS (France),
CNRS and DGA-DRET (France)
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and reflection coefficients up to 1.5 h/X (3 times higher
than (ST,X) quartz). Among various cuts, a singlyrotated cut exist in the vicinity of the IEEE [3] cut
angle 0 = -15". This cut, close to the AT cut of bulk
waves on Gap04 [9, 61, is the equivalent of the ST,X
cut for quartz, is temperature-compensated, has a zero
power flow angle, an electro-mechanical coupling factor k2/2 of 1.4
(2.4 times (ST,X) quartz) and a
reflection coefficient of 1.2 h/X (2.4 times higher also).
Experimental velocities and temperature effects
measured on singly-rotated Gap04 plates supplied by
LPMS-CNRS (Montpellier, France) are presented and
compared to various sets of already published material
constants.

811

SAW properties : velocities, electro-mechanical coupling coefficient k2/2 = 4 V / V (between free and metallized surface), power flow angle and temperature coefficients were computed according a classical method
[4]. Reflection coefficients, an important parameter for
the design of SAW resonators and filters has been computed according to the model proposed by Datta &
Hunsinger [5]. Material constants were taken from the
last data set published in 1998 by Reiter et al. [7]. Results are displayed under the form of contour charts as
a function of IEEE [3] (YXwlt cp/0/$) angles '6 (2nd
IEEE plate cut angle) and propagation angle II,(SAW
propagation direction) for different values of the first
plate cut angle cp. Examples of such charts results presented at the end of this paper for cp = 0 (singly-rotated
plates), cp =20°, 40°, and -50". General tendencies are
as follows:
a

velocities, in the range of 2300 to 2900 m/s, are
significantly smaller than for quartz, taking into
account the higher mass density of GaP04,

a

e l e ~ t r ~ - ~ ~ ~ h acoupling
n i c a l coefficients can be 4
times higher than quartz (4V/V = 2.5 x loe3
versus .58 x
for quartz) ; the tendency for
4V/V is to decrease for values of the propagation
angles @ departing from 0 to f90°,

first-order temperature coefficients (TCF1) are the range of 2-4 m/s and cannot explain the differences
mostly in the range of f20 ppm/'C, which is between theory and experiments. Fig.2 shows a comsmaller than quartz ; the consequence is a large
2440
number of predicted compensated SAW cuts,

2
4
::I

reflection coefficients on an aluminium strip can
be found in the range between .5 to 1.5hlX (to
be compared to (ST,X quartz : 0.5hlX) ; reflection coefficients for grooves (not presented here)
are typically 30% smaller per h/X but very similar in their anisotropy dependence with respect to
reflection coefficients under aluminium strips.
A systematic investigation of SAW cuts satisfying simultaneous criteria of zero TCF1, zero power flow angle and a coupling coefficient AV/V 2
yields the
following results for velocities, coupling and reflection
coefficients (Table 1):
P
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Figure 1: Comparison of measured SAW velocities
with simulations for singly-rotated plates, propagation
along X.
parison between experimental values for the first order
temperature coefficient at 25OC and predicted values as
a function of cut angle theta, for the same set of published material constants of Gap04 [6, 7, 8, 91. Major
discrepancies exist with earlier sets of constants [8] and
the best agreement is found with refs. [6] and 191.

Table 1: Zero power flow angle temperaturecompensated SAW cuts of GaP04

20

{

[81

15

Table 1shows that the most interesting cuts are very
10
probably found for singly-rotated plates or for small 9: 5
values of the cut angle cp, to get maximum values of .Ei 0
coupling coefficients and reflection coefficients. For this ;
reason as well as for practical reasons (singly-rotated t% -5
0
-10
plates being easier to fabricate) experimental work has
been performed on singly-rotated plates (cp = 0).
-15

2

Experimental results

Test devices (SAW delay lines) were fabricated on
Y-cuts, and (Y-20) plates with propagation direction
along X, i.e. cut angles cp = 0, T) = 0, 8 = 0 and
-20'. Fig. 1 shows a comparison between experimental values of Rayleigh wave velocities and theoretical
predictions according to 4 sets of published material
constants for GaP04 [6, 7, 8, 91. A discrepancy exists
between the more recent set of constants published by
C. Reiter et a1 [7] and earlier sets by the AVL team
[6, 81 or Palmier [9]. The agreement is correct with ref.
[8] and [9], the latter being satisfactory, since elastic
constants in [9] were measured on crystals grown with
the same method used to fabricate the samples presented in this work. Differences between free surface
and metallized surface velocities are expected to be in

'

I
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-30

-

[7] - - [6] -.-.[9] .......

Exper. +
data
-20

-10
0
10
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20
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Figure 2: First-order temperature effects for SAW
propagation on singly-rotated plates, propagation
along X : comparison between simulations and measurements.
Ref.
[7] as mentioned in Table 1 predicts a
temperature-compensated cut at an angle 8 = -25',
whereas ref. [6] is in better agreement with experimental data showing evidence of a temperature-compensated cut in the @-range(-15' to -5'). Looking for a zero T C F l at 25'C would suggest 0 = -5'
as the optimum cut, where an extrapolation based
on the turnover temperature would favor 8 = -15".

The temperature sensitivity measured on the Y-cut of
GaP04, with a second order temperature coefficient of
-24 x ~ O - ~ / OisCalready
~
smaller than the value of the
and changes
(ST, S)cut of quartz (-34 x ~O-~/OC"),
rapidly us. the cut angle 0, since a cubic-like f-T curve
is observed for 9 = -20'.

Conclusion
A comprehensive mapping of SAW properties on
Gap04 has been obtained. Several temperaturecompensated cuts with zero power flow angle are predicted theoretically. Singly rotated plates (Y-cut, (Y20) cut) of Gap04 have been successfully tested for
SAW propagation along the X-axis. Measured SAW
velocities agree within 1% with theoretical predictions
based previously published material constants. Discrepancies still exist between predicted values of the
first order temperature coefficient and what was found
experimentally. However, experimental evidence of a
temperature compensated SAW cut ( cp = 0, 1C, = 0)
in the range from 0 = -15" to -5' is found, together
with a 2nd order temperature coefficient smaller than
for the (ST, X) cut of quartz. A precise determination of what appears as the equivalent of the ST cut
for Gap04 will be a logical consequence of future improvements in crystal growth and characterization.
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ABSTRACT

3. RESONATOR PARAMETERS

Materials in the langasite family are of current interest for both bulk-wave and surface-wave devices.
Plano-convex Y-cut bulk-wave resonators have been
built and tested on overtones 1-9 using LGS (langasite, La3GasSiO14),LGN (langanite, La3Ga5.SNbo,5014),
and LGT (langatate, La3Ga5.sTa~.50i4).
Frequencies
and motional inductances are compared with calculated values, with good agreement except for the motional inductance of LGT. For all 3 materials, frequency variation is an essentially parabolic function of
temperature. For LGN and LGT, reported values of
the Q-frequency product are significantly above the
classical limit for AT-cut quartz.

The resonators were measured in a programmable
temperature chamber at 5OC intervals from +5" to
+125OC. At each temperature, all equivalent circuit
parameters were measured using a high-precision
reflection coefficient method, whose principles have
been described earlier. [5]

1. INTRODUCTION
Materials in the langasite family are of current interest for both bulk-wave and surface-wave devices.
In this paper, we report results for plano-convex, Ycut bulk-wave resonators using LGS (langasite,
La3Ga5SiO14),LGN (langanite, La3Ga5.5Nbo.50,4),
and
This is a continuaLGT (langatate, LaaGa~,~Tao.sO,~).
tion of work reported at this meeting last year. [I]
These materials were selected from among the many
members of the langasite family because of their potentially low acoustic loss and consequent high resonator Q-frequency product, and were grown by Crystal Photonics, Inc. [2, 3,4]

3.1 Langasite (T.GS)
Twenty-nine Y-cut resonators made from a single
boule were tested. In Table 1, the median measured
frequency and motional inductance at 25OC are compared with values calculated using Stevens-Tiersten
theory and material constants given by Sakharov, et
al. [6,7] Here and in the sequel, the calculated 5Ih
overtone frequency has been adjusted to be equal to
the measured value, since the blank thickness has not
been measured with the accuracy required to use it as
a basis for calculation.

Table 1. Equivalent Circuit Parameters, LGS 2 diop.
Plano-Convex Resonators, 25OC

2. RESONATOR DESIGN

The resonators are Y-cut, polished, plano-convex
with a radius of curvature of 26.5 cm (2 diopters), a
blank diameter of 14 mm, an electrode diameter of
6.35 mm, and a nominal 51h overtone frequency of
10 MHz using the slow shear (C) mode. They are
mounted in evacuated HC-47 coldweld enclosures.
This design allows adequate confinement of acoustic
energy away from the mounting points and blank edge
for the 5Ih and higher overtones. According to calculation, the 3d overtone and, especially, the fundamental modes are not sufficiently confined to permit
maximum Q; this is confirmed below by measurement.

The agreement between measured and calculated
frequency is excellent; motional inductance agrees
within lo%, except for 21% for the gth overtone.
There is no measurable 1lthovertone mode. The static
capacitance is 10.0 to 10.2 pF, depending on overtone.
3.2 1,anganite ( L G N
Twenty-eight resonators made from a single boule
were tested. The median measured frequencies and
motional inductances at 25OC are shown in Table 2
and compared with calculated values based upon the
material constants of Pisarevsky, et al. [8] The static
capacitance is 10.9 to 11.2 pF. The agreement between measured and calculated motional frequency
and motional inductance is excellent for all overtones.
Unlike LGS and LGT, the I lth overtone for LGN

Work supported under U.S. Army Contract N66001-97-C-8634
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appears to be trapped, in agreement with prediction,
but has not yet been measured.
Table 2. Equivalent Circuit Parameters, LGN 2 diop.
Plano-Convex Resonators, 25OC

inter-electrode capacitance. The blanks are supported
at their edges. The measured data are corrected for
loading due to the measurement circuit, so that the Q
reported is the unloaded Q. Table 4 gives the maximum and median values of Q-f for the 5'h, 71h, and 91h
overtones of a representative sample.
Table 4. Q-frequency product of unplated blanks,
measured in vacuum
OT
5

3.3 Laneatate (LGT)
Twenty-four resonators made from a single boule
were tested over temperature for overtones 1-9. As
for LGS, the 1lthovertone of LGT is not measurable.
The median measured frequency and motional inductance at 25OC are shown in Table 3 and compared with
calculated values based upon the material constants
given by Pisarevsk~,et
[91 For 'equency, the
agreement is good; however, the measured motional
inductance is 33% to 40% higher than calculated. The
static capacitance is 10.7 to 10.9 pF.
Table 3. Equivalent Circuit Parameters, LGT 2 diop.
Plano-Convex Resonators, 25OC

7
9

Max. (median) Blank ~ . f / 1 0 ~
LGN
LGT
LGS
19.3
28.6
7.9
(13.2)
(25.4)
(7.2)
29.2
21.5
9.7
(21.9)
(14.4)
(8.7)
20.1
12.9
(1 1.4)
(9.0)

The finished resonators are measured in a temperamre chamber, as described in section 3. Table reports the
and median Q.f values at 250C.
Tab,e 5. Q-frequency product of finished resonators
OT
5

7

Max. (median) Resonator Q.E/I o6 LGT
LGN
LGS
21.2
14.6
6.2
(18.4)
(12.4)
(4.8)
25.6
17.5
8.8
(13.9)
(23.1)
(5.8)
22.6
6.0
17.0
(15.9)
(1 1.O)
(4.2)
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3.4 Resonator 0 and 0-fieauencv product
High Q is a desirable resonator property for both
filter and oscillator applications. A convenient figure
of merit is the product of Q and frequency. An investigation by Warner, published in 1960, found that for
AT-cut natural quartz resonators measured at or near
25OC, the upper bound on Q-f was 15x10" where f is
in MHz. [lo] This limit was found by optimizing the
design of the resonator at each frequency, using plates
from 15 to 90 mm in diameter; the limit was essentially constant from 200 kHz to 100 MHz.
For the three materials, we have measured Q-f, both
for unplated, unmounted contoured blanks and for
finished resonators. The blank measurements are
made at ambient temperature in vacuum, at a pressure
of lo4 Ton, using non-contacting electrodes, 6.35 mm
in diameter spaced 1.3 mm apart, and a capacitively
balanced hybrid network to cancel feedthrough due to

The differences in Q.f among the 3 materials are quite
striking, with LGT being easily the best at this stage
of material development, followed by LGN. Both of
these have exhibited maximum values in excess of
Warner's value for AT-cut quartz, and for LGT, the
median value exceeds the AT cut maximum. Values
for LGS are much lower; DCtaint, et al. have reported
similar values. [ l 11
In all cases, the Q of the finished resonator is significantly below that of the blank. While we have not
investigated this exhaustively, measurements show
that the reduction is due in part, at least, to ohmic
losses in the electrodes, especially for the 51h and 71h
overtones of LGT.
3.5 Unwanted Modes
Unwanted mode plots have been made with the
resonators in a capacitively-balanced hybrid network.
Figures 1 and 2 show the first few unwanted modes
for one of the LGT resonators.

Equivalent circuit parameters have been measured
for the (n,0,2) and (n,2,0) modes. Table 6 presents the
relative frequency, the mode resistance, and the resistance ratio for the 5Ih, 71h, and 91h overtones of the
resonator plotted in figures 1 and 2. The agreement of
the measured and calculated frequencies is good; the
resistance ratios are approximately the same as the
inductance ratios, except for the (7,0,2) and (9,0,2)
modes, where the resistances are much higher.

-go-,

,

Table 6. Unwanted mode relative frequency, resistance, and resistance ratio for LGT resonator unit 22

4

1,
150
Relatiw Frequency (kHz)

Figure 1. Unwanted Modes for the 5th Overtone of
LGT Plano-Convex Resonator, Unit 22

3.6 Frequencv vs. TeThe resonators were measured at 5OC intervals from
+ 5 O to +125OC and for overtones 1-9. For all three
materials, the fractional frequency variation with temperature closely approximates a parabolic function of
the form

0
50
100
150
Relatiw Frequency (kHz)

Figure 2. Unwanted Modes for the 71h Overtone of
LGT Plano-convex Resonator, Unit 22
A very interesting feature in figure 2 is that, in addition to the usual anharmonic modes, we see a large
number of other small modes. We have not attempted
to identify them; however, such modes are not electrically excited in the case of AT- or SC-cut quartz resonators. They extend below the frequency of the main
mode as well as above, and are also present in the
vicinity of the 9' overtone, though less prominently.
They have also been observed for the 7thovertone of
LGN, but have not been seen for LGS.

where To is the turnover temperature, fT is the fiequency at temperature T, and b is the parabolic constant. The turnover temperatures and parabolic constants for overtones 1-9 of each material are given in
Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Turnover temperature vs. overtone for Y-cut
LGS, LGN, and LGT resonators

Table 8. Parabolic constants vs. overtone for Y-cut
LGS, LGN, and LGT resonators

Typical curves of LGT frequency vs. temperature
are shown in figure 3. It can be seen that the five f-T
curves nearly overlay each other. Figure 4 shows
resistance vs. temperature for the same resonator. The
resistances of overtones 3-9 are progressively higher;
the resistance of the fundamental mode, shown by the
heavy line, deviates from this progression due to its
very inadequate confinement away from the edge of
the blank. Strong coupled modes can be seen for the
gthovertone; this is typical of all 3 materials.

Note that for LGN and LGT, neither the turnover
temperature nor the parabolic constant vary significantly with overtone - roughly 62' to 66' for LGN
and 67O to 71 for LGT. For LGS, however, the tumover temperature is 25'C for the fundamental mode,
and varies from 65O to 8 1' for overtones 3 through 9.
This is in general agreement with measurements by
Sakharov, et al. [6]

4. CONCLUSIONS
For each of the three materials being investigated
the Y-cut has an essentially parabolic fiequencytemperature characteristic. While not shown here, the
turnover temperature can be adjusted to a desired
value by small changes in the Y-Y' angle, 8. The
parabolic constants are similar for the three materials.
At this stage of development, langatate, LGT, exhibits
the highest Q-frequency product, but langanite, LGN,
is a strong contender. With further improvements in
material and optimization of resonator orientation and
design, it is not unreasonable to expect even higher
values of the Q-frequency product.
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Abstract:

Instroduction:

Langasite family compounds have attracted
a lot of attention because of the combination of a
number of nice material properties such as high
piezoelectric coupling, temperature
compensation and low acoustic loss. Another
very important property is that the compound
melts congruently so that large single crystals of
langasite can be produced by the conventional
Czochralski melt pulling technique similar to
that of LiNb03 and LiTa03. This makes the
commercial scale production feasible.

Langasite family compounds have received
a lot of attention recently because of the potential
application of the new digital mobile
communication system. They have several quite
desired properties superior to the current material
- the ST-cut quartz. Two of the desired
properties are higher electromechanical coupling
which will allow wider bandwidth which is 3
times that of ST-quartz, and lower acoustic loss
or higher Q value which is about twice that of
quartz. In addition, langasite has the same
temperature compensation property as quartz so
that within a reasonable temperature range near
room temperature, the frequency is stable
without the need of an oven. Given all these
nice properties, langasite should be readily
adapted for device fabrications.

Nevertheless, despite the promises, the
production of large commercial size langasite
single crystal has always been erratic. We
reported a year ago that langasite has both
twinning and domain structure problems which
were not recognized before. We developed the
etching technique to reveal these crystal defects.
In order to produce single domain crystals,
a systematic process is established to screen the
seed crystals so that the initial seed is twin-free,
domain-free and low in dislocations. We also
made special effort to reduce the temperature
gradient within the growth chamber, since we
have observed evidence of strain induced defects
which are due to the growth anisotropy of the
crystal. With all the changes in the growth
process and growth environment, we are able to
produce very high quality single domain crystals
of the langasite family compounds including
LGS, LGN and LGT. A parallel paper will
report for the first time a Qf value of 29 million
(where f is frequency in unit of MHz) from one
of the LGT crystals produced at our place. This
value greatly exceeds the bench mark value of 17
million that quartz crystal has maintained in the
past half a century.
At present time, the production of high
quality single crystals of langasite family
compounds is very reproducible. We are still in
the process to improve the crystal quality and to
establish the commercial process of producing 3"
diameter single crystals of langasite and its
isomorphic compounds.
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Unfortunately, this is not quite the case.
Langasite family contains more than 100
compounds. Both the composition and the
structure of langasite are far more complex than
any of the current commercial piezoelectric
crystals. This add more difficulty to control the
composition and to grow high quality crystals.
Moreover, the majority of these compositions are
not so usehl. Most of them melt incongruently
and thus difficult to produce. A large number of
the langasite family compounds contain Ge
which evaporates readily in both oxide (GeOz)
and suboxide (GeO) forms.
High vapor
pressure prevents them to be grown to high
quality single crystals under controlled
conditions. As a result, only a small number of
the compounds that are growable. They are
primarily gallium containing compounds which
are also congruent melting. The three most
commonly cited compounds are:
LGS langasite (La3Ga5SiO14)
LGT
langatate (La3Gas.5Tao.s014)
LGN
langanite (La3Gas.sNbo.sO14)
At present time, only langasite (LGS) wafer is
available commercially and is produced in a
number of places. Both LGN and LGT are
available only in small quantities for property
evaluation. One of the very important reason

that langasite has the commercial potential is that
it melts congruently. Therefore, it is totally
feasible to grow the crystal in large sizes at
reasonable growth rate by the conventional
Czochralski melt pulling technique similar to
LiNbO3, LiTa03 and not like the slow flux
growth technique similar to that of KNb03.
Even though the basic growth process seems
straightforward, the actual growth is much more
complicated.
There is evaporation during
growth so that the melt has to be compensated.
The distribution ratios of all the growth
ingredients are not all unity. Depending on the
specific crystal, a specific melt composition has
to be used in order to maintain high quality
growth and with high material yield. Finally,
the crystal can form a number of defects such as
twinning and domain structure.
It requires
special effort to optimize the growth condition in
order to achieve the high quality single crystal
growth. At present time, there is still a lot of
problems to supply the material in production
quantity with consistent crystal quality.
To be able to launch the product to a
commercial success, one must be able to address
three basic questions, namely:
(1) can we supply the crystal with consistent
material property,
(2) can our production capacity meet the
demand for device fabrication usage,
(3) can the crystal production price be low
enough to be acceptable for device use as
compared with current existing crystal
wafers such as ST-cut quartz or Limo3.
Growth of Langasite Family Compounds:
Langasite has the Ca3Ga2Ge4014
structure.
This family of compound was
discovered in late 70's by Professor B.B. Mill
and his associates [I] of the Russian Academy.
The crystal structure is trigonal and has the space
group of P321. It is similar but not the same of
quartz which has the space group of P3,21 or
P3221. Langasite has higher symmetry than
quartz without the handness. On the other hand,
since both crystal is trigonal in symmetry, all the
calculations developed for quartz can be used
directly to langasite.
The growth langasite family compounds
were first established in Russia. They found
that a number of the compounds melt
congruently. Single crystal were produced by

pulling directly from the melt. Nevertheless, the
exact phase diagram was never established. We
proposed a schematic phase diagram by modifL
slightly the Japanese result [2]. It is clear that
langasite is the only ternary compound within
the phase boundary of the La203 Ga203 Si02
system.

-

-

The melting temperature of most of the
gallium containing langasite compounds is
below 1500°C with LGS at 1470°C. Therefore,
it is possible to use either platinum or iridium
crucible with either resistant or induction heating
for the growth. In our place, we use Iridium
crucible only in combination with induction
heating. Because of the oxidation of the iridium
crucible, all the growth is under nitrogen
environment. It is know that the color of
langasite crystal is sensitive to the oxidation state
during growth.
Under ambient oxygen
condition, the crystal shows a deep reddish
orange color. This is the typical color of
langasite crystals available in the commercial
market. Our crystals are grown under nitrogen
environment, they were much lighter in color.
Typically, they vary from colorless to light
yellow. Although we all claim that the color of
the crystal has no effect on the piezoelectric
performance. However, there is no controlled
test to prove one way or the other.
To start the growth, the chemicals are
carefully weighed and mixed before loading.
The compositions of the chemicals have been
adjusted to accommodate the evaporation and the
distribution of these elements. Charge was
heated by RF induction to the melting
temperature and let to melt homogeneously. A
crystal seed with a pre-selected orientation is
then lowered to touch to the melt surface and let
to stabilize before starting the pull program. We
use a two-loop weight feed back cascade control
system to control the diameter of the crystal. In
the early time, we are using the traditional PID
(Proportional-integral-differential) control
system for growth. More recently, we convert
all the system to our latest two-loop adaptive
controlled system. We are able to see dramatic
change in the growth result. We will elaborate
this issue in the discussion section.
Single crystals were pulled directly from
the melt. Typical pull rate is about 1 mm per
hour and rotation varies from 10 to 20 rpm. The
primary seed orientation is c-axis or [0001]. We
also explore the growth along the Y-axis [I 0-101

direction as well as other orientations. We
mentioned before that there are many factors that
can change the composition of the melt. Based
on careful observation of the growth result, we
are able to adjust the melt composition to
accommodate most of the losses. Currently, we
are able to convert at least 80% of the melt to
high quality crystal. In some composition such
as LGT, the melt conversion is exceeding 90%.
Typical growth cycle is 7 to 9 days depending on
size of the charge. We currently use two sizes
of crucibles to produce two sizes of crystals.
For experimental work, the typical size of crystal
is 45 - 50 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length.
For production work, the crystal is 70 - 75 mm
in diameter and up to 250 mm in length.
In addition to the large contrast in color
between our crystals with those of commercial
ones, our crystals also show distinctive
roundness of the overall shape in sharp contrast
to all the commercial crystals with strong facet
development. At present time, we attribute the
difference due to the temperature gradient within
the furnace, even though our furnace is designed
specifically with low heat loss and low
temperature gradient. Another possibility of the
difference is due to the melt composition. Since
no one publish the exact melt composition that
they are using for the growth, it is practically
impossible to make comparison. In our own
experience, we find that there are distinct
differences in the tendency for facet formation
among the three compositions that we have
investigated. In our case, given the same growth
environment, LGS has the smallest tendency of
facet formation whereas LGN has the strongest
tendency. Fig. 1 shows a picture of a typical
LGS c-axis boule. Clearly there is little facet
development.
Defects in Langasite Crystals:
To grow small size langasite crystals for
research purpose is not a difficult work, since the
crystal yield is not of concern. The difficulty
increases drastically with increasing the crystal
diameter. The reason is that the material intake
by the crystal is much faster for larger boules and
diffusion rate at the crystal-melt interface
becomes more critical. In other words, unless
the melt composition is correct, it is very easy to
form defects. In our last year report [2], we
describe in detail what we found as defects in

langasite crystals. We found that there are three
basic types of defects:
(1) Opaque white inclusions,
(2) Twinning
only electric twins
(3) Domain structure -- low angle grain
boundaries.

--

The opaque white inclusion is always
associated with poor melt composition control.
Even with proper adjustment of the melt
composition, in some cases, we are only able to
grow up to 80% of the melt into high quality
crystals. The bottom portion of the crystal
always turn into opaque white loaded with
inclusions.
Unfortunately, there is also
limitation how much we can adjust the melt
without causing growth difficulty at the very
beginning of the growth cycle. At present time,
we are satisfy with >80% yield. To us the white
opaque inclusion is no longer a problem.
Twinning is expected in langasite crystal
because of the symmetry. Since there is no
handness, we do not have the optical twins, but
we do have the electrical twins. Fig. 2 shows a
typical electrical twin in a LGN crystal. The
surface of the crystal has been etched. By
shining with an oblique light, the twins are
revealed by the reflections of the small facet of
the etch pits. The distribution of electric twin
looks nearly identical to that of the quartz
crystals further confirm the close crystal
symmetry relationships between the two crystals.
On the other hand, we only see this type of twins
in LGN and LGT crystals and very rarely seen in
LGS crystal. At present time we do not have a
physical model to explain the difference. One
possibility is that the twinning might be related
to the ordering of the ochahedral site of the
structure. In this case, both LGN and LGT have
disorder in this particular site due to 50150
occupation by ~ b ' ' (or ~ a ~ and
' ) ~ a ions.
~ '
Partial ordering of the two ions may be the cause
of twinning. One other hand, in LGS, the
~ only.
'
octahedral site is occupied by ~ a ion
This subtle difference may be the reason for the
difference in twin occurrence.
The third type of defect is the low angle
domain structure. This is the most serious
defect and our primary concern at the present
time. When we start a run, if the growth is
stable from the beginning, we would expect to
complete the growth with a perfect boule (Fig.
3). Unfortunately, this is not always the case.

In many occasions, the crystal starts with a
smooth growth and then all of a sudden a small
domain is formed at the rim of the crystal in
contact with the melt. Once the domain is
formed, it will grow along with the crystal quite
persistently until the end of the run (Fig. 4).
This domain structure is quite thin (a few
millimeters up to a centimeter) along the skin of
the crystal boule. Unfortunately, because its
orientation is different from the original crystal,
the differential thermal expansion will force the
region to crack into small pieces as seen in Fig. 4
since the thickness of the domain region is much
less than the bulk of the crystal. The fine
cracking is always on the domain side. In some
cases, if the domain region is very thin, the
whole domain region will fracture out and the
bulk of the crystal is saved (Fig. 5). However,
if the domain region is thicker, then a few of the
fractures will also penetrate into the main crystal
and the crystal is totally ruined.
The formation of the domain structure is
quite randomly and it can form at any stage
during the growth period, although it most
frequently formed during the growth of the cone
section. Since the domain region has totally
different crystallographic orientation, we believe
that it is a nucleation and growth phenomenon.
Once a stable nucleus is formed and attached at
the side of the main crystal, it will grow
continuously until the end of the run. The
reason the domain structure forms more
frequently during the cone growth period is that
this is the period we are pushing the crystal to
increase diameter to the final size.
As a
consequence, the degree of supercool is
increased.
It is possible that with a small
fluctuation in the growth rate, a sudden
correction of the heating power will cause the
formation of a stable nucleus. Once the crystal
reached its final diameter, the degree of
supercool is stabilized. The chances of domain
formation are much reduced, even though we did
observed once during the growth of a 3"
diameter LGT crystal. The domain structure is
formed right at the flat facet side of a constant
diameter crystal near the end of the growth. Of
course the domain structure also caused massive
fracture of the main crystal and it is totally
ruined.
The formation of domain structure is quite
unique for langasite. Over the years, we have
grown quite a large number of crystals. Even
though every crystal has its own unique

characteristics, we have not observed the
problem of this type of domain formation. The
easiness of formation of stable nuclei indicates
that the melt can tolerate very little
supersaturation. We believe that this is cause of
the complex ternary melt composition. We have
tried a number of ways to overcome this problem
such as reduce temperature gradient, reduce the
cone angle, soften the gain in the control system.
All these approaches help but can not totally
eliminate the problem. Just recently, we are in
the process of expansion and also upgrade our
control system. We have developed a two loop
cascade adaptive control program and begin to
replace the existing conventional two loop PID
control system. By using the new control
system, we find that the problem of domain
formation is totally eliminated. The new system
has a much faster response in anticipate the
changes ahead. By doing so, the chance of
small fluctuation of growth rate is eliminated so
that the melt will not be supercooled to the
extend to cause stable nuclei formation. A
typical LGT crystal grown by this adaptive
control system is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Summary and Conclusions:
Despite of the problems of crystal defects,
we are able to produce all three langasite family
compounds, LGS, LGN and LGT, with superior
properties. Our LGS crystal has a Qf value near
one order of magnitude better than the
commercial crystals. But more important of all,
both our LGN and LGT crystals show a Qf value
exceeding that of the quartz crystal which was
the bench mark low loss piezoelectric crystal for
the past half centuries [3, 41. We believe that
the superior values attribute both the intrinsic
material properties as well as our growth
process.
At present time, the LGT crystal
seems to have the best overall properties and also
consistency in crystal growth. In the past, we
have more problem of twin formation in LGN
crystals.
However, with our new adaptive
control growth system, the quality of LGN
crystal improves dramatically and the twin
problem is more or less under controlled.
We have stated at the beginning that even
though langasite family compounds have three
different types of defects, the most troublesome
one is the domain formation. After extensive
investigation, we recognize that it is a nucleation
and growth problem. Apparently, because of

the complex melt composition, the tolerance to
the degree of supersaturation of the melt is very
low. Small power fluctuation is sufficient to
cause the formation of nuclei. To eliminate the
domain problem, we will need very stable
growth control system to minimize the power
fluctuation. We are able to achieve such growth
control stability by using our new two-loop
cascade adaptive control system.
We are
pleased to say that since we install with this new
control system, all the crystals produce since
have no domain formation problem. Current
test is with 2" diameter crystals. We are able to
grow langasite crystals at any orientation without
difficulty. We will soon extend the test for the
growth of 3" diameter crystals.
In conclusion, langasite crystals have
demonstrated excellent material properties for
both bulk and SAW device applications. In
order to achieve commercial success, it is
necessary to have a production process which
can produce the crystal with high yield and
consistent crystal quality. Current commercial
supply is limited and the crystal quality is not
quite consistent enough for mass production.
We have investigated in detail the growth defects
in these crystals. Proper remedies to eliminate
these defects are proposed and they have
demonstrated to be effective. Among the three
crystals that we have investigated, we find that
both LGN and LGT have superior properties
over LGS. Between the LGN and LGT, we find
that the later one has less problem of twinning
and more consistent in crystal yield. We are
now concentrating our effort into only LGN and
LGT crystals. We believe that they will be the
materials of choice for the eventual device
application. Our most dificult task is trying to
increase the crystal yield and to reduce the
crystal cost so that they can be more or less in
line with that of quartz and LiNb03.
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Figure 1: As grown LGS (langasite) crystal.

Figure 2: Electric twins in LGN (langanite ) crystal.

Figure 3: As grown LGT Gangatate) crystal.

Figure 4: LGT crystal showing the domain structure.

Figure 5: LGT crysal with the domain structure region removed by itself.

Figure 6: LGN crystal grown with the new computer control system.
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ABSTRACT
Brief review on synthesis, thermal stability and
systematics of compounds with the Ca5Ga2Ge4OI4
structure are reported. The crystal structure,
isomorphism and order-disorder problems are
discussed. Main growth parameters, including
congruent melt composition and ileld of
homogeneity, influence of ambient compositions on
phase relations in these multicomponent systems,
thermal stability of melt and crystal defects are under
consideration. Structure-property correlation and
some criteria for prediction of piezoelectric properties
are formulated.

Compounds with the Ca3Ga2Ge4014structure,
discovered and studied in MSU and IC in 80's, are
attractive piezoelectric materials now. From about
100 compositions 9, including La3GaSSiO14(LSG or
langasite), are grown as single crystals by the
Czochralsky method. About 40 new quadruple
compositions were synthesized by authors recently
additionally, among them aluminates. Some
systematics on compounds will be discussed in the
paper.
Although 3 inch diameter single crystals of LSG
are grown now in several places, there are some
problems in receiving high quality material. The
homogeneity field for all crystals under consideration
is unknown and rather narrow one. Single crystal
growth is complicated due to evaporation of some
their
melt components (Ga203, Ge02) and
Qssociation. Influence of melt and ambient
composition and other crystal growth parameters will
be discussed.
Internal stresses, inclusions, striations and other
defects of single crystals were studied by various
optical and X-ray methods.
Some criteria for prediction of piezoelectric
activity are formulated on the base of analysis of
crystal structure and piezoelectric properties.
2. COMPOUNDS WITH THE Ca3GazGe4OI4
STRUCTURE

It is known about 100 compounds with this
structure. Their compositions may be represented by
the next formulas [l , 21:

0-7803-5400-1199/$10.00
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1. A2+5B3+2Ge4014
(A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb; B = Ga, Al,
Fe,Cr, In) [3];
2. Na2A2+Ge6ol4(A = Ca, Sr);Nal.sCal.lSi601,r
(high-pressure phase [4]);
3. NaA2+2M3+Ge5014
(A = Ca, Sr, Pb; M = Ga, Al,
Fe, Sc, In);
4. Sr3B2+GejO14(B = Mg, 211,Ni, Co, Fe, Mn) [3];
5. Ln3M4+GajO14(Ln = La, Pr, Nd; M = Si, Ge, Ti,
Sn, Zr, Hi);
6. Ln3M5+o.5Gaj.jO14(Ln = La, Pr, Nd; M = Nb,
Ta, Sb);
7. Ln3A13+,Si3.,012+,N2.x (Ln = La, Ce, Nd, Sm,
Gd, Dy, Y; 0 l x l 1) [S].
Recently synthesized compositions [6-81:
8. La3SbZn3X4+2014(X = Si, Ge);
9. Srn3Gaj.,Al,SiOl4; (3 < x < 5);
10. A2+Ln2SbGa5014(A = Ba, Sr; Ln = La, Pr, Nd);
Al.2xLa2+2xSb1-XA1j+x014
(A = Ca, Sr, Ba; x > 0);
11. La2SrGa4Si2014;
12. A2+3XS+Y3+3Z4+2014
(A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb; X =
Sb, Nb, Ta; Y = Ga, Al, Fe, In; Z = Si, Ge).
The synthesis of oxynitrides (group 7) and highpressure silicate (gr. 2) reveals additional possibilities
for search of new compositions. Al.2,La2+2,Sb 1.
xA15+x014with more then five Al per formula is the
first example of properly aluminates in this structure
type (previous attempts to prepare aluminates failed
[2]). The idea to search compositions in fourcomponent oxide systems accordingly to a number of
cation sites in the structure resulted in discovery of
numerous new compositions (gr. 8, 12) [6, 81.
Much more reliable mixed oxide compositions
do not produce phases with the Ca3Ga2Ge4014
structure. Garnet structure phase A3B2X30 2, which
is close in composition to our subject, forms in many
cases. Another more stable then Ca3Ga2Ge4OI4
structures
are
perovskite-type,
monoclinic
PbsMgGesO14-type [3] and so on. No
Ca3Ga2Ge40 4-like compounds occur among
phosphates, arsenates and vanadates.
It is not too simple to systemize compounds
correctly due to the lack of crystal structure data for
the most of compounds. All they, except of gr. 7
(oxynitrides), are mixed oxides. Only compounds of
gr. 2 and some compounds of gr. 3, 4 are pure
germanates and silicate with all tetrahedral sites
occupied by Ge4+ or Si4+ ions. Compounds of gr. 1,
12 and some of 2, 3, 4 may be described as mixed
germanates and silicates (e. g. Ca3Ga2Ge4OI4 is
(calcium) gallo-germanate, Sr3NbGa3Si20 4 silicogallate or gallo-sihcate). Compounds of gr. 5 (M= Ti,
Sn, Zr, Hf), 6 and 10 are gallates. Compounds of gr.

Table 1. Cell parameters (R)and site occupation in some crystals.

5 (M= Si, Ge) are mixed gallates. (La3GasSiO14,so
called langasite or LGS, is silico-gallate and more
correctly to name it "lansigate" or LSG).
Investigation of thermal stability reveals that the
most of compounds melt incongruently or decompose
in solid phase and therefore are not suitable for melt
single crystal growth by the Czochralski method. The
congruent
and nearly
congruent
melting
compositions are found in gr. 1, 2,5, 6, 12.

3. CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY

The Ca3Ga2Ge4014structure-type (space group
P321) may be described as a mixed framework
consisting of two types of tetrahedra, 2d (symmetry
3) and 3f (symmetry 2), and l a octahedra (symmetry
32). The holes of framework (Thomson cubes) are
occupied by large cations in positions 3e (symmetry
2). The tetrahedra fonn layers, which alternate along
the c axis with the layers of octahedra and Thomson
cubes. From two types of tetrahedra 2d are smaller
ones because they share the half of edges (as well as
octahedra la) with large polyhedra, while tetrahedra
3f do not share edges with any polyhedra. Smaller
cations prefer 2d sites and larger cations - 3f sites in
accordance with ion size. 3f tetrahedra can
accommodate so large ions as Zn2+and In3+.
There are about 15 X-ray single crystal structure
determinations now. The cation site occupation for
some crystals is given in the Table 1. When structure
data are absent, cation distribution is tentative.
Analysis of cation distribution (Table 1)
indicates that the most of the crystals possess
disordered structure because contain two kinds of
atoms at least in one of cation sites. Only
Ca3NbGa3Si2014has ordered structure with filling
each polyhedron by single sort of atoms. All silicates
of gr. 12 evidently also have ordered structure. Their
Ge-analogues may reveal structure disorder due to
possible Y and Ge atoms redistribution over 2d and
3f tetrahedra. Other suspected compounds with
ordered structure are La3SbZn3X4+
(X = Si, Ge)
and Ln3GasM4+OI4with M = Ti, Sn, Zr, Hf.
Compounds Sr3B2+Ge5014(B = Mg, Zn, Ni, Co)

were described as ordered ones [I]. Synthesis of
compounds of gr. 8, where all Zn atoms occupy 3f
tetrahedra, let to suggest disorder in the structure of
Sr3B2+Ge5OI4.
Hence, the most compounds with the
Ca3Ga2Ge40 4 structure are disordered phases.
4. SINGLE CRYSTAL GROWTH

The first experiments on Czochralski growth of
Ca3Ga2Ge4014single crystal were performed at the
beginning 1979 and of La3GasSiO14- two years later.
YAG < I l l > seed was used for LSG crystallization.
The boule consisted of several crystallites, and it was
possible to cut seeds. Single crystals were received by
the seed selection. Single crystal growth of
germanates originated from Ca3Ga2Ge4OI4seed and
gallates - from La3GasSiO14 seed. Single crystals
grown in MSU in 80's are designated in the Table 2.
Surprisingly that no new single crystal compositions
were reported from that time, except of LSG
modified by A1 and Ti [12].
4.1 Homocteneitv field
The Czochralski growth, despite of outer
simplicity,is a very sophisticatedprocess, especially in
its physical-chemical aspects. It is necessary to know
homogeneity field and congruent melting
composition for high quality single crystal growth.
Unfortunately these data are absent for compounds
with the Ca3Ga2Ge4014structure. The situation is
complicated due to evaporation of some melt
components (Ge02, Ga203).
By [13], the homogeneity field of La3GasSiO14,
if exists, is very small. We consider that it is narrow
and certainly exists, as indicates the study of growth
striations in crystals. The congruent melting
composition apparently slightly deviates from the
stoichiometric one. Discuss some possible
mechanisms of nonstoichiometry in this crystal. It
looks possible the vacancies (U)existence found in
Na &a Si60 4 in large holes (sites 3e). Vacancies
formation in LSG requires corresponding
substitution Ga by Si (OxLa3.xGa5.3xSil+3x014).
Further, interstitial sites in tetrahedral layer between

Table 2. Single crystals grown in MSU by the Czochralski method*

Composition

Tm,OC

Diameter

,-

Ca3Ga2Ge40,4
Sr3Ga2Ge4014
Na2CaGeaO14
La3GajSiO1 4
Nd3GasSi0I 4
Pr3Ga5Si014
La3GasGe01
La3Nbn.jGa55 0 1 4
La3Tao.jGas.sO~4

1370
1370
1100
1470
1470
1470
1470
1450
1470

25
25
20
45
23
8
23
30
27

Main body
length, mm

Weight,

80
80
40
100
70
15
70
80
80

200
250
60
1000
200
4
200
300
250

g

Crucibl
e
diamete
r
42
42
42
67
42
42
42
42
42

Ambient

(2-2.5 at)
0 2 (0.5-2.5 at)
0 2 (1 at)
N2:o2=97:3
N2:o2=97:3
N2:O2=97:3
N2:o2=97:3
N2:02=90:10
N2:o2=97:3
0 2

* Also single crystals of wide range solid solutions & doped by Nd, Pr, Er, Ho, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, Cu. Auto
growth machine "Malvern MSR-2" (Metals Research), Pt crucibles, Pt afterheater, pull speed 2.5-5 mmh
(undoped), 1.5-2.5 mm/h (doped and solid solutions), rotation speed 25-50 rpm., interface shape transition,
growth duration (including heating and cooling time) 30-48 h.
two Thomson cubes may be in use for La(3e) small
disordering without compositional change or for
partial occupation by extra La with simultaneous
substitution Si by Ga (La3+,Ga5+3xSil.3x014).
If such
compositional shifts occur, they are beyond the X-ray
structure analysis resolution. Reinvestigation of
La3GasSiO14crystal structure did not show residual
extra site electron density [I 01. We investigated crystal
growth from nonctoichiometric (by 1 mol. % of each
component) melts around La3GasSiO14and did not
receive positive results. This means that the deviation
from stoichiometry is smaller, may be in order. The
same
situation
exists
apparently
for
La3Nbo.sGa5.50 and La3Tao.sGa5.5014growth.
Difficult to say something about the homogeneity
field of Ca3Ga2Ge4014and Sr3Ga2Ge4Oi4through
the strong Ge02 evaporation, but in above conditions
(Table 2) we received from stoichiometric or with
slight (0.1-0.2 mol. %) Ge02 excess melts high quality
single crystals with yield -80 %. In the case of fourcomponent compounds the homogeneity field may be
enough large. For example, the compound
Sr3NbGa3Si2OI4may be represented as 1:1 solid
solution of Sr3Ga2Si4OI4 and Sr3Nb2Ga4OI4.
Although the last compounds do not exist,
Sr3NbGa3Si2014may have extended solid solution
region with both. This discussion on stoichiometry
does not concern possible oxygen nonstoichiometry.
4.2 Ambient influence on crvstahzation Drocess
The ambient choice is very significant in the
Czochralski growth of. compounds with the
Ca3Ga2Ge4OI4 structure, because some melt
components (Ge02, Ga203)dissociate and evaporate
during the crystal growth. The ambient composition,
found for developed in our group fast growth

technique, changes drastically for different crystals
(Table 2). Impossible to receive germanate single
crystals at low oxygen pressure due to dissociation
Ge02 e G e O + 0 . It is necessary to increase partial
oxygen pressure up to 1 at or even more to suppress
Ge02 dissociation. Enlarged oxygen pressure does
not influence appreciably on Ge02 evaporation rate,
but permits to receive high quality crystals and
without Pt inclusions. The reason of such Mreence
in crystallization quality, on our opinion, is that the
system becomes more complicated (four-component
instead of three-component) at melt component
dissociation. The congruent composition shifts from
the initial one and an admixture removal from
crystallization interface need more time. If this time is
insufficient (too high pull speed), the crystallization is
nonequilibrium and defect one. Growth of large
diameter single crystals of germanates looks
problematic due to the strong Ge02 evaporation,
despite the lower T,. The attempt to compensate
Ge02 loss by adding Ge02 excess results in faster
Ge02 evaporaton, because the excess of volatile is
weak connected with the melt. Consolation is that
Sr3Ga2Ge4014,possessing the highest from all
crystals electromechanical characteristics, has no
temperature compensation [14].
The same problems, but connected with the
dissociation of Ga203, appear at single crystal
growth of La3GasSiO14, La3Nbo.sGa5.5014 and
La3Tao.sGa5.5014(Nb and Ta also can change
valence). At lower oxygen pressure (Table 2) poor
crystallization occurs. Dissociation of Ga203 t,
Ga20 + 2 0 results in complication of phase relation,
Pt or Ir appearance in the melt and crystal, and
requires pull rate decrease to give the melt possibility

to relax to the crystal composition. At oxygen
deficiency Nb and Ta take away oxygen from Ga,
but in rich oxygen ambient Nb and Ta containing
melts dissolve extra oxygen and evolve it during
crystallization with formation of gas voids in crystal.
High quality single crystals with yield -85 % are
received at optimal oxygen pressure. Gallate crystals,
grown in recommended ambient, are of pale yellow to
brownish color.
The single crystal growth from Ir crucibles
differs somewhat from growth in Pt crucibles,
because Ir at high temperature has poor resistivity
against oxygen. The more remarkable are the results
received at crystal growth of La3GaSSiO14.
La3Nbo.sGa5.5014and La3Tao.sGas.s014 from Ir
crucibles in pure nitrogen atmosphere [13]. Large,
perfect and nearly colorless single crystals were grown
at pull rate 1 mmk and rotation rate 10 rpm, which
are much slower then used by us. The crystal quality
decreases as pull rate increases above 1 mmh. These
results cause to suggest that nitrogen, at oxygen
absence, plays oxygen part and enter crystal structure
(remember oxynitrides). So the crystal composition
will be different from initial (e. g. La3Gag.,Sil+x014.
,NJ. This requires crystallization rate decrease. The
growth from Ir crucibles will be different in N2 and
Ar ambient, because Ar cannot enter crystal. The first
small colorless La3Tao.sGa5.5014single crystal was
received in Japan in Ar [15]. We consider that
nitrogen "contamination" of crystal is possible also in
oxygen containing ambient.
4.3 Thermal stabilitv of melt and temDerature
gradients
Compound may melt congruently and do not
grow as single crystal by the Czochralsky method if
thermal stability of the melt, related in structure to
the solid, is low. There are large temperature
gradients in growth chamber, so the melt in whole is
overheated against T
, and may lose structure
similarity with the crystal. It is possible to crystallize
such melt at increased supercooling, but difficult in a
single crystal form. We observed such behavior for
some compositions. Some compounds or solid
solutions have reduced thermal stability. The best
way is to grow them at low temperature gradients
(1 0-30 deg+cm-') and improved temperature control.
Low gradient growth reduces evaporation from the
melt (the mean melt temperature and convection
decrease) and formation of defects (twins, strains,
inclusions).
5. DEFECTS IN CRYSTALS
Internal stresses, inclusions, striations, twins and
other typical defects of single crystals were observed.
Inclusions, both platinum and gas bubbles, usually
less than 3 mkm, occur with concentration depending
on growth conditions. Some crystals have very low
laser beam scattering level. Usually concentration of
inclusions increases at bottom part of a boule.

Internal stresses were measured by optical and x-ray
methods. Best crystals have low residual stresses.
High level stresses, observed in twinned crystals,
causes crystal cracking during the growth and
cooling .
Periodical changing of lattice parameters and
refraction index along the crystal growth direction
was discovered by optical and X-ray methods. Laser
beam after LSG sample along perpendicular to c-axis
direction divides on a set of diffraction spots.
Angular distances between spots match to volume
diffraction grating with period 40-70 mkm. Two
cornplanar reflexes with very close incidence angles
were used for X-ray. For each reflex we used separate
x-ray counter. Beam dimension was less than 0.1 mm
on crystal surface. Angle difference between reflexes is
connected with lattice parameters. Period of changing
was 40-300 mkrn and A C I C - ~ O - ~ . Fifteen
La3Ga5SiO14crystals, grown from stoichiometic and
nonstoichiometric melts, have the similar striation
picture.
Twinning in langasite-type crystals, described in
[13], usually doesnot have regular character.
Misorientation of crystallites in the boule changes
from several minutes through several to tens degrees.
Because our crystals, grown at low temperature
gradient with flat interface ((0001) facet), are
strongly faceted, the twin boundaries, if present, are
clearly seen by eye. Sometimes due to low melt
stability, melt overheating or power instability (e. g.
at interface shape transition) multiple crystallization
take place on the periphery of boule. New crystallites
can grow along boule or decline.
Chemical etching (etcnant on the base of
orthophosphoric
acid)
reveals
dislocations.
Dislocation density is large in the central part of
crystal (too fast cone growth plus interface shape
transition) and low on the crystal periphery.
6. STRUCmTRE- PROPERTY
CORRELATION

The full set of elastic, piezoelectric and
dielectric constants have been determined for
La3GasSi014, La3Nbo.sGa5.5014, La3Ta0.5Ga5.5014,
Ca3Ga2Ge4014and Sr3Ga2Ge40 crystals [16].
Some data are published for Na2CaGe6014crystal
[17]. Between different parameters, the primary
interest
for
materials
application
attract
electromechanical coupling coefficient k, acoustic loss
and temperature stability. The values of k26 and k12
are displayed in the Table 3, including our
unpublished results for Nd,Ga,SiO,,, La3Ga5GeO14
and Na2CaGe6014.
Let us try to find the correlation between
structural parameters and properties. It is obvious
that the ionic radii of the elements in sites 3e and k
obey the rule: the more is the ionic radii of the
element, the higher is the k (compare Ca*+ - Srz+,
Nd3+ - La3+). We ma expect higher k for compounds
with Ba2+ (1.42 ) and Pb2+ (1.29 A), but

A

Table 3. Electromechanical coupling coefficients k, ionic radii 1181 and interatomic distances A-0 (A)
3e cation radii

Average
framework radii

Ca3Ga2Ge40,4
Sr3Ga2Ge4014

1.12
1.26

0.45
0.45

La3GasSi014
La3Ga5Ge014
La3Nbn.5Ga5.5014
La3Tan.5Gaj.501
4
Nd3GasSi01 4

1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.11

0.46
0.48
0.50
0.50
0.46

Crystal

unfortunately single crystals of Ba3G@Ge4Ol4and
Pb3Ga2Ge4OI4cannot be grown by the Czochralsky
method.
Classical approach for explanation of
structure-properties relationship in piezoelectric
crystal was suggested by Abrahams [19]. The
absolute polarization was related directly to the
structural distortions caused in the structure under
applied stress on the basis of change of charge
distribution. In some examples is was displacement of
the cation along the polar direction of the structure,
in other - increase of tetrahedra distortion. Both
effects - 3e cation displacement along two-fold axis
and framework distortion - may be pronounced in
the case of structure under discussion.
In the framework built from Ga,Getetrahedra and octahedra the size of the hole with 3e
site depends on the size of large cation what is
accompanied with the change of unit cell dimensions.
The comparison of the average interatomic distances
Ca-0 and Sr-0 with the sum of ionic radii (Table 3)
shows less Werence for Sr-compound, what may be
interpreted as the hole is a bit more large for Ca
atoms. In such case Sr has less freedom for the
displacement under stress, but Sr compound
demonstrates better properties. It seems that the use
of ionic radii only does not give simple explanation.
Also the Thomson cube is asymmetrical along twofold axis. We may suppose that the displacement of
Sr atom with the higher atomic number (heavy
atom), contributes more to the perturbation in the
structure under applied stress. The structural defect
connected with the disordering of large cations in
Na2CaGe6Ol4may be responsible of less k.
The substitution in 3d tetrahedra Si by larger
Ge (La3GajSiO 14 - La3GasGe014) decreases
tetrahedra distortion and is accompanied by the less
piezoeffect. Crystals with Ta and Nb atoms in the l a
sites possess better then LSG characteristics. The
polarizability effect known for Nbs+, Ta5+ and also
Ti4+ may play a role. Contrary to piezoeffect,
polarizability of Nb3+ is higher then of Ta5+; the
explanation may be again in a "heavy" Ta. It is

Average A-0 in
Thomson cubes:
found
calculated
2.549
2.495.
2.654
2.625
2.586
2.592
2.598
2.599

2.555
2.555
2.555
2.555
2.485

k26,
Nm-2

k12,
Nm-2

0.125
0.260

0.145
0.266

0.134
0.111
0.156
0.187
0.075

0.161
0.160
0.153
0.168
0.106

impossible to grow La3Ga5TiO14by the Czochralsky
method due to incongruent melting, but Tisubstituted La3GasSiO14 single crystals have been
grown [12]. "Light" Ti4+ may be contributes less in k
then Nbs+ or Ta5+. It seems also that the higher
valence of cations in a large holes and octahedra
favors the piezoeffect increase.
Investigation of crystal structure under
applied pressure (direct piezoeffect) or under electric
field (converse piezoeffect) with making clear change
of structural peculiarities (framework distortion and
atom displacement) may give the answer on the
nature of structure-properties relationship for this
structural type. Nevetherless, it is clear now, that the
improvement of properties may be reached via
growing of the compounds having the enlarged ionic
radii cations in 3e sites, small ionic radii cations in a
framework, high valence and heavy ions in 3e and l a
sites and polarizable cations in l a site.
Disorder of crystal structure is a kind of defect
influencing many physical properties including elastic
and acoustic, in particular losses. It ought to expect
an improvement of acoustic and piezoelectric
characteristics in ordered materials.
It is quite unclear how to control temperature
stability of characteristics. Three main La-crystals
have temperature compensation, it is absent in
Sr3Ga Ge,Ol, and may be in other gennanate
cryst a i .
7. CONCLUSION

About 100 multicomponent oxide compounds
form the Ca3Ga2Ge404 family. They include a single
silicate (hlgh pressure phase), several germanates and
gallates, 3 aluminates with all tetrahedral sites
occupied by single atom kind (Si, Ge, Ga, or Al). The
most of compounds are mixed gennanates and
silicates with ordered or disordered crystal structure.
A special case are oxynitrides.
Only nine individual compounds are grown as
single crystals by the Czochralski method and 3 of
La3Ga5Si014,
La3Nb0.sGa5.5~
141
them,

La3Tao.5Ga5.j014,have good chance to become 21
century piezoelectric material for digital mobile
communication systems and other acoustics
applications. To realize 3-4 inch diameter single
crystal production some diificulties must be
overcame. The main among them are melt and
ambient composition control.
Some
structure-property
correlation is
established. To improve piezoelectric properties of
materials with the Ca3Ga2Ge4014structure we
recommend to increase cation size in Thomson cubes,
introduce into the framework highly polarizable ions
and small ions, use high valence and heavy ions in 3e
and l a sites. The materials with ordered crystal
structure will have better characteristics.
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Abstract: the paper presents an evaluation
of the temperature coefficients of elastic constants of
langasite
on both BAW and SAW delaytemperature dependence data. Least squares method
is used to fit the temperature coefficients of the
elastic constants of langasite to the measured BAW
and SAW temperature coefficients of delay of the
first order (TCD1). For sufficient decrease of
computation time, the pertuhation procedure is
employed. That allows us to fit optimally the
constants of crystals in order to get the coincidence
with experimental BAW and SAW delaytemperature data using only 1 iteration step in a
computer.
2. Introduction

Last time Langasite (LazGasSi014, LGS)
single crystal has attracted an attention as a new
piezoelectric material. LGS is a trigonal crystal and
belongs to the point group 32 symmetry as aquartz. LGS has a lower SAW velocity and a higher
electromechanical coupling coefficient (K*) in
comparison with quartz. These properties seem
useful for designing intennediate-frequency SAW
ffiters with small size and a wide pass-band.
Many numerical investigations have been
reported on the SAW propagation characteristics
such as phase velocity, K*, and temperature
coefficient of delay on LGS [1,2.3], but only a few
reports are found on the experimental studies [4,q.
The experimental results of SAW velocity and K2
are in good agreement with the numerical
investigations of the SAW characteristics in Z,Y,X
and 2'14- cuts of LGS. However, the cxperirnental
values of the SAW temperature coefficient of delay
are strongly deviated from numerical ones in the
mentioned above substrate cuts and propagation
directions of SAW in langasite substrates [ 4 , 3
In the paper we will attempt to find the
reason for that large deviation between
experimental and numerical values of SAWS TCD.
Then we will correct temperature coefficients of
elastic stiffngss of LGS using the least squares
method for fittiug numerical values of bulk wavc
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TCD with the measured B.4W delay-temperature
coefficients of the first order. For sufficient decrease
of computation time, the perturbation procedure is
employed. That allows us to fit optimally the
temperature coefficients of constants of crystal in
order to get the coincidence with experimental BAW
and SAW delay-temperature data in final step.
3. Sensitivity of SAWSTCD to different
temperature coeff~cientsof material constants of
langasite
As a start position we udl use only recently
published "fresh" material constants and their
temperature coefficients of langasite [6,7l, which are
presented in Table 1 and Table 3 (we inversed the
signs of C14 and el4 because they were determined
for inverse direction of the X-axes of langasiterh
In our calculations of SAW parameters we
use the data of work [7] because they provided an
excellent accuracy between experimental and
numerical values of bulk wave velocities (deviation
din't exceed the value of 3-5 mls). Also we
p r e h a r y computed SAWS TCD in langasite
using both material constants [6,7]. As a result we
can see from Fig.1 that it is preferable to use data
from [i'l because they provide better agreement with
experiments [4,5J.
Using the following thermal expansion
presentation of fundamental material constants in
series with respect to B=T-To, Cg(T)=Coij(l+TCIj 8),
we may cstimatc the sensitibity of SAW TCD to
variation of the temperature coefficients of all
matcrial constants of langasite utilizing the
I
where
following formulae for T C D = ~ I-TCV,
TCV=V'~/K=C(aijTCijfbijTeij+dijT~ij)-Tp
12,
here, TCij , Teij and T~ij are the temperature
coefficients of the elastic stflness, piezoelectric, and
dielectric permittivity constants, respectively; Tp
denotes the mass density temperature coefficient; aij
are the thermal expansion constants, the coefTicients
aij, bij and dij may be easy exactly computed using

(?]I.

perturbation formulae for relative change of wave
velocity V.
For langasite which have the symmetry as a-quartz,
TCD depends only on 10 temperature coefficients of
material constants: TCii, TCI;, TC14, TC;;, TCu,
TC66, Tell, Te14,TEII and TEjj. From comprehensive
computations we conclude that the SAWS TCD in
langasite is highly sensitive only to 3 temperature
coefficients: TC66, TCM and TCi4. The coefficients
TCII , TC;; give contribution t o TCD, but not such
large as 3 above mentioned one. The contribution of
the coefficients TCI;, Tell, Te14, TEIIand TE;~is
small and for roughly estimation of TCD they may
be neglected.
From that we conclude that
hscrepancy between numerical and experimental
values of TCD mainly is connected only with the
accuracy of evaluation of 3 above mentioned
temperature coefficients of material constants LGS
from bulk wave measurements.
Table I . The elastic stitrnesses (in 10-11 N/m')
piezoelectric eij and dielectric constants Eij (in ~ o ) .
C I ~
C1;
c
1
4

C;;

CJ~
,c
6
6

ell
el4
€11

€33

p, Kg/m3

a]i , p p d OC
a 3 5 ppm, 0C

[6]
1.893
0.9528
0.1493
2.624
0.5384
0.42 16
-0.431
0.108
18.97
52.
5743
5.07
3.6

[A
1.888
0.959
0.141
2.614
0.535
0.42
-0.44
0.08
18.92
50.7
5743
5.1 1
3.6

Table 2. Experimental values of velocities and their
TCV for bulk waves in langasite [8].
I Propagation ( Wave 1 Velocity, I TCV, 1
direction
m/s
ppdoc
type
X
5748.7
L
-21.3
331 1.5
X
FS
-43.7

4. Evaluation of the temperature coefficients of
elastic stiffness of langasite

Another step is an analysis of all bulk wave
measurements,presented in 181, t o find inaccuracy of
evaluation of the temperature coefficients. For that
we used the experimental data from [8], which
presented in Table 2. We especially selected only
pure mode directions because, probably, they must
provide minimal values of errors in the experiments.
From given 8 bulk waves temperature coefficients of
the wave velocity values we may evaluate 5
temperature coefficients of elastic stifhesses: TC I I,
TCjj, TC14, TC66 and TClw.
For evaluation of the temperature coefficients of the
material constants Cij(T) of langasite, it is necessary
to rninirnize the followmg quadratic residuals by
vaqmg the constants TCU,
C[TCDcd (n)(TCij)-TCDap(n)]Z=h
here, TCDcalf")and TCDcxp(n)
are the calculated and
experimental values of TCD for BAW or SAW on
langasite crystal for n-th propagation direction of
wave. The temperatwe coefficients TC13, Tell, Tels,
T E I Iand TE;; are not varied and were taken the
same as in [A. To obtain the temperature
coefficients of the material constants of crystal it
needs to do only one iteration step in a computer.
New elastic ternperature coefficients for langasite
are shown in Table 3. These coefficients were
evaluated from 8 experimentally measured values of
TCDl for BAW on langasite. Comparison shows
that some temperature coefficients obtained are
deviated from the data [7].
5. Numerical results
Fig.1 shows a comparison of TCD calculated both
with new temperature coefiicients of the elastic
stiffness and data [1,2] with experimental data on
X, Y, Z, Z+I40-cutsof langasite [4,5l. One can see
that the numerical values of TCD with new
temperature comcients are in much better
agreement with the experiments then those with the
data [6,A. Some experimental TCD points are
deviated from numerical one (for example, 2+140cut, Y=160 , which may be explained by complex
behavior of various acoustic modes near this point,
(see Fig.3), where the surface wave, which has the
real and lowest velocity is transformed to the
exceptional bulk wave.
We also in Fig.2 presented contour map results for
TCD, power flow angle and coupling coefficient for
SAW, where the values of TCD varies fiom -4ppm
to 4 ppm and p o w flow anglc varics from -50 to 50.

Table 9.First-order temperature coefficients of the
elastic stiffness of langasite, I O+C.

They were computed using new values of
temperature coefficients of material constants of
langasite. From that we can see that set of useful
cuts and SAW propagation directions are located
around the experimentally verified 2+14-cut of
langasite.
In final step, we also minimized quadratic
residuals for BAW TCD together with SAW TCD
for more decrease the de\iation between
experimental and numerical values of TCD. As
result we obtain the temperature coefficients which
gives slightly better agreement between them. (see
Fig.4) These new temperature coefficient data are
the following; TCII=-0.641,TC13=-0.75,TC1.1=-3.509,
TC33=-0.9 1,TC~=-0.587,TC66=-0.1369.
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Conclusion
New temperature coefficients of the first order of
elastic stiffness of langasite were evaluated from
bulk and SAWS TCD measurements on langasite
substrates. Numerical values of TCD with new
constants are in better agreement with e-xperiments
than those with data of [6,7].
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Fig. Behavior of some branches of acoustic waves
which satisfy both wave equation and boundary
conditions on the free surfacc of Z+l?o-cut of
langasite as a function of propagation direction.
-*-*waves with real and imaginary parts of velocity
-waves with only real value of velocity.
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Fig. I . Numerical and experimental TCD values for SAW on different cuts of langasite.
TCD with data PI,
TCD with new data evaluated only from BAW
TCD experimental data.
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-*-*-TCD with data [6],

Fig.4. Numerical and experimental TCD values in langasite. Numerical TCD is computed with new
temperature coefficient evaluated from the BAW +SAW experimental data.
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intersctionfoxides.
Genenil thermodynamic cbarade-risdcs of
W t e sOm,A @29s ,A GOBE , A G (T),Cp (TI
and melting poiuts of the artectics were calm-lated It
was established that opSimal
temperatUte of
hga&
synthesis E l 7 2 3 K; the ions gallium aud

Sitiwn are most mobile reageuts.

ofIal&mum, ~

a

n

d

..

Ddtmmmg requirement ofhigh-quality single crystals
genaationbthe synthesis of initial cbarge, which is
identicel on composition and synnnetry to a aystirl.
Especially it is @orbant in case of low-symmetriccrystals of 111ulticompaund mftivation, such as

LGB.It is clnrscd by presence of free cm
chaige that leads to additional reactions ina melt that
are acmqmied by high voht&y, Maaction with a
material of a mdMe and, as the conseqaence, disturbance of phase homogeneity of the aystal. The purpose
of the present study is :carrying out a t h e r m m c
esthtbn of course of ~ - g a U i wsilicate
n
forrequiremeats f a
mation solid-phase reaction; finIXiSmonopbase charge synthesis; study of interdon
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We h e evaluatd possible artectic poi& of binary
pseu&systems, which are fonned by LGS a d ather
binary coxopmds included in ternary sys&m Lafi
Gafi SiQ, SU& sa LaaSifi (Tilr=2010K&
LairSi&
(T,=;2253K), L
a
w (Tpl463K) ad G a f i
CT,=1998K). Tbe a t h q t to e s h a k d k d o n and
course of solid-phese readion bas been made by
calculation the high-heat capacity quaiion
addcjmdenceofthcGibbsenagyontempaatmr.
Tbe given calculations allow d h g probrbility of
solid-phase tescticm COmSe aad trmpasture band fa
technological process of gemration LGS m&&l with
predetermined propat;@. The l?stkm&n of artecfic
teqxmhm i n b i i eadfriple systems was carried
out on the a p t i o n Abstain-Nowlead and Le Shadelje
[4] which canonical form is:
T~=TAX~)/~-IRX,N~.~
( 1 ),

-

The oxides of ladmum La&, g d i u Ga&
~ ~ and
silicon SiOz arc initial componeds of gdlium silicate of
ladmum I4Ga5SiOI4(lane* WS) ,which single
Crystas,have &&e
piezoelecstric propaties and serve
laser medium El, 2,3 1.

~

-

what:
T, went liquid's Wnpx&m, K;
Th(i) m e - b e poi& of the i builde
q molecular ratio ofthe i builda,

- ,K ;
Ni - atnrnnber in fonr~Irtu*.
S o l v h g t h e s e t o f ~ m ( 1 ) b y m a o d[ 5 ] h

made
the estimkion of eutectic compositions and temperatures inmfti--.
The results of the dculations made are given in table.

n

~ i t b v i d h t c ~ t b e m r ~ r ~ a r t K t ~i t ch e h . L d ~ i c o c b c m i c d e ' ' i m m i d d i q
differ&
thamal aaalysis (DTA), dilatometric
analysis @LA) and X-ray phase analysis (XRPA) the
interval 1460-1729K and dong with LGS scnne b b q
kmgmibm b a d of hitid couiponcompoaents intensive
compounds cari be formed 'Ihaefme during LGS
interaction has been detamined
synthesisitisneces%arytoadhetestridytocalarlrded
DTA was carried out on derivrrtogtaph of a OD-103
ampsition of s h t b g builders m chrrrgc a d to their
type of firm "MOMn with rise in tarrpasture about
chemical deanhegn.Intibe absence of data to reference
7.SW111in in a band 293-1773K 'Ihe et&n was aentropy b&&Sfi14, enhlpy of ftxmdim the Gibbs
aumim'lrm-oxide. XRPA was executed on X-ray
energy and high-Beat capecity equation, we
diffractometa of a type DRON. D W o d c
made e d u d n g txlddon of the LGS basic tbermeammnents were d e d out oa d i f f d
modynamic perf'es. LGS generation wars on
Netzsch 403 ED (Germany) on air with rate
d o n :
ofheahg5Klnria
1 . 5 W 3+ 2.5Gafi + SiOz = bGa5SiO14 ( 2 )
F a emmhdnnn were used samples as tablets with 15
The A d a P 8dehing was carried out on the following
mrn diameter and 2-4 mm heiglxt, which were prodneed
fixmula:
by a molding at pressure 100 mPdm As bmder
g u b c e waer used tbree-pmxubge w e solution of
AIP= cAIPass(rnc+
iQ
0). 0 5 ~ & ~ - )
(3)
vinyl alwhol.
After substhtion of values which carrespond to starting
oxides, we have olrtained mmerical value of d p y :
3. RESULTS
&= -6679.57 k J M e F a drtaining tbe more
preci8e perf' of requited value the dauiation
At DTA examitdon t h c h i d c mktwe of odderr
Pm was d e on fm methods: of KB. Yachbki
Lato,Gas, S i a in t;he area of low tempenrtutes two
[6], of LD. Wood [71,of N.A Lsadis [8] and aa method
atdathamic effect8 w e e fixed (at 653K ard 823Y fig.
ofthe total of oxides. 82
' 98 = 4 6 3 s J / d e K
2, apve 2); the same &kc& were observed on DTAaave of oxide of bnthraalm (fig. 2, curve 1). h the area
Ae LO8 is the composite oxygen compouIla, which
doem'&have any c w p s i t c polymorph ~ o n 8 , of high kqemhms (up to XRPA data) the
a h t h a t d c effect at 1663K c o r r w to formation
amskts of oxides and a d s w e n t l y , caladaiion the
solid-phase crystallization(fig2, a w e 2).
high-kqendme bast cspacity eqwtion f a
I4GasSi014 was ordered accadiug to the V rule of
'cs [ 9 ] :
=0904162WI'6533292.2& J/moleK (4)
'Ibe temperahnr dependence of the Gibbs energy was
calculated up to the formula [9]:
lPmaerahrreg of LGS and other% b h q compounds of
system La$&
Gafi
SiQ lay in a tempembe

-

~~

& 0 = & - ~ ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ P - o . ~ ~ s' i) ,5
where :
& = h0
A
a
8
0.5Ab (298) + c (298)-' (6)
and y was found h m qmssion (7) :
~0=diHO-Aa~~.5ab(298>"+bc(298)
The AG = dffI? dependence equation c ~ d e n t were
s
obbbecl on the basis of calaulatians and dkrence data
and the equation has a form:
= -321444.03+18.~~-1.93-10.v-13.18~'
-19248.74T J M e (8)
The graph of -ce
of the Giibs energy on
trmpastun is given in a fig.1.

-

+ y ~ (

-

.

e0

-
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Figure 1. Depesdmoe of the Gibbs energy on tempetstule

Figure 2. DTA curves; 1.3 - La&;

-

2,4 bChsio14

The dilafometric data analysis for namples of the aame
composition &wed that the mntmtion began at
1223% was iotensivefy pass@ with* oftmpatme
and Al 1 1 a c b i d 25 % at 167% (fig. 3), that
in&&
a way high relative a 5 i t y of builders
mixture. These data specifj. that the solid-phase
~te~ghouldbecarriedoutattemperabure
hi*
tban 1683K with slow ride of tanpetshPe and
particular time delay in c ~ a ir$erva.
a
The
maasid content of LGS phase in rhlpaC which bad
been made as a powder, was 92% Tabletting of
previously bunt mixture of starting oxides (T = 823with the pubsequent high-teqemtwe tablet smrPllting

-

t' ' " tbt r d m rrdt
decreases, thet charactet of readion tlrte changes. It is
possibleto~~tbis~is~urplsiaedbythat
W is composite crystdliae subshmx with random
dxucture bas narrow congruerde area with the possible
doubles [lo], which tramition is not adequate to &3
cbaage in the course of time. In this case with E
dimimttion the readion rste demsses, i . c .xkindly
inconvertible compound carto maximal rate
value, and maximum inconvertible one - to minimum
rate d u e . m
y
, the tramition less hcomertible
d c a t i o n to more iocondble occurs Vpith change
of the G&bs e w q y up to the V.Osvad steps rule [9].
J k k m i d o n of the basic thennodynamic performances of L a g a d o n and e l m l h t b of festures
of the solid-phsse htemdon mechanism of oxides of
l a c h a m , cattfirm and silicon allowed to develop
synthesis monophase durge procedure with a diversion
ofthebssicbuilders~~omdesignedonenomore
than 0.5nmmK for rnnthrnrrrn and guUium and 1.5% for
silicun with the umteat of checked hpwities Al, Fe,
F i w 3. Curves of US:
cadng
Mg,Mn,Cu, ~ , ~ i n o m o r e % m
10~mo~%every~.
Use of such charge enables repoduably p w s highMass tmusk in LOb: genedon was studied m double
quality single crystals LGB up to 60-rmn diamcta [l 11.
s y a t e m c r L a ~ - ~ ~ ~ Q - S i ~ , a s ~
accading to the equilibrium diegram of system Iax4
Nandohim*
of LG8 single c q d s can be well
Gaz& SiQ [2] g d a t a of siticon are not formed, and
seen in the speof their optic tmmmbme (fig4).
LXis can be obtained *om gdhk of lnntbum (GL)
F a single crystab withe divhdon of 0,5% for gallium
and dioxide of &con. As e x p a h a d smqles were
and of 1,9% for &con the onedge moves
used tablet swfhces, which hsd been presg-fitted &om
to the field of long waves foi Ab0,Smk-m and goes
previously s y d w h d
of
and oxide
dour the level of transmittance in the icrtard of the
of gdlium and when burnt for exqtion of coatraction
merrwvedwavelengtbs(awe2)incomparisonwith
and defbmbg. 'Ihe oxides of
and siliwn
LGSI single crysbrlr of stobimetic composition ( a m e
were utilized as powdenr. Af&r grinding ard weighing
1).
tablets p h t h m layer were superimposed on their
surfaces as an inert score. Tablets GL were covered by
the crushed oxi& of silicon md tablets oxide of gallium
- by oxide of lrnthrrmlm and tbey were bwnt during 5
hours at trmpersbure of 1723K and 1573K
correirpondinety. Tablets GL and
were burnt
sina~ftanmslyf a tsking into &ccount msss locrsl as a
reblltt of buildet fugitivexes. A f k burning mass of
tablets GL in covaingincreased and Gate, - d e d .
'Ibe X-ray d i f h d h defining of compaund,which had
fimred t~ powti- deposit on tsbld surfsaq showed
that the layer LGS was e don tabla GL and GL
was generated on tablets GaP,. 'Ihecre e x g m k n b
rrpecifyprefd~sionionsofsiliconandgsllitnnin
soiid-phase inkaction process.
fl

1723K) &wed

b receive zmmcphe hmm

With fhc Gibbn w g y

mixime LGS.

-

-

4. DISCUSSION

Tbe analysis of the obtained r&
showed : theoreticslfy begiaaring of reaction in system Lsfi Gate,

-

-

S i a ia possible &om tempaatute of 500K and the
reaction goas up to the end;depedme of Gibbs energy
on tempadme in a wide trmpasture intaral mdicste
high probability of r d o n course; mrrnophase charge
maybe reccived by gynthegis at T s1723K

Figure 4. Spectnrms of aptic h m i h m e of the hga.site single crystals at 300 K :I- i&(irtsSi014
( erto-

b i d c ) ;2

b G a 4 9 7 5 5 i 1 0 1 0 l s 0 1 4 ; t(wo1)-

5. CONCLUSlONS

Conferrace 1998 IEEE Intemei Freq. Con&. Sympo1. Tbe estimation of eutectic
in binary
subsyshm, which is produced by LGS with fm
compormds in the lip[rits of ternary system La&
Ga&
S i a , has been made. A thermodynamic
tstimstion of course solid-phase reaction of f o d o n
LGS bas been made fa the fitst time. Ita basic

-

-

highequafion of heat cspacZty has been
deduced
2. Has been detected thut the most mobile r a g & in a
mixlure of ladumm, gallhnn and silicon oxides at its
big)!-tempaabre processing are the gallium and silicon
ions.
3. The conditions of LGS qnfhesis have been
ascerQined
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MODERN STATE AND PERSPECTIVES OF BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE COMPOSITE RESONATORS

Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics RAS. 1 1 Mokhovaya st., 103907 Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The review of the modem state and the perspectives of
bulk acoustic wave composite resonators is presented.
Especial attention is paid to the following topics: what
composite resonators are, modem composite resonators
including multyfrequency resonators, the thin-films
resonators with and without acoustic isolation from the
substrate. A particular review of the microwave bulk
the
acoustic spectroscopy of the materials
measurements of attenuation and elastic coefficients is
presented.

-

1. INTRODUCTION

First information about composite acoustic structures
appeared in the 30 4oth [I]. The interest to these
structures was caused by the necessity to decrease the
operating frequencies of receiving and radiating
ultrasound elements and their acoustic impedance and
impedance transformation [2]. Nowadays the interest to
the composite acoustic structures
(resonators) is
connected with the possibility to develop some
microwave devices based on layered- and multilayered
acoustic structures 131. Three classes of the 'BAW
microwave resonators have been developed. The first
one is high overtone BAW composite resonators
scheil~atically shown in Figla. The second one is
membrane resonators. The third one is so-called solidly
mounted resonators (thin-film piezoelectric resonators
acoustically isolated from the substrate by a set of
quarter-wavelen-@ layers). The special interest to the
BAW composite resonators is caused by the possibility
of their application to the acoustic spectroscopy of thin
films and layers and the materials with very high
attenuation [4]. A short review of all the problems listed
is presented.

-

materials is higher. YAG ([I 10],2.0 loL4),spinel ([I 1 I].
4.5 10'~).Altoj (3.3 loL3), LiNbOj [ l l I]. 1.6 1014 are
more preferable than traditional quartz (AT, Qf = 1.4
10''). The composite resonators made of a relatively
thick plate and thin piezoelectric layer (transducer) is in
fact a very wide band multyfiequency resonator. The
transducer loaded by the plate has a wide bandwidth (up
to a few GHz). The resonances in the structure occur
each time when the total phase gain 8 for the acoustic
wave traveling through the structure is equal to n7c,
where n is integer. So one can observe a set of tens or
hundreds of resonant peaks. The distant between them
of a few MHz or tens MHz depending on the plate
thickness. To obtain the equivalent circuit diagram of
the high overtone BAW resonators we use a well known
expression (1.4.23) [5] for the input electric impedance
of the piezoelectric loaded by two acoustic loads. The
first one is the input impedance of the electrode placed
on the late of the material with low acoustic losses
covered by a layer with acoustic impedance ZL (this
layer can be used for frequency adjusting or this is the
layer under investigation). The second one is the input
impedance of the outer electrode. After some algebraic
manipulations it may be represented in the form:

where

2. HIGH OVERTONE BAW COMPOSITE
RESONATORS

The tendency to increase the operating frequencies of
the piezoelectric resonators requires principally new
technical solutions of this problem. As on microwaves
the piezoelectric plates must be very thin the resonators
made of such thin plates are very fragile and the
required parameters are very difficult to reproduce. In
order to keep high values of the quality factor Q it is
necessary to use much more acoustically transparent
materials than quartz. As a result Qf product in these
0-7803-5400-11991$10.008 1999 IEEE
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sin

2

+ c P ,

The coefficient
a only takes into account the
electromechanical coupling and properties of the
piezoelectric layer and the outer electrode. This formula
is very convenient for analysis. It corresponds to the
equivalent circuit diagram shown in Fig.lb. All the
components under the sum correspond to the parallel

resonances which occur at the frequencies co = a,,.
These resonant frequencies are found from the condition
Re 8 = nn where

magnetic materials in one of the layers. Frequency
control is realized through the change in the acoustic
wave velocity caused by the applied magnetic fields.
Experimentally the properties of this effect were
investigated in 191 . The theory giving a detailed
description of the phenomenon has been developed in
[I51 .
If to make the layer L in BAW composite resonator of
the material which can absorb the molecules of the gases
the resonator will serve as a gas sensitive element the
resonant frequencies may be changed due to gas
absorption. The resonant properties of this layer may
play a dominant role in the value of sensitivity. The
example showing the dependence of the frequency
change of the gas sensors from the thickness of the
layer for the same ambient gas concentration is
presented in Fig.2. It is seen that the proper chose of the
sensitive layer thickness makes it possible to increase
the response many times [I 61.

-

L

'

-I

2,
cp, = arctan-ZL tan 6L, (9? = arctan-tan

zo

z/

w2

C, is the static capacitance of the transducer, K, is
the stiffened electromechanical constant. q , b . PI . P, .
6 are the complex vectors (taking into account the
losses in the layers e.g. q = q' - iq" ) for the
piezoelectric layer,
plates, electrodes, and additional
.
.
layer, d , 1 t, t? L are the comes~onding
thickness of the layers, w, = 8,tl. w2 = 6?t2. The
total losses in the structure ( y in the expression for r, )

.

are calculated as Y = Im 8 . The quality factor of the
resonator on frequency O, is equal to Q m nn/2y , so
it is evident that in order to obtain high
-values the
total losses in the structure must be as low as possible.
Usually the losses in the transducer material are much
higher than that in a specially chosen crystalline plate.
To ininimize the influence of the transducer acoustic
losses it is necessary to select the thickness of the plate
much thicker than that of the transducer. It is the usual
way to obtain a high
-value. The results obtained by
different authors [6-91 are: for spinel [I 1I] Qz2 lo4,
+1.28 GHz, for Al?Oj 4-6564, e 7 . 6 6 GHz. The
increase in Q is expected at low temperatures [lo].
Some results were confirmed in [ I 11 where for YAG
crystals at T = 30K, the quality factor was
=3 105. For highly acoustically
experimentally found
transparent materials the losses due to the scattering on
the surface roughness may exceed the lattice losses. In
accordance with [12,13] they grow as the square of
frequency. The quality of the surface preparation should
be perfect.
The resonant frequencies of the peaks may be controlled
within some limits. The frequencies of the series
resonances may be tuned in small intervals by series
capacitance included into the circuit. Another original
way to change the frequency is to substitute the layer L
by an electromechanical transducer. The electric load
connected to this transducer effects the reflection
coefficient and causes the frequency change [14]. The
wide band frequency tuning may be performed using

e

3. THIN-FILM RESONATORS

In recent years many publications have been devoted to
membrane resonators
composite structures which
consist of a thin semiconductor layer (Si. GaAs)
prepared by the method of selective etching and covercd
with thin piezoelectric (ZnO, AIN) and electrode films.
The main resonances in such structures are usually
within the 0.4 2.5 GHz region. Though because of high
losses in the materials in use these structures cannot
provide for high values of Q -factor (Qf < 1 0 ' ~ )such
resonators can be used in sensors.
Another way to create the thin-film piezoelectric
resonators operating on fundamental frequencies on
microwaves is to use the effect of the acoustic isolation
of the resonators from the substrate by a set of hi4 layers
(solidly mounted BAW thin-film resonators) [17].
The transforming properties of one layer with the
impedance z, placed on the substrate with impedance

-

-

2 , for hi4 thickness are z!:) = zf /z, . For the two
layers (the second quarter-wavelength layer with
impedance zb placed between the substrate and the layer

with impedance 2, ) impedance is z!ii = ( z ~ / z , ) ~ z , .
For
pain of the
input impedance is
z(2n'
in = ( Z ~ / Z ~ z,
) * .~SO, if one wants to decrease input
impedance using an even number of the pairs one
should take the ratio (z,/z,) as small as possible.
Transforming propenies of the layers strongly depend
on the acoustic impedance ratio of the layers. To support
the value of Q = l o 4 in case of LiNbOj-LiTaOj

( z , / ~ , )=0.7 the number of the layers must be N>18.
The detailed theory of the resonators acoustically
isolated from the substrate is developed in [18]. The
first experimental realization such type of the resonators

and filters based on such resonators on microwaves was
demonstrated in [17] (up to 2.5 GHz). Some resonators
with AIN-SiO? pairs were investigated in [I91 (fr2 - 2.3
GHz. ~ ~ 1 0 ' )The
.
-factor in such experiments was
restricted in part by the losses in amorphous or texture
films used. It is evident that in order to improve
factor it is necessary to develop the technology of the
monocrystalline films [20]. The potential advantages of
such type devices are: they can be fabricated using the
thin-film technology, the requirements to the substrate
material and the accuracy of AJ4 layer thickness are not
very rigorous, they have a very low weight and
extremely small dimensions typical for all the composite
resonators on microwave.

-

4. BAW RESONATOR SPECTROSCOPY

The information about sound velocities and acoustic
wave attenuation coefficient is contained in O where all
the wave vectors are complex ). Using the expressions
for Re@ and lm@ and the results of the experimental
measurements of the resonant frequencies
and
bandwidths of the resonances it is possible to investigate
the acoustic properties of the layers and the films
composing HBAR resonator structures. The method of
acoustic characterization of the materials using BAW
resonator spectroscopy is presented in [21]. In fact this
type of spectroscopy transfers the ideology of the
acoustic losses and sound velocities measurements from
time domain (((echo-pulse)) method) to fkequency
domain. The advantages of the method suggested are: it
makes it possible to characterize very thin plates and
even thin films, to measure the frequency dependences
of the attenuation coefficients in a wide band using the
same sample (due to wide band excitation of the
multiresonances), to measure very high values of the
acoustic losses in the materials. This method was
successfully used for acoustic characterization of LGS
[22], GaPO, [23], quartz [24], high losses in
polycrystalline ferrites [25] etc. As an example the
frequency dependence of the losses in LengmuirBlodgett film on microwaves is shown in Fig.3. It
demonstrates the possibility of the measurement of very
high values of losses in thin films. Another example of
BAW spectroscopy application is the investigation of
carbon nanotube films (tubelens) deposited onto the
surface of YAG.
The recent results of carbon nanotudes investigations
are supported by the RFBR grant 99-02-17602.
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Parameter l/(h/4)
Fig.2. Resonance gas sensor sensitivity as a function of
the thickness of the absorbing layer (1 - piezoelectric
transducer, 2 - z-cut quartz plate, 5 gas sensitive layer polymer film (NH2)2CHN HNO;).
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Fig.3. Acoustic losses in the Lenghmuir-Biodgett film
C17H;~COOH

Fig.]. The schematic of the HBAR (a), the equivalent
circuit (b)
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ABSTRACT

A stereographic analysis of 3D etching shapes is used to
recognize rhombohedra1 faces limiting micromachined
structures. Adjustment of the database is performed to
generate for these faces extrema in the dissolution
slowness. Theoretical shapes for microstructures
derived from this new database are found to be in
agreement with experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades interest in the wet chemical
etching of quartz crystals was revived. Most of recent
works were devoted to the micromachining of resonant
structures in Z-cut plates [I] or of tuning forks in Y-cut
plates [2] which serve as sensing elements for
accelerometers. However for thermal sensor
applications a great number of non-standard cuts
possess interesting metrological properties. When we
are concerned with a lot of different cuts it is
advantageous to use the kinematic and tensorial model
for the anisotropic dissolution of crystals proposed by
C.R. Tellier [3] which offers the possiblity to predict
theoretical shapes for micromachined structures [4, 51.
The complete agreement between theoretical and
experimental etching shapes depends on the adjustment
of the database composed of dissolution constants
which must be determined from experiments.
Unfortunately for the quartz crystal etch rates depend
markedly on the origin of the quartz blank. As a result
up to now the proposed data base gives theoretical 3D
shapes which are not fully satisfactory. This paper
constitutes a tentative to provide a final adjustment of
the database for structures micromachined in a
concentrated NH4F.HF solution (60g per 100 ml of
water).

circular (( masks )) were patterned in evaporated Cr-Au
films and plates are etched at a temperature of 65C.
The SEM images of final structures given in Figs. 1 and
2 illustrate conveniently the main features of the
anisotropic chemical attack which can be summarized
as follows :
(i) cr Circular )) membranes (Figs. 1, 2) are bordered by
several planar facets or slightly curved regions which
intersect to form cross-sectional dissolution profiles
with obtuse or acute angle showing the complexity of
the anisotropy.
(ii) Mesa produced with a starting circular or square CrAu mask (Figs 1, 2a) do not exhibit large convex comer
undercuttings as observed for other crystals such as
silicon [ 5 ] .
(iii) Facets which bound circular membranes contribute
also to bordering sides of mesa. This feature is typical
of the quartz crystal.
(iv) The formation (Fig. 3) of an intermediate facet at
the square comer of a-membrane is less frequent than
for other crvstals.

Figure 1 : Mesa-membrane structure micromachined in
a Y + 30 plate

2. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

2.1. Characterization of the anisotro~v
First of all it is essential to outline the specificity of the
anisotropy of the chemical attack of the quartz crystal in
a concentrated NH4F.HF solution. For this purpose we
concentrate our attention on simple structures such as
membranes and mesa micromachined in various singly
rotated (cp = 0°, 8 = go) and doubly rotated (cp = 30°,
8 = €I0) plates designated as X i and Y + 8, cuts
respectively. To obtain these structures square and

*

+
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Among these features observations (ii) and (iii) are of
prime importance. Effectively let us recall that
kinematic models [6] for the anisotropic chemical
etching predict that final shapes are governed by
extrema in the dissolution slowness. In terms of
dissolution criteria, a starting concave (convex) 3D
structure is finally limited by facets associated with
maxima (minima) in the dissolution slowness. As a
result a membrane (i.e. a totally concave 3D shape) is
bordered by facets associated with maxima in L . In
contrast as for a mesa the top contour of the mask looks

convex when all minima in L are lower than the minor
maximum we are sure that the etching results in a
marked convex comer undercutting [5]. The absence for
the quartz crystal of convex comer undercutting can be
understood as follows : some minima in L are larger
than some maxima or are of same order of magnitude.
The existence of several minima and maxima with close
magnitude together with the fact that the anisotropy
ratio concerns extrema of converse nature (and not two
maxima as in silicon [5]) provide a specificity to the
anisotropic chemical etching of quartz which can be
qualified of me 2 r71.

becomes evident that the facet (qF,eF) is represented
by a point PF(Fig. 4) on the sphere and by a point HF in
the projection plane in such a way that :
i) angles a and P correspond to polar angles and a = q F
+ 90"
ii) the angle y is just equal to PI2
iii) the intersection of the facet with the projection plane
is a straight line L, which lies perpendicular to OH,.
Feature (iii) is still valid when the projection plane
corresponds to a doubly-rotated cut.
A

ref. cut

Figure 4 : The stereographic projection

Fig:ure 2 : Mesa-membrane (a) and membrane
mic:romachined in X+65 and X-70 plates res~ectivelv

Here we assume that the rhombohedral faces (r, R, S, X)
of a quartz crystal (table 1) constitute the limiting facets
which bound a micromachined membrane and are
associated with maxima in L . So a stereographic
projection of the rhombohedral faces on singly or
doubly rotated reference cuts will give the successive
intersecting lines L p of these faces with the reference
surface as viewed on SEM images (Figs 1 and 2).
Inclinaisons 6" of faces, angles a" that segments OHf
perpendicular to intersecting lines LF make with the
rotated axis x", and coordinates (x", ,x",) of
representative points HF were numerically evaluated for
various projection planes corresponding to doubly (or to
singly) rotated plates.

1
8,94

38,21
24,44
8,048

Table 1 : The rhombohedral faces

~ i g u r e3 : ~imitingfacets at square comers of a X-70
membrane
2.2 The stereoma~hicremesentation
Let be n ( q , 8) the outward unit normal to a doubly
rotated plate with angles of cut (9, 8) and no (q,, 80) the
outward normal to a particular cut (q,, 8), which serves
as projection plane P, in a stereographic representation
and suppose that the plate (qF,e F ) corresponds to a
limiting facet. If P, is the Z-cut (qO=O0,8, = 90') it

Owing to the symmetry of the crystal class 32
re~resentative~r -o i~n t srelated
to
---- - faces r, R and S exhibit
,ohe specific symmetries. Firstly for projection planes
obtained by a rotation of 8, about the two-fold axis x,
two faces R (or r) with angles of cut (120°, OF) and
(240°, eF) have representative points symmetrical with
respect to the rotated axis x", (Fig. 5b). Secondly if we
turn attention to a projection plane (Y+8,) it appears
(Fig. 5a) that representative points HF and HR
associated with a face r (cp,, 8,) and with a face R (qR,
8~ = Or) lie symmetrical with respect to the x", axis
provided the relation cp + = 180" was verified.
- -

Moreover for Y+G, planes it is also possible to find a
pair of faces S (Fig. 5a) whose representative points
possess also this symmetry property.
As example some contour shapes for X+8, and Y+8,
membranes composed of intersecting lines L,are d r a w
in Fig. 5. For more clearness only representative points
corresponding to faces which have been recognized
without ambiguity on the SEM images (Figs.l,2) are
indicated together with some supplementary points
which illustrate the above-mentioned symmetry
properties. Dotted lines correspond to faces with inward
normal n, which intersect the upper surface of
membranes by forming sharp dissolution profiles.

Y+30 membrane seems to be associated with a face S.
Theoretical variations in the inclinaison of this face S
with increasing values of 0, agree well with
experimental variations [7]. However for several cuts
some limiting facets cannot be connected with
rhombohedra1 faces (for example facets F3,F, on Figs 1
and 2). This behavior will be discussed in section 3.2.
3.

APPLICATION TO MICROMACHINING

3.1. Adjustment of the database
In a first time we assume that faces r, R and S are
associated with maxima in the dissolution slowness.
Hence, dissolution constants in a first step were adjusted
to generate maxima for these cuts (cp,, 8,). In a second
step shapes of 3D micro-structures are compared with
theoretical shapes as derived from the 3D numerical
simulation "TENSOSIM" developped by C.R. Tellier
[5]. Surprisingly when maxima in L occur for the S
faces the adequation between theoretical and
experimental Y +8 , membranes is deteriored.
Consequently a second assumption is made and we
suppose that S faces are in practice connected with
accentuated minima in L. With this assumption it is
easy to generate minima close to S face. Fig. 6 gives
two polar plots of L lying the X and Y cuts where
extrema associated with faces S, r and R are indicated.

Figure 6 : Polar diagrams of L corresponding to X (a)
and Y (b) sections

Figure 5 : Contours of membranes as given by a
stereographic projection : (a), (b), (c) are for Y+30,
X+65 and X-70 plates respectively
The stereographic analysis reveals that faces r and R
participate to the sidewalls of membranes
micromachined in X+8, and Y+8, plates. In addition
faces S bound partly Y+8, membranes. In particular the
less-inclined facet (6" = 5') which is formed on a

3.2. Theoretical sha~esand discussion
Theoretical shapes (constant level contour diagrams) for
holes micromachined in various plates are given in Fig.
7 as derived from the simulation tool TENSOSIM [5, 71
starting with the adjusted database. Turning our
attention to the theoretical Y+30 membrane (Fig. 7a) we
observe that as expected the presence of an accentuated
minimum in the vicinity of the S face lying far from
marked maxima in L causes effectively the formation
of a sligthly curved facet (F1 ) with a mean inclinaison
of about 5O. Examination of the theoretical X + 65
membrane (Fig. 7b) reveals a qualitative agreement with
the SEM image of Fig. 2a provided we assume a
misalignment of about 20" for the rotated axis. In
particular we recognize on the theoretical 3D shapes all

the facets (Fiand F2) which bound the membrane as well
as the curved region (CR). From a quantitative point of
view we observe only small departures between
theoretical and experimental inclinaisons of limiting
facets. Comparison of Figs 2b and 7c indicates also a
satisfactory accord between theoretical and
experimental X-70 membranes if here again we accept a
misalignment of about 15". To verify the misalignment
angle Y Afor the X-70 plate several simulations of the
concave undercutting at square comers of hole are
performed for various values of Y A . Fig. 8 shows the
theoretical comers for Y A= IS0. We observe that the
proposed data base generates effectively two
intermediate facets at comers which are similar to
facets depicted on SEM images (Fig. 3).

The subsequent adjustment of the data base reveals that
faces R and r are associated with maxima in the
(q = 90°, 8 = 0') polar diagram of the dissolution
slowness whereas a minimum occurs in the vicinity of
the face S. But other extrema are also operative. Finally
with this new database we obtain a better agreement
between theoretical and experimental 3D etching shapes
even if theoretical shapes appear to be rotated with
respect to stereographic projections.

Figure 8 : Theoretical square comers for a X-70
membrane
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ABSTRACT
In order to determine the true AT cutting angle and
the XX' miscutting at the X face perpendicular to the
rotation axis of quartz bars, three X-ray difiaction
peaks have to be considered. Reflection combinations
have been found which can be measured with sufficiently small errors in the relevant angles using two beams
incident in two slightly different directions and scanning
over a limited angular range in the order of the
reflection widths. So, an automated measuring and baradjusting process can be established. An example of a
suited reflection combination is given, and a corresponding arrangement based on it is proposed.
1. INTRODUCTION
For the cutting process of AT blanks, the preceding
X-ray orientation of the lumbered bars is a wellestablished procedure. It is usually performed by
measuring one X-ray reflection by the so-called @ scan
(lattice-plane normal as well as incident and reflected
beam coplanar). In this way, only one component of the
cutting angle is measured. Orientation deviations of the
bar surface (up to 30 arcmin.) are not revealed and lead
to unknown cutting errors. Employing reflections at the
(101) lattice plane, as are used in the Automated BarAdjustment Machine (produced by EFG International
Berlin, Fig. I), this so-called XY' miscutting error is
moderate (<8 arcsec). Using other reflections, the
miscutting error may be appreciably higher depending
on the reflection geometry.

Fig. 1.
View of the EFG Automated Bar-Adjustment Machine
(X-ray control by @scan).
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Lumbered quartz bar with coordinates and AT cut.
The bar adjustment using one X-ray reflection is
feasible only at the surfaces parallel to the X axis of the
bar (Fig. 2). So, it cannot be used for bars which are to
be placed in two-dimensional arrays on the cutting
support. For this purpose, a method has to be found
which enables to measure at the X surface.
It is therefore necessary to develop a method of
complete orientation determination of quartz bars
applicable to the X surface. The complete orientation
determination (resulting in two angular components)
requires the measurement of at least three X-ray
diffraction peaks. The method should need the rotation
about only one axis, namely the Xaxis. Such a method is
the Gscan method, developed several years ago for the
complete orientation determination of AT-cut [ l , 21 as
well as SC-cut quartz blanks [2, 31. A special variant
with rotation about the Y axis of the bar has been applied
for the X-ray controlled SC cutting [4]. With the a s c a n
method, an X-ray beam is two times reflected at two
lattice planes (four peaks measured) using nearly a full
turn of the specimen. However, for the AT bar
adjustment the X-ray measurement should be performed
by scanning over angular ranges as small as possible in
order to change the angular positions of the prepositioned bars only slightly. Therefore, in the ideal case
the three reflections should occur simultaneously.
The simultaneous registration of three reflections
means fulfilling the conditions of a so-called "four-beam
case" of X-ray diffraction (one incident, three diffracted
beams involved). Whereas there exists a large number of
three-beam cases (two simultaneous reflections), true
four-beam diffraction can be realised only under special
conditions. The utilisation of the three-beam case for
oriented cutting has been suggested earlier [3].
However, the conditions for this case must be fulfilled
exactly, what can be implemented only by adjustment
about at least two axes.

Therefore, a simple method has to be found which
makes use of a pseudo four-beam case. The possibility
of using two incident beams with an angular difference
of a few degrees has to be taken into account. A general
(skew) reflection geometry like that used in the a s c a n
method is to be applied.
In the following, the requirements for a complete Xray orientation method for AT bars and possibilities of
its realisation will be discussed. The draft of a baradjusting arrangement based on the proposed measuring
method will be shortly described.

axis, the angles between lattice planes and this axis, and
the angular coordinates of the rotation axis with respect
to the lattice can be calculated.

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR X-RAY CONTROLLED
BAR ADJUSTMENT
For this X-ray method, three reflections have to be
found which have the following properties and can be
measured under conditions as follows:
i) The reflections should have sufficiently high and
comparable intensities.
ii) For medium bar orientation, the three reflections
should appear simultaneously.
iii) The condition ii) should be fulfilled for two X-ray
beams having an angular difference small enough
that it can be realised by one and the same X-ray
tube.
iv) Each peak must be sharp and well separated from
the second one arising at the same lattice plane.
v) It may be advantageous to observe a special geometric relation between the Y direction of the bar
and the plane containing the incident beams (see
below).
vi) The resulting errors of the orientation determination and of the adjustment must be sufficiently
small. Therefore, the lattice planes corresponding
to the reflections to be measured have to be related
in a certain way one to each other as well as to the
rotation axis.
vii) All the conditions mentioned above should be fulfilled over the whole orientation range of the
lumbered bars.
It is clear that the requirements are partially contradictory. So, a high sensitivity for orientation changes
will lead to small errors and, simultaneously, to larger
shifts of the angular positions of the peaks, i.e. a larger
scanning range has to be considered. Therefore, there is
a necessity to make compromises.
3. PRINCIPLES OF THE X-RAY CONTROLLED

BAR ADJUSTMENT
Let us suppose the principal geometry of the lattice
(angular coordinates of the lattice planes with respect to
the lattice) as well as of the difEaction (Bragg angles,
angle between incident X-ray beam and rotation axis)
are to be known. Then from the measured angular
distances of the reflections at three different (noncoplanar) lattice planes, produced by rotation about an

Projection of a section from a sphere surface showing
the intersection lines and points, resp., of the relevant
planes and directions as well as the principal angles for
the X-ray measurement at the "X facec' (projection
plane) of a misaligned bar (only one lattice plane
shown).
A, Z: rotation axis and plane perpendicular to it, resp.;
X,Y,Z: coordinate axes of the quartz lattice; AT: normal
of the AT cut; AT: normal of the AT cut with J X ' miscut
(by the angle QsRT);N: lattice-plane normal; B: incident
beam direction; P: plane containing the rotation axis and
the incident beam direction (explanation of the angles
see text).
After determining these values, the necessary setting
angle for the bar adjustment and the Dl'miscutting
angle to be expected can be derived. The principal
reflection geometry and the geometry of the bar to be
adjusted are shown in Fig. 3. From the wanted cutting
angle OATthe adjusting angle 6 (related to the plane P)
and the A X miscutting angle OATare obtained according
to

with
8,

=

SS'[COS@,V

- Q~)lsinq],

b;

= cos-'(sin@~~
l COSOA),

&

= c o s ~ ' [ ( s i n-~sina
~ cosq) 1 (cosa sinf7)1,

(la)
(lb)
(lc)

and
(TAT= (TA

-

cos-'(tan~~~tan@~)

(2)

(OA, OA: angular coordinates of the rotation axis; &,
Oh': angular coordinates of the lattice-plane nomal; 7:
angle between lattice-plane nomal and rotation axis;
OB:Bragg angle; a: incidence angle of the X-ray beam).
4. CHOICE OF OPTIMAL MEASURING
CONDITIONS

There exists a very large number of combinations of
three reflections in quartz. The choice was limited to
reflections of higher intensity (structure factor > 10).
Regarding the geometrically possible reflections for
CuKa radiation, some lo5 of non-equivalent combinations have to be checked. This was made by means of a
particular program which selected only combinations for
which the angular difference of the incidence angles did
not exceed a certain value, and the evaluation as
described above led to small errors for the adjusting
angle. The selected reflection combinations were further
checked with respect to the remaining criteria (cf.
chapter 2.). In order to determine the widths of the
reflection profiles, these profiles have been calculated
supposing realistic beam divergence [5].
A number of reflection combinations resulted which
were worth analysing in more detail. Within these, the
smallest errors to be expected for the adjusting angles
are in the same order of magnitude as the measuring
errors of the peak positions. The differences in the
incidence angles of the X-ray beams are at least a few
degrees. In all cases, the necessary scan range, due to
the reflection widths and to the orientation range to be
considered, must be in the order of 10'. For the reflection combination 04311431315 representing the best
compromise found up to now concerning all requirements, the most important data are given in Table 1.
Table 1.
Parameters for the X-ray measurement of the reflection
combination 14310431312, CuKa radiation.
Rotation axis (for medium bar orientation): X axis
[X surface: (1 1O)];
peak distance and peak position shift for bar
misalignment of k0.3' about Y and Z;
halfwidths for Ka,(* for Ka doublet);
errors relative to the common peak position error 11
reflection
Bragg angle
incidence angle
halfwidth

143
68.9"
7 1.1"
0.63'

maximum peak distance
maximum peak position shift
errors
- adjusting angle
Xf'miscutting

-

043
57.2"
79.2'
1.7'
2.7'
7.4'
0.65
0.52

3l f
45.4'
71.1"
2.1°*

The assumed uncertainty of the bar orientation of 0.3'
for both angular coordinates is guaranteed by most
producers.
5. DRAFT OF A MEASURING AND ADJUSTING
ARRANGEMENT

Striking features of an arrangement realising the
basic concept are: the skew geometry of the measuring
system, three separate detectors to take the simultaneous
reflections, and two incident X-ray beams with a certain
angular difference. Considering only one X-ray tube,
two beams can be principally implemented by beam
deflexion using crystal monochromators or by utilising
the angular convergence or divergence, resp., of emitted
beams. Applying a long line focus, two converging
beams can be used, connected with an appreciable loss
of intensity. Besides that, the available focus length of at
most 12 mm would lead to very small tube-bar
distances. On the other hand, using two diverging beams
emitted fiom a point focus and transmitted by two
diaphragms, the impact points are correspondingly
separated on the bar surface. In this case, the plane
containing the beams should be nearly paraIlel to the
long axis (Y) of the bar. In spite of this complication,
this seems to be the best variant and will be considered
in the following.

Fig. 4.
Sketch of an X-ray controlled bar-adjustment machine
as proposed in the text (side view).
I: X-ray tube; 2: tube focus (two diverging incident
beams indicated by dashed lines); 3 5: reflected beams;
6: bar; 7: rotation axis; 8: bar holder enabling the bar
rotation by drive 9; 10: translation support (1, 3 5, and
I0 inclined to the plane of the figure; see text).

-

-

An arrasement based on the reflection combination
0431143t312 and the parameters as given in Table 1 is
sketched in Fig. 4. The Y direction of the bar and the bar
holder are in one plane, the plane containing the incident
beams is rotated of about 20' around the rotation axis,
and the planes through rotation and detector axes are
inclined by various amounts up to about 70'.

Using a distance tube focus - bar of 130 mm, the
measuring points on the bar surface will be separated by
roughly 20 mm. Diaphragm diameters of 0.3 rnm give
still total peak profile widths up to about .'6
Considering a sufficient tolerance range, a total range of
at least 15O should be scanned during the measurement.
Only this rotation in one direction needs to be
performed. After measuring and evaluating, the bar is
brought into the calculated final position and futed there.
The initial angular positions of the bars have, therefore,
to be changed by the necessary scan range taking care
that each bar can be fkee adjusted (Fig. 5). In this way,
an automated measuring and adjusting process can be
established.

Fig. 5.
Scheme of the successive
bar adjustment of a row.
At the bottom: prepositioned, at the top:
frnally positioned bars
Assuming the same peak-position error for all
reflections, the deciding error of the adjusting angle is
only somewhat smaller than the measuring error, which,
therefore, should be as low as a few arcsec. An
estimation and the comparison with existing measuring
arrangements shows that this should be realistic if the
time for measurement and adjustment of one bar is
chosen to be in the order of one minute.
6. CONCLUSIONS

The bar adjustment controlled by an X-ray measurement at the X surface, based on the method discussed
above, involves some problems. One of them may result
fiom the two separated measuring points because
orientation inhomogeneities, especially connected with
the seed plate, cannot be excluded. The arrangement as
well as the procedure are somewhat more complicated
(three separate detecting systems; scanning range >15O,
longer cycle time) than for the usual O scan. The
continued search for further reflection combinations
including also weaker reflections or the use of other
wavelengths could eventually lead to more effective
conditions. Also the calibration of the system will
involve more effort. It will be necessary to correct the
measured peak positions carefully with respect to shifts
due to reflection profile asymmetry [6].
However, the described method hlfils the requirements as postulated above. In contrast to the Oscan
method, the true AT-cutting angle is obtained also for
misaligned bars, and the XX' miscutting angle is determined additionally with high precision. Bars having too

large XY'miscutting angles could be marked or rejected
before fixing.
It should also be possible to apply the principal procedure of complete orientation determination by taking
three reflections at surfaces parallel to the X axis
(performing an approximate " O scan"). The conditions
for such a method have still to be found.
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Abstract

of the second order in terms of E , whereas they are of the
first order for Bragg's reflection. While Ref.[2] focused on
This paper presents a modeling of the dispersion curves Rayleigh waves on isotropicsubstrates and STW in Z(Y 2 )
for SAW propagation on periodically corrugated substrates directions of trigonal crystals, the present paper studies the
in the second stop-band, which involves a strong coupling case of BAW couplings of Rayleigh waves propagating in
with BAW propagating both ways, towards- and from the Z(Y 2 ) direction of quartz crystal. Due to anisotropy, andepth of substrate. The proposed modeling uses series of alytical calculations with help of potential methods are not
Bloch functions to obey periodic boundary conditionswhich applicable, and the calculationsare carried out numerically.
are integrated over one period of surface profile. The case
of finitislope for trapezoidal profile is considered and the
effect of anisotropy is taken into account. All equations I. SAW in lagrangian formulation
are written in lagrangian formalism, which will facilitate It is known that for a piezoelectric medium, the incremena farther simulation of static thermal behavior of homoge- tal balance equations of motion in Lagrange configuration
neous crystalline structures with etched gratings. The paper writes as follows :
presents results for energy reflection and conversion coefficients of a SAW-BAW transducer with a finite number of
gratings on Y + 0 cuts of quartz.

Introduction
We study the mutual interactions between surface and bulk
acoustic waves when the surface of substrate exhibits periodic corrugations with a period A very close to the the
wavelength X of SAW. A standard approach in case of corgated substrates consists of expanding the solutions in
terms of Bloch harmonic functions to derive the dispersion
curve f (6, w ) where 6 denotes the wavenumber component
governing the behavior of Bloch sum. Ref.[l] outlines a
theoretical analysis and gives closed-form results for a reciprocal coupler when surface waves are of the Rayleigh
type and propagate onto an isotropic substrate. Boundary
conditions are then "projected" onto the average plane of
profile by means of Brekhovskikh expansion and combined
with Fourier expansion of the surface profile, thereby allowing to take into account the effect of various profiles. In
the present paper, we make use of the method previously
presented at Ref.[2] instead of Brekhovskikh expansion,
i.e. we multiply the boundary conditions by orthogonal
harmonic functions and we integrate them over one period
of the surface profile. Couplings between harmonics are
then governed by integrals which can be expanded in terms
of powers of the small parameter E . Mutual couplings are
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where Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor Ii'and material dynamic
displacement D respectively indicates the effect of a force
or an electric charge on a small element of matter, the surface of which was equal to So in some equilibrium state,
prior the force and/or the charge was applied on it :

nili'L,dSo=~,
n: DLdSo= a

a=1

...3

(2)

In (I), the tilde superscript indicates that the equations pertain to the incremental quantities associated to an infinitesimal vibration superimposed on a static bias. It has been
shown that the Piola-Kirchhoff and material displacement
can be linearly related to mechanical displacement and electric potential gradients through so-called effective coefficients :
f i ~ y=

+

G L ~ M ~ u ~RK.-,LP,K
,M

BK = RK.-,LU-,,L
- NKLP,L

(3)

Effective constants can be related in a rather cumbersome
but quite well-defined way to more fundamental constants
which are the coefficients of expansion of a rotationnally

where k is the harmonic rank, a indicates the component
and n determines which solution is taken in the determinantal equation obtained when substituting above-mentionned
form into the partial derivative equations ( I ) , separately
considered for each harmonic. utln represents the normalized amplitudes for this k-th harmonic and the n-th solution
pz of the determinant of PDEs. The small wavenumber
component 6 governs the whole behavior of Bloch series
with respect to w . Then, associated mechanical boundary
conditions can be written as follows :

Figure 1: Symmetrical trapezoidal profile
invariant thermodynamic potential with respect to strain
and material electric vector. Since the fundamental constants do not immediately appear in the equations of motion, using effective constants is easier provided the studied problem does not involve any inhomogeneous biasing
state, such as thermal gradients, for instance. The problem of high-order temperature sensitivity of Rayleigh wave
propagation was previously studied with help of effective
coefficients at Refs.[3-41.

0=

zEE
x:=lCk,n [ ~ ? ( x ~ , E ( x ~ ) ) I & ~
((6,~)

+ n l ( X 1<(xl))~<fAn(J,
,
w ) ] ej(cX1+p;f(X1))-j~t

(8)
where I<(cr,k, n ) stress terms are defined by :

11. Floquet eigenmodes in periodic gratings
Let us consider a surface with symmetrical trapezoidal profile defined at Fig.1. The heigth of profile 2h is supposed
to be very small with respect to the period of corrugation
A. The ratio a l h determines the slope of trapeze edges.
Then, assuming 2 2 is the direction of the average normal
to substrate (outwardly orientated), and X1 is the direction
of propagation (in suita%lerotated axes, of course), the profile is described by the function :

Y = ( ( ~ 2=) hF(x1) = E/QF(XI)
(4)
(where -1 5 ( 5 1,and the corrugation wavenumber Q is
defined by Q = 27r/A),in such a way that the dimension-

At the moment, our computation program for SAW propagation on periodic gratings is stable only for purely mechanical problems, so the R matrix of effective piezoelectric constants is currently ignored and electric boundary
conditions are not yet considered. To solve the boundary
problem on periodic uneven surfaces, we arbitrarily multiply the boundary conditions by exp(-jqlx) with ql =
6+EQ, 1being some arbitrary integer, and then we integrate
over one period of profile (more detailedjustifications were
given in [5]), thereby obtaining the following algebraic system :

less parameter E << 1 is small in any case. Since we study
a twodimensional problem in the sagittal plane ( X I ,X2),
the mechanical boundary conditions reduce to :

nzI1'2,+nlI<la=O

V ( X ~ , X Z ) E C A(5)

where CAis the trace of surface profile in the sagittal plane.
By simple substitution, we obtain :

(G~~MEUR
EK
,M
.~z(P,K)
(6)
+n1 (GI~MEUE,M
R K . ~ ~ ( P=, 0K )
Due to the periodic nature of corrugations, Floquet's theorem allows to seek the solutions as sums of Bloch functions :
122

+

=

a

CC C ~ , ~ ~ : > ~ ~ ~ ( P . X I

x CG,~P
4

(P

=

Jz(m,B) R AJm,O + jphI;

+P:Xz-wt)

k € Z n=l

k ,nej(q,x1+P;Xz-wt)

k € Z n=l

where m = k - E, and CA is the open integration path for
one period onto the free surface profile. Remarking that
exp Ij(Pt<(s))]
can easily be expanded in power series,
the integrals appearing in (10) can alternatively be approximated by the following expansions :

(7)

- ?I;

~ ~ ( r n , ,aB )m ~ [hj ~ -j $I $ +
with :

. .I

+ ...

(1 1)

0.05. In our notations, bC indicates the dispersion branch
with Im(6) > 0, which has physical meaning for semiinfinite gratings extending toward X1 > 0, and 6- indicates the opposite case (Im(6) < 0), meaningful for semiassuming the notation (XI) = h((X1). Such expansion is infinite gratings extending toward X1 < 0 with incident
useful for profile functions such that integrating esp (jc(s)) SAW wave propagating towards S1 < 0. The relation
is difficult. In case of profiles consisting of broken lines 6- = -6+ which is observed between both branches in
(like trapeze profile), all integrals can be carried out ana- that special case (propagation along X I axis of an Si 0
lytically. This approach can be performed in case of finite quartz cut) seems not to hold in case of doubly-rotated orivalue of the profile slope, at the difference of Brekhovskikh entation, due to SAW-BAW diffraction, making it difficult
expansion which requires asymptotically small values of to obtain both branches. So, at the moment, we stick to
the slope. The generic system of boundary conditions (10a) presenting numerical results only for sagittal plane containis readily turned into matrix form Ml,a(k,nCk,n
= 0 ,where ing the X1axis of singly rotated cuts, since one branch is
column indexes are obtained by combination of harmonic not sufficient for the treatment of a transducer with finite
k and number of EDP solution n, while row indexes come length.
from the combination of stress component cr and index
1 = 12 - m associated to the projection of boundary conditions onto the basis of harmonic functions. ,8: values are 111. Coupler with finite length
obtained separately for each harmonic k from equation of Tiersten and Mc Carthy [6] have shown that for thermodynamics, which yields a polynomial characteristic equa- electro-elastic analysis carried out in Lagrange configuration in terms of powers of q k . In this way, we are able tion, a pertinent expression of the first priciple of thermoto compute above-mentionned M matrix with any number dynamics is :
of harmonics and find the roots of its determinant by means
of Newton's method, thereby finding all ratio between Ckfn
coefficients. Following this approach, we obtained results
of Fig. 2, which presents a plot of the real and imaginary
parts of small wavenumber 6 in the case of trapezoidal profiles, in the second stop band band, ie in the vicinity of
w g = QVR, where VR is Rayleigh waves celerity.
where Z is the stored internal energy per mass unit and & is
the heat flux in Lagrange configuration,which can be set to
zero for an adiabatic vibration. Under such circumstances,
Poynting's theorem takes the following form :

c

+

where Poynting's vector measuring the energy flow across
a given surface So in reference state is given by :

Figure 2: 6 = f (6w/(310'~wo)
Results are obtained with E = 0.05 and w ~ = 1 5 5MHz for
an AT32.45-cut. In that case, two branches are obtained,
with opposite values of 6 = f (w), as can be observed on
the figure. The curves were obtained with a / A = 0.125
and k E [-4,4]. The number of harmonics for convergency of results increases with the slope of trapeze. While
keeping the same value of E dimensionless parameter, a
good approximation was obtained with k E [-2,2] for
sawtooth profile, whereas k E [-8,8] is necessary to attain convergency in the case of steep profiles with a / A =

= -(ICE+ K & )

(15)
As a matter of fact, this holds for real values of K , D and v .
In the present case, using a complex notation for harmonically varying functions with respect to time complies us
to evaluate the real part of the averaged energy flow across
any surface So during one period of time, which is equal
to :
FL

V,

+(PDL

where v, = -jwu, with present notations. Two special
cases are of interest : a transducer excited by a Rayleigh
wave incident at one end, and a transducer excited by a
BAW coming from the depth of substrate under normal incidence. In the first case, it is sufficient to consider a combination of both branches 6+ and 6- to satisfy the simple physical end-condition : the cumulated amplitude of
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Figure 3: SAW energy reflection vs A ~ / ( 3 . 1 0 - ~ w ~ ) .

SAW harmonics entering the coupler's region at the opposite side with respect to the incident SAW should be zero.
In the second case, to the combination of both branches
we must add the particular Floquet sum with 6 = 0 which
equilibrates the boundary stress arising from BAW incident
wave. Then the relative weights of both eigenmodes are obtained from setting to zero the cumulated amplitudes of all
harmonics entering the coupler's region at both ends. From
Eq(16), it can be easily shown that this is sufficient to ensure that no other form of energy than the assumed incident
wave enters the coupler's region. In this manner, results of
Figs.3,4 and 5 were obtained for the followingparameters :
a / A = 0.125, k E [-4,4], XI axis of AT-cut, E = 0.05.
Figs.3 and 4 respectively present the SAW energy reflection and SAW to BAW energy conversion coefficients for
incident wave coming upon one end of coupler, for various
coupler lengthes, between 100A and 200011. Fig. 5 gives
the energy conversion from incident BAW to SAW at one
end of the coupler, for various lengthes, in case of either
incident extensional (curves with the maximum at w > w o )
or slow shear wave (maximum at w < wo). In all herestudied cases, an incident fast shear wave generates much
smaller SAW than other kinds of BAW waves.
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Figure 5: BAW-SAW conversion vs A w / ( 3 . ~ O - ~ w o ) .

behave differently : in one case, the dispersive behavior
results into a cut band for SAW-to-BAW transduction, in
the other case, it results into a pass band for BAW-to-SAW
transduction.
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ABSTRACT
The scattering matrix method was used for the
derivation of an expression for the reflection coeficient
of a one port resonator. This expression was used for
the calculations of an input admittance of a
synchronous resonator on ST cut quartz. Measured and
calculated parameters of the resonator were in very
good agreement.

3 of the IDT we have an incident a, and a reflected a,,
wave, respectively.
The one port resonator is described by the following
linear equations:

a,, =a,,T,
a b ~ =ainS13

+ a f ~ S ~+ab2S12
~

af2

=ainS13

+anS,2

'b2

=af2r2

(2)

9

(3)

+ab2S119

(4)

9

=ainS33

The scattering matrix approach was first used for
derivation of an analytical expression for the transfer
function of a two port SAW resonator [I]. In the case of
one port resonator we should derive an expression for
the reflection coefficient, then, for a given transmission
Line, the input admittance and the equivalent circuit
parameters of the resonator, can be determined easily.

(1)

9

+aflS13

+ab2S,3

9

@I

where

rl =I'~~e+*l
,

(6)

2. REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AND
ADMITTANCE OF THE ONE PORT
RESONATOR

The one port SAW resonator (Fig.1) consists of one
interdigital transducer QDT) and two reflectors. We
neglect the reflections from the single electrodes of the
IDT.We also assume that the IDT is symmetrical and
located in any position-between the reflectors. There are
four normalized amplitudes in the acoustic area: a,and
a, forward traveling waves in region 1 and 2,
respectively, and a,, and b2 backward traveling waves
in the above regions, respemvely. At the electrical port

-

:

Here Sij are the scattering coefficients of the IDT, r,
and r2 are the reflection coefficients of the reflectors
transformed to the center of the IDT, 9, and 9, are the
double phase changes from the center of the TDT to the
reflectors in the areas I and 2, respectively, d, and d,
are the distances between the centers of the IDT
electrodes and the edges of the reflectors electrodes, d,
is the distance between the centers of the first and the
last electrodes of the IDT, v, and v, are the SAW
velocities in the IDT and free surface areas,
respectively, I' is the reflection coefficient of the
reflector (two identical reflectors are assumed), and Ti
is the loss coefficient.
The reflection coefficient r of a one port resonator
is defined as
,
a ref
r--,

(10)

a in
and can be obtained from expression (5) as

r
Fig. 1. One port SAW resonator.
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a
= sA
~ s~l 3+s13
a,

a,

.

(11)

The normalized amplitudes can be easily determined
fiom equations (1) (4), and the following expression
for r is obtained:

-

The first term in the above expression represents a
reflection coefficient of the lDT, and the second one
represents a reflection coefficient of the reflectors seen
at the electrical port 3 of the IDT. If r, = r2 = 0, then r
= S,, ,as expected.
The expressions for the scattering matrix coefficients
S.. of the IDT [2 -41, and for the reflection coefficient
of the refleaor [1],[3], are presented in the
APPENDIX.
Assuming, that BL = 0 and GL= Yo, where Yo is
the characteristic admittance of a tranmission line, we
can calculate the admittance Y of the one port resonator

PI

AU parameters of the one port resonator can be
determined from the calculated admittance Y as a
function of frequency.
3. CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF

ONE PORT SYNCHRONOUS RESONATOR ON
ST CUT QUARTZ
The one port synchronous resonator was obtained
from the two port one by short circuiting one of the
WTs [6] (Fig. 2). For the IDT located inside the
reflector we have: 4 = 0, d, = 0.75p, @, = 2 4 4,
and d, = nXf/2 + pi4 , where n is an integer, Xf is the
SAW wavelength for the free surface, and v, is the
SAW velocity in the reflector area.

y = - 0.5h4, where K is the electromechanical
coupling coefficient, 6, is the relative dielectric
constant, h is the aluminium layer thickness, and
>I = 2p.
The following data were used for the resonator
at a frequency near 303 MHz:W = 1 mm, p = 5.2 pm,
e = 2.6 pm, n = 21, Nt = 91, and N, = 700, where Nt is
the numer of the IDT electrodes, and N, is the total
number of electrodes in each reflector. Cosine function
was used for the IDT apodization to eliminate the
transverse spurious modes 161.
Velocity v, and loss coefficient Ti were determined
fiom the following experimental expressions [6]:

The ratio of the width e to the period p of the
electrodes was introduced here to take into account the
effect of e/p variation (Fig. 1).
The admittance and the static capacitance of the
apodized IDT were calculated by the method presented
in [lo] (vt = v,). The scattering matrix coefficients Sij
of the IDT and the reflection coefficient I' of the
reflector were determined from expressions ( A l )
(A5). The reflection coefficient 'I of the reflector and
the velocity vr in its area were calculated for the
aluminium layer thickness h = 85 nm. The loss
coefficient Ti = 0.978 was used for the calculations at
the frequency 303 MHz. Next, the reflection coefficient
r of the resonator was calculated from eqression (12),
and the real and imaginary
parts
of the
resonator admittance (Y = G +jB) were determined
fiom expression (13) (Yo= 20 mS). The results of the
calculations are shown in Fig.3.

-

Fig.2. One port synchronous resonator.
For the ST cut quartz,the following data were used
[7 - 91: v, = 3158 mls, K' = 0.0016, 6, = 4.5,

start 382.815

)+lz

s t o p 383.315 )Oh;

Fig.3. Calculated admittance of the resonator.

Table 1. One port synchronous resonator parameters.
>

4

Parameter

WI

L,

C,

R,

[a

[W

[Ql

Q

Co
IpF]

Calculated

303.065

1.08

0.26

136

2.4

15 000

Measured

303.106

1.08

0.25

142

2.3

14 500

The one port resonator admittance can be represented
by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.4, and aIl of the
circuit elements can be deduced from the above
). The real part G of
calculations (G =GI , B = Bl+do
the equivalent circuit admittance can be written as

where Af3, is the banwidth at the Gm/2 level. From
the calculated G as a function of frequency (Fig.3), we
can determine Gm , Af3& , $ , and Q. Then, the
equivalent circuit elements are obtained fiom the
expressions:

where

The static capacitance Co is equal to that of the IDT.
However, some additional capacitance is usually added
to take into account the resonator package.
Af=f-$, GmisthemaximumvalueofG, andQis the
quality factor. For x = 1, G = G,/2 and Q = fblAf =,

PIEPI

I U F S

START

A:

7 . 0 5 4 3 mS

302.915 400 MHz

10.286mS

STOP

5.4012pf

303.180 042 NHz

Co

Fig.4. Equivalent circuit of the resonator.

Fig.5. Admittance circle of the resonator.

The resonator w s fabricated and ~tleasuredin a 50 Q
)-stem (HP Nebvork Analyzer 8752A in the reflection
mode). The mesured admittance circle is shown in
Fig.5. Marker 1 is used for the resonance frequency fo.
and markers 2 and 3 for the frequencies at which the
condition G,=Gm/2 is satisfied. The results of
calculations and measurements are shown in Table 1.
The agreement between calculated and measured
equivalent circuit parameters of the resonator is very
good.

APPENDIX

1. Scattering matris coefficients of the ITD.
The scattering matris coefficients Sij of the
qmetrical IDT can be determined from the following
ellpressions [2 - 41:

4. CONCLUSION

It nas shown, that the scattering matris approach is a
very convcnicnt nlctl~od for calculation of thc
paramctcrs of
onc port SAW rcsoaators. l"hc
c.spression for the reflection coefficient can be used for
syl~clxoilousand ilon-sy~~cl~onous
resonators on any
piezoelectric substrate.
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where

D =GI, +G, +j@,+B, +do),
G, and B, are the real and imaginary parts of the IDT
admittance, G, and B, are the real and imaginary parts
of the load admittance, respectively, and Co is the static
capacitance of the IDT.
2. Reflection coefficient of the reflector
The reflection coefficient r, defined at the initial edge
of the reflector, can be calculated from the expression
[1,31

where

and Nr is the number of strips in the reflector, p is the
period of the strips, y is the reflection coefficient of one
strip, is the SAW velocity in the reflector area, and fo
is thc center frequency.

-
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CH.4RACTERIZATION O F SINGLE-PORT SURFACE TRANSVERSE WAVE RESONATORS
IN THE LOWER GHz RANGE
IVAN D. A V W i O V
Institute of Solid State Physics. 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee Blvd.. 1784 Sofia. Bulgaria
at much lo\ver frequencies. First results on high-performance
NRO using simplified designs are presented.
This paper presents results from an esperirnental study
on single-port surface transverse wave resonators (STWR)
operating in the I .O to 2.0 GHz range. The equivalent circuit
parameters are extracted in transmission and reflection
measurements and cornpared with data obtained from bulk
acoustic wave (BAW) and surface acoustic wave (SAW) based
single-port resonators. operating at much lower frequencies. It
is shown that. at GHz frequencies, practical single-port STW
devices feature estremely low values of the dynamic resistance.
On one hand. this results in device Q greatly esceeding the
material Q limit for SAW and BAW and on the other hand, it
allows the design of simple negative resistance oscillators
(NRO) with excellent short term stability. high output power
and unprecedented RF1d.c. efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION

STW based resonant devices for low-noise oscillator
applications have enjoyed considerable attention over the last
decade because at frequencies around and above I GHz they
perform much better than their SAW counterparts in terms of
device Q, power handling ability and llf phase noise [I].
While a lot of work has been dedicated to two-port STW
resonators for feedback loop oscillator (FLO) applications,
single-port devices have received little attention. This is
because many design engineers believe that, because of stray
capacitance effects, it is impossible to build a good microwave
oscillator with a single-port acoustic device. There are at least
four reasons why in many microwave oscillator applications, a
single-port STWR should be preferred to a two-port one:
1. Single-port STW resonators have generally higher device Q
than two-port ones [2], 131.
2. Since at frequencies above 1 GHt, the active element in the
circuit is the dominant source of llf noise: the higher Q of
the single-port device will reduce the close-to-carrier phase
noise. compared to FLO using two-port devices.
3. Although, STW two-port resonators demonstrate extremely
low llf noise, typically in the -142 to -144 dBc/Hz range at
1 Hz intercept [I], additional improvement is expected with
single-port devices since one interdigital transducer (IDT)
will generate less l/f noise than two.
4. STW single-port devices, with their estremely high RF
power handling ability, completely eliminate drive power
level problems which cause serious aging problems in BAW
crystals. This allows the design of fairly simple, power
efficient microwave oscillators, with low thermal noise
floor, in which the STW single-port resonator operates at a
high drive level.
This paper presents and discusses data on highperformance single-port STWR intended for use in NRO with
improved close-to-carrier phase noise, high output power and
increased RF1d.c. efficiency. The STW resonator performance
is compared with BAW and SAW single-port devices operating
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2. MEASUREMENT METHODS
As shown in [2]. in the vicinity of resonance, STW
single-port resonators are described by the well known
Butterworth-Van Dyke equivalent electrical circuit which is
widely used to characterize the resonant behavior of BAW
crystals 141. As evident from Fig. 1, this circuit consists of a
series resonant branch (Rd. Ld and Cd), characterizing the
n~otionalresonator behavior, which is shunted by the static
resonator capacitance C,. The equivalent circuit parameters
can be extracted according to the methods described below.
2. 1. Method MI: The resistive n - t v ~ ecircuit
If the resonator is connected to a l7-type resistive circuit,
as the one shown in Fig. 1, and its transmission characteristic
S21 is measured, then a series and parallel resonance at the
frequencies of minimum and masimum attenuation f, and f,.

II

b

y

[
I

Y

ButteruorthVan-Dyke
c i r c u it

b

;
I

~>t

5 8 Ohm

n-ci r c u i t

Y

SB Ohm

Fig. 1. The Butterworth-Van Dyke equivalent electrical circuit
of a single-port acoustic wave resonator, embedded in a n-type
circuit for parameter extraction.
respectively, are clearly observed. The plots in Fig. 2
characterize a 9.14 MHz BAW crystal measured in this way.
As shown in [j].from the distance between f, and f, which is
19.6 KHz in this nleasurement, the capacitance ratio Cd/Co and
the device Q can be calculated with a reasonable accuracy as:

The static capacitance is typically measured with a capacitance
meter at a low frequency far off resonance and the dynamic
resistance Rd can be obtained by replacing the resonator in the
ff-circuit with a variable resistor, in parallel with a lowinductance capacitor of the same value as C,. The variable
resistance value. yielding at f, the same insertion loss as the
resonator is the value of the dynamic resistance.

--M R.I Z-O ~ - i~SYMH:
.2 42dS
WGTD (v!
PHASE ID)

d20p

--

10131
X10V

' f*

Q value is 9170 and is obtained b), reading the (f+l,?-f-,/?)value
from the plot in Fig. 4b) wl~ich is 47.3 KHz in this
measurement. The reason for the erratic initial Q-measurement
was that Co and package parasitics move the impedance plot
into the capacitive part of the Smith chart where Rd$l/Grn,.

J20M8
151 Y e p

MW SAWR h.B.ll4KH:
MKSi?tSI
633 %M*
MAGTD IV)
-2 ieds
'WSE (A!
10 i a q

4%

C F 9 1YIBIMH:

CUilBIO WdSm
IRGIR) WSm

Si3Wus
IRG(T)WSm

SPAN Sku:

EL 0 mm
RSW IOW:
VSW IOkM:

50.

Fig. 2. Frequency and phase responses of a 9.14 MHz
fundamental mode BAW crystal. Note that at f, and f, the
phase is zero meaning that the influence of C, is negligible.
2.2. Method M2: Admittance Measurement
If high precision is necessary, then the Q value can be
obtained by measuring the complex admittance of the resonator
with a vector analyzer and reading characteristic values on the
Smith chart. In Fig. 3 this method is illustrated with the BAW
crystal from Fig. 2. As shown in [4], f, is the frequency of
masimum conductance G, and the difference between the
a2
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b)
Fig. 4. Characteristics of a 433.92 MHz SAW resonator
according to a): Method MI and b): Method M2.
CF: 9.138 14MHz
OUT(B):O.OwBm
IRG(R):OdBm
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RBW:300Hz
VBW:100W
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Fig. 3. Admittance plot of the device from Fig. 2.
frequencies f and f+lil of maximum susceptance B,, is the 3
dB device bandwidth and, therefore, the device Q. According
to [6] the frequencies f l 1 2 and f+,/?correspond to the points at
which the conductance is equal to G,,/2, yielding the same
result for the Q-factor. At frequencies, below 100 MHz the
influence of C, and package parasitics is negligible, the
admittance plot is symmetric with respect to the real Smith
chart axis and crosses it at the frequency f, where Rd=I/Gm,,.
This, however, is true only if Rd<<l/(2xfsC,).
The Q of the 9.14 MHz BAW crystal. characterized with
methods M1 and M2? was measured as 21100 and 20770
respectively, indicating an excellent agreement between them.
2.3. Characterization of SAW single-~ortresonators
Although SAWR operate at much higher frequencies
than their BAW counterparts, methods M1 and M2 apply to
SAW single-port resonators too. Figures 4 a) and b) show
results obtained from a 433.92 MHz commercially available
SAW resonator. This device behaves in the same way as the
BAW crystal from Fig. 2 and 3. Figure 4 a) indicates an (f,-f,)
value of 114 KHz. Under the false assumption that Rd=l/Gm,,,
from Fig. 4 b), the Rd value is measured as 29.5 R. With a C,
value of 2.1 pF, according to equations ( I ) and (2), the device
Q is calculated as 11270 which is in fact too high. The correct

2.4. Method M3 for correct Rg measurement
If an inductor Lo is connected in parallel with the singleport resonator, and its value is selected in such manner that C,
and all package parasitics are tuned out, then, at series
resonance, the resonator will behave like an ohmic resistance
equal to Rd. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where Rd is read
directly as 36.41 R at the point where the impedance locus
crosses the real axis of the Smith chart. If this value is used to
calculate the device Q according to Method MI, then the result
is 9130 and is in excellent agreement with the value of 9170
measured precisely with Method M2. This means that the
SAWR CO lunea out wth p;lralIel L
MKR( 209 )
433915MHz
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Fig. 5. Impedance of the 433.92 MHz SAW device
according to Method M3.

parallel inductor does not compromise the measurement result.
Practically, the Lo value does not even need to be very precise
because the bandwidth of the tank circuit that it forms with C,
and the package parasitics: is orders of magnitude smaller than
the bandwidth of the acoustic single-port resonator.
2.5. Characterization of STW sinpie-port resonators
Method M2 yields precise Q results if applied to devices

with well behaved series resonance, the admittance of which is
a nice uniform circle on the Smith chart. Unfortunately. this is
rarely the case with STWR. The necessity of locating the
resonance at the lower stopband edge to ma~imizethe device Q
and minimize its loss, generally yields asymmetric responses.
This is evident from Fig. 6 a) and b) characterizing a 2.0 GHz
STWR. The asymmetry of the plots makes it difficult to read
the frequencies f.,,? and f+t:2 and determine the device Q
directly from the admittance chart (Fig. 4b)), as shown in
Section 2.3. On the other hand, Method MI provides a
sufficiently accurate reading of the frequencies f, and f,. For
the complete device characterization we need also the C, value.
which is measured with a capacitance meter, and the Rd value
which is measured precisely according to Method M3 as
described in the previous section. Thus, the characterization of
STW single-port devices requires 3 steps:
I.

2.
3.

3. RESULTS FROM EVALUATION OF SINGLE-PORT
STW, BAW AND SAW DEVICES

Table 1 summarizes results from different SAW, BAW
and STW devices characterized with the methods described in
the previous sections. In addition to the fundamental mode
9.14 h4Hz BAWR. the 434 MHz SAWR and the 2 GHz STW
device used in this paper. the table includes data from a 1 GHz
estremely high Q STW device from Ref. [3]? a 1.244 GHz
STWR from Ref. [2] and the best 15.226 MHz fundamental
mode BAW crystal that the author had available for this study.

Measure f, and f, in a l7-circuit according to Method MI;
Tune out Co with a parallel inductor and read % directly
from an impedance measurement using Method M3;
hleasure C, and calculate the capacitance ratio and device
Q using equations ( I ) and (2).

In Fig. 6 a) and b) the (f,-f,) and Rd values are measured as 860
KHz and 8.35 l2 respectively. This yields a device Q of 6800.

Table 1. Performance of GHz range STW single-port
resonators compared with SAWR and BAWR devices.
The evaluation of the data in Table I allows the
following conclusions:
1.
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Single-port STW resonators in the frequency range 1.0 to
2.0 GHz demonstrate device Q values comparable with
the Q of BAW crystals operating below 100 MHz.
Both factors: the high capacitance ratio and the low
dynamic resistance of STWR contribute to the high device
Q which can exceed the material Q limit for SAW on
rotated Y-cut quartz by more than 3 times [3].
The capacitance ratio of GHz range STWR exceeds by an
order of magnitude the capacitance ratio of BAW
fundamental mode crystals and is an indication of a low
distance between series and parallel resonance. This
results in a very high phase slope which is the key for
achieving low oscillator phase noise. This is evident from
the data in Fig. 6 a) too, (see also References [2] and [3]).
Single-port SAWR feature a capacitance ratio comparable
to what is achievable with STWR but the SAWR % value
is generally much too high to achieve high device Q.

4. NEGATIVE RESISTANCE STW OSCILLATORS

CF: 2.ffl7GHz
OUT(B):O.WdBm
IRG(R):MBrn

ST:3.90sec
IRG0:WBm

SPAN 3MHZ
EL:O.fflcm
RBWlOkHz
VEWlOkHr

Son

b)

Fig. 6. Data from a 2 GHz single-port STWR measured with:
a): Method MI and b): Method M3.

As implied in the Introduction, the main idea of this
paper was not only to demonstrate the superiority of STW
single-port resonators in terms of device Q, but also to show
their feasibility for applications in microwave oscillators with
improved short-term stability, high output power and increased
RFld. c. efficiency, as well as simplified design. Among RF
engineers the NRO is considered to be the best choice for that,
especially at microwave frequencies. Single-port STWR seem
to be ideal for stabilizing NRO, since they have very low Rd
values. On one hand, this makes it easy to ground a transistor
terminal, on the other hand, the amount of negative resistance

that has to be generated by the transistor to compensate for the
Rd loss is low accordingly. Thus. oscillation starts well and the
oscillator does not generate parasitic oscillations.
The first esperiments performed by the author used the
basic NRO circuits described in Fig. 7 a), b) and c). In the
circuits in Fig. 7 a) and b). the resonator operates at series
resonance and grounds the base and emitter of the transistor,
respectively. while the complex impedances Z1 and 2 2 set the
phase condition of oscillation. The circuit in Fig. 7 c) uses the
popular grounded collector configuration which is known for
its low phase noise in voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
applications. With 22 tunable, the circuit in Fig 7 c) was
found to provide about 150 ppm of tuning range when
stabilized with a 1 GHz STWR.

voltage controlled FLO. The lowest phase noise is achieved if
the FLO is operated slightly above series resonance where the
phase slope is maximum, (see Fig. 6 a)).
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Fig. 8. Frequency response of a 2 GHz capacitive n-circuit
using the single-port STWR from Fig. 6.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 7. Simplified schematics of the negative
resistance oscillators built and tested in this study.
One great advantage of the NRO is its high power
efficiency. Since STWR can stand extremely high incident
power levels [I], STW based power NRO can be realized in a
very elegant way. The circuit from Fig. 7 a) was used in a 1
GHz grounded base configuration and was run at 23 dBm of
output power for several days. The RF1d.c. efficiency was in
excess of 30% while the short-term stability was measured as
7x10*'~/s.NRO operating at lower power levels were found to
have short-term stability values in the 2 to 5 ~ 1 0 " ~ range.
ls
Most of the 1 GHz STW resonators in this study were in
fact two-port devices. To use them as single-port resonators,
only one of the IDT was used while the other one was left
open. Thus, the same device could be used to evaluate both:
FLO and NRO, and compare their short term stability. This
approach was used to make sure that the Iff phase noise
contribution of the acoustic device has the same source for
both oscillator types. For the same output power, the NRO
was found to provide a 2 to 4 times better short-term stability
than the FLO using the same STW device in a two-port
configuration.
5. FEEDBACK LOOP OSCILLATORS USING SINGLE
PORT STW RESONATORS
A further way to improve the overall oscillator phase
noise performance while keeping the llf noise contribution of
the acoustic device at a minimum, is to use it as a single-port
device in a capacitive l7-circuit configuration. Although a
single-port STWR is used, the l7-circuit behaves as a two-port
resonator. Thus, the lif noise contribution of a second IDT is
eliminated. The frequency response of 1 GHz STWR
embedded in such a capacitive l7-circuit is shown in Fig. 8.
Increasing the shunt capacitance values improves the sidelobe
suppression and increases the circuit Q at the expense of higher
circuit loss. Thus, a trade-off between oscillator phase noise
and tuning range can be achieved if the circuit is used in a

This study has shown that with respect to device Q,
single-port STWR at GHz frequencies are superior to SAWR
operating below 1 GHz and comparable with BAW crystals
operating below 100 MHz. It has been shown that such GHz
range STWR have a great potential for the realization of
microwave NRO with improved phase noise, increased output
power and efficiency and simplified design. Further studies in
this direction are on the way.
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ABSTRACT

Several advantages of STW devices are by
now well known. These include simultaneous
moderately high acoustic velocity and zero temperature
coefficient of frequency, along with extremely high
power handling capability. In this paper we present
theoretical and experimental evidence of an additional
advantage of STW devices on quasi- AT-cut quartz: the
intrinsic Q of such devices is superior to that of ST-cut
SAW devices and AT-cut BAW devices, with the STW
having Q x f z 3 . 2 5 10"
~ Hz
1. INTRODUCTION

Several advantages of STW devices are by
now well known. These include simultaneous
moderately high acoustic velocity and zero temperature
coefficient of frequency, along with extremely high
power handling capability. These properties allow
reliable fabrication of temperature-stable surface wave
devices operating into the low microwave region, with
superior phase noise floor as compared to other
technologies. However, thus far STW devices have been
considered as inferior to SAW and BAW devices with
regard to close-in phase noise arising from intrinsic Q
considerations.
In this paper we present theoretical and
experimental evidence that the intrinsic Q of STW
devices on quasi- AT-cut quartz is, in fact, superior to
that of ST-cut SAW devices (Qxf=l.05~10'~
Hz El])
and AT-cut BAW devices (Qxf=1.35~10'~
Hz [2]). The
calculations indicate that the intrinsic Q of the STW
mode is 2x-3x larger than those of the other
Hz.
technologies, with the STW having Qxf=3.25~10'~
The theoretical results are validated by experimental
data from STW resonators operating in the low
microwave region. Measurements of an optimized 1.0
GHz STW single-port device confirm that the material
Q limit for STW is approximately Qxf=3.6x 1Oi3 HZ.

the well known STW propagation equations. This
approach is useful in understanding the impact of
waveguiding on the overall device Q. However, a
substantially simpler approach can be used to evaluate
the limiting behavior of the STW. This alternative
approach recognizes that the STW is essentially a
waveguided pure-shear SSBW mode, for which exact
analytic expressions may be written for rotated Y-cut
quartz:

(ES~)'

=

S sin 2 (0)
cos2(e) + Ej3

(e26)' = -el 1cos2 (8) - e14 cos(O)sin(8)

(2)

(r, 66)' = '166 cos2 (0) + 2 ~ 1 cos(8)
4
sin(8) + 1144 sin (8)
(7)

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The theoretical analysis can be accomplished
in at least two ways; one way employs the acoustic
viscosities of quartz and complex elastic stiffnesses in
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where c, e, E, p, and q represent the elastic,
piezoelectric, and dielectric constants, density, and
acoustic viscosity.

I

5 -

I

I

'-90
Orientation Angle (degrees)

Figure 1. STW velocity versus orientation angle for
rotated Y-cut quartz substrates.

Orientation Angle (degrees)

Figure 2. STW in-line piezoelec~ic coupling versus
orientation angle for rotated Y-cut quartz substrates.

Figures 1 through 4 show, respectively, the
SSBW velocity ( 9 , in-line piezoelectric coupling (6),
motional time constant (8), and Qxf product (9) for
rotated Y-cut quartz. The calculations indicate that the
intrinsic Q of STW devices on quasi- AT-cut quartz is
two to three times larger than those of the other
'~
technologies, with the STW having Q x f e 3 . 2 5 ~ 1 0 Hz.
This value is equivalent to that of BT-cut BAW devices,
and is in turn superior to that of ST-cut SAW devices
and AT-cut BAW devices. The 1/Q4 relationship
between device Q and close-in phase noise implies a
potential 15 dB advantage in close-in phase noise for
low noise oscillator applications. It is important to note
that the STW device Q varies with frequency, and that
the, intrinsic Q limit is approached when operating the
device below the stopband [3].

-60
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Figure 3. STW motional time constant versus orientation
angle for rotated Y-cut quartz substrates.

Orientation Angle (degrees)

Figure 4. STW Qxf product versus orientation angle for
rotated Y-cut quartz substrates.

3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

3.1 Two-Port STW Devices on AT-cut Ouartz
The data in Figure 5 were obtained
experimentally from a 2 GHz in-line coupled resonator
filter (CRF) test structure. The coupling grating
intentionally has been made 600 wavelengths long to
maximize the cavity lengh. Since this long coupling
grating has the same period as the interdigital
transducers (IDTs) and reflectors, it causes strong
t
reflections along the cavity and a very a b ~ p cut-off
behavior. Close to the cut-off frequency, the group
delay value is extremely large: 1.932 ps. This
corresponds to a loaded Q of 12200 at a frequency of
2008 MHz, which is 81% higher than the material Q for
AT-cut BAW. Please note that this type of CRF
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Figure 5. Frequency response (upper curve) and group
delay response (lower curve) of a CRF-type test
structure with a very long coupling grating.
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Figure 7. Broadband frequency and group delay
responses (a) and narrowband frequency and phase
responses (b) of a 1 GHz short-cavity STW resonator.

Figure 6. Frequency and group delay responses of a
2 GHz multimode STW resonator.
device was intended to investigate the achievable group
delay for STW at 2 GHz. It cannot be used for practical
applications since there is no well behaved resonance at
the frequency of maximum group delay. If an STW
device is to be used in an oscillator with maximized Q,
the resonator geometry should be optimized such that it
supports one resonance with a magnitude at least 5 dB
higher than the adjacent resonances to guarantee stable
single-mode oscillator operation. As shown in [4], very
high loaded Q values can be achieved with optimized
multimode devices which have a long quasitransparent
waveguide grating between the IDT to minimize the
device loss while keeping the cavity length as long as
possible. One such device is characterized in Figure 6.
With a group delay value of 978 ns and an insertion loss
of 17.2 dB, this 2 GHz device has a loaded Q of 6170
and an unloaded Q of 7160, which is 37% higher than
the material Q limit for ST-cut SAW at that frequency.

In the frequency range of 1.0 to 2.0 GHz,
unloaded Q values as high as the material Q limit for
AT-cut BAW can readily be achieved with practical
short-cavity STW devices occupying a very small
substrate area. As shown in [4], the Q of such devices
is maximized by having two adjacent longitudinal
modes coincide at the lower stopband edge. In addition
to high loaded Q, this approach also provides low
device loss. One such short-cavity device is
characterized in Figure 7. The 3 dB device bandwidth is
122 kHz which corresponds to a loaded Q of 8210.
With an insertion loss value of 8.6 dB, the unloaded Q
is found to be 13080 which is 97% of the material Q
limit for AT-cut BAW at this frequency. Similar results
also were obtained with 2.0 and 2.5 GHz short-cavity
devices [4].
3.2 Sinele-Port STW Devices on AT-cut Ouartz
The two main limiting factors to achieving Q
values close to the material limit for STW in two-port
resonators, are 1) the ohmic loss of the IDT fingers and
2) the dissipation of wave energy in the bulk when the
wave propagates between the IDTs. The effect of both
factors is substantially reduced in a single-port resonator
configuration. Therefore, single-port STW resonators
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ABSTRACT
The design and fabrication of high spectral
purity resonators based on surface waves
requires a good understanding of the influence
of temperature and mecl~anicalstress effects on
their frequency stability. The aim of these
paper is to present a perturbation model of
Surface Transverse Waves (STW) sensitivity to
stresses used to predict the frequency variations
of STW resonators built on AT cut quartz
plates submitted to radial compression.
Comparison between theory and experiments is
showll to validate the model and to check the
stability of STW properties to the propagation
direction of the wave.

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface Transverse Waves (STW) have been
studied for more than twenty years for the
developlnent of high quality surface wave
devices used in ultra-stable oscillators or high
frequency
filters.
However,
industrial
applications of STW remain rare because of the
difficulty to obtain reproducible electrical
characteristics with these waves. Nevertlleless,
very exciting results have been published by
Avramov & a1 [1,2] demonstrating the
possibility to produce STW resonators
exhibiting extremely high unloaded quality
factors Q, at frequencies I~igherthan 1 GHz
(Qu.Fo up to 1.2 1013 at 2 GHz).
Consequently, tlie use of STW resonators for
the design and fabrication of high spectral
purity oscillators still represents an attractive
alternative compared to the best classical
Rayleigh wave based devices [3]. It is then
interesting to check the sensitivity of STW to
mechanical perturbations to optimize their
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.008 1999 IEEE
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packaging or to point out any substrate
geometry well adapted to minilnize stress
effects on their frequency stability. In this
purpose, develop~nentshave been proposed by
Kosinski & a1 [4] and also by Bigler & al [5]
based on Tiersten's perturbation theory [6] to
calculate STW sensitivity to mechanical biases.
Two different approaches respectively based on
strain [4] and stress [5] sellsitivity coefficiel~ts
have lead to the conclusion that a compensation
to symmetrical in-plane stresses exists for a
quartz orientation close to the AT cut.
The purpose of this work is to check from both
theoretical and experimental points of view the
validity of these result and to emphasize the
influence of any disorientation of the
propagation direction on the compensation
effect. In the first part of tile paper, general
principles
of theoretical
developments
necessary to calculate stress sensitivity
coefficients of STW are recalled. It is then
shown how to couple the proposed perturbation
approach with Finite Element (FE) calculatiolls
to improve theoretical predictions. The latter
are used to confirm the compensation effect
and to refine the angle definition of the stress
compensated STW quartz cut. These tl~eoretical
results are finally compared to experimental
data obtained usi~lg200 MHz STW resonators
built on circular AT cut quartz plates.
Measurements have been performed for
different propagatioll directions (y = 90 k 0,
2.5 and 5 degrees defined versus X axis). As a
conclusion, the validity of tile classical
criterion for systematically pointing out "stress
compensated" STW quartz cuts is discussed

XI. PERTURBATION THEORY
11.1 Stress sensitivitv coefficients for STW
The calculation of these coefficients has been
presented first in ref. [5]. It is based on a
classical unperturbed propagation model [7]
coupled with a perturbation approach inspired
fro111 Tiersten's developments [6]. Let us
briefly recall the calculation principle. The
~nechanicalwave distribution is given by tlie
following relation :

with the Kronecker delta 6~ the linear and no11
linear elastic constants
- Cijkl and Cijkluv and
the static stresses T,,,,.. Inserting eq.(l) and
eq.(3) into eq.(2) allows the derivation of the
STW stress sensitivity coefficients Sa,,,, as
follows:

17=-c01-=1

where B
,, is the wavenu~nberof the nth spatial
I~ar~nonic,
an, are the penetration coefficients
within the plate of the rth partial wave of the
nth spatial harmonic and A,, represents the
associated
mechanical
amplitude. The
polarization of tlie wave is conform to fig. 1.

I

I

1

Fig. 1 Definition of the wa e polarization
All the coefficients of eq. (1) are calculated as
shown in ref. [7]. This form is then used to
compute the following perturbation equation :

where all the dynamical displacements are
assumed unperturbed and only w is tke
effective angular frequency variation induced
by the perturbation. &kl is the perturbation
tensor relating the fundamental elastic
properties of the substrate to the actual quasistatic stress of the plate. Assuming no rigid
rotation around a fixed point of the plate (for
example al=a2=a3=0) yields the following
expression of this tensor :

where N . is the numerator of eq.(2), easily
deduced from the previous developments and
eq.(l). Ilwtlv
is simply derived from eq.(3).
11.2 Cou~lingwith finite element
These stress sensitivity coefficients can be used
with simple academic stress distribution
models but as it has been shown for the case of
Rayleigh waves [8], they can also
advantageously be coupled with
FE
calculations to provide precise simulation of
surface wave sensitivity to any stress
distribution taking anisotropy into account. The
frequency variation is then calculated using the
following formula :

where E represents the total number of
elements used to mesh the STW propagation
domain, and < %,.(e)> is the stress value at
the center of mass of the element e. VtOt is the
total volume of the above-mentioned domain.
From eq.(l) and (2) and considering formal
developments of ref. [8], a more rigorous
calculation of the frequency variations call be
derived. However, since 110 significant
improvement of the theoretical results in
comparison with experiments was noticeable
with such developments in the case of Rayleigh
waves, the simple formula of eq.(5) has been
preferred for this work.

111. THEORY VERSUS EXPERIMENTS

The proposed stress sensitivity coefficie~its
have been used first to check the existence of
any " stress compensated " quartz cut by,
con~putingthe tern1 Sell 1+Sa33 which provides
a good estimation of the wave sensitivity to
symmetrical radial in-plane stresses for
Rayleigli waves (see ref. [9]). Figure 2 shows
the dependence of this criterion versus cut
angle 0 and fig.3 is an enlargement of the latter
in the vicinity of AT cut, providing a better
precision of the angle for which the
con~pensationarises.

AT cut quartz wafer (Micro-Pierre SA,
Besancon) used to fabricate 200 MHz STW
resonators. Figure 4 shows the frequency
response of a classical STW resonators aligned
along Z', and of resonators built with an angle
of 2.5' and 5' between the propagation
direction and Z'
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These figures show that different orientations
exist for which the STW is small affected by
sylnmetrical compression, and that the STW
sensitivity to this effect is rather small close to
the AT cut (theoretical compensation at 8=30°).
Considering these results, this sensitivity has
been experimentally verified by cutting small
disks of diameter 21 mm. (1 mm. thick) in an

Figure 5 shows the definition of the azimuth
angle P between the propagation and the force
directions. Since the coefficient s a l 3 is equal
to zero for STW, the frequency variation versus
p is symmetrical around Z', allowing to
measure Ao only for +90°<P<00. Figures 6 (a
and b) show the superposition of experimental
measurements and theoretical results for t l ~ e
different resonators of fig. 5, except for the
ones at y=f5' (insertion losses were to
important) :
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However, The use of FE based perturbation
models is necessary for accurate predictions of
stress sensitivity of STW on quartz cuts.
IV. CONCLUSION

A theoretical model of STW sensitivity to
stress effects has been implemented and tested
by a comparison with esperiments performed
on STW resonators built on AT cut quartz disks
submitted to radial compression. The influence
of the direction propagation has been
empliasized. The principal conclusion of this
work is that the model can be used to estimate
properties of wave propagating not exactly
along Z', but a more rigorous model of the
effective nature of the wave must be used to
improve the agreement between tlieory and
experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Langasite and its modifications, such as langanite and
langatate. are very attractive materials for realization of
resonators. The first publications about piezoelectric
properties of langasite appeared at the beginning of the
80's [1,2]. This material has some advantages over
well-known ST-quartz: a higher value of electromechanical coupling, lower acoustic wave propagation
losses, absence of phase transitions up to the melting
point (1470°C) and absence of twins [3]. However, till
now the attempts of design of competitive devices on
langasite have not been successful. The imperfection of
growing was resulted in a significant dispersion of the
physical constants. Good crystals of langasite, possessing stable properties, were grown only a few years
ago [4].
This paper presents the design of the Surface Transverse Wave (STW) resonators on langasite. The empirical values of coupling-of-modes (COM) parameters
are shown, and a comparison between the theoretical
resonator responses computed with these values and
measured responses is performed. The resonance and
antiresonance frequencies are evaluated as a function
of the thickness of metal electrodes. Results for STW
resonator response on langasite exhibit very important
differences with respect to similar STW devices built
on ST and AT quartz.
Finally, temperature sensitivity of the STW langasite
resonators has been measured and compared to theoretical predictions based on various sets of published
material constants.
1. INTRODUCTION

There is a high interest in studying properties of new
piezoelectric materials capable to improve device performance in comparison with conventional ones based
on quartz.
This paper presents investigation on resonant STW
structures fabricated with submicrometer accuracy, on
Y+90° rotated langasite substrates. A tunable design
procedure based on high frequency adapted COM formalism is used.
Due to of a lack of references in the literature about
COM parameters for acoustoelectronic devices on langasite substrates, as well as the strong dependence of
resonator parameters on metal thickness and metallization ratio, an experimental procedure we used to extract
COM parameters from several samples of STW reso-
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nators with a variation of thickness and metallization
ratio, taking into account of their electrical resistance.
Based on these data, a simulation procedure yields a
model for the electrical response curve of a bandpass
filter which is compared to experimental results.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST STRUCTURE
The choice of a test structure for the STW langasite
resonator was based on a design of a two-port STW
resonator previously tested on quartz [ 5 ] . The topology
of such a resonator structure is presented on Fig.1,
main geometry parameters being presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 - Geometry of STW langasite resonator.
Strip number N
1000 in
each

1 25 in cavity array
Grating (strip) pitch p [pm]

I

1.69 in mirror arrays
and IDTs
1.67 in cavity array
2"p
90
0.45 in sample #1
0.25 in sample #2
0.65 in sample #1
0.53 in sample #2

- -

Bragg wavelength h
Waveguide aperture W / h
Metallization ratio M
Aluminium thickness t/h [%]

1

I

I

3. COM SIMULATION

Metallization of interdigital transdusers (IDT) and
shorted strip reflective arrays (Fig.lb) is made of an
alulninium conductive layer with vanadium as an adhesive sublayer. The electrical conductivity of vanadium
is about ten times lower for vanadium than for aluininiun~.This configuration can be modeled according
to Morgan's relation for phase velocity differences
between a metallized (v,,) and free surface of the piezoelectric substrate (vo) [6]:

resistance, pin inductance, case and inter-electrode
capacitance are not negligible.
Input, output, and ground connections in the resonator
device form a series inductance and a parallel capacitance. The transducer comb structure forms a series
electrode resistance and inter-electrode capacitance. All
these components define the equivalent circuit (Fig.3).
where the series static parameters of the resonance
structure were considered as outer load parameters. Tile
static capacitance Co can be experimentally evaluated
by input capacitance measurements far from resonance
frequency.
R,
LI
C1 1 : 1 Output
r----------------'-------------------------

Input
where superscript h indicates the shifted velocities induced by a conductive aluminium layer of height h
deposited over the langasite surface, Eo is the vacuum
dielectric constant, and effective dielectric permittivity
(2)
is computed from a combination of dielectric permittivity constants at constant mechanical stress.
In the simulation of a resonator structure, the COM
model is represented as a two-port scattering and admittance matrices taking into account electrical loading
by the test system (Fig.2).
Test system

p-+z-q$
Load

Device

Load

Fig. 2. Test system chart.
Standard scattering parameter S21 as forward transmission coefficient for the testing system is

derived from resulting 2-port matrix of admittance parameters [Yij] for the complete device, taking into account both input and output load impedances ZL1 and
ZL2respectivitely with their real parts RLlrRL2.
P-matrix parameters can be converted into Y-matrix
and its cascade combinations for each constructive
elements as IDT and grating arrays are defined on the
base of the particular topology and design data for
resonator [7,8]. Known COM formalism was extended
to high frequency structures, where thin film electrode

Fig.3. Equivalent circuit for two-port STW resonator on
langasite in the vicinity of the main resonance frequency.
Coupling-of-modes formalism analyzes approximately
synchronous reflecting and propagating waves in the
structure, and yields an estimation of the equivalent
circuit parameters in the vicinity of the resonance frequency. This were taken into account when using an
experimental method to extract these parameters. [9].
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several sets of STW langasite resonators were designed and tested.
For COM parameter extraction Szl, frequency responses of resonators with two different aluminium
thickness and metallization ratios were measured at
room temperature (Table 2). For simulation purpose we
used untuned measurements in a 50 SL testing system.
TABLE 2 Two-port langasite STW resonators
measured and estimated characteristics.
Parameter
#2
#I
Resonance frequency Fr [MHz] 688.930 688.975
Antiresonance frequency
689.823 689.565
Fa [MHz]
Relative resonance spacing
0.086
0.130
AFar=(Fa-Fr)/Fr [%I
Attenuation at resonance Ar 7.2
18.2
[dB1
Loaded quality factor Q1
1180
1330
Unloaded quality factor Qu
1345
2350
Dynamic resistance RI [R]
715
130
Dynamic inductance LI [pH]
222
70.5
Dynamic capacitance C1[fF]
0.75
0.24

-

Experimentally determined main COM parameters are shown in Table 3 with using approximation (4) - (6) [9]. The grating reflectivity upon
metallization ratio M and normalized aIurninium
thickness t/h is given by
Reflection coefficient :
K = rco *sin(z* ~ ) * ( t / / 1 ) ~ ,

(4)

electromechanical coupling
K' = K; " M * ( t / n ) ,
STW velocity

(5)

v =~,(l-A,

1

and quartz (lower) resonator with close geometry
for comparison.
Based on experimentally determined COM parameters a set of simulated frequency responses
for STW langasite resonator structure with geometry according Fig. l and Table l for metallization ratio 0.5 and aluminium thickness t/h at
(0.6.. .2.4) % is presented in Fig.5.

*K).

(6)
TABLE 3 - Two-port langasite STW resonators
estimated COM ch&acterisiics.
Parameter
Value

1

Reflection coefficient KO
Electromechanical coupling
coefficient &'
Propagation loss coefficient
"/o (constant)
Free-surface velocity Vo
, (ds)
STW velocity coefficient Av

120
0.005
-50

0.0008

-5808

0.05

0

.2000

0

2000

4000

5808

10000

16000

20080

[F-Fr]/Fr, pprn

2332

Measured and calculated frequency responses of
STW langasite resonator with contrast to quartz at
close geometry of metallization are shown in
Fig.4. Here the referenced resonance frequency
value for langasite is 688.930 MHz and for quartz
is 1499.875 MHz.

-1t
.a000

0

6000

8006

IF-FrllFr. oom

Fig. 4: Measured (solid) and calculated (dashed)
frequency response of STW langasite #1 (upper)

Figure 5: STW langasite resonator resonance
spacing changes with metal thickness.
Temperature characteristics for Y+90° rotated
langasite were determined. Velocities and temperature effects for the STW structure were
simulated by computing the velocity changes versus temperature for a Gulyaev-Bleustein mode
propagating under a short-circuited surface with
no metal loading. Taking into account the thermal
expansion of the substrate in the propagation direction, the first order temperature coefficient has
been computed in the vicinity of Euler angles
(bO, p=23, 8=90) as a function of the plate cut
angle p.Based on material constants published by
Silvestrova et al. [9] and Sakharov et al. [lo], a
temperature-compensated cut for STWs is expected to be found in the vicinity of Euler angles
(0, 23, go), with a velocity close to 3000 mls ; the
optimum (TCFl=O) being at p=24 according to
[9] or p 2 6 according to [lo]. Both simulations
predict a dependence vs the angle p for the firstorder TCFl of about -20 p p d K change every +15
degrees of turning angle p.. Experimental measurements on a STW resonator presented here
yields a velocity close to 2330 m/s and positive
TCFl of about +50 p p d K not compatible with
Euler angles (0, 23, 90) but in full accordance
with (0,-23, 90) according to the same convention

for the sign of axes in refs [ l l ] and [12], since for
this last cut the predicted velocity is close to 2400
rids with a positive TCF1=+36 p p d K .

5. CONCLUSION
Experimentally determined COM parameters for
STW langasite resonator models were obtained by
investigating various samples with several thickness and ratio of electrode metallization. A fairly
good agreement between simulated and experimental data were obtained.
In comparison to Y+36" rotated quartz the Y+90°
rotated langasite device does not exhibit a frequency shift between resonance and antiresonance
peaks proportional to velocity differences between
both crystals
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LOW-LOSS DECT-IF SAW FILTERS WITHOUT MATCHING NETWORKS

ONIIP, Maslennikov str., 23 1, Omsk 644009, Russia
ABSTRACT
This paper presents low-loss ring SAW filter on
128' YX L i m o 3 with a 3- fractional bandwidth of
about 1%. Reflective multistxip couplers (RMSCs)
with 3 electrodes per h (h is SAW wavelength at the
center frequency of the filter) and long IDTs with
phase weighting were used in the filter. The IDTs
have a self-matching effect when the static
capacitance of the IDT is compensated by the acoustic
radiation susceptance. The ring filter at a center
frequency of 110.6 MHz showed an insertion loss of
about 3 dB, 3-dB bandwidth of about 1.1 MHz,
stopband attenuation of 25,35 and 50 dB at f1.1, f1.7
and f2 MHz offsets from the center frequency
respectively. The filter did not require matching
networks, was mounted in SMD package
(14.2~8.4~2.7
rnm) and was used for IF-filtering in
mobile communication @Emsystem).
1. INTRODUCTION

There are several IF SAW filter designs for mobile
communication providing a narrow bandwidth together
with very steep skirts and high stopband attenuation
[1,2]. As a rule these filters are not transversal type and
have a reduced chip size. But the complexity of a
specific construction and topology of such filters result
in considerable decrease of the flexibility when
developing SAW filters. Moreover matching networks
are required to decrease insertion loss. In this
connection the use of a ring construction is very
perspective. It consists of inputloutput bidirectional

Fig. 1. SAW ring filter with RMSCs
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interdigital transducers (IDTs) which are placed in
parallel acoustic tracks and 2 reflective multistrip
couplers (RMSCs) which provide SAW transmission
between these tracks [3-51 (Fig.1). With this design it is
easy to realize a high selectivity as in this case the filter
frequency is defined by the product of the responses of
RMSCs and inputJoutput IDTs. Low insertion losses
depend on a shucture of the RMSCs. Also the matching
networks are eliminated fiom this filter due to selfmatching effect such that the specified real input/output
impedances of the filter are obtained when the static
capacitance of the IDT is compensated by the acoustic
radiation susceptance. Using the RMSCs with 3
electrodes per h (Fig. 1) and the self-matching effect the
ring filter can have an insertion loss of about 1 dB [5].
This paper presents low-loss self-matching ring SAW
filter on 128' YX L i m o 3 with a 3 d B fractional
bandwidth of about 1% for IFaltering in mobile
communication (DECT system). The optimization of
previously developed SAW ring filter [5] with a 3-dB
fractional bandwidth of 2% on 128' YX LNB03 was
provided for achieving a fractional bandwidth of 1%
and specified shape of the frequency response.
2.

ANALYSIS OF PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED
LOW-LOSS SAW RING FILTER WITH A
FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH O F 2%

Design and technology aspects of self-matched
low-loss ring filters on 128' YX L i m o 3 are discussed
in detail in our work 151. According to [5] the fractional
bandwidth of the ring filter is proportional to @ (k2is
electromechanicalcoupling coefficient) and equal to
2% on 128' YX L i m o 3 . Using the IDTs with phase
weighting [6] the ring filter can have a stopband
attenuation above 55 dB with a shape factor (3-40dB)
of 2.5. Our consideration is restricted to the analysis of
the factors which influence on such characteristics of
the ring filter as a fractional bandwidth and shape of the
frequency response. Then we shall find the ways for
achieving a specified combination of these
characteristics. As shown in [5] the theoretical analysis
of the ring filter frequency response was performed
under conditions that the RMSC response is specified
and optimum (it was determined experimentally for full
SAW transmission from one RMSC track to another on
the given cut of LiNB03). Then the calculation for the
entire device is reduced to multiplying "the real RMSC
response" (i.e., the experimental RMSC frequency
response entered into the computer) by the frequency

controlled by the RMSCs frequency response
(increasing or decreasing the number of RMSC
electrodes within low limits); by IDTs frequency
response (using a definite length of the weighted IDTs);
by the frequency shift between the frequency responses
of RMSCs and IDTs (using the different period of the
electrodes in RMSCs and IDTs).
4.

Fresuenc~W )

Fig.2.Calculated frequency response of a 2% bandwidth
ring filter on 128' YX LiNb03
response (calculated in terms of the equivalent circuit
model) of the ring filter consisting only of input/output
self-matched IDT. Fig.2 shows the RMSC experimental
frequency response for 128' YX LiNBO, @lot 1, a
fractional bandwidth of 2%, number of RMSC
electrodes of 225), calculated frequency response of the
SAW ring filter only with input/output self-matched
IDT @lot 2), total calculated frequency response of the
ring filter with RMSCs and IDTs @lot 3). The latter was
obtained by multiplying responses shown on plot 1 and
plot 2. Input/output IDTs are unweighted and containe
27 finger pairs. As seen in the figure, in spite of the
ripple in the transition band, the filter provides low
ripple in a 2% fractional bandwidth and stopband
attenuation over 40 dB at stlo % offset from the center
frequency. According to the requirements for DECT IFfiltering IF filter with a center frequency of 110.6 MHz
must have low insertion loss, a fractional bandwidth of
about 1% and stopband attenuation of 25,35 dB at 51.1,
f1.7 MHz offsets from the center frequency
respectively. In order for these requirements to be
performed on the basis of above discussed self-matched
ring filter it is necessary to reduce its bandwidth and
obtain a definite shape of the frequency response.

OBTAINING A LOW INSERTION LOSS AND
LOW RIPPLE IN THE PASSBAND FOR
SELF-MATCHED RING FILTER WITH
LONG WEIGHTED IDTS

It is desirable that a ring filter with long weighted IDTs
would be a self-matched filter, i.e. it should provided
the low insertion loss and low ripple in the passband
without matching networks. Fig.3 shows a calculated
frequency response of the ring filter having only
input/output IDT with 27 finger pairs on 128' YX
LiNB03 @lot 1). The filter has been connected to 120R loads without matching networks. As seen in the
figure the filter provides low ripple in a 2.9%fractional
bandwidth, Using the long phase weighted IDTs (100120 h in length) the problem of obtaining low ripple and
specified pure real inputloutput impedance of the filter
in the passband arises due to reflections from a large
number of electrodes. For solution of this problem it is
necessary to determine an optimal width and number of
the finger pairs in each transverse section of phase
weighted IDTs. Results of a large body of calculations
are presented in Fig.3 @lot 2). Here the calculated
frequency response of the ring filter only with Gaussian
phase weighted inputloutput IDTs is shown. Phase
weighted IDTs had a length of 115 h, electrode width of
about 3U16 and number of the finger pairs in each
transverse section of 26. As seen in the figure the filter
provides low ripple in a 1 % fractional bandwidth by
self-matching effect.

NARROWING A BANDWIDTEI AND
OBTAINING A DEFINITE SHAPE OF THE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR THE IUNG
FILTER

3.

The calculations show that for this purpose the
Gaussian long phase weighted IDTs (100-120 h in
length) can be used. Then the frequency response of the
filter in the transition band will be determined by the
frequency response of the weighted IDTs. The high
stopband attenuation at great offsets is obtained by the
frequency response of RMSCs and IDTs. The final
shape of the frequency response for the ring filter is

Fig.3. Calculated frequency response of the ring filter
only with unweighted and long weighted IDTs

5.

DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-MATCHED RING
FILTER WITH A 1% FRACTIONAL
BANDWIDTH AND SPECIFIED SHAPE OF
THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The calculation of the ring filter was realized by
successive approximations. At first we gained the
specified fractional bandwidth and shape of the
frequency response on the basis of data from paragraph
3. Then we checked the insertion loss and low ripple
within the passband achieved by self-matching effect
using data from paragraph 4. If the fractional
bandwidth, shape of the frequency response, insertion
loss and ripple with self-matching satisfied the specified
requirements, we stopped the calculations and
determined a topology of the filter (number of RMSC
and IDT electrodes; period and width of the electrodes
et al.). Otherwise we changed the parameters of the
filter topology, carried out some calculated iterations up
to realization of all specified requirements for the filter.
The calculated frequency response of the ring filter with
RMSCs and a tolerance on IF-filtering for DECT
system are shown in Fig.4. RMSCs incorporated 220
electrodes, the Gaussian weighted IDTs were 1151
long, the period of the electrodes in RMSCs to -period
of the electrodes in IDTs ratio was about 0.994, width of
the electrodes in the weighted IDTs was about 3W16,
number of the finger pairs in each transverse section of
the phase weighted IDTs was 26. As seen &om Fig.4 the
calculated frequency response of the ring filter satisfies
the requirements of IF-filtering in DECT system.

the calculated and measured frequency responses. The
ring SAW filter at a center frequency of 110.6 MHz
showed an insertion loss of about 3dB, 3-dB bandwidth
of about 1.1 MHz, stopband attenuation of 25, 35 and
50 dB at f 1.1, f1.7 and st2 MHz offsets from the center
frequency respectively. These parameters allow to use
this filter for IF-filtering in DECT system. The filter did
not require matching networks and was mounted in
SMD package DCC-14 (14.2~8.4~2.7
mm,Fig. 7).

-

Fig.4. Calculated frequency response of the ring filter
with a tolerance on IF-filtering in DECT system
6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The ring filter was made on 128' YX LiNB03. The
metallization height was 0.5 pm. Measured in a 120-!3
system frequency responses of the ring filter in a broad
frequency range and passband are shown in Fig.5 and
Fig.6. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show good agreement between

FT~Q~EI]~Y&=)

Fig.5. Measured frequency response of the ring filter for
IF-filtering in a broad frequency range

Fig.6. Measured frequency response of the ring filter for
IF-filtering in a passband
7.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a low-loss ring SAW filter for
IF-filtering in the DECT system. In the design of the
ring filter we used RMSCs with 3 electrodes per X, long
phase weighted IDTs with self-matching effect. Without
matching networks the ring filter provided low insertion

loss (about 3 dB), high stopband attenuation (about 50
dB), narrow bandwidth (about I%), small size and
compatibility with SMT.
8.
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Abstract
A systematic experimental investigation of SAW properties on Langasite is presented on a series of Y-rotated
plates. Phase velocities have been measured for many
orientations and compared to theoretical predictions
based on already published material constants. A good
agreement is found between the experiments and computations based on data published by Sakharov et al.
[I]. Temperature dependance have been also measured
and compared to theoretical calculations based on the
classical method of variation of elastic constants [2].
Compensated cuts have been found for all three orientations. Additional measurements of SAW propagation
on X cut plates will be also presented1.

1 Experimental protocol
The experimental devices are delay lines (show figure
1) processed on the surface of the LGS plates. A 1500
A thick Aluminum film is first deposited on the surface by sputtering technology. Delay lines are then
patterned with a classical U.V. photholithography process. Finally, the Aluminum layer is chemically etched
to obtain the following transducer structure on the LGS
plate.

Introduction
Recently Langasite (LGS, La3Ga5SiO14) has attracted
a lot of interest for surface acoustic wave applications
[3, 4, 5, 61. Among interesting orientations, singly rotated plates defined by IEEE angles (9= 0°, d, $1
[7] as well as X cuts (p = 30°, 6' = 0°, $) appear
to be very interesting since temperature compensated
orientations exist exhibiting both a higher electromechanical coupling factor than the well known (ST, X)
cut of Quartz and zero power flow angle.
We present here experimental results on Yf45,
Y+50 and Y f 5 5 rotated plates of Langasite. On each
plate multiple delay lines at various propagation angles (from @ = 0' to $ = 90') have been fabricated
and tested. Temperature compensated cuts are found
on all three 0 orientations for various propagation angles $. Parabolic frequency versus temperature dependences have been found and the shift of the turnover
temperature versus cut angle 6' and propagation angle
11, has been measured.

Figure 1: Delay line processed at the surface of the
wafer (G: ground, S:signal)

Each device on the plate is processed with an angle
@ (propagation angle) between the flat and the wave's

propagation direction. 19 different propagation directions can be then measured on the same 3" wafer with
the same technological parameters (Aluminum thickness, times in photolithography process, metallization
ratio, ...).
The synchronous frequency of Rayleigh mode is
mesured using a network analyser and the velocity V
can be roughly derived from both synchronous frequency F and acoustic periodicity X imposed by the
geometry of the device, according to V = F x A.

For temperature measurements, delay lines are submitted to a quasi-static temperature cycle from -20°C
to 120°C. The measure of the frequency and the corre'This work is supported by CNRS (France), Region de
Franche-Comtd (France) and Thomson Microsonics (Sophia An- sponding temperature is automatically controlled by a
tipolis, France)
computer.
0-7803-5400-1/991$10.00
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2

Experimental results

Figures 2 and 3 present the frequency response for the

Y+50 LGS cut and two different propagation angles.
These figures point out the presence of many peaks
and higher losses for an orientation exhibiting a bad
coupling coefficient (+ = 0, cf. figures 2 and 4) than
for another one exhibiting a high coupling coefficient
(11, = 25, cf. figures 3 and 4).
propagation angle

Figure 4: Theoretical coupling coefficient k2/2 for
Y+50 and Y+55 langasite cuts
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Figure 2: Log. Magnitude of transmission response of
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Figure 5: Dependance of the synchronous frequency of
a delay line on Y+50 cut of LGS ($ = 25')

LGS3 [I]). The agreement between theory and experiment is fairly good as far as velocities are concerned,
the agreement is better than 1%within the whole set
of experimental data.
I
The last set of constants published by Sakharov [I]
-40 b5
60
65
70
75
80
85
seems
to be the best one for the prediction of Rayleigh
Frequency (in MHz)
wave velocities on this Langasite wafers. It should
Figure 3: Log. Magnitude of transmission response of be noted that no high velocity mode (except bulk
a delay line on Y+50 cut of LGS (+ = 25')
wave radiation) were observed for the 57 measured
orientations.
~ i ~ u 5r epresents the corfes~ondingthermal beFigures 9, 10 and 11 present the corresponding therhaviour for the Y+50 LGS cut ($ = 25"). First ('a"))
mal behaviour in terms of ttunover temperature for
and second
order Temperature Coefficients of a11 three Y-rotated orientations compared to theoret~ r e ~ u e are
n c then
~
deduced by fitting the ex~erimen- ical predictions based on different sets of LGS data
tal data. The turn-over temperature (Tturnoue~)is cal- (~GS1,2,3).LGS2 data set seems to provide the best
culated according to :
prediction of thermal effects compared to our experiments but the experimental
dependance on .II,
TtuTnover = 25 - $ ( l ) / ( 2
seems to be more similar to the LGSl set of constants
(except the 100°C difference of value). Then, no conclusion
could be proposed to define the best set of con3 Comparison with theoretical
stants for accurate predictions of thermal behaviour of
Figures 6, 7 and 8 present a comparison between mea- SAW On LGS before further experiments.
sured velocities and theoretical predictions based on
different sets of elastic constants (LGS1 [8],LGS2 [9],
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In that case, Silvestrova's constants [8] appears as [8] I.M. Silvestrova, Yu.V. Pisarevsky, V.V. Bezdelkin,
and P.A. Senushenkov. New piezoelectric materithe best set together with Sakharov's ones [I]. Note
In Proc. IEEE International Frequency Control
als.
that the X-cut wafer has been cut in another boule of
Symposium,
pages 351-352, 1993.
LGS than the one used to cut the tested Y-cuts.
[9] I.M.Silvestrova,
Yu.V.
Pisarevski,
P.A.
Conclusion
Senushenkov, and A.I. Kruppnyi.
Temperature dependances of the elastic properties of
h4easurements on Y-rotated cuts have been presented
~ a ~ ~ asingle
~ s crystals.
i o ~ Sou.
~ Phys. Solid State,
and compared to theoretical predictions for phase ve28(9):1613-1614, Sept. 1986.
locities and turnover temperature of SAW prppagation.
Thermal compensated orientations have been pointed
out according to recent publications [4, 5, 61. The stability of thermal compensation versus propagation angle $ and cut angle 0 is interesting for SAW applications. Finally, if Rayleigh wave velocities can be precisely predicted theoretically, theoretical thermal sensitivity prediction of SAW on LGS remains rather uncertain because of the difficulty t o accurately characterize
its thermoelastic properties.
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ABSTRACT

2. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS

This report deals with the investigation of the SAW
velocity dispersion and determination of the coefficients
of SAW transformation into the bulk acoustic waves
on the base of experimental and theoretical analysis of
the SAW propagation in reflective gratings. The
reflective gratings consist of the irregular sequence of
grooves on the surface of the lithium niobate YZ-cut.

The broadband DDL with big duration of the
dispersive delay time are highly perspective for the
experimental determination (or verification) of the
coefficients of a SAW transformation into the bulk
acoustic waves and the values of the changing of a
SAW velocity under the RG grooves. The more
duration of the DDL dispersive delay time the more is
the sensitiveness of the frequency responses of a DDL
to the mentioned above effects. Besides, the broader
bandwidth of a DDL the more is well-marked
manifestation of the mentioned above effects for the
different frequencies in the DDL frequency responses.
The additional possibilities in the determination of the
coefficients are given by some particularities which
have been connected with the unperfection of the
reflection grating fabrication process. Let's consider the
particularities which has been observed in the
frequency responses of a DDL-1 with the parameters:
F,=150 MHz, @40 MHz, T=75 ps. Such a slanted
DDL on the substrate of 145x30 mm2 size of the
lithium niobate YZ-cut has been designed and
manufactured. The topology of a slanted DDL is
presented in Fig. 1.
Each IDT of the DDL-1 has consists of 215
electrodes and the reflective structure has 10400
grooves. The aperture of the IDT electrodes on central
frequency has of 35 wavelength. The equalizing of the
unflatness of the DDL frequency response with the
negative slopping of the dispersive c w e was
performed by the linear changing of the grooves depth
along RG. This way allows to receive the minimum
insertion losses in the DDL and a more flat passband of
the frequency response.

1. INTRODUCTION

A reflective gratings are broadly used in resonators,
filters and dispersive delay lines. However, a SAW
attenuation and changing of a SAW velocity take place
when the SAW is propagating across the reflective
grating (RG). Moreover, attenuation of a SAW is the
result not only of the losses in the material of the
piezoelectric, as well as transformation of the part of
the SAW energy into the bulk waves. The process of
SAW propagation across the grating may be
characterized by the constant of propagation, which
took into account the mentioned above effects:
y=P+ta,
(1)
where, P=P,+AP(o,h), a=a,(w)+q(o,h), Po and a, are
the constants of propagation and the coefficient of
attenuation of a SAW on the free surface of the
piezoelectric; al(o,h) takes into account the partial
transformation of a SAW into the bulk acoustic waves,
AP(o,h) takes into account a changing of a SAW
velocity under the grooves. Experimental determination
of the AP(o,h) and al(o,h) for the event of tilted
incidence of a SAW on grooves, has performed on the
base of comparison of theoretical and experimental of
the amplitude and phase frequency responses a number
of dispersive delay lines @DL) with reflective gratings.
A preferred topology in the process of designing the
broadband DDL is slanted topology [I]. The equations
which have been used for the calculation of the
amplitude and phase frequency responses of the
slanted DDL was presented in [2]. In the process of the
calculating analysis of the amplitude and phase
responses such a values of the AP(o,h) and al(o,h)
were selected, that the small alteration relatively one,
has brought about the essential divergence of the results
of calculation and experiment.
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Fig. 1. Topology of the slanted DDL.
The calculation of the frequency responses of a
DDL was based on the equations, which had been
presented in [2]. The attenuation of a SAW amplitude
at the passing through the groove number k of the

'

reflective grating with the account of partial
transformation into the bulk was calculated according
to equation

where is the groove depth of reflective grating, h is
the wavelength of a SAW which falls upon the groove.
The calculation method of the frequencydependent
coefficient Cp(a) has been presented in paper [3]. For
the Poisson's ratio equals to 0.309 and for the
reasonable values of the steepness of the grooves edges
the frequency dependence of the Cp(o) was calculated
in accordance with [3]. The frequency dependence of
Cp(a) used in the following calculations is presented in
Fig.2, where f~ is the synchronous frequency of the k-th
groove.

Fig.2.Frequency dependence of the coefficient of a
SAW transformations into the bulk.

required linear law. The second factor is a scattering of
a SAW into the bulk. The third factor is a changing of
a SAW velocity under the RG grooves. The more the
depth of grooves, the more are being demonstrated the
effects of scatterring into the bulk and the changing of
a SAW velocity in the frequency responses. The
decreasing of the effects of scattening into the bulk up
to acceptable low-level is possible in the case of the
choice of a linear changing of a grooves depth from
0.08 mkm (near the IDT) up to 0.16 mkm (at the end of
RG). The results of measurement and calculation for
the DDL with a such grooves depth profile by use of the
equations which have been described in [2] are
presented in Fig.3.

h - 0.08....0.16 pm

130

150
Frequency, MHz

Phase,

170

Fig.3,a. Calculated frequency responses

Additional phase shift at the passing through the
groove number k may be calculated as:

h - 0.08 ....0.16 pm
where C,. is the coefficient which should be defined in
the experiment. Notice that Ap=Aq+Jp, where p is a
period of the RG in the SAW propagation direction.
When the DDL frequency response was being
calculated the value of A(m, calculated according to the
equation (3) should be added as the additional phasemember in the expression (7) of paper [2]. The problem
of the analysis was reduced to the selecting of the
coefficients Cp(o) and Cv so as the distinctive
experimentaly observed distortion of the frequency
responses of a DDL was to the best agreement with the
calculated for the DDL with different parameters. The
calculation analysis according to equations [2] shows
that the main influence upon the form of a DDL
frequency response has three factors connected
between itself. The first factor is a correspondence of
the grooves depth profile along RG which received in
the process of the etching of the substrate to the

IL.

Phase,

130

150

170

Frequency, MHz
Fig.3,b. Measured frequency responses
The measurements of the grooves depth along RG has
showed a linear changing with the deviation from the

required values not more than 5 nm. The value of
Cp(a) accepted at the calculations in accordance with
the curve in Fig.2, &=17. The calculated value of the
insertion losses is 46.5 dB. In this example on the
amplitude and phase responses of the DDL the
particularities which deals with the uneven changing of
a grooves depth along RG are absent. The uneven
changing of a grooves depth have been caused by the
imperfection of the technological process of etching
and brings about the strong distortion of the DDL
frequency responses. However, for these cases are
possible the most exact determination of the
coefficients Cp(m), Cv on the base of the analysis of the
calculation and experimental results. The most
interesting results, from the point of view of possibility
of the determination of the coefficients Cp(a), C,.,are
presented in Fig.4 and Fig.5.

are presented in Fig.4,a and Fig.5,a depicted by curve
2. The grooves depth profile along RG is accepted
according to measured data. At the DDL frequency
response calculation the values of coefficients CP(O),Cv
are accepted the same as for the curves in Fig.3.
Bell- type of the DDL frequency response in Fig.5 is
due to the sharp deviation from the linear law of the
RG grooves depth profile. For the SAW reflected by
grooves near this deviation the signal amplitude is
increasing (see Fig.5,b). The SAW after the passing
through the area of the great deviation of the grooves
depth and before being reflected by the RG grooves has
a strong attenuation (scattering into the bulk). Such a
strong attenuation take place in spite of the greater
reflection coefficient of the grooves (hl'h more). The
additional losses in the area of sharp deviation of the
grooves depth profile from the linear law are connected
also with the breaking of the phase

h IL,

i30
h

150
Frequency, MHz

1Jo

. .

150

1701

Frequency, MHz

Pm
0.2
0.1
0
130 117
91
65 39 13 0
RG grooves coordinate (from IDT),mm

(b)

Fig.4. Frequency responses of the
DDL-1 no.2
1 measured, 2 - calculated (a),
in comparison with the measured
RG grooves depth profile (b).
Insertion loss on Fo 42 dB.
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The given results has been received on the stage of the
technology elaboration of the grooves etching. The
required (utter line) and the measured (circles) values
of the grooves depth along RG are presented in Fig.4,b
and Fig.5,b. The results of measurements of the DDL-1
frequency responses are presented in Fig.4,a and
Fig.5,a (depicted by curve 1). The results of calculation

RG grooves coordinate (from IDT), mm

(b)

Fig.5. Frequency responses of the
DDL-1 no.3.
1 - measured, 2 - calculated (a),
in comparison with the measured
RG grooves depth profile (b).
Insertion loss on Fo 46 dB.
synchronism between the reflected waves from the
nearby grooves. Should be noted, that the phase
member have changes in accordance with (2). The
results of calculation of a DDL frequency responses
with the grooves depth profile in accordance with
Fig.5 for different values of coefficients Cp(m), Cv are
presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7. The shift of upper and

lower curves in Fig.6, Fig.7 relatively the curve
between them demonstrates the divergence of the
calculation and experimental results for the uncorrect
choice of coefficients Cp(a), G.For the convenience in
this example have been introduced the additional
empirical coefficient Kp such, that the Cp(a)-+KpCp(m).
The frequency responses of a DDL-1 for three different
values of coefficient Kp=O; 1; 1.5 (C,=17) are

lJ30

150
Frequency, M Hz

170'

Fig. 6. Calculated frequency responses of a DDL-1 no.3
with the grooves depth profile in accordance with
Fig.5,b and for different values of coefficients Cp(a)
and CV-17.
presented in Fig.6. The frequency responses of a DDL
for three different values of coefficient C, = 14; 17; 20
(Kp=l) are presented in Fig.7. The best agreement of
the calculated and experimental insertion losses of the
DDL (the curves in Fig.6 and Fig.7) are received for
the values of parameters Kp= 1 and C,= 17. Note that
the curves in Fig.6, Fig.7 have been received for the
smaller number of the calculation points, than in the
Fig.4 and Fig.5.

C,=14

130

C.=17

15 0
Frequency,

Cv=20

170

MHz

Fig. 7. Calculated frequency responses of a DDL-1 no.3
with the grooves depth profile in accordance with
Fig.5,b and for different values of coefficients C,.
The same calculation have been performed for DDL
with parameters:
DDL-2: F0=125 MHz, e 4 0 MHz,
T=30 p;
DDL-3: F0=85 MHz, e-30 MHz.
T=30 p.
The DDL have been produced on substrates of the
lithium niobate YZ-cut with the slanted topology.
The comparison of the frequency responses of the
mentioned DDL has show that the best agreement of
the results of calculation and experiment is observed at
the choice of the values of the coefficients Cp(m) in
accordance with Fig.2 and C,=17.

As a result of conducted investigations on the
base of comparisons of the results of calculation and
experiments is stated:
1)The process of the SAW conversion into the
bulk waves by the irregular sequence of the grooves
(ribbs) is being described by the expression (2) with the
accuracy sufficient for the practical calculations. The
value of the coefficient CP(a) can be accepted in
accordance with the curve in Fig.2.
2)For the lithium niobate YZ-cut and in the
event of a SAW incidence on the grooves under the
comer about 47' , the coefficient of dispersion of a
SAW velocity under the RG grooves C, is equal about
17.
3)The using of a sharp uneven changing of a
grooves depth profile along RG (for instance for the
equalizing of a DDL amplitude response) carryes in
about the degradation of a DDL phase response.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a stand-alone version of the
design verification module for a SAW design
automation system. The automation system that is being
developed requires a verification phase that will be used
to examine S-parameter data fiom test devices and
determine if a specific device meets design
requirements. This paper includes the specification and
performance data structures, methods of extracting
performance data, and methods of verifying
performance versus requirements. The algorithms and
techniques for efficiently extracting device performance
data from experimental data are presented. Techniques
including Fourier and wavelet coefficient reduction for
parameter extraction are included. The core of the
system contains the specification and performance data
structures appropriate for SAW bandpass filter devices.
The specificationscontain the time response constraints,
frequency response magnitude and phase, and delay
constraints. Performance data is extracted fiom
measured or calculated S-parameters as a function of
frequency. This data is compared with the design
requirements to see if a device meets these
specifications. If a device fails, the device parameters
that caused the failure are identified. All performance
failures can be used as a basis for design corrections.
The algorithms and programs developed in this paper
will
be
available via
the
Internet at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-mjm05082/fcs19991.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of a SAW design automation
system includes four main parts. These parts are the user
specification, rule and model based SAW design,
analysis and layout, and performance evaluation and
verification [I]. While the end result of a SAW design
automation system is the design of a working SAW
device, the system must verify that the data derived
meets the designer's specifications.
This paper presents the development efforts of
SawVerify, the stand-alone version of a SAW design
verification module. While this program does not design
a SAW device given user specifications, it does take
measured data from a real SAW device and extracts
various parameters and determines which parameters
meet the user specifications. A future completed
automated SAW design system will use modeled data as
well as measured data from a physical device to
determine if a SAW device meets specifications.
2. DATA STRUCTURES
SawVerify was developed using Borland C++
Builder 4 running on Microsoft Windows 95/98. The

object oriented paradigm of C++ provided to be the
natural way of representing data associated with a
measured device. A class, called TMeasDev, was
created to encapsulate the data and derived parameters
from raw S-parameter data. This class fully represents
the SAW device as a "black box". By doing so, the class
can either encapsulate data from a measured device or
from a device model. This class also separates the GUI
from the data and parameter extraction functions so that
porting to another compiler requires very little changes
to the core processing code.
2.1 C++ and the Standard Temvlate Librarv
C++ includes the standard template library (STL)
which contains predefined classes for complex numbers,
vectors and many other data structures. The STL vector
class was used extensively, instead of the ANSI C
arrays, to simplify memory allocation and vector sizing.
This also reduced errors and development time.
2.2 The TMeasDev Class
The TMeasDev class was designed to not only
extract parameters from a device, but also to verify that
the device meets user specifications. The data sizes
necessary to contain the device data of N points include
three float vectors of size N, four complex vectors of
size N, and one two-dimensional complex vector of size
4xN. Temporary vectors include a complex twiddle
array of size N and two float vectors of size N. A small
number of local variables are also needed to store values
for individual parameters.
Because of the verification, a class called TVals was
created to encapsulate the minimum, typical, maximum,
and measured parameter values. The TVals class is
nested within the TMeasDev and is isolated from the
class TMeasDev I / / highly truncated class
private: / / User declarations
String ImportedFileName;
vectorcFloat> RawFreq, Time, WorkFreq;
vector<Complex> Delay, WorkSParams,
Impulse, SmothedMag;
vector< vectorcComplex> > RawSParams;
public: / / User declarations
TMeasDevO; / / constructor
void SetImportedFileName(String& fn) ;
String GetImportedFileNameO;
const vectorcFloat>& GetRawFreqO;
const vectorcFloat>& GetTimeO;
const vectorcFloat>& GetWorkFreqO;
const vector<Complex>& GetDelayO;
const vector~Complex>&GetWorkSParamsO;
const vectorcComplex>& GetImpulseO;
const vectorc vector<Complex> >&
GetRawSParams ( 1 ;
boo1 ImportRawData(ifstream& infile) ;
1;

Figure 1: TMeasDev Class Fragment
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programmer. In order to model such a device, arrays are
used to store raw data as well as processed data. None
of these arrays are directly accessible to the user and
require the user of class member function to access or
modify them. Figure 1 shows a fragment of the
TMeasDev class, which holds the data. The
ImportRawData() function is used to fill the internal
arrays and the various "Get" functions are used to
access the data for analysis or plotting.
3. PERFORMANCE DATA EXTRACTION
The current system uses measured S-parameter data
and calculates derived performance parameters. SParameter data is read from an ASCII text file in any
format be it real and imaginary, linear or logarithmic,
degrees or radians. None of the user specification data is
used in determining the measured parameters, meaning
that SawVerify will extract parameters strictly from raw
data. Measured parameters of interest include
bandwidth, center frequency, lower and upper
bandedges, insertion loss at center frequency, minimum
insertion loss, magnitude slope, magnitude ripple, center
frequency delay, phase ripple and phase maximum
deviation from linear. Also the time domain response is
calculated and presented.
If SawVerify is presented with raw S-parameter data
that has significant RF feedthrough and needs to be
windowed, then the user has the ability to time gate the
data to remove the RF feedthrough andlor window it
using select window types. Figure 2 shows the S21 raw
magnitude response of Carter's 13 chip uniformly
weighted stepped chirp code SAW device [2].

All of the data in this paper refers to Carter's 13 chip
uniformly weighted stepped chirp code SAW device.
This device displays the properties of a high loss
bandpass SAW filter with high RF feedthrough and was
perfect to tax the techniques presented in this paper.
3.1 First Guess for U D Dand
~ ~Lower Bandedges
Initial investigation found the process of calculating
the upper and lower bandedges to be more difficult than
expected. While it is easy for a human to visually detect
the bandpass region, it is not trivial to code an algorithm
to do the same, especially with high loss data and high
level of RF feedthough. However, a simple technique,
called the top hat method, performs a least-squared error
calculation of a pulse function (or top hat) with the
magnitude data. This algorithm correlates all possible
pulse widths and positions with the data. Figure 4
shows simplified magnitude data, X, with one possible
top hat function, g.

Figure 4: First Guess Bandpass Region Using Top Hat

This technique simply takes the least-squared error
of the vector representing the magnitude data, X, and the
vector representing the top hat, g. Equation ( I ) shows
the dot product of the difference between the two
vectors that has to be minimized:

f = (X -bg)T .(X -bg).

Ftrqu*ny Rnponw BdrgnPudr) lor 'Uniform 03 Chlp).dJT

(1)

By taking the partial derivative off,

and setting it equal to zero, b is found to be
467
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Figure 2: Raw Magnitude Data

By applying the Hanning window and time gating
the raw data, the response shown in Figure 3 is
obtained.
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Figure 3: Time Gated and Hanning Window
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Factoring Equation ( I ) and substituting Equation (3)for
6, yields:

To rninimizef, then

is maximized to reduce the error and thus finds the best
first guess. In other words pick the top hat function, g,
that returns the maximum value for Equation (5).
An efficient implementation of Equation (5) uses a
partial sum vector:

Since g T is~ the difference of partial sums and gTg is the
top hat width, then Equation (5) can be rewritten as:

-sJ2

(S,
j

-i

3

(7)

which is computationally efficient. The values for i and
j from the maximum value of Equation (7) give a good
first guess position of the lower and upper bandedges.
Once the top hat method determines the first guess
upper and lower bandedges, a simple algorithm is used
to find the 3 dB bandwidth, or the bandwidth at any
level as specified by the user. The outer vertical lines on
Figure 3 show the 10 dB.
3.2 Other Parameters
Most other device parameters are easily extracted
from this point on. For example, the center frequency
delay is obtained by calculating the slope of the phase at
center frequency. The center frequency delay calculated
from the phase response of Carter's chirp SAW filter is
shown as the vertical line in the middle of the time
domain impulse response in Figure 5.

Equation (8) and Equation (9) show how similar the
wavelet transform is to the Fourier transform. The
difference is that the wavelet transform uses finite basis
functions as opposed to the infinitely oscillating
sinusoidal functions used in the Fourier transform [4].
The wavelet transform breaks a function into sections of
scale. By removing all but the coefficients that
correspond to the high scale (low detail) representation
of a function then data can be smoothed yet still retain
the overall shape of the data. This is a simplistic method
of denoising as presented by Burrus [3].
4.1 Wavelet Smoothing Techniques
There are two methods of coefficient reduction
investigated, truncation and thresholding. Truncation is
simply removing all but the first N wavelet coefficients.
This retains the low detail information. The threshold
method removes ali but the N largest coefficients thus
possibly retaining some higher detail information.
Figure 6 shows a portion of the Daubenchies-20
wavelet transform of Carter's SAW device. The vertical
line represents the truncation point in which the first
thirty-two wavelet coefficients are used. The horizontal
line shows the threshold in which the thirty-two largest
coefficients are kept. This uses some higher detail
coefficients that the simple truncation did not use.
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Figure 5: Time Domain Impulse Response

The most difficult parameter to be extracted was the
magnitude slope. Many investigated algorithms have a
very difficult time finding the local maximums of a
"noisy" magnitude response. Wavelet and FFT
smoothing techniques were investigated to determine if
coefficient reduction of the magnitude response aided in
extracting the local maximums of the bandpass region.
4. ALGORITHM COMPARISONS
A wavelet transform is similar to the Fourier
transform in that it uses a series of orthogonal functions
to transform a function to an alternative domain, as
shown by the basic wavelet recursion equation [3] in
Equation (8):

Where the scaling coefficients are calculated as follows:

Figure 6: Carter's Daubechies-20 Wavelet Coeficients
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Figure 7: Smoothed, First 32 Daub-20 Wavelet Coef:
Figure 7 shows the smoothed magnitude response of
Carter's chirp code SAW device. Smoothing was
performed by transforming the magnitude response to
the wavelet domain using the Daubenchies-20 wavelet
transform [ 5 ] . Then all but the first thirty-two
coefficients were zeroed. This truncation removed the

low scale (or high detail) wavelet coefficients. Finally
the now truncated wavelet coefficients were
transformed back to the magnitude domain.
Compare Figure 3 with Figrrre 7 to see that the
general shape of the magnitude response is retained.
This smoothed data is much easier to extract the local
maximums so that magnitude slope can be calculated
from the raw magnitude data.
The Daubenchies-20 wavelet is a very smooth
wavelet, much like a damped sin(x)lx function.
Truncating all but thirty-two coefficients using a lower
order and "rough" wavelet basis function, such as the
Daubenchies-4, results in a not so smoothed magnitude
response as shown in Figure 8. This smoothed version
of the magnitude response creates artificial inflection
points because the basis function is very rough. This is
not a desired result.

5. VERIFICATION METHODS
Verification of a SAW device proved to be quite
simple. Because the TVals class contained minimum,
typical and maximum user constrains, it was very
simple to compare these to the extracted values. For
minimum and maximum values, the device parameters
that caused the failure are identified "red". However, a
percentage range is used to signify how good the typical
value is. If it is within 1% then the value is good; if it is
within 5% then the value is marked "yellow"; outside
5% the value is marked "red". Figure 10 illustrates how
this is presented to the user.

Smonhed Dalu (Magnitude) fot 'Untfotm (13 Ul~p).da~'

Figure 10: Magnitude Response Information
Figure 8: Smoothed, First 32 Daub-4 Wavelet Coef:

The same truncation method was applied using a
standard FFT algorithm [6]. The results were very
similar to the Daubenchies-20 but faired a little better as
shown in Figure 9. After testing the wavelet and FFT
techniques on various SAW devices from Carter as well
as some commercially available devices, it was found
that the FFT smoothing method using truncation was the
best. Thresholding kept some high frequency or high
detailed components that interfered with the algorithm
that detected the local maximums of the edges of the
bandpass region.
Smoothed Daa (Magnitude) fol UnHotm (I3 Blp).dot'

Figure 9: Smoothed, First 32 FFT Coeficients

Parameters from commercially produced SAW
filters have been extracted and due to the low loss and
low RF feedthrough, the parameter extraction did not
require the FFT or wavelet coefficient reduction, as did
the high loss filters. Sawverify by default does not use
FFT or wavelet coefficient reduction if the minimum
insertion loss is less than 40 dB.

6. CONCLUSION
A stand-alone version of the design verification
module for a SAW design automation system was
presented. Methods for extracting device parameters
were presented. The top hat method determined a good
starting point for parameter extraction. FFT coefficient
reduction using truncation proved to be very helpful
with magnitude slope extraction. A simple method of
presenting parameter failure was also presented.
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THE EFFECT OF DIFFRACTION ON THE DISPERSIVE DELAY LINES PERFORMANCE
A. Mile~vski.S. Galvor

Tele and Radio Research Institute. Ratuszowa 11. 03-450 Warsaw. Poland

is ven. difficult to achieve such good results. It is
ABSTRACT

caused by second order effects such as: SAW

This paper describes the influence of the
dilfraction effect on tlle co~npressedsignal sidelobes
le\,el. Thc ailalysis was made using Angular Spectnun
of Waves (ASoW) model. This model is very flesible
and can be used for various SAW devices.
Calculations were carried out for many types of
dispersive delay lines with one dispersivc and one

diffraction and reflection. bulk wave propagation.
direct electro~nagneticsignal trans~nissionand other.
The effect. which has most significant influence on

DDL parameters. is the diffraction of SAW
propagating between transducers. The method of
analysis and design of dispersive delay lines wit11
correction for diffraction effect will be presented.

periodical transducer

2. ANALYSIS OF THE SAW DISPERSIVE

The iterative synthesis technique for tl:e

DELAY LINES

correction of diffraction in SAW compressor \\;ill be
described (it will be shown in the first part of the

In the silnplest model of SAW devices it is

paper. that the influence of diffraction on the espander

usually

assuined

that

surface

acoustic

wave

characteristic is usually negligible). Using the results.

propagating between transducers is a plain wave. In

~ariouspulse-compression and expansions filters were

fact. the amplitude and phase of the wave are

dcsig~ledand manufactured. A very good agreelnent

significantly distorted due to limited aperture of the

between calculations and lneasurelnents was observed.

lunching transducer (fig. 1). The results were obtained
using for~nulaspresented in [I]. The distortion level
depends not only on the distance from the transducer

1. INTRODUCTION

and its aperture. but also on the anisotropy of SAW
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) dispersivc delaq
lints (DDL)are widely used as signal espanders a~id

velocity. The anisotropy of SAW velocip may be
described using parabolic approximation [2]:

comprcssors. The tnain problem in the design of such
dc\,ices is to achieve desired degree of t l ~ ecolnpressed
signal

sidclobes suppression.

Linear

frequency

n~odulatedsignals are used most commonly and the
sidciobes suppression is obtained by

amplitl~de

i\cighting of thc cornprcssor. For instance whcn
Halnming weighting is used the theoretical sidelobc
I c ~ c lis -42dB below the main peek. But in practicc it
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\\;licrc:

- SAW velocity.
t3 - :nisorientation angle.
y - anisotropy parameter.
\.

The anisotropj

is

different

for

I arious

piezoelectric nlateriill and cnstallographic orientation.
For instance if LiNbO; YZ substrate is used tllc

I

diffraction effect is very lot\. The effect of diffraction
has

significant

influence

especiall!

for

DDL

.\
1.

compressors. because of anplitude \veighting and
s~llallelectrode o~:erlaps.

I

I

S,

S,

Fig. 2. Analysed SAW delay line stnlcture.
In this model the transadmittance of the delay
line can be described using fonnula

45

Y:, ( , f=) - 2
2

'

j ~ s m ~ l A y ) dl1-1
N~)-I

1
'=I

' p ; ; ' ( k p &);

(kp)qge-~ko,t,;
.

j=l

where:

-

i= l . . ~ ( l j=
) . 1. . N ( ~ ) electrode number.
f - frequency.

kg - wavenumber.
rS- constant defined in [4].
o, - Fourier transform of the charge density,

-

C(s). S(s) Fresnel integrals
Fig. 1. Amplitude distribution of SAW propagating
bctwecn transducers. Aperture of thc transducer is
jmln. Substrate tnaterial is quartz YX. Distancc fro111
thc transducer: a) 5. b) 10. c) 20. d) 401nm.
The diffraction model for SAW filters was
prcscntcd in [j].After few lnodifications it can be used
for t l ~ eanalysis of thc dispersive delay lines ~vith
nonperiodic transducers. The esalnple of the SAW
delay line to by analysed is presented in fig. 2.

This expression can be used for the analysis of
dispersive delay lines with one or two dispersive

transducers. To reduce the double sum in equation 2.
in a case of DDL with one dispersive transducer. the
periodical unweighted transducer lnay be replaced by a

single line source. It leads to reduction of the
calculation tillle without considerablc worsening of the
accuracy.

3. CALCULATIONS

To e~aluatethe influence of the diffractiorl
effect on the dispersive delay line performance sollle
computer simulations were made. The assumed DDL
parameters are as follo\v: center frequency 70MHz.
bandwidth 6MHz. dispersion time lops. acoustic
aperture 5mm. distance between transducers 6111111.
piezoelectric substrate quartz YX. To reduce the
colnpressed signal sidelobes the compressor amplitude
was weighted using Hamming function. Frequency
For

Fig. 3. Signal after compression calculated including
diffraction effect (bold line) and without diffraction
(hairline).

simplified delta

To evaluate the influence of diffraction on

function model omitting diffraction effects were also

compressed signal sidelobes level. some calculations

made. For the espander the results are allnost

were made for series of DDL with the dispersion time

identical. Only small differences can be observed for

in tile range from 2.5 to 20ps. The other parameters

the colnpressor fig. 2.

renlained unaltered. The dependence of the sidelobes

cllaracteristics of DDL espander and colnpressor were
calculated

using

presented

above

comparison. calculations using

model.

level on the dispersion time is presented in fig. 4.
7 - - - i - - - ,

-50.00

~
65

!

I

I

!

I

68

I

I

I

70
f [MHz]

73

'

75

5.00

Fig. 2. Frequency characteristics of the conlpressor
calculated including diffraction effect (bold line) arid
without diffraction (hairline).
Although the influence of diffraction on the
DDL cl~aracteristicss e a m to be insignificant it results

10.00
T [us1

15.OO

20.00

Fig. 4. Dependence of the sidelobes level on the
dispersion time: a) calculated without diffraction.
b) calculated including diffraction effect in espander.
c) calculated including diffraction effect in
compressor.

in considerable increase of sidelobes level in the
conlpressed signal (fig. 3).

The increase of sidelobes level for small values
of tile dispersion time is caused by amplitude ripple of
the espander characteristic and can be reduced using

reciprocal ripple design technique. If diffraction effect
is omitted (c11n.e a) sidelobes level decreases with
increase of dispersion time and tends to its theoretical
linlit (-42dB for Hmnmning weighting). Includi~~g
the
diffraction effect in the espander analysis (cunx b)
results in snlall worsening of the sidelobes level. The
influence of diffraction effect is inore significant for
DDL compressor (ciuve c).
Fig. 4. Measured signal 'after compression.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4. CONCLUSION

Using the presented above results a pair of
dispersive delay line was designed. The paranleters of
the lines are as follow: centre frequency 70MHz.
dispersion time lops. bandwidth 6MHz. To simplify
the design process the W a c t i o n effect in the
espander was omitted. The effect of diffraction in the
colnpressor was reduced using iterative method. After

The mathematical method of SAW diffraction
analysis was presented. The results are in good
agreement with theory. Using the model. a significant
i~nprovernent in sidelobes suppression may be
obtained.

thee iterations -35d.B sidelobes level was obtained
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DESIGN OF SAW FILTERS WITH TWO APODlSED IN-LINE TRANSDUCERS ON QUARTZ

J. Renger and B. Wall
Vectron International. Potsdarner Strafie 18. D- 14513 Teltow, Germany
ABSTRACT

The design of SAW filters on quartz consisting of
two apodised in-line interdigital transducers (IDT)
without using multistrip coupler is presented. The
analytical model is described by taking into account
two-dimensional static charge distribution, surface wave
diffraction and the influence of the external network. A
wideband diffraction compensation method is applied to
compensate these second-order effects. The design
optimisation criteria of the two apodised in-line IDTs
are presented. The theoretical and experimental
frequency responses of a filter are shown.
1. INTRODUCTION

A standard design principle is the usage of SAW
filters consisting o f o n e apodised and one-unapodised
IDT. The apodised IDT provides the main contribution
to the overall frequency response. But the application of
two apodised IDTs has the following advantages. Both
IDTs provides similar contributions to the filter
response. The admittances of both IDTs are similar. The
optimisation of the filter design has additional variables.
For highly coupling materials a multistrip coupler
(MSC) can be used between both apodised IDTs [I]. A
disadvantage of the MSC is the twice as big chip area.
A design method for doubly apodised SAW filter
without MSC has been published by Motsoela, et al. [2].
The method [2] does not consider important second
order effects, such as diffraction and 2D static charge
distribution.
Our paper presents a method for the design of two
apodised in-line IDTs on quartz with compensation of
second order effects.
2. THEORY

2.1 SAW Filter Analvsis Method:
The SAW filter considered here consists of two
apodised in-line transducers, the input transducer IDTl
and the output transducer IDT2 (Fig. 1). The gap
positions Yk of the fingers are defined in the figure 1.
The design of this filter requires highly accurate
simulation to compensate for second-order effects. Our
analysis method considers the following effects
2D static charge distribution
- surface wave diffraction
- ohmic loss in the bus-bars
- electrical loading effects.

-
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Fig. 1. SAW device with two apodised in-line IDTs
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit model for the analysis
Our equivalent circuit model for SAW filters with
matching circuit (Fig. 2) uses the admittance matrix (Yparameters) of the filter. RBI and RBZrepresent the busbar impedance of the IDTs to consider ohmic losses of
bus bars. The frequency response of the equivalent
circuit model is

-

H ( w ) =-.VL (0)

UG

(1)

UL(0)is the complex amplitude of the voltage across
the load impedance RL and UG is the voltage of the
generator.
2D-Static Charge Distribtrtion:
The charge distribution of the IDT can be regarded
as the source of the generation of SAW. For narrow
finger overlaps the exact knowledge of the 2D-charge
distribution is necessary. The 2D static charge
distribution of a few fingers is represented in Fig. 3. Our
analysis of the charge distribution is based on the
method of the Green's function of Baghai-Wadji et al.
[4]. The method requires a large number of
discretisation intervals in the direction of the finger
length (y-direction). About 40 non-equidistant intervals
in the y-direction are necessary for a good conformance
between simulation and measurement result.

p, (x.y) is the static charge density of the IDTi, when
the unit potential is applied across tile transducer. The
geometrical reference point is the centre of the IDT. The
adinittance of the transducer is the following sum

y;, ( 0 )= Go,( w ) + j ( w c r + B,

(0))

(5)

for i= l,2.
According to [3], the SAW radiation conductance is
given by the equation
l.

Fig. 3. Charge distribution of a few fingers (normalised)
Admittance Matrix:
Visintini et al. [3] formulated the admittance
parameters for the case of 2D SAW propagation. These
formulas consider the 2D-charge distribution of the IDT
for the generation and detection. Also, the anisotropy of
the coupling factor and the diffraction are considered for
the SAW propagation. The transfer admittance between
the two apodised IDTs corresponds to [3]
r. m y

The wave vector components k, (k,) and k,,(k,) are
determined by the corresponding slowness curves in
both transducer regions and the free surface region,
respectively. The input IDT is of len,gh X I , the output
IDT is of len,$h x2 and x~ is the free surface region
between the two transducers. The integration path in (2)
is limited to the borders of the slowness curve of the free
surface region. A region of i 2 0 ° is sufficient for the
integration in practice. The expression K(k,) is the
following function

ma.,

for i=1,2.
The susceptance is computed as the Hilbert
transform of Go,( w )

for i=1,2.
The transducer capacitance is the sum of charges on
the transducer

for i= 1,2.
2.2 Compensation Method:
The frequency response of two apodised in-line
IDTs is not the product of the two individual frequency
responses. Therefore, the compensation of this distortion
of the frequency response and the other four secondorder effects is necessary. The basis of our
compensation method is the wideband compensation
algorithm by Naglowski [5]. F. Z. Bi [6] investigated
this method as well to compensate the dieaction of TV
SAW filters. This compensation method is an
optimisation task. The frequency response for the
optimisation is the following linear equation

where
K,,,(k,) and

&rR(k,) are the wave vectors on a metalised

surface and the effective dielectric constant [3],
respectively.
The FT of the static charge density q(x,y) of lDTi is

.

frequency point no.,
grid of radian frequency,
N=N,+N2 sum of finger numbers (IDTI and IDT2),
Y = [Y, ,..., Y,v, , Y , , ,..., Y, ] vector of gap
1

0i

+,

positions in both apodised IDTs (before optimisation),
yk
position of gap in finger no. k (see Fig. I),
=
,...,AY~,
,AYN,+,,...,AY, ] vector of position
displacements (optimisation variable),
displacement of gap position in finger no. k,
Ayk
(o,
)'l, analysed complex frequency response
(including second-order effects, normalised) and

LAY]

-0TO

+ k, Y

D&~Y

for i=1,2.

complex first order derivatives (including second-order
effects).
The goal of the optimisation is to minimise the
following quadratic error sum
I"/

-

3

YY

,Y,
E(U)
= /E(o,
,=I

s min,
Fig. 4a. Finger gaps of input IDT1 before compensation

with the constraints for the finger gaps

YmlrrSYk+AYk<Y,plm
(12)
for kl,
....N .
Y,,,,,, and Y,,,, are the lower and upper borders of the
gap positions (Fig. I), respectively. Both values are
chosen in consideration of the IDT aperture. The
complex error function in (1 1) is

~

~

,~~ (, g0and
) , Ho, (w,,
)g, ' l

are the real and

x,

imaginary parts of Ho (ai, AY) , respectively.
The desired frequency response D(wi) has real
values for filters with linear phase response. WR(ui)and
Wdw,) are the weighing functions for the real and
imaginary part of the error function, respectively. D(wi)
and WR(w,) depend on the allowed tolerances of the
frequency response. Wdw,) is also dependent on the
allowed tolerance of the linear phase response.
The optimisation method needs a start vector r o f
the gap positions at the beginning. We calculated the
initiaI gaps of both IDTs with the REMEZ algorithm.
The new gap positions after one optimisation pass is

Fig. 4b. Finger gaps of input IDT1 after compensation

Fig. 5a. Finger
compensation

gaps of output IDT2 before

A few optimisation passes are necessary for a successhi
design of the filter.
We used a gradient method (Quasi-Newton
Algorithm) for the optirnisation. We have written a
computer program for the compensation method in
FORTRAN. The program is implemented on a
HP9000lC 160 machine.
3. RESULTS

Fig. 5b. Finger gaps of output IDT2 after compensation
The following results concern a SAW filter with a
centre frequency of 85.38 MHz and an aperture of
2000 pm. It was constructed on ST,X-Quartz. The filter
consists of two apodised transducers with 1006 (IDT 1)
and 606 (IDT2) U8 fingers. The matching circuit of
both IDTs is a L-C-network. The REMEZ algorithm was
used to find the initial apodisation for both single
transducers. Fig. 4a and 5a illustrate the initial finger
gaps of both IDTs after the REMEZ algorithm.

The analysed initial frequency response is
represented in Fig. 6. The distortions result mainly from
the apodisation of both IDTs, diffraction and charge
distribution. About 20 compensation passes were
necessary to remove all the distortions. The finger gaps
of the IDTs after the compensation are showed in Fig.
4b and 5b. The analysed fiequency response after
compensation is represented in Fig. 6 as well.

The insertion loss of the filter is about 14 dB. The triple
transit signal (TTS) causes a pass band ripple of 0.6 dB
with a period of 200 kHz (Fig. 8). The theoretical
response corresponds with the experimental response of
the filter.
4. CONCLUSION
A method for the design of SAW filter consisting of
two apodised in-line IDTs has been described The
apodisation of both transducer, charge distribution and
diffraction affects the frequency response very strong.
The compensation of these effects results in a suitable
filter design. By it, the theoretical and experimental
responses are corresponding.

Fig. 6. Theoretical frequency responses before and after
compensation

.

;

experiment
theory

--
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ACOUSTOOPTIC METHOD FOR MEASUREMENTS
OF SAW STEERING BEAM ANGLE AND SAW VELOCITY
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Novosibirsk, 630090 Russia, tsarev@,them~o.isp.nsc.ru
Abstract. The applicatior~of two optical beams
metllod for measureinent of steering bean1 angle and
velocity of surface acoustic wave (SAW)
propagated in anisotropic solid is considered.
Method is based on results of theoretical and
experimental investigation of a simultaneous two
light beams diffraction by a SAW in crystals. On a
base of carrying out analysis update of measuring
technique, algorithm of data processing and a
software for the determination of a SAW steering
bean1 angle and also phase and group SAW
velocities measurement are camed out.
Experimental measurement of steering beam angle
for the SAW propagated at 74.8' angle with respect
to X-axis of LiNb03 shows good agreement with
calculated data.

along angle A Y with respect to A' axis on surface of
LiNbOj covered by Al film of thickness I0 nm,
were A Y is beam steering angle of SAW. IDT has
an aperture 0.25 cm and consists of 10 fmger-pairs
with the length period of 16 mkm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Results of measuring of SAW velocities for
different directions of SAW propagation and cuts of
crystals are often used for determination of elastic
constants of crystals 111. Reserves of improving
accuracy of constants measuring can be find by
hrther development of measuring techniques and
by addition in calculated algorithms data's of
independent measuring of steering beam angle. Here
we describe new measuring algorithm to determine
steering beam angle of SAW by acoustooptic
interferometric method utilizing two light beams
scheme [2].
2. DESCRIPTION OF ACOUSTOOPTIC
MEASUREMENTS BY TWO LIGHT BEAMS
INTERFEROMETRER SCHEME
Two beams optical interferometer [2, 31 is
formed by two parallel semitransparent and opaque
minors aligned at angle 45' respectively to the
plane of crystal (see. Fig. 1). Let consider coordinate
system (X, Y, Z)places at the center of interdigital
transducer (IDT)and regard X axis tilts at angle Yo
with respect to crystallographic X axis of Y-cut
LiNb03. SAW is excited by IDT and propagates
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Fig. I . Geometry of two optical beam diffraction.
MI - semi-transparent mirror, M2- opaque mirror;
0, +1, -1 - are diffracted beams of different orders,
A Y - is the beam steering angle of SAW;
Y12- is the angle, specifying direction of an
interferometer axes;
01is the angle, specifying direction at the center of
the I-th optical beam;
rl - is the distance from center of IDT to the center
of 1-th optical beam.
In the given scheme of experiment two spatially
separated parallel optical beam of 1 mm beam
widtll are incident at nornlal angle to tl~ecrystal
surface, diffract by the SAW and mix up by
interferometer to produce an interference pattern
which oscillates with switching of SAW frequency
131. Oscillations of interferenced (+I) diffracted
orders are measured (see Fig.2) by intensity of light
passed through the thin split diaphragm (D). SAW
steering beam angle as well as the phase and the
group velocity of SAW can be deternlined [2] by
the measurement of a period of these oscillations on
SAW frequency change.

-

-

interferometer. Al and A geon~etricalfactors due
to mismatch of an interferometer axis and direction
of a group velocity, Ar is centre to centre distance
of optical beams, b = A r c o s ( Y ~ ~Y12=nrctg[(v2.
yl)klr] is angle defming direction of an
interferometer axes, i.e. direction of radius-vector
connecting centers of light beams (see Fig. I). As
usual all regarded angles are very small and it can
be derived expressions for geometrical factors:

Fig.'.
The experimental dependence of
diffraction efficiency I ( f ) on the SAW
frequency. - experimental points, * - noise of the
interferometer.
Resolving the task of two light beanls
diffraction on reflections from SAW,
propagating in anisotropic half-space it is
possible to show, that in paraxial approximation
the diffraction intensity in (&I) diffracted orders
is described by expression [2]:
were y = A4

+

q? -

Here Iland I . are intensities of Iight diffraction 131
of (+I) orders of beams I and 2, separately, Ag) is
optical interferomer phase shift, ri - is the distance
from center of IDT to the center of I-th optical
beam,& - is the angle, specifyrng direction at the
center of the I-th optical beam; K=2z$'v - SAW
wave number, f and v are frequency and velocity of
SAW.
Let consider a change of an oscillations period of
I@ on SAW frequency by introducing a diNization
frequencyfm according a condition [I]:
This condition is realized in a point of a maximum
slope of Ifl dependence, namely, when cos(y) =0.
Then (2) is equivalent to a condition:

where Km=K(fm);M=m-l/Z-A@z Axl=AmAl =
=At-cos(A VoA-, - is effective shoulders of optical

From expression (3) it is evident that the
experimental dependence f,,from order of number
m is defrned by the dispersion of SAW velocity. For
weak or linear dispersion it is possible to reduce
decomposition of a phase velocity on SAW
frequency at the first linear term:
and to derive the dependence f(lM) in an obvious
form:
The expression (6) defines a dispersion curve
R(K)=27f(Axk:/@ for SAW and make it possible to
fmd its phase velocity and group velocities [3]:

where Af-dflm &fd is a half-period of
oscillations
on
the
SAW
frequency,
a=1/'(2@)a'fldm2 @fo) .
At first it seems, that geometrical factors A1 and
Az decreases acuracy of velocity measurement, but
if to look through expression (4) and (7) one can
find the possibility to determine beam steering angle
AY and to increase measuring acuracy of SAW
velocity.
Experimental scheme (see Fig.1) manages to
tune coordinate position (x, z) and angle orientation
( Y12) of optical interferometer. Mismatch of
interferometer in X-direction is not sufficient on the
velocity measurements. Let regard influence of
transverse (Z) tuning and alignment of Y12 on
llleasurement of group velocity. It can be shown
from eq.(4) and (7) that the change of the group
velocity has the form:

where Az, - is a mismatch of center of the first
optical beam from the position corresponding a case
of H e r o m e t e r axis to be aligned along a vector
of the group velocity (Yk= 01 = A 9.

determines according (1)-(9) SAW velocities almost
independently on A#. If it is needed one can add a
correction tof,,(m) by the fmed AKfJ dependence.

Sf [MHz]

It can be derived from eq. (8) that the slope of
6vg"/vg dependence over fi2(see Fig.3) determines
a value of beam steering angle:
From equations (1-9) it is evident that
interference of diffracted orders is strongly
dependent on the change of the interferometer phase
shift Aq5, caused by external conditions, for
example, by the temperature deformation of the
sample and the interferometer length, etc. Thus we
propose to organize experimental measurements in
those way that influence of interferometer phase
shift A# will be self-compensated. Let change SAW
frequency during measurement I@ by special
jumping-frequency algorithm, namely,
f(n)=fo+SfYF(-l)n , n = l , 2 , 3,........N,
(10)
ware 6f is the frequency step of measuring, N is
total number of measured points (-1000). It means
that almost at the same time moment and when
interferometer phase shift A# is not changed we
measure two points of frequency response (see Fig.
2.) on opposite sides from the center frequency fo.
Thus influence on y (see (1)) of the interferometer
phase shift A@ will have the opposite sign (with
respect to frequency dependent terms ql) for the
even and odd points of measurement.

Fig.4. Thc experimental dependence of
digitization frequency Werence &,, and
interferometer phase shift A# at different measured
frequencies cf-fd.

Fig.5. The experimental dependence v, over the
position (z,) of the fvst optical beam at different
orientation of the interferometer axis.

rn

Fig.3. The experimental
digitization frequency fm.

dependence

of

Lets find digitization frequency L&, for
frequencies f>fo and f<fo and plot dependences
fm=fAm+JJ/2 and Sf,=f+,$ J/2 over m (see Fig.3
and Fig.4). Thus 6 f , determines interferometer
phase shift A# during the experiment and f,

Fig.6. The experimental dependence Avg/vg
maximum over the orientation of the interferometer
axis ( Y12).
By this procedure we have measured frequency
responses I@ and have determined dependences of
group velocities v, over Az, at different orientations
(see Fig. 5). Than we
of interferometer axis Yl12

frnd extremum 6v,"'/v,
and plotted it vems Y12
(see Fig.6). The slope of this dependence gives value
AY = 1.74°_+0.250.On figure 6 are plotted
experimental results and are shown computer
calculations of the phase velocities and AY for
different SAW propagation directions on Y-cut
LiNbO;. It shows that calculated and measured
results are in a good agreement with each other.

- to plot curves 6vS"Yvs over YI2and to determine
a beam steering angle (A!P) by the slop of
Gv,P"'/v, dependence over Y,:
A F - i?(6~~*~/~e>/
2 YI2.
- to align an interferometer axes along the
determined direction of the group velocity vector,
and then to measure values of the phase and the
group SAW velocities with improved accuracy
- interferoineter base dr ca11 be measured wit11 lligil
accuracy by measurement of SAW velocity on the
sample with hown velocity value (for example STquartz). Then this value Ar can be used in
measurement of other crystals with the same
interferometer base.
3. CONCLUSION

Fig.7. Dependence of velocity and steering angle for
different direction of SAW propagation on Y-cut of
LiNbOs. Angle Y is done with respect to X axis.
Experimental point is measured for Y = 74.8'.
Accuracy of the of the beam steering angle
measurement can be sufficiently improved by
further optimization of experimental scheme, for
example, (1) by better temperature stabilisation of
sample and interferometer, (2) by optirnisation of
optical beam width respectively to IDT aperture, (3)
by taking into account nonlinear dependency of
velocity over direction of SAW propagation, etc.
Our analysis gives next recommendations for
measurement procedure of the beam steering angle
and also the phase and the group velocities of the
SAW propagated in anisotropic mediums.
Measurement by two optical beam interferometer
have to consist of following steps:
- to measure dynamic change of interference yartern
intensity over change of SAW frequency by selfcompensated wave or with taking into account
possible change of interferometer phase shift
during the measurement duration [2].
- to fmd the variation (6v.J of the group SAW
velocity dependencies on displacement of optical
beams interferometer position (Az) at different
orientations (Y12) of interferometer axis
respectively to the direction of SAW propagation;
- to plot curves 6vgover Ay and to determine values
of its maximum 6vgm for different values of YIz.

A novel possibility for the direct measuring of
SAW steering angle by two beams optical
interferometer is demonstrated. The influence of the
interferometer phase change during the
measurement is eliminated by special jumpingfrequency algorithm that gives self-compensation of
interferometer phase shift change on the measured
parameters. New measuring procedure is
considerably increase possibilities of the given
method [2, 31 for a measurement of basic
characteristics of acoustic waves in crystals.
The authors thanks to Dr. Rinat Taziev for
computer calculations of SAW characteristics in
crystals, G.Ostanina and N.Tolstouhov for
development of IDT structures.
The work is supported by Grant N 97-02-18458
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Abstract -The behavior of Leaky-SAW (LSAW) in layered structures was investigated by new computer
calculations. For these investigations rotYX LiTaOj and rotYX LiNbOj crystal cuts were used. Surface
acoustic wave propagation is strongly influenced by thickness, density, and elasticity of the layers. For
Leaky-SAW both, the velocity and the inherent loss due to bulk wave emission into the substrate depend on
these layer properties. Double-layer-systems can be taken into account if Si3N4or A1203 is added on the metal
layer. As a result, this double-layer-system shows new properties: The angle of minimum propagation loss
and the velocity strongly depend on distinct parameters and ratios of the layers. This means that in doublelayer-systems the behavior of LSAW-loss and velocity differs from single-layer-structures.

The technology of SAW devices is based upon the use
of layered structures. Common applications employ an
aluminum layer or grating on an anisotropic
piezoelectric crystal. Layer thickness, materials, and
crystal cuts have to be chosen such that they meet
different requirements like small attenuation, good
temperature stability or high coupling efficiency.
'Thickness. density. and elastic properties of this metal
layer show a strong influence on the wave propagation.
Different studies were performed: Farnell and Adler [I]
have investigated the behavior of SAW velocity for
isotropic single-layer-structures with respect to the
layer thickness. They reported for an isotropic layer on
an isotropic substrate that the behavior of velocity
depends on distinct ratios of elastic constants and
densities of the considered materials. More recently.
Hashi~noto et al. [2] have shown that the inhereilt
LSAW loss due to bulk wave emission into the
substrate is also strongly influenced by the layer
properties. They reported that an aluminum layer of
about h/h = 10% on a 4ZrotYX LiTa03 substrate shows
a smaller insertion loss compared with the 36rotYX
LiTa03 crystal cut. Furthermore, Hickernell and Adler
[3] reported effects on both, velocity and LSAW
attenuation for LSAW on glass covered LiTa03 and
LiNbO,: substrates.
In other words, these examples demonstrate that
velocity as well as LSAW attenuation are strongly
influenced by the properties of this single layer. There-
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fore, adding a second layer to this structure should
change the LSAW properties in a substantial way. A
double-layer-systems can be taken into account, if
Si3N, or Af203is added on the metal layer. This means,
that in a double-layer-system with aluminum as first
layer and Si3N4or AI2O3as second layer on a LiTa03 or
a LiNb03 substrate effects on velocity and LSAW
attenuation will occur.

Wave propagation in piezoelectric solids is described
by a set of second order partial differential equations
with (Eq. 1)

where u and cp are the particle displacement and the
electrical potential, respectively. Moreover, p, c, e, and
E describe density, elasticity, piezoelectricity, and
dielectrics, respectively. In their general form these
material parameters are tensors up to fourth order. For
calculations a coordinate system is chosen in such a
way that the substrate is located in the lower half space
(xj < 0), whereas the surface acoustic waves propagate

along the .r,-axis. The first layer lies between 0 < x j <
17, and the second layer is located between hi < sj k ,
+ h,. To obtain a general SAW solution (Eq. 2) will be
an appropriate trial function.

where v represents the velocity, k the wave number, cc
the decay coefficients, and y = I +j6 the propagation
th
loss. Substituting (Eq. 1) by (Eq. 2) leads to an 8
order polynomial Eigenvalue problem in a.
For isotropic layers it is possible to obtain an analytical
expression for the Eigenvalues a and the Eigenvectors
ri. Moreover, the whole set of the eight Eigenvalues is
selected. In the free space above the layers the Laplace
equation can also be solved analytically. In contrast,
for anisotropic substrates no analytical expression
exists and only four Eigenvalues have to be selected. In
order to separate Leaky-SAW and Rayleigh-waves a
careful selection has to be performed[4].
For these calculations a continuous shape of the surface
was assumed. Due to the coupling of electrics and
acoustics both, electrical and mechanical boundary
conditions have to be satisfied. Across each interface
(substrate:metal, metakoxide, and oxide:vacuum) the
particle displacement u and the normal component of
stress T3 must be continuous. In contrast, the
mechanical boundary conditions for the top layer are
reduced to T,j = 0. Furthermore, the electrical
boundary conditions have to be satisfied. This means
that the parallel component of the electrical field El as
well as the normal component of the dielectric
displacement D3 must be continuous across each
interface. However, due to electrical shortening of the

100 .
.,_

metal layer the electrical potential is zero there. Taking
these boundary conditions into account, the particular
solution can be obtained and both, velocity and LSAW
attenuation can be calculated. The particular solution
for every region (substrate, layers, vacuum) is a
superposition of the partial waves weighted by the
coefficients .A,,:

For these calculations we have used material data from
Kovacs [ 5 ] . Values for aluminum were taken from
Auld [6],whereas appropriate SiJN,data can be found
by Hickernell et al. [7]. In addition, the present study is
based upon a frequency off = I GHz,

3. Results
LSAW exist only on distinct crystal cuts. As a matter
of fact, crystal cuts of appropriate materials are rotYX
LiTa03 and rotYX LiNb03. Therefore, the influence of
layered substrates on the LSAW will be examined for
both materials [8].
At first, the behavior of the LSAW attenuation is
investigated for three different crystal cuts of a
Si3N4:Al:rotYX
LiTa03 double-layer-system. Although
the Si3N4-A1layer thickness of 400nm remains fixed,
the angle of minimum LSAW attenuation depends on
distinct ratios of dAJ(400nm)(Fig. 1).
In general, the LSAW loss is a function of more than
one parameter. However, if a fixed entire thickness of
the double-layer-structure is assumed, the LSAW loss
can be presented with respect of the aluminum ratio

s i 3N4:Al:rotY X LiTa O31

ratio dAX400nm) [Yo]
Fig. 1 : Behavior of the LSAW loss for three different crystal cuts with respect of an altered aluminum ratio.

an appropriate low LSAW loss occurs in a distinct
channel depending on both, the crystal cut and the
layers ratio.

and the crystal cut angle. For this calculation a doublelayer-system consisting of 400nm aluminum and Al10j
on rotYX LiTa03 was used (Fig. 2). It can be seen that

Fig. 2: Behavior of LSAW loss for an Al-A1203double-layer-systems with an entire thickness of 400nm as a
function of the aluminum ratio and the crystal cut angle.
double-layer-system, Although the Si3N4-aluminum
layer thickness of 400nm remains fixed, the angle of
minimum LSAW attenuation depends on distinct ratios
of dAJ(400nm). However, the behavior of these
LiNbOJ crystal cuts is different compared with the
double-layer-system of LiTa03 in Fig. 1: The minimum attenuation of LSAW loss occurs for ratios which
are very similar. In contrast, for LiTa03 larger
differences have been the result.

For LiTaOj it was found that the LSAW attenuation
behavior is strongly influenced by the second layer.
Thus, it has to be investigated, if or how strong these
effects will occur for other substrates. For this purpose
calculations were performed using an aluminum-Si3N,
double-layer-system on rot YX LiNb03 crystal cuts.
Again. in Fig. 3 the behavior of the LSAW attenuation
is shown for three different crystal cuts (here: dlrotYX,
bOrotYX, and 57rotYX) of a Si3N4:Al:rotYXLiNb03
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Fig. 3: Behavior of
the LSAW loss for
three
different
LiNb03 crystal cuts
100 with respect of an
altered aluminum
ratio.

For the previously shown results a fised entire
thickness of 400nm was assumed. A slightly changed
situation can be investigated, if a distinct crystal cut is
considered and the entire thickness of the double-layersystem is changed. Choosing 64rotYX LiNb03 as
piezoelectric substrate and using an Si3N,-aluminum
double-layer-system double-layer-system the behavior

of minimum LSAW attenuation was calculated for
different entire thicknesses with respect of the
aluminum ratio (Fig. 4). It can be found that no
minimum attenuation occurs for an entire layer
thickness of 100nm. Moreover. an increased entire
thickness shifts the minimum of LSAW attenuation to
smaller ratios.

Fig. 4: LSAW loss for three different double-layer-systems on 6lrotYXLiNb03 with an entire thickness of
1OOnm, 200nm, and 300nm.

4. Conclusions
Calculations for aluminum and Si3N, or Al,03 doublelayer-systems on rotYX LiTaO; and rotYX LiNb0;
crystal cuts have been presented. A substantial
influence of the second layer on the behavior of the
LSAW attenuation has been shown. Moreover, the
LSAW loss depends on distinct parameters of the used
layers. A more generalized understanding of the
LSAW attenuation therefore seems to be possible.
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Absimct
The 10 GHz-range surface acoustic wave (SAW) is of p a t
importance in the field of physical acoustics and application of
SAW devices, for example, in mobile and wireless
communications. The temperature dependency of the propagation attenuation at 10 GHz-range is measured using the threetransducer system with an electrode width of less than 0.1 prn,
which is fabricated using an electron beam exposure and lift-off
technique. The results show that the attenuation at room
temperature is about 15dB/(100 h )at 10 GHz.
Nexf the temperature dependency of the insertion loss of a
floating electrode reflection type unidirectional transducer
(FEUDT) whose electrodes are respectively fabricated h m Al
and the superconductor Nb,is investigated experimentally. In the
case of Al-FEUDT at 8 G Hz, the insertion loss at a low
temperature is about 85 dB, which is 3.4 dB lower than the
insertion loss at room temperature. The main cause of deaease in
the insertion loss is the decrease in the resistivity of the very thin
and narrow metal electrodes. The results of Nb-FEUDT show a
marked decrease in the insertion loss around the critical
temperature Tc=9.23 K
1. Introduction
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices are capable of
performing many signal processing functions. Therefore, these
devices have been very successful due to high volume
applications such as intermediate kquency (IF) Blers for
televisionsand RF filtersfor mobile telecommunications.
The SAW devices have very important properties that are vital
for various commercial applications. These properties are as
follows: 1)small size and ligit weighf and 2) suitability for mass
production due to their fabrication p m e s , using photolithography techniques. Hence, for the development of mobile
and wireless communications, the high frequency and low
insertion loss SAW devices are required.
For realizing a high frequency and low loss SAW filter, it is
important to evaluate the quantitative factor of the insertion loss.
In this study, the 10 GHz-range SAW filters are fabricated using
the electron beam exposure and lift-off technique, and measured
at room temperature and a low temperature. Then, on the basis of
the measurement results, the propagation loss of 10 GHz-range
SAW is evaluated. An 8 GHz SAW low loss filter using an
unidirectional transducer with Alelectrode and a 4 GHz-range
low loss filter with a superconductor material Nbelectrode are
also described.

2. Measurement of the 10GHz-Range Surface Acoustic
Wave Propagation Loss
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For GHz-range SAW devices, it is necessary to evaluate the
propagation loss in order to obtain low insertion loss SAW
devices. The propagation losses are generally due to the
following reasons:') a) loss due to the interaction with thermal
phonons, b) loss due to scattering by crystalline defects, pits and
scratches, and c) air loading loss. These losses have a close
relationship with temperature, fkquency, and air pressure. So,
each loss can be evaluated by obtaining the measurements under
different conditions. For example, the air loading loss can be
evaluated by obtaining the measurements under low pressure
conditions. The loss due to the interaction with thermal phonons
can be evaluated by the difference in the insertion loss h m the
room temperature to the low temperature. The remaining losses
are due to scattering by crystalline defects, pits and saatches.
In this section, the total propagation loss and the loss due to the
interaction with thermal phonons on a 1OGH.z SAW propagating
along the X axis of 128" rotated Ycut L i i O , (128" Y-X
I = E,*E, exp(-a,L)
(1)
LiNbO,) are measured.
2.1 Measurement method for the propagationloss
The total insertion loss I of a two transducer filter is given by
the following: ') Here, &is the transducer efficiency, a, is the
surface wave attenuation per unit length and L is the distance
between transducers. If the transducer efficiency E, has no
temperature dependency, the attenuation constant a, can be
evaluated by the two-transducer method. However, the
transducer efficiency E, depends on temperature due to the
temperature dependency of the electrode resistivity. Therefore, it
is necessary to adopt the three-transducer method shown in Fig.1.
The SAW excited by transducer A is received by transducers B
and C. Then, the ratio of the insertion loss is given by the
following:
If the temperature dependency of
is lower than that of
a, the attenuation constant a, will be obtained. So, if the
temperature dependency of the insertion loss is measured as
shown in Fig.qa), that of the attenuation constant a, as shown
in Fig.@) is obtained h m the diierence of curves C and B. In
Fig.2@), the attenuation constant a, approaches a, at the low

temperature, which includes the attenuation due to the air loading
and the scattering by crystalline defects, pits and scratches. Here,
the attenuation a, due to the interaction with thermal phonons is
obtained from a, a,.
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Fig.4 Schematicdiagram of the sample room.
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23 Experimental result

Temperature (K)

The three-transducer method shown in Fig.1 was used due to
the reason given earlier in 5 2.1. The three-transducer was
fabricated by the electron beam exposure and lift-off technique.
Figure 5 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
of the 10 GHz three-transducer resist pattern with a line width of
0.1 u m, which is very ftne. The substrate is 128" Y-X LiNbO,.
The wavelength h is OALm, and the propagation length is
b=105 h and &300A, shown in Fig.1. The number of
pairs is 10, the aperture is 20 A, and the film thickness of Al
electrodes is 30 nrn.

Temperature (K)

Fig2 Measurementmethod of the propagation loss.
22 Cryostat and measurement system at low temperature
The cryostat is s h o w in Fig.3. The cryostat adopts the He
flow method. In this method, liquid He h m a He dewar is
introduced into the heat exchanger through the transfer tube, and
the temperature of He is controlled by the temperature controller.
The sample is d i i y cooled by the temperature controlled He.
The flow of He is adjusted by a needle valve, and the controlled
temperature range is h m 3.5 K to 320 K The schematic of
the sample room is shown in Fig.4. The input and output coaxial
cables [(1),(2) in Fig.41 and the Cr-AuFe thermocouple [(3) in
FigA] are introduced from outside the cryostat, and the SAW
ater package is connected by the SMC connector as shown in
Fig.4. The temperature around the sample is measured exactly by
the Cr-AuFe thermocouple, and the filter is measured by a
network analyzer. During measurement, the internal pressure of
the cryostat is about 20 % of the atomspheric pressure.

-

/ -

Fig3 Schematicdiagram of the cryostat and measurement
system.

Fig.5 SEM image of 10 GHz three-transducer resist pattem.
( line width = 0.1 LL m)
The insertion loss of the fabricated 3-transducer at room
temperature (293 K) and low temperature (7 K) is shown in
Table 1.The measurement at low temperature (7 K) was carried
out after the sample was stabilized at 7 K for 1h., and again, after
the sample was warmed to room temperature (293 K)in a period
of 3 -4 h, and measured at 293 K.
The frequency dependency of the propagation loss at room
temperature is shown in Fig.6. )' A new point at 10 GHz is
calculated using the values of Table 1.The attenuation is almost
proportional to 1.25power of fkquency, hence it is 15 dB/ (100
A)at 10 GHz, which is not so large. The frequency dependency
of the loss due to the interaction with thermal phonons is shown
in Fig.7. A new point at 10 GHz is also calculated on the basis of
the measurement method elucidated in 8 2.1, using the values
of Table 1. The loss is almost proportional to the square of
hquency. The reasons why some points of the plot are outside
the squared line are due to the fact that the receiving interdigital
transducers (IDTs) of three-transducer are not completely
symmetrical and the characteristics of the sample are degraded

symmetrical and the characteristics of the sample are degraded
by impedance mismatching on the packaging filter with A1
bonding.

(i) The second harmonic is strongly excited.
(ii) It is easy to fabricate, because the electrodes and gaps are at
regular intervals.
So, the hll0-type FEUDT is suitable for the high frequency
and low loss filters.

-

Backward

r
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Fig.8 Configuration of hll0-type FEUDT.
( A, is a fundamentalwavelength)
Frequency (GHz)
Fig.6 Frequency dependency of the propagation loss on 128"
Y-XL i i 3 a t room temperature.
Table 1.Insertion loss of three-transducer
at293 K a n d 7 K
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3.1 Experimental results
3.1.1 8 GHz AI10-type FEUDT
8 GHz hll0-type FEUDT was fabricated by the electron
beam exposure and lift-off technique. Figure 9 shows the SEM
image of a 8 GHz h 110-type FEUDT resist pattern with a Sme
width of 0.09km,which is very fine. The substrate is 128" Y-

7K (dB)
28.3
30.1

34 2

Fig9 SEM image of A/10-type FEUDT resist pattem (line
width = 0.09~ m ) .
-

1

1

2

5

10

Frequency (GHz)
Fig. 7 Frequency dependency ofthe loss due to the interaction
with thermal phonons on 128" Y-XW O ,at room
temperature.
3. 10 GHz-RangeLow Loss Filter
Conventional IDT has an inherent minimum insertion loss of
6 dB because of bidirectionality and strong pass band ripple due
can
to secondary effects. However, unidirectional IDT 0
ideally be designed for less than 1dB insertion loss, and suppress
the influence of the triple transit echo (TIT).Thus,the UDT is
effective in low loss filters. Figure 8 shows the hll0-type
floating electrode reflection-type UDT (FEUDT),which is an
UDT using an internal reflection with the floating electrode of an
open metal strip.w) It has the following features:

The wavelength on second harmonic A, is 0.45LL m,and the
propagation length is 46 A,. The number of pairs is 20, the
aperture is 46 h, and the film thickness of A1 electrodes is 30
nm.The measurement method is the same as descnhed in 0 2.2.
Figures l q a ) and @) respectively show the muency responses
of 8 GHz hll0-type FEUDT at room temperature (300 K)and
low temperature (7 K),which include TIE. Com-paringboth the
minimum insertion losses, the insertion loss at low temperature is
about 8 5 dB, which is 3.4 dB lower than the insertion loss at
room temperature. The reasons why the insertion loss at the low
temperature is lower than that at the room temperature are the
decrease in resistivity of IDT electrodes, the mismatch loss, and
the decrease in loss due to the interaction with thermal phonons.
However, if the propagation length is about 46 h , at 8 GHz, the
loss due to the interaction with thermal phonons is only about
0.26 dB from Fig.7. So, the loss due to the resisitivity of IDT
electrodes and the mismatch loss are very serious in 10 GHzrange SAW fiiters.

relative resistivity of the Nb film.The lower the temperature, the
lower is the insertion loss, and finally, it changes markedly by
about 2.2 dB at 10 K because the Nb resistance changes from
normal to superconducting.The changes between the insertion
loss and relative resistivity correspond well at the lower
temperature.

C

\ Temperature (K)
.
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Fig.10 Frequency responses of 8 GHz hll0-type FEUDT. (a)
at30OK,@)at7K
3.1.2 4 GHz-rangeNb A /lo-type FEUDT
The resistivity of IDT electrodes is a very important factor as
noted in § 3.1.1, so we propose using a superconductor as a
material for IDT electrcdes. 4 GHz-range Nb A 110-type
Temperature (K)
FEUDT is fabricated by the electron beam exposure and lift-off
Fig.12 Temperature dependency of the insertion loss of a 4 GHztechnique. The substrate is 128" Y-X L,iNbO,. The wave-length
range Nb h/10-type FEUDT and relative resistance of the Nb
on the second harmonic h is 0.8 Dm,and the propagation
an
length is 40 h The number of pairs is 20, the a p m is 40 A,
andthe film thickness of Nb el&=
is 100 &I. ~igm.s11(a)
4. Conclusion
and (b) respecb'.vely show the frequency responsesof 4 G H ~ The total propagation loss and the loss due to the interaction
range ~b hn0-t& FEUDT at A m temp"rature (293 K) and with thermal phonons are measured. The total propagation loss is
low temperature (9 K). Comparing both the minimum insertion 15 dB/(100 h ) at 10 GHz, which is low for 10 GHz SAW
losses, the insertion loss at the low temperature is about 6.7 dB, devices. Then, the temperature dependencies of the insertion
which is 9.7 dB lower than the insertion loss at the room losses of FEUDTs whose electrodes are fabricated from A1 and
temperature.
Nb are investigated experimentally. The results of Nb h110type FEUDT showed a marked decrease in the insertion loss
around the critical temperature T,=9.23 K We also observed an
insertion loss of about 8 5 dB at 8 GHz at the low temperature.
Therefore, the unidirectional IDTs with thick electrodes are very
useful for low loss filters.

,
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.

7
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Fig.11Frequency responses of 4 GHz-range Nb h 110-type
FEUDT. (a) at 293 K, @) at 9 K.
The plots in Fig.12 show the temperature dependency of the 4
GHz-range Nb hll0-type FEUDT. The broken line shows the
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Abstract
Numerical results on the resonant frequencies and
their frequency-temperature behavior in a three-dimensional surface acoustic wave (SAW) periodic structure are
presented. These results are compared with those of the
. The 3-d fem models of SAW
quartz SAW resonator
periodic structures are useful in the analyses of IDT's
geometry and crystal cuts of SAW resonators which have
power flows transverse to the SAW phase velocity. They
are also useful for analyzing transversely coupled SAW
resonators.
Piezoelectric, Lagrangian equations for the frequencytemperature behavior of quartz are presented. Threedimensional finite element results for a half wavelength
SAW periodic structure are compared with measured data
from SAW resonator
. The frequency characteristics
of the fundamental SAW mode and its transverse overtones
as a function of the electrode length W in the transverse
direction are studied. Generally good results are obtained
by the 3-d fem models when compared with measured values. Their frequency-temperature behavior are also studied
and are reasonably well predicted by the 3-d SAW periodic
structure. The 2-d fem models are shown to yield results
consistent with the 3-d fem models.

I. Introduction
Two- and three-dimensional finite element analysis of
periodic structures of surface acoustic wave (SAW)
waveguides has been useful in analyzing the effects of the
interdigital transducers (IDT's) geometry on SAW phase
velocity. [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. Hasegawa and Koshiba[7] presented the use of three-dimensional finite elements for the
analysis of periodic surface acoustic waveguides.
An important attribute for a good SAW resonator is its
frequency-temperaturestability. The use of finite elements
for analyzing the frequency-temperature stability of the
SAW resonator is a natural extension of the use of finite
elements for the analysis of periodic SAW waveguides.
Yong and Kanna[8] presented results which showed that
the two-dimensional straight crested wave model of a
SAW periodic structure predicted fairly accurately the frequency-temperature behavior of quartz SAW resonators.
However, the 2-d fem models cannot capture the length
effects of the IDT's, width of the SAW resonator and power
propagation in the direction transverse to the direction of
the SAW propagation.
We introduce in this paper the third dimension in our

0-7803-5400-1
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finite element models of SAW periodic structures. These 3d fem models are useful in the analyses of IDT's geometry
and crystal cuts in SAW resonators where the power flow
of the SAW mode is not in the same plane as its phase
velocity. They are especially useful for analyzing transversely coupled SAW resonators. Since the 3-d models are
numerically intensive, sparse matrix storage technology
along with an efficient eigensolver must be used. Adaptive
meshing is used to reduce the size of the finite element
model.

11. Piezoelectric Lagrangian Equations
for the Frequency-TemperatureBehavior
of Quartz.
The classical model for the frequency-temperature
behavior of quartz crystal resonators is based on the infinitesimal theory of elasticity or piezoelectricity. In order to
account for the homogeneous temperature field, the density, resonator geometry, and hence the reference frame,
are allowed to change with temperature. This is rather confusing because these temperature coefficients of elastic
constants and density are then referred to a reference frame
which is itself a function of temperature. Furthermore, the
thermal shear strains are not taken into account in this ad
hoc treatment. In order to overcome this confusion, and to
ensure consistent results for anisotropic materials, we
present a Lagrangian formulation for the frequency-temperature behavior of SAW resonators. This formulation is
similar to those, for example, in references 9 and 10, but
we prefer to use the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor of the
second kind for reasons of symmetry. The formulation was
previously developed in references 11 and 12. The following incremental Lagrangian equations which includes the
piezoelectric effect was presented in reference 8, and we
show them here again for the convenience of the reader.

IZa. Strain-displacement, and electric jield-potential
relations.

The terms
incremental
incremental
incremental

sij, uki. Ei and $ are, respectively, the
strains, the first partial derivative of
displacement, incremental electric field and
electric potential. To is the reference

temperature set at 25' C, 6,, and a:;) denote the

Kronecker delta and nth order temperature coefficients of
thermal expansion, respectively.

IIb. Equations of motion and electrostatics.
Pikakji= pai in I!and

Eq.(2a)

Di, = 0 in Y where

Eq.(2b)

(1)
(3) 3
Pik = aik+ aik
0 + a I ; ) g 2 + ail:
9

Eq.(2c)

0 = (T-To)

Eq.(2d)

where bkj is the incremental stress tensor, p the mass
densicy, ui the incremental mechanical displacement and
Dk the incremental electric displacement vector.

Ilc. Initial and boundary conditions.
A unique solution is guaranteed by specifying
ui, lij, and Ej at each point of the body at an initial time
t = t o , and by specifying at all times one member of each
of the following products on the crystal surface:
p1u , , p2u2,pf us, and q4 where pi = njPrkokj is the
component of the surface traction vector, q = niDi is the
surface charge density and ni is the unit outward normal to
the surface.

stants are those by Bechmann[l3]. The coefficients of
thermal expansion are from a paper by Bechmann, Ballato
and Lukaszek[l4]. The thermoelastic constants are from
reference 1 1. We presently use the first temperature coefficients of piezoelectric constants and dielectric permitivities
from reference 15 and 16 because we do not have their
effective material temperature coefficients. (This will not
contribute too much inaccuracy into our models because
quartz has very weak piezoelectric couplings.) The following Tables 1 to 4 show the quartz (Y-cut) material constants
used in this paper (density of quartz 2649 kg/m3:
Table 1: Coefficients of thermal expansion [14]

Table 2: Elastic constants and their temperature
constants

Ild Constitutive relations.
bij =

e

Dijklskl- ekiiEk,

e

(1)

(2) 2

(3) 3

eijk = eijk(1 + TeijkO+ TeijkB + Teijk0 )
e

eik = ~

(1)

(2) 2

~ + T~ E 0( ~+ Teik
1~ 0

+T

(3) 3

E 0 ~) ~

Eq.(3d)
Eq.(3e)

where Cijk, is the elastic stiffness tensor measured at

DF~,

constant electric field and temperature.
are the nth
order thermoelastic constants, eijk is the piezoelectric
stress constants tensor measured at constant strain and
temperature, ~ e : y iare the nth temperature coefficient of
piezoelectric stress constants, E, is the dielectric
permittivity constants tensor measured at constant strain
and temperature and T E [ ~ are
) the nth temperature
coefficient of dielectric permittivity constants.

Ile. Material Constantsfor Quartz
There are a few sets of material constants used by
researchers and engineers for the quartz resonator. he
most commonly used values for the elastic stiffness constants, dielectric permittivity and piezoelectric stress con-

6
1
Table 3: ~iezielectricstress constants[lSl

eik Piezoelectric stress constants, c/rn2

TeiI' 10-"C

ell = - e 1 2= -e26
e14

= -e25

el3 = e35

- 0.0406

= e36

Table 4: Dielectric permittivity[lb]
E g , Dielecoic permittivity. 10." CN-rn

TE; J

.

lo*/c

El 1

39.21

28

&22

39.21

28

&33

4 1.03

39

111. Principles of periodic analysis
In order to achieve a periodic structure in the X direction, the wave propagation is assumed t o be periodic in the
X direction. This assumption is to a practical limit valid in

instances where there are steady state vibrations in the
regions of the SAW resonator which are structurally periodic.

G 4-,

where the subscript I denotes internal nodal degrees of
freedom. When the constraints of eqn.(4) are imposed on
the matrix eqn.(.5), the second and third row of the matrix
equation can be combined to form

Traction and
Charge Free

Elecrrode 3

The eigenpair solutions to eqn.(6) yield the frequencies and mode shapes of resonant modes.

FIG 1: Symbolic representation of the finite element
model of a periodic SAW structure.
Figure 1 above shows a representation of a periodic
SAW structure where the displacement vector UA(including electric potentials) and the reaction force vector RA
(including point charges) from the removed structure are
acting on the X surface of the left hand side. Similar displacements and forces are shown on the X surface of the
right hand side. The width of the periodic structure is
n ( h / 2 ) where n is an integer and h is the wavelength of
the SAW in the X direction. In order for the fem model to
represent the periodic structure removed from a series of
repeating structures, the following constraints must be
imposed:

where p = (-1) ". The finite element matrix equation for the
periodic structure of Fig. 1 may be written as:

IIIa. Treatment of the electrodefinger and the
unelectroded regions.
The electrode finger is assumed to be perfect conductors. The elastic properties of aluminum are used. For a
shorted condition, the electric potential at the interface of
the finger and quartz substrate is set to zero. In an open circuit condition, the electric potentials at all nodal points
along this interface are constrained to be equal thus forming an equipotential surface.
At the unelectroded regions of the top Y surface, the
surface traction and surface charge density are set to zero.
The surfaces of the electrode finger are traction free. The Z
end surfaces of the periodic structure are traction free and
charge free. The bottom Y surface may be fixed or traction
free since the energy of the SAW is concentrated at the top
few wavelengths of SAW. We prefer to keep the bottom Y
surface traction free and charge free.

ZZIb. Finite element models
A 20-node serendipity brick element is used in our
analysis. There are two layers of elements per electrode
finger. Only rectangular electrodes with a width in the X
direction of one quarter wavelength are used in this study.
A half-period (half wavelength) structure is modeled, and
the wavelength is 10 microns.
The finite element mesh used is adaptively finer at the
top where the SAW of interest is located. The adaptive
mesh may not be as accurate for the BAW modes but at
present the BAW modes are not our primary concern. We
seek only an accurate representation of the SAW modes
along with a rough estimate of the couplings with the BAW
modes. In order to maintain accuracy, we use at least three
elements per half wavelength of the resonant wave mode
shape. The progressive and gradual change in the element
size of the adaptive mesh minimize spurious wave reflections from the mesh discretization itself, and hence reduces
spurious wave reflections from the bottom. The mesh
allows for superior savings in computer resources.

IV. Three-Dimensional Finite Element
Analysis of Periodic SAW Structures.
An obvious three-dimensional effect in SAW resonators is the use of transverse modes in transversely coupled
SAW resonators filters[17-211. Here the SAW propagates
essentially in the X-Y saggital plane but is coupled transversely in the Z direction to another SAW propagating
essentially in the same saggital plane.

ZVa. 3-dfern analysis of the fundamental SAW mode
and its transverse overtones in the 2-direction.
We study the transverse SAW modes of the periodic
structure of Fig. 1. One half wavelength of the SAW in the
X direction is modeled. The wavelength of the SAW is 10
microns. The substrate is quartz ST-cut with Euler angles
0/123/0, and a thickness of 100 microns, while the electrode is aluminum with a length W = 32 wavelengths, an Xwidth of one quarter wavelength and a height of 0.3
microns. The length of the unelectroded section G is five
wavelengths. A finite element mesh of 4x30~30elements
with an adaptive factor of 0.98 was used. The electrode is
short circuited. Fig. 2 shows the first five modes of SAW.
The first mode is the fundamental SAW mode, while
modes 2 to 5 are the transverse overtones of the fundamental SAW mode.
We check the accuracy of the SAW mode and its transverse overtones, by comparing their frequencies with those
of the measured frequencies of a SAW resonator in Fig. 3.
Only modes 1, 3 and 5 are shown in the figure because the
SAW resonator was designed not to have antisymmetric
modes. The calculated frequencies of the transverse overtones of SAW match reasonably well with the measured
data.
The changes in frequencies of the transverse overtones
of the fundamental SAW modes as a function of the electrode length W are compared with the measured experimental data in Fig. 4. In the figure, the transverse overtone
frequencies are normalized with respect to the fundamental
SAW mode frequencies. We observe a good fit of fem frequencies with experimental data.

Mode 4 (antisymmetric)

i

FIG 2: Fundamental SAW mode (Mode I) and
transverse overtone of the furrdamental SAW mode
(Mode 2 to 5 )

IVb. Frequency-temperature results from the 3-d fem
analysis of the fundamental SAW mode and its
transverse overtones in the 2-direction.
The frequency-temperature behavior of a SAW resonator filter is usually an important attribute. In order to
gain further confidence in our fem models, we calculated
the frequency-temperaturecharacteristics of the SAW periodic structure of Fig.1, and compared the results with measured data and also with the results from the twodimensional fem programs of our previous work[8].
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Fig. 5 shows the 3-d fem frequency-temperature curve
of the fundamental SAW mode (wavelength = 10 microns)
compared with the measured curve and the results from our
2-d fem pro,gram. The electrode length W is 32 wavelengths, height is 0.02796 wavelength. The 2-d curve does
not take into account of the electrode length but as can be
seen from the figure, it coincides well with the 3-d curve.
The measured data fits reasonably well with the calculated
results.

FIG 3: Comparison of fern frequencies of fundamental
SAW mode and its transverse overtones with measured
data
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FIG 5: Frequency-temperaturecurves of the
fundamental SAW mode (mode 1) from the 3-d fem, 2-d
fern and experimental data.

Length of electrode, W (wavelength) 1
FIG 4: Comparison of fern frequencies of the
transverse overtones of the fundamental SAW mode
with measured data. (Frequenciesare normalized with
resDect to the fundamental SAW mode freauencies)

The frequency-temperaturebehaviors of the transverse
overtones of the fundamental SAW mode are also studied.
A summary of the results is provided in Tables 5 and 6
which tabulate, respectively, the turnover temperatures and
the second order temperature coefficients of the ftequencytemperature curves. Results for two electrode lengths,
W=32 wavelengths and W=40 wavelengths, are shown.
In Table 5, we see that the calculated turnover temperatures are off by about 5 to 9 degrees Celsius compared to
the measured values. We think that these are reasonably
good comparisons because the turnover temperatures are
quite sensitive to crystal cuts and electrode heights. Reasonably good comparisons are also seen in Table 6 for the
second order temperature coefficients. In both tables, the

changes due to a change in electrode length W from 32
wavelengths (height=0.2959microns) to 40 wavelengths
(height=0.2796 microns) are captured reasonably by the 3d fem model.

Table 5: Turnover temperatures (degrees C)
W=32 wavelen,ds
height=.2959microns

W=40 wavelen,ds
height s.2796 microns
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Swept Frequency Acoustic Time Domain Reflection Measurements
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Abstract- An inverse Fourier transform of frequency domain S11
reflection measurements obtained ffom a cube shaped piezoeleclric
material produces bighly accurate time domain reflection data with
the aid of mathematics and processing. A completely alltomated
system has been developed to produce time domain reflection
measurements over a temperature rnnge of 200°C. The target of the
process h the analysis and e~tr~ction
of elastic constants of UeW LUan
made piezoelectric materials such as lnngasite and langatite.

Introduction
measurements in
have
been made using time-based pulseecho techniques
[1,273,4,51- These techniques used a short, wide-band
pulse>Or a gated RF CW
to excite a transducer and
create an acoustic wave in a solid The reflected waves are
then measured and recorded in real time. The techniques
have limitations due to the required time-base accuracy
and have typically been accomplished by manual
measurements. Calibration of delay of the experimental
setup is often difficult and needs great care. Dynamic
range and signal to noise is limited due to the k i t e input
pulse length.
This paper presents an approach to time domain echo
analysis by using swept frequency measurements and then
signal processing using Fourier transform techniques. The
approach is efficient and accurate over any frequency
range of interest, and can be fully automated using
computer control and network analyzers.

Principle of Operation
The use of swept frequency measurements for time
domain echo analysis is achieved by using Fourier
transform techniques. The approach discussed uses
measurements of S11 over fkequency of a transducer
bonded to a material under test. The approach can also be
extended for full two port measurements if two transducers
are used to make transmission measurements. Since the
transducer is band limited, a finite and rather small number
of frequency data points need to be taken in order to meet
all the necessary Nyquist criteria for sampling. Since these
are swept frequency measurements, the automatic network
analyzer can be set for optimum settings in power, IF
bandwidth, and sweep time, to obtain signal to
This work is supported under a contract from the U.S. Army, Fort

Monmouth, NJ, Contract #N66001-974-8634.
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noise ratios of a~~roxirnatelv
100 dB. Because of the
limited
bf the traniducer,the
~ 1 out
1
of band is approximately unity. his allows the use of data
padding of thousands of fieq~encypoints without any
frequency
- - measurements. Since time resolution is
determined by the highest frequencyin a &ta set, pad&ng
allows for enhanced resolution in the time domain, via the
inverse Fourier transform.
Matlab is used as the data processing platform and is
used to extend the data frequency bandwidth and
consequently improve time resolution when the Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform is performed Data processing in
the direct
the frequency domain is used to
electrical reflection; leaving only the acoustic echo
responses. Data processing is also used in the time domain
to obtain the
delay times.

Experimental Setup
For this presentation, precisely cut and measured lcm
f lOum cubes are mounted with a 10 MHz center
frequency coax style LiNb03 transducer, using a submicron-thick layer of photoresist as the bonding agent.
The transducer style allows for electrical connection to a
single side of the transducer. An HP 8753 automatic
network analyzer is used to obtain swept fiequency S11
measurements. The electrical connection is made via two
pogo pins inserted in a fabricated 50 ohm coaxial line.
The electrical assembly is calibrated using short, open, and
50 ohm terminations to the ends of the pogo pins to
Labwindows
remove delay and measurement errors.
based software is used to interface and control the network
analyzer and to take a data run of 1601 points in the
frequency domain from 1 MHz to 19 MHz. A separate
unit is used to control temperature and provide a
temperature output reading to the computer. Data files are
saved over temperature and input into a Matlab program
for processing.
A custom designed solid copper test fixture with a
cavity for the crystaYtransducer combination was
manufactured The fixture contains miniature pogo pins to
contact the transducer. Two part construction of the
fixture allows for addinglrernoving the cube. The fmture
has cylindrical holes to hold OMEGA cartridge heaters
and a final hole to feed wires and coax for measurement of
data and provide thermocouple access.
Aluminum "compression" fixtures were also designed
to mount transducers to cubes. HR-120 photoresist is spun

onto a face of the cube. A small aluminum piece fits
directly over the cube. This piece has a 5mm hole, and
allows for centering of the transducer.
The
transducerlcube is then inserted into the spring-loaded
compression fixture and baked for approximately 30
minutes at 150 OC.
Subsequently, the transducerlcube is inserted into the
test fixture and is attached to cabling. The analyzer uses
an industry standard GPIB interface to communicate with
a computer controller.
A Yokogawa UP-550-01
temperature controller is also connected to the computer
using an RS-232 serial interface.
Temperature profiles are downloaded to the
Yokogawa controller, which nms the profiles
independently of the computer controller. Profiles run
slowly to allow the cube to saturate for 5 minutes at a
given temperature. Only the temperature output of the
Yokogawa controller is used by the computer controller.
National Instrument's LabWindows v5.0 is the
software used with the computer controller. A modified
version of an existing 8753 driver controls the data
acquisition. When doing a "data-nm" over temperature,
the LabWindows program monitors the temperature output
of the Yokogawa, then acquires and saves S11 data
according to an algorithm designed to take data only when
the temperature has been stable for several minutes.
Calibrated data fiom the network analyzer is
transferred across the GPIB interface and automatically
saved by the computer controller. The data contains real
and imaginary components at each fhquency. The
network analyzer has the IF bandwidth set at the minimum
300 Hz and typical input power is 0 dBm. At this time, the
data from the network analyzer is not averaged, and none
of the smoothing features on the network analyzer are
used. A typical plot of S11 is shown in Figure I.

Data Processing
Refemng toJigure 1, the large ripples are due to the
acoustic echo reflections. If the cube were infinite in
dimension, there would be no ripple (acoustic reflection)
and there would be a smooth S 11 profile corresponding to
the transducer bandwidth when bonded to the cube. This
electrical reflection can be approximated by smoothing the
measured data. This was accomplished by convolving, in
the frequency domain, the measured data with a Hamming
window. The resulting smoothed curve is almost identical
to the S11 that would be obtained with a cube of infinite
length (no reflection), leaving only the electrical S11 (see
figure I). This smoothed curve is then subtracted from the
original raw data to yield the pure acoustic frequency
response curve.
The smoothed, limited bandwidth data files are then
expanded by "padding" out to a required frequency which
is a factor of 2. This is accomplished by gently rolling up
to 1dB fiom both ends, the first frequency point at 1 MHz
down to zero frequency, and the last frequency point at 19
MHz up to maximum fkquency. This allows for the FFT
to be performed Table I shows a summary of the time
and velocity resolutions that can be obtained for our 1.0
cm cubes from the various bandwidths created by padding
with different numbers of frequency data points.

C of Pdnts

Time
Equivalent Equivalent
Resolution Valoclty
Length
Bwdwldth
IlsW
Resolutlon Rasdutlon % Error

1801

I 8 MHz

66.6 ns

34 mlsec 2n.6 urn 0 . M %

2"16

988.89 MHz

2.71 ns

1.7 mlsrc

13.8 urn 0.054 %

2A18

737.27 MHz

1.38 ns

0.8 mlsrc

6.8 urn 0.018 %

2.17

1.476 GHz

0.68 ns

0.4 mlsrc

3.4 urn 0.008 %

2"18

2.96 GHz

0.34 ns

0.2 mlnec

1.7 urn

2"19

6.9 GHz

0.17 ns

0.1 mlsrc

0.044 %

0.86 urn 0.002 %

Table I: Time resolution obtained for variow numbers of
frequency doto points. Resolution ir the erpressed in equivalent velociw
and length resolutionfor the 1.0 cm cubes tested.

Figure I: S11 measured data in dB vs, frequency (solid line). SII
smoothed data in dB vs.jequency (dotted line).

The resultant IFFT of padded frequency data has
resolution in time that is inversely proportional to the
bandwidth obtained. As an example, data with 215points
in the frequency domain corresponds to a velocity error of
only 1.7 m/s for a 2 cm total path length. Figure 2 shows
the plots of the corresponding time data fiom the measured
and smoothed S11 frequency data, respectively, after the
IFFT. Note that the reflection magnitude in time, starting

at t=O, is reduced tremendously for the pure acoustic data.
The peak is reduced approximately 3 orders of magnitude.

Experimental Results
Time resolution can be increased to the point where
the quantization error is masked by the thermal noise of
the network analyzer. Havin evaluated the resolution of
frequency data files with 2' points, quantization error
appears to still dominate at this resolution of 0.68 ns.
In time, the arrival of the first pulse is determined by a
combination of magnitude and phase delay, essentially
looking for a definite start in either curve, and assuming
the first significant change to actually signify the
beginning of an incoming reflected wave. Once a method
of obtaining a true reflection time from the time data is
found, relative measurements of peaks andlor derivatives
of time domain data can be used and referenced to the
absolute point. This will greatly simplify analysis of data
for materials that support multiple modes of propagation of
waves travelling at similar speeds.
Ultimately, velocity data is used to extract the elastic
constants of the piezoelectric material under study. For
complete elastic constant derivation, velocity
measurements must be ma& on the X, Y, Z, and 45O axis
of precisely cut cubes of the material under test.
Figure 4 shows a typical plot of the extracted velocity
versus temperature for a quartz cube measured at 172
different temperatures. Thennal expansion of the cube is
taken into account. The data was obtained using the p i n t
of steepest slope on the leading edge of the first reflected
pulse as the marker for delay time when processing. Time
delays are then adjusted to the initial pulse start, which
represents the actual delay time. The IFFT contained 216
points.

9

Figure 2: IFFT of raw data in dB vs. frequency (dotted line). IFFT of
pure acoustic data in dB vs. time (solid line). First two refections only.

Multiple data runs taken over a temperature from -50
to +150°C are automatically input into a Matlab program.
A 3-D plot of magnitude vs. time over temperahue is
shown infigure 3.

Xcut Qua& LongHudlnsl Veloctty

Figure 3: 3 - 0 IFFTplots o f p r e acoustic data (longitudinaI mode,
X-axis quartz) in linear magnitude vs. time over temperature fbnnat.
First two refictions only.

Once the data is in the system, a wide range of signal
processing is possible.
As an example, using the
derivative of the curves infigure 3 produces a useful plot
for finding time delays between reflections, since it
provides the point of maximum slope in the leading pulse
edge. This data can be used to find the relative time
between pulses with a simple search algorithm. If the
pulse shapes are not well behaved, the slope method works
reasonably well. The 3-D plot of just the first two echoes
shows the uniformity of the time echo data at 172
measured temperatures. The plot is easily rotated to show
a useful 2-D plot of delay times vs. temperature.

Temperature in Degrees Celsius

Figure 4: Plot of IongitudinaI acoustic wave velociv along the Xaxis of a quart cube over temperature.

Figure 5 is a plot of the elastic constant C11 versus
temperature for a quartz cube based on the velocity data of
figure 4. This represents one of the first automatic data
runs. At high temperature, the data has more scattering
than expected and the cause may be in the actual
measurement error, properties of the adhesive at high

temperature, or may be due to the processing of the data.
Further work is required to find the error sensitivities and
to optimize the system.
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Figure 5: Experimental& obtained plot of the C11 elcutic constmt
for quam over temperature.

Quartz data is used to verify the accuracy of the
measurement methods discussed [1,6,7]. The slope of the
curves in figures 4 and 5 is somewhat steeper than that
found in published data, with lower temperature velocity
data being more accurate. Data in both figures 4 and 5
compares within 0.2% of results obtained by B.J. James

[ll.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a method for measuring
time domain pulse echoes using swept frequency
measurements and Fourier transform techniques. The
system can be fully automated and signal processing can
be used to enhance the measured and processed data.
Results of the fully automated system are shown, and the
first results obtained with the data acquisition are shown.
Further work is required to optimize the data processing
and to maximize accuracy in measuring the pulse time
delays.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes designs for IIDT and
band-eliminate filters with insertion loss of less
than 3dB, and fabrication technology f o r
aluminum electrodes enduring some watt-class
electrical power for high frequency filters in
mobile radio phones.

In recent years the subscribers of mobile radio
phones have been rapidly increasing in many
countries, and R&D activities for the small-sized
and light-weighted portable phones are strongly
accelerated. In 1983 the phone had the volume of
about four liters and weight of four kilograms.
Since then they have been gradually miniaturized,
and they are enough handy t o carry at the
present time. T h e volume and t h e weight a r e
68 milliliters and 68 grams respectively. They are
about one-sixtieth of the previous ones for the
last fifteen years. High integrated RFIIF, digital
baseband L S I s and f i n e ASIC technology
contribute t h e miniaturization o f mobile
phones. SAW devices also reduce the size of the
transmitter and receiver circuits in RF and
IF portions.
F i g u r e 1 s h o w s t h e R F and I F c i r c u i t s in
cellular radio. The meshed blocks can be replaced
by SAW devices. They are duplexer, RF and IF filters.
This paper describes the front filters in the duplexer.
T h e m a i n r e q u i r e m e n t s o f SAW f i l t e r s a r e
low insertion loss for power reduction, high power
durability in watt-order operation, and high selectivity
for spurious signal suppression.
The duplexer has transmitter and receiver
filters in it. The target specifications of
them a r e shown in table 1. Insertion loss o f
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the transmitter filter is required less
t h a n 2dB, and needs t o endure t h e power o f
more than one watt. The resonator filters with
IIDT or band-eliminate structure are suitably
designed t o achieve low insertion loss for
receiver or transmitter filter Aluminum
compound electrodes sputtered by a DC magnetron
improve power durability o f SAW devices.
And fine fabrication process with reactively
ionized dry-etching attains highly precise
pattern replication.
2. DESIGN OF LOW LOSS Fl[LTERS

2.1 Improved Circuit Model
The equivalent circuit model f o r the plain
resonator has been re-examined before
t h e c o n c r e t e d e s i g n o f t h e r e s o n a t o r filter.
T h e stored energy e f f e c t B which is c a u s e d
at t h e electrode edge is t h e important
parameter for the resonator design.
And t h e conventional model considers
the effect a s a parallel susceptance
at t h e e l e c t r o d e edge, which i s shown in
Figure 2 (a). However, when the electrodes
a r e t h i c k e n o u g h a g a i n s t t h e w a v e l e n g t h in
t h e UHF range, t h e model i s not s u f f i c i e n t
for the experimental results.
The improved circuit model has been
proposed which contains the stored energy
e f f e c t f a c t o r B in t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n p h a s e
angle, shown in Figure 2 (b). Then the improved
model is varified by the experiments. Figure 3
shows t h e experimental results of single
m o d e SAW r e s o n a t o r s which h a v e t h e p e a k
frequency o f 6 6 8 MHz. T h e resonators h,ave
6 0 paired normal IDTs and 5 0 0 r e f l e c t o r s
on the ST-quartz. The electrode thickness is

0 . 1 0 4 ,um a n d t h e d u t y f a c t o r i s 4 5 %. T h e
improved circuit model sufficiently explains
t h e experimental results, compared with
the conventional model.

T h e l o w i n s e r t i o n l o s s and h i g h outband
suppression are required for the receiver
filter in the duplexer. The IIDT filter has been
i n v e s t i g a t e d t o meet t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s , and
t h e many design parameters a r e optimally
determined.
The IIDT filter shown in Figure 4 has seven
IDTs and they are symmetrically lined up a t
different intervals. And two identical IIDT filters
a r e cascaded t o s u p p r e s s o u t b a n d responses
sufficiently. I n this case 28 design parameters
should be suitably determined t o satisfy t h e
specification. They are maximum overlap-length
in a l l IDT, s i x i n t e r v a l s b e t w e e n IDTs, a n d
each IDT has three parameters-finger numbers,
center frequency and weighting function,
which a r e shown in t h e t a b l e 2. And t h e
initial and t h e final values for t h e parameters
are also listed in the table. Here, the weighting
function is defined that it i s equal to Hamming
window when the value is 1. Optimization process
f o r t h e parameters is a s follows, which is
shown in Figure 5.
(1) g i v e s a m e v a l u e s f o r e v e r y I D T
(2) n u m e r i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n by i m p r o v e d
circuit model
(3) d e t e r m i n e e r r o r f u n c t i o n s b e t w e e n
calculated values and the specifications
(4) square the error functions and sum them
up along frequency
(5) c h a n g e v a l u e s o f t h e p a r a m e t e r s t o
r e d u c e t h e summed e r r o r f u n c t i o n s
(6) iteratively calculate by the circuit model
(7) stop the calculation when the summation
is small enough
Frequency characteristics of the IIDT
a r e shown in Figure 6. Experimental and
calculated v a l u e s a r e expressed by t h e solid
and the dotted lines respectively.
The 36 degrees Y-X LiTaO, substrate is
used here, and the insertion loss
of 2.5dB and outband suppression of
30dB have been obtained.

. .

2.3 Desinn of Band-Eliminate Filter

Extremely low insertion loss of less
than 2dB is required f o r the transmitter
filter in the duplexer. The SAW band-eliminate
f i l t e r shown in F i g u r e 7 i s i n v e s t i g a t e d f o r
the purpose. The filter is constituted of
m a n y s e r i e s c o n n e c t e d SAW r e s o n a t o r s .
They have passband characteristics
near their resonant frequencies, and have
stopband characteristics near their antiresonant
frequencies. The resonant frequencies o f
t h e respective IDTs are slightly different
o n e another. T h e frequency characteristics
o f the transmitter filter is shown in Figure 8.
Insertion loss o f 1.3dB in passband is achived
in this case. The calculated and experimental
values are in good-agreement on many points.

3: FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

High power durability of more than
1 w a t t is r e q u i r e d f o r t h e t r a n s m i t t e r f i l t e r

in the duplexer. When we apply some
watt-class electrical power on t h e UHF SAW
d e v i c e s with pure aluminum e l e c t r o d e s , w e
o b s e r v e e l e c t r o d e - d a m a g e and d e g r a d a t i o n
o f device performance by two stages. At first,
many h i l l o c k s appear o n t h e e l e c t r o d e s and
t h e y g r o w p e r i o d i c a l l y u p on t h e m i n SAW
propagation path. Next, electrodes adjoined
each other a r e short-circuited when t h e
hillocks g r o w larger, then t h e electrodes
a r e melted, o r occasionally t h e w a f e r i s
cracked. Two causes on these phenomena
are considered. One is mechanical stress
which damages directly the electrodes.
T h e other is large density o f electric current,
which accelerates destruction a s
temperature rising.
Various e l e c t r o d e m a t e r i a l s c o n s t i t u t e d
a s plain SAW resonators are studied a t
h i g h power o p e r a t i o n , w h i c h a r e s h o w n i n
F i g u r e 9. T h e v e r t i c a l a x i s m e a n s h i g h
power durability, and it is defined a s
time of resonant frequency shift. The test
is performed at the temperature of

120"C, a n d t h e f a i l u r e t i m e i s l a r g e l y
accelerated. The horizontal axis means
SAW s t r e s s , w h i c h i s c a l c u l a t e d f r o m
loading power, resonant Q and cavity length.
This figure shows sputtered aluminum0.8% titanium film is more durable than
sputtered p u r e aluminum, aluminum-copper
film and evaporated aluminum films.
Besides t h e DC magnetron sputtering has
better reproducibility o f film composition
than t h e conventional e-gun evaporation,
a n d i t h a s b e e n v e r i f i e d by I C P S a n a l y s i s
on additive concentration in t h e films.
3 . 2 Drv Etching for Fine Electrode&
Dry e t c h i n g t e c h n o l o g y i s i n d i s p e n s a b l e
f o r s t a b l e f a b r i c a t i o n o f SAW e l e c t r o d e s
with less than l p m . Several aluminum
etching techniques have been developed,
and they a r e compared f r o m t h e v i e w p o i n t s
o f SAW a p p l i c a t i o n , a s f o l l o w s . CF, g a s
in the barrel-type plasma etching
reacts chemically silicon and silicon
d i o x i d e , but it rarely r e s p o n d s t o metal
f i l m . T h e p h y s i c a l r e a c t i o n in t h e s p u t t e r
etching and the ion milling have strong
a n i s o t r o p y o f etching rate, and i t c a u s e s
easily substrate damage. So they are
i n a p p l i c a b l e t o SAW d e v i c e f a b r i c a t i o n .
T h e r e f o r e t h e etching t e c h n o l o g y of R I E
o r microwave plasma E C R which executes
both chemical and physical reaction at
the same time has been investigated
for fine SAW fabrication. The microwave plasma
ECR is relatively expensive because it needs
higher vacuum chambers, s o we inquire process
optimum o f reactive ion etching technology.
However some problems remain in RIE
process, shown in table 3, and countermeasures
a r e considered a s f o l l o w s . CF, g a s is mixed
i n t o BCl, g a s t o e l i m i n a t e accumulated
aluminum c h l o r i d e ( AICI, ) which adheres
t o water a n d vapor, b e c a u s e CF, g a s
convents hygroscopic aluminum chloride
( AlCI, ) t o s u b l i m a t i v e a l u m i n u m f l u o r i d e
( AlF, ). T h e m i x t u r e a c h i e v e s high
etch-rate and no electrode-corrosion at
t h e s a m e t i m e . And l o w bomband energy o f
gas particles avoids substrate damage.

T h e r e s u l t s a r e c o n f i r m e d by e m i s s i o n
s p e c t r u m , R H E E D a n d SAW v e l o c i t y
dispersion.
SEM photographs of SAW electrodes fabricated
by wet and dry etching are shown in Figure 10.
Many small tails and trapezoids in cross-section
are observed in wet etching. Compared with them,
dry etched electrodes have perpendicular
c l i f f s and n o t a i l s .
4. CONCLUSION

T h e SAW f i l t e r s , r e q u i r e d low i n s e r t i o n
loss, high power durability and fine
electrode pattern, have been studied
for t h e miniaturized mobile phones.
The IIDT and band-eliminate filters
by SAW r e s o n a t o r s a r e o p t i m a l l y
designed with an improved equivalent
circuit model, and satisfy the target
specifications of insertion loss and
outband rejection in t h e front f i l t e r s .
Ti added A1 e l e c t r o d e s by DC magnetron
sputtering have obtained both higher
power-durability and b e t t e r reproducibility
t h a n c o n v e n t i o n a l e - g u n e v a p o r a t e d A1-Cu
electrodes.
Al-reactive ion etching has achieved highly
precise electrode-pattern fabrication
with damage f r e e and no corrosion f o r high
f r e q u e n c y SAW d e v i c e s .
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Abstract
The reflector-filter design is an attractive technique
to obtain steep skirt characteristics in a short chip
length. because the SAW propagation path is folded
and the frequency response is synthesized by utilizing
both IDT and reflector responses. In this paper, we
propose the new reflector-filter structure using an
SAW wavufuide directional coupler to realize smallsize CDMA IF filters.
For the irnplernentation of proposed reflector-filter,
the key technology is the design of SAW waveguides.
The Al grating, which has the stopband kept away
from that of IDTs, is first e~nployedto fonn a low-loss
waveguide. The directional coupler is co~nposedof
two Al grating waveguide, and the coupling property is
verified.
Using the proposed reflector-filter structure, PCSCDMA IF filters are fabricated on quartz substrates.
The filter exhibits an insertion loss of 8.5 dB and
fulfills the specified frequency response. The package
size is 4.8 X 9.1 m n and half the size of a conventional
transversal filter is achieved.

enerm loss and deterioration of temperature stability.
Several types of the reflector-filter structure have been
reported so far[l-31. However. it seems that they are
not sufficient to obtain the practical performance for
CDMA applications.
In this paper. we propose the new reflector-filter
structure that realizes the separation of reflected waves
using an SAW waveguide directional coupler. At first,
the principle will be explained and then the
implementation of the directional coupler is described.
At last. the experimental results of PCS-CDMA IF
filters fabricated on quartz substrates will be presented
and the advantage of proposed reflector filter structure
will be shown.

2. Principle of the proposed reflector-filter
The structure of proposed reflector-filter is shown
in Fig.1. The filter consists of two tracks. An IDT, a
waveguide and a reflector are placed on each track.
The tracks are coupled with each other by two closely
placed waveguides composing a directional coupler.
Here, the propagation length in the directional coupler
is set to half the co~npletecoupling length.

1. Introduction
Directional coupler
Inout IDT
'\

IF(1ntennediate Frequency) filters for CDMA(Code
Division Multiple Access) system have to satisfy
stringent requirements, including high shape factor
and phase linearity. One of the conventional solutions
is the transversal filter design using two strictly
weighted IDTs. In this filter design, however, a large
number of electrode fingers are required to fulfill the
specified frequency response. As a result, the filter
size becomes extremely large, specifically in the SAW
propagation direction.
The reflector-filter design makes the filter size
much smaller, because the SAW propagation path is
folded and the frequency response can be synthesized
by utilizing both IDT and reflector responses. The key
technology to develop the reflector-filter is to separate
the reflected SAWS fiom the incident waves without

/

Output IDT

SAW waveguide

-

112 x Coupling length

~efleitor

Fig. 1 Structure of the proposed reflector-filter
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In the confi_wation, SAWS excited by the input IDT
on the upper track travel through the directional
coupler. and an equal amount of the SAW energy
reaches the reflector in both tracks. The reflected
waves in both tracks travel again through the
directional coupler. As a result. the whole SAW energy
is transferred to the lower track because the total
propagation length in the directional coupler is equal
to the complete coupling length, and detected by the
output IDT. Hence. this reflector-filter has no excess
loss except the bi-directional losses of IDTs
theoretically. Besides. temperature stability is
conserved because the orientation of SAW propagation
doesn't change.
In the proposed reflector-filter structure, the
waveguide directional coupler has been employed
because the coupling length can be controlled by the
waveguide parameters, including the waveguide width
and the gap width. This means that the compact
directional coupler can be formed even on a low
electromechanical coupling substrate, such as quartz.
Therefore, the filters with the high temperature
stability are obtained.
Although the multi-strip coupler may also be used
as a directional coupler, the coupling length is
inversely proportional to the electromechanical
coupling coefEcient[4]. Therefore, it can never be
used on quartz.

3. Designs of a waveguide and a directional
coupler
In the implementation of the proposed reflectorfilter, the design of the directional coupler is the key
procedure for the miniaturization of the total filter size.
We investigated the directional coupler on ST-quartz
to realize the temperature stable CDMA IF filters.
First, we investigated the SAW waveguide
composing the directional coupler. In order to form the
core region of the waveguide where the velocity is
slower, the SAW velocity under various surface
conditions on ST-quartz were examined. Fig.2 shows
the SAW velocity under fiee surface, the uniform A1
film and the A1 grating. We have proposed to employ
the Al grating as the core region for the flexibility of
waveguide design. With the core of A1 grating, one can
choose either fiee surface or the uniform Al film for
the cladding region because the velocity under the Al
grating is the slowest. Furthennore, the velocity under
the Al grating can be tuned by controlling the line
width of the grating fingers. Besides the advantage of

design flexibility. the A1 grating waveguide doesn't
need any additional fabrication process. From these
considerations. it is confinned that the Al grating is
suitable for the core region of the waveguide on
quartz.
Although the Al grating causes the reflection of
waves. it can be avoided by keeping the stopband of
the waveguide away from the passband of the filters.
Free surface

<

\

m

\

A1 short-strip grating \O

Normalized electrode film thickness hlh (%)
Fig.2 SAW velocity on ST-quartz
In order to evaluate the Al grating waveguide on
ST-quartz, we measured the propagation loss using
test samples shown in Fig.3. In this case, the cladding
regions were formed with the unifonn Al film.The A1
grating waveguide was placed between the input and
output IDTs, and the variations of the insertion loss
were measured. The electrode period h of the IDT was
15 pm and the period of A1 grating was set to 5.7 pm
to avoid the reflection of the waves.
A1 grating wave.guide

If

15 pm

5.7 pm

1
Propagation length

Fig.3 Test sample for the evaluation of SAW
waveguide
Fig.4 shows the dependence of the insertion loss on
the propagation length. The insertion loss under fiee

surface is also shown with open circles for comparison.
It is seen that the insertion loss is almost constant with
the Al grating. while the insertion loss increases
drastically under free surface. as the propagation
length becomes longer. Moreover. the value of the
insertion loss with the A1 grating was smaller by more
than 3 dB at the propagation length of 2002. From
these experimental results, it is verified that the Al
grating has the guiding effect and can be used as a
low-loss SAW waveguide.

-0

Grating of 2.1% thickness
Free surface

0

Fig.6 shows the variations of insertion loss versus
the propagation length. The insertion loss increased in
the case that the output IDT was placed on the upper
track. On the other hand. the insertion loss decreased
for the lower track. From these results. we found that
the coupling between the waveguides occurred and the
SAW energy was transferred from the upper to the
lower track. Moreover. the experimental plots agree
well with the theoretical curves for the coupling
coefficient between the waveguides ~ = 2 5 0me' and the
coupling length is estimated approximately 400h. The
coupling length of 400h is much shorter than that of
the multi-strip coupler. and the compact directional
coupler was realized on quartz substrate.

-Theory (~=250m-')

0

,
----,

\

0

a

a

0 Out1
Out2

a

Propagation length (A)
Fig.4 Propagation loss of Al grating waveguide
Next, we fabricated the directional coupler using
two Al grating waveguides, and evaluated the coupling
property. Fig.5 shows the structure of test samples.
The input IDT was placed on the upper track and the
output IDT was placed either on the upper or on the
lower track.

35
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I
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I
500

Propagation length L (h)
Fig.6 Coupling property of the duectional
coupler

Directional coupler

4.

-

Propagation length L

,

7.5h

Fig.5 Test sample for the evaluation of directional
coupler
Here, the waveguide width was 7 h and the gap width
was 0.3h.

Experimental results of PCS-CDMA IF filters

Based on the above experimental results, we
designed PCS-CDMA IF filters. The unidirecitonal
transducers were used for both of the input and the
output IDTs. To hlfill the specified frequency
response, only the reflectors were weighted. Fig.7
shows the frequency response. The measurements
were performed with the external matching circuits.
The 5 dB band width of 1.45 MHz and 33 dB band
width of 2.39 MHz were obtained and the requirement
for the shape factor has been achieved. The insertion
loss was 8.5 dB and the group delay ripple was less
than 500 ns. Fig.8 shows the time response of the filter.
The suppression level of the triple transit echo (TTE)
signal was 34 dB. Because of the low TTE level, all

the frequency responses were obtained without the
time gating procedure. The package size of the
developed filters was 4.8 X 9.1 mm and half the size of
6.5 X 13.3 rnm package used for the conventional
transversal filter has been achieved. From these
experimental results. it is confirmed that the proposed
reflector-filter structure is effective to miniaturize the
filter size.
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215
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5. Conclusion
The new reflector-filter structure has been presented
to realize the small-size CDMA IF filters. The problem
of the separation of reflected waves has been
overcome using the SAW waveguide directional
coupler. The compact filter can be obtained even on
low electro~nechanical coupling substrate with the
proposed reflector-filter structure, because the
coupling length of the waveguide directional coupler
can be controlled by the waveguide parameters,
instead of electro~nechanicalcoupling coefficient.
The A1 grating waveguide has been first proposed to
form the directional coupler on quartz substrate and
the coupling property of the directional coupler has
been verified. PCS-CDMA IF filters have been
fabricated and the requirements for the frequency
response have been satisfied. The package size was 4.8
X 9.1 mm and half the size of the conventional
transversal filter design has been achieved.
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Fig.7 Frequency response of PCS-CDMA IF
filter
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ABSTRACT
Transverse coupled SAW resonator filters (TCF) are
widely used as interfrequency filters in the range between approsimately 100kIHz and SOOiVIHz. They
offer a high stopband rejection, steep skirts and insertion losses well below 10dB. Common bandwidths
range between 500ppm and slightly above 1000ppm.
In this paper operation of TCFs with relatively high
3dB-bandwidths is considered.
For the realized Cpole filters resonator coupling is
performed entirely by evanescent acoustic coupling
between adjacent resonator tracks as proposed by
Coldren in 1979 [I].
Thereby the detuning of the centre resonators and
the resulting deterioration of the passband shape in
conventional electrically coupled 2-pole TCF structures is avoided.
In electrically coupled TCFs the sensitivity to the inductivity value of a required esternal coil increases
with increasing bandwidth and thus limits wideband
operation of these filters. Since in entirely proximity coupled TCFs the coupling strength is determined by photolithography the sensitivity problem
is avoided.
Two filters are presented: one with a 3dB-bandwidth
of 292kHz and the other with ll8kHz corresponding
to relative bandwidths of 1400ppm and 3500ppm.
The minimum insertion losses are 2.5dB and 3.0dB
respectively for filters mounted on printed circuit
boards (PCBs) and matched to 5OR. A selectivity of 29dB has been achieved for the narrowband
filter driven unsymmetrically. The chip length is
only 6.8mm for both devices for centre frequencies
of 83VIHz.
In the paper the following items are addressed:
electrically coupling of S.417-TCFs. the sensitivity
on discrete esternal coupling elements. electrical
crosstalk and the influence of weak resonances of the
u~icoupledresonators.

mobile phones. This is essentially a consequence
of the resonant operation which leads to small chip
sizes and insertion losses.
In this paper transverse coupled filters (TCFs) are
investigated, a class of SAW coupled-resonator filters
with compact size in comparison to other techniques.
Current state-of-the-art TCFs provide stopband rejection levels up to 70dB. Their passband skirts are
usually determined by a four-pole transfer function
and by the commonly used Butterworth design, i, e.
with a flat passband.
Their operation principle relies on the fact that there
is a variation in the phase velocity perpendicular to
the propagation direction. In S.4W TCFs the phase
velocity is lowest in the resonator's grating region
which is due to the energy storage effect. Similar
to optical dielectric waveguides as e. g. in optical
fibres acoustical waves are confined to the low velocity region of this waveguide. In fact acoustical
plane waves are entirely reflected a t the boundary
between a homogeneous grating and homogeneously
metallized busbars provided the angle between the
wave vector and the boundary line is below the criticle angle for total reflection.
Interdigital transducers (IDTs) acting as waveguides
are placed between acoustical reflectors so that all
the acoustical energy is confined within the resonator. Consequently acoustical radiation losses can
be made arbitrarily small which is the reason for the
low losses in these filters.
Identical resonators are placed side by side so that
there is an overlap between the acoustical evanescent fields and energy may be transfered from one
track to the other. The coupling scheme is depicted
in Fig. 1 together with the corresponding modes'
shapes and the velocity profile. Coupling increases
with decreasing distance resulting in an increasing
splitting of resonances [2]. The amount of resonance
splitting determines the filter bandwidth directly. It
is however limited by the difference in phase velocity
between the grating and the surroundings.
To get a flat passband the input and output impedance has to supply a characteristic positive real
impedance level supposed the transducers static ca-

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface--4coustic-Wave (SAW) resonator filters are
the current choice for interfrequency application in
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Figure 1: a) schematic representation of a TCF
2-track substructure comprising two identical resonators R1 and R2: b) unperturbed mode shapes;
c) velocity profile; d) coupled mode shapes
pacitance is compensated. This characteristic impedance level increases proportionally to the resonance
splitting and therefore to the bandwidth supposed
the motional elements as defined by Fig. 2 remain
the same. To achieve a high relative bandwidth beside a high velocity difference also small resonator
apertures have to be chosen. Otherwise unwanted
additional resonances will occur. As a consequence
for high relative bandwidths a small aperture is necessary and hence the impedance level is additionally
increased. This limits the possible range of operation to low frequencies where the influence of parasitic capacities is relatively small. In Fig. 2 the

For this case the transfer function has tn-o poles for
positive frequencies.
To achieve steeper skirts and higher stopband rejection identical 2-pole TCF-substructures are usually cascaded to four-pole structures. To adjust the
coupling strength between those substructures either
a capacity or inductivity is additionally connected
which is also shown in Fig. 3 for the case of an inductivity.
If not compensated by an inductivity the maximum
impedance of the coupling stage is determined by
Usthe static capacitance as Z = -j/2wCst,t.
ing an additional capacity the impedance and consequently the coupling strength is further reduced
allowing only for small fractional bandwidths. To
achieve a high bandwidth compensation is achieved
by using a coil as determined by the following eq. (1).
The correct coupling strength between the two TCF-

mi

----------.
.----------

&: L.,.-------$,
.---------.

~ - P O TCF
I~
substructure

2-pole TCF
substructure

I

'

t

Figure 3: Equivalent circuit for coupling of two TCF
substructures with an external inductivity.
substructures with M = M I 2 and M = - 3 4 given by
M = Mz3 has to be set appropriately. Therefore the
coupling stage given by the T-network for the proximity coupling (Fig. 2.b)) and the parallel resonant
circuit for the electrical coupling scheme (Fig. 3) are
compared:
Firstly, it follows that the external inductivity L,,t
must be chosen as

Figure 2: a) Equivalent electrical circuit of a TCF 2track substructure with magnetic coupling; b) magnetic coupling resolved by inductivities.
equivalent electrical circuit for the 2-pole substructure from Fig. 1 valid in the vicinity of the passband
is shown. One resonator is modeled by its motional
inductance L,, its capacitance C, and its resistance
R,. The static capacitance of the interdigital transducer is denoted by Cst,t. The coupling between two
identical resonators is modeled by the mutual inductivity M, which is assumed to be positive. Modeling
the magnetic coupling by its equivalent T-network
yields the representation in Fig. 2 b).
2. ELECTRICAL COUPLING OF

SAW-RESONATORS
By appropriate matching a t the input and output
port of the TCF-substructure shown in Fig. 2 a Butterworth 2-pole filter characteristic may be achieved.

to compensate Cc, the sum of the static capacity
Catatof the transducers and of the package Cpack
at
operation frequency f = w/2ir.
Secondly, one realizes that the two inductivities with
a value of - M are missing. Thus the motional inductivities of the resonators are increased by +M.
Consequently, in the case of the described electrical
coupling the adjacent resonators become slightly detuned compared to the coupling scheme for an ideal
Butterworth filter with
= 1.55A/fZ3= MI2 and
equal resonators, i. e. equal motional elements [3].
As a consequence the resonances are no longer symmetric to the centre frequency and an undesired deviation from the ideal Butterworth characteristic is
the result.
In Fig. 4 magnitudes of calculated transfer admittances IY211and transfer functions for the matched
state are shown for an electrically cascaded 4-pole
TCF-structure with a relatively high bandwidth

around 3500ppm. Solid lines refer to the ideal coupling scheme 11f34 = 1.531/l.23 = llllz mentioned
above and dashed lines refer to a reduced coupling
with
= 1.2TM23 = A.fI2 t o improve matching
over the whole passband. Obviously an ideal Butterlvorth characteristic cannot be achieved in either
case and dips within the passband of the transfer
function occur. It is obvious and advantageous that

82.9
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83.1

83.2

83.3

frequency f, MHz

83.4

83.5

pole TCFs is derived by derivation of eq. (1):
1
ALezt
-7M23
Lest

with

Lest

7=---

-%I23 dLest

(2)

- i + w2n/r23~z

(3)
It can be shown that by scaling all linear dimensions by an amount of s and also the frequency by
11s the elements of the admittance matris remain
unchanged (it is also assumed that the acoustical
attenuation per wavelength remains constant). To
compare filters with identical relative bandvidth the
product w M is~ therefore
~
kept constant. As follows from Fig. 5 already for relatively low frequencies e. g. at 83MHz the relative sensitivity 7 = 8.7 is
poor. Furthermore, due t o the detuning of the cen-

Figure 4: Transfer function for matched, electrically
coupled 4-pole TCFs with MZ3 = M12/1.27 (solid)
and M23 = Mlz/l.55 (dashed). Also shown are the
corresponding transfer admittance magnitudes (Yzl1.
R, = SOOR, Cm = 0.76fF, Lm = 4.8mH and M12 =
13.7pH.
0:

this deviation can be avoided if all 4 resonators are
coupled by proximity coupling alone. However, for
useful filter bandwidths and consequently relatively
high coupling strengths the coupling can no longer
be determined by overlap integrals between the field
distributions of the unperturbed resonators [2]. Instead the acoustic behavior of the TCF structure has
to be determined as a whole, i. e. transverse modes
extending over all resonator tracks have to be determined. Appropriate calculation schemes have been
described in literature to a great extent. It is referred
to the simulation tool used in this investigation 141.
In the high coupling regime the shape of the modes
differs extremely and the coupling-of-modes (COM)
coupling parameter n = r / p is reduced [4] with increasing mode order. Here, r denotes the reflectivity
per mechanical period p of the grating. For higher
modes this results in a higher group delay of the
acoustical reflection coefficients within the stopband
for IDTs and reflectors. As a consequence modes of
higher order shift to higher frequency in addition to
the shift from modal dispersion. This again results
in an asymmetry of the resonance frequencies.
3. SENSITIVITY TO VARIATIONS IN

THE EXTERNAL COUPLING
INDUCTIVITY
The relative sensitivity of the effective mutual coupling inductivity M23 to a change in the external
coupling inductivity LeZt for electrically cascaded 4-

1Mxlo&uKi&&eoae.L

frequency f, MHz

Figure 5: Relative sensitivity of effective coupling
mutual inductivity M23 relative to a variation in the
external inductivity for constant capacity CPack =
1pF but constant product w2CStat = 4?r m83MHz .
1pF and fixed product wM23 = 21r. 83MHz 9.4pH,
which is a measure for the relative bandwidth. The
sensitivity is given as a function of f = w/27r.
tral resonators mentioned above proper matching is
not possible and the sensitivity of the transfer function relative t o M23 is also high. Thus, the overall
high sensitivity to changes of the coupling inductivity will avoid practical filter realizations in general.
Since in the case of an entirely proximity coupled
device the coupling strength is determined by photolithography the sensitivity problem does not occur
in this case. Losses in the external coupling element
are also avoided.
4. ELECTRICAL CROSSTALK

Since the impedance level of resonator filters with
fixed resonator number and design increases with
increasing bandwidth capacitive crosstalk has a
stronger influence on the stopband rejection level for
wideband filters.
Due to the adjacent placement of the resonators the
crosstalk capacity from the input to the output terminal scales linearly with increasing length for typical TCFs. For common designs also the maximum

values of the admittance matrix elements grows only
slightly more than linearly with the length. It is
therefore necessary to keep the crosstalk capacity per
unit length small to avoid a high crosstalk level.
In Fig. 6 the metallisation pattern of an entirely
prosimity coupled TCF for unsymmetric operation
is shown. To avoid crosstalk as far as possible an ad-
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Figure 7: Transfer function and group delay for the
filter with 3500ppm 3dB-bandwidth (measurement
solid, simulation dashed). No gating has been performed.
Figure 6: Schematic representation of the filter layout of an entirely prosimity coupled TCF.
ditional ground shield is placed between input and
output transducers by connecting the centre resonators to ground. The input and output transducers are separated by around 10 acoustical wavelengths. In the case of an electrically coupled filter the central busbars have to carry the signal and
therefore have a high impedance to ground. Thus
the overall electrical coupling from input to output
should be of comparable size or even higher than for
purely acoustically coupled TCFs.
In the case of TCFs, which use only two tracks but
additionally also multiple longitudinal resonances to
achieve a four-pole transfer function [5], the crosstalk level is even higher. This is a consequence of the
high capacity between input and output transducers
which are separated by a distance of the order of one
acoustical wavelength only.
5 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The transfer admittance of an entirely proximity
coupled four-pole filter has been presented by Martin et. al. [6]. Here, two designs of 4-pole entirely
proximity coupled TCFs are presented together with
their transfer functions in matched state. They differ
in bandwidth as a consequence of different resonator
track separations. Both filters are driven unsymmetrically and the selectivity is limited due to electrostatic crosstalk. The selectivity could however be
increased by approximately 20dB using symmetrical signals at in and output. In Fig. 7 the matched
transfer function of a filter with a relative bandwidth
of 3500ppm is shown. The reflectors comprise 94
and 52 fingers, while the IDT comprises 209 fingers.
The metallisation height is 1100nm. The aperture
per track is 4.65 wavelengths. As a consequence
of the relatively high bandwidth the characteristic
impedance is 2, rz 6kO. There is a dip in the pass-

band accompanied by a distortion of the group delay.
The origin of this dip will be explained in the next
section. The resonance associated with a fifths mode
is visible at around 83.9MHz as well. The simulation
is performed with a tool described in [4]. In the measurement acoustical and electrical crosstalk is visible
which was not included in the simulation. The essential parameters like frequency and bandwidth show
a good agreement.
In Fig. 8 the matched transfer function of the narrowband filter with a relative bandwidth of 1400ppm
is shown. The geometry is the same as for the
wideband device however with an increased track
separation to reduce coupling. The characteristic
impedance is 2, rz 2.3kR. Again centre frequency
0
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Figure 8: Transfer function and group delay for the
filter with 1400ppm 3dB-bandwidth (measurement
solid, simulation dashed). No gating has been performed.
and bandwidth is in agreement with the simulation.
A selectivity of 29dB has been achieved although the
filter is driven unsymmetrically.
Although the filters are symmetric with respect to
an interchange of input and output terminal an unsymmetry in the input and output admittance has
been observed. Namely the 5th mode which is supported by the wideband filter is excited with different amplitudes by input and output transducer.
This difference is attributed to natural SPUDT effects related to the symmetry properties of the phase

of the electrical potential of Rayleigh waves as has
been discussed by Hartmann et. al. [i].
6. INFLUENCE OF RESONATOR
SIDELOBES

In this section the origin of the dip in the wideband filter shall be esplained with the help of Fig. 9.
There the magnitude of the measured transfer admittance is shown together with the contribution
from the 4th transverse mode as determined with
our calculation tool [4]. According to the simulation

around 20dB using symmetric signals a t input and
output terminals.
The advantages of pure prosimity coupling in TCFs
comprise a precise determination of coupling between resonators by photolithography. Thereby a
high sensitivity to variations in the inductivity of an
esternal coil is avoided, which is needed in conventional electrical coupled TCFs with relatively high
bandwidths. Additionally losses in the esternal coil
are avoided.
The electrical crosstalk level is at least comparable
to electrical coupled TCFs, while resonator sidelobes
may lead to distortions in the passband in entirely
prosimity coupled filters as well as in electrically
coupled filters with high relative bandwidths.
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procedure the admittance elements are the superposition of the contributions from several transverse
modes, which differ in frequency and absolute value
but have a similar shape. In the simulation result in
Fig. 9 for the 4th mode a weak sidelobe is visible.
Although it is not pronounced and cannot be easily
observed in the measured transfer admittance it is
the origin for the dip in the matched response. This
follows from the evaluation of the simulation result
shown in Fig. 7.
These sidelobes even occur in uniform transducers
without a reflector present but they become even
more pronounced when reflectors are added to decrease radiation losses. Thus, the occurrence of sidelobes limits the maximum bandwidth if a flat passband and a groupdelay without major distortions is
required.
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Abstract
This paper deals with a miniaturised surface
acoustic wave (S.4117) filter employing two IDTs.
two n-eighted reflectors and a multi-strip coupler
(LISC).
In the structure. the width-weighted reflectors
are to be responsible for the frequency response of
the filter. The reflectors are optimally designed to
realise the specified frequency response by taking
account of the SAW reflectivity of width-weighted
electrodes.
The filter having 3dB bandwidth of 4.OMHz was
designed at the centre frequency of 200MHz and
fabricated on 12B0YX-LiNb03. The total acoustic length of the filter was reduced to less than
5mm. The experimental result obtained was in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction.

1

Introduction

It is of current interest to realise I F surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters with well-controlled frequency and linear-phase responses, which could be applied to such digital mobile communication systems
as CDMA. In addition to their sophisticated device
responses, further miniaturisation of the devices is
required owing t o the rapid reduction in total size
of hand sets.
Although S.4W filters of the transversal type may
be applied t o this purpose[l, 21, optimally weighted
interdigital transducers (IDTs), which are basically responsible for realising precise and sophisticated responses, become very large in acoustic length.
This would be one of the most significant obstacles
to the device miniaturisation.
A resonant single-phase unidirectional transducer (R-SPUDT)[3] is also one of the promising candidates for the present purpose. Although the
resonance enables to expand an effective acoustic
length, it should be noted that this also causes distortions in phase responses simultaneously.
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Bergmann, et al. proposed a reflector-based filter, in which the frequency response is substantially realised by appropriately weighted reflectors instead of IDTs[4]. Since S.411:~ make a round propagation in the reflector, the effective acoustic length
of the reflector can roughly be regarded as two
times the acoustic length of IDTs used in transversal filters. This would be most promising for miniaturising filters.
In [4], two parallel-connected filters with different acoustic path lengths were employed so that the
reflected S.4lVs are selectively detected. However:
slightly different IDT characteristics cause "acoustic" feed-through, which significantly deteriorates
device responses. From this reason, it does not
seem very easy to achieve good out-of-band rejection by this structure.
From this point of view, this paper discusses a
filter structure as shown in Figure 1, where the
two wide bandwidth IDTs are unm-eighted: while
the two identical reflectors are electrode-widthweighted. The multi-strip coupler (i\ISC) is optimally designed so that the S.4W energy impinged
upon the upper track may be divided in half between the upper and lower tracks.
The basic behaviour of such a filter is as follows,
a) the SAW energy launched from the input IDT

is divided equally between two tracks by the
MSC, and impinges upon the two identical Reflectors 1 and 2,
b) the equal amount of S.4W energy reflected by
the reflectors is added up together through the
hlISC, and detected by the output IDT.

In this structure, therefore. the electrode-widthweighted reflectors are to be responsible for the frequency response of the filter.
The filter having 3dB bandwidth of 4.03,IHz was
designed at the centre frequency of 200i\/IHz and
fabricated on 128"YX-LiNb03. The total acoustic length of the filter was reduced to less than

Input IDT

In the present paper, the electrode-widthweighting is employed[6] for practical devices where
continuous weighting is required to realise precise
frequency responses.
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Figure 1: Basic filter structure.

5mm. The experimental result obtained was in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction.

2

Electrode-width-weighting
for SAW grating reflector

In the structure shown in Figure 1, two reflectors are substantially responsible for the frequency
response of the filter, when both input and output
IDTs are of wide bandwidth. This means that the
reflectors should be properly weighted to realise required device responses.
According to the coupling of mode (COh.1) analysis, the behaviour of reflectors are expressed by,

where Lii denotes the amplitude associated with
travelling S.4Ws in the fX direction, respectively, and 8, is a detuning factor. Reflectors could
be weighted by modulating nl2 having appropriate
weighting functions of X .

An open-circuited grating reflector having bandwidth of 4MHz is designed at the centre frequency
of 200MHz. In the design, it is assumed that metallic aluminium (41) grating electrodes are placed on
128"YX-LiNb03 substrate as shown in Figure 2,
where w and p, and h are the width, pitch and
thickness of the grating electrodes, respectively.
The reflector is weighted by modulating the reflectivity (per one electrode) nlzp for each grating
electrode as.

where W ( X ) is a weighting function. Let R;(X) be

(3)

where the acoustic length L of the reflector is assumed to be 200p, and A is a determined as,

The coefficients a, b and c are determined in the
optimisation.
With an optimally determined W(X): ~ l z pis
shown as a function of X/L in Figure 3(a). When
the electrode thickness h is constant, nlzp is basically determined only by the metallisat ion ratio
(w/p) as shown in Figure 4 [7]. This means that
as a function of X/L, the value of w, which gives
Klap shown in Figure 3(a), is easily determined as

results showed good agreement with the theoretical
prediction.
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Figure 6: Frequency response of the filter.

4

Conclusion

This paper has discussed a miniaturised filter
consisting of unweighted wide bandwidth input
and output IDTs, two weighted reflectors, and an
MSC. The reflectors were weighted by changing
the electrode width in the direction of the acoustic
length (electrode-width-weighting) which is one of
the practical methods to realise precise responses.
The filter having 3dB bandwidth of 4MHz at the
centre frequency of 200MHz was designed and fabricated. The total acoustic length of the filter was
reduced to less than 5mm, and then it was mounted on 7 x 5mm2 SMD packages. The experimental
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A MIXED TRANSVERSE MODES AND ANGULAR SPECTRUM OF WAVES MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF SAW TRANSVERSELY COUPLED RESONATORS FILTERS
Marc SOLAL
THOMSON MlCROSONlCS
SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
Transversely-coupled SAW resonator filters commonly
employ two or more sections in cascade to obtain the
required number of poles in the response. As shown in
[3], it is possible design 3 or 4 pole filters in a single
section. resulting in potentially lower insertion loss,
smaller chip size, and elimination of the need for an
external-coupling component. A 71 MHz 3 pole filter
and a 200 MHz 4 pole filter were designed using this
approach. Unfortunately, unexpectedly large parasitic
coupling was observed on the high-frequency side of the
transfer function. This coupling could not be described
using only the classical waveguide model.
If discrete transverse modes are identified, under the
assumption that the energy distribution vanishes outside
the gratings, a continuum of solutions exists in the case
of propagating waves outside the grating (similar to
angular spectrum of waves). By looking at the mode
profiles, it was shown that a large part of the source
excitation was not coupled to the transverse modes. To
take this remaining energy into account, a decomposition of the continuum was performed. Our P-matrix
based model for transversely coupled structures was
improved to take into account this continuum.

Several design approaches have been proposed in the
literature for implementing single-stage filters. One
approach uses devices with more than two tracks to
increase the number of useful transverse modes from
two to three or four 131. Another approach conlbines two
longitudinal modes and two transverse modes to achieve
a four-pole response. Up to now. published results do
not show good rejection for either kind of filter.
We followed a similar approach. trying to design multitrack filters. A 71 MHz three-pole filter and a 200 MHz
four-pole filter were designed and manufactured. Unfortunately. large parasitics on the high-frequency side
of the transfer function were observed. These parasitics
were not expected using our classical waveguide model.
To describe these parasitics correctly. a new model had
to be developed to take into account not only the guided
modes (characterized by an exponential decay of energy
outside the structure) but also propagating modes outside the structure (similar to angular spectrum of waves
theory).

2. FILTER DESCRIPTION

A comparison of the measured and simulated frequency
responses is shown for different filters and different
metalization thicknesses. The excellent agreement demonstrates the need to take into account the coupling
continuum in a TCF, even for a filter with only 2 cascaded sections.
1. INTRODUCTION

One major application of the technology is for IF mobile
phone filters. Higher IF'S make coupled-resonator filters
well suited for the application. Transversely-coupled
SAW resonators offer the dual advantages of low insertion loss and small size, both important-in mobile phone
applications. Classically, a cascade of two 2 pole filters
is used to make a 4 pole filter. When used for designing
GSM IF filters around 200 MHz, an extra inductor is
generally necessary to couple the two stages.
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FIGURE 1 : PRINCIPLE OF THE 7 1 MHz THREEPOLE FILTER

2.1. - 7 1 MHz Filter

the parasitic coupling is still present at a level of around
-30 dB.

The first filter designed using the multi-transverse
modes technique was a 7 1 MHz three-pole filter. A
schematic of the filter is shown in Fig. 1.
The filter comprises three coupled tracks. The center
track is only a grounded grating. The upper and lower
tracks are the input and output resonators. The filter was
designed to fit in a 9x7 mm2 package.
Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the simulated response and the measured response in 3 WZ system. The
simulated insertion loss is less than 5 dB and the theoretical rejection is better than 35 dB. The measured
transfer function is consistent with the simulation except
for a -30 dB shelf on the high-frequency side.
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FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF THE 200 MHz FILTER SIMULATED AND MEASURED TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS (ouided modes onlv)
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FIGURE 2: COMPARISON O F THE 7 1 MHz FILTER
SIMULATED AND MEASURED TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS (guided modes onlv)
2.2. - 200 MHz filter
A similar approach was used to design a 200 MHz filter.
Instead of three tracks, the device had four tracks and
employed four modes (two symmetric and two antisymmetric). Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the simulated and measured transfer functions.
The theoretical response has a rejection of 25 dB for
low frequencies and 30 dB for high frequencies which
was sufficient for system needs. Unfortunately, similar
to the 71 MHz filter, it has a large spurious shelf on the
high frequency side with a level of only -20 dB.
To try to understand the origin of this parasitic coupling,
the same device was manufactured with double the
metal thickness. Fig. 4 shows the simulated and the
measured transfer functions. Due to the difference in
velocities, the bandwidth is narrowed. The new bandwidth is in good agreement with the simulated one but
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FIGURE 4: 200 MHz FILTER WITH DOUBLE
METAL THICKNESS (guided modes onlv)
2.3. - Discussion of results
Parasitic coupling was observed experimentally on the
high-frequency side of transfer function for both the
71 MHz and 200MHz filters. This coupling was
strongly dependent on the metalization thickness and
thereby the waveguiding conditions. To investigate the
origin of this coupling, admittance measurements were
made showing good agreement between simulated and
measured values for the modes region, but parasitics are
also visible on the admittances. Fig. 5 shows the decomposition of the rectangular source into the guided modes
for the 200 MHz filter. It can be seen that a large part of
the energy is not coupled to these modes. It was hypothesized that this remaining energy goes through the
grating from the input resonator to the output resonator,
and is responsible for the parasitic coupling. A new

model was developed to take this energy coupling into
account.

mode shape inside the grating is (for symn~etrical
modes):
g(!)

= A c ~ s ( k , , ~ . ~where:
)
k;

and outside the grating :
k,.,

=d-

where: k ,,

= \ik: -I:

-hi,, h -

We assume here that k, is larger than Id,, so that b,,, is
pure imaginary. Only the determination of &,,,, corresponding to an evanescent wave has a physical meaning.
The mode shape is then:
g(y) = B e ~ p ( - j k , ~ ~ . ~ . ( y - W 1 2 ) )

where the determination of the square root is such that :
-jk,, ,.,.!.= -b and b is real positive.
The dispersion equation is obtained from the continuity
requirement of g(y) and dg(y)/dy at the interface:
FIGURE 5: SOURCE EXCITATION AND DECOMPOSITION UNDER MODES SHAPES

3. THE MIXED WAVEGUIDING- ANGULAR
SPECTRUM THEORY MODEL

For these two equations in two unknowns. a solution
only exists when the matrix has a determinant equal to 0.
This leads classically to a discrete number of modes
determined by the k, giving a null determinant.
3.1.2- Continuum
Fig. 6 shows the slowness curves for the two materials
and their imaginary branches. The region of k, examined
to find the guided modes corresponds to imaginary kxLy.

~ntemairna!e?ai

/

external material

FIGURE 6: SLOWNESS CURVES FOR THE SIMPLE
GUIDE
3.1. - Waveguided modes and continuum
For illustration, we examine here a very simple
waveguide with two materials corresponding to two
different wavenumbers kinand kext.The external material
is infinite. For simplicity, the two materials are considered isotropic, though the approach is also valid for
anisotropic materials. For waveguiding, the velocity
must be slower inside the structure than outside (kin>
Idst).
3.1.1. - Waveguided modes dis~ersioneauation

Classically, the dispersion equation is written assuming
evanescent behavior outside the guide. The equations
are very simple. For a given mode wave number k,, the

It is also possible to examine the region where k,.,is
real, corresponding to propagating waves outside the
grating. In this region, both solutions for k,,,, are valid.
Thus, the wave in the external material is the combination of two waves, corresponding to the two possible
determinations of ~ , , . ,:
g(y>= Bexp(-jk,,.,O1-W
12))
The mode shape inside the guiding remains unchanged.
As before, we can write the continuity of g(y) and of
dg(y)/dy at the interface, leading to the new equations:

--

Here we have a system of two equations in three unknowns. This system can always be solved by choosing
one unknown arbitrarily and solving for the two others.
This significantly changes the situation. Previously. for
any wavenumber k,, there was a unique mode shape g(y)
satisfying the equations. Now that the number of modes
is no longer discrete and there thus exists a continuum of
modes.

This result can be seen as a generalization of the angular
spectrum of waves theory, classically used for diffraction analysis. The wave generated by a source is divided
into two parts. The first part is converted into the
waveguided modes and the second part follows classical
diffraction laws. An interesting result is that the continuum corresponds to small k,,i.e. high frequencies. which
is consistent with measurement results.

effect of each sample is to add a sharp resonance peak to
the transfer function at a frequency corresponding to the
velocity of the sample. For larger nunlbers of sarnples a
smoother curve is obtained. Further increasing the number of samples has no significant effect on the transfer
function.

-

3.2. Device analvsis
To compute the continuum mode shape, we extended the
stack matrix theory [9] that we already use to compute
the waveguided modes for the case of real k,,,.This
was straightforward and allowed us to make the computation of the continuum for an arbitrary geometry taking
into account a large number of different layers (typically
10 for usual devices).
The rectangular source excitation on the jth active aperture Wj is decomposed into the waveguided modes
and the continuum:

C a i . j g i 0')+ l a j ( k , , ) g ( ~ k)dkext.,v
~ , ~
kexl.s

i

lwj

i?;(~)dY

where

=

jlgi~yl'd~
Jwj

g * ( ~ - k e x t ,VY
y

and aj(keXt,,)=
)I2dy
To more easily manage the continuum, we chose to
replace the integration by a discrete summation on a
sampling of the continuum with a weighting of a.
To extend our P matrix model [7], the only modification
necessary was to consider the continuum samples exactly in the same way as we consider the guided modes.
The basic principle of the model is to divide a transducer in several unit cells (usually the unit cell is a single period), to compute the P matrix of a single unit cell
and then to cascade the P matrices to obtain the overall
P matrix of the transducer. The continuum is included in
the model directly by increasing the number of acoustical ports.

4. RESULTS
Our model was used to analyze the 71 MHz and the
200 MHz filters. Fig. 7 shows to convergence of the
model with the number of samples for the continuum.
As seen on the figure, for small numbers of samples, the
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FIGURE 7: ANALYSIS OF THE 7 1 MHz FOR DIFFERENT SAMPLES NUMBERS
Figures 8-10 show comparisons of measurements and
the results of our new model for the 71 MHz and the
200 MHz filters. Good agreement is demonstrated.
The new model was used to analyze the transfer function
of a 175 MHz filter using a cascade of 2 three-track
structures as described in 173. It can be shown that same
kind of parasitic coupling still exists in the transfer
function and is well described by our model. Due to the
cascade, the level of these parasitics is acceptable for the
application. This explains why the results of waveguideonly model are sufficient to design cascaded filters.

5. CONCLUSION
Unexpectedly large high-side parasitic coupling was
observed when trying to design transversely coupled
resonators filters using only one stage. This parasitic
coupling could not be modeled using a classical
waveguide only model. We found that this parasitic
coupling is due to the part of the excited wave which is
not converted into the guided modes. This remaining
energy goes from the input resonator to the output resonator by a diffraction-like phenomenon. This can be
described by including a continuum of propagating
waves outside the guides, similar to the angular spectrum theory of waves. Our P matrix based model was
extended to take into account for this continuum. Comparison of experimental results and analysis results are
in good agreement and demonstrate the validity of the
new model.
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THE USE OF DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS FOR THE
OPTIMIZATION OF DEPOSITED GLASS ON SAW FILTERS
F. S. ~ickernell'and H. D. Knuth
Motorola Systems Solutions Group
Scottsdale. Arizona 85257 USA

ABSTRACT
Vacuum deposited glass layers on piezoelectric
crystals have been effectively used to improve
the performance properties of surface acoustic
wave (SAW) filters. These include, reducing the
temperature coefficient of fiequency, increasing
the coupling factor, frequency trimming, and
surface passivation for improved wafer yield.
Using an orthogonal design of experiments
(DOE) procedure, based upon a set of 9
experiments, the influence of process parameters
on SAW properties were determined for RF
diode sputtered glass on 128' Y-X lithium
niobate. The glass was sputtered to a thickness
around 600 nm for each experiment. There were
four dependent sputter system variables,
substrate temperature, background sputter gas
pressure, RF power to the target, and gas flow
rate.
Three independent properties were
measured, film stress, SAW velocity, and SAW
propagation loss. The work is illustrative of a
technique for optimizing the deposition
conditions for films on SAW substrates using a
minimum number of experiments. The DOE
procedure can be applied to any combination of
film and substrate with the results dependent
upon the limits of the vacuum equipment and
deposition technique used.
1. INTRODUCTION
Thin-film glass has been used to improve the
temperature characteristics of high coupling
factor SAW substrates because of its strong
positive temperature coefficient of frequency
(TCF), approximately 80ppd°C, compared to
the high negative coefficients of substrates such
as lithium niobate (LiNbO,) and lithium tantalate
(LiTaO,) [I]. The 128" Y rotated X propagating
cut of LiNbO:, was identified early [2] as an
important substrate for development of SAW
devices. The SAW properties of sputtered SiOz
on 128' Y-X lithium niobate have been
investigated [3-41 showing both TCF reduction
and improved coupling efficiency. The resulting

SAW properties are strongly dependent on the
acoustic properties of the thin-film glass which
in turn is dependent on the properties of the
deposition system.
In this paper is described an orthogonal design
of experiments (DOE) procedure, based upon a
set of 9 experiments used to determine optimum
processing parameters for RF diode sputtered
glass on 128" Y-X lithium niobate. The glass
was RF diode sputtered to a thickness around
600 nm for each experiment. There were four
dependent sputter system variables, substrate
temperature, background sputter gas pressure,
RF power to the target, and gas flow rate. Three
independent properties were measured, film
stress, SAW velocity, and SAW propagation
loss. Velocity and loss were measured with a
series of SAW interdigital electrode patterns on
the glass surface. The SAW velocities varied
from 3880 to 3910 rnls for a film-thickness to
acoustic-wavelength ratio of 0.1 and the
variation in SAW propagation loss was between
18 dB/cm and 40 dB/cm in the 600 MHz region.
A multilinear regression of the data, at a
significance level where there is less than a 10%
chance that a variable was lefi in the model when
it has no effect, gave three polynomial
expressions for stress, velocity, and propagation
loss with their dependencies on the significant
sputtering parameters. From these expressions
best deposition conditions could be determined.

2. SUBSTRATE PROCESSING
The substrates used were standard three inch
diameter 20 mil thick 128' Y rotated X
propagating lithium niobate (LiNb03). The glass
was RF diode sputter deposited on the L i m o 3
substrates from a 6-inch pyrex glass target using
a 90:lO argon:oxygen gas mixture. For the
experiments the
substrate temperature,
background sputter gas pressure, RF power to
the target, and gas flow rate were varied. The
gas flow rate was adjusted by placing circular
aperture constrictions of 4, 2, and 1-inch
diameter in the throat of the vacuum system. A
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typical run time of 200 minutes gave film
thickness in the range between 500 and 700 nm.
Prior to placing the harmonic interdigital
transducer (IDT) electrode array patterns on the
surface of the glass, the stress induced Erom the
glass deposition was measured.
To determine the best deposition conditions, a
set of 9 experiments using an orthogonal DOE
with the 4 sputter system parameters at three
levels was used [5]. An orthogonal DOE has the
property that each possible pair of levels for any
two factors appears exactly the same number of
times.
3. SAW MEASUREMENTS

The SAW measurement techniques used in this
investigation required the photolithographic
patterning of linear arrays of thin-film aluminum
interdigital electrodes. The thin film aluminum
was 100 nm thick. The electrodes were oriented
for the excitation of surface acoustic waves along
the (100) direction. The center-to-center spacing
between transducers was 3.81 mrn. Each
transducer had 10.5 split-electrode finger pairs
with a periodicity of 100 micrometers, and a
2.54 mm aperture. Individual electrodes within a
transducer were 15 micrometers wide, and the
spaces between adjacent electrodes were 10
micrometers. This transducer pattern facilitated
the excitation of a wide range of harmonic waves
and permitted the delineation of SAW velocity
and loss characteristics over an extended
frequency region.
Frequency and loss
measurements between transducer pairs were
made using a network analyzer test set with time
gating and signal averaging to enhance signal
sensitivity at the higher frequencies. In general,
measurements were made over the frequency
range from 40 MHz to 1.4 GHz.
For each film sample the center frequencies of
the findamental and the higher harmonic
responses were measured. The measurements
were made on a HP 8753 network analyzer with
a HP 85046 S-parameter test set. From the
fiequency information the SAW phase velocity
could be calculated and from the insertion loss
measurements the transducer conversion loss and
propagation loss could be determined. SAW
velocities were calculated from the frequency
measurements using a small Erequency scan in
the peak region, and a velocity dispersion
characteristic was developed as a finction of
glass film thickness-to-wavelength ratio.
Insertion loss was measured between transducer
pairs with different separations, and the SAW

propagation loss was determined as a fbnction of
frequency from these measurements. Eight pairs
of transducers with sequentially increasing
separation were used. The linear change in loss
with increasing transducer spacing is dominated
by the propagation loss. A least-squares linear
regression of the data points was used to
establish a dB/cm value at each frequency
4. MEASUREMENT DATA
From the network analyzer scans the frequency
and loss data were tabulated for each of the nine
glassivated substrates. The SAW velocity value,
calculated from the frequency using the
wavelength periodicity fixed by the interdigital
pattern, was then plotted against the ratio of filmthickness to acoustic-wavelength ratio (hfh).
The SAW propagation loss was determined at
each frequency using the least-squares linear
regression of the data points from the sequential
increase in separation of the transducers. The
conversion loss between adjacent transducers as
a hnction of frequency was determined from the
insertion loss intercept value from the SAW
propagation loss regression at a single frequency.
The stress value was a single measure for each
substrate determined from the wafer bow before
and after deposition.
To obtain a single matrix of values for
analysis, a mid-range film-thickness to
wavelength-ratio value was chosen to set the
velocity value, and a mid-range frequency was
chosen to set the representative propagation loss
value. The matrix data is shown in Table 1. The
temperature is in degrees Centigrade, the
pressure is in milliTorr., the power is in Watts,
and the aperture is diameter inches. The stress is
in dyneslcm squared times 10 to the minus ninth
power, the SAW velocity, taken at a film
thickness to wavelength ratio of 0.1, is in meters
per second, and the SAW propagation loss taken
at 430 MHz is in decibels per centimeter.

5. ANALYSIS
The multilinear regression of the data for the
sputtered glass (-550 nm) on 128 Y-X Lithium
niobate to determine the best deposition
conditions was based upon a set of 9 experiments
using an orthogonal design procedure. The
regression was done with a 10% significance
level; i.e. there is less than 10% chance that a
variable was left in the model when it really has
no effect. There were four dependent sputter
system variables: average substrate temperature,

background sputter gas pressure, RF power to
the target, and aperture constriction for
controlling the gas flow rate. There were three
independent properties measured: film stress,
surface acoustic wave (SAW) velocity, and SAW
propagation loss. In order to carry out the

multilinear regression it is advantageous to
normalize the variables as coded variables:
m=(u_max + u_min)/2, s=(u-max
u_min)/2
x=(u-m)/s. This results in the following
dependent variable set as shown in Table 11.

-

Table 1. Matrix of Values for Analysis
No

AVETEMP PRESSURE POWER APERTURE STRESS VELOCITY

Table I1 Normalized Variables

PLOSS

A summary of the numerical data indicates the
following:

The stress seems to depend mostly on power,
aperture and somewhat on temperature as it
interacts with power.
The velocity depends mostly on aperture and
somewhat on temperature.
The propagation loss depends on temperature
and power.
Pressure does not seem to be important in this
case to affect any of the factors.
The stepwise regressions for a second degree
polynomial in xl x4 gave the following:

-

1. yl = 1.9371 + 0.3641 x3 + 0.2659 x4 +
0.5131 xl x3
(Significance: 0.10)

2. y2=3909.3261 - 3.1463 xl + 16.1558 x4 7.83 15 x4 x4
(Significance: 0.06)

-

-

3. y3 = 14.0043 2.0165 XI 2.3595 x3 +
4.1477 xl x3
(Significance: 0.10)

Figures 1-3 show the stress, velocity, and loss as
they relate to the dominant process factors. For
low stress films a low flow rate (small aperture)
and low power are the best conditions. The
velocity characteristic can be tailored by the flow
rate with a wide aperture producing a high velocity.
The propagation loss is a more complex knction
with the low loss under conditions of low
temperature and high power and high temperature
and low power. The transducer conversion loss
represented by the total insertion loss between
adjacent transducer pairs was lowest under
conditions of high power and lower temperature.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 1. Relationship of film stress to temperature
and power for sputtered glass on 128' LiNbOj.

Design of experiment techniques with multilinear
regression analysis has been applied to determine
the sputter system parameters affecting film stress
and the SAW performance parameters for glass on
128" Y-X lithium niobate. The basic DOE
technique is applicable to any fildsubstrate
combination and can reveal interesting information
which is important in the application of films to
SAW device development.
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ABSTRACT
An optimization algorithm has been developed for
the design of nonequidistant SAW transducers with
uniform electrode length. Equidistant transducers
weighted by assignment of polarities of indi~idual
electrodes are used as initial ones for this procedure. A
set of SAW filters with bandmidth of 2-7%. shape
factor of 1.2-1.5 has been designed using the suggested
algorithm. The improvement of out-of-band rejection
for filters with nonequidistant transducers is 3-6 dB in
wide stopbands or 5-10 dB in most important narrow
frequency regions as compared with equidistant
analogs. In addition. the proposed algorithm can
synthesize specified nonsyrnmetric frequency responses.

This paper is devoted to the nest step of
improvement of uniform-beam-profile IDT selectivity:
optimization of electrode positions. that means
optimization of discrete nonperiodic equal-amplitude
SAW sources allocation to meet frequenq response
specification in the best way. Initial equidistant PW
structures for this procedure (Fig.la) are synthesized by
algorithms described in [l].

2. OPTMIWTION OF SAW SOURCES
ALLOCATION N IDTS

Within the scope of the delta-function model.
frequency response of PW transducer can be written as:
N

H@

-

(p, P,JC exp(if@x,, 119

=

(1)

n=2

The most compact surface acoustic w ~ v e(SAW)
filter layouts need so small ratio between the aperture
and the length of interdigital transducers (IDT) that any
apoduation (overlap weighting) is undesirable because
of diffraction effects. Weighting by assignment of
polarities of individual electrodes (polarity weighting)
is a good technique for improvement of selectivity of
IDTs with uniform electrodes [1,2], however, it is not
so flexible as apodization: according the delta-function
model. SAW sources amplitudes in polarity weighted
(PW) transducers can have values of 1.0.-1 only. As a
result, equidistant PW IDTs can provide frequency
responses (FR) with good shape factor and close-in
rejection by the price of a high level of far-out sidelobes
that is the important disadvantage for filters with both
PW IDTs on ST-quartz because of presence of surface
skimming bulk waves (SSBW) in this cut.

where P, =*I is the polarity of the PT-thelectrode: xn is
the coordinate of the n-th SAW source located in the
middle of a gap between neighboring electrodes: v is
the SAW velocity, A' is the total number of electrodes
in the IDT. We'll consider here only symmetrical
transducers with N odd. Due to the fact that amplitudes
of SAW sources located between electrodes of the same
polarity are equal to 0 (i.e. any source isn't present
here). the expression (1) for symmetrical PW IDTs can
be simplified:
m=l

where q=2nf/v is the normalized frequency. M is the
number of SAW sources (with amplitudes not equal to
0) in a half of IDT. By specifjing the desired values of
the frequency response at A4 frequency points one can
get the follotving set of equations:

z
M

H(@ =2

(-I)" sin (er m ) ,

=

M

)

(3)

m= l

Fig. I . An initial equidistant (a) and
a$naI nonequidistont (6) PW IDTs
This work was suppotted by SAW E K Inc.
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In principle. the expression (3) allows to find a vector
of coordinates {x,) for resolving the optimization task.
Since the task is nonlinear and the amount of varying
parameters {x,) is very large. one can not obtain an
optimum set of ( x m )by a simple and straight way. We
suggest a method that transforms solving the nonlinear
system of equations (3) to an iterative process of
solving in turn a new set of linear equations. Let's
consider it in more detail.

At small deviation of SAW sources coordinates
the response (3) has the follot~ingincrement:

{&,,,]

df

(-l)"q,coslq~J&~. (i=1 ,...,.I4

bE(qJ=

(4)

m=l

1.e. in the case of small difference betveen initial and
desired frequency responses. one can. in principle. meet
FR specifications at il4 frequency points. (.\I is the
number of SAW sources in IDT) by solking the
e~~ression
(4). However. the direct numerical solution
is possible only if the number of equations (and the
number of SAW sources) Af is not larger than 25-30.
otherwise the system becomes improperly stipulated as
its matris is expanded by new approximately equal
terns. The problem of stability is known as a basic
problem of optimization of systems with a large amount
of parameters (up to a thousand). In order to solve it we
use the known procedure of accumulation [3]: instead
of the esact solving the exp(4) for hi frequency points
we approsimate the desired function bX(@ by the
espression
1'4

(-1)" q, cos(wJ&

Q=l,...,JI

m=l

in a greater number of points J corresponding to those
parts of FR that exceed the demanded corridor of
specifications. Let's consider the functional:
F(k1,. .,&'id=

where J>M usually J=1000-2000. According to the
rule of the least-squares method:
~ F ( & I..,, &hf)la(&J =o.

(m= 1, ....M).

(6)

As a consequence, the following system of hlxM linear
equations with respect to the vector ( k , ) is defined:

where k= I,..,Mand

Here H(@/H(q,&
is the frequency response
normalized by its maximum value. q =GH(qS/H(q,d is
the negative residual of the normalized FR at a
frequency of q,. The vector (&) can be found by
solving the set of linear equations (7a). Hence. in the
case of small difference AH=H'(q)-H(@ between initial
H(q) and desired H'(@ frequency responses, one can
determine
new
SAW
sources
coordinates
(x',)=(xm)+{6x,) that provide the desired values of
H'(@ at J frequency points. When the difference is
large, one can partition AH into many pieces 6H and
divide the way to target into small steps. At each step
the results of the previous step ((x,) and Hf@) are
used, i.e, an iterative process takes place.

The linear system of equations (7a) is qmnleuic
and has one more important feature: a positive defined
matris. In our case it provides numerical stability of a
solution [.I]. Utilizing the matris ymmetry. we
increase more than in 2 times the efficiency of
algorithm at the stage of solution of (7a). The modified
idea of Choletsb in factorization of matrises is used.
the square root operation [5].
but ~+ithout
In the case of a large number of SAW sources (more
s the system like
than 30-35) our experience s h o ~ that
(7a) is sensitive to a computer precision. This is the
restriction of principle. That is why we have developed
an original technique: the sq-stem of equations is
divided into a set of subsystems with about 10-20
sources in each one. Each subsystem of equations is
solved esactly. The splitting into subsystems can be
made rather arbitrary. We have utilized the following
variant: the s-th subgstem includes sources numbered:
s, S+s, S c s,..., M-Srs. where S is the number of
sources in each subsystem. The total number of
subsystems includes all M sources.
Thus. using the PW IDT frequency response
analytical representation and the idea of the leastsquares method the iterative scheme to implement an
FR optimization procedure has been constructed. The
solution of non-linear system (3) with a large amount of
equations has been reduced to the multi-repeated strict
solutions of linear subsystems with moderate rank of
matris. As a result. the computation at PC/AT-P225 for
the IDTs with 400 and 2500 electrodes (160 and 1080
SAW sources) takes about 10-15 minutes and 3-4
hours. respectively.
The iterative scheme can be easily generalized for
the case of the total filter response optimization. The
FR of other selective elements is regarded constant and
is defined as T(@. Expression (7b) should be
substituted by:

The case of parallel optimization of both input and
output PW IDTs can be reduced to (7a). (8) as well.
Two linear systems for two transducers are resolved in
turn, namely, all subsystems of the first transducer,
then all subsystems of the second one, then again the
first IDT and so on. The parallel optimization gives
better results compared with the optimization in turn of
input and output PW IDTs.
3.OPTL&fIZ,4TIOWOF IDT TOPOLOGY

The described optimization procedure is based on
the simple delta-function model that is rather esact for
initial equidistant structures where widths of all
electrodes and gaps are equivalent. However, in final
nonequidistant IDTs the amplitude of a SAW source
placed in a narrow gap is not equal to the amplitude of
a source in a much wider one. The account of this effect

would resulted in a radical complication of the
optimization algorithm and in a great increase of the
calculation time.
To probide an acceptable simulation accuracy while
the simple delta-function model is used. we have
developed a special procedure for the design of
topology that corresponds to the optimized SAW source
distribution in the best Nay. This procedure does not
remember the electrode structure of the initial
equidistant IDT and builds a new structure on the base
of the final nonequidistant SAW sources distribution. A
gap of a width ) I 8 is formed on the position of each
source. After that the adjacent electrodes of the same
width are formed, then the next gaps and so on. As a
result, the most electrodes and gaps in such
nonequidistant IDT have the width Ad8 to suppress
internal SAW reflections. Forming the lDT structure is
directed inside regions between each two adjacent SAW
sources. Only one electrode or gap in the middle of
each such region has a non-standard width (Fig.1). The
width of the middle electrode or gap takes a value
between / I 6 and 3&46. Since the most non-standard
electrodes (gaps) are placed far from active gaps, they
don't influence considerably on the SAW source
amplitudes. The final nonequidistant structure usually
has another number of electrodes compared with the
initial equidistant transducer.
4.

RESULTS

A number of nonequidistant polarity weighted IDTs
and SAW filters were designed on the base of the
described optimization algorithm.

4.1 Ouasisvmmetric fkeauencv reswnses
At the beginning of the filter design procedure the
software described in [I] optimizes structures of
equidistant PW IDTs. Then the proposed here
algorithm forms nonequidistant structures to provide
quasisymmetric FRs with improved out-of-band
rejection compared with equidistant analogous. If both
input and output IDTs have PW structures. the
algorithm optimizes both transducers simultaneously. If
only one transducers is polarity weighted. it is
optimized with taking into account the FR of the second
IDT. In the last case the structure of the second IDT is
not changed.
Fig.2 shows calculated frequency responses of the
SAW filter with the bandwidth of 2.5%. The broken
line is FR of the filter with two equidistant PW
transducers (335 split electrodes in each IDT), their
structures are initial ones for the optimization
procedure. The final nonequidistant IDT structures give
about 5 dB improvement for rejection in the wide
stopband. Fig.3 demonstrates good coincidence between
simulated and measured characteristics.

MHz

Fig.2. CalculatedJ?eqt~encyresponses of S;1 W JIters
with banhvidth of 25%:
1 - two equidistant IDTs; 2- two nonequidistant IDTs.

MHz

Fig.3.Measured FR of SA Wjlter
with nonequidistant IDTs.

A more broadband filter with good shape factor of
1.2 is shown in Fig.4. Its response was designed to
provide maximum close-in rejection at the expense of
an increase of far-out sidelobes that can be suppressed
by matching circuits. However. the measured response
(Fig.5) doesn't have so good close-in rejection. The
more accurate simulation (broken line in Fig.4) shows
that the main reason of it is the presence of surface
skimming buk waves (SSBW) in ST-quartz.

MHz

Fig.4. FRs of a SA WJlter with bandwidth of 7%:
1 - simulated by the simple delta-function model,
2 - simulated with accounting the longitudinal SSBW

Our sofh~aregives the possibility to compensate a
difference between calculated and measured responses
by making a predistortion for the synthesized one.

MHz

Fig.5. Adensured FR of the 7% banhvidthJlter with
mo nonequidistant PW IDTs
4.2 Nonnmetric freauencv reswnses

Nonequidistant IDTs can be used not only to
improve selectivity of equidistant transducers but to
form FRs with an asymmetry. Again, at the first stage
an equidistant IDT with a symmetric FR is designed
(Fig.6). Fig.7 shows good coincidence between
simulated and measured characteristics.

The original algorithm and the sofbvare were
developed for optimization of discrete quasi-periodic
equal-amplitude SAW sources allocation. It can be used
for realization of nonequidistant uniform-beam-profile
polarity weighted interdigttal transducers with specified
frequency responses. Although the algorithm is based
on "quick" delta-function model, it includes possibility
of compensation of some second-order effect by the
special procedure of forming IDT topology and the
mechanism of frequency response predistortion.
The subject of optimization can be either a single
transducer or a total filter structure.
A number of IDTs and SAW filters with
quasisymmetric and nonsymmetric frequency responses
were designed using the proposed algorithm.
Calculations show that the improvement of out-of-band
rejection in filters with nonequidistant PW IDTs
compared with equidistant analogs is about 3-5 dB in
broad stopbands and 5-10 dB in the most important
narrow regions.

The authors thank Dr. Anatoliy Kozlov for his
software providing IDT simulation by the more precise
quasistatic charge distribution model. This software
was used for testing effectiveness of the described
technique.
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ABSTRACT

The relationship between leaky surface acoustic wave
(SAW) branches and acoustic axes for bulk waves is
studied in the case of trigonal crystals. Three typcs of
inclinations of acoustic ases are considered: 1) ases
lying in the mirror planes of acoustic properties. oblique
to the Z axis. 2) ases oblique to the minor planes. 3)
inclinated ases with respect to the boundary plane of the
crystals. A new leaky SAW branch is found on the X cut
of quartz. This branch is coupled with an acoustic axis
lying in the boundary plane at an angle of about 66.3"
from the Z ads. The other border of its existence region
is determined by an acoustic axis oblique to the mirror
planes. The theory by Khatkevich (1962) of acoustic
axes of general position is revised and the results for
trigonal crystals are corrected. It is shown that the
relationship under study still holds when small deviations
from the boundary plane are introduced in the acoustic
axes. Howevcr. the permissible angles of deviation are
smaller, as a rule. than the angles eqxcted when the
degeneracy solution is interpreted in terms of a bulkwave-reflection problem.

LeaQ SAWS on the E'Z plane of quartz coupled with
such an asis are found at the azimuthal angle about 66.3"
from the 2-asis. Secondly. we study acoustic axes of
general position which are oblique to symmetry planes.
The previous statement on the absence of such ases in
trigonal crystals [3]. as we show. is incorrect. Correct
equations for angles determining directions of acoustic
axes oblique to symmetry planes are derived. Such
oblique acoustic ases and associated leaky SAW
branches are present in berlinite and quartz. Thirdly. the
possibility of a relationship between leaky SAW
branches and acoustic axes deviating from the boundary
plane is examined
2. LEAKY WAVES ON X-CUT QUARTZ

Quart! is a standard piezoelectric material for surface
acoustic waves. It has been widely used both in
ultrasonic devices and in physical investigations for
is one of the most
many years. The X cut of q5200r

1. INTRODUCTION

Leaky surface acoustic waves (SAWs) may be preferable
to normal (non-attenuating) SAWS for device
applications in specific cases when they have a higher
electromechanical coupling coefficient or better thermal
stability. The higher phase velocity of leaky SAWS is an
additional advantage for high-frequency applications.
However. the computational search for leaky SAWS in
crystals involves the dficulties caused by restrictions on
their esistence region and a wide range of probable
complex values of the wave number. The direct
relationship between leaky SAW branches and acoustic
ases (directions along which phase velocities coincide)
for bulk acoustic waves in crystals has been recently
indentified and explained by us [1.2]. In particular. new
leaky SAW branches coupled with the acoustic axis
coincident with the Z-asis of trigonal crystals have been
found in berlinite and langasite. The objective of the
present paper is to study the possibilty of using the
oblique acoustic ases as reference points to search for
new leaky SAW branches in trigonal crystals. We restrict
our study to the case of trigonal crystals since they are
the main substrate materials for SAW devices. The tern
"oblique axes" is used here in three different senses.
Firstly, we consider leaky SAW branches coupled with
acoustic axes oblique to the Z-axis when these axes lie in
a symmetry plane of elastic properties of the crystal.
0-7803-5400-11991 S 10.008 1999 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Phase velocity and attenuation of leaky SAWs
(LSAW) on X-cut quartz as a function of azimuthal
angle 4. Velocity curves for bulk acoustic waves (SV
and QSH), surface acoustic waves (SAW), and
nonphysical solutions (NP) are also given. The inset on
the right-hand side of the figure shows an additional
leaky SAW branch on an enlarged scale.

popular cuts. The bounw plane for this cut is
coincident with the mirror plane for elastic and acoustic
properties of the crystal. Le* SAWS on this cut esist
in the sector of azimuthal angles adjacent to the Z
cnstallographic axis [4]. As shown in our previous
papers [1.2]. the leaky SAW solution for the
propagation direction along the Z axis on this cut
degenerates into a peculiar solution of a bulk-wavereflection problem. Such a reflection problem was
considered for the first time in Ref. [ 5 ] . The incident
wave in this case impinges on the boudary plane at
giancing angle and is called incident only due to the
anisotropic deviation of its power flow from the wave
vector to the boundary. This well-known l e d g SAW
branch exists when the propagation direction deviates
from the Z axis no more than approximately 47.65'.
Besides. there is an additional acoustic axis in the YZ
plane of quartz. This axis is inclined with respect to the
Z a d s by 66.3'. The relationship under study between
leaky SAW branches and acoustic ases and also
corresponding results for lithium tantalate [6] allow us
to assume that this additional acoustic axis can give rise
to an additional lealq SAW branch on the X cut of
quartz. This assumption is confirmed by our
calculations (Fig. 1). Material constants for calculations
are taken from Ref. [7]. The sector of existence of this
new leaky branch is rather small (about 2'). The other
end point of this branch also corresponds to an acoustic
ads. this time slightly tilted to the bulk In the nexi
section. we consider in detail the theory of such
acoustic axes of general position with arbitrary oblique
orientations with respect to the symmetry planes of
crystals.

discussed by Fedorov [8.9]. We present below a simple
and general proof of Eqs. (1). This proof is valid for
matrices of arbitrary dimension and their qmmetry is
not essential in this case. The problem of calculating the
phase velocities of bulk acoustic waves in crystals is
equivalent to the following eigenvaluc problcrn

where K = pv' is an eigenvalue of rik.ui is the particle
displacement (eigenvector of rik).
A nontrivial solution
of Eqs. (2) is obtained if

When Eq. (3) does not have coincident roots, these
roots correspond to the points of sign change in the
curves D (A): Ei (A). It is evident from geometrical
analysis that there is no change of sign in these curves
at the points of coincidence of two roots. Such contact
points correspond obviously. to local ex-ema of the
functions which implies

This synchronous behaviour of several functions at the
degeneracy points is in fact a true reason of great
simplification of degeneracy conditions. Substituting E,
into Eqs. (4) produces

Eqs. (5) can be transformed into the form

3. ACOUSTIC AXES OUT OF THE SYMMETRY

PLANES
The general theory of acoustic axes was developed by
Khatkevich [31. Khatkevich noticed that the orientations
of acoustic axes lying out of the symmetry planes of
crystals may be found from the condition that all
cofactors, Aik. of matrix aik H ( r i k - p2&)be equal to
zero
A , = 0: i,k= 1, 2, 3.

Here rikis the Green-Christoffel tensor, p is the mass
density of the crystal, 4 k is Kronecker delta, v is the
phase velocity of bulk waves. This condition is much
simpler than the one obtained from the analysis of the
secular equation. It is given in the paper by Khatkevich
[3] without derivation with reference to the book by
Fedorov [S]. However, the formulae of Ref. [8] can give
the condition (1) only if one assumes that the solution
for the displacement vector is not unique in this case.
Although such an assumption is not erroneous, it is not
explicitly proved in the mentioned references and so
rigorous proof of Eqs. (1) is absent there. Arguments in
support of the validity of this condition presented in thc
other book by Fedorov 191 are rather tangled. Besides.
only symmetrical three-dimensional matrices are

The well-known Cramer solution is obtained from Eqs.
(6) dividing them by under the condition that
0.
However, inour case = and therefore
+

A,k uj= 0.

(7)

Eqs. (2) and (7) should be =lied simultaneously.
Decomposing the determinant of Eqs. ( 2 ) in arbitrary ith line gives

There is no summation over i in Eqs. (8) and (9). On the
other hana if we replace one of Eqs. (2) with fixed
subscript i by one of Eqs. (7) with the same subscript (k
= i). then the condition of esistence of nontrivial
solution of this combined system of equations takes the
form

From this it follows that Eqs. (1) should be fulf~lledif
the matrices under consideration are real. Only three

among Eqs. (1) may be considered as independent due
to additional relations imposed by Eq. (3). As such
independent equations. it is convenient to consider the
cofactors of elements a23. a13. a,.

Escludmg A from these equations. we obtain two
conditions derived by Khatkevich [3]

Analysing these equations, Khatkevich concluded that
all the acoustic &yes in trigonal crystals lie only in a
symmetry plane. that their number is 4 or 10, and that
previous numerical data for quartz available in the
literature [lo] are incorrectly calculated. This
discrepancy and also the more recent numerical finding
of outsf-plane acoustic axes in LiTaq [l 11 and quartz
[12] has stimulated us to recalculate Khatkevich's
results on the basis of the general equations given in his
paper. It has been found that the analytical results
obtained by Khatkevich for trigonal crystals and
therefore his conclusion mentioned above are incorrect.
The correct expressions have the form

where B and 9 are the polar and azimuthal angles:
respectively, and cv are elastic constants.

---
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oblique acoustic ases should also exist in lithium
niobate when p = -21.40'. 0 = 55.60'. However.
numerical calculations of phase velocities of bulk waves
in this crystal taking into account piezoelectricity reveal
a small but finite spacing between two sheets of the
slowness surface rather than their contact in the
corresponding cone of directions. Thus piezoelectricity
has a pronounced effect on the edstence of acoustic
ases in this special case.
The oblique acoustic axis in quartz has been used to
find an associated lealq SAW branch (Fig. 2). The
orientation of cut and the propagation direction are
defined by the Euler angles (109.6361'. -26.5870'. x).
The acoustic asis is in the boundary plane at x = 90'. At
the termination of the leaky SAW branch. x = 99.49'.
there is a degeneracy of leaky mode associated with an
acoustic axis slightly tilted to the bulk

4. ACOUSTIC AXES OUT OF THE BOUNDARY

PLANE
Two configurations suitable to search for leaky SAWS
with the aid of acoustic axes have been found in Ref.
[I]. For one of them an acoustic axis should be in the
plane of the surface. For the other an acoustic axis lying
in the sagittal plane is directed into the bulk and one of
the bulk waves propagating along it should
simultaneously be a limiting wave (erroneously called
exceptional wave in Ref. [I]). The interpretation of the
degeneracy solution as a solution of a bulk-wavereflection problem allows us to propose that all the
orientations of acoustic axes confined between the two
previously specified directions are permissible. To test
this hypothesis. we have investigated some cuts of
different crystals like berlinite. langasite. and potassium
niobate. In all the cases studied it is possible to tilt
acoustic axes into the bulk and still maintain their
coupling with the leaky SAW branch. The maximum
angle of deviation corresponds to the case when one of

Fig. 2. Leaky SAW branch derived from nonsyrnmetric
acoustic asis in quartz.
Eqs. (12) and (13) give real directions oblique to the
symmetry planes for some trigonal crystals like quartz
and berlinite: p = 19.13', 0 = 63.04O for quartz and 9
=25.94", 0 = 65.46' for berlinite. These values are
confirmed by numerical solutions with account of
piezoelectricity which give: 9 = 19.64': 8 = 63.41' for
quartz and q, = 25.37': 0 = 65.48' for berlinite. It is of
interest to note that according to Eqs. (10) and (11)

Fig. 3. Observed case of maximum deviation angle of
acoustic axis from the boundary for constructing a leaky
wave. Quartz. Euler angles (61.56O. 72.83O.-89.99999').
(LSAW = leaky surface acoustic wave. LBW = limiting
bulk wave, SV = shear vertical wave, QSH = quasi
shear horizontal wave. QL = quasi longitudinal wave)

the bulk acoustic waves propagating along thc acoustic
asis is simultaneously limiting bulk wave. Tkis
situation has been realized in fact. only in special cases
like rotated -l--cut langasite for acoustic asis oblique to
the Z-asis [13] and rotated I--cut quartz. The best
coincidence betnecn results and predictions is observed
in the case of quartz with the Euler angles (61.56".
72.83". -89.99999'). see Fig. 3. For comparison the
espected angle derived from the slowness curves is
72.82'. The circle in the figure represents the surface
projections of slowness along the direction of acoustic
asis for various angles of tilt of acoustic asis into the
bullc (the sagittal plane is held constant in this case).
The slowness-surface cross-section under consideration
coincides practically with the YZ plane, Nevertheless. a
small deviation from this plane is required to transform
the degeneracy solution into leaky SAWs. Due to this
small deviation the direction mentioned as acoustic
axis in Fig. 3 is not an acoustic asis in the strict sense.
but it is very close to such an axis. The exact
positioning of acoustic axis in the sagittal plane in this
case results in the degeneracy of leaky SAWs into the
so-called "no-motion" solution identified for the frrst
time by Taylor [14].
Thus. our eqxctations concerning the limiting angle of
tilt of acoustic axes coupled with leaky SAW branches
are confinned in the case shown in Fig. 3. However. the
permissible angle of deviation is substantially smaller
than expected one in many other studied cases. This is
because of other types of leaky wave degeneracy being
essential during changing the Euler angles after starting
fiom a LSAW solution at a certain crystal orientation.
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ON T H E EXCITATION O F SURFACE AND PSEUDO-SURFACE QUASI-BULK WAVES
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Abstract An investigation is made of the specific of the substrate (Fig. 1).
A
features of the excitation of (pseudo) quasi bulk surface waves. A particular attention is focused on the
ausl~.sisof wave fields associated with "non-physical"
plane wave solutions. As illustrations, numerical computatious have bc-n pe~fornledfor SH-waves and quasilongitudinal leaky waves in quartz.
1. INTRODUCTION
The SAW devices designtd on the basis of deeply penetrating quasi-bulk waves. such as Gulyaev-Bleustein
\va\.cs ancl high-\:clocit>. low-attenuated leak). waves,
a1.c of' coiisiclcrable cngincering intcrcst. They can o p
crate at high frccpencies: exhibiting strong piezoelectric coupling and low temperature coefficient of frequency.
The phase velocity of a quasi-bulk wave is close to
the limiting, or cutoff, velocity of bulk waves. This
markedly conlplicates the analysis of the excitation of
quasi-bulk wavcs since an IDT is then capable of efficiently generating both inhomogeneous and homogeucous nloclcs. The excitation and detection problem
for quasi-bulk waves was investigated in a number of
works. In particular, much attention has been paid to
the analysis of the Green function describing the displacement fields on the surface of the substrate and of
the effective permittivity function corresponding to the
Gulyaev-Bleustein and high-velocity leaky waves [I-41.
Notice that in [5] some numerical results regarding the
amplitude dependence of the wave field on the distance
from the surface have recently been obtained.
In the present paper: using a simplified nlodel, neg l ~ ~ t i n gin. particular. the inlpact of the IDT on
the wave propagation in the crystal, we analytically
consider t hc specific features of thc distribution of
thc quasi-bulk wave fields produced by the IDT. We
are also concerned with the excitation problem for
so-called "non-physical" surface and pseudo surface
waves.

Fig. 1 Cross-section of the slowness curve (1/4) dfa bulk
wave.
From the examination of Fig. 1 one can infer that
near
the parameters p, of the coalescent modes
a = 3,6 depend on v as pa(v) - p d a (v2 - 62)1/2.
A more rigorous analysis of plane modes in the vicinity of .i, involves the application of perturbation theoqr to the eigenvalue problem (see, e.g., [6]) N(v)<, =
pa<,, a = 1,... ,8, where ~ ( v is) a real 8 x 8 real
matrix of which the component are the contractions
involving the material tensors of the medium and the
vectors m and n;
is an eight-component vector-

+

<,

larization vect;, La is the trac/tion, 0, is the electric
potential, and Da is the normal projection of the electrical induction.
At v = .t the matrix N becomes non-semisimple degenerate. The matrix then possesses only seven eigenvectors, and the generalized eigenvector
must be
introduced in order to have a complete set of eight
linearly independent vectors. Near .i, the d e s c e n t
eigenvectors and eigenvalues cr = 3,6 depend on v as

ed6

1731

where the upper sign corresponds to a = 3, m, are
are real vectors to be found as linreal constants,
ear combinations of the eigenvectors of ~ ( 6 and
) the
vector Ed6; Ap = fiIAd31f (v) Or Ap = i f i l A d 3 l f (v),
2- QUASI-BULK MODES
depending on whether the curvature of the slowness
curve is positive (like in Fig. 1) or negative at 3, reIf the velocity v = w / k , whcrr: k is the tangential pro- spectively, p is the density,
jection of the wavevector, equals the limiting velocity
6 (Fig. 1).a pair of plane wave solutions of the type
,la(=, t), q,(r, t) oc. eikI(m+*~n)r-vtl (1
to the wave equation, for example, CY = 3 and CY = 6,
coalcsce to one solution. CY = d3. of which the paramo
tc:r pr,3 is 1.ca1. The niocle tr = d3 describes the limiting
bulk wave. Its group velocity is pwallel to thc surface
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.000 1999 IEEE
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+,

It can be shown that independently of the curvature
sign cr = 3 is either an inhomogeneous mode decaying with depth into the substrate ("physical" mode)
or a reflected bulk wave. Accordingly CY = 6 is either an inhomogeneous mode growing with distance

tiolll tllc surface (" nun-pbsical" mode) or au incident
b~ilkwa1.c. Note that thc non-dcgcncratc cigensolutious change with as 6E4, 6p x v - 6 x (Ap)- in the
vicinity of 6.
Due to (2) near f the determinant of boundary conditions F(v) becomes F(v) = C=
:o s , , ( A ~ ) ~where
,
s, are constants. A root vo of the equation F(v) = 0
ncar 6 corresponds to a quasi-bulk wave. This wave is
a linear conhination of several modes. The main constituent is the nlodc a = 3. Its amplitude is comnlonly
much larger than the amplitude of other modes. Therefore the ~vst~ltant
amplitude of the quasi-bulk wave and
its penetration depth are essentially determined by; the
appropriate charactelistics of the mode a = 3.
The quasi-bulk wave may come about either as a
surface wave, in which case vo is real, vo < 0 , and
Ap is purely imaginary valued, or as a pseudo suxface wave. In the latter instance. vo is complex valued, vo = v; - ivf', in accordance with (1) vl/ being
positive. For complex velocities. it appears convenient
to consider that the function f (v) involved in Ap is
the ai~alpticalcontinuation of the function (3) onto the
complex plane with cut-off branch along [6,6 icc)
so that the argument of v ranges from -n/2 to 3 ~ 1 2 .
Accordingljr, the argument of Ap ranges from - ~ / 4to
3r/4 (henceforth we assume the curvature of the slowness cu-ve to be positive).
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Fig.2. Velocities (a} and Inz(yl (6) for SH-polarized
sruface tvaves propogatlng 017 free a17d metullized
strrjoce in orie17tafions of qnorfz 1sitl7 EzJer c~ngle~
(0 9 0.90 7, ns jilnctio~sof'a17gle0

I11 the lowcst approximation F(v) B Ap - y, where
7 = sl/so. For t l ~ equasi-bulk solutioi~to exist it is

r~quiiedthat 171 << 1 and n/2 5 arg(y) 5 3 ~ / 4or
-ii/4 5 arB(-y) < 0. Due to the law of energy conservation the argument of arg(y) caanot belong to the
interval 0 5 arg(y) < n/2. On the other hand, it
may be that arg(7) falls into the interval from 3 ~ / 4
to -n/4. In this instance the function F(v) does not
viiish at small Ap. However, if the solution to the
boundaq--value problem is formally sought in the form
uf n l i ~ l c conlbillatioil
;~~
iul-olving. illstcad of a = 3.
the mode a = 6. then. instead of F(v), one obtains
F(,lj= Cr=C=o
(-Ap)". i.e.. Ap is merely replaced
with -Ap. Accordingly, p(v) % -Ap- b and the equation F(v) = 0 is solvable in the neighborhood of 6.The
linear combination satisfying the boundary conditions
is termed a "non-physical" solution. In particular, if
F ( u ) bcconlcs zero at a real Go. there appear the s o
cullcd "uon-physical surface wave; this wave involves
thc mode o = 6 of which the amplitude increases with
distrulcu fi.0~1thc surfacc. Thc roots of thc quation
F(v) = 0 lic on the non-physical sheet of thc Riemann
surface for the function F(v) but close to the cut-off
branch.
Consider now two examples of quasi-bulk waves.
Fig.2 shows the veloeit).
parameter
for
waves propagating on quartz with the Euler angles
100.*,
case, is purely imaginary vdued
,
w g ( 7 j = i7i/2. ~ h c " ' ~ h ~ s isu~&ce
c i ~ ~ 'Gave exists providcd Im( y ) > 0. This condition is always satisfi~don thc nlctalizcd surfacc. On the fi-eesurface, however: the "physicai" SAWS (Bleustein-Gulyaev waves)
,
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Fig.3. Velocities (cr) ancl y (b)jor yt1nsi-lo1igitndi17crl
leaky rvwes propclgclfing on lnrta/(i.-ed ~ ~ / , $ ~oj'STcc
q u u r t ~Erder angles (0 3 132.75 3 y), crs filncfio17s 01
~ ~ g V.
l e

in tllc intcr\.als O 5 8 < 15' and 13S0 <
Tllcsc rcsultb agrLK! \vith the p1.cvious investigations of SH-waves in quartz. In particular, the
"non-physical" solutions called "improper SAWS" have
been found in the interval 15' < 19 < 138' with \F!locities below those of the limiting SH-polarized bulk
waves 11). These solutions involve the inhomogeneous
nlode growing with depth.
Tlic second cxalliple is the quasi- longitudinal
pscuc1usurf;~ce1i;aI.e ill ST-cut quartz with the Euler
ugles (0°, 132.75', @) [9]. The results of calculations
we sho\vn in Fig.3. In this case, y is complex valued
with Re(?) < 0 for any 4. The "physical" pseud*
surface waves can therefore exist if ~ / 5
2 arg(y) 5
3x14 and, hencc, Im(y) 2 JRe(y)l. From Fig.3 we infer that this condition is fultilled only within the interval GO0 < $ < 7S0. Outside it 3nj4 5 arg(y) 5x14.
Such 7's correspond to the solutions with velocitj- excc~diugthe velocity of the linliting quasi-longitudinal
bulk mode. These solutions involve the incident bulk
nave.
K~iiccthat tllc ilitcl.val of the existence of "phj.sical"
pscudo-suiface waves shown in Fig. 3 is a part of the
region specified by the Euler angles (0°, 8,$), in which
solutions of such a type exist (see Fig.5 in ref.[9]).
csist

U

u11f

1SO".

<

+

k3v s nJ2h(k - k ) 2a2mz(k- k), where m2 is the
constant before (Ap)' in (2). Upon integration, we
obtain

for x

2 L + 0.5m2a2y and

- <

for nzax(L, 0.5maa2y L) x 5 L +0.5m2a2y, where
lI = (x 1 - 0.5mza2y)/2a2~and 11 = (x 1 0.5m2a2y)/2a2L. In (6) and (7)

-

where

+

yeie2[(6-72)~+r~]

f (X,
Y) =

8-72

fi.

.

.

EXCITATION O F QUASI-BULK WAVES whcrc 6 = 2a2(k - ko)/i and 8 =
Thc asymptotic behavior of @(X,
Y) depends on the
Let ail IDT having length 2L and finger periodicity d be type of the solution. If the solution is "physical", then
. we find that on the surface
deposit~xloo the sulfate of the ciystal. The transducer l a ~ ~ ( - e - ~ " /1~)(y~) 1 2and
occupies thc region 1x1 5 L. We want to estimate the of the crystal (y = 0) O(X, 0) changes with distance x
spatial distribution of the amplitude Ju(x,y)l of the as
quasi-bulk wave that the transducer generates when a
harmonic signal is applied to it.
The displacenlcnt u(x, y) is computed as follows.
3.

where the s~unnlationis carried out over all modes that
call hc invol\.cd in a "physical" quasi-bulk solution.
H(k) = sin[(k- ko)L]/(k- ko) is the spatial-frequency
characteristics of the IDT with the "central" wavevector k~ = (2m + l)n/d. The function F(k) is the determinant of the boundary conditions expressed in terms
of tllc tangential component of the wavevector. The
h~nctionF, (I;) characterizes the anlplitude of the partial n i d c a.
As has bwn mentioned. the amplitude of the mode
ct = 3 is conlmonlj. much largcr than that of the other
modes. Heilce. we may leave in (4) only the addend
a: = 3. PVc considcr that k~ >> 1 and that ko is close
to k. This allows only two first terms to be kept in
F ( k ) . We may also set F3(k) E* wnst and then

The first term in (11) corresponds to the (pseudo) surface wave. It brings in (6) either an exponential decay
if the wave is pseudo surface (Re[-iy2] < 0) or a constant if the wave is pure surface (y = ia, a > 0). The
second term can be viewed as the contribution of bulk
modes. In accordance with (6), the contribution from
the bulk modes to the resultant wave field decays as
x-3/2*
When a "non-physical" solution appears in the vicinity of G, i.e., la~g(-e-~"/~y)l 7r/2, the function
O(X, 0) involves only the second term in (11) so that
the displacementsgenerated by the transducer decrease
as x-3/2 with distance along the surface.
As to the y-coordinate asymptotic dependence of
O(X, Y), it is not difficult to obtain that

<

independently of a ~ g ( - e - ~ ~ /Eq.
~ ~ )(12)
; assumes
y/L >> lax!, Id8x). So, in any case Iu(x,y)l decreases
as y-2 with depth into the substrate.
In Fig. 4 the graph is plotted displaying the deanda a = ,filAd31G 6: 1. The pendence of the amplitude u(x, y) on x and y for the
whcrc O = - y d / ~ ~
intcgrancl ma?-still fi~rthcrhe silllpiifibd fol. y such that cluasi-longitudinal leaky wavc on ST,X+70°-cut quartz
y / L g 4&/a(3fi
- 4) b: 25&.
Owing to (2) (y = -0.004 ~0.006)radiated by IDT with Np=120

+

nuximum corresponds to the bulk waves emitted into
depth of the substrate.
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CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of surface and pseudo-surface waves with
quasi-bulk structure has been performed. A simple criterion has been suggested to distinguish between the
"physical" and " non-physical:' plane wave solutions.
This criterion has been applied to SH-polarized surface waves and quasi-longitudinalpseudo-surfacewaves
in quartz. The wave fields associated with "physical"
and "non-physical" solutions have been investigated.
In particular, it appears that the "non-physical" vibrations can be efficiently excited by the IDT with bandwidth of less than 1% provided the "gap" between the
velocity of the solution and that of the limiting bulk
waves is small enough.
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Fig.3 Coordit~are depei~dence of "non-physical"
S.4 W a~nplitudefi

lye/= 1.

clect~wdepails. This field distribution does not
change appreciably if a "non-physical" leaky wave is
cuuiidcirxl (c.g. uu ST,X-cut quartz) unless the product yQ k.comes of the order of unity. Since for SH
surface waves and quasi-longitudinal leaky waves under consideration y does not exceed 0.016 in magnitude
(see Fig.2 and Fig.3), the condition 1710 = 1 implies
NP > lWO?whirb 's far
practical
range,
NP=M100. So; Fig.4 illustrates athe
*pica1
behavior
of
a quasi-bulk wave amplitude whether it is "physical"
01' " non-pl~ysical".
Fig.5sho~vsthc coordinate dcpcndencc of a "nonpl~).sicad"silrf'acc \\.uvc allplitucic at 7 = -0.07i and
Np=200, i.e., for )y10
1 (4= -7). One Sees
that the "non-physical" vibrations decrease abruptly
enough with distance along the surface. There also a p
pears a pronounced maximum below the surface. This
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ABSTRACT
Biological substances in contact with solid, non-biological materials, is a situation of broad scientific interest and
technological importance, and there is a growing need for new tools to study these interactions. Among many different properties of the biological films formed at the interfaces, the visco-elastic properties are of central interest,
since these properties can be used as a discriminator in bio sensing and in the study of polymer films.
We have developed a sensor system based on the traditional quartz crystal micro balance (QCM) technique, but
where both the resonant frequency (n and the energy dissipation (D) are measured simultaneously for a non-driven
(freely oscillating) sensor crystal. This provides accurate and precise measurements off and D in the gaseous and
liquid phases. The performance of this so called QCM-D system is illustrated by measurements of protein adsorption and antibody-antigen reactions, biomembrane formation on surfaces from vesicles in solution. cell attachment
experiments. and polymer cross-linking kinetics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Our original motivation for developing a QCM-D
sensor capable of fast and precise measurements of
both f and D in the liquid phase, was the lack of methods for time resolved measurements of both the adsorbed amount and the conformation (visco-elastic
properties) of biofilms (proteins, lipid bilayers or
cells) on biomaterials for medical implants. This is an
area that has undergone a very fast development in the
last decade [1,2]. It soon became obvious that such a
sensor would also have a more direct use for biosensing and for studies of polymer films. Application
areas include screening of biomaterials [2], immuno
assays [3], biofouling [4], polymer processing [5] and
cell-surface interactions [2,4].
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The schematics of the original measurement system
[6] is shown in Fig. 1.
The key components are (0 the sensor crystal
(QCM) mounted in a measurement chamber with facilities for batch mode or flow measurements in liquid
or gas, (iQ the drive electronics (relay and signal generator) and (iii) the recording electronics (probe, reference frequency, filter) including data-handling and
software (analog-to-digital converter and computer).
The principle of the measurement is to periodically
switch on and off the driving power to the sensor and
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to record the output voltage from the freely decaying
oscillator.
This causes the crystal to switch to either its parallel
or series resonant frequency, depending on the settings of the recording electronics [7]. The amplitude
of oscillation (usually) decays exponentially in time
while the driver circuit is disconnected.
The decay of the QCM oscillation is recorded on a
computer

probe

I reference frequency I
Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the measurement system

digitizing oscilloscope using a high (>I0 MR) or low
resistant probe, which ensures that the crystal decays
in the parallel or series mode, respectively [8]. The
decaying voltage output from the crystal, which has a
frequency given by the resonance frequency V;o) of the
crystal (in our system most often -5 MHz), is mixed
prior to reading with a constant reference frequency

V;), which is about 100 kHz lower thanfo, and filtered
in a low-pass filter with a cut off frequency of
-5OO!&z. The recorded signal, A(t). is then transferred to a computer, where a numerical fit to an exponentially damped sinusoidal is performed:
A(t) = A,eil' sin(?@

+ a)

(1)
where f (=fo-5)
is obtained directly and D via the relation:

slip or high dissipation [5, 10. 111. Special resonance
situations may also occur [12]. Another important
comment is that any Af to mass conversion may include considerable amounts of trapped water, as demonstrated previously [lo, 13, 141 and below. Rather
than adding reservations in each experimental case we
make this general reservation here. with the implicit
understanding that "mass" really means a f-shift converted to coupled mass (including water) using the
Saurbrey relation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The energy dissipation is a dimensionless quantity
defined as:

where Q is the quality factor, Eslored
is the energy
stored in the oscillating: system and EdissipPtcd
is the
energy dissipated during one period of oscillation.
In this way simultaneous measurements of both f
and D are done with a repetition rate of typically 13 Hz. The resolution in f and D in liquid environment
is k0.1 Hz and 1.lo-', respectively, while in vacuum
or air it is a factor of -10 lower. As a comparison, the
shifts in f and D, for a typical protein, vesicle or cell
adsorption measurement is 10 to 100 Hz and 0.5 to
4.1c6,respectively (see Fig. 2-7 below) and generally
a factor of 10 larger for thick (>I00 nm) polymer
films (see Fig. 8 below).
The measurement chambers for liquid phase
measurements are constructed with special attention to
e. g., temperature stability and mechanical stress induced on the crystal when mounted. Thereby temperature- and pressure-induced transients in f and D
can be avoided when e. g. one liquid is replaced with
another. In order to obtain reliable data in conducting
salt solutions it is important to pay attention to capacitive leakage over the crystal. This is either taken
care of by measuring in the series mode (see above) or
by having the side of the crystal facing the liquid
completely covered with the electrode material (most
often gold) [8].
The original set up briefly described above has
later been improved in a number of ways in a commercial instrument by Q-Sense AB, Gothenburg,
Sweden. that we are now using in most of our measurements. The measurements described in the next
paragraph have been made with several different set
ups with slightly different characteristics. Therefore
noise levels and errors may differ in the presented
data, even for seemingly identical conditions.
2.1 The freauencv to mass conversion
A general comment is appropriate on the conversion
of frequency to mass for non-rigid, visco-elastic
overlayers. Below, we have applied the Sauerbrey
equation [ 9 ] , well aware that it may not apply in
situations when there (for instance) is a risk of surface

3.1 Protein adsomtion and antibodv-antigen reactions
There is a general tendency for proteins to accumulate
spontaneously at aqueous interfacial regions [4]. In
many practical situations this is made use of, like in
e. g., biosensor applications 131. In other situations,
however, it is an unwanted process, as in e, g., fouling
processes during medical treatments [2] or on marine
equipment [15]. If the influence from the surface is
large enough, the conformational-free-energy minimum for a protein attached on a surface might correspond to a conformation that differs from that of the
native protein. It is thus likely that a protein-surface
interaction affects the conformation, and hence the
function of the proteins, which in turn might cause
severe problems in many practical situations [4, 161.
The QCM-D technique offers a possibility investigate
changes in the visco-elastic properties to in real time,
which are directly related to the conformation of the
adsorbed proteins. Examples of how simultaneous
measurements off and D contribute with such information are presented below (Figs 2-5).'
As a first example we choose to show adsorption
measurements of hemoglobin" (Hb) atpH 7.5 and low
salinity (c 10 m M NaCI) and ferritin"' at pH 7.5 and
high salinity (= 200 rnM NaCl). The$ and D-shifts of
these molecules versus time are shown in Fig. 2 a. The
dissipation shifts seem in both cases to follow the frequency shift, but not exactly. This is illustrated Fig.
2 b, which display the f-shift (Aflt)) vs the D-shift
(AD(t)). We have found this to be an extremely valuable way of displaying combined AJt) and AD(t) data.
Absolute slopes and changes in slopes in these D-f
plots provide unique information about different kinetic regimes, phase transitions, and conformational
changes [lo, 17-19,201 (see also below).

' All measurements in Section 3.1 were made on a
hydrophobic, electrically inert methyl (-CH3) terminated
thiolated gold surface.
Hemoglobin is a spherical protein with a diameter of
-5 nm and a molecular weight of -65 kD.
Ferritin is a spherical protein with a diameter of -12.5 nm
a,d, molecular weight of -630 kD.
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Figure 3 The absolute value of Af (filled circles) and ADIA~
(empty circles) at saturation for the adsorption of Hb vs
pH.

Figure 2 (a) Af and AD vs time and (b) AD vs Af for Hb and
ferritin adsorption. In A, the filled arrow indicates addition of
protein, the open arrows indicate exchange to pure buffer.

The following two examples illustrate how surface
close packing of these proteins is modified by salt
concentration and pH. Figure 3 shows how the massuptake (IAA) and ADAAA of Hb at saturation varies
with pH (measured at low ionic strength <I0 rnM
NaCl). This commonly observed bell-shaped curve
for the mass-uptake of proteins is primarily due to
electrostatic repulsion between the adsorbed molecules on either side of the isoelectric point (pl, which
for Hb is -6.7) due to excess of -H+ or -OH'at the
exterior of the protein molecules, at low and high pH,
respectively [16]. It also interesting to note that the
adlayers formed at high and low pH, as well as close
to pI induce the largest dissipation per adsorbed mass
(Aj). We attribute this primarily to differences in the
water shells around the proteins, and its consequences
for the energy dissipation. Note, however, that the
nature of the hydrodynamic coupling between the
adsorbed protein molecules and the surrounding liquid depends directly on the conformation of the protein molecules and their distribution in the adlaye;, At
low and high pH the large ADllAjl values are attributed to (0 the increase in flexibility of individual protein molecules known to occur as the repulsion between their surface charges increases and (id to the
tendency of protein molecules that carry a net charge
to adsorb as separated molecules. In contrast, the
large ADl(Afl values close to pI is attributed to bilayer
formation due to surface induced denaturation of the
protein molecules directly attached to the surface,
allowing further adsorption on top. At this pH bilayer
formation is not hindered by electrostatic repulsion,
since the net-charge of the protein molecules is close
to zero. This interpretation was further supported by
both the high mass uptake and the fact that the ratio

between AD(t) and Aflt) was actually not linear during
the adsorption (see reference [I71 for details).
Figure 4 shows for ferritin, how the surface coverage at saturation (at constant pH=7.5, which is -2 pH
units above its PI) varies strongly with salt concenuation [19]. This behavior is also due primarily to electrostatic effects: The role of increased salt concenuation is increased screening of the electrostatic repulsion between proteins (the Debye screening length is
reduced). At low salinity, this results in virtually now
adsorption. Above 100-200 rnM solution of NaCl, the
amount adsorbed is actually 1.4 times higher than for
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Figure 4 The absolute value of Af (filled circles) and ADlAf
(empty circles) at saturation for the adsorption of Ferritin vs
NaCl concentration

a monolayer of proteins when the overestimation due
to hydrodynamically coupled water is also taken into
account (not shown). (Monolayer means here that
obtained assuming irreversible random sequential
adsorption (RSA), which corresponds to -54 3' % of a
close packed monolayer[l].) Interestingly, the dissipation per adsorbed mass is much larger at low coverage in low salinity, compared to high coveragelhigh
salinity as also shown in Fig. 4. We attribute this difference primarily to clustering of ferritin molecules at
the surface at high salinity, which as a consequence
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Figure 5 Af and AD vs time (a) and AD vs Af (b) for HSA
adsorption followed by exposure to anti-HSA.

decreases the flexibility of the adlayer and reduces the
coupling to the surrounding water.
We now turn to an example of an antibody-antigen
reaction. The chosen model system is Human Serum
~lbumin"(HSA) and anti-HSAv.The experiment was
done by sequentially exposing the methyl-thiol coated
gold surface first to HSA, then to anti-HSA including
exchange to a pure buffer solution after saturated adsorption of HSA and anti-HSA. Figure 5 shows (a)
AAt) and AD(t) and (b) the D-f plot for these sequences. In both panels it is clearly demonstrated that
the antibody-antigen reaction can be detected with
good S/N. Moreover, the D-shift induced by anti-HSA
adds information beyond that obtained directly
through Aflt), as demonstrated by the two linear regimes that are displayed in the D-fplot Without going into a detailed interpretation of the structural rearrangements that are likely to be responsible for this
observation (for details see reference [18]), we emphasize the added value from this kind of
multivariable analysis for sensing of specific immuno
processes, or recognition events in general. For instance, the aDlaf value during antibody recognition
generally varies for different antigens and/or antibodies (which will be published elsewhere [20]).
3.2 Vesicle adsorption. decom~ositionand fusion to
s u ~ ~ o r t emembranes.
d
The formation of supported membranes [21] is an
important component in surface functionalization for
biosensors, future medical implants and protein-repelling surfaces. A common way of making such supported membranes is to use vesicles or liposomes that
HSA is a cylindrically shaped protein with a molecular
weight of -65 kD.
" anti-HSA is a Y-shaped protein with a molecular weight
of -150 kD.
"

upon adsorption decomposelfuse forming extended
membranes covering the surface. The interaction is
surface specific, i. e. with otherwise constant conditions, different surfaces give rise to different end results [22]. The building blocks of vesicles and
biomembranes are linear amphiphilic molecules: one
end (the head group) is hydrophilic, the tail and the
other end are hydrophobic. These chemical properties
make the molecules self assemble in water into structures that hide the hydrophobic groups from. and expose the hydrophilic end groups to. water. As a result
bilayer structures are formed, such as flat membranes
or spherical vesicles.
The question posed here is: What happens to a vesicle that comes in contact with a solid surface?
Figs. 7 a-c show experiments that demonstrate three
distinctly different results for the adsorption of eggphosphatidylcholine vesicles (25 nm in diam.) onto
three different surfaces. We can explain these results
by assigning a different structure to each of the adsorbed films; these are indicated schematically in each
figure (for details see [22]). The interesting points in
the present context are the following:
(i) On the hydrophobic, methyl-terminated, thiolated gold surface (Fig. 7a) the vesicles spontaneously
(faster than the time scale of the experiment) decompose on the surface and cover it with a monolayer of
lipid molecules. This is the thermodynamically expected result, driven by the hydrophobic interaction
between the surface and the phospholipid molecules.
The frequency shift (-13 Hz) is of the magnitude expected for a close packed monolayer, and the dissipation shift is barely detectable, indicating a quite rigid,
nonslipping monolayer.
(ii) On the oxidized (by ozon exposure [23]) very
hydrophilic gold surface (Fig. 7b), the frequency and
dissipation shifts are very large, and the Af value is
consistent with a monolayer of intact vesicles [22].
(The application of the Sauerbrey equation may in this
case be questioned in view of the large D-shift) The
large dissipation increase is attributed to the viscous
structure of the vesicle layer; upon shear oscillation it
deforms and gives rise to internal friction within the
layer of vesicles and hydrodynamically coupled water.
(iii) On hydroxylated, hydrophilic Si02 (Fig 7 b)
the vesicles are initially causing changes in f and D
very similar to those on oxidized gold (c. f. Fig 7 c).
However, at a critical vesicle coverage, f suddenly
shifts towards higher values (apparent mass loss) and
D decreases. Since vesicles are known to form bilayers on Si02 [24], the interpretation is that intact vesicles populate the surface up to the critical coverage
(minimum in AAt)), after which they fuse to a bilayer
membrane. This interpretation is further supported by
the fact that thef-shift at completion was exactly twice
that of the monolayer of lipids (c. f. Fig. 7 a). The
apparent mass loss is most likely a real mass loss due
to the loss of the trapped water inside and between the
vesicles.
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Figure 6 Af(t) (upper panels) and AD(t) (lower panels) for addition of small unilaminellar vesicles on a (a) hydrophobic
methyl terminated, thiolated gold surface, (b) a hydrophilic SiOz surface, and (c) a hydrophilic oxidized gold surface.

A more extensive account of these results will be
published elsewhere [25].

3.3 Cell-surface interactions and cell Drocesses
When applying the QCM-D technique to study biological cells, one should realize that this represents a
much more complex situation, compared to proteins,
vesicles etc. Cells consist of plasma membranes (5-10
nm thick) much like the phospholipid bilayers discussed above, equipped with a variety of transmembrane molecules for attachment, signaling and surface
recognition. Cells also have very complex internal
structure, such as their cytoskeletal network, and furthermore they are "alive".
The size of a cell (1-100 pm depending on type
and shape etc.) means that the QCM-D technique essentially samples the properties of the fraction of the
cell closest to the surface (due to the limited shear
wave extinction depth). In spite of these complications, our initial results have shown very encouraging
results concerning the dynamics of cell adhesion [26281. In particular, these studies have shown that the
attachment of a cell layer causes substantial energy
dissipation due to active intracellular mechanisms.
carbachol stimulus
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Figure 7 Diagram showing the multiphase response response in Af (open squares) and AD (filled circles) of a confluent cell layer to added secretion stimulus. The mucussecreting human epitheliai (colon) cells were cultured directly
on a tissueculture prepared sensor surface.

Changes in the internal cell structure due to e.g., external stimuli, can therefore be monitored over time
via this dissipation change. Hence, the technique can
be useful sensor for pharmacological, toxicological or
radiation treatment purposes etc.
The single example shown here is displayed in
Fig. 7. It shows results from a mucus secreting human
epithelial cell layer, cultured directly on a tissue-culture quality sensor surface [29]. The signals show that
stimulation of these cells to secrete mucus, using an
established secretagogue (carbachol), causes a multiphase response. An initial (phase I) decrease of mass
and dissipation appears to be a quite general feature
of secretion by exocytosis. The second phase might
tentatively be correlated to the amount andlor quality
of the secreted mucus depositing on the sensor, since
there are indications that its magnitude correlates with
the amount of mucus secreted, as measured by retrospective collection of the secreted material. No interpretation is yet suggested for the third phase.
There are to the best of our knowledge no other
method that so sensitively can monitor in vitro the
mucus secretion process of a significant area of cells
under physiological conditions in real time.
2.4 Cross-linking in ~ o l v m efilms.
r
QCM-D has the potential to be a valuable tool to
study curing kinetics in thin polymer coatings. Curing
kinetics is difficult to monitor with conventional techniques, which is a drawback considering the vast
number of applications for polymer coatings. One
example is environmentally friendly nonfouling coatings for marine vessels based on fluorine enriched
silicone. By combining the mobility and flexibility of
silicone with the low surface energy of fluorine one
hopes to make a coating that is resistant to marine
biofouling [30].
We have studied cross-linking in a coating based
on silanol terminated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
which
is
cross-linked
by
(tridecafluoro1,1,2,2,tetrahydrooctyl)
triethoxysilane

portant role in QCM-D studies of biological monolayers and biofilms on surfaces.
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Figure 8 Af (squares) and AD (circles) upon cross-linking
of PDMS by FTEOS.

(FTEOS). The cross-linker, with its fluorine rich tail,
has a tendency to migrate to the surface during curing
rendering the coating hydrophobic. The cross-linking
is catalyzed by dibutyltindiacetate. Cross-linking
starts with the hydrolysis of the triethoxysilane ends
of the cross-linker. For each water molecule used one
ethanol molecule is abstracted.
In this study, the silicone coating was spread on a
10 MHz crystal and the resulting frequency shift was
approximately 10 kHz and the dissipation shift was
approximately 450x10~.The crystal was mounted in a
measurement chamber that was held at room temperature and 100% relative humidity.
Figure 8 shows how the curing process can be
followed, in real time, with the QCM-D technique.
Initially, there is a rapidly decreasing resonant frequency indicating a net uptake of mass by the coating.
This mass uptake is most likely due to water absorption, which activates cross-linking in the film. After
approximately 50 minutes, the resonant frequency
starts to increase indicating that ethanol desorption
dominates over water adsorption. During the whole
curing process, the dissipation factor decreases continuously as the viscous losses in the film decrease.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The examples above demonstrate that the present
QCM-D system provides sensitive and well controlled
measurements off and D-shifts in real time (5 1s) in
the liquid phase and, most important, the simultaneous
measurement of the f and D shifts provides superior
insight into overlayer processes involving biofilms
and other viscous overlayers, compared to measurements off shifts alone. The D-fplots eliminate time as
an explicit parameter, and are a useful way of identifying transitions between different kinetic regimes or
real structural phase transitions. The present and other
similar data form an important database for ongoing
theoretical development [31] to make more quantitative interpretations possible, with regard to the shear
visco-elastic properties, and internal and interfacial
processes in the overlayers. From the collected data
set and comparison with other measurement methods,
it is already evident that trapped water plays an im-
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ABSTRACT
Novel surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor platforms with
electrode-free sensing surface are being investigated for
use in applications in which the sensing environment may
be conducting or corrosive. It is shown that, by using a
system of four grating arrays, the IDT generated SAW can
be directed to the opposite surface where it interacts with a
chemical sensing medium before being directed back to
the electroded surface. The design principles of these
grating-based SAW sensor platforms are discussed. The
signal quality and the mass sensitivity of the devices are
analyzed and compared to those of a direct path SAW
using chemical vapor deposited thin polymer films.
Experimental results are presented for the detection of
nitrogen dioxide (NOz) in sub-ppm concentrations on
devices fabricated on YZ-LiNb03 plates.
1. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps of all the sensor technologies, surface acoustic
wave (SAW) sensors offer the opportunity of realizing
robust, low cost sensitive detectors for chemical
environments [I]. However, if the sensing environment is
conductive or corrosive, care has to be taken to protect the
transducers. This is the case, for example, in liquid-phase
applications utilizing shear horizontally polarized (SHSAW) as the sensing wave. An alternative approach is to
use acoustic plate mode (APM) devices, because the
chemical analyte can then be detected on the surface
opposite to the transducers.
Although APM sensors have proven to be a promising tool
for liquid-phase analysis, the implementation of highsensitivity devices still provides several dficulties. The
difficulties in APM sensor design are twofold. First, in
order to increase mass sensitivity it is desirable to operate
APMs at relatively high frequencies. However, under these
conditions the mode density becomes very high, and mode
interference may deteriorate the sensor response and
worsen reproducibility. Second, the acoustic wave energy
is distributed across the thickness of the crystal and not
confined to the surface as in the case of SAWs. Thus, the
mass sensitivity is intrinsically lower. In order to overcome
these drawbacks but still take advantage of a nonelectroded sensing surface, devices based on mode
conversion in periodic gratings could be investigated and
tested for their ability to be used in gas and liquid phase
analysis.
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In the present work, the design, characterization and mass
sensitivity of a novel SAW sensor platform with electrodefree sensing surface utilizing an array of periodic gratings
are presented.
2. GRATING COUPLING BETWEEN SAWS AND
APMS

Periodic gratings on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate
can cause a propagating SAW to radiate its energy into the
plate. To propagate as plate modes, the generated bulk
modes must satisfy the plate boundary conditions. The
coupling between the SAW and the bulk modes via the
periodic gratings can be appropriately described in terms
of the coupling of mode equations. Thus, the wave
solution can be obtained as a superposition of acoustic
plate modes (APM) and SAWs which match the boundary
conditions in the grating surface.
The analysis shows that a SAW of wavelength A incident
on a gxating of period p =: A produces a series of m o w
bandwidth bulk modes. These modes have been identified
as acoustic plate modes. SAW mode conversion into bulk
modes occurs if the following coupling condition is
satisfied [2]:

with k,,

kMM

= 2nf /,v
= ,/(2@)'/v:

, kG = 2 n / p and

- (rnn)' /t2

In the above equations, ksAw represents the propagation
constant of the SAW, km is the propagation constant of
the APM and kG a vector of the reciprocal lattice, is
related to the grating period. vsw and v~ are the phase
velocities of the SAW and the bulk mode, respectively; f
denotes the frequency of operation, m the order of the
APM, and t the thickness of the crystal plate. The bulk
mode can have either longitudinal or transverse particle
displacement For p .= A, the bulk mode is launched into
the substrate at almost 90' to the surface. This mode can
then propagate through the plate by multiple reflections.
Using eq. (I), a formula describing the frequencies of the
bulk modes generated in a given grating can be derived as

PI:

(2)
Based on this concept, new sensor platforms can be
developed using mode conversion in etched gratings. One
of these sensors utilizes all the advantages of the
commonly used SAW devices (with the sensing surface
located on the transducer surface) in addition to isolating
the transducers from the chemical medium. This, in turn,
will reduce or eliminate signal drifts and instability, a
major problem with SAW chemical sensors that can affect
the detection limit.

parameters are selected as above and an IDT period of
30 pn was chosen to excite a high coupling PSAW-APM
at about 150 MHz.

3. SENSOR DESIGN AND PRINCIPLES

APM grating devices
The two sensor configurations investigated are shown in
Fig. 1. In the first configuration, as shown in Fig. la, two
arrays of periodic gratings etched into the lower crystal
surface are utilized to convert a SAW into an APM and
vice versa. For this configuration, the detection process is
still mediated by an APM; however, the waves are now
excited by a resonant process. As a result, mode separation
is significantly improved compared to conventional APM
devices.
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Fig. 1: Mode conversion in periodic gratings (schematic).
a) Excitation of a narrowband APM with improved mode
separation, b) Implementation of a S4 W device with
electrode-fee sensing surface.
To prove the advantages of the new design principle, eq.
(2) has been utilized to calculate the mode spectrum of a
grating device on a 0.5 mm thick YZ-LiW3 plate with a
grating period of 23.23 p.m. The results of the calculation
are shown in Fig. 2b. For this crystal orientation the phase
velocities of the SAW, longitudinal and shear bulk modes
are 3485 mls, 4444 mls and 6883 mls, respectively. A
spectrum of well-separated modes is obtained around a
SAW frequency of 150 MHz. Up to now no theory exists
to accurately predict the strength of the individual modes.
For comparison, a conventional APM spectrum is shown
for the same frequency regime in Fig. 2a. The material

Fig. 2: Comparison of the mode spectra for conventional
and grating-based APM sensors at about I50MHz. a)
Conventional APM device on 0.5 mm Z-LiNb03. 6)
Grating device on 0.5mm YZ-Limo3 The improved mode
separation of the new sensor design is clearly revealed.
SA Wgrating devices
A schematic diagram of the second grating sensor design is
shown in Fig. l(b). In this new type of SAW device, the
SAW is generated by a conventional interdigital transducer
(IDT),directed to the opposite surface where it interacts
with the analyte, and finally directed back to the electroded
surface where it is received by a second IDT. In this
geometry, four grating arrays are needed on each acoustic
delay line.
Dual delay line devices were designed and fabricated on
Y Z - L i M 3 plates of thickness t = 0.5 mm. Each grating
consists of 200 grooves with a depth of about 0.4 pn and a
grating period of p = 16 pm. Such values have been found

to allow for efficient mode coupling on this material 12, 31.
In order to avoid strong reflection of the SAW in the
grating, the IDT period and thus the SAW wavelength, A,
must be approximately equal t o p (or an odd multiple, or a
fraction of p). On the other hand, problems with
reconversion of the excited waves suggest that a small
difference between Aand p is needed. This is due to the
following facts: If = A , it follows from eq. (1) that kRPM
= 0 and thus the phase velocity VAPM'~@/~APM of the APM
will be very large. The resulting mode can be considered to
be a superposition of bulk waves of the same frequency
f = o I 2rc as the SAW, but with their wavefronts almost
parallel to the surfaces of the plate. This results in a very
large phase velocity VAPM of the APM while its group
velocity Y : ~ = aw I ak, will be very small.
These facts will affect the bandwidth of the APM, which is
calculated as

frequency shifts and loss curves obtained are in good
agreement with previous experiments using conventional
APMs. As the SAW is confined to the lower crystal
surface, no interaction between the SAW and the liquid
medium occurs.
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If ,k
= 0 , the case of a standing wave is approached,
much like in a quartz crystal resonator (QCR), and the
resulting bandwidth Af 1f will be very srnall. Since the
plate thickness, t, and thus the APM phase velocity may
vary slightly along the delay line, the exact mode coupling
frequencies of two gratings may differ by a small amount
which must not be larger than the bandwidth of the mode.
Otherwise, a mode generated in the first grating cannot be
reconverted in the second grating. For this reason, a 10%
mismatch between the grating and IDT periods has been
chosen, ensuring that ,,k
and thus the bandwidth
Af 1f will not be too small.
p ~be positive or
Also, as seen from eq. (I), k ~ can
~ or smaller
negative, depending on whether k s is~larger
than b.In other words, the APM can be scattered in
forward or reverse direction 131. Backscattering appears to
be more advantageous. Based on these considerations, an
IDT period of 17.6 p n has been chosen for the design.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
APM grating &vices
In order to demonstrate that the concept (i.e. the periodic
grating device) is suitable for liquid sensing, devices
originally designed to investigate the influence of mode
conversion in surface acoustic wave filters 121, are used for
ion detection in aqueous solutions. The devices were
fabricated on 1.27 mm thick YZ-LiNbO3 crystal plates
with extraordmry parallel surfaces with a grating period
about 20 pm. Each array consists of 200 grooves with a
depth of 0.45 p.m. Fig. 3 shows the response of the device
to varying concentrations of KC1 aqueous solution. The
selected frequency of operation is 180 MHz. The

Fig. 3: Loss and frequency change of a I80MHz APM
grating sensor on 1.27 mm YZ-LiN603 as a ficnction of
aqueous KC1 concentration. In the experimental set-up, the
liquid contacts the electrode-pee surface. The strong
response towards acoustoelectric interactions confirms the
successful mode conversion.
In biosensing applications, dual delay line configurations
with almost identical propagation paths are preferred in
order to reduce spurious sensor response. Although the
design parameters were nominally the same, the
propagation characteristics of the available grating devices
were too different to be used in such a setup. The observed
differences are most likely due to slight variations in
crystal thickness which change the coupling conditions at
the gratings, as indicated by eq. (2). Thus, it appears that
practical implementation of liquid-phase biosensors based
on the above concept will be extremely difficult, as even
slight variations in the thickness of the substrate drastically
change the coupling conditions in the gratings. As a result,
a second sensor design and geometry was investigated.
SA Wgraft'ngdevices

Fig. 4(a) shows the insertion loss of the device as a
function of frequency. If nothing but the IDTs were at the
electroded surface, a SAW with a nominal bandwidth of
10 MHz would be seen at a center frequency of about 195
MHz. Due to the presence of the gratings, narrowbandwidth absorption bands (stop bands) occur in the
SAW signal as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 4(a).
The absorber attenuates the SAW by 40-50 dB. The
remaining narrow bandwidth transmission peaks (solid
line) mark the frequencies at which efficient coupling to an
APM occurs in the gratings. The modes are well separated,
with an adjacent mode spacing of about 2 MHz. Thus, the
new sensor design proves to be advantageous compared to
traditional high-frequency APM devices, where gating

techniques or special transducer geometries [4] are often
required to clearly resolve the individual modes.
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one of the two delay lines by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). During film growth, both the individual responses
of the two lines and the difference frequency are
monitored. The film thickness is determined using atomic
force microscopy (AFM).
Fig. 5 shows the sensor response (frequency shift) during
the deposition of about 29 nm of PAA on the electrodefree surface of one of the delay lines, i.e. the sensing line.
In order to avoid any changes in the mode conversion
characteristics, the film was exclusively deposited in
between the two gratings on the sensing surface. As can
be seen, the slope in the difference frequency is quite
linear. As the response becomes non-linear for film
thicknesses far in excess of 30 nm, only experiments with
film thicknesses up to about 40 nm have been evaluated.
The results are shown in Fig. 6, together with a linear fit
which reveals a sensitivity of c = (-1.75 k 0.16) W n m .
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Fig. 4: (a) Transmission curve of the grating sensor (6)
Detailed view of the dominant mode at 195.6 MHz.
Filtered and non-filtered transmission curves are almost
identical.
The SAW travelling along the direct path on the bottom of
the device reaches the receiver after about 5 ps. The
remaining time domain response is dominated by a signal
observed in a time window from 6 to 12 js, which relates
to the converted modes. Thus, the mean travelling time for
these modes from IDT to IDT is about 9 ps. The broad
time window for the propagation of the converted modes is
due to both the backscattering in the extended arrays and
the multitude of the modes which have different phase
velocities, while the enhanced mean travelling time is due
to the longer path of propagation.
A more detailed view of the dominant mode is given in
Fig. 4(b) indicating that suppression of electromagnetic
crosstaJk and neighboring modes is high enough to abstain
from timeconsuming filtering routines.
Mass Sensitivity of SA W Grating D&e
Several SAW grating sensors were fabricated using the
In order to
design parameters described above.
characterize the mass sensitivity of the devices, thin
polyamic acid (PAA) polymer films are evaporated onto

Fig. 5: Frequency shzjis of the grating sensor during
deposition of about 29 nm of PAA. Deposition started aftr
40 min and continuedfor 150 rnin.
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Fig. 6: Frequency decrease, -df; of the grating sensor as a
function of PAA film thickness, determined using A m .
The linear jlt reveals an absolute sensitivity
c=(I. 75i0.16) kHz/nm.
In the case of pure mass loading, the frequency shift for
the SAW on YZ-LiW3 is expected to be given by
d f , q 2 h pwhere k = -5.505.1~' cm2s/k&and h and p are
thickness and density of the film, respectively. With f =
195.6 MHz and p = 1.42 g/cm3 for PAA, the absolute mass

sensitivity is expected to be Af l h =-2.ggkHzlnm.
However, this value has to be corrected since only part of
the SAW path is exposed to the coating. The center-tocenter IDT spacing is 18 mm, corresponding to a delay
time of 5 ju. Since the indirect path along the opposite
surface corresponds to a mean propagation time of 9 ps,
the effective sensitivity of the device is then expected to be
c = (9.5/32.4).(-2.99 W n r n ) -- -0.88 W n m , which is
only about 50% of the experimental value.
One among several possible explanations of this
discrepancy may be an underestimating of the film
thickness, h. A second measurement of h taking into
account small holes in the PAA film indicates a sensitivity
of c=-1.0 W n m . Also using a profilometer, a sensitivity
of c = (-0.9 & 0.4) W n m has been found. Both of these
results are close to the value expected from theory.
Another possible explanation for the discrepancy may be
due to contributions fiom viscoelastic properties of the
film. Also, exposing the gratings to the coating is not as
critical as exposing an IDT to the analyte.
5. GAS SENSING APPLICATIONS
In an example of gas sensing applications using this type
of SAW sensor platform, the detection of nitrogen dioxide
using copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) thin films was
conducted.

(m)

device increased rapidly by more than 10 dB, but
decreased slowly during the nex? hours. This drift can be
seen in Fig. 7.
The observed phenomenon is most likely due to the fact
that the temperature gradient imposes different coupling
conditions on the two surfaces of the device, either by
substrate t h e m expansion or by a shift in the sound
velocities. Thermal expansion of the substrate at the
operating temperature is such that the grating period, p, has
deviated from the initial design value of 16 pm. However,
the observed drift and noise in the sensor signal may also
be due in parts to the effect of temperature on the physical
stability of the PCfilm
6. CONCLUSION

Mode conversion in periodic gratings can be used for the
design of novel SAW sensor platforms to detect chemical
analytes on electrode-free surfaces. Using thin mass
layers, in CVD experiments, no evidence of interaction
mechanisms other than mass loading has been found. The
observed discrepancy between theory and measurements
for the mass sensitivity is most likely due to an
underestimation of the layer thickness. The transmission
curve of the device is shown to be characterized by narrow
bandwidth modes that are well separated in Erequency. The
excellent mode separation together with the moderate
insertion loss are promising conditions for integration of
the device into an oscillator circuit. While only a gas
sensor experiment was demonstrated in the present work,
this concept can also be utilized in the implementation of
liquid-phase sensors in which a predominantly SH-SAW is
utilized as the sensing wave.
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Fig. 7: Insertion loss (-) and NO2 gas concentration (...)
as a function of time during gas sensing experiment. Only
the response of the CuPc covered delay line is shown.
In the present experiments, the sensing line of a dual delay
line device has been coated with a CuPc film of 15 nrn
thiclmess. Again, the film was only deposited in between
the gratings at the non-electroded surface. The device was
then heated to 130 OC in order to shorten sorption time and
thus reduce the response times. Fig. 7 shows the response
of the CuPc covered delay line during gas exposure.
First, the measurement rweals that the device signif~cantly
responds to sub-ppm gas concentrations of NOz. Second,
the device is very sensitive to temperature variations.
When the heating was turned on, the insertion loss of the
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Abstract
This paper describes a novel acoustic wave
sensor designed for identification of chemical
reactions. The principle of operation of the
sensor is based on the acoustic emission (AE)
phenomena. Chemical changes taking place
during reactions are accompanied by energy
transfer with some of the energy converted into
acoustic waves. The AE waves frequency
spectra exhibited unique patterns for the studied
chemical reactions, and were used for their
identification. A backpropagating neural
network was used to implement the recognition
of the AE chemical pattern. Potential
applications of the AE chemical sensor include
process control in the chemical, food, medical
and pharmaceutical industries.
1. Introduction
This is a growing evidence that many chemical
dynamic systems are acoustically active [I-71.
Chemical changes taking place during reactions
are accompanied by energy transfer with some
of the energy converted into acoustic waves.
Some of these changes which produce AE
include liquid-solid and solid-liquid transitions,
dissolution, hydration and gelation [I].
Betterdge and co-workers [2] examined AE
spectra from several different chemical systems.
They found a correlation between chemical and
acoustic events, although some acoustic
responses were difficult to interpret. Sawada and
co-workers [3] indicated that AE signals were
influenced by changes of volume, heat balance,
and reaction rate. Wentzel and Wade [4]
analyzed the frequency spectra of AE signals
from several chemical systems. They showed
that the individual physical processes give
different contributions to the AE response, e.g.
gas release resulted in low-frequency signals,
while crystal fracture produced higher frequency
components. The purpose of the present work is
to study correlation between the AE spectra and
the type of the chemical reaction and to utilize it
for the development of a prototype AEC sensor
that could be used for identification of chemical
reactions.
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2, AEC Sensor System
A block diagram of the AEC sensor shown in
Figure 1 consists of the following sections: the
measurement cell with ultrasonic transducer (1);
the signal conditioning unit (2); the time domain
data acquisition unit which includes digital (3)
and analog (4) oscilloscopes, a mixer (3,signal
generator (6), audio amplifier (7) and a speaker
(8); the frequency domain data acquisition with a
spectrum analyzer (9); the pattern recognition
unit with a neural network system (10) and a PC
computer for overall
control and data
acquisition ( I 1).

Chemical
Reaction

Figure 1. A block diagram of the acoustic
emission chemical (AEC) sensor measurement
system.
An AE signal generated by a chemical
reaction propagates through the cell is received
by an ultrasonic transducer and converted into an
electrical signal. The received AE signals are
amplified and analyzed in the frequency and
time domains. Subsequently, the AE spectra are
processed by a neural network pattern
recognition unit. The operating frequency range
of the AEC sensor is from 90 to 200 kHz and its
sensitivity is of the order of picowatts of acoustic
power.

3. AE Signals from Various Chemical
Processes: Results and Discussion
Several chemical processes representing
different
physico-chemical
mechanisms
responsible for the generation of the AE signals
have been studied. These mechanisms include
microbubbles formation, phase transitions? gel
formation, precipitation, and ion-ion exchange.
3.1
Microbubles Formation - Dissolution of
Alka Seltzer.
Dissolution process of Alka Seltzer is strongly
accompanied by the generation of the gas
bubbles. Here, a solid form sodium bicarbonate
NaHCO, is converted into sodium ion Na'
hydroxide ion OH' and carbon dioxide C 0 2gas:
2CH3C0,C6H,C02H(s)+ NaHCO,(s) + H 2 0 3
2CH3C02C6H,C0,H(s) + Na+(aq) + O R (aq) +
C 0 2 (g) I + H,O
Where the (s) marks a solid phase, the (aq) a
liquid phase and the (g)
a gas phase,
respectively.
The AE frequency spectra taken from 90 to
200 kHz at different elapsed times t=O, 20 sec,
and 1 and 2 minutes are shown in Figure 2. The
ordinate and abscissa represent the amplitude
and frequency of the signal respectively. The
graph 2-a taken at t=O represents the baseline,
i.e. the measurement taken with distilled water
present in the cell. At time t=O+ Allca Seltzer
was added to water and the next three graphs
represent the AE response to the reaction of Alka
Seltzer with water. The AE signals are clearly
present and their spectra evolve in time. The
frequency spectrum of AE signals ranges from
90 to 180 kHz and exhibits three peak activities
at 110, 155 and 170 kHz. The reaction is
relatively rapid and continues with a slow decay
of the AE amplitude of the AE spectra over next
30 minutes. At that time the AE activities are
almost at the level of the baseline
3.2
Solid-Solid Transition in Liauid Phase
- Hvdration of Calcium Oxide
The hydration of calcium oxide CaO takes
place when solid CaO is added to water. In this
reaction, a phase transition from one solid form
CaO to another solid form Ca(OH)2 occurs:
CaO(s) + 2 H 2 0 ---> Ca(OH)2(s) + H 2 0 (2)
The AE frequency spectra taken at different time
intervals PO, 20 sec and 1 and 2 minutes are
shown in Figure 3. Again, the graph 3-a taken at
t=O represents the baseline, i.e. the measurement
taken with water only is identical with the one
shown in figure 2a. At time t=O+ calcium oxide
CaO was added to water and the next two graphs
3b,c,d represent the AE response to the
reaction of CaO with water. Whereas, the AE
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Figure 2.
The AE frequency spectra
representing a dissolution of A k a Seltzer taken
at different elapsed times.
signals are relatively weak and noisy, they
clearly exhibit some AE activity in the frequency
range from 90 to 110 kHz. The reaction appears
to be slow and continues with little change in the
AE spectra over next 60 minutes.
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carbonate Na2C03(s) was added to water and
the next three graphs represent the AE response
to the reaction of Na2C03(s) with water. It is
clear that the AE signals are relatively strong and
the reaction proceeds rapidly, and is completed
within two minutes. The maximum amplitude of
AE signals were recorded just after adding
sodium carbonate to water, i.e. in the elapsed
time range from 20 to 30 seconds. The frequency
content of AE signals is in the frequency range
from 95 to 115 kHz.
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Figure 3.
The AE frequency spectra
representing a hydration of calcium oxide CaO
taken at different elapsed times.
3.3 Phase Transition from Solid to Liauid
Phase: Dissolution of sodium carbonate N a 2 a 3
In this reaction sodium carbonate undergo4
dissolution from a solid to an ionic solution
according to the equation:
Na2$03(s) + H20
2Na ' (aq) + ~ 0(aq)~+ H 2' 0 ~
(3)
Figure 4 shows the AE frequency spectra from
90 to 200 kHz obtained by adding sodium
carbonate to water. The AE frequency spectra
were taken at different elapsed times t=O, 20
seconds, 1 and 2 minutes. The baseline taken
from the cell filled with distilled water is similar
to that shown in figure 2a. At time PO+ sodium
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Figure 4. The AE frequency spectrum
representing dissolution of solid calcium
carbonate Na2C03 taken at different elapsed
times.

3.4 Ion-Ion Exchange Process: Causticization
Reaction
To examine this reaction a conlpletely
dissolved sodium carbonate was added to a
suspension of calcium hydroxide particles in
water suspension. As a result, calcium carbonate
was formed in a solid form according to the
equation:
2~a'(aq) + C O ~ - ~ (H20+Ca(OH)z(s)
~~)+
+CaC03(s)+ 2Na+(aq)+ 2(0H)'(aq)+ H 2 0 (4)
AE spectra characteristic for this reaction were
taken at different times t=O, 20 second, 1 and 2
minutes, and are shown in Figure 5. At time

(b)20scc

1

t=O+ dissolved sodium carbonate NaZC03(aq)
was added to the Ca(OH)2 suspension and the
nest three graphs represent the AE response to
this reaction. The baseline for this experiment
was similar to that shown in figure 2a. Figure
5.b shows the AE spectrum taken at t=20
seconds after the prepared sodium carbonate
solution was added to the calcium hydroxide
suspension already in the testing cell. As a
result, a strong AE peak appeared at 115 kHz. In
Figure 5-c one can find that not only the
amplitude of the fust peak increased
significantly, but also two additional peaks
appeared at the frequency 150 and 170 kHz.
The presence of these two new peaks can be
interpreted as an appearance of an additional AE
mechanism occurring during the causticization
reaction.

Use of Neural Networks for Classification
of AE Chemical Systems
As evidenced above the AE spectra of the
chemical systems considered exhibit distinct
signatures. This is of importance because the AE
spectra can be used for identification of a
specific reaction. Identification was carried out
using artificial neural networks. Two types of
neural networks, a backpropagating and radial
basis function (RBF) were employed. The
performance of the backpropagating neural
network (BNN) was better then that based on the
RBF and the results obtained for this network are
presented here. The architecture of the BNN is
shown in figure 6. It consists of the input and
4.
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Figure 5.
The AE frequency spectra
representing the causticization reaction taken at
different elapsed times.

Input
Layer

Hidden
Layer

Output
Layer

Figure 6. Backpropagating Neural Network
architecture.

the output layer and one hidden layer. The
number of nodes in the input and hidden layers
was equal to 20 and the output layer included 3
nodes.
In Table 1 five various chemicals with different
number of AE patterns available for training and
testing the BNN are listed. In addition to the
four used in the above-discussed chemical
reactions, the data for dissolution of aluminum
chloride are also included.
Table 1: AE Patterns Available for Different
Chemical Systems.

..........................................................
Chemical Systems Class Number of AE
Pattems

..........................................................
A k a Seltzer
Aluminum Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Sodium Carbonate
Caustization Reaction

0
1
2
3
4

17
8
8
20
17

..........................................................

For the BNN training, twenty spectral lines
equally spaced at 5.5 kHz and selected over the
frequency range 90-200 kHz were taken for each
AE chemical pattern and subsequently were
applied to the input layer of the BNN. The
output of the BNN having three nodes code
represented five classes of the studied chemicals
by assigning 000,001, etc. code for the each
chemical.
The BNN was trained and tested using the
different sets of training and testing patterns. The
total number of the AE patterns used was 70. For
example, the set No.1 as it is shown in Table 2
included 36 AE patterns for training and 34 for
testing.
Table 2: Testing Results of Backpropagation
Network trained by given AE patterns sets.

Set
No.

No. of Misclassifications

No. of Testing Error
%
patterns

..........................................................

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

24
19
10
6
8

34
28
22
20
70

70
67
45
30
11

The results presented in Table 2 show that the
BNN was able to perform classification of the
studied chemical systems using the AE spectra.
The classification error decreases with the
number of AE patterns used for the training.
Summary, Conclusions and Future
Work
An acoustic emission chemical (AEC) sensor
able to classify chemical reactions was designed,
built and tested. The acoustic emission (AE)
spectra were measured for five different
reactions representing four different mechanisms
of chemical processes. The AE frequency spectra
and their time evolution were characteristic for
each reaction indicating that each of these
reactions had its own AE signature. These
features of the AE spectra were used
subsequently for the identification of chemical
reactions using the backpropagating artificial
neural network. Also, it was demonstrated that
the AEC sensor was capable to monitor the
kinetics of these reactions. Future work will be
focused on the measurements of AE spectra over
wider frequency range (up to a few MHz) and
on using a wavelet based patterns recognition
approach to provide more efficient identification
procedures.
5.
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EFFECTS OF A LIQUID LAYER ON THICKNESS-SHEAR
VIBRATIONS OF RECTAANGULARAT-CUT QUARTZ PLATES
P. C. Y. Lee and R. Huang
Department of Civil Engineering & Operations Research
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 08544
Abstract
Thickness-shear vibrations of a rectangular AT-cut
quartz plate with one face in contact with a layer of
Newtonian (linearly viscous and compressible) fluid
are studied. The governing equations for vibrations of
piezoelectric crystal plates given in a previous article
by Lee, Yu and Lin are employed in the present study.
One-dimensional solutions for the normal and shearing stresses a t the bottom of a liquid layer are used
as approximations to the stresses of the liquid layer
exerting on the crystal surface in the plate equations.
Closed form solutions are obtained for both free and
piezoelectrically forced thicknessshear vibrations of a
finite AT-cut quartz plate in contact with a liquid
layer. From the present solutions, a simple and explicit formula is deduced which includes the effect of
compressional wave in the liquid layer and that of the
thickness-to-length ratio of the plate. The formula recluces to the well-known frequency equation obtained
by many previous investigators for infinite plates. The
resonance frequency of a rectangular AT-cut quartz
resonator, computed as a function of the thickness of
the liquid layer, agrees closely with the experimental
data measured by Schneider and Martin.

1

Introduction

Thickness-shear vibrations of quartz plates of infinite
extent in contact with a liquid layer have been studied
both analytically and experimentally by many investigators for a long time[l-41. More recently, the influence
of corripressional wave in liquid layer due to the nonuliiform thickness-shear motion in a finite quartz plate
have been considered [S-71.
In the present article, the non-uniform thicknessshear vibrations of a finite, rectangular, AT-cut quartz
plate in contact with a liquid layer is studied.
The rece~itlyderived 2D equations for the thicknessslienr arici flexural vibrations[B] are used for the AT-cut
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quartz plate. The normal and tangential stresses in
the liquid layer subject to uniform oscillating boundary conditions are obtained from simplified governing
equations for the Newtonian fluid by assuming small
perturbation in fluid density and pressure[9]. By requiring the continuity of displacements and stresses
a t the interface of the crystal plate and the liquid
layer, the face tractions of the plate are expressed in
terms of boundary stresses of the liquid layer. The resulting equations are further simplified by Tiersten's
"thickness-shear approximation" [lo]. Closed form solutions are obtained for both free and piezoelectrically
forced thickness-shear vibrations and the effects of the
liqud layer are discussed.

2

Two-dimensional First-order
Equations

Consider a rectangular .4T-cut quartz plate with thick
ness 2b, length 2a and width 2c (c >> b) as shown in
Figure 1. The surfaces of the plate at x:! = fb are fully
covered by electrodes of thickness 2b'. A liquid layer
of thickness hL is in contact with the upper surface of
the plate at x2 = b 2b'.

+

Fipurc I . An AT.cut quanr plate with electruJes 2nd
111 CIIIIISC~

wit11 1 liquid layer

A set of two-dimensional first-order equations for vibrations of piezoelectric crystal plates with electroded
faces was derived in [B]. For AT-cut quartz plates, the
equations for thickness-shear and flexural vibrations

are rccluced as follows:

layer is obtained as

where w is the oscillation frequency, El is the amplitude of displacement in xl direction at the bottom of
the liquid layer, and K , is the attenuation coefficient
of the shear wave, which is defined as

where w is the oscillation frequency.
Similarly, a compressional wave generated by a plane
boundary oscillating in 5 2 direction is also considered.
For a liquid layer with thickness hL and traction-free
top surface, the normal stress at the bottom of the
liquid layer is

where fiz is the amplitude of displacement in xa direction at the bottom and

Alternatively, if the liquid layer has a rigid plane
boundary at top surface, the normal stress at the bottom becomes

3

Effects of the Liquid Layer

For plates in contact with a liquid layer, the coupled
thickness-shear and flexural vibrations will generate
both shear and compressional waves in the liquid layer.
By assuming small disturbances in the liquid density
iulcl pressure and neglecting the convective part of acceleration, the governing equations of linear compressi l k \:iscous liquids are reduced to linear displacement
equations of motion as follows:

+ +

Equations (6) and (8) or (10) can be used as approximations of the stresses applied t o the vibrating crystal
plate due to the liquid layer, although the shear wave
and compressional wave in the liquid layer are actually coupled. By requiring continuity in displacements
and stresses at the interface of liquid and crystal, we
obtain

34') = C c p ~ h ~'w(0)
' u 2,

F;" = (1 - i)tanh[(l + i

)t~,h~)~~~~@bu'")
( 2,1
u~)
)

(11)
where

p ~ i i= p ~ c i ~ ( V - u
( p) A)V(O-u)
(5)

where p~ is the density of the liquid, co the sound velocity in the liquid, p,X the first and second coefficients
ol ~riscosityand g the vector acceleration of gravitiy or
other kinds of body forces.
-4 transverse shear wave in the liquid layer generated
by a liorizontally oscillating plane boundary at bottom
is collsiclcred and the stress at the bottom of the liquid

C, = tan(CchL)

for traction free top surface ,
CchL
LC = - c t a n ( G h ~ ) for rigid top surface .
CChL
(12)
The effects of the liquid layer on vibrations of the
crystal plate are thus taken into account by substituting (11) into the plate equations (2).

4

Thickness-shear Approximations

For a plate of infinite extent in xl and x3 directions,
the plate equations in (2) can be reduced to one single
equation for simple thickness-shear vibrations of ATcut quartz plates:
312
16 e:6
I+--(1 i ) ~ .
QSui')

(x) ] (i)'

-

9 ~ C66E??
'

UP)

BYsubstituting solutions of
and $(a into (18), a
frequency equaiton in transcendental form is obtained.
By further approximations, an explicit formula for the
'mnance frequency of fUldamental thickness shear
is obtained as
1
0 = 1 - R + - - - - ( I8- i ) Le:, ,
9n2 ~ 6 ~ 2 22

2
+(1+2~)piij') F e t ~ %= 0 ,
(I3)
where
+

i)kshL1

--4 b2

L,RL
$aa? 1 $ ~ L , R L '

+

w1 =

$E.

(14)
A complex resonance frequency is obtained from
(13):

w
8 ei6
1
Q=-=l-R+---iLs(l-i).
(15)
WI
9ir2 QSe?:!
For plates of finite extent in X I direction, following
Tiersten's idea of thickness-shear approximation[lO],
we eliminate u p ) from plate equations and reduce
three equations in (2) to two equations:

+

(19) includes the effect of the thickness-to-length
ratio of the plate and that of compressional wave in
the liquid layer, which is also dependent upon the
thickness-t~lengthratio of the plate. For plates with
infinte length, a + co,(19) reduces t o (15).
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Figure 2. Predicted changes in thickness-shear frequency vs liquid layer thickness hL with 2a = 0.4inJ
2b = 0.33mm, p~ = 998.2kg/m3, p = 1.002mPa. s,
q = 1500m/s, and rigid top surface.
0.5

Free Vibrations

B y setting Vl to zero in (16) and solving for free vibrations with shorted electrodes, we obtain a dispersion
rclation, which only consists of two branches corre
spo~itiingto u\') and r$(') respectively while the other
brallch corresponding to u r ) is neglected for predomirinrit thicknms-shear vibrations.
For plates wit11 fixed displacement and charge-free
cdgcs, we require

Separation (pm)

Figure 3. Change in resonance frequency vs the liquid
layer thickness. Points are measured by Schneider and
Martin[6].
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SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION WITH MULTILAYER ARRANGEMENTS ON
CHEMICAL QUARTZ-CRYSTAL-RESONATOR-SENSORS
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ABSTRACT

2. MODEL

Viscoelastic properties of chemically sensitive
coatings can amplify the mass sensitivity of quartzcrystal-microbalance-(QCM)-sensors.We developed
a sensor concept which is based on a double layer
arrangement. Acoustic amplification and chemical
sensitivity are separated. With a proper selection of
materials the chemical sensitive layer acts pure
gravimetrically while the first layer realizes a
constant acoustic amplification of the mass effect.
Major sensor design parameter are the shear
modulus and the thickness of the fust layer. They are
sufficiently independent from the design of the
chemically active layer. Parallel measurement of the
resonant frequency of the quartz crystal and its
motional resistance in the equivalent circuit can be
exploited to check the acoustic amplification.

The theoretical analysis is based on a onedimensional model of wave propagation in the
system quartz-coating-analyte. To calculate the
overall systems characteristics, the chain matrix
technique is used. Nonpiezoelectric layers are
modeled with a transmission line with two acoustic
ports, the quartz crystal additionally with one
electrical port to include the piezoelectricity of the
quartz. With this technique, the coating can be either
a single layer or a multilayer arrangement. A gaseous
analyte acts acoustically as a short cut at the front
acoustic port, a liquid analyte (Newtonian liquid) as
a viscose load. The central role in the acoustic
analysis of the coating properties (incl. mass
changes) plays the (surface) acoustic load at the
interface between the quartz and the coating. This
acoustic load carries all information of the system
coating-medium. With some approximations the
imaginary part of the acoustic load, Im(ZL), is
proportional to the negative frequency shift, Af ,
while the real part of the acoustic load, R ~ ( Z ~is) ,
proportional to the resistance change, AR , [4,5]:

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently it has been shown that sensitive films
used as chemical interfaces for acoustic-wave-based
devices may undergo significant deformation across
the film thickness, accompanied by a significant
phase shift of the acoustic wave across the film [I].
This effect leads to a dependence of the sensor
response not only on surface mass changes. Material
parameters of the coating also gain influence on the
electrical impedanceladmittance of the sensor. The
latter is responsible for viscoelastic contributions to
the frequency shift [2] and gives way to an acoustic
amplification of the mass effect [3]. The modulus
generated frequency shift cannot be separated from
the mass generated frequency shift with a simple
frequency measurement, hence the amplification
factor is usually unknown. The positive effect of
sensitivity enhancement and the problematical effect
of an unknown sensor transfer function are the two
sides of one medal. If coating thickness or
accumulated mass are to be calculated, the sensor
must be calibrated with separate experiments.
In the following we analyze a sensor concept
based on a double layer arrangement where acoustic
amplification and chemical sensitivity are separated.
We will concentrate on quartz crystal resonators
although the physical background has general
validity.
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We therefore analyze the acoustic load first. In
the case of a pure thickness-shear-mode resonator, as
it is with an AT-cut quartz crystal, the acoustic load,
Zt,
is:

Zcl
=

is the characteristic acoustic
impedance of the first layer adjacent to the acoustic
device, pl, hl and GI= C 1+j C ' 1 are the density,
the thickness and complex shear modulus of the first
layer, respectively. G' is the real part, G" the
imaginary part of G. Zz represents the acoustic load
acting on top of the first coating. The load may be
generated from a second film, a multilayer or a semiinfinite material. In the case of a single layer with
ZZ= 0 eq 2 simplifies to:

0

2

4

6

8

10

4

8

mass increase 1 %

mass increase I %

a)
Fig. 1: Frequency shift during analyte sorption withouiand with film softening (fo= 10 MHz,initial h, = 500 nm).
ZLI = jzcl tan(o(p/zCi)hl) = jzcl tan(m)

(3a)

which can be rewritten as follows:

This notation [4] makes the effect of the
acoustic amplification, V, of the mass effect, M, most
obvious. For thin rigid layers the acoustic phase shift
within the coating, rp,, is very small, hence
tan(rpl ) = rp1 and fi = 1. This is the gravimetric
regime, where the acoustic device acts as a pure
microbalance,
Af = -1rn(ZL1) = -oplhl , and
where Sauerbrey's equation [6] is valid.
With increasing phase shift V increases and
amplifies the mass effect on the acoustic load and
hence the mass sensitivity of the acoustic device. As
long as the shear modulus does not change during
measurement and as long as the mass increase (per
area) is small compared to p l h l , the change in V is
small compared to the experimental accuracy, except
near acoustic film resonance. V acts as an almost
constant amplification factor. This is demonstrated in
Fig. la for a few examples. The legend in the
diagram is noted as log(G'Pa)Aog(G"Pa), the slash
represents a separator, not a quotient. The first three
examples represent a polymer in the glassy state, the
last three examples a polymer in the rubbery state.
The "7/7"-example (G'=10 MPa, G=10 MPa) may
represent a polymer in the transition range. The gray
arrows symbolize the frequency shift due to mass
increase, the black arrows the viscoelastic
contribution. As expected, glassy polymers do not
exhibit significant viscoelastic contributions. By
contrast, rubbery polymers exhibit a significant
viscoelastic contribution. The curves are almost

linear (except the "5.7515.5"-example), the slope of
-Af vs. M m is much higher than that of glassy films.
If analyte sorption is accompanied by a
swelling induced analyte softening [2] the modulus
change-generates its own, unknown contribution to
the frequency shift, Fig. lb. In our example we
assume a slight analyte softening within the rubbery
state from log(G1fPa)=6, log(G"/Pa)=5.75 to
log(G1fPa)=5.75, log(G/Pa)=5.5 after 10% mass
increase. As long as the film is sufficiently far away
from acoustic resonance, -Af vs. M m is still almost
linear (up to 5% mass increase in our example). The
acoustic am~lification could be calculated if the
initial modulus and that after analyte sorption are
available. Unfortunately, neither of these is actually
known. To go round that problem, the frequency
shift is usually related to the analyte concentration in
the medium, consequently the sensor must be
calibrated in a preceding experiment.
Using the notation of eq (3b) eq (2) can be
rewritten for a two layer arrangement as follows:

is the mixed acoustic factor.
The mixed acoustic factor can be estimated
from the frequency shift, 5 , after preparing the first
layer, the frequency shift, f2, of the second layer
alone (measured e.g. on a separate blank quartz
sensor) and the frequency shift&*, after finishing the
double layer arrangement:

3. METHOD
Mixed term acoustic amplification requires both a
> 1 and a small Z,while V2can be 1. Hence the
acoustic amplification also works with a rigid second
layer or a thin film. The coating thickness, h,, of
layer 1 is the most important sensor design
parameter. The shear modulus, G, is the most
important material selection parameter. It must be
small, about 1 MPa. We work with a rubbery
polymer as first layer. Note, that the material must be
in the rubbery state for the high frequency acoustic
wave. The literature values cannot be applied. The
shear modulus "seen" from the high frequency
acoustic wave differs significantly from static values
or those measured with low frequency mechanical
measurements. Some rubbery polymer coatings
behave acoustically rigid, hence not every polymer
which is rubbery at static conditions fulfills the
The design of the second
requirement of a small Z,,.
layer (in terms of acoustics) is rather uncritically. In
Fig. 2 we compare the frequency shift due to mass
accumulation of a single 500 nm sensitive coating
with two double layer arrangements with a rubbery
220 nm first layer. The amplification is 1.9 or 2.9,
respectively.
The practical application faces three major
problems. First, the first film must be uniform and
homogeneous. We found spin coating followed by a
thermal treatment of the film as the best preparation
method. However, under unpropitious preparation
conditions the film surface is rather rough and the
film has inhomogeneities or even microcracks. These
irregularities do not significantly influence
traditional quartz crystal microbalance. They become
a serious problem with the double layer arrangement
3

2.5

11'"

0

// I/1

mass accumulation j
mass ;doublelayl)l
-+-pure mass double la er2)

(+pure

2

4

6

8

10

mass increase 1 %

Fig. 2: Acoustic amplification with a double layer
arrangement. The amplification is realized with the
first layer (two different 220nm rubbery films,
or +), the 500 nm sensitive layer realizes pure
mass accumulation in both cases (A).

Fig. 3: REM-picture of a polymer film prepared with
spin coating from a 15% solution
because, e.g., the second film partly traps the
rubbery material. In consequence, the complex shear
modulus of these "mixed" layer parts effective for
the acoustic wave increase and the acoustic
amplification vanishes. The irregularities are hardly
recognizable with optical microscopy. Fig. 3 shows a
micrograph made with a raster electron microscope.
Second, the preparation of the second layer
must not attack the first layer. This problem can be
solved with a proper selection of solvents or solvent
mixtures and a fast preparation cycle, including the
thermal treatment. Under certain circumstances it is
advantageous to introduce a separation layer to
overcome this and the next problem.
Third, if the analyte diffuses from the
chemically sensitive layer into the acoustic
amplification layer, the material properties of that
layer may change. Consequently the sensor would
exhibit an unwanted and uncontrolled change of the
amplification factor. This material property change is
also accompanied by an increase of acoustic energy
dissipation in the double layer arrangement. It is
usually expressed by a change of the resistance in the
standard Butterworth-van Dyke equivalent circuit. In
our sensor concept we determine this value from the
amplification necessary to sustain oscillation with
constant electrical oscillation amplitude. This new
feature of our oscillator is realized by adding a
monitored automatic level control (ALC). It is
realized with a RF-precision rectifier, comparison of
desiredlinstantaneous value, PI-control and an
analog multiplier to get a negligible influence on
amplitude response of the oscillator circuit. The feed
back of the ALC to oscillator frequency is minimal.
Details can be found in [7].
Our analysis shows that the resistance increase,
AR, is not the best measure to control acoustic
amplification. We found the quotient ARlAf as a
better adapted value. Although ARlAf is not
independent of the mass increase as found for a
single layer [5], ARIAf increases less than AR alone.
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Fig. 4: Acoustic amplification, V, and resistance, R,
in dependence of the thickness of the first layer with
a shear storage modulus of 1 MPa and a shear loss
modulus of 0.1 MPa. The thickness of the second
layer is 200 nm or 500 nm, the mass increase is 5%.

Fig. 5: Acoustic amplification, V, and resistance, R,
in dependence of the thickness of the first layer for
different complex shear storage modulus. The
thickness of the second layer is 200 nm, the mass
increase is 5%.

Taking the values of Fig. 2, ARlAf increases 1.4%
(double layerl) or 1.6% (double layer2) with a mass
increase of 1% and 15% or 16% with a 10% mass
increase, respectively.
Fig. 4 summarizes acoustic amplification, V,
and the motional resistance, R, for two double layer
arrangements in the case of a 5% mass increase.
Both values vary with the thickness of the first
'amplifying' layer and the thickness of the second
layer (legend parameter). In theory, an amplification
of the mass effect of the second layer of more than a
factor of 10 is possible. In practice, the resistance
increase limits this possibility. We found a resistance
up to about 500 S2 acceptable with our oscillator
concept. The respective theoretical amplification is
about 9 for a 450 nm first and a 200 nm second
layer.
Fig. 5 finally shows acoustic amplification, V, and
the motional resistance, R, for three double layer
arrangements where the shear modulus of the first
layer (legend parameter) is varied. Although the
difference in acoustic amplification between the
"615"-example and the 614-example are not big, a
material with the smaller shear loss modulus is better
adapted due to the smaller acoustic energy dissipation. The accessible amplification factor would be
higher even with a smaller resistance limitation.
However, such film modulus is hardly to realize in
practice. The very soft and viscose material of the
last example ("515") is not usable. The maximum in
the resistance at 150 nm is related to film resonance.
At about 300 nm the acoustic wave is almost
completely absorbed and therefore any mass change
of the second layer is not recognizable.
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ABSTRACT

Microfabrication technology has been applied to
the development of a miniature, multi-channel gas
phase chemical laboratory that provides fast response,
small size, and enhanced versatility and chemical
discrimination. Each analysis channel includes a
sample concentrator followed by a gas
chromatographic separator and a chemically selective
surface acoustic wave detector array to achieve high
sensitivity and selectivity. The performance of the
components, individually and collectively, is
described. The design and performance of novel
micromachined acoustic wave devices, with the
potential for improved chemical sensitivity, are also
described.

microfabrication processes are employed to produce
these three components, pictured in Fig. 2. Among the
advantages of this approach are size and cost
minimization for individual devices. The design and
performance of the current component set is described
below, along with the development of novel,
potentially more sensitive, acoustic wave chemical
sensors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous chemical detection scenarios, for
example, industrial process control and public safety
applications, impose challenging requirements on the
performance of chemical detection systems. These
applications require detection of trace levels of
specific target analytes in real-world environments that
may contain more than 1000-fold higher
concentrations of potentially interfering compounds.
In addition, rapid analysis, instrument portability, and
low rates of compound misidentification often are
critically important. In an effort to address the
requirements of these applications, Sandia's
pChemLabTM program has a goal to develop small
(palm-top computer sized), lightweight, and
autonomous systems that provide rapid (1 min),
sensitive (1-10 parts per billion (ppb)), and selective
detection of target analytes.
Although the
pChemLabTM program includes gas and liquid phase
analysis systems, only the performance of the gas
phase components, being optimized for chemical
warfare (CW) agent detection, is described herein.
Figure 1 shows the system design utilizing
provid; enhanced
chemical discrimination and very low false alarm
rates. Sensitive and highly selective detection is
achieved using a small adsorbent sample concentrator
connected to a gas chromatographic (GC) column that
feeds a low dead volume surface acoustic wave
(SAW) detector array. Commercially available batch
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the gas-phase pChemLabfM
system. The system incorporates Sandia designed and
fabricated concentration, separation, and detection
components (see Fig. 2) and commercially available
diaphragm pumps and miniature valves.
Concentrator

\

SAW Detector Array
4 sensors

,

Fig. 2: C l o c k w i ~from above U.S. dime used for scale
( I 8 mm diameter): microfabricated sample
concentrator; four-element, 380 MHz SAW detector
array, and
long gas chromatograph column.

2. CONCENTRATOR

modeling has been used to optimize the concentrator
design 121.

The concentrator stage collects target analytes
from the air stream over an extended time and then
releases them in a rapid, concentrated pulse into the
GC column.
This device, in essence, is a
microfabricated hotplate (see Figs. 3 and 4). A
chemically selective layer, typically a microporous
oxide, adsorbs the analytes from the environment.
After sufficient analyte has been collected, an
embedded Pt heater rapidly raises the temperature of
the concentrator to desorb the analytes. Concentration
enhancement factors of greater than 100 have been
achieved after 40 s adsorption periods. The desorption
pulse width is 200 ms (full width at half maximum).
Analyte
Pt Heater
~bsorber\
\
Membrane
DRIE Cavity

]

1

Si Substrate
Fig. 3: Schematic cross section of the microhotplate
concentrator stage.

'
$
2
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Fig. 5: Comparison of measured and modeled heating
rates of the microhotplate concentrator during analyte
desorption. The concentrator can be ramped from
room temperature to 200°C in 20 ms, drawing
105 mW at steady-state.
For prototype testing, the concentrator is
mounted in a standard integrated circuit package that
provides the electrical interconnections. .A elass lid
kith machined gas flow channels is glued directly to
the Si concentrator substrate. Microcapillary tubes are
inserted into through holes machined in this lid to
provide interconnection to a miniature pump, valve,
and the GC column.
3. GC COLUMN

Fig. 4: Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the
concentrator stage showing the micromachined SiN
membrane and Pt heater. Analyte adsorbing layer is
not shown.
The heater is fabricated on a 0.5 pm thick silicon
nitride (SiN) membrane suspended over a cavity
etched through a Si substrate. The 400 pm deep cavity
is produced using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)
[I]. The low thermal mass and good thermal isolation
of the SiN membrane are critical for quickly heating
the concentrator with a minimum of electric power.
As shown in Fig. 5, the microhotplate requires
approximately 20 ms to reach a steady-state
temperature of 200'C. This steady-state temperature is
sustained by 105 mW of electrical power. Thermal

A miniature GC column provides temporal
separation of the analytes and any interferants that
may pass through the concentrator stage. A Si DRIE
process, similar to that used to fabricate the
concentrator, is employed to produce the GC column
[3]. Because of the exceptionally high aspect ratio and
anisotropy of the DRIE process, closely spaced,
narrow gas flow channels can be etched into the Si
substrate to a depth many times the channel width.
This approach affords good GC performance in a
small footprint while maintaining short transit times
through the column. A typical column is a 1 m long
spiral with 40 pm wide channels separated by 40 pm
thick walls etched to a depth of 300 pm (see Fig. 2). It
occupies a 1 cm2 area. The close-up of a channel
cross-section in Fig. 6 illustrates the capability of the
fabrication process. After the channels are etched, the
Si substrate is thermally oxidized to produce a thin,
glasslike layer on the surface of the channels in order
to facilitate stationary phase deposition (see below).
Closed channels are produced by anodically
bonding a Pyrex lid to the top surface of the Si
substrate [3]. Since the bonding process is carried out
at elevated temperatures, Pyrex is used because it
closely matches Si's thermal expansion coefficient.

As with the concentrator, microcapillary tubes are
inserted into through holes machined in this lid to
provide gas interconnection.

Fig. 6: SEM of a cross-section of a spiral GC column
etched into Si using DRIE. The etch process results in
deep, smooth, vertical channels.
After the channels are sealed, GC stationary
phase materials are deposited on the walls using
conventional polymer solution techniques as well as
sol-gel coating technology. The retention of the
analytes in the stationary phase produces a separation
in time of the analytes arriving at the array of acoustic
wave detectors. This temporal separation provides an
additional means of distinguishing analytes from one
another and from interferants, as shown in Fig. 7,
aiding in analyte identification.

The channels can also be optimized to provide two
analyses for an analyte, improving the reliability and
lowering the false alarm rate, as demonstrated in
Fig. 8. The stationary phase selection, in this case,
non-polar versus polar, reorders the elution times of
the components.
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Fig. 8: Elution times for two. microfabricated GC
columns with different stationary phases (Carbowax
and OV1). Reordering of elution times in the two
channels provides confirmation of results.
4. SAW CHEMICAL SENSOR ARRAY

The use of SAW delay lines as sensitive
chemical mass sensors is well known [4]. The
pChemLabTMemploys a 4-element quartz array in
each gas analysis channel, as shown in Fig. 9. A
center input interdigitated transducer (IDT) launches a
SAW in both directions. Four smaller output IDTs,
two on either side of the input IDT, reconvert the
acoustic wave to an electric signal. Three of the SAW
delay lines are coated with different chemically
sorbent materials, each optimized for the analytes of
interest. The fourth delay line serves as a reference.
Delay lines operating between 100 MHz and 700 MHz
have been designed and tested. Delay line frequency
is determined by the spacing between adjacent IDT
fingers and the acoustic velocity in the material.
Surtace Acoustic Ware
1StW

tnmt

Fig. 7: Microfabricated GC column elution times for a
mixture of dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP),
diethylhydrogenphosphate (DEHP), methyl salicylate,
all simulants for CW agents, and benzene (B), toluene
(T), and xylene (X), interferants present in gasoline
vapor.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the pChemLabTMsystem
will have two gas analysis channels that incorporate
GC columns, each with a different stationary phase.
The two channels can be optimized for different
analytes, increasing the functional range of the unit.

Fig. 9: Schematic representation of a 4-element SAW
detector array.

The delay line frequency is a critical parameter
in the design and operation of the SAW sensor array.
When a delay line is configured in an oscillator circuit,
the sensitivity of the oscillator frequency, f, to added
surface mass density (masslarea) increases as P [4]. In
addition, the size of the delay line decreases as I/?.
The net result is that the sensitivity to the total mass of
the analyte scales as p, which is a strong argument for
going to higher frequency. These trends are illustrated
in Fig. 10. The scaling of the detection limit for a
delay line sensor, that is, the smallest amount of added
mass that can be detected, depends on how the system
noise scales with frequency. The frequency
dependence of sensor noise is currently being studied.

Time (min)

Fig. 10: Sensitivity data for two SAW devices with
identical coatings when exposed to perchloroethylene
vapors. The higher frequency SAW is much smaller,
but exhibits a much larger response.
All three microfabricated components, the
concentrator, GC column, and SAW detector array,
have been assembled in a laboratory test system to
evaluate their collective performance. An example of
the system performance, showing the temporal
separation of target analytes and the varied response of
the three elements in the SAW detector array, is given
in Fig. 11. The initial gas sample contained DMMP
and DHEP at a concentration of 100 ppb. Analyte gas
flowed over the concentrator for 3 minutes prior to
thermal desorption. SAW response was measured
with a phase demodulation technique.
Within the actual prototype unit, the SAW sensor
array is driven by custom, high frequency GaAs
integrated circuits (IC). The reference delay line is
wired into the feedback path of an IC amplifier. The
phase delay of each of the three sensor delay lines is
compared to the reference by an IC phase comparator.
This IC produces a DC voltage proportional to the
phase difference between the sensor delay line and the
reference delay line. As analytes are sorbed by the
coatings on the three sensor delay lines, the added
surface mass
the
of the SAW,
producing a change in phase in the delay line. With
this approach, sub-picogram detection limits are
possible.
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Fig. 11: SAW sensor array response to mixture of
DMMP and DEHP after passing through the
concentrator and GC column. Sensor array elements
were coated with ethyl cellulose (Etcell), a H-bond
acid modified polymer (BSP3) [ 5 ] , and a cyanomodified polysiloxane (0V275).
The attraction of higher frequency SAW sensors
is reduced somewhat by the difficulty associated with
packaging high frequency components. This problem
is minimized if all high frequency components,
including the SAW delay line, can be monolithically
integrated onto a single IC requiring only DC
electrical power as input and providing a DC output.
As a first step in this approach, we have integrated a
high frequency amplifier and a single SAW delay line
onto a GaAs substrate [6] (Fig. 12). This is possible
because GaAs is both semiconducting and
piezoelectric. This oscillator circuit requires only a
3.5 VDC power supply to operate. Frequency
response for the integrated oscillator is shown in
Fig. 13. While this circuit requires only a DC input, it
still yields a high frequency output. The next step in
this development is to integrate a second delay line
and the phase comparator circuit for complete DC
inIDC out, single chip operation. This effort is
current1y underway.

~ i 12:~ .
of an integrated GaAs SAW
delay line oscillator with a SAW delay line in the
feedback loop of a high frequency amplifier. The
oscillator
at 470 MHz.
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Fig. 13: Frequency response of integrated GaAs
oscillator shown in Fig. 12
5. ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICE DEVELOPMENT

As a sensor material, GaAs has advantages
beyond the integration of acoustic wave transducer and
microelectronics.
With the application of
micromachining processes analogous to those found in
Si micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
technology, it is possible to produce freely suspended
GaAs membranes that retain all the crystalline
properties of bulk GaAs [7]. We have used this
approach to fabricate acoustic wave devices on
piezoelectric GaAs membranes as thin as 0.5 pm [6].
There are two advantages to this approach [4]. The
first is that it is possible to launch acoustic modes in
these membranes, specifically, flexural plate waves
(FPW) and thickness shear modes (TSM), that will
propagate when the sensor is submerged in a liquid.
The SAW mode is highly damped in a liquid and does
not propagate along the sensor substrate. The second
advantage is that the sensitivity to added mass for each
of these modes increases with decreasing membrane
thickness. Potentially, FPW and TSM acoustic wave
chemical sensors can be made much more sensitive
than technically realizable SAW sensors.
FPW delay lines are fabricated much the same as
SAW delay lines, except that the IDTs are placed on a
membrane whose thickness is less than the wavelength
of the FPW. Acoustic mode wavelength is determined
by the spacing between adjacent IDT fingers for both
FPWs and SAWS. Since IDTs are fabricated before
the membrane is formed, it is possible to test both
SAW and FPW propagation with the same device. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 14. Prior to the
release etch that forms the membrane, the SAW mode
exhibits a peak in its frequency response at 320 MHz.
After the release etch, the peak in the frequency
response shifts to 220 MHz. This shift to lower
frequency is one characteristic of FPW modes and
results from the reduced acoustic phase velocity for
FPW modes relative to SAW modes.
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Fig. 14: Comparison of SAW and FPW frequency
response. Measurements are taken on the same device
before (SAW) and after (FPW) the membrane release
etch. The shift to lower frequency is characteristic of
the FPW mode, the result of a reduced acoustic phase
velocity.
FPW phase velocity scales with t/h, where t is
the membrane thickness and h is the FPW wavelength.
FPW velocity goes to zero for small tlh and
approaches the SAW value in the limit of large t/h.
For a given material, FPW velocity falls on a single
curve for all values o f t and h, when plotted against
tlh. This dependence on t/h is a clear indication of
FPW mode propagation. A comparison of FPW phase
velocity data to the theoretical prediction is shown in
Fig. 15 for several membrane thicknesses. Phase
velocity is determined by multiplying the frequency
corresponding to the maximum response (as shown in
Fig. 14) by the wavelength (determined by the IDT
spacing). This is just a restatement of the relationship
v = fA. The theoretical curve is completely determined
by GaAs materials properties. As such, there are no
adjustable parameters to fit to the data. As seen in the
Fig. 15, the agreement between theory and experiment
is excellent. FPW resonators are now being
constructed.
It is also possible to create a TSM resonator in
the GaAs membrane, where the two surfaces of the
membrane act as acoustic "mirrors". For this mode,
the resonant frequency is given by f = 1.67lt GHz,
where t is measured in microns [8]. This is in good
agreement with the measured resonance in 0.5 pm
thick GaAs membranes (see Fig. 16). Multiple
resonances were observed for 1.0 pm membranes,
making identification of the fundamental mode
difficult. No resonance was found in the 3.0 pm
membranes. Additional study of these devices is
underway.
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the performance of high frequency sensors and to
simplify packaging. Micromachined acoustic wave
devices are being studied because of their potential for
greater sensitivity.
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ABSTRACT

We present a new method for covalent binding of
dex3ran as an intermediate layer on surface
acoustic wave (SAW) devices. The SAW devices
were originally developed for use in modem
telecommunications and are thus available as
series products at low costs.
For biosensing applications these devices must be
coated with a shielding layer to prevent corrosion
effects of the aluminium structures in aqueous
media. Thin films of polyimide and parylene.
respectively. showed good shielding properties
and were used as a base for further imrnobilization.
Dextran immobilization dextran to the polymer
coated surfaces is achieved by a photoimmobilization process. A aryldiazirine-functionalized
protein (T-BSA) serves as a mult8unctional lightactivated linking agent (photolinker polymer).
Dextran and the photolinker are mixed and
photobonded to the sensor surface.
Immobilization of proteins to the dextran layer via
carbodiirnide chemistry is exemplary demonstrated with anti-urease antibodies and the feasibility
of specific immunosensing is investigated using
SAW sensors connected to a fluid handling
system.

In the above mentioned studies the SAW devices
used were self-made and based on special
developments. SAW devices used in this study are
widely used in telecommunication systems and
thus they are commercially available as a mass
product at low cost. They base on horizontal
polarized shear waves with lithiumtantalate as
substrate material. The operating frequency is
380 MHz and the typical attenuation during
operation is 2 dB in air and 4 dB in water.
For biosensing purposes these SAW devices have
to be coated with a suitable shielding layer in
order to protect the aluminium structures
(transducer structures and bonding wires) on the
surface [I]. Two Merent polymers were used to
prevent corrosion effects: polyimide and parylene.
They both were found to provide exceptional
passivation properties, enable serial production
and suit subsequent surface bioengineering.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade SAW devices have been more
and more considered as an appropriate tool for
biosensing. To create a biosensor these devices are
coated with a sensitive layer of receptive molecules
which enables specific biological interactions.
These interactions are detected by determining
changes in surface wave velocity, predominantly
caused by mass adsorption or viscosity changes.
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fig. 2: Schematical scheme for the layer
structzrre of photolinker-mediated covalent inirnobilization of dextran to the shielding layer (not
restricted to polyinlide).

This study introduces a new approach to produce
verq' versatile SAW biosensor platforms. This is
achieved by single step. covalent photobonding of
an intermediate dextran layer to the shielded
sensor surface. Surface-bound dex-tran permits
esperimentally facile. rapid and reproducible
immobilization of almost any receptive molecule
with knot~ntechniques [2].
The dex-an layer is covalently bound to the
polymer coated surface by means of photoimmobilization [3]. Bovine serum albumin.
multiply derivatized with light-sensitive trifluoromethyl-aryldiazirine (T-BSA) 141, serves as a
linker between the shielding layer and dextran
(fig. 1). T-BSA and dex-tran are mixed and
applied to the polymer coated sensor surface.
After solvent removal, the coated surfaces are
expsed to activating light. Arq-ldiazirines absorb
light of wavelength 350 nm and form highly
reactive carbenes, which insert into chemical
bonds [5]. The high degree of substitution of BSA
with photoreagents (6-10 mol diazirine per mol
BSA) enables the simultaneous insertion of photogenerated carbenes into both d e x - and the
shielding layer. Thus covalent coupling of dextran
to the surface is achieved
In view of the optimization of the dex-tran binding
process, biotinylated dextran and carboxymethylated dextran were used in this study.
Biotinylated dextran served to quantitate the
photoimmobilization step by recording the
retention of radiolabeled streptavidin. Carboxymethyl-modified dextran was used as a chemical
base for covalent binding of sensing biomolecules.
Receptive molecules are covalently immobilized
to dextran applying chemistries which confer with
the nature of the ligand and the purpose of the
immobilization.
2. MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTATION

SAW devices, type SAF380T with an operating
frequency of 380 MHz, were purchased from
Murata Company, Japan. The devices are
commercially available low-loss-filters based on
horizontal polarized shear waves (HPSW, STW)
on a 36' rotated LiTa03 XY cut substrate. For
analqte detection modified devices were placed in
a round chamber, 8 mm diameter (TO39).
Mounted in teflon adapters the sensors were
connected with a continuos flow system with a
peristaltic pump. Analyte binding measurements
were W e d out in an oscillator circuit, which

wms purchased from the University of Heidelberg,
Germanv. Resonance frequencies were detected @
a Hewlett Packard frequenq counter (HPPA16680). scanner (HP-PAf2327) and stitch
(HP-PA4 2301). The instnunents were colltrolled
by a personal computer via a GPIB interface.
For irradiation a Stralalinker 2400 UV Crosslinker (Stratagene GmbH, Gemiany) was used.
Phosphate buffer contained either 0.5. 20 or
50 m M potassium phosphate. The pH was
adjusted to 7.2 with KOH.
Modified surfaces were washed with 50 mM
phosphate buffer containing 0.02 % (vlv)
Tween 20 (phosphate bufferlTween).
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) used for
imrnunoreactions consisted of 20 m M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2) containing 140 rnM NaCl.
[35~]-labeled streptavidin was detected by
scintillation counting utilizing LiItima Gold
(Packord No. 6013329) scintillation fluid (5 ml
each sample).
3. METHODS
3.1 Surface ~assivation
Polyimide was applied as a shielding layer which
was covalently attached to the hydrophilic SAW
surfaces after silanisation [I]. Surface silanisation
was done with dimethyl-aminopropyl-ethoxysilane. The polyimide consisted of the monomers
pphenylene-diarnine and 3,3',4,4'-biphenyltetracarboxylic &anhydride.
Parylene C (poly-(2chloro-pxylylene) was
deposited in a factory setup by Comelec U,
Switzerland. The thickness of the parylene film
was 0.8 It 0.3 m.

3.2 Photoimmobilisation of dextran
T-BSA and dextran were mixed in phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2). Passivated surfaces were coated
with the T-BSAl dextran solution, dried at
ambient temperature and irradiated for the
indicated length of time with UV light source.
After photobonding, the surfaces were washed
repeatedly in chaotropic I detergent containing
solutions.
For optimization of the coating procedure,
parylene coated glass substrates were modified
with biotinylated dextran. An aqueous solution of
[35~]-streptavidinwas applied to the coated
surface and incubated at room temperature. After
washing with phosphate buffer 1tween and water

bound [3'~]-streptavidinwas quantified by liquid
scintillation counting.
At least 3 supports were modified identically. and
triplicate samples were anahzed. Identically
treated non-irradiated samples served as controls.
3.3 Protein immobilization

Aqueous solutions of NHS (100 mM) and EDC
(400 rnM) were mised. The reagent mix-re was
applied on the sensor surface (coated with
carboqnethylated dextran) and incubated for
several minutes. After activation of the dextran
carboxyl functions: protein solution in acetate
buffer (pH 5.0) was applied and incubated at room
temperature for 20 min. Excess NHS ester was
deactivated with ethanolamine (1 M). Unbound
protein was washed off by repeated rinsing of the
sensor surface with phosphate buffer. Nonspecific binding sites were saturated with BSA
(4% wlv, 10 min).
3.4 monitor in^ of the immunoreaction

The coated SAW devices were mounted in the
flow system and rinsed with PBS until the
resonance frequency. Solutions containing the
antigen or non-specifically interacting (immuno-)
reagents, dissolved in PBS were injected in the
carrier buffer. Time dependent resonance
frequency changes were monitored under constant
flow conditions.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Photoimmobilization of dextran
Photoimmobilization of dextran to the polymer
coated sensor surface was achieved by coimmobilization with T-BSA as described above.
In the co-immobilization of binary systems the
molar or mass ratio of both molecules is of
decisive importance. To determine the optimum
ratio in the co-immobilization of dextran with TBSA, parylene-coated surfaces were covered with
various mixtures of biotinylated dextran
(MW 10,000) and T-BSA Then sampling was
performed with [35~]-streptavidin.
The optimized dextran coating solution consists of
25 mol% dextran and 75 mol% T-BSA. The
photoreaction was completed after 45 min
irradiation (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Optimization of irradiation time. Parylene
passivated glass substrates were coated with a
mixture of 25 mol-% biotinylated dextran and 75
mol-% T-BSA, dried and exposed to light for the
indicated length of time. Bonding was determined
by measuring the remaining radioactivity aJer
reaction with [35~]-streptavidin.
After photoimmobilisation under optimized
conditions 7 % of the applied dextran was
recovered on the surface. This corresponds to a
surface density of 1 n g l d dextran.
The reproducibility of the coating procedure was
determined by coating . of 10 parylene coated
substrates under identical conditions. A coefficient
of variation of 8% was found
4.2 Immobilization of rotei ins to dextran using
carbodiimide chemistm

The carboxymethylated dextran coated SAW
device was rinsed with 20 m M phosphate buffer
until a stable base line was obtained. A mixture of
NHS and EDC was injected to activate the
carboxymethylated dextran. Due to Werent
conductivities of both solutions a sensor response
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Fig. 3: Sensor response during protein immobilization on carboxymethylated dextran. Antiurease antibodies were immobilized by reacting
with in situ generated NHS esters.

was observed. Subsequently, the protein solution
(in this case: anti-urease antibodies) was injected.
The resonance frequency decreased indicating
covalent antibody binding. Ethanolamiiie was
injected to deactivate renlaining NHS esters. Nonspecific protein binding sites in the system were
blocked with BSA (see fig. 3) [2,6-81.
4.3 S~ecificand non-s~ecificbinding

After the immunoreaction with urease (500 pdml
in PBS) subsequent rinsing with PBS slightly
reversed the signal (release of loosely adsorbed
urease), lea~inga net frequency shift of 110 kHz,
representing the irreversible specific binding of
urease to the antibodies (see fig. 4).
The reagents non-complementary to anti-urease
led to small and nearly reversible frequency shifts.
In addition, a SAW device coated with polyimide
and carboxymethylated dextran but without
immobilized antibodies, was treated with urease.
mouse lg0
urease
GOD

0

antigen

buffer

-100
0

urease
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

time [min]

El. 4: Sensor responses of identically prepared
sensors (coated with monoclonal anti-urease antibodies on carboxymethylated dextran) to specific
and non-specvc antigens. In addition, the
response of a dextran coated sensor (without
immobilized antibodies) to urease is shown
(dotted line).
These minor effects are due to non-specific
adsorption of either reagent applied In contrast,
the specific reaction of urease led to a significant
and irreversible frequency shift.
4.4 Re~roducibilitvof sensor resDonses

For studylng the reproducibility of sensor signals,
five dextran coated SAW devices were modified
with anti-urease antibodies and treated with a
solution of urease (100 pgml). A mean frequency
shift of 110 lcHz was obtained with a coefficient of
variation of 12%.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A new method for biofunctionalization of SAW
sensor surfaces was presented. After application of
a polymer coating the commercially available and
incxpnsive SAW daices are suited for use as
chemical or biochemical sensors. Covalent photobonding of dextran to polymer coated surfaces was
achieved by photolinker-mediated immobilization
with aryldiazirine-functionalized bovine serum
albumin. The use of dextran as an intermediate
layer for biosensor applications was shown by
immobilization of monoclonal anti-urease antibodies on carboqmethylatcd destran. Thus, the
engineering of a very versatile SAW biosensor has
been attained. The method is applicable for
simple, rapid and reproducible immobilization and
detection of biomolecules.
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Abstract
The adsorption of organic vapor molecules onto the
gold electrode surface of a dual mode lOMHz jrd
overtone SC-cut quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was
investigated. Using this dual mode QCM, the separation
of mass and temperature change can be made in real time,
with resolutions of 56 pg and better than 0.01K,
respectively. The QCM experiments were performed in a
UVIOzone chamber so that the gold electrodes could be
maintained in a clean state. Organic vapors or liquids
(e.g., benzene, hexane, methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, or
butanol) were injected into the chamber while the two
modes of the dual mode QCM were monitored and the
mass-frequency and temperature changes were extracted.
This paper demonstrates the ability of the sensor to
determine in a matter of seconds, sub-ppm (ppmrparts
per million) gas concentrations of benzene and hexane
while operating in an elevated temperature environment
without any temperature stabilization. In addition, the
mass changes for a series of adsorbed methanol, ethanol,
isopropanol, and butanol were found to be proportional to
molecular weights.

Introduction
Quartz crystaf osciI1ators are some of the most widely
used acoustic devices with a long history of development
as sensors of temperature, stress, acceleration, viscosity,
mass, and are universally used to measure time [l-51. Due
to the effects of mass loading, the quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) works as a sensor of mass, with a
capability of sensing considerably less than a single
molecular layer of adsorbed material. Most QCM's utilize
AT-cut, which has a temperature coefficient of 0 ppm/K
at room temperature. Though working well at the
specified design temperature, as the temperature deviates
from this "turnover temperature" (usually near room
temperature), the temperature coefficient of frequency
increases, which makes the temperature induced mass
sensing errors also increase. Depending on the
application, precise temperature regulation may be
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necessary to eliminate temperature change effects. For
example, a QCM typically used for film thickness
monitoring in a thin film deposition system is cooled by
circulated water. Temperature control, however, imposes
increased power, size, and complexity requirements.
Moreover, temperature control has its own limitations,
e.g., due to thermal gradients among the temperature
sensor, heater (or cooling means), and the resonator.
Temperature control is not always practical in certain
applications.
We have demonstrated a temperature insensitive
quartz microbalance (QCM) technique [6], which
employs dual mode frequencies, the fundamental mode
and 3rd overtone, to discriminate between mass change
effects and temperature change effects. This technique
requires neither temperature control nor an independent
temperature sensor, only the resonator itself. Dual mode
excitation of SC-cut resonators can be used for highly
accurate self-temperature sensing over wide temperature
ranges. SC-cut resonators derive their "SC" designation
from the fact that the cut is "stress compensated". This
property also results in thermal-transient compensation.
These unique propeaies of the SC-cut allowed for the
development of a temperature compensated microbalance.
Detailed discussion of the method of separating
temperature and mass effects can be found in Ref. [6];
and is not reproduced here.

Experiments
The resonator used in the experiments was a planoconvex SC-cut 10 MHz 3rd overtone (3.3 MHz
fundamental mode) resonator developed for a
microcomputer compensated crystal oscillator (MCXO)
171. The diameters of the plate and gold electrode were 14
mm and 5.0 mm, respectively, and the plate contour was
3 diopters. The resonator frequencies were measured
using a dual mode crystal oscillator (DMXO), which was
originally developed for an MCXO, then modified for an
opened resonator. A resonator in a vacuum-sealed metal
can was calibrated for temperature effects in a
temperature controlled chamber, in which temperature

was ramped from 10°C to 85OC in steps of 4°C. At each
temperature step the oven was held for 30 minutes after
reaching the target temperature. This was to ensure that
the resonator and the quartz thermometer (used to
measure the oven temperature) were as close to the same
temperature as possible. Fig. 1 shows the fundamental (or
c l ) modefcl and the 3rd(or c3) overtonefc- versus the
beat frequencyfp (defined by fp = 3fcl - fc3 ). It can be
seen that both the fcl and f c j curves are nonlinear, with
the fcjhaving a turnover at room temperature, so f,l or
fc3 alone would not be useful for measuring temperature
when mass change is present or visa versa. The beat
frequency (0.166 MHz), on the other hand, decreases
monotonically and nearly linearly as temperature
increases. The slope of the beat frequency was about 91
ppm1K or 15 HzlK.
By using two counters controlled by a personal
computer, both frequencies were simultaneously
measured with 0.1 sec gate time and 0.06 sec dead time
for data transfer and calculation. The hysteresis of the
DMXO with the unopened resonator was measured to be
1.5~10". Allan deviation [a] of the DMXO with the
~
opened resonator was obtained to be 2 . 2 ~ 1 0 " and
2 . 3 1~@I0 for fcj and fcj, respectively, at uncontrolled
laboratory ambient temperature. The peak to peak noise
of the mass frequency (or the resolution) of the DMXO
with the opened resonator was 2 ppb (parts per billion).
Since the QCM was exposed to air, the gold electrode
surfaces were quickly contaminated by hydrocarbons
existing in the ambient air. Such organic contamination
could be removed to a submonolayer level using an UVozone cleaning chamber. The UVIO, chamber was a
commercially available model and its volume was
-2.7x104 cm3. When the unit is turned on, the mercury
lamp emits UV primarily at 185nm and 254nm. The
185nrn radiation produces ozone from oxygen in the air
and the UV and ozone work in concert to clean the gold
electrode surfaces [9]. The resonator's temperature rose
as a result of the UV photon flux (-30 mW), the transfer
of heat from the lamp to the chamber air, and the
exothermic reactions occurring in the chamber and at the
surface. Typically the maximum temperature was 65OC.
When the UV lamp was turned off, immediate
temperature drop induced transient effects as 0.1-0.2 ppm
changes of the mass frequency and contamination began
to collect on the surface. After 30 minutes from the point
the lamp was turned off, the surface contamination from
the ambient completely blocked the sensing of injected
organic vapor. The same amount of vapor could be easily
detected if the UV lamp was left on continually cleaning
the surface. To circumvent problems of surface
contamination and the effects of the thermal transient, the

UV lamp was kept on during the injection experiments.
This procedure introduces some questions about the
possibility of sensing UV-ozone decomposed molecules
in the vapor, rather than intact sample molecules.
Nevertheless, whatever was adsorbed. different injected
molecules produced
different responses, and,
qualitatively, the responses varied with the molecular
weights, which suggests that, with further development,
one may be able to obtain not only high sensitivity but
also selectivity. With better contamination control a clean
sensor surface would be maintained for a longer time and
experiments could be performed with the UV lamp off.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the results for consecutive benzene vapor
injections of 0.3 ml and 0.6 ml. Figs. 2(a)(b) are the raw
data offcl andf,3, respectively. Note that from the raw
data it is not clear when the benzene was injected. In Fig.
2(c), however, by applying the algorithm that separates
mass and temperature effects, the two benzene peaks
from the injections are clearly identifiable. The units of
mass frequency changes are shown in ppm.'
In Fig. 2(d) the temperature is shown to be about
62.6"C with a precision on the order of thousandths of a
degree. The majority of the frequency changes in Fig.
2(a) and Fig. 2(b) are due to temperature. When sensing
small mass change, small drifts in temperature, which are
unavoidable, can obscure the measurement of mass. The
advantage of the SC-cut QCM in removing this effect is
obvious here. Note that the temperature was far above the
temperature that would be required for an AT-cut QCM
to work properly without temperature control.
In Fig. 2(c) adsorption occurred in less than a half
second. The adsorbed molecules were completely
removed within about 5 minutes. This removal occurred
in part by the UV-ozone cleaning process, but also by the
lowering of the benzene vapor pressure due vapor phase
UV-ozone reaction and by leakage out from the chamber
as the chamber was not hermetically sealed. In a short
time the clean surface was regenerated and this allowed
for consecutive injections. The 0.3 ml benzene vapor was
equivalent to a maximum of 1.3 ppm (by volume)
benzene in the chamber. The mass frequency change for
0.3 ml injection was 13 ppb, which is six times greater
than the balance's resolution of 2 ppb. The sensitivity is
on the order of (2113) x 1.3 ppm = 0.2 ppm (by volume)
for benzene vapor. The microbalance with an unmodified
gold surface is a better detector for benzene than the
human nose, which has the odor detection threshold for
benzene vapor of 1.5 ppm (by volume) [lo]. In addition,
the detection occurs instantly.

Fig. 3 shows the results for three consecutive hexane
vapor injections of 0.6 ml, 0.4 ml, and 0.6 ml. Figs.
3(a)(b) are the raw data of f,l and fc3, respectively. In
the raw data the injection points are identifiable. In Fig.
3(c), applying the separation algorithm of mass and
temperature effects increased the signal to noise. As in the
benzene case, the adsorption happened very quickly, but
the adsorbed molecules were also completely removed in
2 minutes, which was faster than that of benzene. The 0.4
ml hexane vapor was equivalent to a maximum of 3.7
ppm (by volume) hexane in the chamber. The mass
frequency change for 0.4 ml injection was 44 ppb, which
is 22 times greater than the balance's resolution of 2 ppb.
The sensitivity is on the order of (2144) x 3.7 ppm = 0.17
ppm (by volume) for hexane vapor. The balance thus, has
a detection limit of about 0.13% that of the 130 ppm (by
volume)[lO] odor detection threshold for hexane vapor.
Again the detection happens very rapidly on the clean
gold surface. Also shown is Fig. 3(d), the temperature
was about 55.8 OC.
Fig. 4 shows the result of the injection of 0.01 ml of
liquid methanol, ethanol, propanol, and butanol. Each
liquid was injected into the chamber some distance away
from the actual resonator and the liquid vaporized in the
w a n chamber. The adsorption of the alcohols was less
than for benzene and hexane, so small liquid samples
were used instead of vapors in order to increase the partial
pressure of the vapors. The increased noise compared to
the benzene and hexane experiments was due to the
airflow in the chamber. The previous two experiments
were performed with the resonator housed in a metal can
with only the top electrode surface exposed to the lamp.
This was to minimize air turbulence effects. The trade-off
was that the exposed surface only was cleaned. In an
effort to clean the both surfaces (Le. to double the sensing
area), the fully exposed resonator without the can was put
in a position perpendicular to the lamp for the alcohol
experiment. This caused the resonator to be more
susceptible to the airflow. It is seen that the mass
frequency changes are approximately proportional to the
molecular weights of the alcohols.
The thickness of a 10 MHz 3rd overtone resonator is
-0.53 mm. This, with the density of quartz (2.65g/cm3),
gives an areal density of -0.14g/cm2. The microbalance
has a sensitivity of -140 ng/cm2-ppm. The measurement
resolution of 2 ppb represents 280 pg/cm2. Since the
electrode area was about 0.2 cm2, the mass resolving
ability is on the order of 56 pg (assuming a simple thin
film model). This sensitivity can also be considered in
terms of monolayers. When large quantities of hexane
liquid were injected into the chamber with a fully exposed
resonator (data not shown), the frequency mass change
approached a saturation value of about 1.85 ppm. This

~ molecules/cm~
change equates to 259 nglcm' or 1 . 8 10''
considering both electrodes and 0 . 9 1~0151cm2for each
electrode. The 280 pg/cm2 resolution equates to about
1x 10" hexane molecules on each gold electrode surface.

Summary and Conclusions
A microbalance utilizing dual mode excitation of an SCcut resonator, has been demonstrated to sense
concentrations of benzene and hexane below 1 ppm (by
volume), by separating mass from temperature effects.
The method improves the accuracy of a microbalance,
especially when operating over wide temperature ranges.
The method also eliminates the need for controlling the
microbalance temperature. A mass change resolution of
56 pg has been demonstrated at elevated temperatures and
under uncontrolled transient temperature conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Latex piezoelectric irnmunoassay (LPEIA) is a new
immunoassay method that requires no immobilization of
antigen or antibody on the electrode surface of quartz
crystal. in contrast to previous immunoassays in which a
piezoelectric crystal is used as a microbalance and
immobilization is essential. The frequency change was
observed during the aggregation of antibody- or antigencoated latex particles. This method was used for the
detection and is sufficiently sensitive for clinical
applications. We make prototype LPEIA sensor for
remote sensing and diagnosis to care on handicap person
in home.
1.

INTRODUCTION

An increase in the level of some proteins including
some hormones, leukocytes, tissues and viruses in human
blood or urine is an indicator of disease or infection. To
monitor these levels. various good diagnostic techniques
have been developed, among the most sensitive and
selective of which involve immunoreactions. For
clinical assays, the latex agglutination test is usually
employed. When an antigen is added to a suspension of
antibody-coated latex particles, immunoreaction causes
agglutination of the particles. These reactions are
measured in terms of the degree of light scattering or
magnitude of change in absorbance of light. The method
for optical measurement of the agglutination is called
latex photometric immunoassay (LPIA). Many kits
including antibody-coated or antigen-coated latex
particles are commercially available for LPIA: some
latex reagent kits for the determination of various
substances such as C-reactive protein (CRP),
antistreptolysin 0 (ASO), rheumatoid factor (RF),
ferritin. immunoglobulins (IgG IgA, IgM) and afetoprotein (AFP). LPIA is sensitive, precise, gives
reproducible results, and is widely used clinically for
serum testing [ I ]
A piezoelectric quartz crystal functions as a
microbalance (QCM): adsorption on the surface of the
crystal changes the oscillation frequency. The adsorption
of about Ing of material decreases the frequency by 1Hz
when a 9 MHz of AT-cut quartz crystal is used [2].
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Many attempts have been made to use such a highly
sensitive. convenient and portable apparatus for
immunoassay. In almost all studies. a thin film was
formed on the quartz crystal surface to which antibodies
or antigens were fixed. usually by chemical treatment
[3]. In contrast, we developed a new immunoassay
method. combining antibody or antigen-coated latex
particles and a piezoelectric quartz crystal. This method
does not require the formation of films on quartz crystal
for the fixation of the antibody or antigen. We named
this method as the latex piezoelectric immunoassay
(LPEIA) [4]. We success to determine the diagnosis
concentration of CRP and A S 0 in the human serum. We
make prototype CRP sensor 1 for remote sensing and
diagnosis to care on handicap person in home and to use
it on small clinical usage.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1 Materials and Methods
Ultrapure water with a specific resistance of more
than 18 MCYcm was prepared using Milli-Q (Millipore
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Antigen- or antibody-coated latex
particles such as ones coated with anti-CRP antibody
(Seratestam CRP-H) and streptolysin 0 (Seratestam
ASO-E) were gifts from Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd
(Tokyo, Japan). The latex to which the antigen or
antibody was adsorbed was made of polystyrene with
particle size of approximately 0.1 pm. CRP standard
serum (Seratestam S CRP, 5.4 mg/dl), A S 0 standard
serum (Seratestam S ASO, 204 IU/ml) and the serum of
high AS0 titer (1,040 IU/ml) were gifts from Hitachi
Chemical Co., Ltd. (Tokyo). Normal human serum
containing no CRP (with total protein concentration of
5.2 @dl) was obtained from I.I.C. Japan and diluted 6fold before use with 10 rnM phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS), pH 6.5, containing 5 % BSA, 16.5 rnM NaN3 and
135 mM NaCl. AT-cut piezoelectric quartz crystals
(9MHz resonance frequency, 8 ~ 8 ~ 0 . 1mm)
5
were
purchased from Yamagata Crystal Co. (Yamagata, Japan)
and a silver electrode was deposited on each surface. In
order to achieve stable oscillation in saline, one side of
the crystal was sealed with silicon sealant (Sealant-45,
Shin-Etsu Kagaku, Tokyo) as described previously [2].
An electronic circuit was made from ?TL gates

(SN7400). The resistance and capacitance of this circuit
were the same as those of circuit I1 described in a
previous work [2]. The signal was fed to a universal
counter (Model 7202. Iwatsu, Tokyo) and the data
generated from changes in oscillation frequency were
stored in a microcomputer (NEC PC9801. Tokyo).
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Detection of CRP
We modified the original LPEIA for CRP (flow-cell
[4]) to reduce the assay volume using a batch-cell [5].
The assay volume was used to 1.200 pl. and a one-sidesealed quartz crystal was placed in a small cuvette
containing a small stirring bar. The entire apparatus
except the microcomputer was accommodated in an air
chamber maintained at 2020.1 OC. The experimental
procedure was essentially the same as the previous one
[4]. The entire apparatus (except the microcomputer)
was accommodated in an air chamber maintained at
2021 OC, unless otherwise noted. The latex particles
were sus ended in PBS with the concentration being
5.56~10 % (100 p1 of the stock latex suspension was
added to 1,100 p1 of PB). The suspension (1,200 p1) was
agitated using magnetic stirrer bar. The frequency was
stabilized in about 30 to 60 min and the stabilized
oscillation frequencies were differed from one crystal to
another. This variation may come from the one-side
sealing procedure: the variation of amounts of silicon
sealant that work as a foreign mass on the crystal
changes the frequency. It is noted that the deflection of
frequency by addition of samples was taken as response.
Typical data on the frequency decrease caused by the
addition of CRP (see Figure 3 on ref. [4]). At t=O, 50 p1
of CRP stock solution (final concentration, 56 pgldl) was
added and a reduction in frequency (ca. 570 Hz) was
observed. About 60 min after the addition, the frequency
became constant and this frequency change (AF) was
taken as the magnitude of response. The reproducibility
was examined; AF upon addition of CRP (final
concentration of 56 pddl and final latex concentration of
5 . 5 6 ~1 o - ~8 ) was measured for five independent
crystals. The mean value and the standard deviation
were 570 and 120 Hz, respectively, and the coefficient of
variation was 29 %. As described above, sealing one
side of the crystal was necessary for this prototype, and it
seemed probable that this sealing altered the sensitivity,
which varied from one crystal to another. Figure 1
shows the dependence of the frequency decrease on CRP
concentration that is expressed in terms of -AF. A linear
relationship was observed up to 56 pgldl final
concentration of CRP.

-P

0-

0.02-0.04-

0.06-

C R P concentration (mgldl)
Fig. 1 Calibration curve for determination of CRP.
Open circles show the data from serum without CRP.
Filled circles show the data form serum with various
concentration of CRP. Each data is the mean value of
five times of experiment on different crystals (the
coefficient of variation within 30 %).
Next, we investigated the specificity of frequency
change. A frequency change of only 20 Hz was detected
upon addition of 100 yl of normal human serum
(essentially free from CRP). Upon addition of 200 p1 of
normal human serum, only 25 Hz was observed. These
results show that the present system is specific for CRP
whose antibody is immobilized on latex particles.
Another control experiment was performed without any
latex particles. Addition of CRP or normal human serum
(100 pl) resulted in a change of 250 to 300 Hz.
Comparison of this value with 20 Hz observed in the
presence of the latex particles suggests that a large part
of proteins added adsorbs to the latex particles. This
adsorption to latex particle, however, does not evoke the
frequency change and large changes in frequency are
observed only for the proper combination of antigen and
antibody. In another words, latex particle prevents the
nonspecific adsorption of proteins to the crystal. In
clinical analysis, serum CRP levels of 1,000 to 10,000
pgldl usually needs to be monitored. Thus, the addition
of 10 p1 of the patient's serum to the present system
should be adequate to give a working range of 10 to 100
pgldl. Although the prototype LPEIA was successfully
used to measure the concentration of the antigen, several
modifications should be made, namely reduction of assay
time and increase in AF. The magnitude of response
increase with increase of latex concentration (data not
shown). Therefore, some means of reducing the assay
volume are necessary to reduce the amounts of latex
required. About 60 min, was required for testing this
system. It will be ideal to shorten this assay time.

3.2 Im~rovementof assav time: initial rate method
The A S 0 antibody test is the most valuable serologic
test used to detect infection by group A P-hemolytic
streptococci. Streptolysin 0 produced by most strains of
the streptococci stimulates the production of a specific,
antibody. ASO. To reduce the assay time. we employed
the rate method: the time-dependent frequency change
was differentiated with time using computer software
and the constant rate of frequency change was obtained.
A one-side-sealed crystal was dipped in 1,200 p1 of
suspension containing SO-coated latex to which 20 p1 of
A S 0 serum (1,040 IUIml) was added. After addition of
the serum. the first derivative changed markedly and then
became almost constant. We determined the initial rate
of gradual frequency change as the slope of the solid line
[4]. After the addition of serum, steady values of initial
rate were obtained within 2 to 3 min, which represents a
great reduction of the assay time. To investigate the
possibility of clinical application, we used clinical
specimens for measurement of A S 0 with LPEIA. After
addition of each serum from 24 individuals was added to
the SO-latex suspension, initial rate was determined and
then compared with A S 0 values determined using the
conventional turbidimetric agglutination method. The
coefficient of correlation between initial rate and the
A S 0 value was 0.950 (P < 0.01), indicating that the
values obtained using LPEIA correlated well with those
obtained using the conventional method.
3.3 Mechanism of the freauencv change: increase with
increasing sensitivity
Two factors can affect the oscillation frequency in
solutions: one is pq change of the solution, and the other
is adsorption of molecules from the solution onto the
surface. The agglutination may induce the magnitude of
the pq change and first this was considered to be a main
reason for the frequency change, but the following
observations may rule this out. After stabilization of the
frequency change due to agglutination (-AF = 570 Hz),
the assay solution was gently removed from cell and
fresh phosphate buffer was added. If the pq change due
to the agglutination was the main reason for the
frequency change, this replacement is anticipated to
restore the frequency value before the agglutination.
This was not the case however: only a small frequency
change of 20 Hz was observed. Thus, the binding of
agglutinated latex particles is an important factor in the
change. Also, the frequency change in LPEIA depended
mostly on properties of the electrode surface. In
addition, LPEIA responses were roughly proportional to
the frequency change by the addition of latex particles
before agglutination. These suggest that the surface
properties that facilitate the binding increase the
response. We previously found that the amount of
antibody adsorbed is increased 4-fold when the substrate
is coated with a plasma-polymerized allylamine [6, 71.
Such coating may increase the LPEIA response, and

other surface modifications are investigated in progress.
3.4 Comments on further use of LPEIA
LPEIA is not limited to clinical use: it can also be
used in other fields such as in the analysis of compounds
of environmental interest. For determination of trace
amounts of pesticides in water. soil, plant and food
samples. a G C N S or HPLCiMS method is generally
used. Compared to these methods. the present method
has some distinct advantages such as allowing more
rapid screening of samples at portability and with no
need for sophisticated laboratory equipment. Monitoring
of endocrine disrupter exist environmental soil. water,
plants, animal, and human is serious problem in Japan.
Thus, construction of simplified sensing system for
endocrine disrupter is emergence problem. Dioxin is one
of the most widely yielded products from an incinerator
of dust in the world. Due to the importance of this
compound, a number of analytical methods have been
developed to screen for and quantitative this chemicals in
water and other environmental samples. Therefore, we
are currently planning the feasibility of using anti-dioxin
antibody coated latex for LPEIA to detect dioxin.
3.5 Develo~mentof or table LPEIA sensor
Quartz crystal microbalance is required for
monitoring the levels of chemicals in the environments,
especially for the field work. Figure 2 show the portable
LPEIA sensor (laboratory made; Prototype C R P sensor
1). The equipment of LPEIA consist with a universal
counter, a TTL circuit with quartz crystal and the
measuring cell, whole size of which is less than
15xl5xlOcm and Ikg including AC power adapter.
Quartz crystal microbalance costs the equivalent of only
$1 in Japan. The cost of an entire experimental LPEIA
system is only about $200. The portability and the low
cost of this method make it suitable for analysis in field
studies of pollutants.

Fig. 2 The photograph of prototype of C R P sensor 1.
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Abstract
We demonstrate the use of high resolution
internal friction and frequency measurements to
distinguish between different types of analytes by
determining the loss per unit mass of absorbed
analyte. In this study we determined the selectivity
and sensitivity of this sensing technique using ATcut, polymer coated, quark crystal resonators. In
addition, we report the mechanical response changes
of the resonator due to coating alone and with an
analyte present.
1. The Method
The technique we describe here takes
advantage of the fact that an analyte changes both
mass of a polymer absorber and its mechanical
properties. In effect, our sensing technique
determines the ratio of the change in the dissipation
of mechanical energy to the mass of absorbed
analyte.
Since this ratio is peculiar to each
analyte/film combination, we should be able to use it
to iden@ an analyte using only one resonator.
Our instrument uses internal friction
measurements to determine the changes in energy
dissipation rate of a vibrating analytelcoating
combination and it uses resonant frequency
measurements to reflect the change in mass. The
internal friction loss is the equivalent of the
reciprocal of the quality factor Q of the composite
resonator. For the measurements described here we
determined the loss Q-' as function of the analyte
concentration in the atmosphere surrounding coated
resonators while also measuring their resonant
frequency.
In Principle, our technique is similar to
several measurement techniques that are commonly
used in circuit analysis to determine resonator
properties including : the lumped circuit elements of
a circuit that is equivalent a resonator['], the Sparameters of a resonator['], or the distributed
1 NRC Post Doc.
2 SFA, Inc., Largo, MD
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parameters that describe an equivalent transmission
lineD1.In practice, however, our method is relatively
simple to interpret and easy to implement. One major
advantage is that it avoids the expense and complexity
of a network analyzer that is normally required to
implement the above circuit analysis techniques.
2. Experimental Equipment

There are several established methods used
to measure internal friction and the method of choice
depends upon frequency and loss ( Q-')of the system
under study[41 The method we selected for these
measurements is closely related to that which
determines Q from the width of a resonance peak. We
determine both loss and resonant frequency from a
fourth order fit to the inverse square of the resonator
cunent for several frequencies about a series
resonance peak.
The entire measurement system is computer
controlled. A sample chamber holds an array of
quartz crystals at any temperature between 0 C and
110 C, with temperature variation of less than
0.01 C. In order to reduce the effects of thermal
gradients the rate of temperature change is kept low
during t h e m 1 cycling (less than 10 C per hour). A
Microsensor Systems VG400 vapor generator supplies
volume controlled concentrations of any one of 8
analytes. The VG400 uses 3 stages of duty cycle
dilution to produce concentrations ranging from 10'
of saturation to N2fully saturated with analyte at a
flow rate of 100 standard cm3/minute. We examined
the response of the coated resonators to changes in
vapor concentration andlor changes in temperature by
exciting each resonator in an open loop configuration.
An HP signal generator supplies drive signals at
frequencies that span each crystal's resonance while a
home-made detection circuit measures resonator
current at a each frequency.
In practice, our array of resonators can
consists of up to six crystals that we selected such
that none of their resonance peaks overlap. Thus,

because we operate in an open loop configuration, all
crystals can be wired in parallel and then each
crystal can still be interrogated individually by using
a range of excitation frequency that affect only it.
Sample preparation: We used an aerosol
spray method to deposit common chemicallyselective polymer films on both sides of 3 MHz and
5 MHz AT-cut quartz crystals. The accumulated film
thickness was monitored during deposition by
measuring the resultant frequency shift and the final
film thickness was nominally 900 nm.This thickness
assumes that the density of each polymer was its bulk
value and that all of the measured frequency shift was
due to mass loading. The coatings used in this study
were fluoropolyol (FPOL) and polyepichlorohydrin
(PECH).

ranged from 15 C to 55 C. The atmosphere in the
sample chamber was either N2 gas or N2 plus an
analyte at constant concentration. The temperature
dependence of the loss and frequency shifts due to the
coatings alone was obtained by subtracting the bare
crystal data from that for the coated crystal. Similarly,
the net effect of each analyte on each coating was
obtained from the difference between the runs with the
coated crystals with and without analyte. The analyte
concentration for each run was constant. The
concentrations were large enough to ensure reasonable
signal to noise ratio and thus varied fiom analyte to
analyte. The typical fraction of saturation ranged from
about on 118 to 11128. We used the data fiom these
experiments to select the "optimum" temperature at
which to measure the loss and frequency shifts as a
function of analyte concentration.
4. Results

Because of space restriction, the results
described in this paper are limited mostly to the case
of the PECH coatings exposed to bischloroethylether
(CEE). Additional details for this case and PECH and
FPOL coating exposed to toluene and. dimethylmethylphosphonate ( D m ) will be published
elsewhere.
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Figure 1. Frequency shifts of freshly coated
resonators held at 55 C.
After coating, the resonate frequency of
each composite resonator continues to shifts due to
the release of the volatile solvents used in the aerosol
spray. Baking the coated resonators under flowing
nitrogen at temperatures ranging from 60C to 100 C
served to increase rate of release of these solvents.
Figure 1. shows that while the PECH films stabilized
in less than 1 hour, the FPOL films were still not
stable after more than 12 hours of baking. The results
described below employed stable films.

3. Overview of the Experiments
The experiments consisted of three major
phases. First, we measured the temperature
dependence of loss and frequency for the bare
crystals. Then we measured the temperature
dependence of the loss and frequency signals for
coated resonators with and without analyte exposure.
For the above set of experiments, the temperatures
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Figure 2 Effect of coating on the temperature
dependence of frequency.
Figure 2. shows that the effect of adding a
PECH coating on the temperature dependence of the
resonant frequency is to nearly remove the peak near
23 C seen for the bare crystal. That peak corresponds
to the temperature of zero temperature coefficient of
frequency. The significance of this result is that a
coating that is only 100 nrn thick can shift or possibly
remove, a point of stable operation (i.e., the
temperature at which the resonant frequency is

insensitive to small temperature changes). This result
has important implications for any resonant sensor
system that derives its output from the difference
between two resonators (one is typically coated while
the other is not). Such common mode rejection
techniques are used to cancel of environmental
effects (such as temperature shifts) common to both
crystals, but, to be useful the two crystals must have
the same thermal characteristics. The result indicates
that this may be difficult or impossible to achieve.

. .,... . ,... .,. ...,.
Loss Shift

different analytes for temperatures ranging from 15 C
to 55 C. lZle largest effects on frequency are the
frequency
decreases observed at the lowest
temperature. It is reasonable to attribute most of this
response to an increased mass loading. As noted
above, this net increase in film mass is expected to be
larger at low temperatures because of a corresponding
drop in the rate of thermal desorption of analyte. This
temperature dependence is consistent with the that of
the partition coefficient for this case.

20

Temperature ("C)
Temperature ("C)
Figure 3. The effects of CEE on PECH are to
decrease the resonant frequency and to shift the
loss peak Closed symbols indicate analyte and
open indicate no analyte.
Figure 3 illustrates the effects of analytes on
the loss and frequency shifts for a PECH coating
exposed to CEE. CEE produces a large decrease in
the resonant fiequency at lower temperatures and the
size of this downward shift decreased with increasing
temperature. This temperature dependence of the
resonant frequency is consistent with the expected
increase in thennally-induced desorption of analyte
with increasing temperature.
There is a clearly defined loss peak in
figure 3. that shifts toward lower temperature when
PECH is exposed to CEE. In addition, loss at the low
temperature side of this peak increases significantly.
At present, the source of the peak is under study. One
possible source is a thickness resonance phenomenon
in which the time for an acoustic wave to traverse the
film is a multiple of the half the vibration period of
the resonator. However, a preliminary examination
suggests that such a thickness resonance would
require physically unrealistically low shear modulus
andlor large decrease in film density.
Figure 4. is a plot of the net loss and
frequency response of the PECH film to three

Figure 4. Loss and Frequency changes for
a PECH coating due to each of three analytes.
Dashed curves are frequency and solid curves are
loss shifts. Circles indicate exposure to DMMP,
squares to toluene, and triangles to CEE.
The net change in the loss curves is the result
of a shift in the position of the loss peak and an
increase in loss on the temperature side of the peak.
The importance of these curves is that they provide
the information needed to select an operating
temperature which we can use to either enhance or
discriminate against the response due to a particular
analyte. Note, for example, that there is a temperature
at which the loss response to each analyte is zero.
Thus, if one operates a sensor at one of these
temperatures, then the sensor will discriminate
against the corresponding analyte while remaining
sensitive to the others.
Figure 5 is a plot of the change in loss vs.
change in frequency for two different coatings
exposed to three different analytes at low
concentration. This figure shows that the slope of each
curve serves to clearly differentiate the response of
each frlm to different analytes. Since mass loading
causes the frequency shifk, the horizontal axis might
also be labeled mass increase. Thus the slope of each

c w e is a measure of the loss per unit mass of
absorbed analyte. Since, as we show here, each
analytelcoating combination exhibits a different
slope, this parameterization offers a simple and direct
means to distinguish between analytes.
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Figure 5. The relative loss change is plotted
against the relative change in frequency for a
collection of analytelcoating combinations.
It is significant that the change in loss is
about four orders of magnitude larger than the
corresponding frequency response for the same
analyte exposure. Since the detection limits for loss
change are nearly the same as for frequency shifts,
this means that if ~ i ~ c a improvements
n t
in loss
measurements could be achieved, loss measurements
could easily produce greater sensitivity than obtained
with frequency based sensing.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

We have described a method for chemical
sensing that uses a combination of internal friction
loss and frequency shifts to both detect and identify
analytes. The data we have presented show that we
achieved chemically identification by adding internal
friction loss measurement capabilities to conventional
frequency-based chemical sensing technology. The
data presented above clearly demonstrate that this
method provides a way to distinguish between
analytes. Moreover, although the absolute uncertainty

in the loss signal is large, the fractional change in the
loss signal is several orders of magnitude larger than
the corresponding change in the frequency signal. The
net result is that the detection sensitivity of loss shift
is nearly as good as that of frequency shift. However,
this work is still embryonic and there is ample
opportunity to increase the sensitivity and selectivity
of the technique. There is a large parameter space yet
to be explored; including are about seven orders of
magnitude of frequencies to be examined, there are
different modes of vibration, and there is a practically
unlimited variety of polymer and other films to be
explored which can be expected to provide enhanced
loss response.
We expect that a systematic study of the
effects on loss due to the choice of frequency,
vibration mode, intrinsic crystal loss, and coating
technology will lead to significant improvements in
loss-based sensors. For the experiments described here
we were limited to common commercially prepared 3
MHz and 5 MHz quartz crystals that we coated with
compounds that have already been used in resonant
chemical sensors. These compounds had been selected
for those sensors either without regard for their
potential loss response or because they exhibited
minimal "unexplained" frequency shifts. However,
such unexplained frequency shifts might well indicate
a strong response in our loss parameter. Therefore,
work is currently underway at MU. to identify classes
of polymers expected to exhibit large loss response.
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WIRELESSLY INTERROGABLE ACOUSTIC SENSORS
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A survey is given on wirelessly interrogable passive surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors. Three types of SAW
devices are discussed and classified as to their function in remote sensing of measurands (e.g. temperature,
mechanical strain. stress ec.): Type I: transit time sensors. type 11: SAW delay lines for wireless evaluation of
remote conventional sensors and type 111: SAW resonators. Efficient and successfully proven methods of
wireless interrogation and evaluation are presented and some applications briefly mentioned.

1. INTRODUCTION
More than thirty years bulk wave and surface acoustic
wave (SAW) devices are successfully applied to the
processing of electrical signals. A large variety of
electrical delay lines, filters and oscillators in the
frequency range beween some kHz and several GHz
were designed and are widely in use now. Their
superiority to other analog signal processing methods is
based on two facrs:
(a) Acoustic devices are
robust in respect to
temperature and mechanical stress, reliable over more
than the lifetime of other electronic devices, and light
weight in a small volume package.
(b) Due to the
fact. that sound waves in solid state materials are about
five orders of magnitude slower than electromagnetic
waves the signal processing capability, measured as the
time bandwidth product TB can be high. Here T stands
for the total electrical delay time of acoustical signal
interaction, for example in the transversal filter structure
of a SAW filter. T.v, is the sum of the length of input
and output interdigital transducers (IDTs) on the
piezoelectric filter substrate, v, is the SAW velocity.
The bandwidth B (more accurately speaking: the
transfer function H(f) ) is given for most devices mainly
by the design of the acoustoe1ectrical coupling elements
in the SAW filter i.e. by the geometry of the IDTs [l. 21.
The influence of temperature and mechanical stress
(e.g. acceleration) on early SAW filters has been
observed but the attempt to use these effects for sensor
applications began in the seventieth [3] and lead to
SAW filter sensors connected to signal generators and
amplifiers by wires [4.5.6].
Wireless interrogation of reflective SAW devices was
proposed 1975 [7] and resulted in identification (ID)
applications [8.9.10] of passive SAW IDtags.
Combining wireless readout with sensors in 1992.
wirelessly interrogable passive SAW sensors were
invented [11.12]. Since then different measurement
methods for these devices were developed. among
others. by the Corporate Research Laboratory Siemens
Munich and our group in Vienna.The sensors
incorporate the advantages of passive SAW devices
given above in (a) and (b) with the applicability in
measurement situations, where a wire or collector ring
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connection from the signal generating and evaluation
unit to the measurement site is not appropriate and
batteries or storage capacities must not be used.
For wireless measurements, the interrogation and
evaluation unit (EU) generates a radio frequency (RF
impulse) signal at the sensor's center frequency f,. Over
its antenna the EU radiates this signal to the sensor
antenna. which electrically is connected to an IDT at
one end of the piezoelectric sensor. The acoustoelectrically excited SAW propagates along the sensor
and is reflected by one or several reflectors on the
sensor substrate. Thus a delayed electrical response
signal is excited in the IDT. Over the connected sensor
antenna the response is sent back to the EU's antenna
and evaluated by the EU in terms of the measurand.
Following this general principle of measurement three
different structures of sensors have been interogated by
short (large bandwidth) or long (wide bandwidth) RF
impulses:
A type I sensor is shown in fig. la. One IDT at Lois
connected to the sensor antenna AA'. The
difference in transit time of the SAW signal
between the reflectors at L1, L2 and Lg is
detennined by the measurand (e.g, substrate
temperature. mechanical strain ec.).
A type I1 sensor is sketched in fig.lb. One IDT at
L, is connected to the antenna AA'. At least one of
the reflective IDTs ha. electrical connections to 2
contact pins at the outside of the device's package.
These pins are connected to conventional
impedance sensors. Here a sensor is assumed which
changes its capacitance by the measurand (e.g.
geometrical position. compression length of a
spring ec.) Inductive or resistive sensors can be
implemented. too.
A type IIi sensor is shown in fig.1~.It is a SAW
resonator sensor which wirelessly can be excited
over the center IDT connected to the antenna AA'.
Similar to type I transit time sensors. rneasurands
(e.g. temperature. mechanical strain) determine the
resonance frequency f, of the SAW resonator
through the periodicity of the reflective arrays.

The next three chapters give a survey on the three
sensor types and their interrogation methods. Chapter
five presents sensor configurations with correlative
signal processing. The paper concludes with a
discussion of possible wireless acoustic sensors.
0A

Fig.1 : Three types of SAW wireless sensors.
drawn without absorbers at the edges. (a) type I
transit time, @) type I1 SAW delay line with
external conventional senor, (c) resonator sensor

2. TYPE I: TRANSIT TIME SENSORS
If the sensor fig. la is interrogated by a short impulse
we observe the EU's receiver signal, sketched in fig.2.
At t = To the large interrogation impulse with length At
and bandwidth B c:
appears. As a response to this
impulse we observe three smaller impulses at T I =
2LI/v,. T2 = 2L2/v, and T3 = 2LJv,. Any variation of
length of sensor or of the SAW velocity v, causes a
variation of TI. T2 and T3 which determines the
measurand. (e.g. temperature, mechanical strain). We
have not taken into account here the electromagnetic
wave delay AT from the double travel between EU
antenna and transponder sensor antenna. If the sensor is
attached to a moving part (e.g. a rotating wheel) the
time dependence of AT causes a measurement error. if
the interrogating signal of the EU is taken as the
reference time To,So. only in non moving measurement
scenarios with stable radio channel for Type I sensors T,
can be taken as a time reference and only one reflector
(e.g, at L I )is necessary. All other measurements have to
evaluate the time difference T between T I ,T?and T3.
It can be seen from fig.2 that the measurement accuracy
depends on sensor design and signal processing:

Measurement timeT: It should be as long as
possible to allow the measurand to alter the time
delay between the most distant reflections clearly
observable (e.g. in fig.2 T = T3-TIshould be
chosen). Very long SAW subtrates are expensive in
expensive packages. so for economical high
accuracy long time delay sensor structures the
acoustical path is bent by 180' using two 45" tilted
reflectors, doubling T for one 180' bend.
Measurement bandwidth B: It should be as wide
as possible to produce short response impulses
which accurately can be timed in the EU. For B
sincere constraints exist: on the one hand
standardized bandwidth in the usable industrial.
scientific and measurement (ISM) RF-bands is
modest. On the other hand IDTs with very few
fingers for very short SAW impulses cannot be
designed with good coupling efficiency. Short
response impulses (e.g.c 50 ns) have to be traded
off by l q e sensor insertion loss.
Advanced signal processing: From the discussion
above the difficulties in the determination of the
difference time T from amplitude measurements
can be seen. Especially for weak and time variable
(fading) radio channels an exact time measurement
between noisy response peaks is not possible.
Precise sensor readout cannot be compared with the
binary decision in the EU for an ID tag (reflector: set or
not set). In a road pricing device the first and last (e.g.
32.) reflector is set in all tags and used a? a time frame
for all other possible bit codes (e.g, of length 30 ). In
order to achieve processing gain without summation in
the time domain for the readout of ID tags the well
known method of linearily frequency modulated
continuous wave (FMCW) radar is applied. Here a slow
interrogating FM chirp is multiplied with the
acoustically delayed tag response (i.e. homodyne
mixing). For a linear chirp with bandwidth B' and a
sweep time T' an acoustical delay time step (Tn,!-T,)
between two set reflectors yields a frequency step (f,+lf,,) in the baseband output signal
fn+l-fn=O'n+!-Tn).
B'm ( 1)
So the IDtag code is evident from the frequency
composition of baseband.
The FMCW radar method depends on the linearity of
the chirp generator in the EU. which is a precondition of
eq.(l) over the correlation time T'. A slight nonlinearity
over the chirp length T' would cause a shift in the
frequency and a broadening of spectral lines in the
baseband. To gain linear chirps over T' a precise and
stable clock and a coherent digital chirp generation in
the EU is necessary. For sensor interrogation FMCW
may be used also. if the rneasurand keeps a constant
value over T'. which is in the range of ms [13].
A precise and fast method to read out type I sensors is
sampling of response signal (fig. 2) and coherent digital
evaluation of difference time between response peaks.
Here too, a precise and time stable clock is required in

the EU which coherently generates the carrier of a short
The
(typically 100 ns) RF intenogation gated
impu1ses at T1. T2. T3 are defined from
amplitude but evaluated in terns of the phase of the
continuous EU carrier. Digitally the phase is determined
at the maxima of the response impulses by down
conversion of the response signal as usual into an
inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) signal. A short time
resolution of about 3 degrees phase angle has been
achieved in measurements by A.POHL [ 14.15.161
which corresponds to a time resolution of about lops at
fo = 860 MHz carrier frequency. But it should be
mentioned here that such excellent results demand the
stability of EU clock over a time interval which is long
compared to the observed variation of mea..urand. Also
integrative digital methods can be applied if several
measurements can be averaged to one result.

Fig.2 : Impulse response of type I sensor of fig. la.
In completion to this broadband short impulse
interrogation of transit time sensors a narrow band
accurate evaluation method was invented also by
A.POHL [17,18]. Here a readout signal, about of length
T I in fig.2 is used. In order to avoid electromagnetic
pollution over a large bandwidth its transients may be
flattened by time domain filtering. This interrogation
impulse together with the response signal due to the first
two reflectors in fig.la is sketched in fig.3. Starting at
T I the reflection at L1 is observed . From T2 to T3 the
reflection at L2 is added and causes (destructive in fig.3)

I

b

I

To

TI

T2

T, time

Fig.3 : Narrowband interrogation and destructive
intersymbol interference response of type I sensor.
interference whose amplitude allows to determine the
relative phase of the SAW propagating between LIand

Lz So e.g. by sweeping the interrogation frequency and
observing the frequency of response notches between T2
and Ts in fig.3 the measurand being effective between
L1 and L2 is determined. This method of measurement
yields high definition but requests much more time than
a sampling one shot evaluation.

3. TYPE 11: EXTERNAL CONVENTIONAL
SENSOR ACOUSTICAL DELAY DEVICES
The invention of these wirelessly intenogable sensors
resulted from the investigation of electrically
programmable ID tag reflectors in railroad applications
by L.REINDL and W.RUILE [19.20]. Usually in ID
tags the reflecting IDTs are not accessible. But
connecting a load admittance YL to the IDT changes its
SAW reflection coefficient p given by :

Here psc and YIDT are the acoustical reflection
coefficient for short cut IDT and its admittance,
respectivly. Pi3 is the acoustoelectrical interaction
(coupling element) expressed in the acoustoelectric
scattering P matrix.
So. by switching the busbars of a reflecting IDT over
connecting pins to an appropriate capacitor or varactor
diode the IDT p goes from strong SAW reflection in
open circuit to nearly total transmission with p = 0.
This happens if the IDT electrically sees a short, and no
acoustoelecaically excited voltage is effective at its
fingers. The electrical short is given for series
resonances at fo of the outside capacitor with its
inductive wire connections to the IDT.
At present R-STEINDL [21] is exploiting this resonance
behaviour for measurements of external conventional
sensors. If an external variable capacity as a sensor is
biased near the resonance value, a small deviation of
measurand from its bias causes a large change (more
than 30 dB) of the reflectivity of the IDT which easily
can be evaluated. For this the sampling method as
discussed above for type I sensors can be modified
taking amplitude and phase data simultaneously. In the
acoustic delay line together with the sensor connected
IDT at least one unconnected IDT has to be present as a
reference of reflection amplitude and phase (This
reference doesn't change since the SAW substrate is
thermally and mechanically stable.) External
mechanical sensors show decisive advantages compared
to mechanical SAW sensors, where mechanical stress is
applied to the substrate. Mechanical overload (e.g. in
high speed tire profile deformation measurements [14])
sometimes destroys the SAW substrate. but capacitive
0'
inductive conventional sensors appropriately
designed can withstand all overload with the SAW

delay line in a robust. hermetically tight package. Also
resistive (potentiometric) external sensors could match
this condition but in wireless applications with type I1
SAW delay lines their sensitivity and accuracy is poor
due to the lack of series resonance behaviour.
4. TYPE 111: SAW RESONATOR SENSORS
SAW resonators on ST-cut quartz substrates widely are
used in clock circuits above 100 MHz as temperature
stable frequency reference. Under mechanical stress
their resonance frequency fo changes with the same
sensitivity like type I transit time sensors of the same
material and crystal cut. So the use of SAW resonators
in sensor and ID devices is indicated.
Connecting the input IDT of a one port resonator to an
antenna. as shown in fig. Ic, two principles of wireless
resonance frequency fo interrogation are applicable :
a) In a short distance to the EU antenna. where the
sensor antenna is in its near field. the
electromagnetic energy feedback makes possible
the swept frequency measurement of fo by the
EU's antenna radiation admittance. At fo a sharp
dip in the admittance appears.
b) In the far field of the EU antenna the admittance of
the sensor antenna cannot be detected. Here, the
passive resonator acts as a frequency selective
energy storage. By interrogation near fo with a
sufficiently long (some resonator decay times)
narrow band impulse or a strong and short one
oscillation energy is stored. After switching off the
pump impulse the resonator decays with its natural
frequency fo.
Since the objectives are long range measurements
method b) is used. After a comprehensive discussion of
wireless SAW applications, W.BUFF et al. present a
straight-forward method of resonance frequency
determination within an accuracy of 10 kHz at 189,2
MHz for a LiNb03 temperature sensor [22,23] by
sweeping the excitation frequency manually, the
amplitude of the response decay is maximized and so
the resonance fo found.
We employ an adapative search of the EU interrogation
impulse frequency [24]. During the resonator's decay
the EU receives its ring out frequency f, over a gain
controlled logarithmic amplifier. The interrogation
impulse frequency is adaptively synchronized and at last
locked to fo. This lock follows fo for variations of the
measurand. Since resonance sensors need minimal
bandwidth for interrogation and response signal. several
resonators can be placed in one ISM band. This makes
them useful as ID tags with a few bits. Another feature
of resonator sensors is the relatively low insertion loss
compared to type I and I1 sensors. Thus a maximal
interrogation range R can be achieved with type I11
sensors. E.g. with 20 dBm (100 mW) interrogation

pulse power. and quarterwave dipole antennas an R = 10
m is possible.

5. ADVANCED SENSORS AND SYSTEMS
A unique feature of SAW devices, applied from the late
sixtieth up to now is the capability of pulse compression
in chirped or coded phase (PSK) andlor amplitude
modulated IDT structures. These structures can be
employed to improve sensitivity and accuracy of type I
sensors and to design sensor families where each
member can be electronically interrogated separately
[12.22].
Using a chirp structure. from the time shift of the
amplitude of the compressed impulse, enhanced by the
factor TB? a resolution of 1 mK of a LiNb03 SAW
thermometer could be achieved experimentally [2.5].
Industrial applications were the objective of the
development of an all quartz package ga. pressure
gauge. It started with the PHD thesis of H.SCHERR
[26]$which was improved by L. REINDL, C.RUPPEL
et al. in Munich [13]. In fig. 4 a cross-section of the
quartz pressure gauge is sketched. The cavity with hight
d s =~ 30 pm can be filled by an inert gas at reference
pressure or can be evacuated. The IDTs are positioned
along bending lines of the elastic membrane, the SAW
delay between them is calibrated in terms of outside gas
pressure. Busbars for antenna connections are extended
through the adhesive to the outside. Using an elaborate
design technique for chirp transducers [27] the insertion
loss and sensor qualitiy of the intracavity SAW delay
lines could be improved recently [13]. Using two IDTs
with the same dispersion a linear phase was achieved.
This gauge was used to monitor the tire pressure of cars
up to 100 krnlh [28].
quanz membrane
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Fig.4: All quartz package SAW pressure gauge
Employing a specific arrangement of three SAW
resonators on a 3.5"
cut quartz pressure gauge
membrane in the 434 MHz ISM band and evaluating
their difference frequencies W. BUFF et al. were able to
measure either pressure or temperature or both
simultaneously [23].
Some attempts have been made by OSTERMAYER to
simultaneously selectively evaluate families of ID-tag
type I sensors with coded response [29.30,31]. These
are based on the principle of code division multiple
access (CDMA) systems. If the adressing interrogation
signal is exactly the time inverse of the sensor's impulse
response the sensor will answer with its autocorrelation
function (ACF). By changing the time scale of the
interrogation signal the maximum of the ACF indicates

the effective measurand of the adressed sensor. 13 bits
Barker codes were used. The applicability of this
CDMA system is restricted to equal distance sensors.
since the radio channel for this passive SAW sensor as
transponder is damped with at least the fourth power of
distance. But for single sensor readout in an
electromagnetically polluted area these correlative
methods bring considerable advantages [29,33].

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
A survey on wirelessly requestable SAW sensors was
given in a limited range of applications, mainly for
temperature and mechanical measurands with the three
types of sensors under investigation at present. The
feasability of RF sensor interrogation by a EU, storing
or delaying the signal acoustically and retransmitting
the sensor modulated signal to the EU for evaluating is
proven for many different situations.
But this principle is applicable to many more acoustical
devices. Bulk acoustic wave resonator [34] would have
sufficiently long time constants of decay, but hardly are
fabricabie for resonance frequencies above 100 MHz
(A. = 3 m), thus dipole antennas for remotely placed
bulk wave devices would be to big. Eventually small
ferrites with coils could be tried as sensor antenna.
More hope to find new areas of application lies in
wireless request adaptations of SAW and Love wave
sensors for chemical gas analyses and liquids as
developed by A.VENEM-4, M.VELLEKOOP and
B.JAKOBY in Delft [35,36,37] . In fig. 5 a Love wave
device for wireless read out is sketched. The main
energy of the LOVE mode is guided in a guiding layer,
IDTs are used for excitation and reflection. Recent
results show the applicability of these modes for both,
viscosity sensing and low loss propagation in a
frequency range suitable for wireless request. Gas
sensing and chemical analysis is possible with specific
layers. Taking into account the additional losses, a
quantitative model of wireless read out has to be used,
as given by A.POHL in a following contribution [38].
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Fig.5: Reflective Love wave device. [37].
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ABSTRACT
Good long-term stability of high precision quartz pressure sensors are necessary for various applications ranging from
pressure transient analysis to permanent monitoring systems for optimal reservoir management in the petroleum
industry. A Crystal Quartz Gauge (CQG) is a dual-mode thickness-shear quartz pressure sensor that has been used in
the oil-field services for the past eight years. High accuracy. resolution. and fast response time of this sensor enable a
reliable estimate of formation permeability and helps in reducing the overall cost of oil and gas production. Production
statistics of manufactured CQGs show its yield exceeding 85% with excellent performance repeatability. The pressure
reading errors of manufactured gauges are less than 6.89 kPa (1 psi) (plus 0.01% of the reading because of the
uncertainty of the dead-weight tester). The pressure resolution is better than 20.7 Pa (0.003 psi) over 1 second gate time.
An extremely effective dynamic compensation algorithm yields corrected pressure readings with a response time as
short as a strain-gauge based pressure transducer while retaining high performance of a quartz gauge. Recent long-term
stability tests of CQGs show a negligibly small drift on the order of a few-tenths of a psi (0.1 psi = 689 Pa) at 103 MPa
(15 kpsi) and 175 OC for a period of more than a year. These results confirm that the CQG characteristics exceed the
demanding specifications for both the well-tests and permanent monitoring systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
High precision pressure and temperature sensors are,
generally, made of crystalline quartz because of its
excellent stability under temperature and pressure
cyclings; high material Q; and minimal hysteresis under
loading and unloading [I-21. While the mechanical
strength and stability of the material are critically
dependent on its surface preparation, such as
mechanical polishing and chemical etching [3], it is
known that crystalline quartz is approximately 24 times
stronger in compression than in tension. Given this
mechanical property of quartz, it is desirable to design
probe structure and sensing element so that the entire
structure is largely in compression.
A thickness-shear quartz resonator frequency changes
as a function of biasing stresses and temperature
gradients in its vibrating element [1-2: 4-81. Different
crystalline orientations of quartz exhibit significantly
different stress-frequency and temperature-frequency
characteristics. A dual-mode thickness-shear quartz
pressure sensor is designed with a crystalline orientation
such that the B-mode is largely sensitive to the
temperature and the C-mode is largely sensitive to the
biasing stresses of the resonator element [4-81. These
characteristics of the two thickness-shear modes enable
the inversion of changes in the two thickness-shear
resonant frequencies for the biasing stresses and
temperature of the resonator element. The biasing
stresses in the resonator element are caused by the
applied hydrostatic pressure to the exterior of a probe
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structure. The probe structure design allows some
optimization of the transformation ratio of applied
pressure to the stresses produced in the resonator
element.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the CQG
probe structure. This probe structure consists of three
cylindrical parts: the central portion has a rectangular
plate that is an integral part of the cylindrical shell; and
the two end caps that have hollowed interior and are
hermetically sealed to the central portion. The
rectangular plate is the sensing element of the probe
structure. A doubly-rotated orientation of crystalline
quartz is used to design a dual-mode thickness shear
resonator with different pressure and temperature
characteristicsfor the two modes.

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the CQG

11. MANUFACTURING STATISTICS
The pressure sensor is calibrated over a pressure
range of 750 psi (5.17 MPa) to 15 kpsi (103 MPa) and a
temperature range of 35°C to 175°C. The lowest
pressure is set by the available mass of the dead-weight
tester. Under static conditions. both the externally
applied pressure P, and probe temperature Tscan be
retrieved from two calibration polynomials with two
arguments as shown below.
n
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(2)
where f, and f, are the frequencies of the primarily
pressure sensitive (C-mode) and primarily temperature
sensitive (B-mode), respectively. Both coefficients A,,
and B, have 15 nonzero elements. The largest exponent
11 off, is chosen to be 4 for P,,and 3 for T,;while that of
f, is chosen to be 5 for both P, and T,.
In Figure 2 we show average calibration or fitting
errors for both the load and unload cycles for 404
manufactured CQGs at four temperatures of 35", 82",
129": and 175°C: respectively. The error bars defined by
30, (where a is the standard deviation) is always less
than 1 psi. The ppm scale refers to the fractional
deviation of the pressure reading from the maximum
pressure range of 103 MPa (15 kpsi).
Figure 3 shows the Allan variance [9]of pressure
reading of 61 gauges that were calibrated with 10-digit
frequency counters to see the short term stability of the
gauges more accurately. This test was performed at
atmospheric pressure and at various temperatures. A
rather small variance indicates the mean pressure
stability to be better than 0.003 psi.
111. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCES
Pressure transient analyses are routinely used for
estimating reservoir permeability. In highly permeable
reservoirs, it becomes necessary to detect a small
duration pressure pulse of small magnitude. This
requires a pressure sensor with a fast response time in
the draw-down and build-up analyses of the pressure
transient tests. Since a large pressure step causes
adiabatic heating of the silicone oil surrounding the
quartz probe structure, the sensing resonator is subject
to a time varying temperature gradients that results in a
time varying pressure reading. During a draw-down and
build-up analysis. the probe is subjected to pressure
steps ranging from 69 kPa to 13.8 MPa (1 0 to 2000 psi)
and pressure transients may last from 6 to 30 seconds.
To circumvent the transient behavior of the pressure
gauge, we have developed a dynamic compensation
algorithm that corrects the pressure reading drift caused
by the temperature gradients in the sensing resonator.
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Figure 2: Average errors for 404 gauges with increasing
and decreasing pressures.
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Figure 3: Allan variance of pressure reading at various
temperatures
Figure 4 shows response of the CQG to a pressure
step of 87 MPa (approximately 12.6 kpsi) to
atmospheric pressure. The CQG pressure reading after
dynamic compensation stabilizes more than 10 times
faster than a conventional quartz gauge. In addition, the
maximum undershoot in the CQG pressure reading is
approximately 2 psi compared to about 18 psi for a
conventional quartz gauge.
When the pressure probe is lowered into an oil well,
the probe is subject to a temperature ramp that would
also cause temperature gradients in the sensing
resonator and the pressure reading drifts until thermal
equilibrium is established. When the tool carrying the
pressure probe is lowered into a well at a typical speed
of 61 drnin (200 ftlrnin), it is subjected to a
temperature ramp of 2" to 4°C per minute. At a normal
logging speed of 9 to 18 d m i n (30 to 60 ftfmin), the
tool experiences a temperature ramp of 0.5 to 2°C. A
tool entering a gas zone may be subject to a temperature
step of up to 30°C.
To enable reliable pressure measurements in the
presence of temperature gradients in the sensing
resonator, we apply the dynamic compensation
algorithm that corrects for the temperature gradient
effects on the pressure reading. Figure 5 shows response
of the CQG pressure reading when the probe housing is
subject to a temperature step of 125" C to 45" C and
then back to 125" C at an ambient pressure of 10.47

MPa (1517.7 psi) applied to the probe. Because of the
thermal impedances between the temperature bath and
the sensing resonator. the temperature reading from the
CQG probe shows a negative and then a positive ramp
before stabilizing to a steady-state value. Even when the
CQG temperature reading is varying with time. the
pressure reading is essentially unaffected. In contrast, a
conventional quartz gauge shows pressure errors of up
to 0.2 MPa (approximately 30 psi) when the sensing
resonator temperature is rapidly varying with time.
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Figure 4: Response of CQG to a pressure step of 87
MPa to atmospheric pressure at 125 "C.
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removing their effects on the pressure reading. At each
data acquisition. 100 frequency readings were taken
with a sampling rate of 1.5 second. The counter gate
time was set to 1 second. We averaged these 100
samples for removing a period~cnoise in the pressure
output from the dead-weight tester caused by its mass
rotation - the magnitude of this correction was not
negligible.
Figure 7 shows the long-term stability of the pressure
reading from these four probes. The * denotes the
instances when the pressure system trouble was
detected. All of the four probes exhibited pressure
reading stability of well within 6.89 kPa (1 psi). Figure
8 displays long-term drifts in the temperature reading
from the four probes. The temperanire stability is well
within 0.1OC of the bath temperatures 150°C and 175OC.
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Figure 5: Response of the CQG to temperature steps of
125" C to 45" C then back to 125" C applied to the
temperature bath.
IV. LONGTERM STABILITY
In Figure 6: we show a schematic diagram of the
measurement setup used in the long-term stability tests.
These tests are essential for qualifying a pressure sensor
for permanent monitoring systems. While the pressure
sensor environment is relatively stable, these sensors are
kept at high pressure and temperature for their
deployment life of up to 5 years or longer. Long-term
stabilities of the CQG were tested by placing four
probes in a constant pressure and temperature baths for
a period of 1 year. Four gauges A, B, C and D were
placed in temperature controlled ovens. The temperature
was kept at 150 OC for the gauges A and B, and 175 "C
for gauges C and D. A constant pressure of 103 MPa
(15 kpsi) was applied by RUSKA dead-weight tester
2452 with an accuracy of 0.01% of reading. The piston
position was controlled so that accurate pressure could
be maintained for the whole test duration. These gauges
were continuously vibrated with oscillators driven at 1
micro-watt. The oscillator circuit was kept outside the
oven so that the long-term stability of sensing resonator
can be observed. The frequency data was recorded
every hour. We measured atmospheric pressure and
temperature of the piston of the dead-weight tester for

We have demonstrated that the Crystal Quartz Gauge
(CQG) based on a dual-mode thickness-shear resonator
design exhibits pressure accuracy of better than 6.89
kPa (1 psi); pressure resolution of better than 20.7 Pa
(0.003 psi) for a 1 second counter gate time over a
calibrated pressure range of 103 MPa (15 kpsi) and a
temperature range of 175°C. A significant advantage of
the dual-mode design is its dynamic performance. An
irz-situ measurement of the resonator temperature allows
an implementation of an extremely effective dynamic
compensation algorithm that yields corrected pressure
readings with a response time as short as a strain-gauge
based pressure sensor while retaining the high accuracy
of a quartz gauge under static conditions. The CQG
response times to transient pressure pulses and
temperature ramps after dynamic compensation for
removing temperature gradient effects are faster than
any of the requirements in the oil and gsls industry. A
fast response time of pressure sensors is essential for
reliably estimating reservoir high permeability (higher
than 1 darcy) from flow rate and pressure transient
analysis. The CQG overall performance specifications
exceed the requirements of downhole pressure
measurements for various applications. More
importantly, we have also shown that the long-term
stability of CQG at 15 kpsi and 175OC is on the order of
a few-tenths of a psi over a period of 1 year. To our
knowledge. this is the first long-term stability test
results that ensures a successful application of this
gauge in permanent monitoring systems in the
petroleum industry. Because of the extraordinary
stability of crystalline quartz, these long-term stability
results are better than other pressure sensor
technologies.

Pressure line

Frequency output
Atmospheric pressure
Temperature data
HP5335A Universal counter
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HP3456A Multimeter
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Computer

Figure 7: Long-term drift of pressure readings at 103
MPa (15 kpsi) for the two gauges at 150' C and the
other two gauges at 175" C.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the set up for the longterm stability tests.
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crystal shown in Fig.2 the varying resonance frequency is mainly determined by a varying motional inductance L,. To less extent also the motional capacitance C
, - that is directly related to
the active vibration area - may change.[l]

ABSTRACT
The balanced bridge oscillator circuit presented
here perfectly compensates for the negative influence of the cable. The oscillator circuit is characterized by two almost equal bridge branches;
the first one contains the sensor crystal connected via the sensor cable, the second one contains an identical cable terminated by a capacity
equal to the resonator's static capacity Co. The
cable compensation performance of the balanced
bridge oscillator has been justified by a respective circuit analysis and by measurements of its
key specifications in comparison with those of a
conventional oscillator.

2) The Q-value of composite resonators often varies significantly within the measurement range.
This is especially true for heavily loaded sensor
crystals in thin film thickness monitors [21 and
for sensor crystals in contact with a liquid.[31
The change of the Q-value is directly related to a
respective change of the motional resistor R,. As
a consequence, the amplifier gain must vary over
a wide range (in the thin film thickness quartz
sensor example, 250:l) to keep the loop gain of
the oscillator circuit equal to 1 for maintaining
harmonic excitation. An interesting approach to
handle this wide dynamic range of the resonator's motional loss resistance is, e. g., the socalled lever oscillator.[43

1. INTRODUCTION
In sensor applications, some distance between
the sensing resonator and the electronics usually
is required (Fig.1). In addition, the demands on
oscillator electronics for sensor applications of
piezoelectric crystal resonators differ significantly from those on oscillator electronics for frequencyltime control applications:

3) In sensor applications usually remote electronics is desired. For a temperature sensor, e. g., it
is advantageous to locate the sensor remotely in
order not to restrict the temperature range by the
respective limits of the electronics and to avoid
heating of the sensor by the electronic circuit's
dissipation. While SAW sensors offer - because of
their significantly higher operating frequency the possibility of a wireless interrogation via antenna coupling,[51

1) Because the utilized resonance frequency
changes with varying measurement quantity, a
frequency range (in the thin film thickness
quartz sensor example, 25%) instead of a fmed
frequency has to be allowed for by the oscillator
circuit. In the equivalent circuit of the sensor

Oscillator
circuit

Counter

crystal

Computer
Fig.1. Coaxial cables between sensor crystal and oscillator circuit (length 1s) and between oscillator and
~Admittance of sensor crystal connected
counter (length lo).YQ ...Admittance of sensor crystal; Y Q ...
via sensor cable; YI...Input admittance of oscillator circuit; YT ...Admittance of oscillator cable terminated with its characteristic impedance (e.g. 50 $2)
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Fig.2. Lumped element equivalent circuit of sensor crystal and sensor cable in the vicinity of a
crystal resonance frequency (e.g. thickness shear
fundamental).
L,, C,, Rm ...Motional branch inductance, capacitance and loss resistance of the sensor crystal, respectively
Co ...Parallel capacity of the crystal
Cc ...Capacity of the sensor cable
Ym(f), Yg(f), Ygc(f). ..Admittance of the crystal's motional branch, of the total crystal and of
the crystal connected via the cable, respectively
BAW sensors usually need a coaxial cable connection to the exciting electronics.[61 In the
higher frequency range above about 25 MHz a
coaxial transmission line with a cable length of
an integer multiple of a half wavelength (nU2) of
the electrical signal in the cable can be used to
allow for a distance between the sensor and the
electronic oscillator circuit. Such a cable transforms the electrical admittance of the resonator
1:l to the position of the oscillator electronics.
Thus, the oscillator circuit can be designed as for
the case where the resonator is directly connected to the electronics. For example, by use of a
50 MHz AC-cut quartz crystal as temperature
sensor, a coaxial cable (Teflon@insulator, E = 2)
with a length corresponding to one wavelength
A = 4.23 m has been successfully used.171 In this
application the frequency change in the covered
temperature range from -50 to 200 'C is less than
1%,therefore the A-condition remains sufficiently
fulfilled.
In the lower frequency range, e.g. for the quartz
crystal thin film thickness sensor, a cable with a
length I sufficiently smaller than a quarter wavelength is used ( I << Al4). This is because a U4cable transforms a low impedance load, e.g. at
the sensor's series resonance, into a high impedance load at the oscillator circuit input port, thus
the cable's influence would be maximum.
For a cable with a length I sufficiently smaller
than a quarter wavelength (I c< A/4), the cable
performs essentially as a capacity CC that adds
to the resonator's static capacity Co (Fig.2). How-

ever, sometimes the cable capacity CC causes an
impedance so low that the oscillator circuit oscillates even without a sensor crystal connected.
Even if this extreme condition does not apply, a
high influence of the cable capacity CC on the 0scillator frequency remains. In principle, for a single frequency, the compensation of the cable capacity can be achieved by connecting an inductor
of the same absolute admittance value as CC in
parallel. But an inductor has different and less
perfect properties (especially with regard to temperature dependence and losses) than a capacitor. Furthermore, for the example of the thin film
thickness monitor sensor, where the sensor frequency changes typically from 6 to 4.5 MHz with
increasing film load, compensation effective over
the entire measurement frequency range is desired. In the following Section 2 a typical conventional series resonance oscillator is described and
its limitations with respect to the sensor cable
influence are indicated. The balanced bridge 0scillator as appropriate problem solution is presented in Section 3.
2. CONVENTIONAL CRYSTAL SENSOR
OSCILLATORS
To keep the characteristic impedances in the
high frequency range of acoustic wave crystal
sensors are in the order of 50 Ohms, the resonator sensors are usually excited at a low impedance resonance, preferably at one of the thickness
shear mode series resonances, e.g. the fundamental. A series resonance circuit like the motional
branch in Fig.2 shows the most pronounced resonance effect if it is driven with a "stiff' voltage
amplitude (zero source impedance) and the current through the crystal is used as resonance indicating signal.
Fig.3 shows a preferred series resonance oscillator concept, where the circuit function is that of
an amplifying current to voltage converter with
stiff output voltage fedback to the sensor crystal
and controlled by the current through the sensor
crystal.

I
Arnplifytng I+U Converter

10'4

Fig.3. Series resonance oscillator principle.
A typical realization of this concept is shown in

Fig.4, where the connection of the crystal via the
cable is already taken into consideration, that is
= IQ+ ICis regarded. Here
instead of IQ+ IQC
and throughout this paper sinusoidal time dependence e j d is considered and all quantities
have the respective complex meaning.

tance Co can be seen. For highly damped crystals
(high motional resistance R,) excitation is only
possible for a steep angle 9,however, that means
that, especially for the less loaded crystal, the
operating frequency is dragged far off the series
resonance, resulting in a low effective Q-value
and thus decreased frequency stability.

Fig.4. Typical conventional quartz crystal sensor oscillator circuit with automatic gain control
Introducing the forward transfer impedance ZG
we obtain for the loop gain g~

The condition for harmonic excitation is g~ = 1,
the negative input admittance of the oscillator
has to be equal to the sensor+cable admittance

Assuming simplified transistor properties (no
frequency dependencies, negligible base current)
we obtain

where YLRC =

ZLRC

of the crystal
Fig.5. Locus of admittance YQC(~)
connected via the sensor cable and locus of negative input admittance -Yl(g) of the oscillator
with the frequency f and the amplifier gain g as
parameters, respectively. Co = 15pF, CC * 45pF
R, = 10...2800R

3.THE BALANCED BRIDGE OSCILLATOR

R

In Fig.5 both, the locus of the crystal+cable admittance with the frequency as parameter, as
well as the locus of admittance of the negative
oscillator input impedance with the gain g of the
gain controlled amplifier A, is plotted. The crossing point with the lowest required gain is the operating point for a crystal resonator with a given
damping (R, value). From Fig.5 the extremely
unfavorable influence of the cable capacitance CC
together with that of the crystal's parallel capaci-

Fig.6. Principle of the balanced bridge sensor 0scillator circuit with automatic gain control

The balanced bridge oscillator circuit is characterized by two almost equal bridge branches; the
first one contains the sensor crystal connected via
the sensor cable, the second one contains an identical cable terminated by a capacity CO2equal to
the resonator's static capacity Co. Here the input
voltage of the differential amplifier A is proportional to the difference of the currents through
the two cable branches. Thus, only the motional
branch of the crystal remains as frequency controlling circuit.
This effectively shifts the origin of the oscillator
admittance curves -Y&) in Fig.5 upwards to the
leftmost point jw(Co+CC) of the circle representing -YQc@.

CATIONS

I

g

[ & l 3 ~ I

'

Fig.7. Locus of the negative input admittance of
the oscillator circuit -YI for two differently dimensioned collector admittances Y.
Table 1. Frequency stabilities Aflf for varying
temperature AT and supply voltage AUb; maximum motional resistance Rm range of a conventional (Inficon) and of the balanced bridge (Balbri) oscillator utilising a 75 R cable of 70 cm
length.
I

1

I

I

Oscillators: I Inficon

1 Balbri

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since the sensor frequency may vary over a relative frequency range of up to 25%, a compensation of the negative influence of the cable effective over the entire measurement frequency
range is desired. Such a perfect compensation
can be achieved with the balanced bridge oscillator. The cable compensation performance of the
balanced bridge oscillator has been analized and
demonstrated by measurement of characteristic
performance parameters. The key specifications
of the balanced bridge oscillator are typically 10
times better than those of a conventional state of
the art series resonance oscillator.

4. COMPARISON OF OBTAINED SPECIFI-

j Im-YI

curve is much more advantageous. Note that due to the compensation of Co + CC - the curves
start now at the zero point of the complex plane.
The adjustment of the appropriate g values was
obtained by insertion of crystals with different
load and respective Q-values. Table 1 shows a
comparison between some key specifications of a
conventional and of the balanced bridge oscillator. For these measurements instead of the sensor crystal a lumped equivalent circuit according
to Fig.2 was used, however with Lm and Cm values of 0.01 and 100 times the crystal's values, resepctively. The resulting lower &-value allows for
an easier t o measure, more pronounced influence
of the oscillator circuit's contribution.

Part of the work was financially supported by
"Osterreichischer Fonds zur Fardelung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung" (Austrian Science
Foundation, Project No. P 7198), by Leybold AG
Hanau, BRD, and Inficon Inc., Syracuse, USA.
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0...200 s2

0...2800 R

In Fig.7 the measured negative input admittance
of the oscillator circuit is plotted for two different
collector admittances Y, whereby the flatter
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TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

2. PRINCIPLE OF "MASCOT" DEVICE

Identification devices (ID-tags) for remote telemetry
systems in the European ISM standards require the use
of narrow-band solutions. SAW ID-tags are
characterized by particularly good coding and
correlation capabilities which is used in many filter
applications.
To solve the narrow-band problem of ISM-bands
two principles for passive SAW ID-Tags were
introduced, the Multiple Apodized Self-correlating
Delay Line (MASCoT) and the ,,On-Chip-Correlation"
(OCC) device. The advantage of the devices is an
,,impulse-free" interrogation so that the used bandwidth
does not extend the allowed bandwidth and the
European ISM standard can be fulfilled. The design,
simulation and experimental results were introduced and
discussed.

MASCoT is an ID-Tag based on a multiple apodized
self ~ r r e l a t e dlapped delay line [6]. The device is
derived from conventional tapped delay lines and is
optimized for wireiess interrogation systems as a twoterminal ID-tag. This design allows low-bandwidth and
low-power interrogation using long, unmodulated sine
bursts. The device responds with a PSK-code sequence
suitable for a new wireless CDMA-based identification
system that allows a simultaneous interrogation of
multiple ID-tags by using orthogonal codes.

1.INTRODUCTION
SAW elements have been proofed to be applicable to
identification systems with passive identification devices
[I]-[6]. However, to detect simultaneously more than
one ID-tag in the interrogation area is not a trivial
problem. All responses overlaying each another will be
received by the interrogation unit at the same time, must
be separated and assigned to the corresponding
identification tag. This problem can be solved by using
structured signals created by the identification tag while
interrogated. PSK (phase shift keyed) signals [4] are
well suitable for this aim. Well-known solutions for such
SAW ID-tags usually operate with impulse interrogated
PSK coded SAW filters or reflecting delay lines [5].
The main disadvantage of these systems is the use of
an impulse radio transmission between the interrogation
unit and the ID-tag which needs a wide bandwidth in the
radio channel. A modern philosophy of the ,,frequency
economy'' and the frequency standards are hardly
implemented. The new solution presented in this paper
overcomes the difficulties and meets the conditions of
the frequency standards by using a correlation on the
SAW chip. This type of devices also allows to create a
system of passive sensors with self-identifying
capabilities.

0-7803-5400-11991$10.00 0 1999 IEEE

Fig. 1: Layout of the six tap MASCoT device
Fig. 1 shows the layout of a six-tap device for a five
bit PSK code sequence. It consists of six (n=6)
interdigital transducers (IDTs, taps) with different
apertures ai that are connected in parallel via two bus
bars. The working principle is based on superposition of
the correlation signals of multiple apodized transducer
pairs. In the device, every transducer (tap) works as
both, receiver and transmitter of surface acoustic waves.
In [6] a mathematical model for the first order
approximation of the response of the device to a long
sine burst in time domain has been published. It allows
the design of the apertures in dependence on the code
sequence (binary PSK). The apertures are calculated by
using a restricted tree-search algorithm.
The measured S,,versus the frequency is presented
in Fig. 2. For the measurements test devices have been
designed on the YX-128°-cut-LiNb03 substrate with
split finger IDTs. The center frequency fo of 428.5 MHz
was measured.

Fig. 3: The design of OCC-ID-Tap

Fig. 2: Measured time response of MASCoT device
IIFFT(S1l)I [61
Fig. 2 shows the IFFT transformed Srl response into
time domain for illustration of the working principle.
The result closely resembles the impulse response of the
device. Due to the electrical impedance of the network
analyzer a large peak at zero time position is present.
The trace shows triangular artefacts at discrete time
steps to, t3 and t4 which are evidence of the correlation of
the generated SAW with the receiving IDT. The signals
at t and tz should be zero because of cancellation of
SAWS.
Compared to the conventional solutions [5] the
MASCoT device can operate in narrow-band telemetry
systems with the simultaneous access to several ID-Tags
in detection area of the interrogation unit. The
separation of the signals of the different sensors uses
CDMA technique. The disadvantage of this method is a
rather limited number of realizable codes due to the
interrogation with an orthogonal code [6].

In this case the device (Fig. 3) consists of two PSK
coded SAW transducers PSKl and PSK2 which are
connected via a common signal bus and a matching
network to an antenna. The PSKl transducer is coded
with a source code Sl(t). This part of the structure
provides the interrogation of the second PSK2
transducer with a different code S2(t). The device
interrogation by the PSK signal with the SI(-t) code
generates in the PSKl transducer a high energy
correlation peak on the substrate propagating in the
direction to the PSK2 transducer. This impulse causes
an response of the PSK2 transducer with S2(t) code.
Due to the commutative properties of the convolution
the forward and backward signal path are equal. That's
why the connection between PSKl IDT .and PSK2 IDT
does not influence the output signal negatively. The
principle can be written by Eq. (1).
Forward:
Output(t)=Sl(-t)*Sl (t)*S2(t)
Backward:
Output(t)=Sl(-t) *S2(t)*Sl(t)
Sl(-t)*Sl(t) *S2(t)=SI(-t)*S2(t)*Sl(t)

(lc)

Condition:
S l(-t) *Sl(t)=s(t)

3. PRINCIPLE OF "ON-CHIPCORRELATION"

4. CORRELATION CODE
The particular disadvantage of MASCoT can be
solved by using the OCC-devices. In the case of "OnChip-Correlation" (OCC) device the correlation function
is used to create a peak in form of a SAW on the chip. It
is ensured that the interaction between different
transducer codes does not falsify the output signal.
The correlation function is often used in the
communication technology as a method for the
separation of different codes (sensors) [8].If the source
code corresponds to the device code a typical
correlation peak results at the device output.
Conventional solutions [5] with passive SAW
reflective ID-Tags operate with the impulse
interrogation of a PSK device and gets a coded ID-Tag
response back. This principle has the disadvantage of an
impulse radio transmission. Mentioned impulse has a
form of an interrogation impulse for the coded SAW
structure or of a peak response of the delay line ID-Tag.
However both versions violate the band limitation of the
ISM-Band.

For the generation of a correlation/interrogation impulse a binary sequence s(i)~{+I,-I], i=I:N, with a
suitable correlation function O,, was chosen. The
evaluation criteria are the peak to sidelobe ratio (PSR)
for characterizing the energy, the merit-factor (MF) as a
noise measure in the sidelobes and the sequence length
N. The PSR and MF calculation show Eq. (2) and (3)
[81.

PSR =

@,(O)

,YitO

maxi@,(ill

According to well known tables of Lindner-codes [9]
a sequence with a length N=28, PSR=14, MF=7.86 was
chosen for the PSKl transducer as Sl(t).

Fig. 4 shows the calculated correlation function. The
code notation is hexadecimal.
The correlation peak reaches a maximum value of 28
and the sidelobes never cross the value of 2. At the
bottom the peak has time width of two bits. That means
if one bit is modulated with n subbits (sine burst), an
identification code S2(t) with 2n subbits is necessary.

OD

Z

time

magnitude
Code: 8flll2dh
time

Fig. 6: An impulse response of the ,,On-Chip Correlation" device '(generation of an interrogation
PSK signal S1(-t)(a), output IDT(b))
Fig. 4: The correlation peak of 28-bit Lindner sequence

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP WITH 433.92 MHz

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP WITH 80 MHz
To prove the OCC idea a first test device with center
0
was used. The setup (Fig. 5)
frequency of f ~ 8 MHz
consists of two PSK coded transducers with an
additional wide-band IDT in-between.

Fig. 5: The design of 80 MHz ,,On-Chip Correlation6'
ID-Tag with in-between wide-band transducer.
Two parallel connected PSKl and PSK2 transducers
have different codes Sl(t) and S2(t). The time inverted
interrogation signal S1(-t) was prepared in an additional
PSK device by stimulation with a short pulse (IOV,
6ns). Fig. 6a shows the generation of the interrogation
code Sl(-t). This sequence was linked to the common
bus electrodes of PSKl and PSK2. A convolution of
Sl(-t) and Sl(t) results in a correlation peak on the chip
in form of a SAW which is needed for an interrogation
of the PSK2 transducer. The interaction between SI(-t)
and S2(t) results in a cross correlation function with a
neglected magnitude which does not disturb the
identification output signal of the OCC device.
The mentioned auxiliary signal at the output pin of
an ,,in-between" wide-band transducer was amplified
and measured as shown in Fig. 6b. After switchiilg off
the interrogation signal Sl(-t) a clear correlation peak
follows which confirms the idea on OCC.
Unfortunately the identification signal S2(t)
disappears in the noise. A better SNR setup of the
experiment is necessary to filter the output signal.

A new device for 433.92 MHz with an improved
setup of two parallel connected PSK transducer on
common signal bus (which was prepared for direct
connection to an antenna) was designed. The
,,interrogation6$transducer PSKl was coded with a 28
bit code Sl(t) with 4 subbits each bit. The identification
information is hidden in the PSK2 transducer with a 14
bit S2(t) binary code. With respect to device symmetry,
its electrical parameters and the good signal-fitting 8
subbits in S2(t) were designed. A compromise between
the devicelcode length has to be kept to hold the
acceptable device geometry and its static capacitance.
The simulation of the device function was made with
Matlab. The basis for the calculations was the modeling
of a [O 0-,1
of an elementary signaVwave in
sequence. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of the
occ device, Fig. 7a represents a PSK coded signal
SI(-t) in a simplified form as was used for the narrowband ,,interrogationwof the OCC device.
The computation of the autocorrelation function
ACF of two coded sequences in Matlab uses the
function CONV.
ACF = CONV(FL1PLR (Sl),Sl)

(4

FLIPLR(S1) function shapes a time inverted form of
Sl(t) sequence to S1(-r). These two sequences are
necessary for the generation of the interrogation
correlation peak (see Fig. 7b). An interaction of the
correlation peak with the S2(r) coded second transducer
is the output signal of the device as was simulated (see
Eq. 5 and Fig. 7c).
OUTPUT = CONV(ACF,S2)

(5)

good agreement between
experimental results.

magnitude

the

simulation

and
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7. CONCLUSION
Two new ID-tags for passive narrow-band ISM
identification systems were presented. Their special
design allows impulse fiee interrogation and multiple
access (MASCOT)in the interrogation area. The choice
of the ,,interrogation" code is significant for the device
function. The principle of the OCC was verified by
simulation and measurements with an 80 and 433.92
MHz test setup under laboratory conditions. There is a
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Wireless measurement systems with passive SAW sensors offer the new and exciting perspectives for remote
monitoring of rotating parts, or in harsh environments. This paper concentrates on the signal processing required for
those sensor systems with regard to the sensors, the system hardware and the radio transmission. Different directly
effected delay lines, impedance loaded devices and resonators have been used as SAW sensors. Wideband time
domain interrogation and narrowband frequency domain interrogation have been investigated theoretically and
experimentally in combination with the radio channel and the evaluation method. We focus on the occurring errors and
the origins of these effects. Actual estimations for the different errors are given. We achieved a resolution of
the measurement's bandwidth is up to 10 kHz for conventional sensors and up to a few hundreds of kHz
10'" to 10'~.
for the new transponder type. A read out distance without averaging of several meters is achieved.

1. Introduction
The current paper focuses on the radio request of
passive surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices,
published only a few years ago for radio sensor
purposes. Initially, these circuits have been invented for
the passive identification of animals [ 1 1. The first
industrial application is a road pricing system for the
Norwegian Highways around Oslo. Up to now, a wide
range of actually performed applications have been
published, e.g. [ 2 1, [ 3 1, [ 4 1.
Interrogated by an RF radio signal, a linearily
distorted version of the requesting signal is
retransmitted. The distortion is effected by the
measurand. Due to the energy storage in the SAW, a
time separation between radio request signal and sensor
response is achieved. The received response signal is
afflicted with noise and interference. Errors occurring
during transmission yield additional measurement
errors inseparable from the sensor effect. In Table 1,
actually employed SAW radio sensors are listed.
Utilizing DL and DDL, a delay AT has to be evaluated.
For DLT (delay line transponders, loaded by an
impedance), also the amplitude of the reflected signal
can be used. Requesting SAWR, the frequency of the
decaying resonator and decaying amplitude is
measured.

one port
two port

delay lines
wideband
dispersive
DL
DDL
DLT

resonators

parameters is given in chapter five. The contents of the
paper is summarized in a brief conclusion.

2. Radio request of passive SAW sensors
Regardless of which type of passive radio sensor is
used, a wireless one port response measurement with
time division has to be performed. As for RADAR
systems, the receiver usually is located near the
transmitter, coherent detection is feasible.

2.1 Radio reauest methods
In general, the measurement can be performed in time
and frequency domain.
2.1.1 Time domain sam~ling(TDS). wideband or full
band sampling
For TDS, the sensor is requested by a radio request
signal transmitted, covering the total system bandwidth
at once (full band). The duration of the radio request
signal is given for non spread spectrum signals to be
Tsignal.TDS S 1/2Bm,,, ,with the sensor bandwidth B,,,,,.
Each radio request signal causes one (for a single
SAWR) or a number of (for DL) response signals. A
wideband sampling is done in the receiver. TDS is a
single scan measurement method. the whole sensor
response can be recorded in one radio request cycle.
qua,,r;llun?

demodulator

fast
sarrpiing

I

SAWR

Table 1: SAW devices actually used for radio sensors
In chapter two, the applied methods of radio request
are presented. After considering the radio channel in the
third chapter. in the fourth. the deterministic and
stochastic errors occurring at sensor response detection
are investigated. An estimation of measurement
performance versus the distance range and the error
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Figure I : TDS transmitter and receiver
The energy contents ETDS.O
of one request is the time
integral of the transmitted signal power, due to the

wideband impulses, commonly it is small. The
convolution of the signal with the sampling window has
to be noticed. The sampling theorem applies. To avoid
aliasing, the sampling has to be performed with at least
twice the bandwidth of the baseband signals.

2.1.2 Freauencv domain sarn~linz(FDS). narrowband
or ~artialband sarn~ling
FDS or partial band sampling means scanning of the
total bandwidth in M steps in the frequency domain. To
achieve high resolution, the bandwidth of one step must
be low, requiring a relative long duration Tsig",l,FDS 2
1/2B,, (with the resolution bandwidth B,, = B/M)of
the radio signal and enhancing the total measurement
time as well as the total energy used for detection. In
the receiver, magnitude and phase of the narrowband
response is detected. As for the TDS system, for
coherent detection, the RF signals can be derived from
one oscillator.
FDS is a multiscan measurement. To achieve the
information of a number of M points in time, M
frequencies have to be scanned. The total measurement
in minimum lasts M times the minimum measurement
cycle of TDS.
slow

slow
witching

4%

/
cdlator tuning

For TDS and FDS, the analog signal received is
sampled and digitized by an analog to digital converter.
Then, a two column vector is gained. One column
contains the detector voltage of the component in phase
(I) and the other orthogonal (Q) to the reference. The
row number is the number of the sample in time and
frequency, respectively, depending if TDS or FDS was
applied. Utilizing a discrete Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm, time samples can be converted to frequency
and vice versa. At sensor readout, time delay AT,
frequency f, and magnitude A of RF signals have to be
measured or estimated: respectively, in the receiver.
Apart of counters, time to digital converter, etc.. the
widely utilized method of time measurement is phase
measurement in coherent systems by projection into an
orthogonal base system. The relative phase of the
received signal is calculated from arctan (QII). The time
delay is gained from phase shift by

Frequency measurement, e.g. of the decaying
resonator's response, is done by TDS and FFT, TDS
and parameter fitting (MSE, mean square error
minimization) and by FDS and gated phase locked
loops.
Since it is strongly affected by the radio
transmission, in passive radio sensor applications,
amplitude information is used rarely. TDS or FDS
with inverse FFT (IFFT) and an interpolation process
are employed.

I
cxciua~~hming
Figure 2: FDS transmitter and receiver principle

2.2 Parameter estimation
/ burst TDS

I Receiver
I AGC or limiting receiver

I

I

1 Transmission
ideband DL

D i s m i v e DL

1

stepped FDS
e.g. 32x 20 ps. 0 ...30 dBm
Eo = 0.3 ... 600 pWs
b w ~ It << 1W

Transponder DL burst TDS
100 "S UP 10 2 k's
(impedance
10 ... 40 dBm
loaded
SAW b = 1 n ~ to s20 ~
two DOR device)
Resonators
(high-Q)

burst
10 ... 100 ps
0 ... 30 dBm

linear rece~ver

1

matched filter
AGC or limiting receiver

W S

1 Others

1 Detection
I coherent TDS.

I for high speed sensor applications
-I / Q sampling.
with hrgh rckolution.
coherent integration for e.g. data reduction by non periodic
128 radio request cycles
sampling
incoherent detection
for low range. low cost ID purposes.
I envelope sampling
1 data reduction by non periodic 1
sampling
coherent FDS
for sensor and ID applications with
low speed requirements but high
distance range
incoherent detection
experimental onfy
envelope samding
for high speed sensor applications
coherent TDS.
I / Q sampling.
with high resolution.
coherent integration for e.g.
128 radio request cycles

1 envelope
incoherent detection
sampling
linear receiver
logarithmic receiver

( for low range. high SNR applications.
only less signal processing effort
high resolution radio request of highTDS, high rate sampling &
digital
MSE
criteria Q resonators with a relatively long off
line processing time
processing
Gated Phase Itxked Itx~p real time signal processing. SNR
(GPLL)
threshold. no rnul~isensorcapability
-

Table 2: Actually employed signal processing for

-

radio sensors

I

4. Measurement parameters and errors

2.3 Enhancement of signal's energy
For the low energy TDS methods, the signal energy for
detection is enhanced by a factor N by coherent
integration of N radio request cycles. By a linear
operation, samples of signal amplitude sk(t)of different
interrogation cycles are summed up with correct phase.
Due to the linear process, no crosscorrelation between
signal and noise occurs. Assuming additive white
Gaussian noise, the crosscorrelation between different
noise samples vanishes. While the mean signal energy
is constant, the normalized noise power P, after
2
averaging with n,(t) the mean power of the stochastic
noise is

P, =-.I

N*

~----i
n,(t)2.
Cn,(t) =k=l

N

(2)

If no correlation between signal and interference
signal exists, coherent integration is also applicable for
SIR enhancement. Feed through effects of local
oscillator within the radio request system cannot be
mitigated.
Nonlinearity causes an irreversible correlation
between signal and noise terms. Above a threshold
SNR, less effective non linear integration measures, e.g.
post detection integration, can be applied.

2.4 Multi~leaccess
Today, response signals of different SAW sensors
mainly are distinguished in
.space, by use of nanow antenna beam widths. The
whole code family can be exploited, with exception of a
start and a stop bit.
.time, by time interleaving of reflectors of the DLs, a
high receiver's dynamic range can be achieved, log.
amplifiers can be employed.
.frequency, for SAWR, dual to time division.

3. Radio transmission
The propagation via the radio channel mainly is
affected by:
The signal attenuation due to the distance d, free
space attenuation aWth= (41~dlh)~,
with l. = c/f, actual
exponents k are 2 (up to 4)
Slow fading due to obstacled propagation,
shadowing, etc.
Rayleigh fading due to multipath propagation and
interfering signal components
Thermal and man made noise
Interference caused by other RF systems
The sensor design has to consider the statistical
channel parameters, typical delay spreads oi are some
ps for outdoor and up to 200 ns for indoor channels.

The sensitivity of a sensor usually is defined as the
change of the sensor readout due to the effect of certain
parameters, e.g. 92 ppmlK for 128' LiNb03.
Resolution is the minimum change of measurement
readout due to a changing measurand normalized to the
full span, e.g. time delay. Employing DL and phase
instead of envelope detection, it is enhanced from lu3
to 10". For amplitude detection using DLT, it is better
than 1 5% in worst case.
Accuracy, the fidelity of the system's readout to the
true measurand and affected by errors? often is mixed
UD with resolution.
origin
1 effect
J result
sensor
I manufacturing
I deviation of delay or
frequency

lradio

system

aging
bandwidth
tuning
-gain (includes S/H

deviation of amplitude and
phase
phase and amplitude e m r

-

hase ortho onalit
phase noise
assumed to be properly
phase and amplitude error

channel
Table 3: Deterministic and stochastic errors for radio
request of passive SAW sensors

Manufacturing and aging: The manufacturing
tolerances are given to be smaller than 100 ppm = lo4
for low cost SAW mass products [ 5 1, representing the
accuracy limit for the SAW sensors without calibration.
For resonant devices, the total aging remains smaller
than S O ppm. Aging of delay lines is not specified,
since it only depends on the almost neglectible aging of
the crystal substrate.
Bandwidth: The bandwidth of measurement means the
maximum bandwidth of the dynamic measurand
allowed for admissible errors. It depends on the sensor,
its environment, converting the measurand into an
effect to the sensor, the transmission and the signal
processing. For thermal measurements, the sensor's
bandwidth is only about 1 Hz, for mechanical effects 10
kHz are achieved. In [ 9 ] the integration errors due to
the signal processing, evaluating a delay, are estimated.
A 3 ps delay line with a resolution of up to lom6can be
operated up to a frequency of f,, = 3 kHz to keep the
additional bandwidth error smaller than 1 percent.
Utilizing DLT, with amplitude detection, the
measurand's bandwidth is up to BWRF/10 (several
MHz),limited to a much narrower range by the external
impedance sensors from stock.
Receiver tuning: In the receiver coherent detection is
performed. For actual systems, the base signals, the

received signal is multiplied by, have a deviation E
from exact orthogonality. The amplification and A D
conversion of the baseband signals is not exactly equal,
but differ by a factor bla (I1=I.a,Q'=Q.b).
Both, E and bla + 1, yield phase and amplitude errors.
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Figure 5: Phase error Aq, due the non orthogonality of
the reference, parameter E.
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Figure 3: Phase eror A%/, due to different base band
gain vs. absolute phase, parameter bla
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Figure 6:
Amplitude error V ' N , due the non
orthogonality of the reference, parameter E.

Phase noise: The oscillators used for signal generation
and coherent detection are afflicted with phase noise.
Since multiplication is performed, the phase errors are
considered only. We find the rms phase deviation due
to the phase noise in a bandwidth 2B
0
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absolule phase [deg]
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Figure 4: Amplitude error V'Nlb,adue to different base
band gain vs. absolute phase, parameter bla

Dividing the spectrum into subbands, a mask for the
admissible phase noise of the oscillators is gained. For
a DL with a AT up to 10 ps, a flat course of noise
density of approx. -90 dBc between 10 kHz and 1 MHz
and increasing with 20 dB1decade towards lower
frequencies is required to keep the total error smaller
than 1 degree.

Integration error: Coherent integration yields an error,
if the measurand is not stationary, but has a phase shift
y between each pair of the N samples. The total
is
amplitude error E~.N

Additive noise and interference because of radio
transmission: During radio transmission, noise
(assumed to be a white stochastic process with
Gaussian probability density function of amplitude,
AWGN) and interference from other RF radio systems
are added. The probability, that the measurement error
exceeds k.A,, is calculated with the Q function from
- 2 . ~ { k . ~ ) f o r k 5 0 . (9)
Pamplitude-mor For small phase deviations due to a large SNR, the
probability to exceed a phase error Or is
,,P = 2 . ~ { ~ ~ ~ i j i i . s i n ~
(10)

Figure 8: Probability of phase error (A0 > Or) versus
the SNR, with parameter Or

1,

Figure 9: Phase error due to interference versus SIR
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Figure 7: Probability of measurement error versus SNR
for errors exceeding k.A, with parameter k.
Investigating interference, coherent jamming, usually
caused by feed through of local oscillators, etc., and
incoherent jamming is distinguished. The amplitude
error is
(I,+Ro)/&. A ratio of -40 dB yields a
maximum error of 1% in amplitude. The maximum
phase error is +arcsin{IJRo}. Incoherent jammers have
to be considered by I,+ (1 /fi)'.

+

Discussion
In literature, sensitivity, accuracy and resolution
usually are given simultaneously with a maximum
distance range for radio request. No errors due to a

signal to noise ratio decreasing with distance and other
noise contributions are considered. For an actual system
design, the errors have to be considered, of course. For
example, a LiNb03 DL temperature sensor is employed
with AT = 5 ps, operating at 869 MHz.A resolution of
lo-' in >99.9 % of samples should be achieved. A phase
of 2n corresponds to 2.30.104.5 ps, a maximum phase
error of 15 degree is admissible.
Standard adjustment of low cost systems, e.g. 10% IIQ
unbalance bla and a 5 degree phase misadjustment &,
cause up to approx. 6 degree phase error, the maximum
resolution without further effects is approx. 4.10-~,only
to be exceeded by exact tuning of rhe system. For lo-',
a margin of 9 degree for the phase error can be used up.
The signal to noise ratio, necessary to keep the error
limit in 99.9% can be found to be higher than 21 dB.
The maximum distance range is calculated from the
link budget. Assuming a gain of the antennas GSns[dB]
at the sensor and G,,, [dB] at the request system, a
transmitted power P, [dBm], a sensor attenuation a,,,,,,

[dB] and a coherent integration of N request cycles, the
maximal path attenuation apt,, [dB] is calculated from
a,, IP, +2.G,, +2.G, -a,
-SNR+lO.l&N)-

-M-Fm-N,-lO.log(B/l&)-~~
The term No = k.T [dB&]
means the thermal noise
on the radio channel, F,, [dB] the additional noise
figure due to the collected man made noise. The term
NF [dB] is the noise figure of the receiver, B [Hz] its
bandwidth. M [dB] represents a margin for slow fading
due to shadowing, etc. For our example, we assume Pt =
20 dBm, G..,
= 0 dB, &, = 20 dB, No = -174 dBmIHz,
B = 1.7MHz,NF= 1 0 d B , M = 10dBandN= l.Then,
the sum a,,h+SNR is calculated to be 90. For one
direction, a path toss of 34.5 dB is allowed. A path
length of 1.7 m without any obstacle and without
destructive interference due to multipath propagation
can be bridged. Enhancing the energy or reducing the
bandwidth and therefore reducing the noise power, the
distance range is enhanced. A gain of 12 dB in SNR
yields a doubling of range.
Employing a measurement of amplitude, e.g. for
radio request of DLT, a very similar calculation yields a
further degradation due to noise and interference and
therefore a much higher required SNR.
For frequency measurement, the relative frequency
error Af 1 f can be calculated from the phase error Aq:
Measurement of one period length is afflicted with an
error in frequency of Acp / 2x.. If the phase is
unambiguous, the number of periods is counted for a
time interval T,, the relative frequency error is
calculated from
Af Aq
1
-=-.-.
(11)

f

2n T,.f

For f = 433 MHz, T, = 5 ps and Acp = 15 degree, the
frequency error is approx. 20 ppm.

Conclusion
In the work, the state of the art for the radio request
of passive sensors have been discussed. A division into
frequency domain sampling and time domain sampling
was done. For high resolution, high speed, short range
wideband
delay
line
sensors
applications
advantageously are combined with a burst TDS. To
enhance the energy, spread spectrum methods and
signal integration are feasible. Applying the proper
radio request with comparable total signal's energy and
signal processing method, TDS and FDS yield the same
performance of measurement for applications without
limitations of measurement time. For multiple access
to a number of sensors space and time division are
actually proven. Investigations about the deterministic
and stochastic errors have been presented. The effects
of the error sources to amplitude, phase and frequency
measurements have been calculated. Finally, an

estimation of the distance range for a given reliability
was done. It was found, that phase detection is much
more robust against misadjustment of the receiver and
against noise errors. Therefore it is suggested to be used
preferably.
Passive SAW radio sensors have been presented first
only a few years ago. Since then, the field of
applications is growing. Today, the first industrial
setups are in development. In a world of increasing
demand for sensors, it is foreseeable, that they will find
a fixed position for special applications, other
technologies cannot be employed for.
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ABSTRACT
The conditions for operation of a two-beam
interferometer based on an acousto-optic variable delay
line are studied. The accuracy of RF signal frequency
measurement is estimated, the main physical factors
affecting the real measurement accuracy are analyzed.
The requirements to the parameters of the acousto-optic
delay line h e formulated. The possibility to extract and
measure the clock frequency of binary pulse trails for
synchronizing a receiver in digital communication
systems is shown theoretically and experimentally
1. INTRODUCTION

Efficient measurement methods based on
optical interferometers of different kinds are widely
used for processing optical signals. A tunable
interferometer can be used to accurately measure the
frequency of monochtomatic optical signal [I]. The
output result of the interference summation of the direct
and lagged optical beams can be easily obtained by
optics as the optical wavelength are short. This idea can
be also used in the interference systems measuring the
RF signal frequency where the variable RF signal delay
line with a controllable variation law is the key
element.
The pulse-phase method for accurate
measurement of delay time is known in the ultrasonic
measurement technology [2]. This method is
implemented when the direct and lagged signals are
summarized when the input signal frequency is varied
within some range Am. In this case, the interference
component of the output signal has N extreme values
and the measurement conditions has a simple form
Af-N. Thus by measuring the frequency range Af and
counting the number of the extreme values, the delay
time z can be found rather precisely. Obviously, the
inverse problem can also be solved. Lf a variable delay
line is used, and the delay time is varied within the
range AT, the frequencyf can also be found a s p N l A ~ .
So, the condition of operation for an interferometer can
be generalized in the form of Afi)=N where the
variation symbol A can be applied to any parameter in
the parenthesis.
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2. THE THEORY OF INTERFEROMETER

Let us look at the scheme of a simplest two-

beam interferometer (Fig.1) where VDL is a variable
delay line.

Fig.I. Two-beaminterferometer.
Let us assume that the ,input signal
Sl(t) = Sl cos(cut) is a harmonic with an unknown
frequency w = 2 4 . The signal at the output of the
variable delay line is S2(t - r ) = S2cos[cu(t -r)] , and
correspondingly,
so,, (t) = A(?) c o s w - ~(711
A(r) =

4s; +S: + 2S,S2 cos(m))

Thus, the interference output signal of the summator
obtains the envelope A(z) and phase shift cp(z), these
parameters containing the entire information. In order
to count the number of extremums N, it is better to use
the minimal values of the envelope A(z) when S,= S2.
0

-

-!

I I: L --I)J

At that, So,, = 2Scos(-)
envelope derivative

*
dr

cos w(t

, and the

has the discontinuities of

the first kind
The potentially possible measurement
precision 6f is determined by the entire interval of
1
delay time variation z,,, in a simple form Sf = -, and
7m

1
the relative error A = -. At practice, the temperature
N
instability of acoustic velocity

and

attenuation and dissipation effects of elastic energy can
considerably affect the measurements.

output
-=

signal

A(@

eq(-2mpt)

in

+ exp(-cap).

the

form

cos(put)),

A0

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The optical scheme of the system for
measuring. the RF signal frequency that uses an
acoustosptic delay line is shown in Fig.2. The optical
light from a He-Ne laser (h=0.63 pm) is formed by
Lens L1 as a collimated beam of D 1 size and is directed
onto the optical scanner (a rotating mirror with rotation
speed of a).Then Lens L2 focuses the scanned optical
bean onto the axis of Acousto-Optic Cell (AOC). After
the interaction with an acoustic wave into the AOC, the
overlapped W a c t e d and non-diaacted optical beams
are directed with Lens L3 to Photo Receiver (PR),
where the lagged RF signal S2(t<) is formed and
obtained. After the input and lagged signals are
summarized (C), the envelope (Dt) is obtained and the
number of extremum5 N in one measure cycle is
counted.

O<t<T
Here, the condition S1=S2=Ao is used, and the
exponential component reflects the acoustic attenuation
along the AOC aperture, a is the attenuation coefficient
depending on the properties of the medium of acoustooptic interaction, acoustic anisotropy of the elastic
mode and frequency of input signal.
Fig.3 shows the envelope fragments calculated
for different attenuations and delays ( cwpt = 0;O.5;l.O ).

Fig.3. The influence of the elastic wave absorption on the
interference signal envelope shape

Fig.2 The scheme of a system measuring the RF signal
frequency.

Note that the time scale in this scheme can be
arbitrary depending on the mirror's rotation speed in
the optical scanner, scanner parameters not affecting
the meamment precision of RF signal frequency.
The delay time z(t) in this system varies
linearly in the interval [0...%I in the time T, and
D
rrn
7(t) = -t,
O s t l T , 7, =-, where D is the
T
v
optical aperture of AOC given by the input diaphragm,
v is the acoustic velocity. The scale coefficient p =

m

T

, F is the focal
D
2v arctg(-)
2F
length of Lens L2, and it determines the envelope of the
is determined as p =

The acousto-optic cell was made of the TeOz
crystal with slow shear mode travelling along the [110]
direction. This acoustic mode has low velocity
(v=0.62-10' mm/sec) and thus provides the maximum
time delay per crystal length unit. The piezoelectric
transducer generating the shear wave was the platelet
of X-cut LiNb03 crystal bonding to the medium of
interaction by a thermocompression metallic bonding.
The optical beam propagated near the [OOl] direction
and obtained the circular polarization in the medium.
The main parameters of the acoustosptic cell are
presented in the Table.
Frequ- Maximum
ency
band, delay,
MHz
jwc

25-45

16

Attenuation at the
center
frequency,
dB/psec

Interaction
efficiency,
P=O.I W

0,2

0,25

Velocity
thermal
coefficient

1 aV
--

, IPC
v aT
2,5*104

The attenuation in the AOC is caused
generally by the effects of the abnormal spread of the
slow shear wave due to a large acoustic anisotropy in
the Te02crystal.
Optical heterodyning is made by forming the
optical beam with a wide angular spectrum [3]. At that,
the following condition should be fulfilled.

2df
where Q = ----- is the difliaction parameter [4].
2
nv

Fig.4 shows the fragments of the
interferometer's output signal (without detecting)
obtained under different angular velocities of the
(R=600,1000,2460 rpm
and
scanner's
mirror
p=0,004,0,0068 and 0,016 respectively). The measured
frequency of the harmonic signal i s ~ 3 4 , 0 l f 0 , 0 3MHz,
the reference being 34,026 MHz. It is worth noticing
that the basic frequency of the output signal has the
caused by the optical beam
2 '
moving along the AOC aperture.
Doppler shift

certain time generally less then the half clock period.
At that, the multiplication product contains very short
components at all signal inversion points (transitions
from 0+1 or 1+0) and such signal has discreet
frequency components at clock frequency harmonics in
its spectrum regardless of the signal structure.
Fig.5 shows the functional diagram of the
algorithm that measures the clock frequency of
continuous pulse sequences (BPSK). The universality of
this algorithm is determined by the possibility to adjust
delay time according to the signal with different
parameters. The accuracy and stability of the delay line
are determining in this case. Those limitations in
practical implementation of acousto-optic delay line
lead to using of acoustosptic materials with relatively
high acoustic velocities, such as GaP, LiNb03, quartz,
and Merent glasses.

n
Display

R=600 rpm
R=1000 rpm
R=2460 rpm
Fig.4. Oscillograms of the interferometer output signal for
different mirror rotation speeds.
The acoustosptic interferometer can be used
to estimate and measure the instant rotation velocity of
different systems.
4. MEASUREMENT THE CLOCK FREQUENCY

OF DIGITAL RF SIGNAL
In the modem communication systems, i.g. in
the satellite systems, digital signals like a pulse trails
which amplitude, or phase, or both, are changed
according to the transmitted message are used. For
example, multilevel phase shift keying signals are
widely used. The receivers in such systems are
synchronized by yielding the repeating frequency (clock
frequency) of the elementary information pulses and
triggering the receiver's resolver. It is important that
when the pulse trails is random and the probabilities of
the states (0 or 1) are equal approximately 0.5, there is
no any discreet frequency components in the signal
spectrum [5,6]. That is why a special signal processing
is required that yields the clock frequency and
synchronizes the receiver.
Apart from the communications tasks, the
problem of clock frequency measurement can also
appear in the electromagnetic surveillance systems,
when communication equipment is being tuned, etc.
The problem of yielding the clock frequency of
a digital signal can be efficiently solved by multiplying
the information stream with its copy delayed by a

Fig.5. The functional scheme of clock frequency
measurement

An acousto-optic delay line made of tellurium
glass operating at 60-80MHz is used in the
experimental set-up. Fig.6 shows the spectrograms
from the output of the s p e m analyzer for 2 delay
times, the input signal being a BPSK signal with the
clock frequency of 2 MHz. For the comparison, this
figure also shows the spectrum of the input signal that
contains no discrete spectral components.

7 =T 110

r=T/2

Input signal
spectrum

Fig.6. The spectrograms of the output signal from the
acousto-optic delay line-multiplier.

The conducted research practically prove that
digital signals with the clock frequencies up to 50 MHz
can be processed with low signal-to-noise ratio. The
limitations in such measurements are determined
generally by the finite time of acoustic signal traveling

through the focused optical beam and finite bandwidth
of the AOC transducer.
5. CONCLUSION

The general condition of operation of the twobeam interferometer A@)=N where the variation
symbol A can be applied to any parameter in the
parenthesis is presented.
The possibility to use the interference method
for measuring RF signal frequency based on a variable
acousto-optic delay line is theoretically and
experimentally proved. The measurement precision is
determined by obvious physical limitations maximally
possible delay time.
This method and implementation scheme can
be used for measuring the instant changing position
parameters (linear or angular).
The possibility to use the variable delay line
for obtaining and measuring the clock frequency of
complex binary code sequences is discussed. This
technique can be used for receiver synchronization in
communication systems

-
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For a few years, ONERA,the French National E s
tablishment for Aerospace Research, under the financial support of the DGA (The French MOD Procurement Agency), has been developing a micro-machined
quartz vibrating beam accelerometer called VIA (Vibrating Inertial Accelerometer). This sensor exploits
the frequency change of a quartz resonator when submitted to an acceleration.
The main targeted applications are the guidance
and the attitude control of tactical missiles, as well
a s the inertial navigation of aircraft, helicopters and
ground vehicles (coupled with radio-electric positioning systems such as the GPS receiver).
In those fields, industry requires accurate miniature accelerometers (typically
to
of the
measurement range), with low cost manufacturing
and thus, important research and development activities are carried out by many laboratories[l-41.
The VIA concept has been selected to meet these
objectives. First, the monolithic configuration of the
transducers is well suited to chemical etching process
and miniaturization. Secondly, the choice of vibrating- beams as sensitive elements, combined with excellent quartz mechanical properties, gives a very
good stability of the scale factor. Third, the performed optimisation of the transducer leads to a very
good insulation of the active part with respect to the
mounting areas of the transducer, suitable to bias stability.

Picture 1 :
VIA accelerometer.
The output signal of the transducer being a frequency, the data is almost completely digitized and
thus an analog-digital converter is not required.
The sensor is composed of two quartz transducers
mounted into a cooper cylindrical case (picture 2.1).
Each transducer is fixed on a standard TO5 base (picture 2.2), and the two bases are mounted at the opposite ends of the cooper case. The transducers operate
under vacuum. Their diameter is about 6 mm and
the sensor size is about 2 cm3.
Thanks to the use of Surface Mount Technology,
the overall accelerometer dimensions lead to a 10 cm3
volume only.

In order to reduce the thermal sensitivity, the accelerometer is composed of two transducers operating
in differential mode.
ACCELEROMETER
CONFIGURATION
The VIA accelerometer, shown on picture 1, is
made of a sensor and two electronic oscillator circuits
which maintain the two vibrating beams at their resonance frequencies by piezoelectric effect. The opposite variations of these two frequencies provide a direct measurement of the applied acceleration.
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Picture 2.1 :
Sensor composed
of 2 transducers

Picture 2.2 :
Transducerfaed on
a TO5 base.

TRANSDUCER
DESIGN
Picture 3 shows the configuration of the transducer.

insulation of the beam vibrations :
When the beam vibrates at its resonance frequency (in the plane of the chip), all the structure
is submitted to forced vibrations.
In order to avoid any energy loss and to preserve
the high quality factor of the resonator, the mounting
areas of the transducer must stay motionless as far as
possible.
The insulating system, thanks to its flexibility for
the main dynamic excitations, fulfils these requirements. The efficiency of this system is illustrated in
picture 4 which represents with much amplification
the vibrating displacement of the free free transducer (i.e. free - free boundary conditions) when the
beam vibrates at its resonance frequency. Because of
its vibrating amplitude, the beam cannot be represented on the picture. Despite the large amplification, the vibrating movements of the mounting areas
appear negligible.

-

Picture 3 :
Transducer desagn
The active part of the transducer is located in the
center of this picture and consists of a proof mass,
another massive part, a vibrating beam and two articulations. The beam vibrates in the plane of the
chip and the sensitive axis is quasi perpendicular to
the chip.
When the transducer is submitted to an acceleration (along its sensitive axis), the proof mass applies
tensile or compressive stress to the beam which modifies its resonance frequency. Thus, the measurement of the beam frequency allows to know at any
time the applied acceleration.
The resonant frequency of the vibrating beam is
about 60 kHz and its sensivity to acceleration is about
12 Hz/g.
The main originality of this design lies in the insulating system (i.e the frame and the upper and lower
links), which connects the active part to the mounting
areas [5].
This insulating system has two qualities :

- it insulates the beam vibrations from the mounting areas of the transducer,
- it protects the active part of the transducer from
thermal stresses due to the difference in thermal expansion of quartz and of the case material.

Picture 4 :
Vibrating displacement in free - free boundary conditions
So, when the mounting areas are fixed on a base,
the energy loss through the fixation will be very small,
and the beam frequency will not be modified by the
fixation.
Precisely, a way to appreciate the quality of the
vibrating beam insulation is to compare the theoritical frequency values F and F' of the vibrating beam
for two different transducer boundary conditions :
first, free-free boundary conditions (picture 4) and
secondly transducer fixed on its mounting areas. A
very small ratio (F F') / F means a very good
vibrating beam insulation. In our case this ratio is
about
which is an excellent result.

-

The insulation of the beam vibrations is an important point with regards to performance, and especially for the repeatability of the sensor parameters.

Insulating against thermal stresses :
The transducer is designed to be mounted on a
metallic base ; so in the presence of temperature
variations, some stresses appear in the whole structure due to differences in the espansion coefficients
between quartz and the base material. The active
part of the transducer and in particular the vibrating
beam must be preserved from those stresses.
As shown in reference [ 6 ] ,the addition of the two
links in the insulating system very efficiently preserve
the active part from thermal stresses. The residual
compressive or tensile stresses in the beam are negligible, so its resonance frequency is not modified.

The picture 5 shows a quartz wafer including sixteen chemically-machined transducers. In spite of the
three dimensional conformation of the transducer, the
wafer is engineered in one step. As a matter of fact,
the technique developed by ONERA takes avantage
of the etching depth to adjust the machining about
the third dimension (perpendicular to the faces of the
wafer).

Siaer

Picture 6.1 :
MeruNized wafer.
(chromium-.pold lqvers)

Picture 6.2 :
Phorolirho,~ruphicpmccs.~
Etchinfi masks of the rides

Pictures 6.3 :
Ohmined srnrcrure r@er only
one step of chemicrrl erchinfi

Photolithographic technics permit the etching
masks to be obtained from the initial metallization
of the wafer (picture 6.2). Note that in our case, the
etching masks are different for the 2 sides : the vibrating beam mask is on side 1 and the articulations
mask on side 2.
The wafer is etched using a fluoride-based solution
and the etching is stopped before its depth attains
the thickness of the wafer (picture 6.3). The difference between the etching depth and wafer thickness
is equal to the thickness of the vibrating beam and
articulations.
An adapted chemical etching procedure has been
defined in order to answer the specificity of the VIA
structure, in particular concerning the roughness of
the etched surface. The quality of this surface (picture 7), which defines one of the faces of the vibrating
beam, is very important with regard to the vibrating
beam behavior (i.e. thermal and acceleration sensitivity).

Picture 5 :
Quartz wafer with 16 transducers.
(dimensions : 38,l mm x 38,1 mm)

Pictures 6.1 to 6.3 illustrate the transducers
manu-facturing process :
Picture 6.1 shows a part of a wafer where one
transducer will be etched. The two main sides of this
wafer are metallized (chromium-gold metal layers).

Picture 7 :
Transducer obtained by chemical etching
and roughness after an etching depth of 370 ,u

The VIA accelerometer concept allows to combine the objectives of good performance and low cost.
Indeed, the original design of the transducer takes
into account the main insulation requirements for the
vibrating beam accelerometers, and the chemicallymachined manufacturing, being a very straightforward process, should keep very competitive costs.

In addition, the chromium-gold mask used for the
chemical etching engineering allows also to provide
very easily the excitation electrodes of the vibrating
beams.
This collective micro-machining technology, developed for the VIA accelerometer, is a very simple process, well suited t o low cost manufacturing.

This accelerometer has now reached maturity and
transfer to industry for civil or military applications
is currently under way.

This technique is very close to the one used in the
watch-making industry, which guarantees a very low
manufacturing cost.

However, the potential of performance has not
been fully exploited yet. It is the reason why research
activities are still going on, with an emphasis on increase accuracy and miniaturization.

The precise evaluation of the VIA accelerometers
is performed a t LRBA (DGA Lead Technical Centre
for Navigation Systems).
Its main performances are as described in table I.

- Measurement range
Bandwidth
Acceleration behavior (f100 g) :
Scale factor
Non-linearity K2
Non-linearity Kg
Residual error
Thermal behavior (-45 O C to 90 O C) :
Bias sensitivity
Bias hysteresis
Scale factor sensitivity
Scale factor hysteresis

f 100 g

> 1000 Hz
z 24 Hz/g
2 M/g2
0.02 pg/g3

15o~g
100pg/ C
100 Pg
1 PPm / O C
10 PPm

N

Table I :
VIA performance.
Full results concerning the evaluation of a VIA accelerometer are provided in reference [7]. Moreover,
seventeen months of evaluation have proved the scale
factor to be very stable (8 ppm standard deviation)
and the bias to be very repeatable (90 pg standard
deviation).
As a whole, the VIA accelerometer accuracy is
around 300 pg, all errors combined, for a measurement range of &lo0 g and in harsh conditions representative of tactical missile environment.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of a temperature
sensor based on a bulk acoustic waves micro-resonator
vibrating in thickness shear mode. Two different cuts are
chosen taking into account the thermal sensitivity, the
electromechanical coupling factor, the trapped energy
conditions. Care is also taken of technical problems
caused by anisotropic chemical etching fabrication
process. The active element of the structure is a circular
thin plate suspended by four bridges micromachined in a
NH,F.HFsolution. The performances of resonators are
tested in the range 20-100 C. Experimental results on Q
factor and thermal sensitivity for our suspended
resonators appear to be encouraging when we compare
with experimental values obtained with a bridgeless
resonator and with theoretical results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Some temperature sensors using quartz resonators have
been already developped [I] because this type of sensors
has a good precision, repeatibility and the output signal
is easy to process digitally. Besides, it can be used in a
large range of temperature. Yet, only three cuts are
usually used for this application :the doubly rotated cut
LC and two singly rotated cuts (8,= 40°and 8, = 0')
[2]. The associated resonators are based on a tuning-fork
structure fabricated by the so-called micromachined
process. The aim of our research is to fabricate by
micromachining " suspended resonators " whose
advantages are firstly to reduce considerably spurious
vibrations due to the fixation of the vibrating plate and
secondly to increase the metrological performances.
So, this paper can be divided into three parts :
(i) firstly, we present theoretical results concerning
thermal sensitivity of BAW resonators, piezoelectric
parameters like electromechanical coupling coefficients,
Q factor ...using the equation of propagation of waves in
the case of endless planar plate.
(ii) secondly, we present and comment the etching
properties in order to determine interesting orientations
of plates.
(iii) finally, we propose a fabrication process and
analyse experimental results, which are compared with
theoretical predictions and with results obtained with a
bridgeless resonator.
2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
2.1 - Thermal sensitivitv :
We follow a framework proposed by B. DULMET and
R. BOURQUIN [3,4] which uses Piola-Kirchhoff
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tensors to defmie new coefficients called effective
constants. The formulation of the thermal sensitivity in
the classical method is more complicated and less
precise because all the parameters of the resonators vary
with temperature including the cristalline orientation of
the plates. In order to obtain frequency-temperature
dependance, we follow three stages :

a To express the effective constants, we neglect the
thermal dependance of the piezoelectric R and the
dielectric N coefficients. On the contrary, the effective
elastic coefficients G are determined using elastic
constants and temperature T. We use Taylor
developments to express the matice G in the vicinity of
the reference temperature TO.
r

1

1
dnGG,
G,(T,,)~!
dTn
TnG,, is the n order effective elastic coefficient which is
known up to the third order.
with TnG,

=

b In order to study any orientation of plate, we have to
express R, N and G matrix in the coordinates system
associated with the plate (0, xi, xi, xi)

[G'I = [MI[GI~[MI
[R'] =
[MI

b][~]'

EN

I = [RINI' [GI
where [MI is the Bond matrix and [R] the rotation
matrix.
c The frequency resonance is then obtained by resolving
the following Christoffel linear system given by the
propagation and the poisson equations. We suppose that
the propagation vector is oriented along the thickness d
the resonator that's to say along the xi direction.

where ubis the eigenvector in the mode y and V, the
associated propagation velocity.
In the general case of anisotropic medium, the upper
value of V, is associated to the quasi-longitudinal

1045

mode, the other correspond to quasi-transverse waves.
The resonance frequency f, is then deduced fiom the
dispersion equation and the boundary conditions :

where

2h, is the thickness of resonator at To.
n is this overtone number
k, is the electromechanical coupling factor for
the mode JL
k, is expressed in terms of effective coefficients,
eigenvalues and eigenvectors :

k, =

R;.Pfa
where
[(P~V')'N~~I"=

u: is the normalized

eigenvector of mode p
We remark that k, like f, depends on temperature T
by eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
In the vicinity of the reference temperature To, we can
express the resonant frequency with T by a polynomial
function up to the third order.

a:, at, a: are called the first, second and third order
temperature coefficients for mode p.
The determination of the orientation of plates is
governed essentially by a,, which must be chosen as
high as possible to increase thermal sensitivity. It is
reasonnable to neglect a, for temperature sensor
application and a, must be weak if we desire to obtain a
linear variation of f, with temperature.
In this paper, we decide to limit our invistigations on
singly rotated cuts. So, figures l a and Ib give the
evolution of the first and second order coefficients with
8, in the range [-90"; 90'1 for cp, = 0 for the transverse
mode (B or C) which is piezoelectrically excitable kr
singly rotated cuts. Figure l a gives evidence of high
coefficient a, for -20' 1 8 , S 20°,
8 , 2 50' and
8, I -80° for which la, > 60ppm I C.
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According to figure 1b, these orientations correspond to
high second order coefficients. Indeed, for
18,12 50' a, increases with (8,( from 50.10" to
130.10-3ppmlC2.For -20' I 8, < 20°, )a2]belongs to
the range [30,70] 10" ppm 1 C2.We can conclude that for
the selected cuts, frequency versus temperature
characteristics will not be perfectly linear.
2.2 - Electromechanical coupling :
In the last section we establish the expression of k,.
For singly rotated cuts, we recall that k, is equal to
zero. Only the pure transverse mode along xi is
piezoelectrically
excitable.
The
associated
electromechanical factor is kc for 8 , 2 -23' and k, for
8, c -23'. It takes the following expression.

Figure 2 gives the evolution of kc,, with 8,. For
8,>0, we note a decrease of kc with increasing 8,. For

8, > 60°, kc becomes weak (kc c 2%). For 8,<0, the
coupling coefficient varies fiom kc = 13% to kc = 0%.
It is close to 0 for 8, I-80".
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Fig. 2 : Evolution of coupling coefficient with 80
According to the results of thermal sensitivity and
electromechanical coupling, we can conclude that the
orientation to retain for thermal applications are in the
ranges -20" I 8, I 20' and 50' 5 8, I 60'.
2.3 - The aualitv factor :
The quality factor is one of parameter that characterizes
is proportionnal to the
the resonator performance. Q-'
power dissipated in the resonator due to viscosity,
surface defects, loss caused by suspension.. .
For singly rotated cut, it is expressed as

Fig. l : Evolution of the temperature coefficients with the
a) First order coefficient
angle of cut
b) Second order coefficient

were q, is the viscosity coefficient expressed in the
coordinate axes of the plate.

We will compare this theoretical prediction with
experimental results at the end of the paper.
3. CHEMICAL ETCHING BEHAVIOUR

In order to select cuts for our application, we have to
take into account propeties connected with the
anisotropic etching of quartz crystal in a concentrated
solution of ammonium bifluoride. For the
micromachining of bridges in non-conventiomal cuts,
we take care to technical considerations as revealed by
previous works which concem surface textures [5] as
well as lateral underetching, concave and convex
undercuttings [6, 7, 81 :
(i) we must avoid the formation of slightly inclined
limiting planes or curved regions bounding the
vibration area with respect to the reference orientation.
(ii) the formation of sharp underetch with acute angles
under the mask near bridges is not favorable because it
can induce mechanical weakness of the suspension.
(iii) the geometrical features of the surface are of prime
importance because the performance of high lhquency
resonators is markedly a f f d by the roughness d
quariz surface [9].
(iv) in order to keep reasonable duration of etching (20
to 30 hours), the etch rate of the reference surface must
not be too small.
Analysing results on singly rotated cuts, we can
conclude that plates whose angle 8,is close to 8, = 60'
are more suitable. This orientation coincides with a
minimum of the dissolution slowness which implies
that the surface texture after etching will be quasi
"polished". The plates whose orientation is close to the
Y plate are not convenient for micromachining because
of their large dissolution slowness. According to these
remarks, we
retain the
two
orientations
8, = 55' and 8, = 60".
4. FABRICATION PROCESS AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 - Fabrication Drocess :
The resonant structure we have to fabrcate by
micromachining is composed of a circular thin plate
(diameter 13.2 mm, thickness 200 pm) with four
bridges and a squared mesa (thickness 5 to 10 pm) l
b
the energy trapping. Two successive photolithographic
processes are necessary to micromachine mesa and
bridges in a concentrated solution of NH,F.HF
maintened at 65C. The duration of etching for bridges
and mesa are approximatively 30 hours and 20 mn
respectively. The "masks" are Chronium-Gold films
deposited by thermal evaporation. They are also used as
electrodes for electrical excitation.

-
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4.2 - Experimental results and discussion :
The experimental tests concem the quality factor, the
motional resistance and the variations of resonant
frequency (at fundamental C mode) with temperature.
a - 0 factor and motional resistance :

To determine experimentally the Q factor, the resonator
connected to a R network is placed in vacuum.
We determine the motional resistance R, at the
resonant frequency fR when the phase displacement is
zero. The Q factor of quartz is then obtained using the
following relation :

and Afis the bandwith at - 3dB
Table 1 gives the theoretical and experimental values for
the Q factor. We firstly observe that the values of R, are
too high. Such a behavior can result fkom the viscosity
of the quartz plate or from the attenuation of waves at a
rough surface. The second assumption is probably good
because a prolonged etching causes a degradation of the
unmasked surface (especially for the 8, = 55' plate)
with the formation of numerus etched pits. The high
values of R, induce a decrease in the Q, factor. In order
to be sure that the fall of Q is due to the roughness, we
measure the same parameters of resonator without bridge
machined in a similar cut 8, = 55". Since the thickness
for the mesa is close to 20 pm the duration of etching is
considerably reduced. In this case, the surface texture is
not damaged in the vibrating region. Results in table 1
are not really satisfying because Q, factor is also low
due to firstly a bad parallelism of the two faces of the
plate, to secondly a thin mesa (thickness of mesa 2 pm
instead of 20 pm) and to thirsly the stiffness cf
structure. A good dirnensionnement of structure will
give better performances.

-

b Freauencv versus temmrature characteristics :
Measurement of the variations in resonance fkquency
induced by an increase in temperature are performed in
ambiant using a frequency synthetiser and a double R
network. Figure 3a and 3b give theoretical and
experimental evolutions of f, with T for the two cuts.

Fig. 3 : Evolution of the resonant frequency with
temperature
a) 8, = 55" b) 8, = 60' c) 8, = 55' without bridge
The experimental curves are quasi-linear and coincide
with theoretical ones. Figure 3c is related to the
bridgeless resonator. The adequation between theory and
experiments is not so good because some anharmonic
modes disturb the measures essentially between 50 to
80C the temperature m g e where the frequencies cross
each other. If we exclude results in this temperature
range, we obtain the expected fmt order coefficients
[Table 23. Departures between experimental and
theoretical second order coefficients are more marked but
remain in the same order.

5. CONCLUSION
The feasability of resonators for thermal applications by
micromachining is proved. This fabrication process has
practically no influence on the frequency versus
temperature results. Nethertheless, the fall of Q fsctor
gives evidence of a necessity to overcome some
technological difficulties due to chemical etching and
specially the degradation of unmasked smfaces after deep
etching. But owing to undamagement of annealed Cr-Au
films during deep etching, we can try to protect the two
faces of vibrating area during micromachining even if the
duration of etching is doubled. To optimize the
thickness of mesa, etching in less concentrated
NH4F.HF is recommended.

Table 1 : R, and Q factors for 8, = 55' and 8, = 60°
cuts.

Table 2 : Experimental and theoretical thermal
coefficients for 8, = 55' and 8, = 60' plates.
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Abstract
Lam&-mode is very available for realization of a miniaturized quartz crystal resonator because its resonant frequency is principally dependent upon the contour dimensions.Since heat capacity for the quartz crystal resonator gets small, and frequency response versus tenlprature is very farst, it is
useful for use in te~rlperaturesensors. In
additio11,because a LarnC-mode quartz crystal resonator has zero temperature coefficients, designated LQ1 cut and LQ2 cut,
and particularly, the resonator for LQI cut
has a comparatively large value of the second order temperature coefficient p, a Lam&
mode quartz crystal resonator can be obtained with the large first order temperature coefficient a when P=O. In this papaer, when cut angles 4=45" and 8=4s0,
a has a value of 44.6~10'~/OC in the calculation and 3 9 . 9 ~ 1 0 - ~ / " Cin the experiments with P=O approximately, while when
4=51 .So and 6=45" ,a=68.1 x 10-6/0C in the
calculation and 62.0x10-'/"C in the experiments with a value of p large than that of
4=45" and 8=45". For both cut angles, frequency change versus temperature (where in
after, call temperature sensitivity cr) is found
t o be sufficiently lage, and also the measured
data is found to be slightly smaller than the
calculated data.

1. Introduction
Quarty crystal is widely used as a material for piezoelectric devices such as resonators, filters and so forth because it is
very stable physically and chemically, and
also quartz crystal devices can be achieved
with a zero temperature coefficient, a samll
series resistance Rl and a high quality factor
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Q. these quartz crystal devices are actually
supported and mounted on two lead wires or
a pedestal. However, it is not easy to s u p
port and mount then1 without incresing R1
and decreasing Q because energy losses of the
vibrational portion occur by supporting and
mounting the quartz crystal devices. Much
effort is, therefore, needed to solye its subject.
When a ratio of width 220 and length
2x0for a rectangular plate of isotropy in plane
becomes integer, a Lamb-mode resonaterl)~~)
with nodal points a t the four corners can
be realized. For an anisotropic material
of quartz crystal and lithium niobate, it
was reported3)'*) that Lam6-mode quartz
crystal and lithium niobate resonaters are
achieved at an aspect ratio &,(length 2x0 /
width 2zu)=1 for a GT cut resonators coupled between width extensional mode and
length extensional mode and a t an aspect ratio R,,(=integer) for a lithium niobate resonator, respectively.
In the previous report"?'), one of the
authors and co-woker introduced that a
Lamd -mode resonater is successfully obtained for quartz crystal over a wide cut angle range, and there are cut angles with zero
temperature coefficients, designated LQ1 cut
and LQS cut. In particular, a quartz crystal
resonator for LQl cut has a comparatively
large value of @. Therefore, a LamC-mode
quartz crystal resonator with high temperature sensitivity (Y can be prcdictcd.
In this paper, temperature sensitivity a, electrical charcterstics and vibrations
modes which are analyzed by the finite element simulation are clarified for Lamd-mode
quartz crystal resonators. In addition, a res-

onator corisisting of a vibrational portion and
two supporting portions, fabricated by an
etching process is employed in the experiments.
First, the frequency equation is derived
using an energy method. The calculated values of frequency temperature coefficient cr,P
where P=O especially and frequency temperature behavior for Lamd-mode quartz crystal
resonators, derived from the frequency equation are then compared with the rneasured
ones.
Second, a theoretical capacitance ratio
T which is defined by a ratio of shunt capacitance Co and motional capacitance CI
is shown with the measured data. Lanidmode quartz crystal resonators are found to
be successfully obtained with high temperature sencivity and a small capacitance ratio.

d

z

Fig. 1 M - m o d e piezoelectric resonator of
Y-plate and its coordinate system

tion is given as

2. Theoretical Approach
2.1 Frequancy equation
Fig.1 shows a Lam6--mode quartz crystal resonator of Y-plate and its coordinate
system. The resonator has a dimension of
width 220, length 2x0 and thickness 2y0, and
is expressed by (XY1t)d / 6 in the IEEE
notation. In addition, excitation electrodes
are deposited obverse and reverse of the resonator and their dimensions are width 22.
and length 2x..
Now, when width 220 and length 2x0are
much larger than thickness 2yo and displacements in the x and z axes direction are taken
as v and w, lagrangian L is given by

because stresses T2, T4 and T6 vanish. In
additioii, p is the density a r ~ dt is the time.
On the other hand, the boundary conditions
niust be satisfied with
Tl = T5 = 0
T3 = T5= 0

on

on

x = AxO
z =Azo
(2)

From the relation of eqs, (1) and (2), and aL
/ dA=O(A:amplitude), the frequency equa-

because ci1=cj3, where m and n are odd. In
addition, c& is given by

~ k = t ~ - Z ~ ~
( p ,Z
q =~
1 , 3/, 5t) ~ ~
8,

=Ew-E4qEfi/~M

EM = cw

(p,q= 1,3,5,6)

- ~ 2 * ~ , 2 / ~ 2 2(P,q = 1,3,4,5,6)

c,: elastic stiffness constant
(4)

2.2 Motional inductance L1
Motional inductance L1 can be calculated by putting kinetic energy equal to
electro - magnetic energy in electrical equivalent circuit. Namely, when electric displacement D2is taken in the y axis direction, L1
is given as

--

where S: Entire area of vibrational portion
S,: Electrode area
(5)

In addition, when piezoelectric constant f?2k
is taken as k=1-6, electric displacement
has a form:
0 2

+

= eil S1 ei3S3

+ eisS5

(6)

(bl

(a1 m=l, n=1

mm2 , n = l

-

(c) m=3, n = l

Fig.2 Mode shapes analy~edby the finit element method.

Fig3 Fundamental Lamemode quartz crystal resonator
m = 1, n = l(a), formed by etching process and
its electrodes construction (b)

where
eak =
- f?26c?6k/E66(k
= 1,3,5)
f?2k = g2k - ~ ~ ~ e= 1,3,5,6)
~ ~ /

= e2k - e22e2k/~22(k= 1737 4, 596)
As a result, we obtain that

~

~

(

k
(9)

E2k

where Ep: Constant which is determined
by the order of vibration and
the area of excitation electrodes
= mn/2xo = nn/2zo

<

2.3 Capacitance ratio T
In designing a resonator, it is of great
i~nportancewhat value the capacitance ratio
r has. capacitance ratio r is defined by a
ratio of shunt capacitance Co and motinal
capacitance C1. First, shunt capacitance Co
is given as

From the derived equations, frequency temperature coefficients a, p, frequency temperature behavior, motional inductance L1 and
capacitance ratio r are calculated for Lamimode quartz crystal resonators.

3. Mode Analysis by the Finite

Element Method
Fig.2 shows mode shapes of LamiMode quartz crystal resonators with a cut
angle of 4=45" and 0=45", analyzed by the
finite element method. As is apparent from
Fig 2, it is easily understood that resonators
have zero displacement at four coners of the
resonators.

4. Resonator Shape and Elec-

trode Construction

+ e*&/e66
i2
=;
c2: + e224/c4

where E;; = 22;

+ e&/~22

~ 2=
3 ~ 2 8

~2;: Dielectric constant,
in the thickness direction
F'rom eqs.(3 , (7) and (8):capacitance ratio

k

r is calculate

Fig.3 shows a fundamental Lam6-mode
quartz crystal resonator (m=l, n=l) of a
square plate(a), and its sectional view of electrodes construction(b). The resoriator consists of a vibrational portion and two s u p
porting portions, and is integratedly fabricated by a chemical etching process. The
vibrational portion and the supporting portions are connected at the two corners because a Lamkmode resonator, as is shown
in Fig 2, has zero displacements at four corners of the resonators.
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Fig4 Relationship between the second and frst order
temperature coefficients 6 , cr and cut angle
4 of fundamental q u m crystal resonator.

5.1 F'requency temperature coeffcients
Fig.4 shows the relationship of the second and first order temperature coeffcients
0,cr versus a cut angle 4 for a Larn&mode
quartz crystal resonator (m=l, n=l) of
a square plate with length 2 ~ = 1 . 2 m m ,
aspect ratio R,,(2xo/2z0) = 1, thickness
2yo = 55pm and cut angle 0 = 45". The
solid line is the calculated values and circles
are the measured ones. Both results show
good agreement. As is apparent from Fig 4,
the second order temperature coeffcients /?
reaches zero approximately a t 4 = 45" and
126" in the calc~~lation
and in the experiments. In addition, a for P = 0 has a value
of 44.6 x 10'6/0C in the calculation and
39.9 x 10-6/0C in the experiments respectively. Lame-mode quartz crystal resonators
for c$ = 45" and 126" approximately are
called LQ3 cut and LQ4 cut.
On the other hand, the frequency
constant (f.220) has a value of 360kHz.m.
Therefore, a miniaturized Lam& mode
quartz crystal resonator with a frequency
over approximately 3MHz can be achieved
when it is housed in a tubular unit of 2mm
diameter and 6mm length.
5.2 F'requency temperature behavior
Fig.5 shows a frequency temperature
behavior of a Lam6.mode quartz crystal resonator (m=l, n=l) with Iength 2xo=1.2mm,
aspect ratio R,, = 1, cut angle 4 = 45" and
0 = 45". In this condition, temperature sensitivity cr has 40 x IO-~/"C approximately.

=
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Fig.6 Another Frequency temperature
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Fig.7 Capacitance ratio r to cut angle #of
fundamental quartz crystal resonator.
(m=l ,n=l)
Cut Ang l a

Fig.6 shows another example of frequency temperature behavior with cut angles of q5 = 51.5" and 8 = 45". In this
case, although P becomes slightly larger,cr
has a value larger than that of 4 = 45" and
8 = 45".
5.3 Capacitance ratio T
Fi .7 shows the relationship between
a cut ang e 4 and capacitance ratio r for a

f

resonator with the same dimension as that
in Fig 4. The excitation electrodes are deposited on the entire area of obverse and reverse of the vibrational portion. As can be
easily understood from Fig 7, the capacitance
ratio r is very dependent upon the cut angle
4, and has a value of T = 321 in the calculation and 315 in the experiments a t the cut
angle 4 = 45" where gives P = 0.
Table I shows typical values of electrical equivalent circuit parameters for Lamdmode quartz crystal resonators vibrating in
fundamental mode(m=l ,n=l) . Although
this Lamkmode quartz crystal resonator is a
very small-sized resonator, it has sufficiently
satisfactory characteristics such as series resistance R1 = 551Q, motional inductance
L1= 0.75H and a quality factor Q = 25 x lo3
with a frequency of 3MHz.

6. Conclusions
In tHis paper, frequency temperature
coefficients, frequency temperature behavior, electrical equivalent circuit parameters,
and vibration modes using the finite element method were clarified for LamC-mode
quartz crystal resonators which consist of a
vibrational portion and supporting portions,
fabricated by a chemical etching process.
First, the frequency equation was
derived using an energy method.
The
calculated values of frequency temperature
coefficient p, a and the frequency temperature behavior for Lamb-mode quartz crystal
resonators vibrating in fundamental mode,
derived using the frequency equation, were
then compared with the measuerd ones, so
that both result showed good agreement.
Second, capacitance ratio r was shown
from motional inductance L1 and shunt
capacitance Co, and compared with the
measured data. Lamb-mode quartz crystal
resonators were found to be successfully
abtained with a small capacitance ratio r at
the cut angle 4 = 45".
Finally, the typical values of electrical
eqiuvalent circuit parameters for small-sized
LamC-mode quartz crystal resonators with
a frequency of 3MHz were shown, and which
were successfulIy obtained with a small series resistance R1and a high quality facter Q.

Tablc I
Typical electrical equivalent circuit parameters for Lamkmode quartz crystal resonators
vibrating in fundamental mode(m=l ,n=l).
(deg)
45

(h&z)
3

/ (52)

(H)
1 551 0.75

(x1o3)

25

I

1 315
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ABSTRACT

This paper expounds that the frequency and the force
sensitivity of a quartz crystal resonator are in direct
proportion to the order of overtone frequency if the
resonator can be made to vibrate at different overtone
frequencies in different circuits. This conclusion is tested
and verified by experiments. This paper reports the
success in experiment that makes the force transducer of
circular plate crystal resonator, which has been designed
with 3rd order overtone, 5.0 MHz, thickness shear,
vibrate at fundamental frequency, 3rd order overtone
frequency, 5th order overtone frequency and 7th order
overtone frequency separately in different circuits. An
investigation has been made in the changing
characteristics of both the frequency and sensitivity with
the change of the order of overtone. he experimental
results show that both the frequency and the force
sensitivity are in direct proportion to the order of
overtone. This paper analyzes the feasibility and the
limitativity of rising force sensitivity method, which is to
make the designed resonator with smaller order of
overtone frequency vibrate at higher order of overtone
frequency. The principle of pressure-temperature
transducer is found based on the fact that a crystal
resonator can be made to vibrate at differential order of
overtone frequency in differential circuits, and on the
fact that the sensitivity is a linear function of temperature
when the resonator vibrates at an overtone frequency.
The distinguished feature of this principle is that
transducer be made up only one resonator and is able to
measure both the pressure and temperature in fluid. This
transducer uses the peculiarity feature of temperature
coefficient of sensitivity for avoiding the measurement
error caused by temperature coefficient of sensitivity.

rotated Y-cut quartz crystal plates. He introduced the
coefficient K, that has subsequently become the norm for
quantifying the effect. Lee et al.[3.4] provided a
theoretical explanation, showing that the effect arising
from a combination of lattice deformation and nonlinear
elasticity.
The stress-frequency effect was utilized for the
designing QXR pressure transducers. The applied force
may be classified as compressive force and extensive
force. There were three modes to applied compressive
force. The first is periphery force mode. The typical
QXR pressure transducer is invented by H. Edward
Karrer and Jeny Leach [5], the section of the transducer
is shown in figure I . The second mode to applied force is
radically compression force. The typical QXR pressure
transducer is designed by E. Karrer and R. Ward [6]. The
transducer is shown in figure 3. The third mode to
applied force is triplets edge force mode. The frequency
changes of circular plano-convex AT and IT-cut plates
due to radially applied three forces were investigated by
Oura et al. [7] in 1983. The typical pressure transducer
applied extensive force was invented by Michael Valdios
et al. [8] in 1985. The texture of the pressure transducer
is shown in figure 4.

-,

1. INTRODUCTION

1'k

Radically directed diametrical force applied to the
periphery of quartz crystal discs vibrating in thickness
shear were found by Bottom [I] to produce frequency
shifts in 1947. In the ensuing twenty years the effect has
been received considerable attention while other cuts and
modes of motion have been investigated. These studies
were initially prompted by the need to find mounting
points yielding reduced vibration sensitivity, it was also
realized that the effect could lead to cost-effective
sensors with high accuracy and precision.
Ratajski [I] made more extensive investigations on

Figure 1
These quartz crystal pressure transducers have very
good performance characteristics. but they have a
problem in common. The pressure-frequency sensitivity
is dependence of temperature. The temperature
coefficient of sensitivity causes measurement error. The
pressure transducer invented by Henry E. Karrer et al. [5]
in 1971 is assembled in a constant temperature case (as
shown in figure 2) in order to eliminate the measurement
error caused by temperature coefficient of sensitivity,
which makes the texture of hole sensor complicated. The
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E. P. EerNisse [I 11 measured the result that the
relationship of the force-frequency effect for the rotated
X-cut vs. temperature is linear. Ruigao Jia et al. [I21
deduced the measurement error formula in 1997 that
gives the quantitative relationship of the measurement
error with the temperature coefficient of force sensitivity
and found a simple method for eliminating the
measurement error caused by temperature coefficient of
sensitivity for diametrically opposed force mode. This
method is selecting the special azimuth angle of applied
force, at this angle the temperature coefficient of force
sensitivity being zero.
2. CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS O F
FREQUENCY A N D SENSITIVITY WITH ORDER
CHANGING OF OVERTONE FREQUENCY

The resonant frequency of thickness shear mode is
determined by

-

Figure 4
pressure transducer invented by EerNisse [9] in 1985
overcomes the difficulty. The texture of the transducer is
shown in figure 5. This transducer has very good
performance characteristics but it is harsh working.
C. R. Dauwalter [lo] measured the frequency change
of circular unconoured 15 MHz fundamental frequency
AT-cut resonators due to the application of diametrically
opposed forces over the temperature range from 30" to
85% in 1972. The experimental results show that the
relationship of the compressive stress sensitivity of
frequency with temperature appears to be linear. In 1979

Where n is the order of overtone frequency, e is
resonator thickness, p is quartz density and C',, is
elastic constant. The formula ( I ) may be rewritten as
fn =4
(2
Where

fi = -

is the fundamental frequency.

Formula (2) shows: The overtone frequency ,f;, is
direct proportion to the order n of overtone frequency if
the resonator can be made vibrate at several differential
overtone frequencies when it is set separately in
differential circuits.

The sensitivity for single rotated cut circular resonator
is determined by the following formula:

Where K, is Ratajski edge force coe%cient,f-, is resonant
frequency. D is diameter of crystal plate, 7 is a
constant.
the
After substituting formula (2) into formula (9,
sensitivity of the resonator vibrating at n order overtone
frequency is

Table 1 shows the four vibrating frequencies. f;
sensitivities, S: and the four determined reference
frequencies, FA determined reference resistance. FR,
determined reference capacitance. FC, determined
reference inductance. FL with the Crystal Test Meter.
Table 1

KfA2?

~ e SL
t = -, formula (4) can be rewritten as

D

s;.:= us;.

(5)

Where Si. is the sensitivity of resonator vibrating at
fundamental frequency.
The formula (5) shows: The force sensitivity of
resonator is direct proportion to the order n of overtone
frequency if the resonator can be made vibrate at
differential overtone frequency in differential circuits.
Hence, the method to raise the sensitivity without
reducing the load-bearing capacity is found. The method
is to make the resonator with smaller order of overtone
frequency vibrate at the larger order of overtone
frequency.
The reference resistance, reference capacitance and
reference inductance must be changed when the
resonator is made to vibrate at differential overtone
frequency. The change of these parameters must
interfere with the stability of the frequency and
sensitivity, and other performances. Hence, the raising
force sensitivity method is inevitably limited.
3. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS O F FORCE
SENSITIVITY CHARACTERISTICS O F
CRYSTAL RESONATORS VIBRATING A T
DIFFERENTIAL OVERTONE FREQUENCY

The extensive experimental investigations were made
in order to verify the formula (2 1 and the formula ( 5
and research on the feasibility and the limitation of the
method to raise sensitivity. The experiments to test the
frequency change and the sensitivity change vs, the order
of overtone frequency using 5.0 MHz third overtone ATcut resonators due to the application of diametrically
opposed force ( the azimuth angle ry =0 have been
investigated by the author of this paper. Each crystal
resonator used in these investigations has two small flats
on its edge, nominally perpendicular to the X
crystallographic axis. The resonators set in four
differential circuits vibrate at fundamental frequency,
3rd order overtone frequency, 5th order overtone
frequency and 7th order overtone frequency separately.

The experimental results show: The vibrating
frequencies conform with formula ( 2 ) and the
sensitivities with the formula ( 5 ) excepting when the
resonators vibrate at fundamental frequency. The
inconformity with formula (5) results from the difference
of vibrating mode between fundamental frequency and
higher order of overtone frequency.
The experiments results show: Both the stability (short
term stability and long term stability) and the linearity
of frequency vs. the order of overtone are good when the
resonators vibrate at designed order ( 3rd order) and 5th
order of overtone, and that are worse at fundamental
frequency and 7th order of overtone.
The experimental results give a method to raise the
force sensitivity also, The method is to make the
designed resonator with smaller order of overtone
frequency vibrate at higher order of overtone frequency.
The limitation of the method is that the higher order
must be close to the designed order.
4. THE PRINCIPLE O F PRESSURETEMPERATURE TRANSDUCER

Assuming a transducer scaled at temperature T,,
operates in some temperature range. Its sensitivity is
following linear function of temperature Tseparately if it
vibrates at n and n' order of overtone frequency [12].

S$")= aT + s;.~)
(6)
s:,!")
= a'T + s;.~"
(7)
Where S;.!'), a , $0) is the sensitivity, temperature

coefficient of sensitivity, the sensitivity at T=O°C when it
vibrates at n order of overtone frequency separately, and
, d,
is the sensitivity, temperature
coefficient of sensitivity, the sensitivity at T=O°C when it
vibrates at n' order of overtone frequency separately.
Assuming the applied force to the transducer is F and
the environment temperature is T, the measured
frequency change is Af and Af' separately when
transducer vibrates at n and n' order overtone frequency
separately.

s.'

s:.~'

Af = F(aT + s:?')

(8)
AT= F(a'T
(9)
The applied force F and environment temperature T can
be deduced from above two formulae

+ sLO")

temperature transducer with one resonator could measure
pressure and temperature in fluid. The pressuretemperature transducer uses the peculiarity feature of
temperature coefficient of sensitivity for avoiding the
measurement error caused by temperature coefficient of
sensitivity.
REFERENCES

All the a ,SF', a' and SF" could be measured
before the transducer is operated.
Both the formula (10) and (1 I) show that applied
force F and environment T can be measured with one
transducer. If the force is induced by pressure in liquid
or in gases, the pressure P could be determined by
following formula:

k is the transformation parameter between pressure and
force. It depends on the structure of the transducer and it
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Both the frequency and sensitivity of quartz crystal '
resonator are in direct proportion to the order of overtone
frequency. Making resonator that has been designed with
smaller order of overtone frequency to vibrate at higher
order of overtone frequency is a feasible method to raise
sensitivity. Based on the experimental results that
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Abstract
An application specific integrated circuitfor the pressure and temperature measurement at the high temperature oil
well bottom conditions, is presented in this paper. The system is mainly composed of three high performance Automatic
Level Controlled (ALC, oscillator circuits which drive three external crystals (the sensitive elements), and of some
miring and filtering stages. The integrated system was successfirlly tested up to 220°C,showing a frequenq resolution
of 0.0003 ppm (0.0007psi, for the pressure measurement) and a drift of 1.5 Hdmonth (-0.5 psi/month), concerning
respectively the short and long term measurement stabiliv. A drastic reduction of the whole measurement tool size and
cost will be allowed by means of this application specific BiCMOS integrated circuit.
is mechanically transmitted to the Pressure crystal,
which is sensitive to Dressure and it has also a small
temperature sensitivit; that must be compensated. The
used Reference and Temperature crystals are
fundamental mode quartz, but the Pressure crystal is a
third harmonic mode one.

1. INTRODUCTION

This integrated measurement system will provide a
permanent measurement of the pressure and
temperature at the well bottom conditions during the
whole life of the well. Consequently the stability of the
system (i.e. the measurement resolution and particularly
the long-term stability) is specially concerned.
I
Mixa
Looking for new oil resources, oil wells are
F-"
increasing in depth, and reducing in diameter. As a
Mixer
-1
consequence of this, the measurement tools need to be
reduced in size, mainly to reduce the cost of the
expensive hermetically-sealed housing, and they must
support higher temperatures (175°C). Normally the
Figure 1. Measurement system structure.
electronics is implemented with discrete components,
which fulfil military specifications (125OC), assembled
The generated pressure and temperature signals are
in a PCB board.
mixed with the reference one, filtered and amplified to
~h~ objectives of drastic size reduction, higher
temperature robustness, and better interconnections
lower
digital signals (F_PRES and
reliability will be achieved by means of the design of
F-TEMP) for
digita1
processing.
the following BiCMOS Application Specific Integrated
Circuit, with an additional increase of the system
e stability.

4-

2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The measurement system structure in Figure I
consists of three integrated oscillator's circuits which
drive three different crystals [ 31. The Reference one
has a reduced temperature sensitivity and is used to
generate a stable reference frequency. The Temperature
crystal has a quite larger temperature sensitivity which
is used for temperature measurement. External pressure
0-7803-5400-11991$10.00 0 1999 IEEE
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The three oscillators are sinusoidal Automatic Level
Controlled (ALC) crystal oscillators and they have the
same general structure. It consists of a Current
Controlled Inverter Gain stage, a Phase Shift
Generator Circuit and a Level Detector & Bias
Controller, as shown in Figure 2. This structure makes
the generation of purely sinusoidal signals with a
controlled level and a very good frequency stability
performance possible.

Ct circuit) which acts as the appropriated capacitor (C2)
only at frequencies higher than the mid-value between
the first and the third harmonic frequencies.Since at the
first harmonic frequency the Lt-Ct circuit does not
allow the generation of the necessary phase shift to
produce oscillations, the first oscillation mode is then
eliminated. In Figure 4 the structure of the third
hannonic oscillator is described.

Phase Shift Generator

..

Vout

Iref

1

Level Detector 8:
Bias Controller

2.2 Mixer structure

Figure 2. ALC oscillator structure.

2.1.1 Fundamental mode oscillators

In Figure 3 the structure of the fundamental mode
oscillators is described.

To meet the low-noise and high-linearity
requirements for the mixer stage, a Fully-Balanced
Current Mode Switching mixer structure (see Figure 5)
was chosen. It acts as a polarity-switching function of
the Temperature and Pressure Oscillator signals in
response to the Reference Oscillator signal polarity.
+I

+

Fundamental Integrated
Oscillator

f

Temperature or
Pressure Oscillator
sinusoidal signal

I

Figure 3. Fundamental mode oscillator circuit.

Figure 5. Mixer structure.

Oscillations will not occur at the third, fifth and
other oscillation modes of the crystal, which are weaker
than the fundamental one, because the gain of the
circuit was accurately calculated and limited to avoid
exciting theses resonance modes.

Because of the used asymmetric power supply, the
polarity switching of signals can be better performed in
current mode. So, a high input impedance Voltage to
Current Converter (y/I), some Switches, and a Current
to Voltage Converter were implemented for this mixer.
To drive those switches a square wave version of the
Reference Oscillator signal is then needed.
The spectrum of the output signal of this kind of
mixers is quite complex, because the product between a
sinusoidal signal (TP = Temperature or Pressure
oscillator output.) and a unity (+I t, -1) square wave
signal (REF)is obtained at the output. The latter can be
expressed by the following Fourier series,

2.1.2 Third harmonic mode oscillator

q:,qT;v
Third Hannonie
Integratd O s d h t o r

Cg

,

4e,

vjj

Avlomdc

Vout

Level

c.owoller

-.

-

PAD

T

Lt

Thus, the output of the switching mixer will be the
product between its STpinput signal,

Figure 4. Third harmonic mode oscillator circuit.

For the third harmonic oscillator case, the structure
was modified in order to select the desired resonance
mode. Thus, another resonant circuit was added (the Lt-

and the above series expansion SRE,r,giving at the
output of the mixer,

Gain at 10KHz E 20 dB
Gain at 70KHz n 20 dB
Attenuation at om^ z 100 dB
Attenuation at 10Hz n 40 dB
If both mixed frequencies are relatively close, the
mixer output signal can be described with the spectrum
diagram of Figure 6,

3. FABRICATED CIRCUIT
The whole integrated system, was fabricated in a
standard 0.8pm BiCMOS technology. The Figure 8
shows a Photomicrograph of the fabricated and tested
final version (38 15 x 38 15 pm).

Figure 6. Mixer outputfrequency spectrum.

where the desired output signal is,

2

= -.{fit .MS[~~)TP- OREF~ t ] )

S~ilted

n

Therefore, the higher frequency components must
be filtered. If the Temperature or Pressure Oscillator
signals have some amount of distortion, specially
because of some amount of undesired cross-talk with
other signals, low inter-modulation frequencies can be
produced in the mixer. Which could generate slow
variations in the D C level of the mixer output signal
and further jitter noise in the comparator output. Special
filtering is thus needed also for low frequencies.
2.3 Filters and Buffers

Figure 8.Photomicrograph of the Implemented Circuit.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Concerning frequency stability, the short-term
(about one second) frequency stability of the whole
system was measured by means of the frequency
resolution observed at 1 count/sec rate (see Table I).
The temperature oscillator signal was mainly used for
the compensation of the mentioned temperature
sensitivity of the pressure crystal.

Figure 7. Filter structure

In order to solve the above mentioned problems,
produced by the high and low intermodulation
frequencies, and by the inaccurate D C level present at
the mixer output signal, the three stages Band Pass filter
(10 to 70KHz) with DC level correction of Figure 7,
was designed to obtain,

Table 1. Pressure measurement system performance.

Concerning the long-term frequency stability the
output signal F-PRES frequency was measured every
10 minutes
during almost two
at 1 8 5 eand
~
ambient pressure conditions (see Figure 9).

Measured Frequency Difference

Journal of Solid-State Circuits, Vol 23, No 3, June
1988.
[ 51 R. G. Meyer and D. Soo, "MOS Crystal Oscillator
Design", IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits, Vol SC15, NO2, pp 222-228, April 1980.
[ 61 M. Soyuer, "Design Considerations for HighFrequency Crystal Oscillators", IEEE Journal of SolidState Circuits, Vol26, No 6, pp 889-893, June 1991.
[ 71 A. Rusznyak, "Start-Up Time of CMOS
Oscillators", IEEE Transactions on Circuits and
Systems, Vol CAS-34, No 3, pp 259-268, March 1987.

Figure 9. Long term frequency stability
Thus, with stable temperature and pressure
conditions, the observed long-term drift is only due to
the long-term drift of the integrated devices, their
operation points, and the characteristics of the crystals.
The Figure 9 shows the frequency data measured at the
F-PRES output, where a small long-term frequency
drift of about 1.5 Hzlmonth (0.5 psilmonth) was
observed.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The design and implementation of this highperformance pressure and temperature measurement
integrated system was presented, showing a very good
behaviour in terms of measurement resolution, longterm stability, and high temperature robustness, which
are compatible with the requirements imposed by the
oil well bottom conditions.
The characteristics of the presented application
specific BiCMOS integrated circuit will make possible
a drastic reduction of the whole measurement tool size,
cost, and failure rates; with an additional performance
increase.
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MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR AS A SENSOR OF ELECTROPHYSICS FLOW PARAMETERS
V.V. Boloznev and E.V. Safonova
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New results of the authors in development of microwave self-excited oscillating sensors of hightemperature technological processes, mainly processes
of burning, are presented. As the majority of microwave-diagnostic devices, sensor reacts to flame's oper7
7
ating body permittivity &, = 1
/ U - , where

-

which creates a threat to sensor's efficiency (Gunneffect diode and self-excited oscillating diode failure)
and causes severe measurement error, is the most difficult. Error quantities and sensor threshold sensitivity are
proportional to self-excited oscillator's frequency instability. Experimental research of the mentioned above
destabilizing factors and their influence run into technical and economical difficulties. This task is particularly
difficult in the process of burning control application.

Ocr- is a critical frequency, which depends on free

electron density,

w-

generation frequency,

w > w,, .

E, into W transformation goes through antenna's resis-

tance.
Main functional characteristics of such sensors have
been researched heretofore [1,2,3]. Main disturbance's
actions, being created by control process and causing
measurement error, have been described in this work.
Temperature error has been researched in detail. This
research in a physics-mathematical relation is similar to
self-excited oscillator's frequency instability analysis,
and the means of enor reduction coincide with stabilization methods.
Nonuniform sensor heating forms thermal flows and
complicated temperature field. Quantitative dependence
of frequency instability from temperature and electrophysics, thennophysics and constructive self-excited
oscillator parameters has been established by electric
and thermal processes comparative analysis. Analysis
has been carried out in two modes: quasi-static (the start
of the process being controlled) and dynamic (nominal
process run under the perturbation actions). In the first
'one - relational frequency drift is notably high (to
10'~ ), in the second - two-four orders lower in the
perturbation frequencies range v > lo-* Hz.
Two original technical solutions have been suggested
along with a traditional stabilizing measures: the electric
scheme of sensor with a multi-link resonator and the
construction, in which all main details are made of porous radio-transparent material.
2. INTRODUCTION

Self-excited oscillating sensors with frequency exit are
the most compact devices for high-temperature technological process SHF-control [I]. Sensor with coaxial
resonator and ringed slit antenna [2,3] has been researched better and received the most wide usage. Susceptibility to controlling process aggressive influences:
heating, vibration, antenna erosion, technological process product deposition, for example, soot deposition on
the surface, is a serious drawback of these sensors.
These influences are disturbances from the measuring
electronics standpoint. The protection from heating,

0-7803-5400-11991$10.00 0 1999 IEEE

3.THE PURPOSE
Our researches include the analysis of the sensor's
measurement error, subjected to destabilizing influence.
Such task is closer to self-excited oscillator instability
analysis in mathematical standpoint. Purposes of this
work are as follows:
detection of the heating influence mechanisms on
the generation frequency, their comparative quantitative estimation;
Technical suggestions elaboration for stability improvement.
4.ELECTRICAL AND THERMOPHYSICAL
MODELS
The construction of the sensor, located on the techno,logical apparatus wall 1 (thereafter referred to as a combustion chamber or chamber) has been shown below.
'%:.....*, .*>-.,%

... ...i.::.
0%:

.P

.tr:.i.:;.

Sensor's circuit (fig.1 right) coincides with [2], antenna
is short-circuited and its influence is not considered
here. Fire surface 2 coincides with antenna aperture;
coaxial resonator includes a rod 3, outer cylinder 4 and
a dielectric bush 5. Diode 6 is located near the face.
Heating is realized by the operating body 7, which ternperature near the wall area is TI, outside temperature is
TO. Arrows show thermal flow movement.
From the thermophysics standpoint sensor is equivalent
to the rod, heating at the one face. Temperature spreading in the rod is essential only along the coordinate X
(fig.1). Diode's temperature is close to the temperature
on the lower face.
5. BASIC EQUATIONS

Frequency instability analysis is based on the sensor's
electrical and thermophysical models matching. The
first model can be studied using the second Kurokava
condition, which is equivalent to equation

- is coaxial wave resistance, o - angular
frequency, & - dielectric bush permeability, CD - openframe diode capacity, C - light speed.
In practically interesting cases these dependencies could
be presented as q(T) = q + &(T) , where

To solve the equitation (1) lets expand it (as it is usually
done) to the Taylor row relatively to the initial values of
q parameters and by & exponents. Let's equate a sum
of
first-degree
terms
to
zero:

60
Ao=-=

-At -Ac/2-M(Ap

1-M

w

+AD)-

=-Al - A 2 - A 3 - A 4

(4)

M = (c~c,
sin' ~ ) / l & ,
F = o~&/c
, A = Sq I q - relational increments.

Where

Let's call two first items in numerator geometrical and
"electrical" elongation.
Geometrical elongation adds up from the elementary
segments elongation H i ,heated to different temperatures. The last are obeyed to the law (2).
Then

Where p

Where KT - linear expansion coefficient.
Expression for the "electrical" elongation can be written
in the same way:
L

!T(x)cbr a

condition is not being kept for the diode capacity C, ),
for the other quantities- l,8,p , derivatives

-

dq/aT are temperature coefficients.
Heat transfer equation for the accepted model in a
quasi-static mode can be found in the references, for
example in [4]. We set a condition, that temperature on
the face is:
T(L)= To (T, - T,)/ch(rn~)=
,
(2)
= To AT,, /ch(mL) IT,
a permissible diode operating temperature. It becomes
practical when ch(mL) > (4.. 8) . Then temperature
distribution can be brought to the following form:

+

-

"= (1 - M)2LO
P l
n
I:-.-.-.
2 mL (I-n)

[l - exp(-mL)] . AT,,

'

(6)

P-

Where
temperature coefficient of permittivity.
Coaxial line wave resistance does not depend on proportional diameters increase and is related with
~ ( T ) ~ r o w tonly:
h

+

-

) n heat return
Where AIz = (I T n)exp(T m ~, tn,
coefficients fiom the face and the sidewalls. This quantities dependence from the thermophysical constants and
sensor sizes has been explained in [4,page 521 and reference manuals. It should be noted here, that m is proportional to the heat conduction coefficient n to the
cross section area.

Line segment, forming the resonator, becomes heterogeneous, that leads to the distributed reflection appearance in it.
Line segments of such type have been well researched
in electrodynamics [S]. So, for the exponential p
change (this is close to our case).

Where

Therefore:
6. QUASI-STATIC MODE

y, -

is

a

propagation

constant;

Temperature coefficient of the diode capacity is notably
high [6].That is why, quantity A, essentially exceeds
all other items, despite of the comparatively low diode
heating. Its estimation by the first item of Taylor row
gives a substantial error.
Besides, dependence CD(T) has been specified
graphically. Thus, let's calculate A4 , numerically
solving the equation (I), and presenting the result
graphically (fig.2).

10.4

i

E-1.1...13

So for titanium sensor under x = 10-2m at frequencies
1 Hz and lOOHz the quantity ~ ( xV), = 4,5 * 1
and

o-~

- 1o-'

respectively. Thus, temperature disturbance is
essential only in the most low frequency range
( v < 1O-' Hz) of useful information spectrum.

8. DIFFERENT INSTABILITY FACTORS
COMPARATIVE ESTIMATION.
Temperature dependencies of the frequency, average
over the set of electrical, thermophysics and constructional factors, have been shown on fig.2.
Symbols have been matched with equation (4). Curves
matching let us enunciate the request to materials: minor
values of linear expansion coefficient, heat conduction,
and minor permittivity for the dielectrics. The last fact
affects the sensor's physical length, which is close to

A/&.
Considering m and n functions dependencies from the heat conduction 77 their ratio is

- fi

n i m 1/

[4]. That is why from the standpoint of

6

Figure 2
7. DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE MODE

Fast changes are typical for the process of burning spatio-temporal state, especially in a supersonic flow.
Temperature fluctuations on the fire surface run to hundreds degrees, and there spectrum ST(v) spreads to a
few kHz. This spectrum envelope shape is weakly researched, it is highly probable that spectrum contains
quasideterministic components. One of the cases of
there appearance is cyclic character mechanical processes: turbine and other technological device unites rotatory and alternating motions. Temperature propagation
in the sensor body obeys the following law:
aT/at = a[a2T/tk2],
And excited thermal waves attenuate fast.

-

q, , v - fluctuation amplitude and frequency,
a = q/C,y - diffusivity, CS - specific heat, q - heat
conduction, y - density.
Here

instability decrease titanium is
= 6 times better
than cuprum.
One more condition plays a role for dielectrics: as permittivity decreases the geometrical length of sensor, i.e.
rnL product, increases. Here the porous quartz benefits

fi

fiom policor
= 30 times. Diode capacity CD
contributes dominantly only during the technological
process start-up.
In dynamic mode dCD/dT quantity is relatively small

-

and A, ( t ) A ,,2 (t) . Among the other factors, let's
note the sensor's cross sectional area, which should also
be minimized.
Diode heating and other instability components are increasing as the sensor is shortening. But for the condition W < WCr observation quarter-wave sensor has to
be rather short

L < n-ci2 0 ,

&

T(L) < T, . Diode
temperature T(L) and instability A, (L) dependenThis contradicts to the restriction

cies have been shown on figures 3a, 3b.
mu
a'
,I
I
I

I

I

1

I

Normalized fluctuation spectrum:

s, G ,v) = s,

(x, v)/Hq = ST (v)k(x, v),
= K ( X ,v)/H, , Hq - normalizing di-

Where k(x, V)
visor, by way of which we could use the estimation of
quasi-static changes power.
Attenuation degree of fluctuation with frequency is notably high.

I

L>
Figure 3a

Two suggestions have a technical novelty. The first one
is the normal resonator's circuit replacement with the
multi-link one [ 1. It let us carry frequency-specifying
elements of circuit out of the intensive heating area.
Disadvantage: sensor's sensitivity do/
decrease.
While realizing that proposition we have to study phase
thermoinstability influence of transmission line, which
connects the resonator with antenna, at the frequency
and sensitivity.
The second one has an engineering nature and assumes
that all main sensor details are made of dielectric, which
requirements are obvious from foresaid. Only currentdriving surfaces are subject to plating. Here we expect
diode's heating decrease in 2.. .3 times and fiequency
instability in 3.. .6 times. Disadvantage: lows mechanical durability.
Other suggestions are trivial and resolve into higherfrequency diodes usage, material and different heat removal actions choice.

a&,

-

Figure 3b
Stroking lines vertical (here w,, > 0:)
and horizontal respectively show two specified restrictions.
Curves parts, where both of the restrictions have been
kept up, are shown thicker. The difficulty is that T,

-

growth in the combustion chambers is attending by 0,
growth, which means that

T,' corresponds to w:, , T," -

0;, , and operating sector is shortening very fast. That
is why quarter-wave sensors usage is limited. Multi-link
resonator's sensor removes this problem.
A,(L) curve is different from T ( L ) by its scale,

which is (1o-~..loq4) lldegree for the quasi-static case
lldegree for the dynamic fluctuations. Both
and <
quantities are essentially smaller than destabilizing antenna influence, which is examined in the separate
study.

Retention of the functional characteristics and thermostability produce conflicting requirements to the selfexcited sensors of hightemperature technological processes. Two conditions compatibility within the framework of traditional schematic and engineering solutions
is possible only for the processes with rather low free
electron density in the operating body.
The most critical unit is diode, especially open-frame
diode.
Traditional radiomaterials are of little use.
1
Titanium and radio-transparent dielectrics with E
(spumes melted quartz) have got advantages.
Considerable frequency change can be seen during initial heating, i.e. at the process start-up. In the operating
mode temperature fluctuations of the fiequency are
rather attenuated.

-

-+

10. TECHNICAL SUGGESTIONS
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the effect of liquid loading
on the propagation of Lamb waves in a piezocomposite
plate. In these materials, the first symmetric mode
exhibits a very low phase velocity and a strong
electromechanical coupling factor compared to
conventional materials (quartz, lithium niobate or
ceramics). First, the theoretical dispersion curves are
calculated and experimentally verified. Then, the
influence of the viscosity and the adiabatic
compressibility modulus of the liquid on the frequency
and the attenuation of the So mode is studied. The
frequency and attenuation variations have been
measured when the plate is loaded by a glycerol
solution, and are found to be in fair agreement with
theoretical calculations. The results indicate that the So
mode is suitable for liquid phase sensor applications.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous papers have been devoted to the study
of the propagation of Lamb waves in a plate bordered
with a liquid and to the description of liquid Lamb wave
sensors [I-21. Lamb waves propagating in thin plates
are highly sensitive to boundary conditions when a
surrounding medium loads the plate, Lamb wave phase
velocity and attenuation are modified due to mass
loading and viscoelastic effect. In such devices, the
phase velocity of the A. mode, which is widely used in
sensing, can be smaller than the sound velocity of a
liquid. Thus, the radiation of the normal displacement
component into the liquid can be minimized. Moreover,
most of published papers concern the viscosity and
density effects on the Lamb wave propagation [3-51.
They neglect the influence of the adiabatic
compressibility modulus of the liquid. However, in
opposition to other sensors which use shear waves,
Lamb waves have a longitudinal particle displacement
which interacts with the liquid and so depends to the
adiabatic compressibility of liquid.
In this paper, we propose to use the Somode in a
1-3 piezocomposite to develop liquid phase sensors. The
first part is devoted to the validation of the model when
the piezocomposite is assumed to be a homogeneous
material, the properties of which are deduced from
homogeneization models [6]. In the next part, we
theoretically investigate the coupling between acoustic
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waves and the liquid where all the three parmeters
previously called to mind (p, q and K) are taken into
account. Finally, preliminary experiments with water
and glycerol solutions are presented.

1. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The method used to calculate the vibrating
modes in a piezoelectric plate is based on the effective
permittivity concept [7] which requires the knowledge
of all the mechanical and dielectric constants. The
solutions of this problem are the plane waves
propagating along the xl direction bounded by planes x3
= h/2 and x3 = -h/2.
In the first step, in order to consider the
piezocomposite as a homogeneous medium, all the
useful effective parameters such as the elastic, dielectric
and piezoelectric constants were calculated. Thus, using
the effective permittivity concept, the velocity of the
Lamb waves in the piezoelectric plate for any electrical
boundary conditions of both surfaces was calculated [8].
Then, the method was extended to include a
Newtonian liquid overlaying the plate taking into
account the mechanical and electrical particle
displacement in the liquid and using appropriate
boundary conditions.
Liquid
The complex elastic constants of liquids, cijkl ,
are given by

c ~ =Y?dijskl
+p(siksjl+8i16jk)
2
and
3
p = jwq . K and q are respectively the adiabatic
compressibility modulus and the viscosity.
Here, the introduction of complex constants in
the surrounding medium leads to complex solutions.
The phase velocity and attenuation of the Lamb modes
are then determined in the complex plane using a
dichotomy method.
where 6 is the Kronecker symbol,

A = K-jw-q

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all the computations, the ceramic and the
polymer used are PZT-5H (Navy type IV) and epoxy
resin (Araldite D Ciba Geigy).

-

The dispersion curves have been calculated for
the unloaded plate according to three electrical
boundary conditions on both surfaces. All these results
are not given here, but are necessary to calculate the
electromechanical coupling factor.
2.1 Electromechanical couulino factor.
The electromechanical coupling factor. k, has
also been calculated using the approximation kZ= 2(VoV,)N,, where Vo (resp. V,) is the phase velocity
corresponding to the plate with both surfaces opened
(resp. shorted).

The experimental results are consistent with the
calculated results. Moreover, only modes which have a
large coupling factor in Figure 1 are observed on Lamb
wave devices. These results allowed to confirm that the
homogenization model can be used for all the acoustic
modes (not only the thickness mode) and extend the
validity domain in terms of hlh.

FIGURE 2

: Calculated dis~ersioncurves of Lamb
modes and experimental data ipoints).

All these results endow the So mode with suitable
characteristics for liquid phase applications.'

FIGURE 1 : Electromechanical coupling factors for a
piezocomposite plate with 66 % of ceramic volume
fraction. Label A refers to the anti-symmetric modes
and S to the symmetric modes.
Figure 1 shows the electromechanical coupling
factor for the eight lowest order modes versus the
normalized plate thickness (hlh). It is interesting to note
that the coupling coefficient of the A,, mode is very low
(not represented), due to the low value of the
piezoelectric constant e15.That of the So mode shows a
rather unusual behavior : kZhas a maximum value of 36
% at h / h s 1 and is always higher than 9 %.
2.2 Disuersion curves.
In order to experimentally verify the dispersion
curves, two Lamb wave devices were fabricated using
the composite with 66 % of ceramic volume fraction.
Each device consists of a delay line made of two single
transducers : the first has a spatial periodicity, h, of 940
pm and is 290 ym thick ; the second has a 570 pm
spatial periodicity and is 270 pm thick. The propagation
path on both surfaces are metallized. In order to
consider the substrate as a homogeneous medium, the
direction of the electrode fingers is chosen parallel to
the diagonal of the ceramic rods and a finger covers at
least two adjacent ceramic rods.
The phase velocity was determined from
electrical impedance measurements. Figure 2 shows the
theoretical phase velocities in a shortlopen electrical
boundary condition and experimental phase velocities
for the two devices.

2.3 Influence of the liauid on phase velocity.
Now, we focus our attention on the effect of the
presence of a liquid on the phase velocity of the So
mode. To carry out this study, the effects of the density,
p, the viscosity, 7 , and the adiabatic compressibility
modulus, K, of aqueous glycerol mixtures have been
separately examined on Figure 3. The following values
were used in calculations : for water p = 998.23 kg.m'3,
q = 1.0019~10'~
Pa.s and K = 2.24~10' ~ . m "and for
Pa.s and K
glycerol p = 1261.03 kg.m-3,7 = 1.0019~10'~
= 4.74~10'~ . mfor
- ~20°C temperature.
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FIGURE 3 : Phase velocities of the unloaded plate (gray
line), loaded by water (dark solid line) and loaded by
glycerol. In this case, only some parameters are taken
into account : density (grey dashed line), viscosity
(large dashed line) and viscosity, density and adiabatic
compressibility modulus (dashed line).

The behavior of the So mode can be divided in
two regions depending on the h/h ratio and liquid
loading.
When the plate is loaded by water and if the
phase velocity is lower than the longitudinal wave
velocity in water, the difference between the loaded and
unloaded plate is significant, elsewhere the phase
velocity is iower and the curve tends to merge with that
of the free plate. When the plate is loaded by glycerol,
the same behavior is observed when the phase velocity
is lower than the water sound velocity. However, the
velocity shift is much larger and the discontinuity
occurs at a lower phase velocity. For the lower h/h
values, the behavior of the phase velocity is not usual.
The phase velocity of the So mode is much higher than
that of a free plate and seems to increase as h/h tends to
zero.
In order to understand the relationship between
the three parameters (p, q and K) of glycerol and the
phase velocity shift of the So mode, we have
successively changed one of these parameters. The
calculation shows that slight changes occur on the phase
velocity when the viscosity or the adiabatic
compressibility modulus are taken into account. We
have only represented the viscosity effect curve. For
Wb0.7, this parameter slightly modifies the phase
velocity, whereas for WLc0.7, this effect is more
significant. When we examined the mass loading (liquid
density effect), we found that the phase velocity is
mostly perturbed in the normalized thickness range of
0.8 to 1.2.
2.4 Freauencv and attenuation variations versus
viscosity.
We have studied the influence of the adiabatic
compressibility modulus versus the viscosity-density
is equal to
product when the normaIized thickness (hA)
0.47 corresponding to the second device described in
section 2.2.
Figures 4 and 5 represent the relative frequency
variations and the attenuation variations versus the
square root of the viscosity-density product with the
water loading as reference. In order to describe the
influence of the adiabatic compressibility modulus of
aqueous glycerol mixtures, the two limit cases have
been considered ( pure water or pure glycerol).
on Figure 5 , the
For the lower value of
attenuation is negligible and does not depend on the K
value. It is important to note that a phase velocity
condition (i.e., lower than sound velocity of liquid) is
not required for the So mode. Indeed, contrary to the &
mode, the particle displacement of the So mode is
mainly parallel to the surface (transverse component, u,)
and the radiation of the longitudinal component into the
liquid is not significant even for Vso > VLiquid
.
On the other hand, the frequency variations
depend on the K value and are negative (Figure 4). The

6

fi.

Indeed, as the
effect is larger for low values of
adiabatic compressibility modulus behaves linearly as a
function of weight concentration (90 O/o variation in
glycerol weight mixture leads to 90 C/o variation in the K
value while viscosity only varies of lo%), it has a value
close to that of glycerol.
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FIGURE 4 : Relative frequency variations

(%) versus
the square root of the viscosity-density product of
aqueous glycerol solutions in the case where the
adiabatic compressibility modulus, K, is equal to
2.24~10' N.m" (water) in solid line or 4.74~10' N.m'l
(glycerol) in dashed line.
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FIGURE 5 : Attenuation variations (dBI3L) versus the
square root of the viscosity-density product of aqueous
glycerol solutions in the case where the adiabatic
compressibility modulus, K, is equal to 2.24~10'N.m-l
(water) in solid line or 4.76~10' N.m" (glycerol) in
dashed line.
Now, for increasing

6values, the frequency
fi

>lo, a
and attenuation variations vary rapidly. For
slight difference is observed between two K values. In
this region, the phase velocity of the So mode is lower
than the longitudinal phase velocity in the solution,
which means that no radiation loss occurs. Thus, the So
mode behavior is mainly due to the viscous effect.

A sharp attenuation peak is observed for a value
28 ~ n . s . k g . m . b h i c h corresponds to a
of
discontinuity in the relative frequency variation. At this
point, the phase velocity of the So mode (or resonant
frequency) is greater than that of the plate loaded by
water and takes the same value as that of the aqueous
glycerol solution. The sign of the relative frequency
variations changes from negative to positive and
attenuation variations become lower and slowly
decrease as the viscosity-density product increases.
Another observation is that the adiabatic compressibility
modulus effect is low and tends to become negligible .

fi=

2.5 Transfer function measurements.
The frequency responses of the second device
previously described are presented in Figure 6 when the
back side of transducers is in contact with air, water or
pure glycerol.

that homogenization models can be used for all the
acoustic modes and extends their validity domain.
The influence of three properties of liquids. i.e.
the density, the viscosity and the adiabatic
compressibility modulus has been studied for the So
mode. We can conclude that the density is not an
important parameter compared to the two others for our
experimental device. The measured results for water and
glycerol solutions are partially consistent with the
theoreticaI predictions. Other experiments must be
carried out in order to confirm these results and, in
particular, to explain the low experimental frequency
shift compared to theoretical predictions. This study
shows that So mode in 1-3 piezocomposites are suitable
for liquid phase sensor applications.
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with air (solid line), water (dashed line) and glycerol
(gray line).
The acoustic signal of the So mode does not
suffer attenuation (0.4 dB) when the surface is loaded
by water and the resonant frequency is shifted to lower
frequencies (73 kHz). These measured values are
consistent with the theoretical results shown in Figure 3.
One can observe that, the bandpass of the device
increases.
When the plate is loaded by glycerol, the So
mode is highly attenuated (15.7 dB) due to the viscosity
effect. As the center-to-center IDT separation is 23xh,
this result is in agreement with Figure 5. However, the
resonant frequency does not seem to be strongly
perturbed as expected (Figure 4).
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ABSTRACT
The questions of hydrogen piezoelectric sensor
making are considered in this work. The method of
metallic palladium precipitation, based on colour
centres transformation is offered. The palladium film
possessed a developed surface and served the basis for
hydrogen sensor of piezoelectric type on the base of
thin-film structure WOs 1 Pd - quartz crystal. Influence
of sensor initial loading with sensitive covering on its
steady-state characteristics is explored. Hydrogen
concentration limits of sensor using are determined. The
obtained results confirm the efficiency of an offered
method of palladium precipitation when making
sensitive layer of hydrogen sensor.
1. INTRODUCTION

In our wok we propose new method of sensitive
layer creation for piezoelectric hydrogen sensor.
The various types of hydrogen sensors
(semiconductor,
fibre-optic,
electrochemical,
piezoelectric and etc.) exist now [I-21. The principle of
their operation is based on different physical effects in
solid body. The presence of selective sensitive material
to the hydrogen is general for all sensors.
Mass-sensitive piezoelectric sensor can be
successfully used as a detector element in devices of
monitoring of an environment gas composition [3-41.
The principle of piezoelectric sensors operation is based
on changes of oscillation frequency of quartz crystals
covered with special sensitive material, which interacts
with researched gas. Different chemical materials,
which selectively absorb corresponding gases, are used
as sensitive coating of quartz crystal.
2. METODS AND RESULTS

The properties almost all-solid state chemical
sensors based on metal-oxide layers may be essentially
improved by doping of their surfaces catalytic metal.
All advantages and disadvantages of such structure
widely discussed in literature, mainly for the chemical
sensors having the general configuration: catalytic metal
1 insertion compound 1 insulator 1 semiconductor [5]. As
a rule, catalytic metal is a solid thin film of Pt or Pd,
while insertion compound is WOj (or Mooj ) because
of its specific property. Thin amorphous films of WOj
and Moo3 are well known photo - and electrochromic
materials for wide variety of application. The essence of
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electrochrolnic effect is concluded in appearance of an
absorption band in electrochromic material under the
action of the electrical or electromagnetic fields. As a
result on its surface and in the bulk are formed
coloration centres [6]. The concentration of coloration
centres is easily varied under changes of external
influence and technological ways and conditions of
films producing.
In this paper we represent result on the fabrication
of modified layers WO? and M o o j allowed to change
the concentration and structure catalytic metal grains on
its surface.
For vacuum evaporated thin films WOj and M o o j
there are three simple methods of their preliminary
coloration, which we used in work. It is action o f
- UV light [6],
- electric fields [7],
chemical active metal in the acid solution [8],
which give rise to different levels of colour centres
~ . we have
concentration in it's from 10" to 10" ~ m - As
found, after such operations electrochromic film can
react with the ions of noble metals in aqueous solutions
with formation of metallic phase on their faces. Such
electron - ion reactions have been investigated for pt4',
~ t " , pd2', Ag', A U ~ions
+ [9].
Here we discuss the process of coloration centres
transformation in more detail. In our experiments the
tungsten oxide films were coloured at the contact of the
film surface with the active metal in the acid ambience.
The films were coloured to optical density D 2. The
quantity of tungsten atoms, participating in electron
capture determines the concentration of coloration
centres.

-

-

m

w6++ ne- o n w5++ (m - n)w6+

Fig.1 shows the succession of appearance Pd
metallic phase on the surface of WOj films. The velocity
of such process depends only both the initial
concentration of colour centres and ions of
corresponding noble metal in aqueous solutions.
According to results of SEM-analysis amorphous
coloured film is characterised by developed surface
microrelief with the granularity size 0,05- 0,2 MKM [lo].
At the contact of coloured film with water solution of a
palladium chloride a bleaching of electrochromic film
with precipitation of metallic palladium particles on
surface and bulk centres of coloration occurs. Reaction
of metallic phase extraction can be presented in the
manner of:
ne- + mAn+o ~ A +O nH'

where n - an amount of electrons, participating in
reactions of forming one metal atom; m- a minimum
number of metal atoms, giving development centre; A
noble metal atoms.

-

layer as absorb surfaces. The sensitivity and dynamic
range of piezoelectric sensor can be greatly raised when
producing a palladium porous film with developed
surface.

Fig.2 The surface of Pd film after 12 hours of
interaction with palladium chloride solution (different
resolution).

Fig. 1. The appearance Pd metallic phase on the surface
of W03 films after 20 min (I), 40 min (2), 90 min (3)
and 120 min (4) in palladium chloride solution
Further contact of W 0 3 film with a palladium
chloride solution leads to the growing of metallic
palladium particles and after 12 hours of interaction
with solution a surface of a palladium polyatomic
particles possesses developed relief, where size of
particles reaches several microns. An investigation of
metal particles growing process points to presence of
two-stage process connected with the coloration centre
transformation on the surfaces and in the bulk of film.
Observed experimentally dependence of quick stage
velocity from noble metal ions concentration testifies
about diffusion nature of the metallic centres
precipitating process. Fig.2 shows the modified surface
of W 0 3 films with well forming catalytic metal grains
for its using as gate layer of sensitive structure.
Selectively sensitive elements are a base of all
sensors. A metallic palladium can be used as such
element for hydrogen detection. The palladium more
actively absorbs hydrogen. One atom of palladium can
absorb one atom of hydrogen. Such absorption leads to
increasing of covering mass that causes of reducing
fluctuation frequency of quartz crystal [4,1 I]. Usually
palladium is used as film, which produced by the
method of vacuum evaporation or electrochemical
precipitating in the manner of black palladium.
However such films are characterised by sufficiently
high density, that only expects the application of surface

Our method of formation of catalytic active metal
layer on surfaces of tungsten oxide film has a number of
advantages in comparison with a method of vacuum
deposition of metal films. The coloration centres are
direct initiators of metallic phase emanation on surfaces
of WO, film, forming under their photochemical or
electrical activation. The coloration centres are formed
both on the surface and in the bulk of tungsten oxide
film and conditions of external influence and
technological method of preparation can change their
amount. In this case the forming of metallic phase has a
chaotic nature and the film can have high catalytic
activity owing to developed microrelief.
The offered method of precipitation of noble metal
(Pd) layer on the tungsten oxide film was used for
making of a hydrogen sensors (fig.3), formed on base of
thin-film structure W03i Pd.

Fig. 3. The structure of piezoelectric sensor: 1 - quartz
crystal; 2 - Ag-electrode; 3 W 0 3 film; 4 - Pd-film;
5 - heater.

-

Amorphous tungsten oxide thin films 0,2-0,5 pm
thick were prepared by the thermal evaporation
technique, in vacuum of 1,3x10-' Pa, 99,9% WOj
powder. The WO; electrochromic film was coloured at
the contact of its surface with the active metal (Zn) in

the acid ambience (1N H2S04). The precipitation of Pd
layer on surfaces of coloured WOj film was effected in
water solution of palladium chloride acidifying by HCl.
Four sensors were prepared for study of the sensor
initial loading influence by sensitive material (WOj
modified films) on its steady-state characteristics. Two
pairs of sensors with different loading. equivalent
reducing of a base sensor frequency from 7 kHz to 36
kHz for two quartz resonators with different pedestal
frequencies (2 181 kHz and 3 299 kHz) were prepared.
Steady-state characteristics of sensors are brought on
the fig. 4 and fig.5. They have practically linear nature
in the field of small concentrations of hydrogen (before
I , 1
)
Further increasing of a hydrogen
concentration is characterised by the exponential
dependency. The sensor enters to the saturation mode at
the concentration more than 3 mgll, when increasing of
a hydrogen concentration does not lead to a frequency
changing.

hydrogen concentration; C, mgll
Fig. 5. Steady-state characteristic of piezoelectric
sensor (basic frequency is 2 181 kHz) with different
loading (a - 14 kHz; b - 7 kHz).

hydrogen concentration; C, mg/l
Fig.4.Steady-statec characteristic of piezoelectric sensor
(basic frequency is 3 299 kHz) with different loading
(a 36 kHz; b - 18 kHz)

-

From steady-state characteristics seen that
sensitivity (curve steepness on the linear area) sensor
that more, than more preliminary sensor loading.
Increasing of the quartz resonator pedestal frequency
also leads to increasing of the sensor sensitivity.
However, the reliable work is observed for the sensors
with the pedestal frequency before 10 MHz. From our
results it is possible to make a conclusion that
piezoelectric sensor on the base of W03 modified films
is usable for hydrogen detection within the range of its
concentrations from 0,l to 4 mg/l.
The influence of temperature on the static
characteristic of sensor has brightly expressed character
and is one of main destructive factor, which influence
on sensor operation. By results of researches were

hydrogen concentration; C, mgll
Fig. 6. The temperature influence on steady- state
characteristic of piezoelectric sensor with loading of 9
kHz: 1-1 5; 2-20; 3-30; 4 - 40 OC.
obtained the dependence of frequency changes AF on
hydrogen concentration for four significance of
temperature T = 15, 20, 30, 40 OC. Fig.6 shows the
steady-state characteristics for sensor with preliminary
loading 9 kHz for called temperatures. The decrease of
sensitivity with growth of temperature is a general
tendency for all piezoelectric sensors. The sensitivity to
temperature changing, besides the only chemical
reasons, is connected also with thermosensitivity of
piezoresonator itself. For piezoelectric chemical sensor

one of most temperature-steady piezoshear, namely
AT-shear is used. At the changing of frequency at a
level 10" - 10" from a resonant the oscillation of
frequency owing to oscillations of temperature become
noticeable and are perceived as noise. It results in
decrease of a threshold of sensor sensitivity [I 11. For
decrease of temperature influence on operation of
sensor it is necessary to apply thermostatically
controlled regime or temperature compensation, or to
use the scheme of matching with similar basic quartz,
located in immediate adjacency from measuring quartz.
But in the latter case the chemical component of
remains without attention [j]. All these methods of
thermosensitivity reducing are characterised by
advantage and limitation and, according to them, find
the applications.
Our result point to a possibility of the sensitive
covering using on the base of tungsten oxide modified
films (as a result of coloration centres transformation)
for making of piezoelectric type hydrogen sensors.
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ABSTRACT

specifically, the material and structure of the film.
Previous studies have concentrated on the role of film

We demonstrated a new self-assembly method

material in the determination of selectivity, thus

using thiol compounds for m a b g a sensing film

overlooking the importance of the relationship

with a desired specific response property, using the

between selectivity and film structure. Recently, host-

interaction between odor molecules and sensing film

guest interilction[3] and the molecular imprinting

molecules due to their affinity. The sensing film was

method[4] have been applied in the area of molecular

deposited self-assembly on a QCM with gold

recognition The host-guest interaction is a result of

electrode in the mixed solution of sensing film

structural interaction between a host molecule, such

materials and odor molecules. This method realizes

as cyclodextrin, crown ether, or calixarene, and a

the easily making the sensor with a desired

guest molecule. The molecular imprinting method

response property.

forms specific abladsorption sites using molecularly

In addition, we investigated response property
of the sensor having a surface function group

imprinted polymers.

controlled sensing film by self-assembly method.

specific and a desired response property, we

In this experiment, amino group, hydroxyl group,
and -CH3 group were used for the function group.

developed a new self-assembly method utilizing
molecular imprinting method. Actual film deposition

The results of a series of the sensor response

is performed using thiol compounds

In this paper, to compose a sensing film with a

measurement indicated the importance of the

In addition, the influence of the function group

function groups on the sensing film surface and the

of a sensing film surface for sensor response

necessity of controlling the surface.

properties was investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Chemical nanogravimetry sensing using

A thiol molecule is deposited via the chemical

quartz crystal microbalances (QCM)[l] or d a c e

binding between thiol groups (-SH) and gold

acoustic wave (SAW) devices[2] in conjunction with

surface[5] and forms monomolecular film This

organic sensing film is a powerfid tool in the fields of

method was used for the deposition method of

odor sensing and biosensing. Because these sensors

sensing films.In this experiment, four Werent thiol

are coated with selective film composed of organic

compounds were used as the sensing film materials.

compounds, the selectivity of the sensor is

These included two different alkane thiols,

determined by the properties of the sensing film,

hexadecane thiol:CH,(CHJ,,SH (HDT)and decane
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thiol :CH3(CH2),SH @T), and a compound that

samples) and were introduced into the depositing

contains both an amino group and a thiol group,

solution. The quartz resonator was then i m m d in

minoethane thiol:H,N(CHJSH

(AET), and a

the solution

compound tbat contains both a hydroxyl group and a

Figures 1 and 2 show the concenmtion

thiol group, p-hydroxy thiophenol:HOCJI,SH (HTP).

dependence of the sensors for benzene and 1-hexanol

Each thiol compound was prepared as 5mM ethanol

gas, respectively. The result for the sensor coated

solution. Sensing film was deposited on the surface
of the device over a period of more than 20 hours

with the mixed film without the addition of any odor
molecules in the deposition process is shown as the

immersing in the solution

dotted line and is labeled "no addition". Others are

For the sensor devices, quartz resonators

indicated with the name of the added odor molecule.

equipped with gold electrodes were used at a resonant

The results indicate improved selectivity when odor

fiquency of 20MHz. Sensor responses were

molecules are added during the deposition process. A

measured in the coniined chamber under a controlled

suitable film structure for the added odor molecule

temperature (18°C). Sensor response was defined as

seemed to be formed by the interaction between the

the difference between the oscillation fiquencies

film materials and the odor molecules.

,

before and after odor molecule adsorption

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.l

H

D

U

A new self-assembly method for the deposition

of the sensing film with a desired response property
is described in this section This method makes use of
the afiinity between odor molecules and sensing film
materials in a depositing solution In the mixture
solution of odor molecules and sensing film materials,

Figure 1: Concentration dependence of sensor
response with HDT/DT/AET mixed sensors for
benzene gas.

they interact due to their sty. a t results in the
most suitable formation of those molecules in the
solution and on the electrode of the QCM
For the sensing film materials, HDT,DT, and

AET were mixed in a 1:l:1 molar ratio in an
ethanolfwater solvent (7:3). Water was added to the
solvent to increase the hydrophobic interaction
between film materiais and odor molecules. In this
experiment, benzene and 1-hexanol were used as
additional substances (as the objective odor gas

a"

--

-

-

Figure 2: Concentration dependence of sensor

response with HDTlDT/AET mixed sensors for 1hexanol gas.

For investigation of structural changes in the

Figure 3(a) shows a state that occurs when the

sensing film caused by the addition of the odor

three thiol compounds are mixed and deposited

molecules, the m h c e potential distribution in the

uniformly because of no addition of any odor

sensing film is observed using scanning Maxwell

molecules. Figure 3(b) shows a nonuniform image,

stress microscopy (SMM). Figures 3(a) and 3(b)

which indicates the existence of a large domain of

show SMM images of pure HDTDTIAET mixed

AET molecules in the thiol film with 1-hexanol

film and HDTDTIAET mixed f3m with 1-hexanol

added. The domain surface has the -NH,group of the

added during the deposition process, respectively. In

AET molecule. Thus, domains play important roles

both figures, the light color indicates parts consisting
of HDT or DT molecules, and the dark color
indicates the parts of AET molecules. DiEerences in

as adsorption sites for hydrophilic groups of odor
molecules, such as the -OH group in the 1-hexanol

the SMM images show that the film structure changes
with

molecule.

Function groups on sensing film surface are

important as well as sensing film material and

structure. We investigated the relation between the
function group and the sensor response property.
Self-assembly deposition method realizes the
controllability of the group of the sensing film
d a c e . In this experiment, amino group (AET),

Wbvl

m

group), and -CH, group @TI were

used as the function group. The sensor responses
were measured for

several volatile organic

compounds. Figure 4 shows the time responses of
each sensor. The sensor response patterns are shown

in figure 5. The patterns are normalized by the

maximum response for each gas sample. Two types
of response pattern are appeared in figure 5. One of
the patterns is the response for non-polar molecules
@enzene, n-hexane) and the other is for polar

(b)

molecules (acetone, 2-hexanone). That indicates the

Figure 3: SMM images of HDTIDTIAET mixed Nm.

functional groups influence the sensor response

(a) Mixed film without the addition of any odor
molecules. (b) Mixed .film with 1-hexanol added in
the deposition process. The images are shown with
two colors, treating the avenge value of the
distribution of the surface potential as the boundary.

properties. Fmm this result, molecular occupied areas
Were ~ ~ t e Figure
d . 6 shows the
wcupied

for each sample. From the figure, we

can obtain that the molecular occupied area in AET

and HTP is almost same and that the molecular
occupied area in AET and ITIT sensors is d e r

than that of DT. AET and H P have the polar
function group on the sensing

surface. The group

interacts with polar odor molecules and determines
the adsorption phenomena (orientation of adsorbed
molecules onto the d c e due to dipole

- dipole

interaction). On the other hands, the molecular

Figure 6: Average molecular occupied area

occupied area of the polar molecules onto the DT

4. CONCLUSIONS

film is larger than that of the non-polar molecules.

Because DT film doesn't have the functional group
onto the sensing tXm d c e , the interaction force
between sensing

and odor molecules is weak.

In this experiment, thiol compounds were used
for the sensing fimaterials.
We demonstrated a new self-assembly method
for the deposition of sensing film with a desired
response property, using the affinity between odor
molecules and sensing film materials in the

depositing solution. By using this method, we can
easily obtain a sensor with the desired response
property.
The sensing film surface is very important in

the first stage of the adsorption of odor molecules
and determines the response property of the sensor. .
Figure 4: Time dependence of the sensor response

for benzene

From the experiment, surface polar function groups
on a sensing film are important for detednation of
adsorption phenomena and the orientation of the
adsorption molecules.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper some problems concerning work
stability of SAW NO, sensors employing copper
phthalocyanine (PcCu) as the chemical interface and
128OYX lithium niobate as substrate are presented. The
proposed sensing element consists of two delay lines:
one of them is covered with a chemical coating (PcCu),
the another is covered with Al and then PcCu. In this
case a response of the sensor depends only on the
conductivity changes of the PcCu layer during NO2
exposure. Other effects are identical and therefore are
canceled.

which is an organic p-type semiconductor. PcCu is not
an intrinsic semiconductor [5-71. However, the chemisorption of NO2 causes the creation of a charge transfer
complexes with PcCu molecules by accepting an
electron from PcCu, which results in increasing of the
hole concentration.
In this paper, the influence of SAW sensor
configuration,
substrate
properties,
operation
temperature, structure and geometry of the sensitive
layer on stability, inversibility and reproducibility of gas
SAW sensor response is presented.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

1. INTRODUCTION

SAW gas sensors are made by applying a thin
chemically sensitive film onto the surface of the SAW
delay line. In general the detection principle of the
SAW gas sensor relies on the change of the SAW
velocity upon adsorption of the reactant by the sensor
film. This velocity change are related to the following
effects: the change in the mass density of the film, the
change in its electrical conductivity or the change in its
elastic constants.
It is common to build SAW chemical sensors in a
dual-delay-line configuration, operating in a differential
frequency mode. As it follows from the studies of other
authors [I, 21 and from our own experiments [3,4], the
dual-delay-line concept is not an ideal solution of the
stability problem in sensor work. These experiments
revealed some phenomenons which destabilize
detection process: unidirectional drift of generated
frequencies at constant temperature (kO,l°C) and
ambiguous sensor response (during the reaction with
investigated gas), which did not give clear results.
Considering these factors we have started
experiments which should define and eliminate the
harmful elements of detection process.
We have been working with nitrogen dioxide SAW
sensors. The experiments have been carried out for
SAW delay lines on 128OYX lithium niobate. This
substrate characterized by high electromechanical
coupling constant and low lever of bulk waves. The
interface material is copper phthalocyanine (PcCu),
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A dual-delay-line SAW device on 128OYX lithium
niobate with two different transducers has been
designed. The long one was a ladder type (294
electrodes), the short one was an ordinary type (38
electrodes). We used four electrodes per wavelength to
eliminate reflections. Insertion loss at the center
frequency ( 70 MHz ) was about 15dB [8].
SAW delay lines were fabricated using standard
lift-off photolithography.
Thin films of PcCu were prepared in a two stage
process. At the first stage the input material was
purified by vacuum sublimation and at the second it was
vacuum deposited on piezoelectric substrates.
The standard SAW sensors consist of two identical
delay-lines. One of them is covered with a chemical
coating, another uncoated is used as a reference. Our
sensing delay line is coated with PcCu, while the
another one is covered with Al+PcCu (Fig. 1).

/RCU

Fig. I
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a n initial c o u r s e o f p h a s e r e s p o n s e
a shifting o f phase response due
to r e a c t i o n w i t h N O ,
a shifting o f phase response due
to s p o n t a n e o u s drift

Fig. 3. The direction of phase response shift ( (p ).

Fig. 2. Delay line responses
(a) amplitude
(b) phase
The experimental measuring system contained the
following modules:
the gas mixing system.
SAW device, which is introduced into the exposure
chamber, containing the gas inlet and outlet and heating
system.
electronics circuits which include amplifiers, mixer
and frequency counter. Amplitude and phase responses
of delay-lines have been measured use of Hewlett
Packard Network Analyzer 8725 A (Fig. 2).

-

-

Opposite direction of phase changes due to these
phenomenons lead to destabilization of the sensor work,
especially in the case of low concentration of
investigated gas.
The spontaneous frequency drift is probably
connected with pyroelectric effect. The surface charges
on LiNb03 wafer produce unidirectional drift of the
phase response at the constant temperature.
The degree of susceptibility to charging depends on
the operation temperature, gas atmosphere, as well as on
the kind of delay line coating.
The phase stability of a single delay line at a
constant temperature was investigated in the
temperature range 30°+170°C. The difference in
behavior between the coated and uncoated delay lines
has been studied. The phase versus time curves for the
uncoated delay line at different temperatures in N,
atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4.

-

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

..

3.1. Ph ase sh~ftstab~lltv
The drift of generated frequency is noticed by most
experimentators,who are working on SAW sensors.
The directions of the phase shift due to absorption of
the reactant by chemical coating and of spontaneous
drift (hence also the drift of frequency) are illustrated in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Phase shift variation as a function of time for
different temperature for the uncoated delay line.

The temperatures at which generated frequency drift
diminishes for uncoated delay line in different gases
(N,, He, air) are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The temperatures at which the generated
frequency drift diminishes
Kind of gas
Temperature

211O°C

120°C

125OC

Our measurement show that for some investigated
temperature range there is a region of strongly
unidirectional drift of the phase shift (Table 2).

Table 2. The temperature regions of the unidirectional
phase drift.

.

2.2. Sensor responses
The interaction between PcCu layer and oxidizing
gases (e.g. NO,) is related to such processes as
physisorption, chemisorption and desorption.
Both physisorption and chemisorption are
exothermic reactions. In contrary to physisorption,
chemisorption requires substantial activation energy,
however after delivering of energy needed for initiation
goes on with heat emission. Desorption is endothermic
reaction. Therefore opposite energetistic effects are
revealed in sensor responses. In the case of uncovered
reference delay line, the above processes and self-drift
of the difference frequency (Afdir) disturb the
adsorption and desorption curves (Fig.6.a).
In the case when both delay lines are covered with
PcCu layer a response of the sensor depends only on the
conductivity changes of PcCu coating during the NO,
exposure. Other effects are identical and therefore are
canceled (Fig. 6.b.). As a result reproducible and
univocal response has been obtained.
Afd,,,
[kHz1

1 .o
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1

The differential frequency drift of SAW device can
be explained by difference in susceptibility to
pyroelectric effect of coated and uncoated delay lines.
In the case of our device the discrepancy between delay
line covered with PcCu film and Al+PcCu is
insignificant (Fig. 5).
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(a)

Fig. 5. Phase shift versus time at 100°C.
1 uncoated delay line
2 - PcCu coated delay line
3 A1 and PcCu coated delay line
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Fig.6. Sensor response
(a) uncoated referens delay line
(b) reference line with PcCu layer

35
40
tlm in.]

It was found that PcCu layers before the proper
analysis process requires a special activation ensuring
recurrent results (Fig. 7). Since, surface adsorption
centers are closed by parasitic molecules, activation
process leads to unblock this centers by intermittent '
periodic exposing to NO2.
In the case of a-PcCu formed by small particles
(diameter = 100nm) an activation process leads to
higher detection sensitivity and for P-PcCu (formed by
needles len,gh 1 lpm) the sensitivity is the same but it
can be obtained in shorter time.

Preliminary activation of PcCu layer ensure
unequivocal and recurrent detection process.
The results of this work confirm that the use of
SAW delay line coated with A1 and PcCu as a reference
element improve stability, inversibility and
reproducibility of sensor responses.
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Fig. 7. Sensor responses to NO2
(a) before activation
(b) after activation

4. CONCLUSION

Our measurements show that for the investigated
range of temperatures there is a region of unidirectional
differential frequency drift. This phenomenon can be
explained by the difference in susceptible pyroelectric
effect of coated and uncoated delay lines. In the case of
the described configuration the discrepancy between
delay line covered with PcCu film and Al+PcCu is
insignificant.
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SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE VAPOR SENSOR
USING ULTRATHIN MUTILAYER FILMS
T.NOMURA, A.SAITOH and S.FURUKAWA'
Shibaura Institute of Technology, *Kyushu Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT
A surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor incorporating an
ultra thin selective film is presented. The ultra thin films
were made by both self-assembled method and by
Langmuir-Blodgett method. SAW delay limes coated with
SA film and LB film has been used as vapor sensor.
Rapid and totally reversible sensor responses were
obtained by using the thin monolayer film.

1. INTRODUCTION
Surface acoustic wave devices have the ability to
directly respond to the inertial mass and elastic
mechanical properties of materials in contact with the
device surface. This feature enables them to directly
sense mass and mechanical properties of their
environment. Therefore a potential application of SAW
technique is an environment sensor.
In general, most of the SAW device using as a sensor
is coated with a thin film that is capable of interaction
with the chemical of interest through physical and
chemical absorption. The quality of the selective film,
such as life, uniformity, and thickness, influences the
sensitivity, response time, and reversibility of the sensor
resDonse.
Ultra thin organic films are currently gaining interest
in many areas such as integrated optics, sensors, and
coatings reducing friction or surface orientation layers.
The Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film technique provides a
very useful convenient method to make a uniform and
ultra thin film on a substrate ['I. The other film is an
organic film by self-assembled (SA) method. This
method has been developed by GDecher et al [2L 13].
These methods are very suitable to niake an ultra thin
and uniform film.
In this paper, we show a new SAW gases sensor
which utilize SA and LB film. Experimental results
show that the SAW velocity change was quite linear in
proportion to the concentration of organic gases.
Moreover we show that the thin film is suitable to obtain
good linearity, high sensitivity and rapid response.

short the electric fields at the surface. The other delay
line is used as a sensing channel and remains a bear
surface. For both delay lines, the whole of the
propagation path is coated with the thin selective film.
Absorption of chemical gas causes an increase in the
density, mass, permittivity, and electric conductivity of
the film. Ail these factors tend to decrease the velocity of
the SAW. In the present sensor structure, the dual delay
lines configuration cancels out any systematic changes
which are common to the two delay lines, such as the
effects of the changes in temperature, and nonspecific
mass loading. However, the nonsystematic effects, such
as the electrical change of the SA film, cannot be
cancelled by the present sensor configuration. Therefor,
only the change in the electrical property due to the
moisture and the chemical gas in air is detected as a
sensor response.
SAW sensor employing LB and SA film were
fabricated on a 128" YX LiNbO, substrate. The entire
surface of the two devices was covered with an ultra thin
monolayer. The each delay line had a center frequency
30MHz and a center-to-center spacing between the input
and output IDT of 1Omm. The insertion losses of these
delay lines were approximately 20 dB.
OUT 1

OUT 2

A-+--&-Ti
Selective film
(a) Configuration of dual delay line.
Vapor
Selective film

J.

3.

+ J . <

2. SAW SENSOR STRUCTURE

In order to check the performance of the ultra thin film
as a chemical interface of gas sensor, experiments were
conducted on SAW devices shown in Fig.1. The SAW
device was consists of dual delay lines on the same
piezoelectric substrate. In the structure one delay line is
used as a reference channel, and a thin metal film is
deposited on the path of the reference channel in order to
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Piezoelectoric substrate
(b) Side View

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of a SAW humidity
sensor using LB film and SA film.
(a) Configuration of dual SAW delay line.
(b) Cross-section view of the SAW delay line.

3. SAW SENSOR COATED WITH LB FILM
The SAW device is coated with a thin film that is
capable of interacting with chemicals of interest through
various physical and chemical sorption mechanisms.
These interactions determine the sensitivity, selectivity,
and reversibility of the SAW sensor. The LB film
method provides a convenient way to obtain precise and
highly reproducible mass loading on SAW device [4,51.
The LB method is also suited to application of thin
organic films one a time. By precisely controlling the
number of deposited LB monolayers on a SAW device,
we are able to estimate the mass loading effects of a thin
selective coating l61.
In this study LB films were investigated for a selective
film of SAW sensor. The LB film transfer technique is
described in detail elsewhere IS]; therefore only a short
explanation is given here. In the LB transfer technique,
a small amount of the solution on the surface of clean
deionized water in the LB trough. After the materials
were compressed by reduction of water surface area, the
dense and one molecule thick film were formed and
transferred onto the SAW substrate by a vertical dipping
method. Each stroke of the substrate through the airwater interface adsorbed lipids and allowed two
monolayers to be transferred onto the SAW device. In
this way, the ability to control the thickness with
precision permits a highly reproducible mass loading to
be applied to the SAW device.
In order to determine the sensitivity of the sensor,
fundamental experiments were conducted.
The
propagation path was coated with a hygroscopic polymer
film deposited by the above bgrnuir-Blodgett (LB)
transfer technique. The phosphatidylethanol-aminewas
used as a hygroscopic material. Figure 2 shows the
chemical structure of phosphatidylethanol-arnine and its
image of the LB film.

humidity causes linear changes in the SAW velocity,
Between 10 and 70% in RH, the SAW velocity varies
almost linearly with humidity, with a slope of 0.33 mls
per 10% change in RH. The above results suggest that
a SAW humidity sensor utilizing LB film is promising.
The variation of the phase difference between the
reference and measurement channel, as a function of
humidity, is shown in Fig.4. The variation of the phase,
sensor output, varies with a slope of about 0.025 degree
per 1 % change in RH. The results clearly indicate that
it is possible to design the LB film a priori so as to
achieve a desired linear response in the SAW sensor.
Absorption and desorption of the moisture is also
shown in Fig.4. The hysteresis in absorption and
desorption cycle is very small, and the two curves show
good linearity.
Moreover, the results showed that the fractional
velocity change of the SAW delay line depends on the
electrical effect due to moisture in air. The SAW
humidity sensor offer good linearity, high sensitivity and
rapid response.

-0.5
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40
60
Relative humidity [%MI

Fig.3 Variations of SAW velocity due to a relative
Humidity (%RH).
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hydrophobic hydroph~lic
group
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(a) Structure

substrate

1

(b) LB film

Fig.2 Chemical structure of the phosphatidylethanolarnine and LB film.
Measurements have performed using a vector
voltmeter (HP model 4193A). The variation of the
SAW velocity corresponding to the humidity is shown in
Fig.3. It is found that the variation of the film due to

U d e ~ p ion
t
0

Relative
20
humidity
Po. [%RH] 60

Fig.4 Output of SAW sensor produced by moisture
absorption and desorption cycle.

4. SAW SENSOR WITH SA FILM
The buildup of the SA films is shown as follows by
GDecher. (Described in detail in [2] and [3]) The
buildup of mono-layer films is shown in Fig.5. A
substrate with a positively charged planar surface is
immersed in the solution containing the anionic
polyelectrolyte and a monolayer of the polyanion is
adsorbed. Since the adsorption is carried out at relatively
high concentrations of polyelectrolyte, a number of ionic
groups remain exposed to the interface with the solution
and thus the surface charge is reversed (a similar "nonflat" adsorption has also been observed by others. After
rinsing in pure water, monolayers of the SA film are
obtained. In the process of the film formation,
controlling pH, concentration, ionic strength, etc. make it
possible to adjust the thickness at the order of 0.5-2nm.
Polystyrene Sulfonic

Polyanion
Fig.5 Schematic representation for the buildup of
self-assembly mono- and multi-layer.

charged positively, and PSS that became anions is
adsorbed. Thus mono-layer film formation is made.
Actually, by immersing a substrate in a 0.5mM solution
of PSS0Na* for 30 min, adsorption is made. The
substrate, which is pulled up at a speed of 2cdrnin after
that, is immersed in pure water for 2 min to remove
excessive film molecules. With dehydration at a room
temperature for 24 hours, sensing film is obtained.
In this experiment, these delay lines are connected in
the feedback circuit of an amplifier, resulting in SAW
oscillator. The frequency change was measured as the
sensor responses. Two organic gases such as methanol
and ethanol have been chosen as gas substance. The
frequency variation of the each SAW oscillator
corresponding to the concentration of the methanol gas is
shown in Fig. 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows the difference
frequency between the short and open channel. As
expected, frequency of the both oscillators decreases
with increasing the concentration of the sample gases.
The individual oscillators exhibit a unique fiequency
shifts for ranges 10% to 20%. The large fluctuation
generated on the individual channels is believed to be
due to the temperature change when the sample is poured.
However in the case of Fig. 7(b) the output in proportion
to the concentration of the sample can be obtained. It is
explained that the SA film function as a selective sensing
film. Figure 7(c) shows the response result complying
with ethanol, and the output in proportion to the sample
concentration can likewise be obtained. When the
results complying with the 2 samples are compared,
difference is noted with the two output responses. Tnus it
turns out that the electric characteristics of the film are
also dependent on the sample.

%

g -3000
PI

g -4000
SO,-. Na+
Fig.6 Chemical structure of the monomer unit of
the PSS*Na+polyelectrolyte.
Polystyrene sulfonic acid sodium salt (PSS-Na*) was
used as a film material. The polymer is well known as a
material for resistive humidity sensor m. The chemical
structure is shown in Fig.6. The molecules are
dissociated in pure water to form polyanions solution.
Meanwhile the surface of SAW device is usually
chemically active and is oxidized to be in possession of
hydroxyl group. Therefor in an acid solution the
surface of the devices is charged positively owing to
hydration reaction. The polyanion solution by PSS-. Na'
is controlled in a weak acidic solution with pH 6.5. From
this reason, the SAW devices to be a substrate are
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(a) Frequency shifts on the reference and
measurement channels for the methanol gas.

(b) Output of the sensor verses methanol concentration.

transfer techniques. The phosphatidylethanol-mine was
used as an LB film material and the polystyrene sulfonic
acid sodium was used as an SA film material. Due to
sorption of vapor molecules, the density, permittivity and
electrical conductivity of these selective films changed.
The effects caused to reduce the velocity of the SAW.
Experimental results showed that the SAW velocity
change was quite linear in proportion to the
concentration of organic gases. Rapid and totally
reversible responses were obtained by using the thin
monolayer film.
In this study, we found that the ultra thin film is
suitable to obtain good linearity, high sensitivity and
rapid response. However, the sensitivity of the sensor
with LB film decreases a few weeks after the first
experiments.

(c) Output of the sensor verses ethanol
concentration.
Fig.7 Frequency shifts as a function of organic gases
concentration on the reference and measurement
channels.

This study was supported by the Proposal-Based New
Industry Creative Type Technology R&D Promotion
Program from the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) of Japan.

The sensitivity and reproducibility of the sensor are
largely affected by the stability of the organic selective
film. In order to check the medium stability of the
SAW sensor, after 3 months, the response was measured
again. Figure 8 shows as an example that the SA film is
applied to a quartz oscillation in comparison with the
characteristics after 3 months, none of so remarkable
deterioration in the characteristics can be seen. It can
be deduced from the above observation that sufficient
stability is kept with the sensing film in comparison with
the fact that the life of a lipid membrane often used for a
smelling sensor is approximately 1 month.
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Fig.8 The stability in a time interval of 3 months to
the ethanol gases by using a quartz oscillation.
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AN ATTEMPT FOR N& DETECTION
BASED ON QUARTZ RESONATOR WITH THIN SnOz FILM

K Georgieva, L. Spassov, K Georgiev
Institute of Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee blvd, 1784 Sofa, Bulgaria
ABSTRACT
Flammable and toxic gases are very common
components in the environment. Various types of
physical and chemical sensors are created for their
detection. A lot of them are based on Merent kinds of
MOS field effect transistors with a combination of high
sensitive thin layers.
In this paper the sensitivity of quartz resonators with
thin layer of tin oxide (SnO2) deposed on them is
investigated for the registration of ammonia in the air.
The measurements are carried out at NH3 concentration
ftom 10 ppm to 5000 ppm. It is found correlation
between relatively change of the resonator's frequency
(Mf)and the concentration in the investigated interval.
The provided dependence can be described by equation
like f(x)=axa+b. To obtain the relationship between the
thickness of the thin tin oxide and sensitivity of quartz
resonator, the thickness of Sn02 is changed from 40nm
to 120nm. With the increasing of the thin SnOz
thickness the resonator's sensitivity considerably
increases. The highest values in the alteration of the
frequency of the quartz resonators are registered by
layer's thickness of 120nm.
The changes in the sensitivity of sorption as function
of ammonia concentration at different SnOz thickness
are calculated. It is shown that at small concentration
sensitivity of the thinner layers is higher than at the
thicker. At concentration 70 ppm this dependence
becomes inversely and shows tendency to constant
values at concentration over 5000 ppm. The results
obtained show that the system quartz resonator-thin
SnOz film could be used for detection of NH3
concentration down to 10 ppm Such system could be
used for development of acoustic sensor for monitoring
NH3 contamination in the environment

The basic structure as well as the physical existence
of the MOS field-effect transistor is no doubt of great
importance for the development of a whole series of
sensors for the measurement of physical and chemical
environmental parameters. The equation for the
MOSFET drain current already shows a number of
parameters, that can be directly influenced by the
external quantity, but small technological variations of
the original MOSFET coniiguration also rise to a large
number of sensing properties. FET-based sensors such
as the GASFET, OGFET, ADFET, S E T , CFT,
PRESSFET, ISFET, CHEMFET, REFET, ENFET,
IMFET, BIDFET etc, are developed up to the present [3].
Semiconductor gas sensors based on the
combination of the sensing behaviour of thin SnG films
with the advantages of the microelectronic structures are
widely investigated too. Tin dioxide is one of the most
useful materials for gas sensor [4,5]. The main reason
for this is its high surface sensitivity to gas adsorption,
simplicity for preparation and fast response time [6].
Usually the layers of tbin SnG are deposited by
common microelectronic processes such as chemical
vapou. deposition (CVD), resistively and e-beam
evaporation or RF sputtering. In recent years the
concentrated efforts have been made to develop gas
sensitive acoustic wave sensors, which exploit the
various acoustic waves [7]. In this paper are presented
results obtained by investigation of the quartzresonators with thin SnOz film for detection of N&
concentrations in the air. Investigations are based on the
correlation, which exists between mass sensitive
resonator's parameters and deposited additional mass.
2. Experiment

The experiments are carried out with quartz
resonators, which are formed on polished ATcut quartz
plates 8 mm diameter and 4 mm diameter of gold
electrodes. The electrodes are prepared fiom two layers:
thin Cr sublayer about lOnm thick and upper Au-layer
80nm thick. The Cr-layers are deposited from Cr-target
by RF sputtering in Ar-ambient at vacuum 3Pa. The
golden layers are formed by resistivity evaporation at
The sensitivity thin S n a layers
initial vacuum 5.10'~~a.
are deposited on the quartz piezoelement by RF
sputtering from Sn02-target in Ar-ambient containing
16% 02 at the total pressure (PAitPO2)of 0.3Pa with
deposition rate about 2 ndmin. The processes of thin
layer formation are carried out without heating of the
substrates.

-

1. Introduction

The flamable gases like C b , liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) and HZ,as the toxic gases like CO, H2S, NOx
and NH3, are very common components in the
environment [ I ] .The measurements and control of these
gases are important for human being and also for a
broad spectrum of industry and technologies. For this
aim various kinds of physical and chemical sensors are
created. The main requirements to gas-sensors for their
wide applications are: 1) good sensitivity in a wide
m g e of concentrations of the toxic gases; 2) quick
response; 3) good reproducibility and no hysteresis; 4)
long life and etc [2].
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Obtained in this way resonator structures with thin
Sn02 layer are kept over tempered water solution of
NH3 with various concentrations. The details about the
e'qeriments and the measurements are described in [8].
The alteration in the resonator's frequency (Af)
calculation in the case of ATtut quartz can be
eqressed by equation (1) [9].
Af = -2,26.1V.dm/s1,
(1)
where:
Af is a resonant ferquency change, due to the
sorbed additional mass (Am),
f - is resonant frequency and
SL- is covered area of the electrodes (0.125 cm2).
~ e r eifs i n h f ~ zA
, f - i n ~ z~, m - i n ~ a n d ~ ~ - i n c m ~ . Fig.2. Mass sensitivity qAf/fi/& versus a m o h
concentration c@pm)
3. Results and discussion
dence of mass-sensitivity (amonia-sensitivity) d(Ai7f)ldc
The dependence of resonator's frequency change
of resonator's structure at different NH3 concentrations.
versus ammonia concentration in the air over solutions
All curves show one and the same character not
with five different concentrationsis presented in Fig. l(a).
dependent on of S n 4 thickness. The changing of massThe measurements are canied out at concentration of
sensitivity reaches constant values by high concentraNH3 respectively: 10 ppm, 100 ppm, 500 ppm, 1000
tions in range of 5000 ppm. The highest values of
ppm and 5000 ppm It is obvious, that by increasing of
d(Mf)/& by a constant NH3 concentration appear at the
NH3concentrations, relative change of the frequency
thinest S n 4 films.By concentration of NH3 - 10 ppm
shows tendency to increase too in all investigated range.
mass-sensitivity of resonator's structure with SnO2
thickness - 120nm equals to 0.032.106, whereas for
thickness of 80nm it is 0.038.10' or almost twice as high.
Figure 3 illustrates the correlation between
resonator's frequency relative change and the thickness
of the tin oxide by different ammonia concentrations.
The thickness of tin oxide films is changed from 40nm
to 120nm. This range of thicknesses is chosen for
investigation as a result of experiments published in
[lo]. It is shown that the relative change of the
resonator's frequency increases with the increase of tin
oxide thichess in all investigated interval by constant
ammonia concentration. For resonators with thickness
of Sn02 40nm the alteration of hflf is 0,8.104, whereas
by the thickness of SnOl 120nm M f reaches 4.7.10~by

-

-

c, @pm)

-

Fig. 1. Relative change of resonator's frequency Af/f (a)
and sorbed mass dm @) versus amonia concentration
c @pm) at different thickness of SnO2
The provided dependence can be described by equation
like y = Axa+ B, where coefficients A, a and B change
their values for different curves. Calculated Am from
equation 1 as a function of ammonia concentration is
shown in Fig.l(b). The dependence of Am from NH3
concentration shows the same tendency with those at
Fig.l(a). It can be explained by the equation (I), which
gives the relationship between Af and Am. It is clear,
that by increasing NH3 concentration the quantity of
sorbed mass increases too. It may be supposed, that
equilibrium between sorbed and desorbed molecules is
reached at higher quantity of the sorbed mass, when
NH3 concentration rises. Figure 2 illustrates the depen-

Fig.3. Relative change of resonator's frequency Af/f
versus the tin oxide thickness d at different
concentration g NH3 c m

constant ammonia concentration 100 pprn The
dependence of the relative change of the resonator's
frequency versus the thickness of thin tin dioxide film
shows one and the same character of gradually
increasing at low ammonia concentrations in range from
10 pprn to 500 ppm. At higher ammonia concentrations
(1000 pprn and 5000 ppm) the dependence is most
strongly expressed. Probably one of the reasons is the
peneaation of NH3 molecules in the depth of the layer
as a result of higher concentration gradient. These
dependence of Af/f as a function of the thickness of
Sn02 film also are decribed as grade function. On the
base of the obtained dependence it can be supposed, that
simultaneously with the physical adsorption on the
surface of the sensitive tin oxide layer, adsorption takes
place also in the depth of the layer.
Fugure 4 shows mass-sensitivity of the resonator
structures as a function of the sensitive layer's thickness
by different ammonia concentrations. Obviously, that
dependence by CNH3= 10 pprn is different in character
from those in the interval from Cw 100 pprn to Cm
5000 ppm. In the former case the increase of the
thickness does not lead to an increase in sensitivity. It
may be supposed, that by those low concentrations, the
quantity of adsorbed substance is determined by surface
active centers. In this case between the adsorbed MI3
and the one in the gas phase is established dynamic
equilibrium for the determined experimental conditions
(temperature, NH3 concentrations).

-

-

-

4. Conclusion
Relationship is obtained between the thickness of the
thin tin dioside film and ammonia concentration on the
one hand and mass sensitivity of quartz resonator at
MI, detection on the other hand It is found out, that the
structure quartz resonator with thin Sn02 layer can be
used with success for N& detection. This system could
serve as a base for development of acoustic sensor for
monitoring NH3 in the environment.
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Increasing of the Sn02 thickness results in lowering
the mass-sensitivity almost three times from 1,92.10" at
dsno2 = 40nm to 0,64.104 at dsno2=120nm by a constant
ammonia concentmtion 10 ppm Just the opposite
character is this dependence at all other higher
concentrations. Most strongly is this dependence
expressed at NH3 concentrations of 1000 pprn and 5000
ppm. These results confirm the supposition about
existance of NH3 diffusion in the depth of the sensitive
Sn02layers.
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AUTOMATIC ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT OF SOUND
VELOCITY IN LIQUIDS BY A PHASELOCKED LOOP METHOD
Kiyoshi Ikeda
Faculty of Engineering, Shinshu University,
500 PVakasato, Nagano 380-8553, Japan

Abstract
This paper describes the workings of a new ultrasonic technique for measuring sound velocity in liquids which relies on a phase-locked loop method to
automatically eliminate dependence on temperature.
The sound velocity v is easily found from the h~fain
VCO frequency f multiplied with the coefficient I;
as the ratio of a known sound velocity vs and its
Validity and usefulness for the system
frequency is.
was verified experimentally using NaCl solutions as
test-liquid specimens. The compensated frequency
fc is gained from the output of the compensatory
VCO (Comp VCO) which is automatically eliminates the strong temperature dependence of sound
velocity in liquids. The Comp VCO is constructed
identically to the Main VCO. The sound velocity
for eliminating the temperature dependence was easily obtained with v = v s f c / f s . The system with
compensation circuit was applied to NaCl solutions
of varying concentrations and was shown to yield
0.0005% accurate velocity determination, independent of temperature variations of k1.3OC at approximately 24.g°C.

1 Introduction
The ultrasonic technique used for measuring sound
velocity in liquids has become very important, because automatic measuring systems are currently being used to advance research into physical and chemical properties and in instruments used for industrial measurements [I], [2]. For this purpose, various ultrasonic techniques using continuous waves,
pulse waves, an ultrasonic interferometer, a correlation method, ultrasonic resonance and a reverberation method have been conventionally developed
[3]. There are a variety of ways to take extremely
accurate measurements of sound velocity using the
pulse method, but some of these are suitable only for
research purposes [4]. Recently, the high-precision
pulse-echo method [5]has been reported. This method automatically measures sound velocity in liquids
and can be used to obtain detailed structural information about the liquid medium. However, it
requires a temperature control of fO.SmK with a
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thermostat system and an estremely complicated
digital electronic system using a computer in order
to reach a precision of 2 x 10-5 for sound velocity
measurements. This system, which is constructed
with an extremely accurate thermostat and a computer, requires a complicated circuit and high-cost
equipment. In a previous study we proposed an innovative ultrasonic technique for measuring sound
velocity in liquids 161 that automatically eliminates
temperature dependence without requiring the usual
thermostat system, the technique relies on a phase
difference method, and is constructed with an elaborate circuit. Here we propose an original ultrasonic
technique that relies on a phase-locked loop method.
The strong temperature dependence of sound velocity in liquids is automatically eliminated via a
temperature-compensation circuit constructed with
a Comp VCO measuring system. Therefore, the
Comp VCO is very important for ultrasonic velocity measurement systems. We derived an empirical
equation for NaCl soutions which is approximated
over a concentration range of 0.0 - 1.0% and a temperature range of 15 - 45OC while analyzing various sound velocities by the method of least squares.
A temperature compensation factor was derived by
analyzing the Comp VCO and using the empirical
equation. The proposed technique has a very simple circuit system which exclusively treats continuous sinusoidal waves without relying on modulated
waves and is comprised of analog circuits only. The
obtained temperature range is 1.3 times wider than
that obtained with the phase difference method. We
report here on the principle of measurement, experimental results, the frequency of the Comp VCO and
the temperature elimination characteristics.

2

Principle of Measurement

Figure 1shows a block diagram on the experimental
measurement system considered in this study. The
measurement system consists of an ordinary acoustic
cell (AC), enclosed with a dotted line, and an electronic circuit enclosed with solid line. The phaselocked loop is constructed with a Main VCO (Main
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator), AC, PD (Phase De-

7
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Figure 1: Block diagram of sound velocity measurements in liquids which automatically cancels the
dependence on temperature by a phase-locked loop
method.
tector) and FC (Feedback Circuit) which consists of
an integ~atorcircuit and comparator circuit. The
frequency of the Main VCO fc is adjusted until VD
equals the reference DC voltage V,f on the comparator circuit: the feedback loop locks the phase
difference between VT and VR at a constant value el.
If the ultrasonic velocity of the liquid is a function of
concentration s and temperature t and is expressed
as v = F(s, t), the phase-locked frequency fc fixed
at a certain point is given by

where 1 is the length of the cell, KB = s i n - l ( v D t / ~ ~ )
- K, VD1= V,,f = KAsin(t9z K), KA is the overall
gain of the phase detection and K is a constant. The
term VD1is the output of the phase detector when 0
is locked at 81. Replacing F(s, t) with v and solving
this equation with respect to v, we obtain

+

where Kc = 27rl/KB. Provided that both phase difference 8 and 1 are fixed, Kc is reduced to a constant
value and the sound velocity v is easily found from
the VCO frequency fc multiplied by the coefficient
Kc. We obtain the velocity of sound in liquids by
determining the value of fc and calculating Eq. (2).
If the liquid temperature varies from tl to t, vtl, the
sound velocity at tl changes to vt at t and is given
by

where Kct = vtl/ fctl, fctl and fct are, respectively,
fc at tl and t. The sound velocity vt is easily found
from the VCO frequency fct multiplied by the coefficient Kct as the ratio of a known sound velocity
vtl and its frequency fctl. Therefore if vtl at tl is
known, we can obtain vt at t from Eq. (3).

Figure 2: Sound velocity v versus an NaCl solution
temperature range of 30.5 - 41.5OC for a concentration range of 0.0 - 1.0%.

3

Experimental Results

The container for the AC was an acrylic tank 50 mm
square and 75 mm in height. We determined vs using an ultrasonic wavelength obtained by varying the
distance between the transmitter and receiver of the
AC. We calculated a value for vs of 1.505 x103 m/s
at fs = 2.150 MHz in a 0.5% NaCl solution and
liquid temperature of ts = 25.0°C. Figure 2 shows
sound velocity by solution temperature, obtained for
I = 42mm, Kef = 3.OV and different concentrations
ranging from 0.0 - 1.0%. The results clearly show
that observed sound velocity increases in proportion
to solution temperature. This figure indicates an increase of 1°C and causes an increase of 1.75 m/s in
sound velocity over a temperature range of 31.5 35.7 OC at a 1.0% concentration. Therefore, sound
velocity cannot be measured accurately either under
constant solution temperature conditions or by eliminating temperature dependence via a compensation
technique. The compensated frequency fc is gained
from the output of the Comp VCO which is constructed as a part of the temperature-compensation
circuit.

4

Empirical Equation of Sound
Velocity

Generally the ultrasonic velocity of the solution is a
function of concentration s and temperature t and
expressed as v = F(s, t). The Taylor expansion of
F(s, t ) around reference concentration so and refer-

ence temperature to is given by

v = F(to + A t , so + As)
n

00

=
n=O

n! ( A t

+ A as)

t

o so)

(4)

If we express v approsimately by the first three terms
of series expansion: Eq. (4) becomes

where,
v k = F(to, so) - a t O- @so $ 6toso ?$
Kl= o - @to- 6s0, Vt2 = 3? Klsl
= 6,
K1= @-St0 - 7 1 ~ 0 , K2 = ;,

+

+

+

Figure 3: Change in phase-locked frequency observed over a temperature range of 20 - 30°C. Concentration of NaCl solutions is s~ = 0.0, 0.5 and
1.0%.

The proportional coefficient
for thinly concentrated solutions is independent of solution temperature, and the sound velocity in solutions of a given
temperature and concentration is almost a linear
function. Consequently, an empirical equation for
NaCl solutions which is approximated by the method
of least squares over a concentration range of 0.0 1.0% and a temperature range of 15 - 45 OC is given
by

where & = 4.05t - 0.03254t2 and &I = 4.05tl 0.0325451. Figure 3 shows a graph of Afc observed
around 25OC for solutions with SN = 0.0 ,0.5 and
1.0%, together with theoretical values. These results
indicate that the same value of FA can be used over a
concentration r a n g of 0.0 - 1.0% and temperature
range of 23 - 27OC. The gradient in experimental
values for these curves gives a specified value FA
= 3.57 kHz/OC, which is reasonably consistent with
FA= 3.38 kHz/OC calculated with Eq. (7). These
experimental and theoretical results strongly suggest
the possibility of temperature compensation for FA.

6 Frequency of the Comp VCO
5

Temperature Compensation
Fact or

We derive a temperature compensation factor for designing the Comp VCO by considering the empirical
Eq.(6) as an equation describing the temperaturedependence of sound velocity in NaCl solutions. The
compensated frequency fcc is obtained from the
output of the Comp VCO which is constructed as
part of the temperature compensation circuit. If the
solution temperatures studied varies from tl to t,
fc undergoes a change Aft: and the temperature
compensation factor FA- which is an extremely important specific value for designing the Comp VCO
- is defined by

Provided the Comp VCO is constructed identically
to the Main VCO, i.e. from relationship KHv =
KHC, a frequency with compensation fcc is given
by

where VK = 1418 and KHVrepresents the relationship between control voltage and oscillation frequency
of the Main VCO; KHCrepresents the relationship
between control voltage and oscillation frequency of
= KB/2d. VKt =
the Comp VCO; KcI =
VK + &. ~KK=~Hv~cIl/t-kb~,(a(~sr
+b i b )
biRa)/Ra(RS b i b ) ; RTi is the resistance value of
the thermistor at liquid temperature t = tioC;
R
a = RAfARB
Ra = RS Rf &A,Rs~= RS Rf;

+

-

+

+ +

+
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Figure 4: Sound velocity with (open circles) and
without (closed circles) compensation circuit observed over a range of 22 - 28OC. Sample is a 0.5%
NaCl solution.
b i = RTiR;ko
' 'k = RE/RD;
RA, RB, Rs, &, RD, RE, Rg, are the resistance
values of the resistor which comprises the voltagelinearized circuit of Comp VCO; V, is the reference
voltage in the voltage-linearized circuit; and VR and
VRR are the voltages for the level-converting circuit.
Substituting E!q.(8) for Eq.(2), we obtain

vc = 11.81s~+ VK + 1/00

(9)

~ ~ K . Voo is inwhere Voo = Kc V R R + ~ K V , + Because
dependent of solution temberature, vc is a constant
value without the influence of temperature.
UP

Characteristics of
ture Elimination
The temperature compensation circuit previously described satisfies the conditions of the temperature
compensation factor for linear compensation of temperature, that is, At = 4OC. Moreover, it was confamed that the designed circuit is valid and useful as
a temperature compensation circuit. We added it to
our measuring system for sound velocity and measured fc in 0.5% NaCl solution while varying the
temperature from 22 to 28 OC to test the operation
of the compensation circuit. The sound velocity vt
is obtained using Eq.(3) with f = 2.150 MHz, I = 42
rnm, and vtl = 1.505x103 m/s at tl = 25OC. The
open and closed circles in Fig. 4 represent the results
with and without the compensation circuit, respectively. It is clear from the results with compensation

Conclusions

We developed an innovative ultrasonic technique for
measuring sound velocity in liquids which automatically eliminates dependence on temperature by a
phase-locked loop method. We analyzed the measured values of sound velocity in NaCl solutions as
liquid specimens and sought an empirical equation
for NaCl solutions approximated over a concentration range of 0.0 - 1.0% and a temperature range of
15 - 45OC. The Comp VCO is designed using the
temperature compensation factor derived with the
empirical equation of sound velocity in NaCl solutions. A Comp VCO with a specific value of 3.38
KHz/OC over a range of 25OC f 2.0°C was degined.
This value strongly a p e d with the experimental
value of 3.36 KHz/OC. The system with the Comp
VCO was applied to NaCl solutions of varying concentrations and was shown to yield 0.0005% accurate
velocity determination, independent of temperature
variations of f1.3OC at approximately 24.g°C.
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Total Variance Explained*

D,A. Howet
National I n s t i t u t e
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The reason is that we call readily see time behavior
from actual measurements, and frequency can easily
be inferred from time. To avoid measurement-system
dead time and simultaneously measure the underlying frequency stability of the best oscillators often
nearly at the same frequency, we use the dual mixer
time difference (DTMD) scheme [2]. hleasurement
samples of time fluctuations occur at a rate f, having an interval ro = 1
2. Introduction a n d S u m m a r y
f. .Given a sequence of time
deviates
{x,
: n = 1,. . . ,N,) with a sampling period
Total variance uses all of the available timedifference data {x,) like the standard variance in a between adjacent observations given by 70, we define
data run of duration T (or length N, of sample x,- the mro-average fractional frequency deviate as
values), but unlike the Allan variance which uses only
three (first, median, and last values). I describe a
model of the Allan variance as a measure of asymme- where y, = *(x, - x,-~) and we regard {pn(m) :
try of first and last points with respect to the median n = m, . . . ,&) as a finite realization of a stochasby the misalignment of this triplet over T. The con- tic process {Y,(m) : n = 0, i l , f2,. . .). Allan in
cept of Total variance involves scanning the entire ref. [3] devised a characterization of frequency stabilinterval for all such asymmetries about the median ity based on an ensemble average of a 2-sample stanvalue and averaging them. We still obtain a con- dard deviation. The Allan variance is defined as [4]
vergent r-domain variance for all typical oscillator
FM power-law noise types (white denoted as WHFM,
flicker as FLFM, and random-walk as RWFM). Remarkably, however, the equivalent degrees of freedom
and E { [ ~ n + m
(m) - ~n (m)] ) = Dr(m)
(or edf) shows an increase from 1 to 1.5, 2.1, and 3 in
where E throughout this paper means an expected
the presence of RWFM, FLFM, and WHFM respecaverage or infinite mean, and Dr(m) is a linear trend
tively for computations at r = T/2 thus supporting
and assumed to be linear frequency drift which is usuthe basic model criteria. Because of its efficient use
ally estimated and removed. If the first difference
of available data, Total variance is recommended for
long-term measurements of frequency stability [I]. A {ij,(l) - pn-,(l)) is stationary, then the stochastic
particularly simple and recommended computation process is such that the expectations above depend
on the averaging time index m but not on the time
of frequency stability dubbed "Totvar" has demonstrated improved estimation of frequency stability at index n. Note that each point estimate of the Allan
long-term T-values while essentially computing the variance computed at m requires a 2m interval. A
hat " :" denotes a sample estimate of the function.
usual max-overlap sample Allan variance at shortThe usual max-overlap sample Allan variance
and mid-term r-values.
8,2(r, T ) involves averaging time r = mro and sample
data run T. Called Avar, it is given by [2,5]
3. Measuring Fkequency Stability
1. A b s t r a c t
I explain the difference between the Total variance
and the Allan variance and what is gained for estimating frequency stability especially at long term.
I also describe the property that adding up Total
variance values in the usual "power-of-2" increments
yields twice the sample standard variance.

If the time or the time fluctuations between two
oscillators can be measured directly, an advantage is
obtained over just measuring frequency fluctuations.
'Contribution of the U. S. Government, not subject tocopyright.
t E-mail: dhowehist gov
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& i ( r ,T) = Avar (m, ro, N,,,)
=

N.-m

C (xn+m - 25,
n=m+l

1) ~ -2m)
z ( ~ T o(&

+ xn-m)

2

(2)

<

9.

for 1 m 5
Known as a central difference,
summaild terms in (2) involve a second difference
of {x,} expressed symmetrically over a 2mro span.
Each central difference consists of only a first, middle,
and last x, value, or 2,'s taken in triplet, then subsequently squared and averaged. Having removed drift
and other deterministic error sources, an oscillator's
random FPI noise will have triplets which on average
fall on a straight line. Thus, any particular triplet is
more likely to fall nearly on a straight line, hence the
central difference is often uncharacteristically low as
judged by the rest of the x, values in the 2 m inter~ ~
val.
4. Motivating Concept of Total Variance
Total variance [6-101, denoted as O%,,~(T,T), has
been developed to exploit the time fluctuations in and
around Avar's forementioned triplets on the belief
that we are a t liberty to choose a range of neighboring
quantities which can serve as proper surrogates and
average them to obtain a better estimator e;(r,T).
These "proper surrogates" originate in the fact that
Avar measures only a symmetry, or a lack thereof,
in equispaced triplet values of xn*,. Total applies
a consistency hypcthesis in addition to measures of
symmetry. "Consistency" means that averages of
certain individual estimates can equally serve as any
other individual estimate. Since oscillator and clock
designers seek persistent frequency, it follows that estimates of frequency and frequency stability can be
derived in a variety of ways which take advantage of
consistency within statistical variability.
For example, the form of Avar in (1) originated
because values of {Jn(m)) are actually measured
asymetrically with respect to (9,) values, that is,
post f acto in which J, (m) = &(x, - xn-,). For
symmetry however, we can substitute

its basic properties. Repeating this process reveals a
pattern which, when combined with either (1) or (2)?
serves as a motivating idea for a new statistic called
&'Totalvaria.nce.!'
5. Implementing t h e Concept
Using a symmetry argument, we can define a useful espectation which is independent of values of averaging time index m and the time iildes n. Redefine
&(m) as centered at n by
n

(

n - j

* xy-1
J=O yn+j)

7

(4)

or in terms of {x,) values, gn(m) = &(x,-%
x,+g), for m-even. Random Fh< noise processes also
center before and after n such that,

Therefore

and we can derive the symmetric form of the Allan
variance as

Substitute s for m in (4), and define (5) in terms of
&(s) to obtain

The separation between any two samples in (6) is
still m as in ( 5 ) , but now we are in a position to positively and negatively vary or symmetrically "modulate" the averaging-time s of each J in the neighborhood of its usual value m by a small range, say,
f6. This has the effect of smoothing ai(m) by using
interpolated or "surrogate" values in addition to the
By a linear interpolation, Fn(m) = average of:
usual values of pn+? (m) - Jn,y (m) as described in
the previous section. Finally, we increment n, repeat
the process, square differences and average to obtain
whose result is
(xn+m - x,-,),
or equivalently the value of di(m). Generally speaking,
J0,(2m). In other words, we can use Fn(m) defined
symmetrically in (3) in place of JE(2m). x ( 2 m ) can ukta1(m) = uio(m, s) = smoothed version of ai(m).
in turn be used as a "surrogate value" of 5,(2m) in
addition to the usual asymmetrically-computed val- The smoothing operation above picks up additional
ues of Jn(2m) in (1) or (2) for the Allan variance esti- estimates of ui(m) as m increases, improving the
mate 8;(2m). Likewise, (2m) can serve in place of usual max-overlap Allan variance estimate, especially
Jn(4m). We can extend this idea to computations at if that estimate is uncharacteristically high or low.
x ( 4 m ) , Ji(8m): and so forth, and find by this pyra- Equation (6) and hence oLtal(m) differ from the Almid method a greater number of terms that can serve lan variance because each term constituting a 2m inas quantities in estimation (1) while still maintaining terval yields its result dependent on m & s. This

because the difference-pair of average frequencies
-isYn+m
(s) -Tin-q (s) may be separated when s < m or

overfapped when s > m. They are conjoined, or adjacent only when 6 = 0 making s = m. With WHFNI,
~,2,,,~(rn)
is unbiased with respect to oz(m) and is
biased negatively with FLFM and RFVFM. The bias
depends on the depth of modulation 6 relative to m
but ought to be limited to 6 = or a full range given
by no more than m itself. This is so that o&,,,(m)
is controlled in a reasonable manner over data run of
length Nz, an issue discussed next.
Returning to measuring frequency stability from
an actual data run, recall that m is a parameter which
defines interval r = mro. The estimate of ~ & , , ~ ( r )
for a data duration T involves two issues. The first
is that our ability to smooth becomes more and more
restrictive as m -, Nx (or equivalently, as r -+ T) Figure 1: Circular extension of the original x(t) data
because the extent with which we can modulate m set for computation of Totvar. (a) Extension of a
and increment n is bounded by the beginning and phase record by "reflection" at both ends; (b) circular
end points of a fixed-length data run. Second, I have representation of extended phase record.
mentioned one way to more fully use the available
data. There are other ways from which ad hoc ma- and refined in [9]and [lo]. Totvar here is regarded
nipulation and averaging of pnky (s) differences can as a composite function of the normal Avar statistic
yield improved estimates of the Allan variance. In 6 i ( r , T) and a sample Total statistic 6Ltal(r, T) as
concept, any could be designated as a "Total" variance if it includes essentially all average frequency
Totvar(r, T) = f (5; (7, T ) , 6Zotal(r, T)).
differences in a symmetric totality over interval 27
(to be consistent with the Allan variance). One way Thus Totvar is always a sample variance of a data
in particular is simple to implement, has been tested run of length T. The definition of Totvar is
on the expected FM noises and other oscillator erTotvar(r, T ) = Totvar (m, 70,Nx) =
ror sources, and has an important connection to the
classical standard variance explained in the last section. This Total variance evolved from experiments
in which the usual max-overlap Avar estimator was
applied to periodic extensions of the original data [6]. for 1 5 m 5 N, - 1 where an extended virtual sequence { z t ) is derived as follows: for n = 1 to N,
The most efficient analysis of frequency stability let x,# = x,; for j = 1 to N, - 2 let
would be to apply forementioned surrogate values
where they are needed most, namely at long-term
r-values, beyond r = mro = 10% of the data run
T = NzrO. For a given T-value and data run of Constructing the extended virtual sequence as
length T, the number of samples in the standard es- in (8) is illustrated in Figure 1 and is called
thus (2) extension by reflection. Because of the symmetry
timator for the Allan variance is of order
is usually more than adequate for determining noise of the extended data, the number of summands in
level at short- to medium-term r-values. A recom- (7) does not depend on m. Surrogates values in Totmended characterization of frequency stability now var emerge from this data extension. Rather than
includes the use of Total variance for the range at doing extensions of the original vector {x,) and aplong term
1 10% [I]. This recommendation re- plying the straight second-difference, we alternatively
sulted from what can be regarded as a "hybrid esti- can resample within the original vector. Applied to
mator" which uses the standard Allan estimator for Totvar, this exercise only points out that the proceshort- and medium-term T-values and rather conve- dure used in the sampling function is intricate and
niently applies more surrogate values in long term not very intuitive because sampling on {x,) is no
until they are all applied at the usual Avar function longer in terms of equispaced triplets spaced 2r [9].
.TO,half the data run. Such an es- For example, note that r can go to (Nx - 1)TO in
limit of 7 =
timator, now dubbed "Totvar," was introduced in [7] (7)-(8) instead of the usual limit of L(Nz - 1) /2J TO.

T,

+

Totvar can also be defined in terms of extended
Table 1: Coefficients for computing normalized bias
normalized frequency averages by
and edf of Totvar in the presence of Fhl noises.
Totvar(r, T) = Totvar (m, 70,iVa,+ 1) =
Noise
a
b
c
0
312
0.000
2
WHFM
FLFM (3 la 2)-'
24 (ln 212 .ii-2 0.222
z(N:-1) C?LI
(m) - gZqm (m)] !
(9)
0.358
314
140/151
RWFM
where jjf (m) = [ x $ + ~- x:) / (mro).
The concept o? Total variahce was motivated by a
Table 2: Tabulated exact quantities for T = T/2.
simple need for improved long-term estimation of the
Allan variance and encouraged by the results using
Noise
nbias(T/2) edf(T/2)
a straight circularization technique on original data
WHFM
0
3.000
{ x , ) , but this technique could not work in the presFLFM
-0.240
2.097
ence of RWFM and/or significant drift [6,11]. Totvar
RWFh'I
-318
1.514
here is classed as a hybrid statistic combining the
benefits of sample Allan variance with sample Total
Both Totvar and Avar are invariant to certain
variance. Totvar has been tested on the range of FM
manipulations
of the vector { x , ) . The simplest expower-law noise types [4] and other expected oscillaample
is
that
we
can reverse and/or invert the setor and measurement-system error sources [2,7].
{
x
,
)
without
affecting either's result. Unquence
We can illustrate (7)-(8) as a hybrid statistic in
like
Avar's
simple
sampling
function however, Totthe following way. If m = 1, the virtual extension
var's
many
sampling
functions
between TO 5 r 5
{ x ? ) only needs to be TO longer than { x , ) at both
are
complicated
and
can
be
derived
from formulae in
ends to compute (7). Thus (7) is essentially the stan191,
but
unraveling
useful
information
from them
ref.
dard Allan estimator (2). As m increases, the virtual
is
difficult.
It
is
as
informative
and
easier
to look at
extension needs to be longer until at m =
the
the frequency-response function associated with Totextensions at each end are length
Of course, var
to Avar as in Figure 2 for a
there is no standard Allan estimator in the region of the effect of their sampling functions. The daJhed
> $9
if the "h~brid"
TOtvar in (7) is
curve in Figure 2 is a constant-Q, one-octave passfor
lowed to 'Ompute
it reverts to band filter response considered to be ideal for extracta region defined
the
variance but not the ing typical power-law noise levels [12-16]. Totvar imAllan variance. Computations of Totvar should not plements a circular convo~utionof A
~ frequency
~
~
extend beyond = to be consistent with the limit respon,, thus significantly reducing the depth of paof the standard Allan estimator, but these higher or- riodic nulls,
der terms will be considered in the last section.
For accurately estimating the Allan variance, an
6. Uncertainty of Estimates
adjustment must be made to the hybrid estimator
Returning to the topic of characterizing noise,
Totvar as defined by (7) and its extension
in
the
reason for using Totvar is for very efficient ex(8) to remove a normalized bias (denoted as nbias)
traction
of commonly-encountered integer power-law
which depends on the ratio + and whether the noise
noise
types
and levels of an oscillator's spectral FM
type in long-term is FLFM or RWFM rather than
WHFM. The most noteable adjustments using Tot- noise. This means greater certainty in the extracvar in this manner involve formulae for nbiaJ and in- tion of these parameters and others such as drift and
creased edf
to the Allan estimator. These quasi-sinusoidal modulation shown in Figure 3. In
retrospect, the formulation of the two-sample Allan
can be summarized as [lo]
ensemble average will contain Ng(,) average frequencies and only
- 1 independent intervals with
which to do a computation. This represents the acedf (7) = edf[Totvar (r,T)]z b$ - c,
(11) tual number of "degrees of freedom". In general the
where 0 < r 5 $ and a , b, and c are given in Table 1. la accuracy of the computation for ivy(,)sets is simThe values of nbias and edf for the important longest- ply given by
term case r = T/2 are tabulated in Table 2. The
edf formula (11) is empirical, with an observed error
100
below 1.2% of numerically computed exact values; the % error, Allan deviation =
(12)
tabulated values of edf (T/2) in Table 2 are exact.

[gt

5

v,

9.

'v,

f

iX,#)
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,

~

dent sets as above.

Figure 2: A comparison of frequency responses of
Avar (solid curve), Totvar (shaded curve), and a
passband variance consisting of a simple cascade of
a single-pole high-pass followed by a low-pass filter
with identical break points at RC = ~ / 2(dashed
curve [13]).

7. Analysis of Variance
Consider a function of independent variables. In
analysis of variance, we explain the total variability
of the function in terms of each variable. In the discussion here, we address functionals which depend
on a time interval At. At this point we can recall a
conservation principle regarding the standard sample
variance, which states that the mean of the interval variances plus the variance of the interval meails
equals the standard variance of the entire series. This
is true for any process, stationary or not. An analysis
of variance in terms of the mean of k interval variances and variance of the k interval means is derived
in Appendix I.
The standard variance of finite series {Xij) in Appendix I is simply a number, partly due to the variance of k interval means and the remaining part due
to the mean of k interval variances. Now consider intervals of duration At and a whole data run of length
T. The longest possible set of equal-length intervals
would be At = T/2, thus there are k = 2 consecutive interval means. We recognize that the variance
of such two-interval means is the special-case twosample variance equaling 48; ( ~ / 2 ) half
, the sample
Allan variance at T = T/2. But half the sample Allan variance will differ from the standard variance by
a remaining portion attributable to the sample variance within each of the two intervals by the conservation principle just stated. By double-sampling at
At = T/4, we find the two-sample variance (k = 2)
now must consist of two nonoverlapped variance estimates whose average, denoted as 6;,,,,,(T/4), would
be the remaining portion if that were as far as the
data could be sampled. Repeating this process until
there are no remaining interval variances left unaccounted for, we find that

This expression is an uncertainty which is adequate
for a quick upper-bound approximation for a confidence interval or error bars above and below each
value of the Allan deviation us. T. We assume that
the probability distribution is chi-squared, and exact confidence intervals can be determined based on
the equivalent degrees of freedom (edf) in overlapping
statistical averages for a given noise type, rather than
the actual number [5,17].
Sample estimates of the Total variance (given by
the Total deviation or root Totvar, convenient plots of
interest) have edf's that are greater than even those
using the max-overlap estimates of the Allan variance, and significantly greater at long-term T-values.
Chi-squared distribution functions are used for the
Allan variance, but it turns out that the distribution
functions are slightly narrower using Totvar (which is
another of its benefits) at long averaging times. Thus where T = mr0, m = 23' for j = 0,1,. . . , J - 1 and
a conservative upper-bound approximation for either the nonoverlapped estimator of the Allan variance is
the Total deviation or root Totvar l o accuracy is

% error, Total deviation =

100

Jqaq'

(13)

where edf values are conveniently derived from (11)
and Table 1 based on the computation of the Total
deviation as a ratio of T to the length of the data run
T, rather than the Allan deviations's
indepen-

9

The composite in (14) is a common property of
what is called a "multiresolution pyramid" [18]. The
nonoverlapped k = 2 condition requires that the
T-intervals occur in power-of-two increments. This
nonoverlapping sample Allan variance would relate
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Figure 3: Total deviation plot (or root Totvar) showing power-law noises as straight lines in addition to
other error sources. The goal is to identify noise sources and accurately estimate their levels with this kind
of frequency stability plot.
directly to the sample standard variance as in (14)
but is inefficient as an estimator [15]. Unfortunately
the sample Allan variance from its definition, for
example at At = T/4, calls for three variance estimates, not two nonoverlapped, because its definition
includes a r = At overlap and the straightforward
relationship to the standard variance is lost rather
quickly. In otherwords, even for a short series,

in contrast to (14). Since the definition of the Allan variance contains one r-overlap, we can admit
all possible overlaps to obtain an improved estimator
in order to minimize its error bars. Known as the
standard "max-overlap" Allan estimator [5] given as
(2), it also departs from a tractable connection to the
standard variance for the same reason as the original
r-overlap estimator.
Functionals which depend on a time interval At
have such a strong connection to spectral functions
that (14) is a L'decomposition" of the sample standard variance and seems an appropriate jargon and
so is commonly used. In this regard, decomposition of the standard variance is suited to frequencydomain analysis, and Totvar maintains a straightforward relationship with the sample standard variance.
It abides by the conservation principle if we consider
an infinite extension by reflection. This means that
the virtual sequence generated by (8) and shown in
Figure 1 recurs indefinitely [lo]. Percival [19] was
the first to point out that for the case in which Totvar is computed in power-of-2 increments above T/2

as estimated from data-run T as in (7), a remaining
portion, the sum of Totvar terms of all power-of-2
intervals r > T/2 for r -, co,adds to the usual multiresolution pyramid to precisely equal the standard
sample variance. These leftover higher-order components are never actually reported but are an artifact
of infinitely extending the orginal sequence. They
can be regarded as the sum of 0-frequency aliases, a
remaining "D.C." term t o make up Bitd(T). Greenhall [lo] coined the term ~ e r n v a r ( 5 to
) designate this
portion. Totvar beyond T soon drops to nearly zero,
so the remaining portion above T is generally very
small. Nevertheless, Remvar accounts for this portion and was used in the proof of the decomposition
of the standard variance. Summing all the familiar
"power-of-2" r-values in a Totvar plot leads to exactly twice the standard sample variance much in the
same way that integrating an estimate of a spectrum
also yields the sample variance.
Knowledge that we can account for &lvariations in a data-run by its standard variance as
"decomposed" in calculations of the sample Total
variance is especially useful. For example at a
long-term r-value of T/2, an equal remaining por)
indicate that we
tion ( ~ o t v a r ( $ ) = ~ e m v a r ( $ )would
have summarized completely the variations at T/2.
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*ppendix I

Consider a series ( X i j ) with k intervals each having
n values and means mj, j = 1,.,.,k. Assume

C;^x = 0, c j k= l m, = 0
and put
so that

(15)

Xij = X i j

+mj,

(16)

CZl x i j

= 0.

(17)

The standard variance of the data run is denoted V =
where

SS =

Cy=l
xfl + ... + Ckl
x:k + nm: + n m i

(19)

plus terms of the form

\

r

where E:,,j(At) is the mean of the interval variance
2:sd (At), and v, is the variance of the interval means
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ABSTRACT
In this paper an optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) is
analized with two different approaches. The two
approaches lead to two models which allow prediction
of the oscillator phase noise on the basis of the noise of
its components. The first method, called Leeson's
method, applies control system theory to an oscillator
described by functional blocks. The second, called Van
der Pol's method, uses the time domain equation of the
oscillator, which is linearized about a equilibrium
under the assumption af slow variations of the state
variables.
In both cases the predicted noise is compared with
the measured noise of a real OEO.
1. INTRODUCTION

The two models derived in this paper allow the
analysis of the various noise contributions in the new
generation of microwave oscillators called optoelectronic oscillators (OEO) [2], [3].
In 1966 Leeson presented a simple linear model
which can be used to predict the effect of amplifier
phase noise on oscillator phase noise.[l] This model is
based on heuristic considerations of the basic oscillator
scheme: a kequency selective element and an ampliiier
in a closed loop configuration.
The application of control system theory in the
frequency domain allows us to derive results that
contain those stated by Leeson. Furthermore in this
case the number of elements is not limited to an
amplifier and a resonator, and the system structure can
be more complicated.
The OEO has also been analyzed using a different
approach, with the application of the Van der Pol
method, which linearizes the time domain equations of
the oscillator with the hypothesis of slow variations of
signal's phase and amplitude about the oscillation
condition.
Both models are linear. Otherwise, it would be
impossible to describe the system through the transfer
function of its functional block (Leeson's method), and
it would also be impossible to perform the Fourier
transform of the time domain equations (Van der Pol's
method).
Therefore these two models are useful to analyze the
noise processes associated with the oscillation signal
without investigating the non linear dynamics involved
in the oscillator.

0-7803-5400-1/991$10.00
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Noise prediction from both models are compared
with the experimental results obtained at MST on an
OEO operating at 10.6 GHz [3].
2. THE NOISELESS OPTOELECTRONIC
OSCILLATOR
A key element in all OEOs is the optical fiber that
provides the long delay which will determine the
oscillation frequency. A second selective element
chooses among the large number of possible oscillator
modes created by the fiber. The oscillator also contains
a laser, a detector, and an electro-optic amplitude
modulator (EOM).
After optical detection, the RF signal is amplified
and fed back to the modulator, thus closing the loop.
The basic scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
In our case the EOM is a Mach-Zehnder type
modulator, which has a cosine-shaped transmittance
versus drive voltage

where P, and P,, are the optical power incident on
the modulator and detected at the end of the fiber. The
modulator's parameters are y, a factor related to the
insertion loss; E, a factor related to the extinction ratio;
and V ,, the voltage that is required to move from a
maximum to a minimum of the optical power
transmittance. The bias point of the modulator is
chosen to be one half of V' .

optical

Figure I . Basic scheme of an opto-electronic
oscillator.
We assume that the signal around the loop will have
the form

where 0 o = 2 1is~ the
~ oscillator angular frequency.
After expansion of the cosine in Eq. (I), Eq. (1) can
be written as

P,, (0 =

Hannonic distortion in the EOM is neglected
because the filter in Fig. 1 selects only the fundamental
frequency. In general this element is a bandpass filter;
in our case is a microwave resonant cavity with a
Lorentzian transfer function
-j 2 m-m
& 2
Ho
H(w) =
z Hoe,
"R ,
(4)
W-WR

1+ j2QL-

OR

where QL is the loaded quality factor and
is the
resonance frequency of the cavity. The exponential
approximation in Eq. (4) is valid when

The fiber has a free spectral range of 1 / ~ d .The effective
oscillation frequency @ depends on both cavity and
fiber and its expression can be derived from Eq. (9):

The detuning between the effective oscillation
frequency and that determined by the fiber depends on
both the initial detuning between the two selective
elements and the two parameters QL and 2, :

These are the working conditions for an oscillator
with noiseless components; the derivation of the
transfer functions for the noise spectra in the oscillator
differs in the two approaches that will be addressed as
the Leeson's method (application of control system
theory) and the Van der Pol's method (time domain
analysis).
3. LEESON'S METHOD

that is, the cavity needs to be close to resonance at the
oscillator frequency. The bandwidths of all the
remaining elements in the oscillator, such as
amplifiers, the detector, and the modulator, are
considered to be wide enough that they will not affect
the dynamics of the system. In particular the
amplifiers' transfer functions wili be
and A, ( a ) = A, e-j*'. (6)
A, ( a ) = A,, e-j'l
The detected signal is simply pP,, (t), wherep is
the detector responsivity. If we follow the rest of the
signal path from the detector back to the modulator, we
obtain
e,,(t) = ~aoHo4o~P,,(t-~w).
with

2w

=

@ +@
0 0

(7)

+ 2QL-,

3.1 The noise transfer functions (NTF2
This method applies, in the frequency domain,
control system theory to the transfer functions of the
elements which describe the oscillator.
In particular, we represent the ensemble of the
laser, the EOM, the fiber, and the detector as a whole
"black box", called optical link. This optical link has
e,, (t) as input signal and the detected e, (t) as output
signal. Recalling Eq. (3), we write the transfer function
of the optical link in the frequency domain as

The system described by the "black boxes" defined
above is shown in Fig. 2, with all the transfer functions
involved.

("o@R

which, using Eqs.(2) and (3), can be written as
Voms(oot)= -24,~,A,, p r y ~ , ( ~ ) c o s ( o ,-(r)),
t
with

(8)

Z=Z, +
T,.

It is now possible to write the oscillation condition

as

u
Figure 2. Block scheme of the optoelectronic
oscillator.

In absence of the resonator, the oscillation
frequency is determined by the fiber alone:

To investigate the noise in the system, we make two
assumptions. First, using the vectorial representation of
a noisy signal shown in Fig. 3, we consider separately

the amplitude and phase contribution of the noise
component of the signal, and therefore

1" amplifier

A1HA2

= 1- U,HA?

Nl,

cavity
2ndamplifier

No& =

- U,HA, N2,
1

optical link
where both thepower spectral densities of amplitude (a)
and phase (9)are represented. Second, it is possible to
represent the noise of a device as an input equivalent
noise which is transferred to the output by a noiseless
transfer function.

I

= 1- LA,HA,

NL.

If we substitute the explicit expression for phase
noise or amplitude noise shown in Eq. (15), the transfer
functions for all the noise contributions and for both
kind of noise spectra appear to be the same and can be
expressed as

J

L

Because the analysis takes place around tbe
oscillation frequency, we can write
0=0~+n,
(18)
Figure 3. Vectorial representation of a noisy
signal.

As a consequence of these two assumptions, the
block diagram of the system with noise sources appears
as shown in Fig. 4.

where Q/2-f is the frequency offset fiom the carrier
(Fourier frequency). Through application of Eq. (9),
(10) and (12), we obtain

(19)
@R%(wO
-oF)-~Q~(w~-w~)
~ Q L
~R(aRzd+ 2QL)
and therefore the transfer function of the power spectral
densities appears as

N L( a )
Figure 4. Block diagram of the noisy OEO.

These noise spectra can represent phase noise or
amplitude noise as shown in Eq. (15),
V , . A @ ( C O - ~ ~ ) (PM),
N, (0) =
(15)
AV(o - coo)
(AM),
where i = 1, H, 2, L, and
is the signal at the
respective summing junction.
The complete set of transfer functions for all noise
contributions deduced from Fig. 4 is

If there is no detuning between the oscillation
frequency set by the fiber and the resonance frequency
of the cavity, the Eq. (19) is simplified, and we can add
some consideration. In fact if the Fourier frequency is
small enough, the noise transfer function can be
approximated by

with

and

This is a simple result, identical to that found by
Leeson in his paper.

3.2 Prediction on the ex~erimentaldevice.
In order to apply this model and calculate the total
expected noise spectrum of an OEO, we have to know
the equivalent input noise of all components in the
system. It is also possible simply to calculate the effect
of a single component on the specval quality of the
signal produced by the oscillator.
In our case the phase noise of the amplifiers is
known from direct measurement [3], and its effect
calculated using this model, is given by

where
G=4HA,p,

+$2.
Under the assumption of slow variations, we can
write
+=$I

V ( r+ z ) = V ( t )+ v ( ~ ) T + v ( ~ ) T ~ ,
(25)
q(t +7) = q ( t )+ @ ( t ) Z + i i ) ( t ) ~ ~ ,

with 7 >> 2r/c/wO.
Using Eqs. (23) and (25), we can write the
differential equation which describes the amplitude and
phase fluctuations of the oscillation signal:
and is compared with the measured oscillator phase
noise [3] in Fig. 5.
where are V(t)and cp(t)the independent variables.
The stationary condition is represented by the
derivatives of the state variables equal to 0.Under these
assumptions, we recover the oscillation condition
already calculated in Eq. (9):
Vo= 2G0P, 7 E J,
W,T, = ( 2 K + l ) x

1E-1

1E+O

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Frequency offset from the canier [Hz]

Figure 5. PSD of the measured oscillator noise

and predicted amplifier phase noise
contribution according to the model achieved
with the Leeson's method.

(F),
with

2,

=~ ( 0 , ) .

(27)

The parameters of the system which affect its
equilibrium are: the loop gain G, the optical power Pint
the fiber delay z,, the phase delay introduced by the
amplifiers 0,and the resonance frequency of the cavity
"'R.

If Eq. (26) is linearized around the stationary
condition with respect to both the independent variables
and the parameters, it is possible to calculate its Fourier
transform. The linearized equations appears as

The discrepancy between the two curves for Fourier
frequencies below 100 Hz is due to the presence of
excess noise on the oscillator signal, caused mainly by
environmental factors like thermal fluctuation and
vibrations.
4. VAN DER POL'S METHOD

4.1 The time domain analvsis
This analysis is done mainly in the time domain
and is based on the assumption that the oscillator signal
can be written as

with both amplitude and phase varying slowly in time.
The starting point is the oscillation condition expressed
by Eq. (8) and rewritten as

where the Greek letter 6 indicates difference with
respect to the equilibrium value.
The application of the Fourier transform produces

The discrepancy between the two curves in the
lowest frequency part of the spectrum is due to the
presence of excess noise mainly caused by
environmental factors as thermal variation and
vibrations.
5. CONCLUSIONS

A direct consequence is the relationship between all
noise power spectral densities involved in the system.
In particular, the phase noise of the oscillator, is

s, (Q) =

Recalling Eq. (24), which contains the explicit form
of 2, we can calculate its value at equilibrium and find
the part of Eq. (30) relative to the amplifier phase noise
(that is, S@)) which matches the results obtained with
Leeson's method.
4.2 Prediction on the ex~erjmentaldevice
As with previous method we can use the results
produced by this model to predict the effect of amplifier
phase noise on the oscillator noise.
The transfer function that we are interested in is

The two model described in this paper have
different characteristics. The first model, calculated
with control system theory (Leeson's method), is
applicable when it is possible to describe the system in
terms of black boxes whose associated noise is
measurable without knowing the details of their
operation.
The model calculated with Van der Pol's method
permits us to identify the single contribution to the
noise due to the fiber length variations or the cavity
resonant frequency fluctuations. On the other hand, it is
clearly less flexible and in fact requires the ability to
write the system equations in the time domain and to
verify all the assumption leading to the final
expressions.
Although the two models presented belong to
different analyses, their agreement with the
experimental data and between them is good, as shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
We thank S. R. Jefferts for support and many
helpful discussions. We are also grateful to M. Young
for a careful reading of the manuscript.
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ABSTRACT
A new practical time and frequency signal
processing method can be used to generate an accurate
time signal, stable phase step, frequency change and
synthesis, and in other practical uses. The method can
accomplish the time and frequency signal processing by
changing the period and phase of the machine cycle of a
microcomputer. It is based on pulse deletion of high
frequency clock signal, quantified phase delay, and other
phase lock and variation in a microcomputer clock signal
circuit. The pulse deletion and phase delay can be
implemented periodically or singly for different purpose,
and the frequency change and synthesis or phase shift of
the microcomputer output signal can be obtained
respectively. With this method and sofhvare control, a
simple narrow frequency range regulation can generate
an accurate frequency and time signal in a wider
frequency range. Many multiple frequency difference,
phase and time processing methods, period deletion
methods can be used here, and different precision can be
obtained. With this method the time signal processing
precision can be from several tens ns to less than 1 ns.
Combined with other techniques, 100 ps to 10 ps
precision can be obtained. Therefore, the practical
technique can be used widely.

1. INTRODUCTION

Based on a highly stable frequency standard signal,
generation of accurate time signal, variation of stable
phase, synthesis and change of frequency signal, and
precision measurement of time and frequency can be
used widely. Using a microcomputer to do the works is a
common used approach. However, the long machine
cycle of the microcomputer influences the resolution of
its output signal. To enhance the resolution of processing
time and frequency with the computer, some techniques
have been used. However, some simpler approaches
based on new principles are more effective choice.
2. THE FUNCTION OF THE CLOCK CYCLE AND
ITS PHASE CHANGE OF COMPUTER

Based on sofhvare design, the period T of periodic
signal generated by computer can be
T=nt
(1)
where t is the machine cycle of the computer; n is an
integer controlled by software. The machine cycle of the
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.000 1999 IEEE

computer is much longer than its clock cycle. For
example, their ratio is 12 in many microcomputers.
Therefore, the time resolution generated by computer is
limited a lot. If tl is clock cycle of the computer,
T=n(mt l )
(2)
where m is a integer ratio between machine cycle and
clock cycle and it often is fried ( for example, 12). To
enhance the resolution, one must pay attention to m and
tl. Obviously, with deleting clock pulses one can change
m, and with $hifting clock phase one can also change tl .
If only based on the machine cycle, the computer can
generate a frequency signal fo. After deleting the
computer clock pulses ( processing cycle) and shifting
its phase ( with quantified time delay approach), the
computer will generate a frequency difference Af .
That is fi=fo+ Af

and

where AT represents in .r period time (phase)
variation generated by deleting clock pulses and shifting
phase of the computer. For convenient, we can choose
r as the period of fl. We can used any method to delete
the clock pulses and shift the clock phase. If equal
amount time including clock cycles and phase
differences are deleted in the period of fl, the fl
frequency must be stable.
The period T of fl is

T = nt + nltl+ n,t,

(5)

where t2 is the unit delay time of the delay chain, and n,
nl, n2 are controlled by the computer, they are integers.
With this method to process time or frequency signal.
the basic principle is time and phase processing method.
Here t>nltl, tl>n2t2.
Quantified time delay method can be used to shift the
clock phase, and different gate circuits can be used as the
delay components [I]. To delete the pulses of a high
frequency signal then divide its frequency as the clock
signal of microcomputer, higher resolution can also be
obtained.
From equation (4) and ( 5 ) , only the clock pulse
deletion and its phase delay are done periodically, the
stable output frequency signal of the computer with
frequency change and synthesis can be obtained. If they

1105

are done singly, the phase shift of out signal can be
obtained.
With this method and sofhvare control, a simple
narrow range frequency (period) and phase regulation
can generate an accurate frequency and time signal in a
much wider frequency range. A simple fiequency
synthesizer can also be used as the clock signal of the
computer to obtain better time resolution.
Because of limitation of computer command cycle
and its software operation time, its output frequency
can't be very high. With a simple method, the computer
can only generate a square wave signal. In many
practical designs one can use the square wave signal
with a high resolution as a base of different signals and
make different devices. Based on the square wave signal,
combined with a phase-locked loop and other circuits, a
sine oscillation signal in a very wide fiequency range
can be obtained.
This method can be combined with a phase locked
loop and a variable frequency divider together to
generate some higher frequency signals. Its block
diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

-

Clock OSC. ~ i c ~ phase
o
pros- +COIllp~~discriessing cir- *uter

fl

CO

PF

fo =Nf,

I

minuo

signal.
A simple deleting clock pulses circuit is shown in Fig.
2, and Fig. 3 is its waveform diagram.

Deleting 3 paulses
Fig. 3 The waveform diagram of deleting pulse circuit
Using the deleting clock pulses approach, the highest
resolution is limited by the period of the clock frequency
or the relative high frequency signal. For higher
resolution, the phase processing method to the clock
signal can be used. Here, the period and phase
processing of the clock have the same meaning, all are
based on time processing.
The clock phase processing approach used to
enhance time and frequency processing resolution is
shown in Fig.4.

equency

Fig. 1 Higher frequency generator
3. PRACTICAL APPROACHES

Decoder
To enhance the resolution of the output fiequency
signal generated by computer with deleting clock' pulses
approach, one can delete pulses of a stable and high
frequency signal, then divide it into a suitable frequency
signal as the clock signal of the computer. With this way,
in the equation (5) tl is the period of the high frequency

OSC

as clock of microcomputer

B
Monostable
flip-flop
ABCD

u

micro
computer

I

A1.E

Fig. 2 A simple deleting clock pulses circuit

I

Fig. 4 With shifting clock phase approach to enhance the
resolution of the output signal of a microcomputer
Here, the delay circuit is used to shift the clock phase,
and it is composed of a gate chain. The delay stability
must be stable and the performances of other
components ought to be symmetrical. Generally, with
more delay components and shorter delay time of the
delay unit, the processing precision can be higher. In this
case, one must choose high quality delay units. There are
many different methods to build the delay chain, in
series or series parallel. Sometimes suitable delay
feedback can decrease the components number. With
periodically shifting the clock phase, higher time
processing resolution than deleting clock pulses
approach can be obtained. However, in this case the
fiequency stability will be lowered and some problems
will be found, if the delay circuit is too simple. Because
of the delay error of delay unit in the delay chain, in the
output sigilai the xequency fiucluation wiil be genera~ed.
The total delay time of the delay chain must be equal

to the clock cycle exactly, then periodically shifting
phase combined with deleting clock pulse can generate a
high stable output signal. However, it is difficult, or a
"coincidence control circuit" must be used. If the total
delay period can not coincide with the period of the
clock cycle, the "no coincidence error" will be generated,
and the periodic phase modulation too. The unstability
and unsymmetry of other circuits used to control the
phase shift can also influence the signal stability.
Therefore, choosing suitable delay steps is very
important. When gate circuit are used as the delay unit,
around 20 steps are suitable.
Two clock signals with a suitable frequency
difference can also be used to enhance the time signal
resolution generated by a microcomputer. In this case
some attached circuits (counters and coincidence
detection circuits) must be used.
A high frequency standard can combined with the
shifting phase circuit, deleting pulse circuit and
frequency divider to generate the clock signal of a
microcomputer. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 1. Output signal test with deleting clock pulses
function
the clock
phases
number
to
be
deleted
output
signal
frequency(KHz)

1

2

3

624.9999989
625.0000001
624.9999996
624.9999994
624.9999995
625.0000002
624.9999993
625.0000004
625.0000003
624.9999995
625.0000000
625.0000004

555.55555549
555.55555556
555.55555558
555.55555563
555.55555545
555.55555553
555.55555542
555.55555544
555.55555554
555.55555543
555.55555544
555.55555543

500.00000001
499.99999993
499.99999993
499.99999993
499.99999998
500.00000006
500.00000001
499.99999991
500.00000001
500.00000004
499.99999993
499.99999998

Using the same method but without deleting the
clock pulses of the microcomputer, we tested the
frequency signal. The consecutive frequency signals are
measured and shown in table 2.
Table 2. Output signal test without deleting clock pulses
function
Fig. 5 A clock signal processing circuit
This approach takes advantages of different methods
and avoids the problem from too many delay units. The
frequency of standard can be from 50 MHz to more than
100 MHz,to obtain high time precision with less delay
units. According to the approach, a simple device has
been made with 1 ns time resolution from output of a
microcomputer. We also combine the approach with a
phase-locked VCXO through a conversion circuit with
multiple frequency difference function. In this case, the
time resolution of the output signal can be from 100 ps
to 10 ps according to the different multiple ratio.
4. TESTING AND RESULT
Using the method shown in Fig. 2 we tested the
frequency stability of output signal of a microcomputer
with deleting ciock pulses fimction. A high stable 5 MHz
frequency standard is used as the clock signal of the
microcomputer and the standard of a high precision
frequency meter. The frequency meter is used to
measure the frequency of the output signal. Changing the
software several consecutive frequency output signals
are measured and shown in table 1. In the experiment the
output signals are obtained from ALE terminal of the
computer.

consecutive output frequencies
based on computer software
output
signal
fkque
ncy
(KHz)

maxim
um
error

104.16666668
104.16666662
104.16666669
104.16666664
104.16666666
104.16666666
104.16666662
104.16666662
104.16666663
104.16666665
k3.3 X 1WiO

83.333333326
83.333333353
83.333333337
83.333333346
83.333333344
83.333333351
83.333333359
83.333333354
83.333333353
83.333333363
k2.2 X 10'10

The precision of the frequency meter can be 1X 10'
''/second. If the frequencies to be measured is near or
lower than 100 kHz, the precision is only 3 X 10"/second. In the measurement we choose 1 second gate
time. Because of the limitations of the stability of the
frequency standard and the precision of the frequency
meter, the measurement results can not represent the
influence limit on which the hardware and software of
the microcomputer. However, according to the testing

results, at least the influence of the hardware and
software on the signal frequency stability is less than
0.1 ppb. From the test results, with deleting clock pulses
function the consecutive fiequency interval of the output
signal is much finer, and the frequency resolution is .
enhanced. Using a delay chain with 10 ns delay unit, we
tested the output frequency signal, and the result is
shown in table 3.
Table 3. output signal test with phase shift function

From table 3 one can find that the consecutive
frequency interval of the output signal with shifting
clock phase is much finer than that with clock pulse
processing, but its frequency stability is lowered.
5. CONCLUSION

With microcomputer to process frequency and time
signals is a simple and convenient method. Using
deleting clock pulses and shifiing its phase approach
finer frequency interval and higher resolution of the
output signal of the microcomputer can be obtained.
Many multiple frequency difference, phase and time
processing methods, period deletion methods can also be
used in the clock circuit, and different precision can be
obtained with different structure. This method have been
used in a new MCXO [2] and some frequency
synthesizer, and will be used widely.
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ESTIMATION OF THE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF
PHASE: COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS
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Abshcrct--The power spectral density (PSD) of time error (or phase)
is generally modeied as ;sum of power laws from f
(long term instabilities) to f O (short term instabilities), but other features may be observed in the PSD. In this paper. we compare three estimation methods
of the frequency PSD withok assuming's particular model : a classical Fourier analysis, an estimation using discrete nth differences and
an analysis based on orthogonal polynomials. After a description of
these methods, their advantages and drawbacks are reviewed in terms
of computation, of spectral sensitivity and of adaptability to particular cases (small number of samples, unreguiarly spaced data, ). This
paper also deals with the statistics of the spectral estimates. The sensitivities of these three estimation methods are compared in the case of an
assumed power law model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many applications, it is necessary to estimate the measurement uncertainty of the mean frequency of an oscillator.
Furthermore, it may be helpful to extrapolate the range of
variation of the mean frequency from now to a given date.
Although this problem is easy for a white process, such an
estimation is quite difficult in the case of non-stationary processes, particularly for a random walk frequency noise. The
result of such a study depends on the value of the different
noise levels [1][2]. In this connection, the estimation of these
noise levels is essential.
Thus, the aim of this paper is not the proposal of a nth variance, but the choice of a tool, as simple as possible, which
could give a quick survey of the general features of the PSD
of time error. In order to achieve this issue, this tool must
satisfy several criterions.
On the right hand, it must converge for very low frequency
noise. Since the PSD of time error may be modeled as:

the estimator must converge up to f - 4 PM, without taking
into account a low cut-off frequency.
On the other hand, the deterministic drifts which may also
alter the time error data, must not be confused with long term
random fluctuations. SubsequentIy, the estimator must be insensitive to the deterministic drifts.
2. ESTIMATION OF THE PSD S x ( f )

IJ_P

2

hj (t)x(t)dtl
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fj

( f j ) is an estimate of S, ( f ) for a given frequency

.

It can be shown that the expectation of this estimate is:

where Hj ( f ) is the Fourier transform of the sampling function hj ( t ) .
In order to really estimate the PSD of phase, such a function must verify several general properties. Moreover, the
considerations described in introduction implies that the estimators verify a set of special additional properties.
2.1 General properties of the estimators
r
r

Hj ( f ) must be narrow and centered around f j
the relative bandwidth A f / f j of Hj( f ) must be independent on j
the estimators must be normalized :
+w

~hj(t)i'dt=

J__

iHj(f)12df = 1

(4)

the estimators should be independent (orthogonality
condition) in order to ensure independent estimates of
S X ( f ):

J_r

h j ( t ). h i ( tJdt = dj*

(5)

(this is only true for white PM with this condition).
2.2 S~ecial~rooertiesof the estimators
The estimators must be insensitive to drifts :

with p = 0 (constant phase term), 1 (linear phase drift) and 2
(quadratic phase drift).
Moreover, the estimates must converge for low frequency
noises such as f -* PM :
+w

It is possible to estimate S, ( f ) from N time error samples
{ x( t ) , . . ., x (t.iv ) ) by using a set of M sampling functions
{ h l ( t ) ..
, . , h M ( t )such
) as :

Z ( f j )=

where

(2)

I H ~ ( ~ f-'df
)I'

must be finite

(7)

From the moment condition [3], it can be proved that the insensitivity to linear phase drift yields the convergence up to
f '4 PM.-T~US,
only (6) has to be verified for ensuring both
drift insensitivity and convergence properties.,

2.3 Examples of estimators
Obviously, we can use an estimator whose transfer hnction is a Dirac distribution:
H j ( f )=S(f -fj)
(8)
h j ( t ) = esp(i2n f j t ).
This leads to the classical Fourier analysis.
It is well known that nth order differences may be considered as estimators. For instance, the Allan variance, which is
a 2nd order difference for x ( t ) data, is defined by its calculation sequence or its transfer function:
1

[ S ( t + jr) - 2 6 ( t ) + S ( t - jr)]

(9)
sin4(rrf)
l~j(f)l?=8
.
Finally, a set of polynomials of ascending degrees (Chebyshev polynomials) may also be used as a set of estimators of
the PSD:

TABLE I
RESPONSE
OF P-VAR FOR T H E DIFFERENTTYPES OF NOISES. THE LOW
F R E Q U E N C Y NOISES ARE A BIT OVERESTIMATED(B1AS > 3).

Its transfer function may be approximated (asymptotic approximation) by:

with r = nto and f j = &,

3.2 Properties of P-var
3.2.1 General properties

The degree j of such a polynomial is directly linked to the
analysis frequency f j .

3. FIRST METHOD: nth ORDER DIFFERENCE
The variances are generally plotted versus the integration
time r. However, since r is linked to the frequency f j of
the maximum of the transfer function of the variance by the
following relationship:

the variance curve may also be plotted versus f j . According
to a correct normalization of the variance, this plot may be
an estimate of the PSD S, ( f ).
By using the structure function approach [4][5], it is possible to define a variance verifying the convergence properties
needed. In a previous paper [6], we defined the 'pulsar variance" (P-var), whose one of its property was the insensitivity
to quadratic phase drift.

Only the last condition of those defined in 2.1 is not verified: the estimators are not independent. This implies that,
for different frequencies, the estimates are partially correlated. However, it may be shown that these correlations are
weak.
3.2.2 Specialproperties
Since P-var is a 3Pd order difference, it is insensitive to
quadratic phase drifts. Subsequently, P-var converges from
f -6 PM to white PM.

3.3 Distribution of the estimates
If x ( t ) is a gaussian process, the estimates are x2 distributed. The number of degrees of freedom may be calculated as:
(14)

3.1 The "pulsar variance" (P-var)
P-var is defined by the following calculation sequence (see
figure 1):

I I I ~ I

U

Fig. 1. Calculation sequence of P-var applied to x ( t ) data (left) and to pk
samples (right).

Fig. 2. Graph of P-var versusthe frequency for the different types of noise.
The continuous lines represent the asymptotic behavior, the points are the
mean value obtained by simulations and the error-ban are the dispersions
around these mean values.

From a Monte-Carlo method (N = 8192 x ( t ) data), we
obtained a number of degrees of freedom between 1 (for the
lowest frequency) and 6000 (for the highest frequency).
4. SECOND METHOD: ORTHOGONAL
POLYNOMIALS
Polynomials of ascending degrees look like sines of increasing frequencies (see figure 3). Thus, they may be used
as estimators [3][7].
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Fig. 4. Graph of the polynomial responses versus the frequency for the
different types of noise. This method is not suitable for white PM (slope
f and large dispersion of the estimates).

. . a

degree 63

8

.

4.2.2 Special properties

•

Fig. 3. Graph of several Chebyshev polynomials of ascending degrees.

4.1 Calculation of the polynomials
4.1.1 The Chebyshevpolynomials
If xi E { O , l , . ...N), the Chebyshev polynomials f j ( + )
are defined by:

I

Thanks to the orthogonality of the polynomials, we just
have to remove the first 3 polynomials for ensuring insensitivity to drifts. These estimators converge from f6' PM to
white PM.
4.3 Normalization of the bandwidth
Since we only need one estimate per octave, but with
a constant bandwidth, we used a weighted average of the
"rough estimates" :

f l ( + ) = I - &N

=l

and

?j

The Chebyshev polynomials verify the orthogonality property :
N

C

fj

( x i ) f k ( x i )= 0 if j

ik .

(16)

where K

=

(5t )

sin2
.
However, the "averaged estimates" are no longer independent.
k=O

i=O

4.1.2 Samplingpolynomials
The Chebyshev polynomials must be normalized. We used
the sampling polynomials:

4.4 Distribution of the estimates
If x ( t ) is a gaussian process, the rough estimates are x2
distributed with 1 degree of freedom.
The degrees of freedom of the averaged estimates are
about the half of the number of averaged rough estimates.

sz ( f )
where ro is the sampling period and ti = ire.
Since it is necessary to use a huge number of significant
digits in order to avoid truncature error, we calculated "only"
2048 polynomials for a sequence of 8 192 time error data
4.2 Prouerties of the volvnomials
4.2. I General properties
The conditions of 2.1 are verified except the constancy of
the bandwidth of the transfer functions. The bandwidth of
the estimators must be normalized.

(Z(fj))

ko
k - l f-I
k-? f - ?
k-3 f - 3
k-4 f - 4

Bias

-

0 . 3 7 9 k - ~f-I
0.758
0.998
0.499k-2 f
2.464
1.232k-3 f - 3
5 . 4 5 3 I ~ - ~ f - ~10.906

Confusion with
f - I PM

-'

large bias

TABLE I1
RESPONSE O F T H E POLYNOMIALS FOR T H E D I F F E R E N T T Y P E S OF

NOISES. THELOW FREQUENCY NOISES A R E QUITE OVERESTIMATED
(BIAS> 10).

From a Monte-Carlo method (N = 8192), we obtained a
number of degrees of freedom between 1 (for the lowest frequency) and 1200 (for the highest frequency).

5. THIRD ESTIMATION: USING A FFT
ALGORITHM
The FFT is designed to give a sharp analysis of a spectrum.
Due to this sharpness,the PSD of a random process estimated
with a FFT exhibits a high dispersion versus the frequency.
However, since we only need one estimate per octave, we
used the normalization of the bandwidth described in 4.3.
This estimation method is called the averaged FFT.

sr(f)
ko

(Z(fj1)

Bias
1.I33

0.5G7ko

0.500k-lf-1
f-"500k-2
f-'
k-2
k-3 f-3 0.G10k-3f-3
k-4 f-4
1.6Gk-4 f - 4
tL1f-l

1.000
1.000
1.220
3.32

Confusion with
f" PM for low f
very low bias
large dispersion

TABLE 111
RESPONSEOF
THE AVERAGED FFT FOR T H E DIFFERENTTYPES OF
NOISES. THELOW F R E Q U E N C Y NOISES A R E A BIT OVERESTIMATED
(BIAS

> 3).

5.1 Properties of the averaged FFT

5.I. I Generalpi~perties
Unlike the classical FFT, the relative bandwidth of the averaged FFT is constant, but the estimates are a bit correlated.
The other properties of 2.1 are verified.
5.1.2 Special properties
In order to ensure convergence and insensitivityto drifts,
we used the second derivative of the data. Then, the estimates
must be multiplied by 16r4f 4 in order to retrieve estimates
of S,(f).
5.2 Distribution of the estimates
If x ( t ) is a gaussian process, the rough estimates are X"
distributed with 2 degrees of freedom (real part and imaginary part).
The degrees of freedom of the averaged estimates are
about the half of the number of averaged rough estimates.
From a Monte-Carlo method (N = 8192), we obtained a
number of degrees of freedom between 1 (for the lowest frequency) and 1200 (for the highest frequency).
6. COMPARISON OF THE METHODS

Versatility: only P-var is able to distinguish all types of
noise.

Fig. 5. Graph of the averaged FFT responses versus the frequency for the
different types of noise. We may notice a confusion between white PM and
f PM for the low frequenciesand a large dispersion for f -4 PM.

Acaaacy: P-var and the averaged fft are equivalent (except for white PM and f -"M).
Measurement range: the PSD is estimated over 1 +
ln(N/4)/ In 2 frequencies for P-var and the averaged fft
(shifted to the low frequencies for the averaged fil)and
1 + ln(N/ 16)/In 2 for the polynomial method (2 measures less).
Calarlation time: the averaged fft method is the quickest
one.
Thus, P-var seems to be the most reliable method of these
three ones.
The averaged FFT method, which is almost equivalent,
may be used for a quick look to the PSD, thanks to its fast
and easy implementation.
But only the polynomial method may be used with unequally spaced data.
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Limited Live-time Measureinents of Frequency Stability *
D. A. Howe and E. E. Hagn t
National Institute of Standards and Technology, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303
1. Abstract

For common FM noises in oscillators, discontinuous
measurements with dead-time, small sample statistics, and an assumed X 2 distribution, the RMS frequency fluctuations us. time-interval may be the only
reportable measure of frequency stability. We show
in a group of simulation trials that in a typical experimental scenario, the RMS frequency stability can seriously underestimate true flicker frequency (FLFM)
and random-walk frequency (RWFM) noise and can
have larger long-term uncertainty with respect to the
zero dead-time Allan deviation and should not be reported as Allan deviation.

removed because this is tedious and is easily susceptible to guesswork regarding the validity of important
assumptions. For example, the selection of noise type
to use for determining bias is obscured by degraded
confidence intervals, a major problem in the presence
of FLFM and RWFM.
Results may be reported as an RMS frequency
change us. T instead of as an Allan deviation plot.
Even though this characterization of frequency stability might have been determined using limited livetime measurements, it may still be useful for some
applications. However, it is not the Allan deviation
and usuaIly is not a fair estimate of characteristic oscillator FM noise level.

2. Introduction and Summary

3. R M S Frequency Stability: $, (r, T)
This paper offers insights into the problem of inWe define a generic two-sample frequency variance
terpreting the RMS frequency stability with limited
and compare it to the two-sample Allan variance.
live-time frequency measurements, that is, measure- Frequency instability is generally regarded as an unments having dead-time of more than 30%. Consider certainty on an oscillator's expected or predicted ava pair of clocks or oscillators being compared which erage frequency. At long averaging times, the domirun continuously, however, measurement live time is nant component of frequency prediction is often the
a r averaged frequency difference but the duration error due to linear frequency drift. In general, a sambetween these averages is T and thus no measure- ple estimate of linear frequency drift between two
ment is made during a dead time of T - r. A result
oscillators is
where Asji(t) is a change in a
is summarized as the square root of the mean-square
pair of measured values of frequency offset 8, and
of the frequency differences with a corresponding dupn+l separated by T, the span of time over which
ration T. Thus the root-mean-square frequency error
the change occured. r is the averaging time used to
is a measurement of RMS frequency change vs. T
compute each value of frequency offset. The Allan
and is presumed to be a suitable substitute for a, (T),
deviation a,(r) is (AT(t)),,, and division by a time
the Allan deviation. We show in a group of simulainterval r is implied because adjacent values of T(t)
tion trials involving common FIvl noises, dead-time,
must be used by definition, making T = r [I]. Thus
small sample statistics, and an assumed X2 distributhe Allan deviation can be interpreted as an uncertion that this procedure underestimates the FLFM
tainty of a r-sample estimate of systematic linear freand RWFM noise level.
quency drift. Some experimentalists measure quanMeasurements of frequency stability with dead- tities such as "rms frequency deviation," labeled as
time are biased relative to the zero-dead-time Allan (Af),,, vs.T and mean the RMS of measured values
deviation for stochastic noise, and the usual relationThe fact that r < T is not an important
ship to the fractional-frequency spectral density is of- of
ten lost. Although dead-time T -r bias for given FM consideration or is constrained by other measurement
noise types can be removed in principle, it is often not factors. In otherwords, some experimentalists often
desire the same drift uncertainty measure as the Al'Contribution of the U. S. Government, not subject to copy- lan deviation, so compute
, . We will define
right.
'E-mail: dhoveQnist.gov and hagnBnist .gov
this experimentalist's statistic more carefully as the

(y).

(v)

square root of +i(r, T), or psi-variance. Its square
root, psi-deviation +y (7, T ) is often taken to be the
b~~
root Allan variance a,(T = r ) thinking that this
function is close enough to serve as a counterpart. At
the very least, it is easily confused with the Allan deviation a y ( r ) which strictly is (AT(t)),,, associated
with T $7 and corrected based on ratio r = $. The
effect of dead-time is always somewhat obscured by
f).T
the restriction that the ratio r of dead-to-live time be
constant. This restriction is necessary so that integer
Measurement sequence for mean-square
power-law noise processes have a constant slope (on Figure
a log-log scale) corresponding t o a coilstant slope in measurements
frequency
+;(T,
the frequency domain [I,21. $; (T. T ) is a convenient
o0
experimental characterization in which the live measurements are a constant r and the dead time is a
free parameter T - T.
lo-I
We show in simulation that psi-variance T,!J~(T,
T)
is a suitable substitute for u;(T) in the presence of
white frequency (WHFM) noise but that its level is
10.~
always too low with FLFM and RWFM noises which
are likely to occur in long term. Coupled with the
fact that these same long-term estimates may derive
from only one or two measurements, they are subject 2
to a negatively skewed probability distribution, hence
lo1
the reported frequency stability may be significantly g
a
low.
>
0
Z

=

W 100
4. Mathematical Details and Dilemma
Measurement samples of the time-error function
x(t) occur a t a rate f, having an interval TO = cc
-L
'f ' Given a sequence of time errors {x, : n = W lo-'
1,. . . ,N,} with a sampling period between adjacent
$
observations given by TO, we define the mro-average 3
fractional-frequency deviate as
10.2

E:

-

--

Y (m)

1

where y, = $ (2, - 2,-1).
T

Cy=ilYW

Z

w
a

j3

Define psi-variance

$;(T, T) = T c [%(t)

lo2

5
1 01

- T ( t - T ) ] ~>,

(1)

where c . > denotes an ensemble average and T ( t )
is the mean frequency over duration r = mr0. Thus,
in terms of x(t), T ( t ) = Z ( t ) - ~ ( t - r ) . Definition (1) is
based on taking sequential mean frequency measurements spaced T apart, differencing them, and computing the mean square. Figure 1 shows the sampling
r
function associated with $;(r, T ) acting on {y,).
is called the averaging time and T - r is the measurement dead time. T,!J;(r7
T) becomes twice the twopoint standard (Allan) variance if = [I]. $: (7: T )
expressed in terms of the time-error function x(t) is
1
T,!Ji(r,
T ) = -$2(r,
rT

TI7

loo

lo-'

I oO

10'

I 02

103

T, time interval

Figure 2: Mean-square frequency fluctuations
with respect to T of 100 simulations of FM noises
whose mean is the solid curve. T > r to the right of
the arrow are limited live-time measurements, dead
time = T - T. Dashed line is the expected result if
(2) the zero dead-time Allan variance were used.

>
where $z(r, T) =< {[x(t + f ) - x(t - $)] - [x(t- T +
f ) - z ( t - T - $)]I2 >, the mean-square time error
for Doppler radar [I]rewritten as a central difference.
(We are not relating this writing to Doppler radar.)
Thus,

+i(r!T) =
-[x(t

({[x(t + $)

- x(t - $)]

- T + $) - x(t - T -

(3)
How do we interpret
in (3) when converting
from a mean-square time error 7/12 (r,T ) to a meansquare frequency error + i ( r , T)? Terms in (3) can be
rearranged
- and written as

"h"

=!

3
2,

'

I

' " . l ' - l

" > ' . " , .

-
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Figure 3: Compensated mean-square frequency fluctuations with respect to T of 100 simulatiol~s of
RWFM noise (compensated for dead-time r > 1
- [ ~ ( t- $1 - ~ (- T
t - $))2).
(4) bias). Note that the spread in the distribution is sigThis can be interpreted to mean that frequency dif- nificant and can often indicate two possible FM noise
ferences that are overlapped by T - r, squared, av- types.
eraged, and divided by T produce the same value
as frequency differences that are separated by T - r,
squared, averaged, and divided by r. In the frequency the arrow, that is, here T = 7. The arrow points
domain, (3)-(4) act on the same underlying spectrum to
( ~ T
3 ) = ~ U (T)
Y 7 or twice the Allan variance.
with two passband filters. The responses of (3) and Now let T = TIr* To the right of the arrow are r(4) are identical but interpreted as filters centered ratios corresponding to dead-time measurements T >
at two different ~~~~i~~frequencies corresponding to T. Notice that if T is reported as if it were "r" used
in the Allan variance, then values will be underneath
f,= h a n d f T = &.
Averages of frequency error are oftenmade with the expected T' slopes indicated by the dashed lines
is
constant r and varying T, the result being reported with FLFM and RwFM. For WHFM1 the
as an RMS frequency error corresponding to T. At not biased low, but the problem is that it would be
the
as WHFM
this point, there are several intricate issues involved an easy mistake to
in estimating FM noise level. F~~example, there is even though the characteristic noise type is actually
a cutoff frequency f, between a maximum of f, (the FLFM, or FLFM if the noise type is RWFM.
sampling frequency) and
(half the reciprocal of
6. Correcting for Dead-time Bias
the r average used in determining p,(m)).There is
also a measurement-system high-frequency cutoff f h
The proper procedure in experimental design is to
which must be accounted for. Most of the determinaand then adjust the assocated + Z ( ~ , T )
tions of FM noise level with dead time depend on an to
bias in order to estimate Uy(r
2' = T) due
assumption that this high-frequency cutofff h is mod- to ,, Then translations to the FM noise coefficients
eled as a rectangular or "brickwall" filter. In theory,
straightfornard [6]. B~~ if cannot be held
the relationship among the Parameters f ~f ,~f ,~f ,~ constant,
,ha
then an adjustment must be made for each
and f h is known, but calculating noise levels and si- estimate and all estimates subsequently averaged, a
multaneously verifying that the assumptions remain potentially tedious task,
valid for a given experiment can make for an arduous
The bias is determined from the fact that the varitask [2-51.
ance of the process function y(t) increases in proportion to In T - ln r and T - r for FLFM and RWFM
5. Simulation Study
respectively and can be expressed in terms of r [I].
For more direct insights into statistical errors from compensating for this, we have
dead time, we used simulation trials acting on defined
FM noises (WHFM, FLFM, and RWFM). We are in Flicker-y FLFM: $$(T = T) C( (1 + 3 111~)
. $i(r,T),
a position with (3) to measure the effect on (7,T )
of varying T with respect to a constant r . Figure 2 for 1< r < -100 and
shows the result of 7/I;(r,T) in simulation trials in
which T is varied with a fixed value of T indicated at Random-walk-y RWFM: +;(T = T ) C( T . $(r, T).

$i(r,T) =

({[x(t

+ $) - x(t - T + f ) ]

~;

,

$i

Applying this compensatio~lto the dead-time region
> 1 to simulation trials of RWFM noise yields the
results illustrated in figure 3, Now T indeed can be
used as "r" in the Allan variance but there remains
the problem of the spread in the distribution. For accurate measurements of long-term FM noise level, we
may be unable to determine FM noise type because
as many as all three noise types may be consistent
with the error bar uncertainty a t long term associated with a given measurement.

9. References

r

7. Uncertainty of Estimation
Dead time is likely to be a serious issue when we
can make only a limited number of measurements.
Lesage and Audoin were the first to theoretically consider the problem of small samples on estimating the
Allan variance [8]. Yoshimura showed that the probability distribution in cases with dead time r > 1 is
governed by x2 statistics for the FM noises considered here (but not PM noises) [9]. This means that
in the case of limited numbers of measurements, the
results are more likely to be below the underlying
characteristic oscillator noise level than above it. In
the case of one sample as in the very longest T value,
the result is more than twice as likely to be too low.
Furthermore, its most probable value is 0.
8. "First Results" a r e Likely to b e Excellent

When faced with significant periods of dead time
between separated measurements of average frequency difference between two oscillators, it is common to assign a confidence interval to each frequency
measurement and to call the absolute value of the
overall frequency difference an estimate of the AlIan deviation. In this case, should frequency stability
still be reported as an Allan deviation? No, because
the uncertainty of &(r, T) with significant dead time
and only one or two estimates is usually greater than
the uncertainty on each frequency measurement. Depending on the assumed power-law noise type, the uncertainty on each frequency measurement will usually
underestimate the uncertainty of &(r, T) [lo]. Even
if the ratio of live to dead time is held constant, longterm uncertainty is a major concern in noise typing.
Should frequency stability be reported as an Allan
deviation with bias removed? No, because this study
shows that with limited live-time measurements, the
RMS frequency stability in long-term is likely to fall
below the actual noise level, and we can no longer reliably judge the noise type based on slopes of frequency
stability vs. T and finally, cannot feasibly correct for
this because of increased uncertainty.
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Abstract
The accuracy increasing for digital
algorithms of noise phase modulation
calculations is urgent as for some measurements
and especially for processing of signals which
lave been obtained by means of Computer Aided
Design software. Calculation accuracy limits an
application of digital algorithms for precision
oscillations research. Tlus paper considers
accuracy of phase noise calculation common
methods when precision oscillation
is
described by a single sequence ( without
quadrature components ) of digital samples in
time domain and presents the autllor's algorithm
for this purpose. The algorithm is based on a
signal points tracking by means of the signal
interpolation in a vicinity of these points to
determine the time moment when oscillation
crosses an ordinates' axis. The calculation
accuracy can be previously set and can provide an
error
less then 0,01 rd without large
computation expenses. The algorithm output
sequence has a minimum dimension for
researched phase fluctuation description (two
samples within oscillation period ). Therefore it
allows to obtain phase noise spectral density
floor equal to a minus 160 dBc/Hz . Tile
calculated sequence of output phase noise
samples allows to monitor botll short-tenn phase
fluctuation and slow drift of a phase.

Introduction
This work deals with the design of a numeric
algoritl~m of precision oscillations phase noise
calculation when oscillation is presented as a one
sequence of digital salnples in time domain. Let tlle
digital sequence represent initial oscillation, which
can be expressed as:

0-7803-5400-11991 $10.00 8 1999 IEEE
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random process describing
where q't)
amplitude do disturbers, (q t ) random process
describing phase modulation, fa
oscillation
frequency ( canier ).
This task of function qf t ) calculation can be
solved with tile following methods:
1) Digital simulation of the quadrature signals
transfonnation [ 1 j;
2) Construction an additional quadrature sequence
for digital signal samples on the basis of an
analytical signal model wit11 using of Gilbert
transfonnation [ 2 1; .
3) Method of phase modulation calculation on the
basis of characteristic signal points (for example
zero) scanning by means of the signal interpolation
in a vicinity of samples points.
The first two ways demand additional
calculations because quadrature components are
calculated for each input sample even there are
more than two samples within one period. Two
salnples are a necessary minimum for one-value
representation of oscillation according to the
salnples theorem. If sucl~samples frequency was
applied, the phase noise is represented in spectrum
width equal to double frequency of the researched
oscillation. It is enough, because (shown in [ 3 1) the
noise with higher spectral components doesn't
influence on the phase modulation of a signal and
can be described as additive amplitude noise.

-

-

Methods description
The first method consists of digital simulation
of quadrature transformation of the researched
oscillation. The fig. 1. explains a procedure of
signal transfonnations.

Fig. 1. The phasemeter circuit on base quadrature
components obtaining.
The researched signal feeds on two ideal mixers
on which reference signals have phase shift 90'.
Output mixers signals pass through lowpass filters.
The amplitude constant A0 of the researched signal
doesn't influence on tlie result of calculations,
because the phase modulation function
is
determined as function arctg z, where z is equal to
the ratio of signals amplitudes in x and y channels.
The accuracy of function dt) evaluation
depends on the out band attenuation of digital
lowpass filters. Caused by digital signals
multiplication the harmonious components disturb
amplitude and phase of investigated oscillation. But
in any case the noise spectrum will be deformed by
overlapping of noise spectral tails in the considered
frequency band. Spectral tails appear from digital
signals multiplication (signal's combination and
hannonic components can arise at samples frequency
band ). So, the distortions influence estimation of the
noise spectrum is necessary in each particular case
and it cannot be carried out in common case. It is
necessary to notice, that researches of a sensitivity
threshold of such digital phasemeter has been
executed in work [I]. Thus, tlle noise floor of tlis
method realised on a basis Computer Aided Design
software has been evaluated of about 117 dBc/Hz in
the best case.
The second method is considered in work [ 2 1.
The calculation of function dt) consists of
analytical signal construction with1 use of Gilbert
transformation. If tlie initial oscillation is a real
function u(t), function v(t)= H[u(t)]is constructed as
the
function coupling with u(t) by Gilbert
transformation Entire analytical signal ~ ( t can
) be
written in the following way:
~ ( t =) u (t) + iv (0.
The integral representation of Gilbert
transformation is possible to use for v (t) function
calculation it 141:

-

where first integral have the sense in the main
Koshe value. The numerical integration accuracy of

the expression ( 2 ) depends on kinds of function
u(0 and requires permanent control of calculation
errors. So it demands significant computation
expenses. The calculation volumes can be reduced, if
spectral representation of fluctuation u(t) and Fast
Fourier Transformation ( FFT ) will be used to
execute Gilbert transformation [ 3 1. Such way also
allows to monitor distortions of a signals spectrum
from oscillation discrete representation and from
transfonnation procedure.
This method of noise phase modulation dt)
determination was realised by the authors as the
computer program. Small calculation errors can be
obtained if whole observation time interval divisible
by oscillation period and if there aren't oscillation
u(t) amplitude or derivative jumps on the boundaries
of samples sequence. Mien d t ) is random process,
it is impossible to eliminate the significant jumps on
tlie sequence boundaries. Even small amplitude
modulation of the quadrature component v(ndt)
obtained by Gilbert transformation brings significant
phase errors. Estimations show, tliat samples
sequence for F I T must have dimension more then
2" 2" terms to achieve calculation accuracy of
function p f t ) equal to 0.2 0.3 rd.

-

-

Algorithm based on interpolation
The authors have investigated a method of phase
modulation calculation on the basis of characteristic
signal points (for example zero) tracking by means
of the signal interpolation in a vicinity of these
points. The main question of algorithm construction
is an achievement of required
accuracy
independently of samples number witlun one
oscillation period.
The algorithm includes the following operations:
1) numbers n and n + l of adjacent samples pair
with different sine of oscillation amplitude are
determined;
2) the signal amplitude corresponding to a
middle of a time interval between these samples is
calculated according to the fonnula of the samples
theoreln
=a

u(mAt) = & ( k ~ t )
k=-oo

sino sAt(m - k)
CD ,At(m

-k )

(3)

where os - boundary spectrum frequency of the
oscillation u (t), m=n+l/2;
3) the kind of phase point ( 71: or 2n ) which
oscillation had passed is determined by sine of
these three samples:
4) linear interpolation oscillation u(t) between
the pair of samples wllicli have different sine and
more short distance to each other by time;

5) linear interpolation error of tilne
determination when oscillation pass through a zero
level is calculated;
6) if an error magnitude esceeds a required,
value tlie time interval is being divided in half and
all steps from 2 repeat, else the nexT oscillation
crossing through zero well be searching.
We shall consider tliese operations in more
details. We shall denote the oscillation sample which
arranges before a point of signal crossing of a zero
level as uBp(n), and the first after crossing, as
b ( n + 1). Amplitude of oscillation calculated
according to tlie formula ( 3 ), we shall designate as
um(n + 1/2). It is easy to show, that the calculation
error A, not esceeds tlie magnitude of m + 1 tenn,
if this alternating series will be cut on term number
m. As the amplitude of tlie samples is almost
constant the reduction of the series terms ( 3 ) with
growtli of m value is defined by function sinc (x). So
we can write following limitation for A,,,

A,

5

sin 7c(m - 1 / 2 )
2
u(n) n ( m - 1 1 2 ) 6 n ( 2 m - 1 ) 9

for m:.l.

(4)

This expression shows, that the error decreases in
inverse proportion to amount of the terms in series,
and only 7 terms must be summed up to achieve the
accuracy of 10 %.
If a discrete step in time domain is less than a
quarter of the oscillation period, we can one -valued
determine what the kind of phase point ( n or 2n )
oscillation had passed. In case when the discrete
step in time domain is about a half of the oscillation
period to calculate tlie sign of sample um(n + 112) is
necessary. We can one-valued determine the kind of
phase point by use of the sign of these three
samples. Therefore, in algoritlun for any values of
discrete step table 1 is used, Tlus table specify
demanded conformity.
Transition
from square
I1 + I11

Sign
u~F(n)

+

Table 1
Sign
Sign
urn@+ 1/21, u~hr(n+1)

+

The algoritlim is based on linear interpolation
between tlie last pair of calculated signal samples to
determine tlie time moment when oscillation crosses
an ordinates' axis. Therefore the error of calculations
is determined by a function sin (x) deviation from
linear function in a vicinity FO. A decomposition of
function sin(x) in a Tailor series in a vicinity PO is
used for evaluation of calculation error. The
deviation 6, from the linear law is calculated with
taking into account the series terms with a degree
not esceeding by a third. Value 6, is limited by a
following espression:

-

-

where T researched oscillation period, At discrete
step in time domain, n~ amount of the samples
within one oscillation period. Moreover, it is
necessary to take into account central symmetry of
function sin(x) relative to coordinates middle, so
calculation errors are being decreased when a pair of
samples has almost the same absolute value. The
point when oscillation crosses an ordinates' axis is
calculated by the following expression:

-

The calculation error equals to zero in case when :
Therefore tlie right side of expression ( 5 ) is
necessary to be multiplied by following tenn:

A simple formula for an error determination of
tonallows to check this value at each iteration of
time step reduction and to stop this process when
demanded accuracy will be achieved.
The c w e of phase modulation function dt),
obtained by this method is represented on fig. 2. The
random
process which simulates fast pliase
fluctuations has uniform distribution in a range from
-0.05 till 0.05 rd. Bolded line represents calculated
function p(nAt) and thin line initial noise process
dt).Estimations show that about 5 iterations are
enough to
achieve tile
accuracy of phase
modulation calculation equal to 0.016 0.03 rd.

-

-

Conclusions
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Fig. 2. Initial and calculated function dt).

Estimation of noise spectral density
We shall estimate spectral density of algoritlun
noise, arising from finite calculations accuracy of
digital algorithm. Unfortunately as it is shown in
work [ 4 1, the spectral density of noise S& cannot
be analytically expressed through rnasimurn
calculations error A, in common case. However we
can obtain an estimation of a noise spectral density
caused by calculations errors, using model of signal
with harmonic phase modulation. Let write the
signal in the following kind:

-

-

where And signal amplitude, % canier frequency,
,O maximum frequency deviation, a - modulating
frequency. For such kind of modulation according
expression from [ 5 ] the spectral density S+# of a
signal at a - offset from camer frequency can be
obtained as:

-

The value of parameter ,O on the observation
interval Ts can be determined with accuracy equals
to AJ2nTs. Substituting at equation ( 9 ) parameter
Ts = 109 ( it is enough for the control a spectral
component in a range 100 Hz 10 MHz ) and ~ 1 0 '
Hz, we evaluate S+# as:
s,(107) < 1.26 10-l6

-

Such spectral threshold of phase noise
calculation of digital algoritlun allows to realise
sensitivity of phase noise detection at a level of good
measuring devices (HP 3048A) and to use it not only
for the phase noise analysis of oscillations formed
with the help of CAD software, but also for real
measurements.

The represented algorithm solves a calculation task
of phase modulation caused by noise for precision
oscillations which are represented by single (without
quadrature components) sequence of digital samples
in time domain. The algorithm reflects integrallyderivation dualism of the instantaneous frequency
and phase concepts. The additional samples are
calculated by summation under the equation ( 3 )
( integration ). The point when oscillation pass
through zero level is determined with help of the
increments calculations (derivation ). Algorithm has
the following advantages: the high calculation
accuracy wluch can be previously set, minimum
number of tenn in an output sequence, small
cotnputation and memory expenses.
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their calculation time for several sequences obtained
from the real measurement process.

ABSTRACT
In the paper the application of time effective
algorithms for the Maximum Time Interval Error
(MTIE) calculation is considered. In the first section
authors introduce the problem of time effective MTIE
calculation. In the next section the methods of direct and
rough calculation of MTIE estimate are described. Then
two time effective methods of MTIE calculation based
on the estimator formula are described and used for
MTIE calculation. In the experiment several time error
sequences obtained fiom the real measurement process
were used.
1. INTRODUCTION

To evaluate the quality of timing signal some
parameters are commonly adopted. Among them the
maximum time interval error MTIE is considered as
very important parameter since it contains information
which can be used for dimensioning of the memories
(FIFOs) in the telecommunication network circuitry.
The limit values of MTIE for the particular types of
clocks and hierarchical interfaces in the synchronization
network are defined and recommended in the standard
[1,2]. Finding the estimate of MTIE within a reasonable
period of time is not a simple task. That is the reason we
consider it in the paper.
The MTIE calculation directly founded on the MTIE
estimator's
formula
given
in
international
telecommunication standards is dramatically time
consuming. Several time effective methods of the MTIE
calculation were presented in the literature. Some of
them based on statistical nature of time error process
enable indirect assessment of the MTIE estimate in
much shorter time [3,4]. However, the methods give
only the rough estimate of MTIE value and estimation
can only be performed for time error samples measured
in synchronized clock configuration. Another methods,
presented by authors of the paper in [5,6] enable time
effective calculation of MTIE estimate based on the
parameter's estimator formula. The results of calculation
using these methods show the real MTIE value
characterizing the analyzed sequence of the time error
samples. It was presented [6] that the time effectiveness
of the methods depends on the data values. In the
extreme situation the MTIE calculation time may be
equal or longer than the time of calculation directly
based on estimator's formula. The time error sequences
considered in [6] were mostly the computer generated
series. In the paper we present the MTIE results and
0-7803-5400-11991 $10.00 8 1999 IEEE
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2. MAXIMUM TIME INTERVAL ERROR

The maximum time interval error is defined in
international standards as the maximum peak-to-peak
time error variation of a given timing signal with respect
to an ideal timing signal within a particular time period
[l, 21. If the results of time error function measurements
x(t) take the form of N equally spaced samples {xi),
MTIE can be estimated from the formula
E/li~~(n=
' c ~max
)
where {xi) is a sequence of N samples of time error
function x(t) taken with sampling interval TO,TVTO is
an observation interval, and n=l, 2, ..., N-I.
Following the formula (1) directly in order to find
the estimate of MTIE for the observation interval T, all
intervals with width T existing in the sequence of N time
error samples must be reviewed. The window with
width r=nro and embracing n+l samples is set at the
beginning of data sequence (xi) and then it is shifted
with the step of ro to the end of the sequence. For each
window's location the peak-to-peak value of time error
in the window is found. The maximum peak-to-peak
value found for all existing locations of the window is
the value of MTIE(7) estimate. The complexity of
calculation grows with n and therefore the direct method
is time consuming.
3. TIME EFFECTIVE METHODS OF MTIE
CALCULATION

3.1. Indirect methods
In the literature [3,4] some methods of MTIE
estimate calculation were presented. First method
enables the estimation of the percentile of MTIE basing
on the standard deviation of the phase noise. It enables
the assessment of the MTIE estimate only for the
measurement in the synchronized clock configuration.
Second method, measurement using disjointed intervals,
enables the assessments of the MTIE estimate on line
with a course of time error measurement process
without the memory consuming storage of the data. This
method gives rather rough evaluation of MTIE for the
measurement time error sequence. Using this method
some errors in the results of MTIE calculation may be
present. Some peak-to-peak value of the time error

associated with small distance between maximum and
minimum values (the MTIE value for small observation
interval) may be detected during the measurement for
greater observation interval.
3.3. Boundary decision method
In 163 the MTIE calculation method was proposed
which reduces the number of window's review
operations. The decision on window's review depends
on the values of the samples at the window's boundaries
at the following locations. Two samples: the earliest
value, which leaves out of the window and the new
sample, which appears at the window end (Fig. 1) are
compared with current maximum and minimum
samples. The result of the comparison determines the
next operation. The new extreme value should be
searched, when the current extreme sample leaves out
the window and simultaneously the new value is not the
new extreme.
one sample window's shift
window's location

9I

leaving sample

window

$ new sample
\

Fig. 1. The window's shift in the boundary decision
method
3.3. Extreme fix method
In the another method of MTIE calculation proposed
and developed in [ 6 ] , some window's locations are
excluded from inspection, if the peak-to-peak value for
these locations is not greater than the value found until
now, or if this value may be found for next window's
locations. The method called extreme fix method is
based on fixing the positions of minimum and
maximum samples for a given window's location. After
finding the positions of the extremes the window's shift
to the position of the first extreme (denoted as p l ) is
performed (Fig. 2). There are no extreme values in the
distance between the starting position of previous
window's location and the p l position. After the shift
the peak-to-peak value for the window's location p l
should be found. Because the samples between the
position p l and the last samples in the previous
window's location (ktn) were reviewed and the extreme
values are known they are excluded from the inspection.
All these operations can make the MTIE calculation
much faster.

window's location k

r

I

I

9

new sample

I

I I
I
I o+e sample window's shiq

I
4

window's s h ~ f t W- 4
window's location p1+1

I

Fig. 2. The window's shift in the extreme fix method
4. EXPERIMENT

It was mentioned that the disadvantage of the
methods presented in [6] is the dependence of its
effectiveness on the data values. In the experiment
described in [6] the computer generated time error
sequences were studied. In this paper we will analyze
the time effectiveness of the method using the time error
sequences obtained from the measurement process.
Two considered sequences (denoted as GPSl and
GPS2) were obtained from the measurement of two
different oscillators controlled by the GPS signals
(Fig. 3 and 5). The other sequences (denoted as DCFl
and DCF2) were obtained from the measurement of the
oscillator controlled by the DCF signal with the GPS
disciplined oscillator as a reference (Fig. 7 and 9). The
time error samples were taken with the sampling
interval r0=1/30 s during the period of 4000 s. The fifth
sequence was obtained from the measurement of the
signal controlled by the DCF (DCF3) with sampling
interval r0=1/3 s during the period of 40000 s (Fig. 11).
Therefore in the every sequence we have the same
number of the samples.
In the experiment 81 values of MTIE estimate were
computed using the boundary decision method (BD)
and the extreme fix method (EF). The observation
interval varied from r=0.1 s to 1000 s for the GPSI,
GPS2, DCFl and DCF2 sequences. For the DCF3
sequence the observation interval took the values from
~ = s1 to 10000 s. The results of calculations are
presented in Fig. 4,6,8, 10 and 12.
In the Table 1 the time of calculation for the whole
range of 81 MTIE values and for the decade
components of the whole range is presented. In the
Table2 the time of calculation for the chosen
observation interval is given. The format of the time is
as follows: hours:minutes:seconds (zeros at the
beginning are omitted). As the reference the time of
calculation using direct method in both tables was
included [6]. The PC computer with Pentium I1 450
MHz processor was used for all calculation.

100000
10000

MTIE(r) [ns]

......

1000

Fig. 3. Time error for the GPS 1 signal measurement
MTIE(r) [ns]
loo00 1

I

Fig. 8. MTIE for the DCFl time error sequence
1500 1 TE [ns]

-1500 J

Fig. 9. Time error for the DCF2 signal measurement
Fig. 4. MTIE for the GPS 1 time error sequence
20

1

TE [ns]

MTIE(-r) [ns]
loo00 1

I

I

Fig. 5. Time error for the GPS2 signal measurement
Fig. 10. MTIE for the DCF2 time error sequence
25 1 TE [ms]

Fig. 11. Time error for the DCF3 signal measurement
Fig. 6. MTIE for the GPS2 time error sequence

-

20000 TE [ns]
0
-20000
-40000
-60000
-80000
-100000
-120000

-

Fig. 7. Time error for the DCF1 signal measurement
Fig. 12. MTIE for the DCF3 time error sequence

Table 1. Time of calculation for the range of
observation intervals

Table 2. Time of calculation for chosen observation
intervals

The results presented in Table 1 and 2 show the
supremacy of the extreme fix method over the boundary
decision method. The time effectiveness of the EF
method is visible especially for the long observation
intervals. The time of MTIE calculation using direct
method is shorter, than the calculation time using both
analyzed methods only for observation intervals
enclosing small number of samples (four samples in the
case presented above). In the other cases the EF and BD
methods are better than the direct method. The
calculation time extends if in the time error process the
frequency offset is present, like in the DCFl and DCF3
time error sequences.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper the application of two MTIE calculation
method was presented. Both considered methods allow
to find the MTIE estimate characterizing the analyzed
time error sequence. In the experiment the calculations
were performed using several time error series. The
results of the experiment reveal good time effectiveness
of the methods proposed in [6]. Short calculation time
was obtained for the time error sequences expressing
good quality of the measured clocks (GPS1 and GPS2

time error sequences) or the random behavior of the
measured values (DCF2 time error sequence). Some
frequency offset of the measured clock (DCF1 and
DCF3) makes the MTIE calculation time longer.
However the time is still shorter than for the direct
method. In such case another method of MTIE
calculation may be suitable [6].
The work was performed in the frame of the project
TB-44-576.
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Abstract
In the characterisation of the phase noise of a component, it is a common practice to measure the cross
spectrum at the output of two phase detectors that simultaneously compare the component output signal to
a common reference. This technique, which is based
on correlation and averaging, allows the rejection of
the phase detector noise. Working in the VHF band
with an improved version of the above idea, we realized
that, under certain hypotheses, the correlation and averaging mechanism makes the instrument insensitive to
thermal noise. This feature makes the instrument suitable to investigate noise phenomena below the thermal
floor, but if not understood - is a potential cause of
experimental mistakes. Both theoretical explanations
and experimental proof are given.

detection technique, together with design guidelines,
are given in [4].
The two low noise amplifiers of Fig. 1 are impedance
matched, which implies that thermal noise is present
at their input. In the absence of the DUT - the latter is replaced by a short cable - all this noise comes
from the internal terminations RI,R2 and R3 of the
power splitters. These power splitters are 3 dB 90' hybrid couplers with one input connected to a matched
resistive load. In fact, as well known, the reactive reciprocal power splitter must be a 3 dB hybrid coupler terminated at one input, otherwise it could not
be impedance matched. Because R1 R2 and R3 generate thermal noise shared by the two amplifiers, at first
sight one could believe that the thermal noise limits
the instrument sensitivity. In reality it is much more
complex, as explained in the following sections.

-

1 Introduction
Spectral purity of electronic devices is usually described in terms of S,(f), i.e. the power spectrum
density (PSD) of the device phase lag cp. To measure
S,( f ) , we use the scheme shown in Fig. 1. It is similar
to the microwave instrument described in [I], but operates in the VHF band at the carrier frequency v, = 100
MHz. Properly setting the detection phases r", the
voltages a(t) and b(t) are proportional to the phase
of the device under test (DUT), and consequently the
is proaverage cross power spectrum density Sab(f)
portional to s,( f ) . This type of measurement, derived
from [2], extracts the shared-path noise and rejects the
single-arm noise processes, provided that they are independent. Averaging on m measures, a rejection of
the single-arm noise by a factor f i is expected. In
our improved scheme we use the interferometric phase
detector [3] because it is less noisy than the double
balanced mixer. In short, this detector works as a
synchronous receiver preceded by a low noise amplifier. For best noise performances, the amplifier works
in small signal regime, amplifying only the DUT noise
sidebands. This condition is ensured by a carrier suppression mechanism taking place inside the hybrid couplers when the phases 7' are set equal to the DUT
phase and the attenuators A1 and A2 are set equal to
the DUT attenuation .t. Details of the interferometric

Noise Theory of t h e Double Interferometer
Let us analyse in detail the circuit signals when the instrument measures an attenuator of loss t as the DUT.
For this purpose, we define six noise processes indicated with nl (t), n2(t), . . . , ns(t); each one is the thermal voltage noise available across a resistor of value
&, which is the characteristic impedance of the whole
circuit. n l , n2 and ns are the available noise voltages across the resistors R1, R2 and R3, respectively;
nr and ns come from the internal resistors of the attenuators A1 and A2; ns is the thermal noise due to
the resistive loss of the DUT. For all these processes,
the power spectrum density Ni(f) is equal to &kBTo,
where kg = 1 . 3 8 ~ 1 0 ' ~J/K
~ is the Boltzmann con-
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Figure 1: Scheme of the double interferometer.

stant and To = 290 K the reference temperature. The
temperature of the whole instrument is assumed to be
close to To, uniform and constant. With n4, ns and n6,
the noise is generated by the internal resistors of an attenuator of power loss e. Hence the corresponding voltni.
age available at the attenuator output is ,/(!-l)/e
non
This occurs because the total output noise at the at(6)
tenuator output must be & k ~ T owhen the attenuator
input is terminated to a resistor. Furthermore, we assume that the DUT adds extra noise fi6; the latter Due to saturation at the LO port of the mixer, the
can be any noise process, including flicker. Under this mixer loss em must be introduced; in agreement with
most databooks, em also includes the intrinsic loss due
hypothesis, the DUT output noise is
to power splitting into up converted and down converted signals. Hence, after filtering out the 2w components, the detected signals are

@ [-&

1
1
In the vicinity of the carrier frequency, noise processes
a(t) =
nlX - -n2. - 5 n3, +
can be divided in in-phase and quadrature components
2dz
as
n(t) = n, (t) cos(wt) - n,, (t) sin(wt) .
(2)
J
With thermal noise, the PSDs of the low frequency
1
1
processes n,(t) and n,(t) are Nz(f ) = &kBTo and
+
n l X + -n2x + 5
b(t) =
N,,(f) = &kBTo, so that the PSD of the radiofre2 d
quency process n(t) is N(f) = &ksTo.
Taking
the oscillator signal cos(wt) as the phase reference,
n5,,
n6=
fi6.1 (8)
the DUT output signal is d m s i n ( w t ) , where PC
is the carrier power. This implies that the x noise
The correlation function of a(t) and b(t) is
component is responsible for phase noise; accordingly,
S,(f) = Nx(f )/&PC.
For the sake of simplicity, we neglect the loss eh
nab(7)=
~ ( tb*(t-r)
)
dt
(9)
of the hybrids and power splitters, and the amplifier
noise. The former can be introduced later in the equa- and its Fourier transform is the cross power spectrum
tions, and the latter vanish in the correlation function density
because the two amplifiers are independent.
Sab(f) = 3 {Rab(7))
(lo)
The reference signals at the mixer LO ports are
Making the noise processes appear explicitly in the latter, all the cross terms vanish. Hence

[&

R
8%

+

R

+

1

-

Consequently, arm a detects the cos(wt) signal, while
arm b detects the sin(wt) component. Due to the circuit phase relationships, the signals at the mixer RF
inputs are

By definition, Ni = &kaTo for all i = 1. . .6. Hence

Phase noise is related to the radiofrequency spectrum
by S,(f)=N(f)/RoPc. Combining this with (12), we
derive the instrument gain

+ fi

[

non
"d::d;

]

J

rn(wt)

(5)

K,=--Sab(f) --g&Pc
S,(f)

2em

(13)

Equations (11) and (12) state that, under the hypothesis of temperature uniformity, the instrument compensates for the thermal noise, and consequently only
fi6,(f) contributes to the measured phase noise.

atten.

Figure 3: Injection of reference noise N ~ .
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Figure 2: Noise floor of the 100 MHz double interferometer prototype. A and B: single-arm. C: correlation.
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Experimental Proof
Noise Floor

We measured the noise floor of a VHF version of the
scheme shown in Fig. 1,designed for the carrier of 100
MHz, and described in [5]. In this prototype, the amplifiers show gain g = 40 dB and noise figure F = 2 dB.
The signal power at the mixer LO inputs is 8 dBm, and
the DUT power is pC= 8 d ~ ~h~~ hybrids
.
and the
power splitters, that are actually hybrids of the same
type terminated at one input, show losses th= 0.8 dB.
The mixer loss is 4, = 6 dB.
Fig. 2 shows the results averaged on m = 32767
measures, which is the maximum of the available torrelator. T . , ~
noise floor (curves A and
B), is -172 dBrad2/Hz, which is close to the expected value S,,(f) = SPb(f) = 4FksTo12,/Pc
-172.3 dBrad2/Hz. The thermal noise, calculated
for the same conditions, is sVt,
= k B ~ o / p c -182
dBrad2/Hz. Yet, the measured floor (curve C) is
S, 2 - 194 dBrad2/&, which is 12 d~ lower than
the thermal floor. Furthermore, we are still not able
to assess the ultimate noise floor of the instrument. In
fact, the observed SFois 22 dB lower than the singlewhich is
arm noise; as this difference is close to 6,
the noise reduction due to averaging, there are no reasons to believe that increasing m the measured floor
would not further decrease.

-
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Figure 4: Reference noise measurement.

the equivalent noise at the amplifier inputs. Therefore, the
S, approaches the
of
dBrad2/Hz that we measured in the absence of the
DUT.By contrast, the correlated noise fits the straight
line SV= S, i - Consequently, still under the hypothesis of temperature uniformity, the instrument compensates for the thermal noise and measures the extra

3-3

of an AttenuatOr

With the double interferometer, that is a highly sensitive instrument, the common belief that the correlator rejects the singie-arm noise and detects the shared
noise only is a Poor approximation of reality. Accordingly, we analyse in detail the measurement of the noise
generated by an attenuator comparing the two configurations shown in Fig.5.
Fig. 5A the DUT is replaced by a cable, which is
noiseless; two 16 dB attenuators, B1 and B2, are inserted at the power splitter outputs. In Fig. 5B these
attenuators are replaced by one attenuator of the same
Noise
Measurement
Below
the
Thermal
Floor
value
inserted as the DUT. Hence in A the two atten3.2
~h~ DUT is now keplaced with the circuit shown in uators are independent noise sources; they also isolate
Fig. 3. All the settings reported in Section 3.1 are kept by a factor = l6 dB any preceding 'Ource of 'Orexcept for m, which is reduced when possible. N ~ - related noise. In B the attenuator is a shared noise
because it is expected source. All the experimental conditions are the same
glecting the thermal noise
to be rubbed out, this circuit injects calibrated noise for the two configurations, except the detail of Fig.5.
be set to the The power splitter driving power, significantly differfi6(f) = S aa h
kB T~
0 /(evk,).
desired value adjusting ev. The equivalent phase noise ent in the two cases, is not relevant because the reacthereby injected is S, i( f ) = ga&Fa k ~ T ~ / ( l ~ k ~tive
P ~power
) . splitters are not power-sensitive; moreover,
~ i shows
~ . the measured S, as a function of the in- we choose a device specified for continuous operation
jected S,i. Going to the left of the figure, lvincreases up to 36 dBm, while the input power does not exceed
and the injected noise becomes negligible compared to 22 dBm. Finally, the oscillator power is +26 dBm and

a

the residual carrier at the mixer RF input is not higher
than -25 dBm.
The experimental results, shown in Fig. 6, are reDUT
ported in terms of voltage PSD Sv(f) averaged on
P
m = 1024 measures. S v ( f ) is used instead of S,(f)
because in this case Sv(f ) is easier to understand.
L
We focus our attention on the white noise floor, for
f > 1 kHz. The expected single-arm noise is Sv (f) = Figure 5: Measurement schemes with the 16 dB atten2gRoFkBTo/LmN -148 dBV2/Hz, which is exper- uator.
imentally confirmed with both configurations. With
configuration B, the shared noise at the DUT out&kBTo. In the absence of the
put is (l-l)/L Ns
noise compensation, the correlated noise would be
Saa(f) = (gRok~To)/(2eiem)
N -157.5 dBV2/Hz.
Yet, the observed noise is significantly lower, -165
dBV2/Hz, and almost equal for both configurations.
Once again, this value is close to S,,(f)/@
that we
expect if the correlated noise is negligible. To sum up,
the noise compensation mechanism makes the individ100 Hz
Fourier Frequency
100 kHz
ual arm attenuator indistinguishable from the shared
attenuator.

--

0

-

4 Conclusions
It has been theoretically and experimentally shown
that the double interferometer scheme, in conjunction
with the correlation and averaging mechanism, compensates for the thermal noise. The instrument noise
floor is lower than the thermal noise. This feature
makes it possible to measure low noise phenomena, well
below the thermal floor without the need for cooling.
100 Hz
Fourier Frequency
100 kHz
On the other hand, the same fact turns into a potential
cause of experimental mistakes in the common labora- Figure 6: Noise measured with the 16 dB attenuator.
tory practice. In fact, the thermal noise of the device
under test, which vanishes in this measurement proof cross-correlation or cross covariance method",
cess, is still present and reappears when the device is
IEEE Trans. on IM vol. 32 no. 3 pp. 447-450,
used in a normal application.
September 1983.
The proof given applies to the double interferometer.
There are other phase noise measurement systems [2,6] [3] K. H. Sann, "The measurement of near-carrier
noise in microwave amplifiers" IEEE Trans. on
based on correlation; in these systems, double balanced
MTT vol. 16 no. 9 pp. 761-766, September 1968.
mixers are used as phase detectors insteasd of the interferometric detectors. Attempts are in progress to
show that the high sensitivity of those systems is due [4] E. Rubiola, V. Giordano, J. Groslambert, "Very
high frequency and microwave interferometric PM
to the same thermal noise compensation mechanism
and AM noise measurements", Review of Scientific
here shown.
Instruments vol. 70 no. 1 pp. 220-225, January
1999.
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ABSTRACT
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The advantage of using the model is that it is capable
of predicting future data simply based on a set of data

Characterization of phase errors based on the gray

samples.

dynamic model is discussed in this paper. The model

Two examples are conducted in this work. The

has been proven useful in the prediction of the

first one applies the data recorded in our laboratory to

response of a system with energy. In this work, we

see its capability in predicting the phase error between

use a model, called GM(l,l), to characterize the phase

two clocks. The result shows that the maximum error

error between two clocks. Advantage of using the

resulted is about 50 % lower than that resulted from

model is that it is capable of predicting future data

the use of least squares fit. The second one applies a

simply based on a sequence of data samples. Two

set of noisy data to estimate the frequency offset of a

examples are conducted to justify the value of using

clock and, then, to steer the clock based on the

the model.

estimate.

The result shows that a clock with

frequency offset on the order of lo-"
1. INTRODUCTION

can be

improved to the order of lo-" by steering with the
estimate.

The modeling of phase errors is critical in the field
of frequency calibration. In this paper, the theory of

2.

BASIC THEORY OF GM(1,l) MODEL

gray dynamic model, denoted GM(n, h) with n being
the order of the system and h being the number of
variables in the system, is used to model the phase

Given a finite set of information
x'") = (x(O)(l), x(")(2),

...,

x(")(N)) Vx(')(k) 2 0,
k = 1,2,...,N

error between two clocks. It has been shown in [I]

(1)

that the response of a system with energy is well

with elements spaced at a regular interval, the source

predictable by the use of the model. According to [I],

model, called GM(1,l) gray dynamic model [I], is

the response of a system with energy is exponential.

described by
~ ' " ( k )+ az")(k) = b

In clock modeling, it was shown that the phase error
could be described by a second-order systematic
model [2]. An exponential model can fit the secondorder model from short-term point of view. This is
why the gray dynamic model is employed in this study.
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d l ) ( k )= (x") (k) + xO)(k- 1))I 2

with

1

x")(k) = ~ x ' " (m)
'

.

(2)
and

To obtain a response equation

"81.

for (2), a differential equation is used as the

replacement. The differential equation is of the form

white response given by
i " ' ( k + l ) = ( x ' " ' ( l ) - b 1 a ) e - d+ b i a

(12)

From (2),the source sequence can be estimated by
P ' ( k + 1 ) = 2"'(k + 1) - i " ' ( k )

Solving for ( 3 ) yields
x'll(t)= e-Of(bea'/ a + c )

where c is a constant.

(4)

(13)

or
i ' " ( k + 1 ) = ( ~ " ' ( 1-) b / a ) ( l - e0)e-"-14)

Substituting the initial

condition of ~ " ' ( 1=)~ ' " ( 1 ) into (4), we obtain

This is the equation by which original sequences are

c = ( ~ ' " ' (1 )b l a ) e a. As a result

constructed.

x"'(t) = ( ~ ' " ( 1-) b l a)e-"'I-I'+ b l a

(5)

By changing the independent variable, we have

3. EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

-

xu' ( t + 1 ) = ( ~ " " ( 1b)l a)e-" + b l a

(6)

Note that t is a continuous variable. The discrete

To demonstrate how GM(1,l) model can be used to

version of ( 6 ) can be found by sampling the time

characterize the phase error, two examples are

function at the same interval as that in the source

conducted here.

sequence. This results in

model the phase error between two clocks. Table 1

x"'(k + l ) = ( x ' " ' ( l ) - b l a ) e - d + b l a

The next step is to find the coefficients [a 61.

(7)
From

Firstly, we use the GM(1,l) to

gives the data taken ffom MJD 5 1015, which are the
phase errors measured hourly between a clock called
"FTG" and the master clock used to generate the

(2), we have

~ ' " ( 2+) az"'(2) = b

UTC(TL). The data in the table are in sequence of

x'" (3)+ az"' ( 3 ) = b

left to right and top to down. For this clock, the

....

coefficients a and b using N = 7 are found as

x'" ( N ) + az'"(N) = b

[ a b] = [5.722 x lo-'

4.449 x lo-']

(15)

The choice of N = 7 is arbitrary here. Substituting

In matrix form, this becomes

this result into (14), we obtain a source sequence of the
form
2'0)

( k 1) = 4.437 10-7 e-5.722*1~~-3~".
+

(16)
Table 2 gives a comparison between the data predicted

According to the method of least squares, the vector

by ( 1 6) and the measuremen

[ a blT can be found as

t results recorded in our laboratory. It can be seen
that the prediction errors are less than 3.45% for the
data shown. This means that the phase error at 62
(i.e., 69 - 7 ) hours later could even be predictable

where

with such a small error using only the first seven ones.
For the same case, the prediction error resulted by
extending the line obtained from the method of least
squares fit is as large as -7.52%. Fig. 1 compares the
errors using G M ( 1 , l )with those using least squares fit.

and
X , = [x'"'(2) ~ ' " ' ( 3 ...
) x""(~)]:

(1 1)

It can be seen that the maximum error for the former is

Substituting (9) into (7), we have an estimate form of

less than 4%, while that of for the latter may up to 8%.

The former is about 50 % lower than the latter. Note

- (i(O'(58) - i(O'(12)) x

that it is meaningless trying to predict any future data

If the remote clock is to be made traceable to the

by extending the curves obtained from polynomial fits

master clock, then it needs to steer with a quantity

using this segment of data samples.

opposite to that given in (19), that is 3.38 x lo-'' .

Secondly. a sequence of noise corrupted data is used

/86400= -3.38

x lo-''

(19)

Fig. 4 shows the phase errors measured after steering
Note that there is a

to test the GM(I.1) model. Fig. 2 shows a set of

the clock with that estimate.

phase errors obtained from comparing two clocks (a

separate adjustment of phase offset before obtaining

master clock and a remote clock) via a short baseline

this result. The frequency offset estimated from Fig.

GPS common-view.

4 is on the order of lo-".

According to the schedule used

in our system, up to 48 data can be collected in one
day.

It is obviously seen from the figure that the

This tells that a clock with

frequency offset on the order of lo-"

is now

improved to the order of lo-".

remote clock has a significant frequency offset away
fiom the master clock.

Table 1 A segment of the phase data (in unit of

To avoid using data with

seconds) recorded in our laboratory.

irregular space, only data with equal interval are
chosen in the following modeling. Table 3 gives 28
equally spaced data, which are spaced 30-minute apart.
Again the data are read in sequence of left to right and
top to down.

The coefficients resulted from the

sequence using N = 28 are as follows
[ a b] = [-

8.784 x 10"

5.299 x lo-*]

(17)
Table 2 Comparison of prediction values with

Together with the first data given in Table 3,

measurement results.

x"" (1) = 5.41 x 10-9, the source sequence can then be

modeled as
i")(k + 1) = 5.323 x lo-' x e8.7""10Jxk

(18)

Fig. 3 shows the phase errors predicted by (18)
accompanied with the data given in Table 3. From
(1 8) the phase error computed at the middle of the frst

period,

k = 11 under the data set chosen, is

i'"(12) = 58.63 ns (the error measured is 62.90 ns),
while that at the middle of the next period, k = 57
under the data set chosen, is i'"'(58) = 87.82 ns (the

-

Lea51Squares FII

error measured is 78.60 ns). According to the phase
errors collected in this example, the two points
computed above exactly cover a span of one day. It

u

1

.2
-4

can be seen from (18) that the source sequence is a
growing process.

This tells that the remote clock runs

slower than the master clock.

Time (Hours)

Hence, the frequency

offset of the remote clock relative to the master clock

Fig. 1 Prediction errors using GM(1,I) and least

can be estimated as

squares fit.

Table 3 A set of the phase data (in unit of ns) obtained

.. 15
V)

=B

via GPS common-view.

0

5

2-8 , .
p -15
-25

~
0

503

1
m

1503

Fig. 4 Phase errors measured after steering the clock.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The use of GM(1,I) to characterize the phase error
0

500

loo0

1500

Time (minutes)

is presented in this paper.

Two examples are

conducted to verify the value of using the model.

Fig. 2 A set of phase errors obtained via GPS

The fust one indicates that lower prediction error than

common-view.

that achieved by using the method of least squares fit
can be obtained. The second one demonstrates the
capability of using the model to steer a clock with
prediction determined by it.
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1. ABSTRACT
Microwave VCO and system designers should be
aware that attoFarad level changes in the dynamic
performance of a varactor can correlate to changes in
system settling response of fast hopping frequency
synthesizers.
It is theorized that a moisture/silicon interaction
occurred within a packaged varactor diode due to imperfect
wafer processing of the die and a flawed ceramic enclosure.
The flawed ceramic allowed ambient moisture to penetrate
and come in contact with exposed silicon at the surface of
the die junction, causing an increase in interface (or
surface) states which in turn increased the settling time
constant of diode capacitance on the order of fifty
microseconds. The increased time constant was correlated
to an observed degradation in VCO phase settling. The
increased phase lransient was shown to recover with several
timeltemperature combinations in accordance with
Arrhenius predictions.

semiconductor wafer processing. The package consists of a
cylindrical ceramic body having a kovar pedestal base at
one end and an open kovar flange at the other. The diode
cathode is eutectically mounted to the pedestal and the
anode is electrically connected to the open ended flange
(top). A kovar lid is welded in place to hermetically seal the
package.

2. BACKGROUND

Military system architectures increasingly rely on the
utilization of frequency agile (hopped) synthesizers to
maintain secure communications by minimizing detection.
A performance measure of a synthesizer is its ability to
quickly settle to within a phase threshold in a specified
amount of time.
This paper briefly describes what is thought to be the
underlying cause of degradation in the dynamic
performance of such a synthesizer. Sensitivities to ambient
atmospheric humidity were observed in-situ in a 4.5 GHz
VCO through dynamic phase settling tests and confirmed
by capacitive transient measurements of its varactor diode.
The phase transient of the hopped frequency at a given time
was shown to double after humidity exposure on the
varactor diode. The increased phase transient was shown to
recover with several timeltemperature combinations in
accordance with Arrhenius predictions.
The degraded characteristic of capacitive transience
(Reference 1 and Appendix) and phase settling are
illustrated in figures 1 and 2 respectively.
The varactor diode is a silicon, mesa constructed diode
(Figure 3) manufactured using diffusionlion implantation
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Figure 1: Capacitive and resistive transient behaviors (top
and bottom waveforms of each graph respectively). Top
graph shows nominal. Bottom graph shows degraded
condition. (Scale: 100 aF1div. vs. time).

image (figure 4) shows a perspective view of one whole
die. In the center of this die is the circular mesa diode
structure covered by a gold bonding pad. Figure 5 illustrates
a FIB cut into the mesa structure.

-

Figure 2: Phase settling degradation Normal behavior
(lower curve) and degraded behavior (upper curve) after
being stored, non-operational in air. (5 deg/div. vs. time).

Figure 3: Varactor diode x-ray
construction. Scale: about 20 X.

button of gold for contact. Figure 5 illustrates close-up

showing internal

Data was obtained from three separate wafer lots of
varactor diodes. The lots are categorized as shown in the
following table:
Waferlot
-1

-2
-3

1

--

Description
Bare die - No anomalous
phaselcapacitive transient
Packaged die Anomalous
(phase~ca~acitive
transient
Packaged die No anomalous
vhase/cauacitive transient

-

3. EXPOSED SILICON

It was observed that only the -2 wafer lot diodes were
experiencing phase settling drift while the two other lots
exhibited no change. The theory was that exposed silicon
was somehow the site of moisture induced electronlion
traps or hydrogen contamination.
The as-deposited semiconductor and contact metal
layer structures of the different diode lots were examined
using a focused ion beam (FIB) system which produced
cross sections to be imaged in a Field Emission low voltage
Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM). The FE-SEM

Figure 5: FIB cut of mesa structure. Box outlines close-up
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows the contact metal conf~gurationof a -1
wafer lot varactor diode. The adhesion metals titanium (Ti)
and molybdenum (Mo) are used because gold will not
adhere well to silicon. These metals are deposited first and
the gold last. Etching is performed and the die is passivated
with an oxide layer resulting in a structure whose edge is
sealed in such a way to protect the underlying silicon from
environmental exposure. This die has proper etch
characteristics and is properly passivated.
Figure 7 shows a contact metal processing exhibiting
exposed silicon surfaces as a result of an over etch
condition during processing. Normally the contact metals
should cover the silicon out to the oxide as was shown
previously. In multiple diode samples of both the -2 and -3
wafer lots, exposed silicon was always found.

following results:

-3 lot

varactor diode.

All -2 diodes failed the fine leak test while all the -3
packaged parts passed.
Leak rates of the -2 package parts translated to an
atmospheric exchange ranging from hours to months
while the -3 packages had a translated atmospheric
exchange greater than 10 years.
Red dye penetrant tests of the -2 parts were positive
while tests of the -3 parts were negative.
The leak rates of the -2 diodes were two orders of
magnitude better than its specification and normal leak
test requirements. A gross leak test (10") is the
standard acceptance leakage. This part required 1Wi2or
better for acceptance.
6. CERAMlC MICROSTRUCTURE

The ceramic housings of the two packaged diode lots
were evaluated using thennomechanical and fracturemechanics analysis, as well as microstructural
characterization.
6.1 Microstructure Review

vmctor W s .
4. EFFECT OF MOISTURE
Several samples of both the -2 and -3 lot diodes were
subjected to 85/85 moisture tests in an attempt to induce
degradation. Each sample had a small hole made into the
package to ensure moisturelsilicon contact. In all cases, the
part's capacitive transient changed and had a response
similar to the original anomaly. A conclusion was made that
moisture was indeed interacting with the exposed silicon.

5. HERMETICITY
In an effort
the -3 diode Pam did not
exhibit degradation under normal environmental conditions
but were indeed sensitive to induced moisture, fme and
gross leak tests were performed to determine hemeticity of
the different packages. It was found that a fine leak test
method using helium detection of 5 X 10.' a m ccls was not
sufficient due to the small cavity volume of the diode pill
package of 4x104 cm3. ~nstead,-anultra sensitive method
(utilizing radioactive krypton KrS5)with sensitivity of 1 x
l @ I 3 atm ccls was used. Gross leak tests were made using a
red dye penetrant. Several diodes were tested with the

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed
differences in the microstructures of the two ceramics. The
ceramic from the -2 lot consisted of very large particulate
agglomerates and a substantial amount of grain-boundary
glassy phase while the -3 lot was more uniformly structured
with fine and dense (crystalline) grains containing
significantly less glassy phase along their boundaries. In
addition, major cracks and very large crack-like pores along
particulate agglomerate boundaries were observed in the -2
iot while noevidence of major cracking was revealed from
the microstructure of the -3 ceramic (figure 8). The
microstructural anomalies in the -2 lot ceramics were
believed to be a11 ceramic-processing-initiated, resulting
from improper powder treatment, green-body forming
process, dryinglcalcining, and/or sintering.
6.2 Fracture-Mechanics Analysis
Based on microstructural characteristics, linear-elasticfracture-mechanics (LEFM) was applied to estimate the
fracture propehes
of both diode lot ceramics. Analysis
results showed the fracture
of the hc3cernmic with a
finer, demer and more
microstrucme to be 35 to
43 kpsi while the defective -2 ceramic was 26 to 30 bsi.

6 j Themomechanical consideration
It was theorized, based on a thennomechanical
analysis, that assembly processing of the diodes, dip tinning
in particular, may have induced a thennal shock stress

comparable to the fracture strength of the -2 lot ceramic.
This stress then rapidly extended and merged the preexisting processing flaws into a near-through-thickness
major crack in the material. The major crack then continued
growing through the grain-boundary glassy phase driven by
a moderate post-brazing residual stress in the presence of
ambient moisture
a result of moisture-induced-stresscorrosion cracking [2, 31. Full development of a throughwall-bckness crack in the ceramic housing could have
occurred under storage conditions causing a premature
hermetic failure.

--

estimated. From the data it was possible to estimate a
recovery time at normal operating temperature in a space
environment.

7.1 Vacuum Bake - 110" C (230" F)
Figure 9 shows the phase settling recovery plot of a
VCO after being subjected to a vacuum bake at 110" C
(230" F). Data points were obtained at only two intervals of
24 hours and 88 hours, but recovery was clearly evident and
followed a straight line as expected for an Arrhenius
behavior. A 50% recovery required only about 10 hours
with complete recovery projected at 1000 hours.

ElapsedT i m (Hours)

Figure 9: Phase settling recovery. Vacuum bake at 110°C
7.2 Vacuum Bake - 49" C (119O F)
Another VCO was tested at a lower vacuum bake
temperature of 49" C (1 19" F). Here, as shown in figure 10,
a 50% recovery is obtained after approximately 500 hours
with a full projected recovery occurring on the order of
20,000 hours.

2 lot c m m i c ( b o r n ) .
............

7. WCOVERY TESTING

The hypothesis suggested that an increase in interface
(or surface) state density on the exposed silicon of the
varactor diode occurred due to the presence of moisture. It
was also hypothesized that this condition should be
reversible by thermal activation and follow an Arrhenius
relationship. A series of experiments involving vacuum and
heat to drive off the moisture demonstrated the theory. An
activation energy for the recovery of the phase settling was
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Figure 10: Phase settling recovery. Vacuum bake at 4g°C.
7.3 Thermal Vacuum - On-Orbit Temperature

An Arrhenius plot was generated using the 50% and
100% recovery point data from the 110" C and 49" C
thermal vacuum experiments. An estimation of the thermal
activation energy (0.3 eV) for a recovery process was

obtained from the Arrhenius plot.
A long-term thermal vacuum at a temperature of 29O C
(84' F the expected on-orbit operating temperature) was
performed on yet another VCO to test the ambient
temperature recovery prediction. After 2000 hours, an
approximate 50% recovery occurred and agreed with the
Arrhenius prediction.
The results of the recovery experiments provided
adequate evidence to conclude the hypothesis for the cause
of phase settling and capacitive transient degradation.

--

8. CONCLUSIONS

It is theorized that a moisture/silicon interaction
occurred within the packaged varactor diode due to
imperfect wafer processing of the die and a flawed ceramic
enclosure. The flawed ceramic allowed ambient moisture to
penetrate and come in contact with exposed silicon at the
surface of the die junction, causing an increase in interface
(or surface) states which in turn increased the settling time
constant of diode capacitance on the order of fifty
microseconds. The increased time constant was correlated
to an observed degradation in VCO phase settling.
The visual examinations of the varactor die and
ceramic package as well as the data obtained from 85/85
tests and recovery experiments provide strong evidence
showing that an over etching of the metal contact layers
occurred during wafer fabrication, which exposed bare
silicon to the package atmosphere. Flaws in the ceramic
made the package relatively porous, thus allowing ambient
moisture to enter the interior atmosphere of the package.
The source of the moisture was normal environmental
humidity.
The conceptual understanding of the underlying cause
is that interface trap levels were created at the exposed
silicon-oxide junction, which changed the transient
capacitive response of the diode. This transient capacitance
100 attoFarad),
effect is very subtle (transient AC
extremely difficult to measure, and not easy to model from
first principles. The empirical data, which shows that the
effect can be induced by moisture exposure and reduced by
vacuum baking, is consistent with a surface moisture
process and not indicative of a hydrogen poisoning effect.

-
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APPENDIX
Capacitive Transient
The transient capacitance measurement system
measures the dynamic response of the varactor diode
capacitance as the voltage applied across its depletion
region is stepped from one potential to another. The
sensitivity of the system allows measurements to be made
within the hundreds of attoFarads. The system consists of a
bridge network (reference 1) that separates the real and
imaginary components of the response which describe the
time dependent behavior of the diode; the imaginary term
being the capacitive transient and the real term a resistive
transient which serves no useful purpose. The identifying
feature of the capacitive transient plot that relates to phase
settling degradation is the overshoot of the capacitive
transient curve. It is hypothesized that the overshoot
transient capacitance consists of high frequency
components that the PLL has difficulty tracking out and
becomes the dominant delay.
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Abstract
One of the sources of spurious signals in DDFS is
the use of smaller number, W, of the most significant
bits (MSB) applied for the output sine wave
reconstruction from all R bits stored in the
accumulator. The result is a phase modulation of the
output signal.
The problem was first solved by Nicholas et al. [1,2]
in a rather complicated way with the result that the
level of the largest spurious signal is about -6W dB
below the carrier with an increase of 3.9 dB in some
instances.
In the present paper shall investigate the validity
and correctness of these generally cited results [3, 41.
1. Introduction

The block diagram in Fig. 1. illustrates the set-up of
DDFS with a Modulo-N accumulator ( ~ = 2 ~ ) .

encounter another problem, namely, that these results are
repeated, without any doubts, even in recent books on
DDFS [3, 41.
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Fig. 2 The most important "generators"of spurious
signals in DDS.
The first author of the present contribution found a
simpler solution of the problem of spurious signal level
due to the phase truncation in DDS [5,6]. At this occasion
he was also faced with the validity of the corrections
suggested by Nicholas [I].
In the present paper we shall fitst recall some important
results from the paper [5] and with their assistance
reconsider results published in papers [l and 21 and books
1341.
2. Analysis of the phase truncated sine waves

8 k

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the Modulo-N DDS.
In this case the output frequency f, is

2.1 Basic vrinci~les
The high frequency resolution of DDFS requires very
large accumulator capacity (R=32, 48, or even 64 bits).
It is evident that the would be complexity of the hard ware
would prevent to refer to all 'these minute phase increments. Generally, we use only a small number of the
most significant bits (MSB), W, and disregard all the
remaining least significant bits (LSB), B, i. e.,
B = R - W

where X and Y are relatively prime integers and L the
effective bit length of the accumulator ( in the case that
k contains factors of 2's).
More then ten years ago Nicholas and Samueli [1,2]
tried to solve the problem of spurious signals in DDFS
generated by the phase truncation, caused by neglecting
some low significant bits (LSB) in the accumulator -see
Fig. 2. However, a major difficulty with the paper [I]
is a rather complicated derivation and presentation of
the results including a correction table. In addition we
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or

B = L - W

(2)

Thus from the original number stored Modulo-Y in the
accumulator after the m-th clock pulse

and s=O, I,2,

... and s-th overflowing we refer to

Xf(m) = integer(-mx

- sY)
2B

(4)

Since the information, passed to the "sine look-up table",

than indicated in Tab. 1, particularly, for k

x=]
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Fig. 5. The largest spurs for B = 1 (vl,), B=2 (v2,),
and B =3 (v3,) as function of 5, for R = 12.
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Another lesson learned from Fig. 5 is that for B=3
the respective characteristic, v3, , is oscillating about
the expected level (11). After arriving at this result we
started with a more exact investigation of the problem.
2.3 Computer simulations - large number of
accumulator bits neglected.
An example is shown in Fig. 6 for the normalized
frequency 6 = 1625/4096 = 0.4 and 4 bits neglected.
s, and s, (0) indicate sorted spurious signals due to
phase modulation, computed via FFT, whereas rectangles the idealized slope of harmonics 20*log(2'~/p).
Note that for small harmonic number p both slopes
coincide, but for p nearing 28 we notice an increasing
reaches +3.922 dB; the
difference which for p =
preceding ones are 0.913 dB, +O. 235 dB etc. which
recall Tab. 1.
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Fig. 6 Level of the spurious signals computed with
= 1625/4096 0.4 and B = 4.
DFT for trn
On the other hand application of the Fourier
transform on the analog stair case output sine wave
revealed for small normalized frequencies (1) nearly the
ideal slope 20*log(r) - see Fig. 7a - with increasing
deviations for larger and larger normalized frequencies
& = fJf, - see Figs. 7b through 7d.

3. Mathematical investigations
By considering the validity of (7) we can simplify
relation (5) into

After simplifying modulation function s(m) with the
approximation (8) we face a nearly ideal sine wave with
amplitude 1 and a disturbing cosine wave with a small
sinusoidal modulation. After applying relations between

must be of the same order as the original X(m) we have
to multiply Xt(m) by 2' and the sine readings are
ideally given by (cf. Fig. 2.)

(9

where the sampled phase modulation function
"

-

(6)

is a periodic one. Furthermore we find that the phase
modulation index in (5) is generally small compared
with "1"

Investigation of the properties of the function s(m)
reveals that for one discarded bit, i.e. B = 1, we get a
rectangular wave, with the space-mark ratio 1:1 and the
amplitude a, = -5. However, for larger B we usually
face a superposition of sawtooth waves - Fig.3.

with the largest spurious signal from (5), (7), and (8)
sin[o>

+

2*2-Wsin(vt)]=

J0(2*2-w)sin(o~)
f J,(2 *2-w)sin(o,&v)r

(10)

Thus in the ideal case we find for the level of the largest
spurious signal in respect to the carrier

2.2 Cornuuter simulations - small number of accumulator
bits neglected
Nicholas [I] pointed out that in some instances where
B is a small number (1, 2, or 3) the level of the largest
spur is larger than the ideal value given by (1 1). He solved
the problem with a correction factor in [I]. The results are
recapitulated in the Table 1:
B = 1 corr. -3.922 [dB]
B=2
-0.912 [dB]
B=3
-0.224 [dB]
B24
negligible

Table 1

However, our computer simulations for one LSB phase
bit neglected, i. e. B = 1, reproduced in Fig. 4, learned us
that the correction was, first of all, function of the
normalized frequency 5, = fx/fi = X N

Fig. 3 Plot of s(m) for 5, =20712'~ for B=5: Superposition of rectangular and sawtooth waves.
After Fourier series expansion of s(m) we get the
following approximation [6p. 1631 of s(m)
Fig. 4 The largest spur levels, v,, at the output of a DDFS
with R=12, W = l l B = l ; (0)with the use of the Fourier
transform of eq.(5); (x) with DFT of eq.(5); the dotted
line is the ideal value in accordance with (1 1).
where R, is defined as

where P is an integer from 1to 2&'. Note that we can
always hold the remainder in the range from -.5 to
+ .5. This restriction simplifies further calculations.
In an idealized case we get for sine wave modulated

To explain this discrepancy we have applied on eq. (5)
a simple discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and arrived at
the line with crosses in Fig. 4 which is in agreement with
the Nicholas results. In Fig. 5 we have plotted levels of
the largest spurs, below the carrier, computed with the
assistance of the Fourier transforms of eq.(5) for three
different B's. Note that for the greater B the differences,
with respect to relation (ll), are smaller but still larger

trigonometric functions we get for the spurious side
bands caused by the r-th harmonics

f, or the number of phase steps F,, but the ratio F,/2Ris
automatically changed into relatively prime XIY, it is to
the normalized frequency <,.
5. Appendix

Evidently the above expressions represent staircase
values of spurious sine waves around the carrier. After
computing their amplitudes with the assistance of the
Fourier transform we get

To examine validity of the approximationof eq.(6) with
the expansion (8) we have computed the respective spectral
lines. One result is shown in Fig. 8.
X=IB(

Y*Q%

W:6

B:6

and after dividing the above relation by the amplitude of
the carrier, c,, we arrive at the r-th order spurious
signal level

.

C,?
-.2'
I

c,

XIY
sin[x(XIY f
rY W Y krPlQ
sin(n-X
Y

(15)

However, we must also take into account that some
rP/Q exceed the Nyquist pass band Y/2 but are
returned as alias. As a consequence the spurious
spectral line numbers (bins) must meet condition

Fig. 8 DFT spectra of s(m) according to (7), (o),
compared with spectra of the approximation (8) (0).
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After introducing r = l into relation (16) we can
estimate the level and the position of the largest
spurious signal due to the first harmonic of the spurious
phase modulation signal. Consequently we can simplify
the above relation to
n, =

x

i

I*YR,

=

x

f 2 W ~( ~ = l ,

(17)

4. Conclusions

Evidently we cannot accept the statement, e. g. by
Crawford [3] and others, that application of the simple
DFT on (I), with corrections given in Table 1, provide
an actual DDFS output spectrum, more exactly, the
level of the largest spurious signal caused by the
truncation of some small number of accumulator bits.
There is another needless complication with
introducing the largest common divisor between F, and
2', since for each DDFS system the given constants
are: the clock frequency f,, the number of accumulator
bits R and often the number of effective phase bits W.
Consequently the input is either the desired frequency
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Abstract
A multiplier (or mixer) cascaded with a low pass
filter is the basic piece of any communication
receiver. It is also used to register minute frequency
fluctuations of an external oscillator (RF) under test
versus the frequency of a local oscillator (LO).
Such a scheme may also be viewed as the basic
model of an electronic oscillator, with the amplifier
noise at the RF input and the resonator signal at the
LO input. We have investigated experimentally the
whole spectrum of frequencies and amplitudes of
beat signals and their frequency fluctuations at the
IF output of the multiplier + filter. We have found
evidence that all the dynamics follows arithmetical
rules. As for the frequency of the beat signal it is
defined from a diophantine approximation of the
frequency ratio of input oscillators. As for the
amplitude it is defined globally from the position of
resolved fractions with respect to the uniform
graduation. As for the frequency fluctuations a
transition from white frequency noise to Ilf
frequency noise is observed close to resonance. It is
explained on the basis of number theory in relation
to the Riemann problem concerning the distribution
of prime numbers.
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1. The frequency spectrum
The experiments were performed using a wideband
Schottky diode mixer, a LO with constant
frequency fi = 10 MHz, a RF synthesizer with
variable frequency fo and a third order low
frequency filter with cut-off frequency 375 H z [I].
Fig. 1 shows the frequency fi and the amplitude &of
the beat note. It is observed that they are many
subharmonic modes fi = I pi f, - qi f, I in addition to
the fundamental one at 111, and that the ones with pi
or qi even are strongly rejected due to the doubly
balanced structure of the mixer.
In [I] we gave a nice interpretation of the frequency
spectrum of output beat signals pi = fi I f, as a
function of the frequency ratio v = fil f, . Since the
three frequencies operation may be interpreted as:
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Fig. 1
The frequency spectrum pi (b) and the amplitude
spectrum vi = A Zi (a) at the output of a
communication receiver versus the frequency ratio
v between the input oscillators

/!

3. The frequency fluctuations
it is expected that the device produces a rational
approximation p/qi of the real number v allowed by
the physical constraints, in particular the type of
synchronization that takes place in the mixer, the
properties of the filter, the finite resolution of
countings and the unavoidable thermal noise which
is present in the set-up.
The observed approximation is of the diophantine
type, not of the decimal one. It is given from
continued fraction expansions (CFE):

with ap[v], %={v), ~=[llai.l],ai={l/q.l}, where
[v] and { v ) denote the integer and fractional part of
v. Successive best approximants of v, that is
convergents pi/qi are obtained by truncating the
expansion at some stage i. The plot in Fig. lb may
be very well fitted by using truncated CFE
whenever a low partial quotient ai = a, is reached
[I]. This implies that each basin circumventing a
given resonance corresponds to te same convergent
pi/qi and
has width of
order 6v =
2
I/(qiqi+lI-<1/(amim¶i 1.

We performed experiments of the time fluctuations
in the instantaneous period close to the resonance
I/I. Allan deviation oy(o) of the relative frequency
y "'(o ) = f:" (T) 1 fi(7) (with fi(7) the mean
frequency) is represented for the three 1 time series
in Fig. 2. We remind that Allan variance o,? (7) is
defined as the mean squared value of the relative
frequency deviation between adjacent samples of
length o. A transition from a l/do dependence for fi
= 100 HZ (which is white frequency noise) to a
constant law for fi = 0.5 HZ (which is Iff noise) is
observed when the resonance is approached. The
transition occurs through an intermediate region
with a random telegaph type signal (RTS) with
slow divergence olf4for fi = 4.4 Hz.

2. The amplitude spectrum
We also found an arithmetical interpretation of the
resonant amplitude at mode pi/qi. Knowing the
position of all the n fractions up to the denominator
q, ( n = 3 qmU2/d),it is possible to compute the
shift between the position of fraction pilqi on the
unit interval and the point i/n of the corresponding
uniform scale, that is

The amplitude of the beat signal at pi/qi follows
from vi = A 6i where A is a reference voltage
depending on the sensitivity of the mixer.
The shift ai was introduced in 1924 by Franel and
Landau (FL) in the context of a conjecture
equivalent to Riemann hypothesis [7]. The
hypothesis relies on the position of zeroes of the
function <(s) which was introduced by Riemann in
1859 in his celebrated paper on prime numbers.
According
to
FL
the
sum
whatever
e
is
equivalent
to
s = 26; o ( ~ " +'
i-I

.

RH,so that the mean deviation should be of order o
S/n = n-3'4.
A drawing of the FL shift 6i closely follows Fig. l a
if we account for the rejection of even
intermodulation products [I].
z=
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Fig. 2
Frequency fluctuations pi of beat signals versus
time 1 (a) and the corresponding Allan deviation
o,(~)(P) in the transition from white frequency
frequency noise (3). The
noise (1) to Ilf
intermediate regime (2) shows a RTS type noise.
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truncated at low level a,,=10 (qm,,=150) (a) and
the corresponding deviation ammaversus n (b).

We could find an arithmetical interpretation of the
Ilf noise observed close to resonance. We used (2)
as the definition of the frequency deviation, i.e. in
such a region the device works as a discriminator
with an output amplitude proportional to the
frequency deviation.
In addition resonance induces a lack of resolution
in the CFE. Accounting for this by setting a
2 or 3 for the CFE
prescribed low length i,,=l,
leads to a mean shift o = Sln = n'I4 as calculated in
[I]. The approach may explain results in Fig. 2b
associated to the RTS signal. Finally by setting a
prescribed low value a6 a, for the partial quotient
in the continued fraction expansion of the input
frequency ratio v leads to a Franel-Landau shift as
shown in Fig. 3a. The plot looks similar to a fractal
attractor. This is confirmed by plotting the
corresponding mean deviation a, Sln = 0.35. Also
it has been found (C. Eckert, private
communication) that the attractor has a fractal
dimension close to unity.

4. Conclusion
This work on resonances at the output of a mixer
extends similar results obtained from carrierenvelope resonance in a GaAs field effect transistor
[3]. It confirms the idea that llf frequency noise is
of deterministic origin [4,5]. It arises from the lack
of resolution of synchronization states close to
resonance. This could be observed close to the
phase locked loop region in [6]. Since the visible
effect of nonlinearity near the mode-locking zone is
the increased slope of the effective frequency shift
between the input oscillators versus the bare one,
this should be converted into an increased llf noise
versus this bare shift and the open loop gain. The
increased llf noise close to resonance in agreement
with the predicted law was announced in [6] and
the present paper relies on the fundamental
explanation of its origin. Detailed results

concerning the above dynamics and related
mathematical and physical effects are given in our
forthcoming book [2].
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ABSTRACT
Measurement of the PM noise generated by
passive components operated at HF carrier frequencies was
reported by NIST at the 1998 Frequency Control
Symposium [I]. The results were obtained using a two
channel, cross-correlation measurement system. The
results indicated that the flicker portion of short-term
reactance fluctuations of inductors, capacitors, and
varactor diodes could result in carrier signal spectral
degradation, especially when the components were used in
moderate and narrow bandwidth tuned circuits (i.e.,
bandpass filters.
In this paper, the results of similar measurements
made in the VHF range are reported. Determination of the
short-term reactance stability of several types of inductors,
capacitors, varactor and PIN diode-based attenuators and
helical resonators has been made. The measurements were
made by using these components in simple tuned circuits
and multipole filters that are used as the frequencydetermining element in low loop delay oscillators. Using
this method, the near-carrier phase noise of the oscillator
signal is poor enough as to be easily measured. Further, if
the oscillator loop delay is known, the equivalent open
loop phase noise of the oscillator components can be
accurately determined from the oscillator signal
measurements [2]. Using modular amplifiers having very
low llf PM noise as the oscillator sustaining stage and
DUT circuit bandwidths of 10% or less, it has been
possible to measure reactive element short-term stability
down to a measurement limit at or slightly below
PSD(AX/X)' = 10-'~/f
from f = 1Hz to 1KHz. In virtually
every case, the measured levels of oscillator flicker-offrequency and white frequency noise were almost entirely
traceable to the sustaining stage amplifier itself. The
conclusions drawn from this work are that "active"
components such as amplifiers, mixers, diode and
transistor frequency multipliers and dividers, as opposed to
the types of passive components measured, constitute the
primary contributor to VHF and UHF carrier signal llf PM
noise.

Low Loop Delay Oscillator Measurements
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the type of
oscillator circuit used. Figure 2 shows the relationship
between oscillator signal closed and open loop phase noise.
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Appropriate length of
50 ohm coaxial cable used
to set loop phase shift

DUT components
used in a tuned circuit
or multipole filter

(modular) amplifier

I

on
sets excess gain

RF
output

Automatic Network Analyzer (ANA) used to measure open
loop delay at steady-state (unity gain) signal level

Figure 1. Oscillator Block Diagram, Showing ANA
Measurement of Loop Delay
As shown in the figure, there is a conversion of open loop
signal phase noise to closed loop frequency noise that
carrier signal offset frequencies below 112x7, where z is the
total loop delay in the oscillator circuit [3]. For low values
of loop delay, the closed loop phase noise levels are quite
high and easily measurable. Open loop white phase noise
is converted to white (20dBldecade) frequency noise, and
llf PM open loop noise converted to llf FM
(30dBldecade) noise. If the loop delay is known, the open
loop phase noise levels are accurately determined from
measurement of the closed loop (oscillator output signal)
phase noise spectrum.

The oscillator phase noise measurements were
made using a HP3048 Noise Measurement System and
phase-locking a HP8662A synthesized signal generator to
the oscillator under test. In order to maintain phase-lock to
the low loop delay oscillators, the tuning sensitivity of the
HP8662A was increased by using it in the DCFM mode.
Although DCFM operation results in increased phase noise
levels in the HP8662 (the internal crystal oscillator is
bypassed), the levels were at least lOdB below those of the
oscillator under test for carrier offset frequencies below
several KHz.

However, even if the measured phase noise was considered
entirely due to the tuned circuit components, the short-term
reactance fluctuations attributable to the inductors and
capacitors would correspond to a power spectral density
given approximately by:

l.E+01 1.E+02 1.E+03 1.E+04 1.E+05 l.E+06 1.E+07
FrequencyOffset (Hz)

Figure 2. Typical Signal Phase Noise Relationships in a
Low Loop (100nsec) Delay Oscillator

Measurement Results: Inductors and Capacitors
Figure 3 s-asurement
result for a 32MHz
oscillator using a single pole, tuned circuit comprised of
powdered iron (MS21422) inductors and ceramic dielectric
(M39014101) capacitors. The measured oscillator open
loop delay was 88nsec, and the tuned circuit loaded Q was
approximately 8.5. The closed loop phase noise at
f=100Hz and 10KHz is -79dBcMz and -12ldBcMz,
respectively. Noting that 112m = 1.8MHz, the values of
oscillator open loop noise are (-79-85) = -164dBcMz at
f=100Hz and (-121-45) = - 166dBc/Hz at f=lOKHz. The
lOOHz noise level is approximately 2-3dB higher and the
lOKHz noise level 5dB higher than that attributable to the
(gain=20dB, Pld~=18dBm, NF=4dB) sustaining stage
amplifier, power divider, and pad alone for the case of
amplifier operation at 1.5dB gain compression.

Figure 3. Phase Noise Measurement Results for a 88nsec
Loop Delay, 32MHz Oscillator

It should be noted that the degree of carrier signal
phase modulation induced by the short-term reactance
fluctuations of an inductor or capacitor in a tuned circuit
are "magnified". The relationship is given by:

Obviously, one drawback associated with the inoscillator measurement scheme is that one can only
measure down to the limit established by the sustaining
stage amplifier1 power dividerlpad combination in figure 1.
However, these limits correspond to very low levels of
component instability when the components are used in
tuned circuits andlor filters in order to intentionally amplify
the effect. Furthermore, component use in tuned circuits
andlor band-pass filters represents an actual "real life" use.
Similar results were obtained at 320MHz and 640MHz
using smaller inductance and capacitance value, MS21423
type inductors and M39014102 type ceramic and
M23269110 type glass capacitors.

Measurement Results: Multi-pole Band-pass
Filters
Multi-pole, band-pass filters were also evaluated
via use as oscillator frequency control elements. Figure 4
shows the phase noise measured for a 320MHz oscillator
using a 32MHz bandwidth, 4 pole, band-pass filter. The
oscillator open loop delay was 28nsec. The filter
resonators were formed using air-wound inductors and
ceramic chip capacitors. As shown in the figure, the closed
loop phase noise level at lOOHz and lOKHz is -68dBcMz
and -118dBcMz at 10KHz. This corresponds to open
loop phase noise sideband levels of -163dBcMz at l00Hz
and -173dBclHz at 1OKHz. The IOOHz noise level is
almost entirely attributable to the oscillator sustaining stage
amplifier (gain=12dB, PldB=22dBm,NF=6dB) used. On
the other hand, the oscillator white FM noise level at
fm=IOKHz (which corresponds to an open loop white PM
noise) is 4-5dB higher than that attributable to the
amplifier, even when the effects of noise floor degradation
due to in-compression amplifier operation are taken into
account.
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fm=lOKHz using the same amplifier used to obtain the
figure 3 data. For 66nsec loop delay, this corresponds to
oscillator open loop phase noise sideband levels of (-8088)=-168dBcMz at fm=100Hz and (- 123-48)=-17 ldBc/Hz
at fm=lOKHz, respectively. These levels are almost
entirely attributable to the sustaining stage amplifier open
loop phase noise and indicate that the short-term reactance
fluctuations of the inductors, capacitors, and the two,
hyper-abrupt varactor diodes in the AGC attenuator are
well below PSD(U)',
PSD(ACVICV)'= 10"' levels at
1Hz. Changing the attenuation values of the pads used on
either side of the attenuator in the oscillator loop allowed a
comparison in the phase noise levels to be made for
different levels of attenuator drive (varactor diode RF
voltage swing). No differences in oscillator signal phase
noise level were measured for attenuator drive levels in the
range 1mW to 30mW, corresponding to varactor diode RF
voltage swings of 130mV peak to 700mV peak on varactor
diodes nominally biased atlnear 7 volts.

Figure 4. Phase Noise Measurement Results for Oscillator
Incorporating a 4 pole 320MHz, L-C Band-pass Filter
In-oscillator phase noise measurements were also
made using a higher (3usec.) delay, 30MHz, 4 pole helical
resonator filter. In the case of the helical filter, the delay
was large, and resulted in relatively lower levels of
oscillator llf and white FM noise. Therefore, the
HP8662A signal generator had to be operated using an
externally supplied, lOMHz VCXO. Oscillator phase
noise levels above carrier signal offset frequencies of
several hundred Hz could not be measured because they
fell below those of the HP8662A. The measured oscillator
signal phase noise level of -llOdBc/Hz at fm=100Hz
corresponds to an equivalent open loop phase noise level
of -165dBcmz and is also almost entirely attributable to
the sustaining stage amplifier used.

Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Varactor Diode-Based,
Voltage-Controlled Attenuator

Measurement Results: AGC Attenuators
A reverse-biased, varactor diode-based attenuator was
designed and evaluated in a low loop delay oscillator in
order to compare the PM noise with that of a (forwardbiased) PIN diode-based attenuator [4]. The attenuator was
configured as a tuned circuit and also served as the
oscillator frequency control element. A schematic diagram
for the attenuator is shown in figure 5. A plot of the
measured oscillator (with attenuator) open loop response at
various control voltage (attenuation) settings is shown in
figure 6. The attenuator was designed to exhibit negligible
center frequency phase shift vs. attenuation. Figure 7
shows the measured signal phase noise spectrum for a
29MHz, 66nsec loop delay oscillator using the varactor
diode-based attenuator to accomplish an AGC. As shown
in the figure, the oscillator signal phase noise sideband
levels were -80dBcNz at fm=100Hz and -123dBcNz at

Figure 6. Measured Open Loop Gain of Low Loop Delay
Oscillator with Varactor Diode-Based AGC Attenuator

In order to compare the PM noise of that varactor
diode-based attenuator with that of a PIN diode-based
device, a commercially available, connectorized, PIN
diode attenuator was obtained. The PIN attenuator was
used to perform AGC in the oscillator circuit in a manner
similar to that used with the varactor attenuator. The PIN
attenuator was operated at a relatively low attenuation
setting where the published value of third order intermodulation distortion levels were low (approx. -70dBc). In
the case of the PIN attenuator, a LC tuned circuit similar to
that used to obtain the figure 3 data was used as the
frequency control element. The overall oscillator open
loop delay was 88nsec, and the frequency of operation was
31MHz. The measured oscillator signal phase noise levels
at fm=100Hz and lOKHz were -78dBcMz and -125
dBc/Hz, respectively, and they correspond to open loop
phase noise levels of -163dBc/Hz and -170dBcIHz.

the DUT. In spite of this, the trend is that the component
short-term stability at VHF appears to be significantly
superior to that measured for similar type devices at HF.
This may be due to differences in device material
properties or design in that per volume inductance and
capacitance values tend to be much larger at HF.
The results indicate that evaluation of component
short-term stability can be made down to levels as low as
PSD(M)'
= 10-'~/f
iflwhen the components are used in
low loop delay oscillators. In this regard, the components
need to be used in moderate Q factor, tuned circuits in
order to intentionally enhance the carrier signal phase
modulation sensitivity to component reactance fluctuation.
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Figure 7. Measured Phase Noise of Oscillator with
Varactor Diode-Based AGC Attenuator
It cannot be assumed from this data that the llf PM noise
generated by the PIN attenuator was necessarily higher
than that generated by the varactor diode-based attenuator.
This is because the lOOHz open loop phase noise level,
while 5dB higher, is consistent with that measured for a
(figure 3 data) oscillator containing a tuned circuit similar
to that used in the PIN AGC oscillator.

Conclusions
Figure 8 shows a generalized comparison between
measurements of component short-term stability at VHF
reported here and earlier referenced results obtained by
NIST at HF. It is important to note that, because of the inoscillator measurement method employed, the VHF results
in the figure represent highest possible instability levels
due, in most cases, to the sustaining stage amplifier and not

10

loo0

100

10K

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8. Comparison of Component Short-Term Stability
Measured at HF (NIST)and VHF. Results for Filters and
PIN Attenuator are on a~?(f)=ll2[S$(f)]basis; all other
results on a PSD(AXR)* Basis.
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sources. the resoniltor was replaced with
ioad.

ABSTRACT

A novel approach to the design of ultra-stable
microwave cxcillators is presented. The methtxl allows
the short to medium term frequency stability to be
accurately predicted a priori even before the beginning
of the construction stage. This is achieved by
characterisin:: the fluctuations in various components
and control systems of the oscillator in terms of their
Allan varia~lces.Stability limits are then determined by
combining these results with the known Q-f:ictors and
frequency-temperature characteristics for both rcwm
temperature and cryogenic temperature compensated
sapphire dielectric resonators.
1. FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR

source

I

The scluaue root Allan variance ( S M V ) of iin
oscillator is ideally deterlninecl by irII contributing noisc
sources of the resonator :uncl the lieclucncy and
temperature control systems. The Inost sensitive
frequency control schemes that reduce the S M V over
short time scales usually comprise a Pound frequency
discriminator[l]. A schematic is shown in figure 1. The
SRAV of voltage fluctuatio11sat the output of the Pound
frequency discriminator. nt)rmalised to 1 volt, a,, is
related to the SRAV of the fractitmal frequency
fluctuations,0
: by

where SFDis the l'requency discriminator conversion
ratio and .fKES the reson;ttor operational ~ntxle
frequency. The conversion ratio mily he expressed ils
where q is the RF mixer conversion ri~tio.yl~is the
diode detector conversion ratio (in Volt~/Wi~tt). is

c,:?

the power incident on the resonator, Ki::;;,
the goin of

it

microwave iunplifier pli~cedin l'ront of !he detector. So
and J1 are Bessel l'unctions. cl, the mtxlulation indcx. hw
the bandwidth 01' the operntionirl mtde i111d P the
resonator coupling ctxfticienl. If the detector is
operuting in the s~nallsignal regime. yl, is inclependent
of power and cun k assigned it constar~t vitl~e.
However, this is not true ut high input power. In order
to have an idea of the voltage i1uctu:rtions of the
discriminator, independent of other resonator noise
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i111 e~1~li\rille11t

~DVM

computer

Figurc 1: Schcmiitic ol' Pound frecluency
cliscrilninutor circuit. Thick lines are microwave
circuit and the thin lines ire the RF circuit. The
microwave source wiis supplied ilt 0 O1-h. The
"cilvity" wlS ill1 ilttt'llU;lt(#
Set 10 ill1 equivillent
coupling of 0.8. A reference vollirge was used for the
hiits ancl results wcre reucl out by it digital volt meter
(DVM) ilnd recorded by il computer.

Threc voltage controlled phase shifters (VCP) were
investigated iulcl ill1 hi~d similar voltage to phase
c1lir;lcteristics (curve 1 of figure 2) hut cluite clifferenr
insertion loss khitviour (curves 2-4 of ligure 2). From
equation (2) it is clear that in order to miiximise SFr,.
coupling, P, should be ils close to unity iis possihle, tile
handwiclth. h)\: shoulcl be its small iIs possible (ie. the
Q fiictor as high :a possihle) itnd Jo(cp)Jl(cp)shoulcl he
maximiseil (this txcurs when thc mcxlu1;rtion index cp
= 1.08). Another consicleration is th;tt spurious AM
mtdulation is prcxluced by the VCP itnd this is
minimised when the graclient of the insertion loss-biiw
voltage characteristic gtxs to zero. ie. tvheil it turni~~;!
point exists. This is true for curves 2 K: 3 in ligure 2
but not for curve 4. Volt;tges noise meirsurements were
pcrfonnetl for various ~ntxlulationhi;w ~(~ltilges
~tnd
iunplitudes of the mtxi~li~ting
supply (which in tun^
translirtes to different modulation il~rlexvillues).

conzpensated 77 K sapphire resonntor[2]) and PhlCof 1
dBm the data of figure 3 has been converted iund is
plotted in ligure 4.

Bias [-V]
Figure 2: Phase shift as a function of bias voltage for it
VCP (curve 1) and insertion loss for three different
VCPs (curves 2-4).
The frequency discriminator (figure 1) was
configured with and without a microwave amplifier in
front of the detector. The net gain introduced by the
amplifier was vxied by a variable attenuntor, placed in
front of the microwave amplifier. Two difl'erent
detectors were tried and the mcxlulation frequency was
initially chosen at 1 MHz. The SRAV 01' the relative
voltage fluctuations are plotted in figure 3 along with
the noise floor. Adding the microwave anplilier further
lowered the noise floor by the introduced net gain.

-+.Typical measurement
fNoise floor

..................................

-

.-..-...- ......................
10

....--.

Modulation index [radians]

Figure 5: The SRAV frequency 1luctu:~tionsfor VCP#3
its a function of the mtnlulation index. at 16 seconds
integration time and constant power on the detector.
without the microwave xnplitier. This VCP h:is
i~lmostconstant insertion loss vs hias (curve 4 of figure
2).
For all three VCPs, the mtnlulation index was
varied at specific bias voltklges. :u1d in all cases the
S M V improved with increasing cp. A linear
dependence of the S M V at s~nnllmtdulatio~lindex
was observed (figure 5) as expected from equ;ttion (2)
. test the effect of
(when cp is small Jo(cp)Jl(cp)= ~ 1 2 )To
the insertion loss-bias turning point. the SRAV was
compared with constant cp at difl'erent hias voltages. A
~ n i ~ l i ~ n uinr nS M V was always observed at the turning
point.
....
det #l ?MHz mod no amp ..A....L...:.-4

.

de! #I 1 MHz mod

100

0 det #1 1 0 MHz mod

lntegratron time [secs]
Figure 3: A typical SRAV voltage measurement
without the microwave amplifier in the Pound circuit.
The noise floor was determined by measuring voltnge
fluctuations into the DVM from a 50 Ohm termination.
Y
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Power incident on detector [dBm]

Figure 6: The S M V frequency tluctuiitions of VCP#l
as :I function of incident detector power. at 16 seco~icls
integn~iiontime iuncl a constmt mtx1ul:ltion index of
0.07,

........... -.-..--...-...--....... -.-..10

100

lntegrat~ontime [secs]

Figure 4: Predicted fractional frequency SRAV
extrapolated from the voltage SRAV of VCl'#l shown
in figure 3.
The SRAV voltage data a m he converted to
fractional frequency fluctuelions using equ:itions (1)
and (2). For an operational mode at 0 GI-Iz wit11 it CJ
factor of 10' (typical l i ~ r;I t'recluency Iernpentture

In order to furthcr optimise the discrilnini~torthe
microwiive amplifier was arlrled to tile circuit. An
attenuator was includerl to keep the ir~putpower to the
iunplifier hetween -40 to -26 dBm. The S M V of
VCP#l was measured at the siune mtdulation index
iund integration time as previous and is slno\wvrl in ligure
6. The d:ttn point ;kt -10.5 dBm (solid square) shows
the S M V without the :unplitier and the solid circles
show the S M V with the iunplifier its :I functio!~of
powcr into the detector.

A reduction in the SRAV was observed. which can
be understood in terms of the noise temperature. TKSof
the redout system. Without the 'mlplitier it [naybe
written as T~~= q,+ T,, but if we add an anplitier it

t1uctu:iiions the apparatus was placecl in

;it1

insul:~tetl

box (curve 3 in figure 7).

where To is 'ambient temperature. T,, is the amplifier
noise temperature. Tdrtis the detector noise temperature
and K;',; the gain of the amplifier. T,,,, typically is of
the order of millions of degrees K and by adding the
amplitier gain. TRswas significantly reduced.
A minimum is reached in the SRAV w a fu~~ction
of input power to the detector at about -1 dB~n(iigurc
6). Detector #I (solid circles) was replaced with

detector #2 (sdid triangles) which saturates at a higher
input power. Ideally a detector which has a linear
power dependence at high input power is desired. The
open triangle at 3 dBm is the predicted value if detector
#2 remained linear. It was suspected that this minimum
was a result of the flicker corner of the detector
beco~ninggreater than the modulation frequency. Thus.
the measurements with detector #I were repeated witfi
a 10 MHz modulation frequency. However, degradntion
of SRAV was recorded (open circles). Measurements of
the flicker corner showed that at 3 dBm input to the
detector the tlicker corner was still within the 1 MHz
bandwidth. The minimum was a result of the n~turation
of the detector.
2. TEMPERATURE STARKLITY

A copper cavity loaded with a 3 cm diameter
sapphire resonator was inserted into a bench top
vacuum chamber with a ther~ntxlectric (Peltier)
module. The cavity was cooled to 10 O C and stahilised
through a lock-in circuit (patented) supplied by PSI Pty
Ltd. The circuit employed a thermistor hontlcd to thc
base of the cavity close to the Peliier rlc~nent.'l'he
thermistor was incorporated in an ;lc hridge to control
the iemperature around a set point. To monitor the
tcrnperature tluctuatiais in the Cu cavity amother
nominally identical thermistor was attnched close to the
other. Voltages were read out by a DVM and recorded
a1 a computer. An additional thermistor was attached
to the surfrlce at the centre of the sapphire cylintler, to
measure the temperature fluctuatio~lsat the sapphire
element.

to 1
The SRAV of voltage tluctuations nor~n:~lised
volt was measured (figure 7). The S M V of Sraciiotia~l
temperature tluctuations was calculated from the
voltage fluctuations and the thermistor c11:uacteristics.
To reduce the effects of the 2unhient temperature

integration time [secs]
Figure 7: Tlie SRAV of relative voltr.ige tluctuations
Sor the ther~nisior :~iti~cheJto the surli~ce of the
sapphire with 21nd without a111 insulntetl hox (curves 2
"4 1 respectively). The SRAV volt;~ge for the
thermisior (curve 4) and the metal resistor (curve 3)
attached to the base of the cavity. The metal resistor
(curve 3) determines the noise tltx~r of our
measurement system.

10

100

Integration time [secs]
Figure 8: Curve 1 shows the SRnV of voltage
f1uctu:~tionsat the sapphire surfice. Curve 2 shows the
SRAV ot' temperature tluctu;~tions a~lculated fro111
curve 1. Curve 3 shows the inferred S U V of
Sractitmnl frequency Iluctu;~tionsfrom curve 2 and the
knotvl~ temperature ctcllicient of sapphire[3]. Tlie
solid hlack tri:uigles are measured vnlues[4] of Alli111
vari:incc Sor two nomiai~llyirleniiall 0 (:;HZ oscillators
usirlg thc sunc tcmpcn~turccontroller.

Very gcnd iagrecmt'nt is ohservetl between the
predictecl SRAV ti-oln temperalure Ineasurernenrs ;uld
the measurcd SRAV froin I
frequency
meitsurernents. This a~llowsus to then preclict (1 priori
the SRAV for other oscillators st both rtxm
tanper:lLure and at licluicl nitrogen temperature.
Based on a rutile/s:~pphire cornpensi~ted
reson;1tor[2] a1 curvature of 3x10'' a111
he expected at
77 K. The ahove nc Itxk-in hiis ;I tempenlturc
resolution of 3 - 30 pK so to remilin within lrnK 01' the
compensation point should 11ot be rlifkicult. Therefore.
;~ssurning the known ccxflicients Sor ;t platinum

thermometer the SRAV of fractional frequency due to
temperature control is estimated and plotted in figure 0 .
Curve 4 is the calculated SRAV for a 77 K reson:ttoroscillator with temperature-frequetlcy compensation
and curve 3 is without. Curves 2 and 1 zue rmm
temperature calculations for thermistor controlled
cavities with and without tunling points respectively.
The curvature for curve 2 is estimated from the 5 ti~nes
larger gradient of dfIdT of sapphire at rtxm
temperature compared to 77 K.

-1OC
:

+lOC(TP)

*-77K

+77K(TP)

: : . : : I

10

100

Integration time [secs]
Figure 9:The projected SRAV of fractional frequency
fluctuations based of the temperature stability data of
figure 8. TP indicates a turning (compensation) point in
the frequency temperature dependence of the snpphire
resonator.
The use of an 'amplifier in the Pound freclucncy
dis~riminator scheme presents an improvement,
p~uticu1:uly if we consider the situation where the
is near critically coupled and the option of high
modulation index is not available. The incident power
on the resonator may be increased in such a case with
further improvement in SFD.At the "nor~nal"optimum
value of the modulation index (that is, cp = 1.08
radians) nearly 50% of the power is in the side hrtnds.
Even if the cmier is suppressed, the sidebands are
reflected and would saturate the amplifier and detector
if the power incident on the cavity was high. But the
s m e discriminator conversion ratio can ht: maint:dnecl
at a very low value of cp where little power is in the
sidebands by increasing the power incident on the
cavity, together with gtwd cauricr suppression. In
addition the improvement in the discriminator noise
temperature by adding :m amplifier results in further
gains.
Therefore, u pi-iori we may pretlicl the Pound
frequency discriminator noise limits brised on our
assessments and voltage noise measurements. Further
improvements over those plotted in figure 4 may hc
expected by increasing the power on the cavity. near
critically coupling the cavity. using an zunplifier ~vhcn
the modul:~tion index is chosen to he small. and
choosing a detector which saturates at a higher input
power.

4. CONCLUSION

In an optimal frequency stabilised oscillittor the
electronic noise tltx)r ol' the discriminator rleterminek
the SRAV. Clur results infer a SRAV of 5.6xl0'" due
to the discriminator a1 10 seconcls intepration ti~neat
rcwm temperature. Also. a lockin circuit employing a11
ac bridge and a thcr~nistorto control h e temperature
of a sapphire loaded cavity has k e n implemented. The
relalive temperature fluctuations of a thermistor on the
sapphire determined thc limit due to the temperiiture
control system. At rcxn tanperature. iund itt 10
seconds integr:dion time. a SRAV of 2x10''" ih
predicted
where no
frequency tempefitture
compensation point exists. and a SRAV of 5 x 1 ~if' it~
does. At 77 K. l . 2 ~ l O -itnd
' ~ 4x1(r1]are the preclicted
limits for an oscillator operating on a ~ntxlewith and
without a tunling point respectively. This assessment
hits k e n based on know1 thermistor chauaaeristics i ~ t
rcmn temperature and platinum at 77 K. however
further investigation is needed to find il ternperitture
sensor with a higher temperature ctxfticient that11
platinum at 77 K with low noise. These results suggest
that it is possible to construct ultra-stitble fly-wheel
oscillators at 77K suitithle for use with the new
gener:~lionof frecluency stanclaucls.
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ABSTRACT

oscillator as well as on the band and linearity of
change.

The concepts of dual-mode oscillator design have
been discussed in this work. Considerable attention
has been given to the constant B-mode excitation level
keeping under external factors effects and resonator
motional resistance variation. The goal of the work
submitted here is development of suitable for production dual-mode oscillators of small size intended for
DTCXO or OCXO.
Keywords: Dual-mode oscillator, temperaturecompensated oscillator.
INTRODUCTION

One of the main problems in thennocompensation and thennostabilization technique is piezocrystal
temperature measuring. An external thermosensor
application leads to the appearance of static and dynamic temperature measurement error. As a result is
temperature stability worsening especially under nonuniform temperature conditions [I]. The most effective
method of piezocrystal temperature measurement
accuracy increasing is the use of additional mode of
the same crystal as a temperature sensor [2]. The main
requirement is high abruptness of temperature vs.
frequency curve of the "thermosensive" mode. Anharmonics of fundamental oscillation mode [3], fiequency
difference between the 1-st (multiplied by 3) and 3-rd
harmonics [4,5,6], or C-mode (in resonator of double
rotated cut, for example S c a t ) are used as "temperature" modes. The problem of resonator type choice
is considered in detail in [7].From our point of view
the use of C-mode in SC-cut resonators is the most
preferable.
However the simultaneous dual-mode excitation
makes serious problems in providing stability of two
oscillations. Technical methods allowing to overcome
these difticulties are considered in [7]. The scheme
and technical parameters of dual-mode oscillator designated for synchronizing frequency synthesizer with
thennodepended (on mode B frequency) frequency
control are given in the article. The dual-mode oscillator itself in that scheme appears to be uncontrolled.
This simplifies stabilization of stationq mode oscillation. In some cases, however one needs dual-mode
oscillator to be fundamental mode frequency controlled (e. g. in thermocompensated oscillators with
open regulation loop). The complexity of the problem
increases because the requirements are imposed on the
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1. SUBSTANTIATION OF REQUIREMENTS TO

OSCILLATOR

Dual-mode crystal oscillator which is designated for
the use in oscillator with digital thennocompensation
must meet the following requirements:
the fundamental mode must have a flat F-T curve
with minimal swing in the whole band of operation frequencies;
thermosensitive mode must have monotonous F-T
curve (it's advisable to be close to linear) with
relatively stable motional resistance in the temperature range (2-4 times smooth Rq changes are
possible);
the amplitude of reference and thermosensitive
oscillator output signal must be suBcient for formation of logical levels (these signals are used for
further processing);
it is desirable to use low- frequency difference
signal (I%-Fc) as thermosensor signal;
the range of fundamental mode frequency tuning
must exceed the swing of temperame vs. frequency curve in the operating temperature interval
(not less than 8 x 1 0 ~at~0-5 V voltage control;
non-linearity of control law shouldn't exceed 10%;
energy consumption must be minimal;
the level of side-line components @-mode and
summary-difference B and C-mode combinations)
must be minimal, no more that -50 dB;
oscillator must have low frequency sensitivity to
the changes of supply voltage.
Besides, the oscillator must have minimal number of
tuned coils and inductances (as it is done in [8]).
2. BASIC OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

SC-cut resonator with the first harmonic C-mode
frequency of 10 MHz are used in the work. The choice
of resonator cut is determined by next reasons:
SC-cut has minimal dynamic temperature frequency coefficient;
in SC- cut C-mode frequency vs. resonator drive
current is low;
these resonators have low aging rate;
thennosensitive B-mode has abrupt F-T curve(330
ppm in the temperature range).

For simultaneous dual-mode resonator excitation
(I3 and C modes) the modified Kolpitts circuit was
used. The difference in single-mode and dual-mode
circuit is shown in Fig. 1A and 1B.
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Taking into account energetic considerations,
non-linear circuit of self-excited oscillator can be
changed into linear one (as complex effective resistance). In this case the balance of active and reactive
parts of energy (which is being given by each source of
current modes and being dispersed on equivalent input
resistance of oscillator) must be observed. Total energy
in the steady state regime for each mode must be equal
to zero.
It's easy to prove that effective resistance of oscillator for each mode can be calculated from the expression
L

Fig 1B.
3. MODELING AND CALCULATION
For estimation of dual- mode excitation conditions the following method of analysis is suggested.
The essence of this method is in calculation of twodimensional chart of the oscillator's input impedance.
This chart allows determining dual-mode excitation
regime for the given frequencies under known ratios of
active resistance's and Q-factors of both resonator
modes. Besides this method means the estimation of
transient process of resonator amplitude and current's
frequency setting for each mode.
In the analyzed dual-mode oscillator model the
crystal resonator is presented as two ideal sources of
sinusoidal current (Fig 2), connected in parallel to
resonator static capacitance (this capacitance will be
taken into account below as an element of oscillator
circuit). When input currents of each mode pass
through input oscillator clamps the alternate voltage
will appear on them (which in general case will be
unsinusoidal. This speaks for the circuit non-linearity).

Zg, =(Wr, +j-Wi,)
(1)
1q; ST
where Zgk - effective input resistance of oscillator at
the k-th mode frequency (k = 1.. .2),
Iqk - resonator k-th mode current amplitude,
T - integration period (integral number of periods of both mode oscillations must be kept within
this period).
Wr, Wi - real and imaginary part of energy at
input of oscillator during time T.
The component parts of energy can be expressed
by formulas
.r
1

Wr, = Iq,

-IU,

(t) sin(o, t)dt

(2)

Wik = Iq,

.JuhP(t) -cos(o, t)dt

(3)

0

Input voltage of oscillator Uinp(t) can be determined as circuit reaction on input current Iin(t) at the
set regime: Iin(t) = Iql.sin(ol-t) + Iq2-sin(02.t),where
a,,02 frequencies of the corresponding modes.
Calculations of the expressions (1)...(3) were
made by using program packet MICROCAP-5 at discrete points of input current meanings Iql, Iq2 in the
current's band 0...5mA for each mode. The received
massif of discrete meanings of Zgk is used as basic
data for making continuos functions Zgk = fk(Iql,Iq2)
by means of MATHCAD-7.
Fig.3A and Fig.3B show real parts of effective
input resistance of the oscillator (Rgl and Rg2) under
investigation for modes C and B correspondingly.
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fl=Rql+Re(Zgl)and Q=Q+Re(Zgz) as level lines.

Fig. 3B.
The steady-state regime of oscillator describes by
expression:
ak+zgk=o~ (4)
which is equivalent to the conditions of energy balance
(1)...(3), where Zqk=Rqk+JeXqk.Here Rqk is the resistance of crystal oscillator losses (in the given model it
is considered to be inde pendent of mode current's
value), Xqk reactive resistance of crystal resonator.
Besides the solution of the equation system (4) must
possess stability. Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B presents functions

-

In this case it was considered that Im(Zqk) is
definitely determined by the value Im(Z&), that is the
classical condition of phase balance. Initial data for
calculation of oscilIator circuit (Fig. 1B): Rql = 8
Ohm,Rq2 = 25 Ohm, Q1 = 377000, Q2 = 55000, F, =
IOMHZ, F2= 11MHz.
Amplitude balance for each mode corresponds to
the lines of zero level fl=O, f2=0 (Fig 4). Dual-mode
regime corresponds to points of intersection of zero
level lines. It is seen from the figures that the point of
intersection of zero level line really exists. From the
practical point of view the process of dual- mode oscillator self-excitation and estimation of its stability at
the point of zero level line is of great interest. The
following assumptions were used:
1. Current amplitudes 1% are considered to be constant within the limits of one period of oscillations.
2. Iqk >>AIqk, where AIqk cwrent increment for the
period of oscillation Tk=l/Fk.
Is is easy to prove that the transition process under such assumptions is expressed in the following way:
dIq =
Iqk-(Iq, Iq,
k
dt
Rqk .Tk
where ~k=2'Qk/~k
(resonator's k-th mode time delay).
As the initial conditions the following currents
are chosen: lqk(0)=(Rqk-Qk)-'(currents initiated by
voltage jumps up to 1V in the oscillator equivalent
circuit).
The transient process of oscillations setting is
represented on Fig. 5 as hodographs. The dashed lines
on this Figure are the lines of a zero level for functions
fi (Is1 ,Iqz) and fz(Iq1,Iq2).
The graphs of transients contain obtained at the
different initial conditions hodographs . The line 1 is
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obtained at the initial conditions for calculated from
expression Iqk(0) = ( R q k - ~ k ) . ' (cments of modes are
initiated by a 1V voltage jump).

Fig. 7.
"

0

0.5

i;

Fig. 5.

4. CONCLUSION

For resonators parameters mentioned above, Iql(0) =
2.7.10~rnA, Iq2(0)= 6 . 3 ~ 1 mA.
0 ~ For remaining lines
the initial concii'tions are chosen arbitrary an&their
values in lo4 mA are r resented in a Table

Presented method allows calculate both static
and dynamic regimes of dual-mode oscillation. Except
mentioned above, transient process of spectral components setting may be determined. This method makes
it possible to optimize dual-mode oscillator circuit
under
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes noise phenomena in oscillators
with hvo degrees of freedom. sustaiiung two-frequency
asy~icluonousoscillatioi~s.The oscillator is colnprised
of hvo parallel high-Q-resonm~t. RLC circuits
connected in series to a11 active voltage-controlled oneport device witl~a synlinetric volt-anipere characteristic
lmving a nonlillearly described by a fu~ictionarctg(s).
The oscillator i~nderanalysis is isocl~ronous,as it uses a
piuely resistive active device a i d has 110 additional
phase sl& in t l ~ epositive feedback loops. Pllase noise
at tlie two frequencies due to white noise soiuces is
uncorrelated, while amplitude iioise shows sollie
mutual correlation. The main feahues of the noise
~h~mcteristics
arise due to the interaction of tlie two
asyncluonoiis oscillations via the co~ilitlonbias.
1. INTRODUCTION
Asyncluonous oscillatioii in dy~mniicsystems with
two degrees of freedoin is a classical problen~ of
nonlinear oscillation theory [ 11. Aside froin piire
scientific interest, sucli oscillatio~isare wortily of oiu
attention, since they ca11 be used to improve frequency
stability of precision quartz oscillators [2-71 and C ~ I I
cause distortions in microwave a11d otlier sources [S].
A typical arra11geineiit of the oscillator tiilder
analysis (Fig. 1) is co~nprisedof two parallel high-Qresonant RLC circuits connected in series to a11active
voltageco~itrolled 11011-linear one-port device. If tl~e
tank circuits reson~mt frequeiicies V I a ~ l d v2 are
incommenstuable and sufficiently separated. the total
voltage waveform across the active device (AD) in a
steady-state regime u(t) consists of a bias voltage ti, and
one or two fiindm~~eiital
voltage components ul(t) and
112(t):

Uz cos(2nv2t + 42) + uo.

(I)

In general, tlie dc tenn 11, is not necessarily
identical to tile applied bias voltage Uw since tliere may
be soille rectification of the rf voltage
- components.
This work was sponsored by tlie US National
11istih1te of Standards a i d Technology uiider a grant
#RE0409 adrniIlistered tllrough CRDF and partly by
the Russimi Foundation for Basic Investigatioils i~i~der
a gmit #98-02-17210.
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Figtire 1. An equivalent network of oscillator
sustaining two-frequency asyi~cliroiious
oscillations with added noise sources.
The kind of oscillatioii which actually occurs in tlle
network depends, first of all. oil the particdar AD 11011linearity. Van der Poi came to the conclusion that
stable oscillation at two asyiichronous frequencies
siinulta~ieouslycould not occur if the AD volt-inpere
characteristic (VAC), i(u), was represented by a cubic
relatioil [l]. Instead, the device oscillates at either one
or the otlier frequency. depending on initial cotlditioiis.
It was sooii was discovered tliat tliis result is only a
consequence of the specific fonn of VAC and tliat for
a11 appropriate VAC. siniiilta~~eolis
oscillatio~~
at two
frequei~ciesis possible. Apparently, tlie first tiine this
was studied was by Clfikhachev [9].Twelve years later
Skiilner [lo] showed tliat for stable asynclironous
oscillations to occur. there inllst be at least a fifth-order
tenn in the power-series espansion of VAC, tliat is

where the parallel resonant (antiresonant) iitipedances
of the two tank circuits. R, and R2. be not too unequal.
However. as pointed out by Schaffner 11 1 j and
Anisimov 191. these conditions for oscillations are not
self-starting because the effective resistance of the
system is positive for small oscillations. A 5th-order
pol~llolllial VAC. which lead Lo shavly escited
~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ 0 t l0S~illilti011~.
011~
Gal 0111~]lave 8b0111 tile
same valt~esfor the stationary amplitudes UI and U2.
This restriction, however. does not apply if VAC

is represented by a 7th-order poly~ioliiial[8].
Tlie co~nltionpeculiarity of analysis in 18. 9. 1I] is a
suggestion tlmt t l ~ eAD output current responds to an
inst~antm~eousvalue of the applied voltage while
pmneters of tlie VAC a i d a11 operating poilit stay
unchanged. Dismai a i d Edsoti 1101 checked tlie last
co~iditionand found tlmt replacelnelit of a constant bias
by a11 automatic one. when tlie bias is derived by
rectification of tlie rf voltage applied to AD. changes
the oscillator properties drastically. In p,uticular. lilild
escitatioli of stable asyliclironous oscillations are now
possible. Additio~~al
publications in thus area revealed
interesting details about asynchronous oscillatiotis in
different cases but did not change tlie understanding.

Tk = 2Ql;/taok is tlie resonator ti~iieconstant. p = d/dt is
the differential operator wvitli respect to time. k = 1. 2.
In a steady-state regime. p = jSL wliere S2 = 2xf = (I)
took is the angular offset freqi~ency.
ta,)k = 2?rvok = ( L ~ C ~ ) -is' ' ~a self-resonant angular
freq~~ency.
and f = \I \lok is tlie frequency shift in lienz
witli respect to tlie current frequency
and also a
Fourier frequency in tlie noise mialysis.
Tlie full set of tlie equations witli tlie noise sources
consists of two equations describing tlie asynchronous
carriers. hvo equations for tlie frequeiicy sliifts 4, due
for tlie bias circuit
to noise and tl~erelatio~~sllip

-
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2. STEADY STATE REGIMES

In contrast to otlier work, the AD described here lias
a syln~netricVAC, wluch in our opinion, is a better
match to Inany practical cases. A specific fonn of the
VAC nonline~uityis represented by tlie fi~nctio~i

wliere s = C,,x 11 is the nonnalized total instaI~tmieous
voltage across die one-port AD, and C, is tlie
noniializing coefficient. Tlie VAC chosen lias odd
sylrunetry relative to the argument vdue s = 0.
The analysis is based on tlie method of synibolic
shortelled equations (SSE metliod) developed by
Evtyaiov [ 121. Tlie partial oscillations witl~outnoise
cotnpotlelits are written as

Beuing in mind that Q1.2 >>I for resollators of
interest, tlie amplitudes UtrZ(t)a ~ the
d phases +1.2(t)
~ u be
i considered slowly xarying fi~rictio~isof time.
This pennits us to replace instaitaneous values of
variables by their envelopes and thus to lower the order
of the initial differential equations. Using tlie SSE
metliod to derive simplified differential equations.
requires us to approsi~natethe circuit impedance in tlie
vicinity of all operating frequencies and use the
expression obtained as differential operators acting on
the coi~iplexaniplitudes Uk (t) = Uk(t) esp[&(t)].
Tlie main equations describing behavior of the
oscillator can be obtained fro111 its equivaleiit circuit in
Fig. 1. For single tank circuits, tlie approsi~nated
impedmices, 21a i d &(p), have the fonn

wliere Et, = c2k fi Qk is the parallel resonant impedance,
ck is tlie coupli~igcoefficient, pk = (I,dck)'I2 is tlle
cliaracteristic impedance, Qk is tlie loaded Q-factor,

is tlie nonnalized
where Xk = C,,xUk, &,I) = Clr~U,yo)
values of piartial oscillatio~ls mid bias. X,W is tlie
constarlt p'ut of the resulting bias voltage Xo. Gk =
Ilk/& is tlie nonnalized averaged partial
transcoiiductmices, Ik(Xl,XZ,XV)
is tlie amplitudes of
partial fiindaxnental rf currents. and k = 1. 2.
The operating frequencies tok have no reg~larsliifis
regarding took (c$~= tok took = 0) since both partial
cllrrelits I l kare in-phase witli tlie voltages Uk.
In Eq. ( 6 ) R1,,, = C,,xR1, and TI,arise fro111 the
expressioti for bias impedance &(I)) = RLJ(I+~To)
which describes tlie inertial properties of the bias
network.
Noise terltis in (6) are represented by slowly varying
noise cilrrelits in vici~iityof tlie operatio11freqi~elicies

-

wliere Xbllis tlie averaged low frequency noise voltage
arisir~gfrorn bias self-noise q,,,and AD noise current.
It follows fro111(6) that in the steady-state regime

where FRk = C,,xGMx Rk are tlie p<mtial regeneration
factors represelltirig maximal small signal gain of the
partial positive feedback loops. GM = 2A/x is the
maximal s~nallsignal value of Gk which is reached
wliell XI,= XI., = 0.
Tlie nonlinear fi~lictio~is
G1(2,11
(XI . XZ . X0) define
all the maill properties of the oscillator. The analysis is
based on conipilter simulation. We find tliar the
oscillator witli a constant bias lias in general. five
stationary points (Fig. 2). Poirits 2 and 3 describe stablc

one-frequency regimes wlile the tliree points 1. 4. and
5 correspo~idedto two-frequency solutions. Tlie central
point 1 is stable but tlle bihanno~~ic
oscillation is not
self-stcarting (so called sharp escitation) since the
positive feedback loop

Fig. 4 illtlstrates a gradual trtrisition from an
luistable to stable joint solution witli &,,, growtll. A
sy~miietricsolution is unstable wlien h,,
= 0. still
unstable for
I 2.8, a i d beco~iiesstable if
2.8 < L1
< 4.46. Tlie raige of 111ild escitatioll is
narrower arid takes place witlun 2.8 < %,, < 3.6. If
b,,
> 3.6. in vicinity of the origin tliere is a zone where
regeneration is not siacient to sustain oscillations.
Tlie result is Illat the escitation is getting sharp. For
IG,,> 4.46 tlie joint solution completely vanishes.
For tlie chosen Kx,.
h,,.
and FR, tlle joirit solution
exists in solile mlge of FR:. If FRI = 3 t r ~ d%,, = 10.
tl~estable simulta~ieousasy~~chroi~ous
oscillatiolls esist
for FR2 E (2.5. 3.36). For even larger FR2 there is o~ily
oscillatioll at freqllellcy v2. If FR? < 2.5, tlle only
oscillation is at frequericy v l .

Figure 2. An example of syln~netricjoint steady-state
s01uti011s.
gain is less tlian unity for small XI aid X2. If exited,
the two-frequency oscillation mi only have small
statiotlary anplihldes XI,, X2, because tlie stable point
disappears when FRIand FR2 differ too much. If FRI =
F& = 3, a sylnlnetric two-freque~icyregilne ca11 be
observed for 1 & E (1.7, 2.03) as iii Fig. 3.

I

Figure 4. Sy~il~iietric
steady-state regi~nesin the case of
FRI = FR2 = 3. XtW= 0. and different bias resistors.
3. NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

The noise colnponellts Uf(t) and +At) arise in the
output signal as the oscillator reaction to pril~iarynoise
sources (Fig. 1). For sitnplicity consider the case of
fundaiiental 6-correlated noise. Takii~geilcli particular
variable Xk as tl~esum of a steady value Xsk. and a
noise variation Xo,using the SSE method. we obtain a
system of i i ~ l e ueqiiations for the first approsimatioll to
the disturbances
F i g ~ r e3. Evolution of the two-frequency oscillator
symmetric steady-state regimes witl~bias chaage.

In a1 oscillator with automatic biasing, Uo depends
on a direct current Io, wliicll in tuni, is a function of Uo
a i d altennting voltages amplitudes. In a steady-state
regilne the ~ionndizedbias is equal to
The elerne~itsaij of the matris (A) are first-order partial
derivatives of rigllt hand side regular parts of eql~atio~ls

(6) with respect to the variables XI,X2.X, evaluated at
the stationary point. Thus. a,, = -(I+ R,,

a" .
-)

8X0
Oscillator noise depends on tlle specific fonn of
VAC. The graphs in Fig. 5-10. obtained for a 1110110freqiiency oscillator witl~a constant bias. allow us to
check our c<arctg>)-typeVAC in tlis sense.
From (10) it follows tllat tlle power spectral density
of AM noise takes a fonn

PM noise is described by£ (f) = S, (f) / 2 ~ : ~ 2 ~. 6 '
Here Sl(f) is the power spectral density of the quadratic
noise current coinponent IL. 5 = S'LT = 2S'.lQ/to, = 2fQ/v,
is tile estended tank circuit detuning at the Fourier
frequency f. Tlus fonnda gives the sallie results as
Leeson's fonni~lafor the mnplifier input [ 131.
To the first approsirnation. SL = S,,a lo. The
dependeilce of PM noise 011 tlie regime calculated on
this basis is s1101wl in Fig. 7. The larger FR the lower
the PM noise.
Normalized phase noise

where ol(lT) = aI,/L3U is the local first hannonic AD
transconducLance unlike the averaged one GI = IIIU.
Random (unplih~deperturbations decay with a time
constant T, = T(l - atGI) which is regime dependeilt
(Fig. 5). For regilne stability T, > 0. that is. GI > 01.
Under tlis coildition, crl can have any sign and value.

F i g ~ r e7. Iiduence of the regeneration factor on
oscillator output PM noise spectral density.

Figure 5. Dependence of the time constant for
anplihlde noise on a regeneratior1 factor.
The plots of AM

U: (u) =

IL

2TGl(Gl -a)

noise llleall square value
S, and tlle fractional AM

-

noise U: / U: in Fig. 6 demonstrate quite different
behavior with respect to FR.

So far our oscillator noise inodel is based 011 the
assumption of a linear time-invariant system. In reality.
any oscillator is a periodically time-varying systern a l d
its time-varying nature must be t'akell into account to
pennit accurate lnodeling of noise 114,151. Periodic
llonstatiollarity of the noise process leads to uneqlial
correlation fi~nctions.and so power spectral densities of
the in-phase and orthogonal noise current components.
I11 general, there is some mutual correlation. The values
of possible AM (uld PM noise changes due to noise
cyclostation~uity are illustrated in Fig.8 where we
defined [ 151
AS, =(F, +F,,)/F,.

A£=(F,, -F,,)/F,.

(11)
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Figure 6. Mean squared AM noise and fractional
AM noise vs. regeneration factor.
Figure 8. 11fluence of the regeneration factor 011
oscillator output phase noise spectral density.

The vcuiations in Fig. 8 do not esceed 3 2 to 4 dB. Tlus
means, noise cyclostationarity mi be neglected when
we calculate oscillator ~ioisefor the cliosell VAC fonn.
In the bihannonic reginie the second oscillation
influences the average current thus chalging the initial
noise. However, the effects stipdated by noise
cyclostatio~iarityrenlain tlie &une order of magnih~de
as in a mono-frequency case.
Consider now PM noise in the sylnmetric twofrequency regime with FRI = % = FR. This leads to
Xs1(2)= qs),I1 1(2) = 1,. The i~lfonnatio~i
on PM noise
regime dependence is represented in Fig. 9 where we
drew in logaritlunic scale tlie direct to first hannonic
ciurent ratio vs. FR. Tlus ratio reproduces PM noise
bellavior since 1Li ac b. The solid line cl~~mcterizes
the
two-frequency regime, and tlie marked one "-" tlie
mono- frequency regime.

Figue 9. PM noise dependence on the
regeneration factor for a11 oscillator with
auto-biasing.
It follows tlmt tlle syrmnetric two-frequency regime has
~ mono-frequency
3.to.4 dB higher PM noise t l ~ mtlie
one. Tlis is because tlie second oscillatioli suppresses
the rf current Inore t l m the direct one.
AM noise in the two-frequency regime, as well in a
mono-frequency one, is i~lfluencedstrongly witli bias
circuitry inertiality described by the TIJT,,T C 2 ratios.
According to Eq. (lo), AM noise at each frequency
depends on t l e two partial in-phase rf noise
colnponents and tlie noise associated with the bias.
Thus, AM noise at the two frequencies is partially
correlated.
4. CONCLUSION
OLU investigation confinned tllat tlle cliosen
sylmnetric VAC allows 11s to reproduce all tlle basic
effects known earlier for two-frequency asynchronous
oscillations. Our results reveal the features of steadystate regimes and noise in such oscillators.
Unfortul1~1tely,our arlalysis also predicts that tlie PM
noise is higher in a two-frequency regime tllal in tile

mono-frequency regi~tie when tlie oscillator uses a
single AD operating in a syllulietric mode.
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ABSTRACT

(f,), is centered usually about 20.002 500 MHz il
kHz, and the 50T is usually centered around 99.999
850 MHz 100 Hz. The DMTB consists of separate
excitation and separate output stages for the two
resonant modes, with only the oven, the input and
output diplexers, and the resonator, in common.
Tested low noise isolation amplifiers were added at
both outputs of the DM oscillator to prevent feedback
and provide additional channels.
The AM noise was measured using a
conventional diode detector AM measurement
system. A three cornered hat cross correlation PM
measurement system was used to measure the single
sideband PM noise in the 50T. [3,4]

+

We present preliminary results of an
experimental study of phase modulation and
amplitude modulation noise in a specific type of dual
mode oven controlled crystal oscillator. Our
experiments indicate some correlation between the
amplitude modulated and phase modulated noise in
two anharmonically resonant oscillations. No
correlation was found between the PM noise in both
oscillations.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to discuss
preliminary results of an ongoing investigation of
amplitude modulation (AM) and phase modulation
(PM) noise in dual mode oven controlled oscillators
(DMOCXO). A DMOCXO has two anharmonic
resonant modes. Since both modes share the same
environmental effects, DMOCXOs have a wide range
of applications in precision measurement and
temperature sensing applications. [I] Of particular
interest is the potential to greatly reduce long term
ffequency drift attributed to oven aging and
ffequency changes due to thermal transients. The
problem is that the effects of an additional mode on
the noise performance of the mode of interest are not
well documented. Our objective is to characterize the
correlation between the AM and PM noise in each
resonant mode of a DMOCXO and document the
effects of dual mode (DM) operation on the noise
performance of the fifth overtone (50T) in 100 MHz
SC cut quartz resonators of medium electrode size
(3.05 mm). We have approximately 40 resonators
made with different polishing and masking processes
and small medium and large electrode areas that have
been previously characterized for PM noise at the
50T in single mode (SM) operation. Since the
medium electrode resonators with no masking more
closely fit the standard design of current resonators,
we chose two resonators with different SM operation
PM noise performance, for our measurements. R1
had the median SM PM noise performance of its
batch, and R14 had the optimum SM PM noise
performance of the same batch. [2]

, FFT
Figure 1. Modified 2 0 . 0 0 ~MHz PM measurement
system
The single-sideband PM noise in the
fimdamental (f,) was measured using a modified PM
measurement system shown in Figure 1. In this
approach, the fundamental is locked to a 5 MHz low
noise OCXO using an offset-locked loop. A
multiplier chain provides a 20 MHz signal that is
mixed with the fundamental. The output is low pass
filtered and mixed with a signal ffom a direct digital
synthesizer (DDS). The mixer output drives the phase
locked loop and an IF amplifier to a signal analyzer.
To ensure phase coherence and low noise, the DDS
was locked to the low noise 5 MHz source. A
(111000) divider at the output of the DDS reduced the
digital noise. To verify that the PM noise added by
our modified PM noise measurement system (at the
f,) was negligible, we constructed a second channel
and verified the single channel results of the modified
PM noise measurement system.

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
The DMOCXO used in our experiments,
consists of a dual mode test bed (DMTB) and
removable DM resonators. The fundamental mode
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Cross correlation measurements on the PM
noise of two different carrier frequencies were made
using single channel combinations of the
measurement systems described above. Cross
correlation measurements were also made on the
single channel AM and PM measurements of one
frequency, i.e. the cross correlation of the lOOMHz
PM with the 100 MHz AM, and of both frequencies,
i.e. the cross correlation of the 20 MHz AM with the
100 MHz PM. Typically the channels with the lowest
noise were used in the cross correlation
measurements. The gain of each channel was
measured using the noise source method. [5] The
cross correlation gain was calculated as the
logarithmic average of the single channel gains.

4 R14

-81
1

100

Fig. 2. Normalized 20 MHz (fl) PM noise
measurements of Resonator 14 in SM and DM
operation.
The f, (20 MHz)PM noise shown in Fig. 2
for Res. (Resonator) 14 indicates little sensitivity of
the PM noise to DM or SM operation, even though
the frequency shifted by about 150 Hz. Similar
results were obtained for Res. 1. The 50T (1 00 MHz)
PM noise appeared to be more sensitive to the
presence of the f,. The traces labeled SF and FS in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively, represent the PM noise
of the 50T in DM operation with the f, operating at
different mechanically tuned frequencies. Table 1
shows the different operating frequencies for each
measurement. The PM noise performance of the 50T
seems to degrade as the fl is tuned in frequency even
though the drive level in all our measurements
remained unchanged.

Previous measurements on the 50T by
Ferre-Pika1 et al indicated that the l/f PM noise in
some resonators varied with drive current. [2] We
tried to determine if the drive current of one mode
had an effect on the PM noise of the other mode by
measuring the PM noise in SM and DM operation.
However, turning an additional mode on caused a
frequency shift and made it unclear if the PM noise
degradation was attributable to changes in drive
current. Figures 2, 3, and 4 are normalized SM and
DM PM noise measurements of the fl and 50T
oscillations for Resonators 1 and 14. They are
normalized by adding 301og(f) to the measured PM
noise.
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Figure 4. Normalized 100 MHz (50T) PM noise measurement in Res. 14 for DM and SM operation
Table 1. 50T fiequency at different fi fiequencies for
Resonator 1 (SF traces in Fig. 3) and resonator14 (FS
traces in Fig. 4).

The observed frequency pulling suggested
some interaction between modes, however, cross
correlation measurements of the 20 MHz (f,) PM
noise and the 100 MHz (50T) PM noise, shown in
Fig. 5 and 6 suggests that the PM noise in the two
oscillations is independent.
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Figure 5. Normalized 20MHz and 100 MHz PM noise
cross correlation measurement for Res. 1.
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Figure 6. Normalized 20 and 100 MHz PM noise cross
correlation measurement for Res. 14.
At 100 percent correlation the cross
correlation trace would be a geometric average of the
single channel traces. If there is no correlation
between the single channel measurements, we expect
the cross to average away as (5) log (N), where N is
the number of averages. [3,4] At 2000 averages we
would expect at least 16.5 dB of rejection, roughly the
difference between our measured cross and the
geometric mean of the single channel traces. In
addition, we would expect that the cross correlation
trace would become smoother with more averaging. In
all our cross correlation measurements of the 20 MHz
PM noise and 100 MHz PM noise, we observed that
the cross correlation trace averaged lower but did not
become smoother.
Cross correlation measurements of AM noise
and PM noise were taken at both resonant fiequencies
(Figs. 7 and 8). Fig. 7 depicts cross correlation of the
100 MHz AM noise and 100 MHz PM noise. The 20
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Figure 7. Res. 14 correlation between the 100 MHz PM noise and 100 MHz AM noise in DM operation
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Figure 8. Cross correlation measurement of the AM
noise with the PM noise at 20 MHz for Res. 14.

Figure 9. Correlation between the 20 MHz AM noise
and 100 MHz PM noise for Res. 14.

MHz PM noise and 20 MHz AM noise cross

Figs. 7 and 8 are smoother and their slopes (%f -')
correspond to the slope of the geometric mean of the
single channel PM noise and A M noise measurements.
Figures 9 and 10 show cross correlation
measurements between the PM noise in one resonant
frequency and the AM noise in the other resonant
frequency. Although the cross correlation averages
below the single channel traces in Figure 9, the
averaging rate is roughly half as large as we would
expect if there was no correlation. The f slope
observed in all the PM noise and AM noise cross
correlation measurements indicate that there a small
amount of correlation between the AM noise in one
resonant frequency and the PM noise of the other
resonant fiequency.

correlation measurement is shown in Fig. 8. In both
measurements the PM and AM noise seemed to be
slightly correlated.
The 1OOPMXAM trace in Figure 7 represents
the cross correlation between the AM and PM noise at
2000 averages, the trace labeled 20000 avg. cross is
the same measurement at 20000 averages. If they were
uncorrelated, we would expect the 20000 average
trace to be about 5 dB lower than the 2000 average
trace. In Fig. 7 we observe that at 20000 averages the
cross correlation is close to 3 dB lower than at 2000
averages, this would indicate some correlation
between the AM and PM noise of the individual
frequencies. In addition, the cross correlation traces in
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Figure 10. Correlation between the 20 MHz PM noise and 100 MHz AM noise in Res. 14.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
PM noise measurements in DM and SM
operation indicate some interaction between the
modes in our DM oscillator. It is unclear that the
frequency pulling observed when tuning either mode
is attributable to mode to mode interaction in the
crystal. The use of mechanical jumpers to toggle the
modes, and small impedance changes in the diplexers
probably account for most of the observed cross mode
tuning interactions. Experiments done on the SOT in
DM operation (Figure 4) indicate that the PM noise
performance degrades when we move the fl. The
measured 50T PM noise increased when the 50T was
pulled farther from its optimized frequency by the fi.
The cross mode PM noise correlation analysis in both
resonators suggests no measurable fiequency or phase
modulation between the modes.
The PM and AM correlation analysis
performed on the individual tones and cross both tones
indicates some PM to AM correlation in our oscillator.
If the AM noise was 100% correlated to the PM noise,
you would expect the correlation curve to be the
geometric mean of the both, as shown in Figure 12 by
the calculated trace labeled "100% corr", and to
intersect with the AM and PM noise curves at some
Fourier fiequency above 100 Hz. The l OOAM trace in
Figure 12 intersects the 100AMX20PM trace close to
3 Hz. This indicates that the component of the PM
noise attributable to AM to PM conversion is at least
32 dB below the total PM noise, or, less than .07 % of
the total noise. The same applies to AM noise
attributable to PM to AM conversion. The
20AMX100PM at 2000 averages, intersects the 100
AM about 36 dB from the PM. In the same tone

AMXPM measurements, Figs. 8, 9, and 10, we also
see very small correlation.
From our measurements, we can infer that
the mechanisms in our DMOCXO that produce AM
and PM noise in the separate modes are largely
independent. We observed that the largest contributing
factor to PM noise degradation in the 50T is the
frequency "pulling" caused by tuning the fl.
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Abstract - This paper reports the phase-noise
characteristics and their analysis model of an SCcut dual-mode oscillator. The C-mode phasenoise sideband levels of - 124 dBc at 10 Hz and 154 dBc at 10 kHz have been demonstrated using
a dual-mode oscillator with a 10 MHz 3rd
overtone SC-cut crystal resonator. These levels
are not especially low but they are only 3 to 6 dB
higher than the corresponding levels of the signal
obtained by the single-C-mode oscillation using
one active circuit. It is therefore evident that the
proposed dual-mode oscillator can be used as a
reference oscillator in communication systems.
Moreover. the vhase-noise levels of the C-mode
in the dual-mdde oscillation correspond well to
those obtained at stopping the B-mode oscillation.
These results demonstrate that the B-mode
oscillation does not disturb the phase-noise
sideband levels of the C-mode signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quartz oscillators are widely used as stable
frequency sources in communication systems.
Recent advancements in mobile communications
technology requires that quartz oscillators be
highly stable and have good spectrum purity.
We have already developed an SC-cut quartz
oscillator that uses an AT-cut quartz resonator as
a gain-band filter, and applied it to the ultra-stable
OCXOs [1,2]. Because this circuit has a very
narrow gain-band width, we also applied this
circuit to a dual mode oscillator [3] that is used in
a temperature compensated quartz crystal
microbalance system [4].
For the purpose of applying this dual mode
oscillator to the communication field, this paper
describes that the measurements and calculations
of the phase noise characteristics of this oscillator.
The configurations of a dual-mode oscillator that
uses an SC-cut resonator is described in Section 11,
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and the phase-noise measurement method is
The phase-noise
described in Section 111.
analysis in dual-mode oscillation based on the
Leeson's model [5,6] is discussed in Section IV.
From the experimental results and analyses, it is
shown that the proposed dual-mode oscillator can
be used as a reference oscillator in
communication systems and the proposed
analysis model can predict the phase-noise
characteristics in the dual-mode.

11- DUAL-MODE OSCILLATOR USING
NARROW-BAND OSCILLATORS
Fig. 1 shows the dual-mode oscillator that we
presented at the 1997 FCS [7]. This circuit
employs two narrow-band active circuits that
have different negative-resistance bands which
are connected in parallel at a common resonator
terminal. We demonstrated that this oscillator
could excite any modes in a common resonator
even if their resonant frequencies are very close
to each other. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of a
frequency spectrum of the dual-mode oscillator
corresponding to the resonator frequency
response shown in Fig. 2(b).
We rearranged this circuit in order to excite the
B and C modes in the 10 MHz 3rd overtone SCcut resonator. Table 1 shows the electrical
equivalent parameters of the SC-cut resonator.
In a practical circuit the buffer amplifiers are used
to obtain the signal strength for measuring their
phase noise characteristics. A relay has been
also employed to detach the oscillation circuits in
order to compare the phase noise characteristics
in the C-mode oscillation and the dual-mode
oscillation.
Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the SCcut resonator for dual-mode oscillation. The
oscillator shown in Fig. 1 was tuned to excite the
C and B modes.

Table 1. Equivalent parameters of the SC-cut resonator.

Fig. 1 A dual-mode Colpitts oscillator.

111.

PHASE NOISE
SYSTEM

MEASUREMENT

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the phase
noise measurement system. The oven was kept
at 70 OC. A voltage controlled SC-cut OCXO
that had the similar phase noise characteristics to
the dual-mode oscillator was used as the reference
oscillator. To reject the B-mode signal that
influences the phase-locked-loop condition, a
ceramic resonator filter was inserted between the
oscillator output and the phase discriminator.
Oven

El-+@/

FFT

Spechum
Analyzer

I

Discriminator
Reference
PLL Controller

Fig.2
(a) Frequency spectrum of the dual-mode
oscillator, (b) frequency response of the AT-cut resonator.

Fig.4 Block diagram of the measurement system.

IV. PHASE NOISE ANALYSIS
r

C

mode

$6

B mode
iy
I

/

Fig.3 Frequency response of the 10 MHz SC-cut crystal
resonator.

Fig.5 illustrates Leeson's model of phase noise
for a closed-loop oscillator circuit. Leeson's
model has some application limitations for
negative resistance oscillators, such as the
Colpitts oscillator. One significant limitation is
that it does not take into account that the noise
observed at the amplifier output is affected by the
impedance-frequency characteristics of the
resonator and other filter elements. However, this
model is easy to understand and can be very
useful in identifying sources and characteristics of
oscillator noise. In this regard we use this model
to identify the phase noise in dual-mode
oscillators in the areas where the impedance
characteristics of resonator and filter devices are
negligible.

V. RESULTS
The experiments were carried out in the
following three patterns [a]-[c] and the results
were compared with the analyses described in
Section IV.
Fig.5 Leeson's model of phase noise for the closed-loop
oscillator circuit.

The approximate phase noise of an oscillator,
based on the Leeson's model, can be expressed in
equation form as shown below,
+p.(v0/2QJ21f +a/f+p
... (1)
where a is l/f noise factor in the open loop
circuit, v ,is nominal frequency, QLis a resonator
load Q, and 0 is noise floor level.
The coefficient B is obtained by,
~#(f)=a.(v~

f3

where G is the compressed amplifier gain, F
is the noise factor of the amplifier, K is
Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and Po is the carrier power at the
amplifier output.
Assuming that the B-mode oscillation does not
directly influence the C-mode spectrum, the
active circuit that drives the B mode behaves as a
load Q depressor and a white PM noise source. If
the same bias parameters are used in each circuit,
the load Q for the C mode will be half as much as
a single-mode operation and the floor noise will
be double.
Following those assumptions, the phase noise
spectrum S , & ) of the C mode signal during dualmode oscillation is expressed in next equation,
~,lf)=~r.(~+,l2Q)~l
f 3 + 8 p . ( ~ / 2 Qf2+al
~ l f +2p
... (3)
It is understood from Eq. 3 that the flicker FM
noise in the l / f 3term is four times (6 dB) as large
as a single-mode oscillation, the white FM noise
in the l / f 2 term is eight times as large and the
white PM noise in the 0 term becomes twice as
large as a single mode oscillation.
In order to calculate the coefficients that are
required in Eq.3 we measured the phase noise for
the single-mode oscillator and then fit Eq. 1 to the
measured data, since the parameters such as
loaded Q, amplifier gain G, or noise factor F are
not easy to quantify. We estimated the spectral
purity for the dual-mode oscillation by
substituting the coefficients into Eq.3.

[a] Single-mode oscillation: only the C-mode was
excited, that is, the circuit that excites the B-mode
was detached +om the circuit. The results
obtained indicate intrinsic phase noise in the
oscillatoc
[b] Dual-mode oscillation: B and C modes were
simultaneously excited.
[c] Single-mode oscillation: only the C-mode was
excited but the circuit that excites the B mode
remained connected to the oscillation circuit.
Fig.6 shows the results for pattern [a]. The
line shows the measurements and the circles are
the fitted values based on Eq. 1. The results
indicate that this oscillator has a high-stable
profile that is characterized by 14' + l/f + l / f o
spectrum. The phase-noise sideband levels were
-130 dBc at 10 Hz and -157 dBc at 10 kHz.
Table 2 shows the coefficients and determinable
constants for Eq. 1. By putting those values into
Eq. 3, the dual-mode oscillation phase noise was
estimated.
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Fig.6 Phase noise of C-mode signal: the oscillator
excites only C mode and the circuit that excites the B
mode is detached from the oscillator.

Table 2. Power low coefficients for the single mode
oscillation
Coefficients

Value

(

1

Modes
Coefficients

a
B
v ,J I
0,
1.84~-13
1 1.98~-161 1.00E+7 1 3.63E+5

I
1

l/f3
3.50E-11

1
1

I/f
1.84E-13

I
1

I/f"
1.98E-16

Fig.7 shows the results for [b]. The calculated
data IS indicated with circles. The phase-noise
sideband levels were - 124 dBc at 10 Hz and 154
dBc at 10 kHz. By comparing Fig. 6 and 7 we
observe that the phase noise in dual-mode
oscillation is 6 dB higher in the flicker ( l y )
region than the noise in the single-mode
oscillation and that the phase noise floor is 3 dB
higher than that of the single-mode oscillation.
The calculated results corresponded well to the
measurements, that is, Eq.3 can predict the phase
noise in those regions.
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Fig.7 Phase noise o f C-mode signal: the oscillator
excites C and B mode simultaneously.

the l/f2 noise, resulted from impedance
characteristics of crystal filters, and that the l/f2
noise is latent in the other noise components at
the single-mode oscillation. This noise is
emphasized by the dual-mode oscillation since
the l/f2 noise in dual-mode is eight times (+9 dB)
as large as that in single mode operation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
C-mode phase-noise sideband levels of -124
dBc at 10 Hz and -154 dBc at 10 kHz were
achieved using a dual-mode oscillator with a 10
MHz 3rd overtone SC-cut crystal resonator. In
these regions the analyzed sideband levels
corresponded well to the experiments. These
levels are not especially low, but if the intrinsic
noise levels are improved then the proposed dualmode oscillator can be used as a reference
oscillator in communication systems. We will
report on the application of the dual- mode
signals and the noise level increment at the l/f2
region in the future.
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Abstract
The frequency flicker of quartz resonators can be derived from the measurement of S,(f), i.e. the power
spectrum density of phase fluctuations cp. Besides, the
interferometric method turns out to be the best choice
to measure the quartz resonator phase fluctuations because it high sensitivity even in the low power conditions required for these devices. Combining these two
ideas, we built an instrument suitable to measure the
resonator frequency flicker floor and we measured the
stability of some 10 MHz high performances resonators
as a function of the dissipated power. The stability
limit of our instrument, described in terms of Allan
deviation a, ( T ) , is of some 10-14.
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Figure 1: Bridge quartz measurement scheme.
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1 Introduction
The frequency stability of commercially available stateof-the-art quartz oscillators, specified in terms of Allan deviation a, (T),can be as good as 7x 10-l4 for the
measurement time r in the 3-100 s range. In that T
range, where o,(r) is nearly constant, frequency flicker
is the most relevant noise process. Whether this floor
is due to the frequency fluctuation of the quartz resonator, or it comes from the phase flicker of the amplifier converted into frequency flicker by the Leeson
effect, is still a matter of discussion. To answer this
question a noise measurement system is needed, one
that is suitable to low power, 100 pW or less, and that
exhibits a stability uYo(r)of some 10-14, which is out
of reach for current instrumentation. A method is b e
ing proposed, based on frequency domain measurement
of phase fluctuations, that shows improved sensitivity.
A measurement system has been implemented and successfully used to measure a few high stability 10 MHz
quartz resonators. The flicker floor of the described
prototype is close to the 10-l4 target, depending on
the quartz driving power.
This work has partially been supported by the Centre National
d'Etudes Spatiales, the French space agency.
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Figure 2: Expected S,m(f ). fiequenc~flicker only is
considered, ~harzicterizedby Sy(f) = h-if
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Basics of t h e proposed method
With reference to Fig. 1, let us assume that two equal
quartz resonators are inserted in a bridge [I, 21 driven
by a noiseless oscillator of frequency uo, tuned at their
exact resonance frequency. Provisionally, we also assume that one resonator flickers, while the other one is
perfectly stable. In this condition, phase shift cpm fluctuates because the resonance frequency of the quartz
flickers. Hence, the ultimate frequency flicker floor of
an oscillator based on that quartz can be derived from
measurement of the power spectrum density S, (f).
Regarding the relative frequency shift y, =
as the input signal and cp, as the output, the quartz
is equivalent to a low pass filter characterised by the
Leeson cutoff frequency fL = %. With the 10 MHz
resonators we measured on, fL is of the order of 5 Hz,
limited by the loaded merit factor Q; for reference, the
unloaded Q never exceeds 1.5x106 at that frequency.
2

Figure 3: Interferometric measurement system.
This frequency to phase conversion, written in terms
of power spectrum densities, is

must be taken in the frequency
Obviously, S,,(f)
range where frequency flicker is the dominant process.
Fig. 2 reports the S,,(f)
plot thereby expected.
For frequency flicker, usually described as S,(f) =
h-1 f -l, it holds oi(r) = 2 1n 2 h-1. Combining the
above relationships we get S,(f) = a;(r)/(21n 2 f).
The latter, inserted in (1) yields

To derive o;,(T), we measure S,, (f ) for f
sequently

<f

; con-

There are two reasons to measure S,,(f)
at f < f~
instead of f > fL: i) higher S,,(f)
relaxes noise
specification for the phase detector, and ii) slope f -',
instead of f -3 yields lower spectrum analyser uncertainty. Nevertheless, the approximation of equation
(2)for f > fL, together with the corner at f = fL, is
a useful diagnostic tool.
Finally, letting both resonators flicker, the variance
of each resonator is half of that stated by equations (2)
and (3)for a given S,, (f).
Resonators being tested also convert the oscillator
frequency fluctuations a,, (T) into phase fluctuations
that are undistinguishable from these due to the resonators themselves. That oscillator, based on a quartz,
can not be more stable than the resonators we are interested in. Yet, due to circuit symmetry, only a fraction of ayo(r)is taken in. Accordingly, the instrument
noise floor is

where Q1 and Q2 refer to the individual resonators
and Q = (Ql+Q2)/2. After adjusting the circuit by
means of a variable resistor that damps the higher Q
resonator, a Q mismatch within 10% is easily obtained,
which warrants an oscillator noise rejection of 20 dB.
Phase detection turns out to be a critical point because high sensitivity must be achieved with low power,
which are mutually exclusive constraints. In fact, although details of state-of-the-art oscillators are not
published, we expect that with a 10 MHz quartz the
loaded Q is in the 7x105 to lo6 range and the dissipated power is of some 10 pW. Taking Q = 7x10'
as a conservative value, a noise floor aYo(r) = 10-l4
implies that the instrument noise specified in terms of
S,,o(l Hz) should not exceed -155.5 dBrad2/Hz.
A double balanced mixer used as the phase detector
could offer the desired low noise, provided it is driven
with sufficient power, of the order of 10 dBm, but the
signal at the quartz output must be amplified. Yet, according to our experience, commercially available radiofrequency amplifiers do not meet the phase flicker
requirement when they deliver some 10 dBm. For comparison, the best prototype built in our laboratory
shows a phase noise SVmo(l Hz) = -140 dBrad2/Hz
when the quartz dissipated power is Pd = 50 pW. Still
under the assumption of Q = 7x105 and v, = 10 MHz,
the reported noise is equivalent to a,,(~) = 4x10-l4
for each quartz, which is suitable to most resonators
but is not sufficient for our purposes. Whereas the amplifier noise can be rejected by means of a correlation
scheme, in which 4 amplifiers and two mixers are used
[3], we opted for quite a different solution.
3 Interferometric Measurement System
The proposed measurement scheme, shown in Fig. 3,
is basically an interferometric phase detector modified
for quartz resonators. This kind of detector, first proposed as a microwave instrument [4], has been ameliorated and adapted to lower frequencies [5]. In short,
phase noise is regarded as a sideband pair that carries
information. Hence, after adjusting the phase y' and
the attenuations el and e2 for best circuit symmetry,
the carrier is suppressed at the input of the amplifier;
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Figure 4: Phase detector noise floor.

Figure 5 : Transfer function I H (f) 1 of a BVA resonator.
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the latter amplifies the noise sidebands only. Properly
setting the phase shift y", the mixer down converts
to baseband the phase noise sidebands, rejecting amplitude noise. Finally, at the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) analyser input a voltage u ( t ) is present, proportional to the instant value of cpm(t).
Setting el and l2to the lowest possible values, the
overall phase detector gain is
1

L O R

Figure 6: Phase noise of a BVA resonator pair.
for one quartz; g is the amplifier gain, PCis the carrier
power at the quartz output, & is the mixer output
impedance, t h is the loss of the 180" hybrid used as the
power combiner in which the carrier is suppressed, and
em is the mixer loss; em includes the 3 dB intrinsic loss
due to conversion into upper and lower bands. With
the described prototype, actual values are g = 43 dB,
lhcz 0.3 dB and em 2: 6 dB.
The interferometric scheme is suitable to low power
measurements because the quartz outputs drive an amplifier that rises the noise sidebands only. Moreover,
this scheme is a good choice for low Fourier frequency
measurements, close to f = 1 Hz, because it shows
particularly low flicker phase noise. In fact, the latter comes from the dc-bias Aicker up converted by the
amplifier nonlinearity. Nevertheless, in this case the
amplifier works in small signal regime, warranted by
the carrier suppression mechanism, whereat the effect
of nonlinearity becomes negligible. With the described
implementation and after proper adjustment, residual
carrier does not exceed -25 dBm at the amplifier output, which is some 40 dB lower than the maximum
deliverable power of that device.
White noise is limited by the amplifier input noise
FkBTo, where F = 1.7 dB is the amplifier noise figure, ka = 1 . 3 8 ~ 1 0 -J/K
~ ~ is the Boltzmann constant and To = 290 K is the reference temperature,
close to the room temperature. In order to account
for flicker, we replace F with F ( f ) . Fig. 4 shows the
measured noise floor of the phase detector, reported
in terms of C(f) = iS,(f); this choice is due to the
available software package. The phase noise floor is

SVmo
= 2.thFkBTo/Pc, ascribed to a single quartz, or
SVmo
= .!hFksTo/Pc for each quartz of a pair. Inspecting Fig. 4, we observe that 1 Hz noise is 5 dB higher
than the floor level; combinig this piece of information
with the amplifier noise figure F = 1.7 dB, far from
the carrier, we get F ( l Hz) = 6.7 dB. The noise floor
thereby calculated is cYO(r)= 6 . 6 ~ 1 0 - 1 7 / a . Yet,
Pd is dissipated by the motional resistance R, of the
resonator, which turns out to be in the 50-120 S1 range
for 10 MHz high performance resonators (see Table I).
Because output and dissipated power are related by
Pd = a
Rn PC,for the sake of simplicity we take a 3
dB margn instead of including R, in the sensitivity
model. Accordingly, we take uYO(r)= 1 0 - ' $ / a as
a conservative estimate of the measurement stability
limit.
Some technical problems had to be solved prior to
make the instrument function properly, the main of
which are vibration and electromagnetic pollution by
the ethernet, which also works at 10 MHz. For these
reasons, the prototype is screwed on a 4 mm copper
plate put on a 12 cm thick sand layer. All the circuits, plate and sand are enclosed in an iron box that
serves as a magnetic and electric shield. In addition,
the resonators are temperature stabilized, each one at
its turning point.
4 Experimental Results
The instrument first needs adjustment and calibration.
As the procedure requires some iterations, we provide
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no.
AT
1
premium 2
device

AT
swept

1
2

R, R
57.5
58.2
59.0

57.8

LH
1.25
1.25
1.21
1.20

unl. Q
1.37~10'
1.35~10'
1.28~10'
1.31~10'

T OC
48
51
52.5
48

general guidelines only.
Both resonators are initially replaced with their
equivalent resistances R,. The detection phase 7" is
set for zero dc level at the mixer output when tl = 0
dB and 82 = l,,, so that the arm 2 is isolated. Then
yt is set for zero dc level at the mixer output with
l2= 0 dB and ll = tma,.Afterwards, the resonators
are reinserted in the circuit. Small differences in the
resonance frequency are corrected acting on C1 and
C2, the effects of which are separated by setting to a
high value the attenuator in series to the quartz we are
not working on. All the above adjustments require the
machine to work in non-suppressed carrier conditions,
whereat t4 must be set to a high value, sufficient to
prevent the amplifier to saturate; in all other cases, t4
is 0 dB. At this point, the carrier can be suppressed
adjusting tl and t 2 , and slightly retuning Cl or C2 if
needed. The residual carrier is monitored by means of
a directional coupler (not shown) inserted between the
first and the second stage of the amplifier.
The gain K, and the source rejection are measured
injecting through the appropriate directional coupler a
known sideband at f, = 1 Hz apart from v,; f, must
be lower than fL, so that the quartz filter action is
negligible.
The transfer function of one quartz is measured injecting white noise through the directional coupler in
series to it. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the tranfer
function of a 10 MHz BVA resonator. The cutoff can
be easily individuated at fL = 4.5 Hz, from which we
calculate Q =
= 1.1x106.
Fig.6 shows the phase noise of a pair of the same
BVA, each one dissipating Pd = 200 pW. The phase
noise Sqm(lHz) = -131 dBrad2/Hz taken from that
figure, inserted in equation (3) yields a flicker floor
o,(r) = 10-l3 for each quartz.
The flicker floor of the resonators reported in Tab. I
has been measured, in some cases as a function of
the dissipated power Pd. Results are shown in Fig. 7,
together with the instrument stability limit. The
QAS pair comes from oscillators of known parameters,
flicker floor oy(r) 21 1 . 7 ~ 1 0 - ' ~
and dissipated power
Pd E -13 dBm [6]. The stability of those oscillators,
reported in that figure, is close to the stability of the

a

Figure 7: Allan deviation of some quartz resonators,
deduced from phase noise measurements.
resonators, with a discrepancy of 1.5 dB.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we review a new piece of equipment
that allows one to characterize the phase noise of
crystal resonators using a phase bridge system with
carrier suppression. This equipment allows one to
measure the inherent phase stability of quartz crystal
resonators in a passive circuit without the noise usually
associated with an active oscillator.
We achieved a system noise floor of approximately
-150dBc/Hz at 1 Hz and -160dBc/Hz at 10Hz. A
PSPICE characterization of the carrier suppression
system is given. An investigation of the phase
modulation (PM) noise in 10 MHz BVA, SC cut,
quartz crystal resonator pairs is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
The first carrier suppression techniques to measure
PM and AM noise were demonstrated by K.H. sann[I1
in 1968. A similar technique was proposed by C.H.
~ o r n [ in
~ ] 1969. Recently several teams, working
particularly in the microwave band, have used these
techniques along with some modifications and

improvement^[^"^.
In this paper we evaluate a crystal resonator tester
that was designed to assist in the PM noise
characterization of quartz crystal resonators in the 1 to
200 MHz regiono. This unit uses carrier suppression
based on the bridge technique introduced by
K.H. sand6]. This system allows one to measure the
inherent phase stability of quartz crystal resonators in a
passive circuit without the noise usually associated with
an active oscillator.
We achieved a system noise floor of approximately
-150 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz and -1 60 dBc& at 10 Hz. A
PSPICE characterization of the carrier suppression
system is also given. Attenuation of the input signal
introduced by the carrier suppression is shown. An
investigation of the phase modulation (PM) noise in
several pairs of 10 MHz BVA, SC cut, quartz crystal
resonator is presented.

* The system used is a CR200A aystal resonator tester, Femtosecond systems, Inc.
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2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
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Fig. I : Carrier suppression principle.
Fig. 1 shows the principle of the carrier suppression
technique. The carrier signal of the driving source
(DS) is split into two equal parts to drive both devices
under test (DUT). Devices under test can be resistors
(to measure the noise floor of the system) or crystal
resonator pairs. The frequency of each arm of the
bridge is tuned to the DS frequency with a series
capacitor. The carrier signal is partially canceled when
the two signals are combined 180' out of phase. Since
phase noise is defined relative to the carrier power,
reducing the carrier has the effect of amplifying the
phase noise of the DUT. The output signal is amplified
and then detected by the phase noise detector.
Calibration of the measurement system is obtained
by injecting a known amount of phase noise on one of
the arms of the bridge. This known noise source (KNS)
is calibrated independently and relative to the carrier
level on one arm of the bridge. The noise source is
turned on to measure the sensitivity of the measurement
system. The noise source is then turned off in order to
measure the noise of the DUT. The noise of the DUT,
as seen on the FFT analyzer, is corrected using the
calibration factor determined when the noise was on.
This calibration is done for each frequency measured
and gives a very precise calibration of the system.
A carrier suppression of 10-60 dB can be obtained,
but a sufficient level at the input of the phase noise
detector is necessary to maintain a low noise floor
(4 dBm is the minimum level). The struggle in using
this system was to get enough carrier suppression to get
a good measurement of the noise of the resonators

without saturating the output amplifiers with the noise
of the KNS. Since the KNS is only on one arm of the
bridge, it doesn't get any suppression before it sees the
full gain of the output amplifier string.

3. PSPICE MODEL
The carrier suppression system was simulated using
PSPICE. The equivalent circuit of the system is shown
in Fig. 2.

.-.

, .E',3.
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535r
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of the bridge. The "Potar" values correspond to the
minimum and the maximum power that is possible to
drive the quartz crystal. We can see that the power
goes to 300 pW.
In practice, we have observed an amplitude
frequency effect of the quartz crystal of about 2 Hz
between the two extreme positions of the potentiometer
when the input power was at a maximum. That
corresponds to a 200 pW variation of the power applied
to the crystal since the amplitude frequency effect is
p ~this cut.
around Af/f = 1 0 - ~ / for

ill

Fig. 2: PSPICE simulation of the carrier suppression.

The "IN" point is the input of the device. A
perfect 0" power splitter allows the source to be split
into two identical signals[']. The Quartz crystals were
simulated with their classical equivalent circuit around
their resonant frequency and matched by several
resistors. The resonant frequency of each arm of the
bridge is tuned to the driving source ftequency with a
series capacitor Cvaq (i = 1,2). The carrier suppression
is obtained using a perfect power combiner 0"-180".
The power combiner subtracts the output signals of the
quartz crystals. Calibration of the simulation was
obtained by measuring the power in the system. Fig. 3
shows the variation of the measured power after the
power combiner.
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Fig. 4: Quurtz crystal power versus input power.
4.

NUMERICAL SWnnATION

4.1 Effect of the unbalanced power
The simulation is given using a linear approach.
The transfer function of the carrier suppression system
gives the attenuation of the noise of DS. This transfer
function is shown in Fig. 5.
identical 5035, tuned at 10MHz
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Fig. 5: Transferfunction of the carrier suppression
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Fig. 3: Power at the output of the system.

The loss was introduced as a correction factor that is
the sum of the loss in the real combiners and real
coupler. The power introduced to the quartz crystal,
according to the input power, is given in Fig. 4. This
simulation is obtained with a resonator on only one side

In this simulation two identical quartz crystals are
used. We can see that the difference of the power
between both arms allows us to regulate the carrier
suppression. At 1 Hz, the source noise can be
suppressed between 20 to 60 dB. The source noise is
not negligible if we have to unbalance the power in
both arms to keep the phase noise detector calibrated.
For instance, a noise of -100 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz from the

carrier can be included between -120 dBc/Hz and
-160 dBc/k. Therefore, the noise of the driving source
will be above the noise of the DUT. The noise of the
driving source must be as low as possible.
4.2 Effect of the inherent freauencies of the resonators
The transfer function of the carrier suppression
device is represented according to the resonant
frequency of one resonator in Fig. 6. Nul is the
inherent resonant frequency of one resonator. The
resonant frequency of the second resonator is chosen to
equal 9,999,986 Hz. The resonant frequency of each
arm of the bridge is tuned to the frequency of DS with a
series capacitor. Adjusting the potentiometer allows
one to set the signal level to about 4 dBm at the input to
the phase noise detector.

0.01
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1

10

100

Fourier frequency (Hz)

-150
0.1

Fig. 6 : Effect of the frequencies of the resonators.

Following the previous conditions, one can see that
the influence of the frequencies of the resonators seems
to be very low in the transfer function if we adjust the
series capacitor to obtain the resonant frequency of each
arm of the bridge at the frequency of DS.
5.

This measurement was obtained using two
86 SZ resistors. The driving source, DS, used in these
measurements has a noise floor of -110 dBc/Hz at
1 Hz, -138 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz and a noise floor around
-150 dBc/Hz. The measurement results are given in
terms of the single side band power spectral density of
the phase fluctuations, Z+(f).We achieved a system
noise floor of approximately -145 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz and
-153 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz.
Noise of a couple of 10 MHz, SC cut, BVA Quartz
crystal is given in Fig. 8. The crystal measurement and
the resistor measurement was obtained with a similar
sensitivity and drive. The noise floor appears to be
about 10 dB below the crystal signal level close to the
carrier. We can observe the l/f attenuation of the
quartz crystal noise.

MEASUREMENTS

1.0

10.0

Fourier Fmquency (Hz)

Fig,8: Phase noise of the 10 MHz, SC cut, BVA quartz
crystal resonators.

Short-term stability usually is given in the time
domain with an Allan variance. The Allan variance is
computed from the Fourier frequency and from the
power spectral density of the phase fluctuations [a]:

The noise floor of the system is given in Fig. 7.

with f = Fourier frequency, v, = source frequency.
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Fig. 7: Noise floor of the system.

100.0

' ~ 1s
Standard deviation is computed at 2 . 1 ~ at
following the previous results (Fig. 8). The numerical
integral calculus of the o,(ls) is obtained with integral
limits equal to 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz. The power spectral
density of the phase fluctuations S+(f)which is used in
this computation is an Iff approximation of the
previous results. It is an asymptotic curve including
eight
hundred
points
and
these
values:
S+(O.IHz) = -120 dBc~Hz,S+(lHz)= -130 dBc/Hz and
S+(10Hz) = -140 dBc/Hz.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison between several quartz
crystals. The following curves show that quartz crystal
"23 11" is the crystal that has the most phase noise.
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ABSTRACT
An approach to nonlinear BJT amplifier PM and

circuit. Nonlinear circuit model of the amplifier is
shown in Fig.2. The transistor is replaced by its charge
control inodel with noise sources. It is supposed that

I;[:); (

AM noise calculation is presented. Polyharmonic

presentation of voltages and currents is used and
periodical nonstationarity of BJT noise sources due to
their modulation by periodic signal is taken into
consideration. Due to rl~eseeffects one has to introduce
Werent "noise factors" for PM and AM noise
calculation (if one expands the formulae obtained for
linear mode of operation to nonlinear one), and these
noise factors depend on the input signal level.
Common emitter (CE) amplifier with both bypassed
and unbypassed resistors in emitter circuit is considered
in detail. Power spectral densities of AM and PM noise
are calculated as functions of signal amplitude. An
influence of bypassed and unbypassed emitter resistor
on PM and AM noise is investigated.

ic(Gble)=Is ~ X P

(1)

and
ib(~b,)=(~+TFp)ic(~b.el

(2).

where IS - saturation current. VT - thermal voltage, P CE configuration current gain. zp - forward injection
charge control parameter, p=d,dt - operator of
differentiation. We don't take into consideration
dependence of junction capacitances C,, and C,, on the
voltages.
In
the
circuit
diagram
(Fig. 1)
vss (t) = Re[Vss exp(jo ,t)] - signal source voltage.
and ZSS@)- signal source impedance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the papers that were devoted to theoretical
analysis of PM and AM noise in bipolar junction
transistor (BJT) amplifiers were based on using linear
model of BJT. Using of such model gives an
opportunity to obtain simple formulae for wideband PM
and AM noises [2]. based on noise factor calculation.
This approach was also used for oscillators PM noise
calculations based on Leeson's formula [3].
In many cases amplifiers with low level of PM noise
are used in nonlinear mode of operation. They are
almost always nonlinear in oscillators. But for
nonlinear amplifier it is not correct to use simple
formulae that contain such characteristics as noise
factor, because in nonlinear amplifier input oscillation
and noises are transformed to the output in different
ways. and power spectral densities of PM and AM
noises introduced by nonlinear amplifier are Werent.
It was discussed for amplifier with low frequency
nonlinear model of BJT in the book [4].
In this paper we consider PM and AM noises
introduced by wideband noise sources of nonlinear
amplifier using high frequency charge control model of
BJT for active region of its operation. Results of this
consideration are useful1 to find limitations of linear
model and present opportunity to calculate PM and AM
noise in nonlinear BJT amplifiers.
2. AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT AND MODEL
The circuit under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. It
is CE amplifier with feedback impedance ZE in emitter
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Fig. I. Circuit diagram of CE amplifier.
In the circuit model (Fig.2) vs(t)=Ks@)vss(t) where
Ks@)=RBd(RBo+zss@)+(I/pCs))and
ZS@)=(~SS@)'(~/PCS))/(
~+(ZSS@>~BO)+(~/P~SRB,)).

Fig. 2. Circuit model of the CE amplifier.
Although an approach to PM and AM noise calculation
is applicable to the circuits with any linear impedances
ZSS@), ZL@), Z E ( ~ ) ,in this paper we consider

quantitatively the case. when Zss@)=Rss. ZL@)=RLand
ZE@)=RE+R~d(l+C~&o).Here RE^. CEO elements of
enlitter self biasing circuit. and RE a resistor in
feedback circuit.
Five nideband noise sources are taken into
consideration in the lnodel shown in Fig.2: tl1erma.I
noise voltages vm(t). vnbt(t) and I.,,,(&) of i~upedances
Zs@).rbb.. ZE@).and noise colnponents inh(t) and inc(t)
of base current and collector current. These hvo noise
currents beco~lleperiodically nonstationap when input
signal of the amplifier becomes large.

-

-

that is different from the one used for calculation of
stationaq fluctuations [ 5 ] .
4. CALCULATION OF THE PM AND AM

NOISE PSD
It nas shonn in (51 that an!. periodicall!.
nonstationq processes ~ ( t ) with period of
nonstationarity Ts = 2 x / r o can be presented in the
form

3. BASIC EQUATIONS

Nordinear lnodel of the BJT amplifier shown in
Fig.2 can be described by lsvo symbolic equations
(3)
9 b'e = - ~ @ ) i c( 9 b'e) +5s.bte +Sn.b1e
8, = - z c ~ p ) i c ( 9 b ' e ) + ~ s .+9n.c,
c
(4)
where Z@) and Z,@) - symbolic ilnpedances that
describe an influence of iC(abte)on 9 v e and
8, through liner part of the circuit model shown in

-

Fig.2. 9 s.b'e and gS., - input voltages transformed to
emitter junction and to the amplifier output by linear
noise
part of the circuit model. 9 n,b'e and 9 ,

-

voltages that appear at the emitter junction and the
amplifier output due to influence of all wideband noise
sources through linear part of the circuit model.
In steady state mode of the amplifier operation
Sw,(t) and
9 , (t) can be presented as sums of
and 8,, with
periodical functions of time gsqbte
period Ts = 27~/ a s , and small fluctuations 9 f,bte and
Q f,c *sothat

-

where Uk(t) stationary colllples random processe
having PSD located in Fourier frequency band

--a

s a < EL. SO one can say that vector
2
2
u = (...U-a:(t),...u-l(f),UO(t),Ul(t),...9~k(t
where c(T)) is a symbol of matris transposition.
corresponds to the process v(t). A matris of PSD's of
t l ~ e vector cgives full description of spectral
characteristics of v(t).
It was shown also tlmt using such approach one can
obtain
of linear equations
- from (8). (9) systems
-

where matrixes
follows

Periodic voltage gble
is a solution of the equation
(6)
9 b'e = -z@)ic(FbIe) + Ksqbge.
After its solution 5, can be found as follows

-g c = - ~ ~ @ ) i ~ ( 8 ~ t ~ ) + g ~(7), ~ .

If one substitutes (5) in (3). (4). linearize
i ,(8bne + 8 f ,ble ) with respect to fluctuations. and take
into consideration (l), (6) and (7), one obtains the neM
equations for fluctuations:

As i c ( g b t e ) is a periodic function of time.
fluctuations 9 ,b9e
and 9 f,
are periodically
nonstationary. To find them one has to use an approach

where 1:

~ j o ) ,ic(jo), icare defined as

- comples semi amplitudes of Fourier series

If we introduce matrixes

we can write fonnal solution of equations (1 1). (12) in
the form
<~~,[jw]
= -t(j(j,)~-l
(jm)6n.bne[jm]
+ ifn,
[jo] (17)
Noise voltages Qn,bne and Q,, can be presented
as linear combinations of primary noise sources v,(t).
vnbdt)?vnedt), inb(t) and inc(t).

the PSD of the process 9 c,(t)) can be presented in the
fonn

f

nhere symbolic transfer functions and transfer
impedances depend only on linear passive colnponents
of tlze model shonn in Fig.2.
If we introduce
~natrises.corresponding to the transfer functions
and impedances of eq. (18).(19). using the s a l e
algorithm as in (13). (14).
vectors of random spectra U, [jco],Unbt[~(LI],

-

-

-

In, [jco], I, [ j o ] corresponding to v,.

U,,[jo],

..........................a,................

- (11 , Scn <-.(11 ,
2

2

(76)

Specific feature of periodicaly nonstationary rand0111
processes is nonzero mutual correlation of coinponents
of vector (24).
From (21) and (22) we obtain
SE(m) = t ( j m ) [ S ~ c c o+) J;p(m)]cb(jm) +

1

Matris of primary thermal noise of comples impedance
Z(jo) is

...

tllen from (17),(18).(19).(20) we obtain

$,(a)=

wq;-@s))
0

...

+ E;,Cio)U,,[jol +&cia)Inb[.jol + &&[jol.
It is known that mnatris of PSD of periodically
nonstationary random process (for example, 9 rc(t)) is
connected with vector of random spectra of tlus process

where c*)) denotes coinples conjugate value.
6(0 - a ' ) delta function and matris ic ( a ) has the
nek? fonn

-

fc

I

~ ( 0=)

...
...

...

-

...

...

...

0
O
Re(Z(jo))
0
0
wqa+jws))

...

...

(28)

...
...

where k
Boltzmann constant and T - absolute
temnperature. Matrixes i f f ( o ) ,$:'(o)
and Sft:'(w )
can be obtained from S;(co) if one replaces Z(jo) by
1 ~ (j.)/'
s
~ s ( jso ) . [ ~ o ~ ) - I K ~ ~ m ) / Z s s+rbb.l
( j m )an
d ZE(io). Matrix of shot noise of collector current inc(t)
and base current inb(t)are

( ~ f , c [ ~ oequation
~)b~

.a.

...

...

S-l-l(a) S-lo(o)
So-l(o)
Soo(o)
S I - I ( ~ ) S10(o)

Sol(0)
S11(o)

(23)

It corresponds to vector comples stationary random
process
-

u i . c = ( . . ufc.-2 %.-I
UfC.0Urc.l Ufc.z ...).(24)
For example S, (a)is PSD of Ufc,,(t), and S.! 1 (o)
is mutual PSD of Ufc.,l (t) and Urc.l(t)

where e -electron charge and Ic -defined by (15).
Using (27). (28). (29) one can calculate matris of
PSDYsthat gives full description of vector Gf, (24)
and periodically nonstationary noise voltage at the
output of the amplifier.
To calculate PM $(t) and AM a(t) noises introduced
in first harmonic of the output voltage (5) we can use a
definition of these noises

-

where UC.! a comples semi amplitude of the first
harmonic of 9, (t). From (30) it follows that

noise in nonlinear BJT amplifiers due to wideband
electrical noises sources.

where elements S.l.~(o),S.~
I (o),S1.1(o) and SII (a) are
taken from mauis (23). calculated in (27).
To find one sided (physical) PSD's of +(t) and a(t)
one has to multiply S,(w) and S,(o) by 2.
Formula (32) gives full solution of the problem PM
and AM noise calculation in nonlinear amplifier.
Basing on this approach a program for PM and AM
noise calculation was developed.
5. RESULTS OF PM AND AM NOISE
CALCULATION

Some results of PM and AM noise calculation in the
amplifier Fig. 1 are shown in Fig.3.
To show a difference between linear amplifier and
nonlinear one, we presented S+(o) and S,(o) using the
same form as in linear amplifier [2]. But because of the
difference of PM and AM noises we have to introduce
here ccphaseu F*and ((amplitude))Fa noise factors (NF):

where P,, = Vss / 8 Re Zss .
Calculations were fulfilled for CE amplifier
considered in [2]. Parameters of the circuit model were:
rbv=30 Ohm, P-50, (wT/2?r)=500 MHz, Cjc=5 pF,
C#=4pF,
Zss=W250
Ohm,
Cs=lO
nF,
&=2,5kOhm,
C~0=1000 nF, Z~=&=500 Ohm.
Collector current in operating point without signal at
the input Ia=5mA. Signal frequency (oJ2~)=2,5
MHz.
Fig.3,a shows dependencies of first harmonic
average gain G=UClNss and second .harmonic cigairv)
H=UC2Nss.Fig.3,b shows dependencies of PM and AM
NF's on Vss.
Three cases were investigated. The first case
(REo=O,RE=O) shows si@icant growth of NF's with
increasing Vss in nonlinear region. The second case
(REo=250Ohm, RE=O)shows that bypassed resistor RE^
decreased AM NF ~ f ' ) significantly, and lowered PM
2

-

NF

$2)

a little bit. The third case (RE0=250 Ohm.

RE=25Ohm) shows an influence of unbypassed emitter
resistor on W's

q3)and F:~) .

6. CONCLUSIONS
An approach and a program presented in this paper
give an opportunity to investigate an influence of signal
frequency, RBO,REO,ZSS,RE and ZLon PM and AM

Fig.3. Average ((gains)) and PM and AM ((noise
factors)) as functions of input voltage VSS.
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ABSTRACT
Theoretical analysis of PM and AM noise
introduced by common base (CB) bipolar transistor
amplifier and comparison of CB and common emitter
(CE) amplifiers are presented. The analysis is based on
the approach and the models developed and used in
the papers [2.4]. Power spectral densities (PSD) of PM
and AM noises of CB amplifier (both wideband and
l/f type) are found as functions of a harmonic signal
frequency. available power of the signal source and
parameters of biasing circuits.
Comparison of PM and AM noises? introduced by
CB amplifier and CE amplifier with unbypassed
emitter resistor is also presented and discussed. It is
offered to compare PM noises of the amplifiers taking
into consideration available power of signal source
that is necessary to provide the same output voltage
across the same load impedance.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of CB (or CE) amplifier.

1. AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT AND MODEL

A circuit diagram of the amplifier under
consideration is shown in Fig.1. It contains two
sources of harmonic voltages with frequency
o and complex amplitudes Us,and Usb. They have
output impedances Z,, and Zsb.
Supposing that Us,& and U,b=O we obtain CB
amplifier with feedback impedance Zbin base circuit.
In this case we consider Z,, as a signal source
impedance.
If we suppose that Usb#O and U,,=O we have CE
amplifier with feedback impedance Z, in emitter
circuit. Here we consider Z,b as output impedance of
the signal source.
Bypassed resistors RBOand REo in the circuit Fig. 1
and voltage sources VEOand VBme used to provide
the necessary operating point. Load impedance ZLand
collector dc voltage source V a provide BJT operation
in active region and choosing of the amplifier gain.
We use here the same BJT circuit model as in the
paper [4] and the same approach to PM and AM noise
calculation.

Fig. 2. Circuit model of BJT amplifier.

where F,b - noise factor of the amplifier, calculated if
only wideband noise sources are taken into
consideration, k - Boltzman constant, T - absolute
temperature, PavScbavailable power of the signal source
in emitter circuit

-

2

2. BASIC FORMULAE

Let us consider first CB amplifier. In this case we
suppose that in the circuit shown in Fig.1 USb=O.
Basing on the paper [4] we present PM and AM noises
power spectral densities (PSD) of CB amplifier
S d , c b ( a ; a s )and S a , c b ( a ; a s )byformilae
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pw,cb= IuSeI
18 hz, (jo ,I,
(3)
Tg,cb ( o ,) and Ta,cb( a ,) - functions of sensitivities
of phase shift +(t) and relative amplitude variations a(t)
to relative l/f fluctuations of recombination
conductivity p(t), Sp(o) - PSD of p(t) [4].
For the case of CE-amplifier, when USb#Obut U,,=O
we have expressions similar to (1-3)

Bearing this in mind we consider a set of examples
of CB and CE amplifiers The values of Zs, and Zsb of
these amplifiers are given in Table 1.
Table 1
1 Example IZsb=Rsb IZse=Rse. 1 Example I Zsb=Rb IZse=Rse
pav.ce= 1usbl21 8 ~ e z ~ ~ 0 a ~ ) . (6)
So the probiein of PM and AM noise calculation is
reduced to the one that can be solved exactly the same
way as it was done for CE amplifier in the paper [4].
The problem of comparison of CB amplifier and CE
amplifier is reduced to comparison of tlie values of
noise factors. available powers and functions of
sensitivities of these amplifiers under definite
conditions of comparison.
3.

PM AND AM FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO
WIDEBAND NOISE SOURCES

Incremental model of the amplifier Fig. 1 is shown
in Fig.2. Equations of this model that were used to
calculate voltage gains Gcb(jas), Gce(jas) and Pav.cb,
PaV.,,,Fcb,Fceare given in Appendix.
But some features that are important for comparison
of CB and CE amplifiers can be obtained directly from
the circuit Fig. 2 :
output noise of the circuit Fig.1 has the same PSD
both in the case CB amplifier CU,PO; Usb=O)and in
the case CE amplifier (Usb;lsO;Use=O);
noise factors Fob and FCCof CB and CE amplifiers
are equal if output impedances of signal sources in
both circuits are equal, and feedback impedances are
also equal. (Dependencies of these noise factors on
a, for some particular cases are shown in Fig.3);
if Gb=ZSethe CB and CE amplifiers with equal
values of Use and USb have the same values of noise
factors, signal sources available powers and PM and
AM noises.

-"
1*10-~

1.10~

0.01

0.1

1

Fig.4. Normalized PSD's
(S,cdS~)=(S,cdSo) and
(S,ce/So)=(S,cJSo) - (a), and normalized signal
source available powers
and
Pav,ce/Pav.o 03) as hnction of JUT for the
examples of amplifiers described in the Table 1.

-

Fig.3. Dependencies of noise factors on aJaTfor CE
and CB amplifiers

(Parameters of BJT and its current in operating point
are taken the same as in the paper [4]: rbb'= 30 Ohm,
( a ~ / 2 n )= 500 MHz , p=50, Cjc = 4 pF, Ic=5 mA,
g, = 0.2 AN, g, = 0.0004 AN, Cb = 64 pF,
ZL= R~=500Ohm). The dependencies of
Sqcb.ce

I

on Os/OT for several values of Re or kbare shown in
Fig.4.a. They were calculated for the case when
U~=constfor all values of os and %, or %I,. and
normalized to PSD So =So,b.o= Sacb.o of PM noise in
both amplifiers with I&, = Rb=5 Ohm and fJfT = lo4.
It is easy to find. that. if we take U L = ~V. Gcb(0)=50,
Useo=20inV.P,,o=
/ 8RSe = lo-' W, Fz9.7dB and
So = -144.5 d B k .
The curves in Fig.4.a show that one can decrease
wideband PM and AM noise introduced by CB
amplifier increasing k, . and c w e s in Fig. 4.b show
how signal source available power has to be changed to
preserve the same value of output signal with new value
of %,. The available powers are normalized to
corresponding to the case when %, = k b =5 Ohm and
f ~ =f104.
~
To compare CE amplifier with CB amplifier we
considered a set of CE amplifiers CE 1...CE4 (Tablel).
Parameters and operating point of BJT were the same.
Results of their consideration are also shown in
Fig.4.a,b. One can see that at low signal frequencies
increasing of kbleads to increasing of PM and AM
wideband noise. At high frequencies dependencies of
S9,ceon $b with os=const are not monotonous. C w e s
in Fig.4,b show how available power has to be changed
to provide a constant value of ULwhen Sband oJoT
are changed.

~ i ~ , ~

ke=%b=5 Ohm in this case are approsimately 12 dB
higher then the ones shown in Fig.5. A difference
between corresponding curves becomes less when
grows in CB amplifier. and k b p w s in CE amplifier.
The calculations were made using the same
approach as in [4]. Basic formulae are presented in the
Appendix. To estimate contribution of 1lf noise sources
using (1). (2). (4). (5) one can take
S,(o) r4.8
I;' / o [4].

5. CONCLUSIONS
CB amplifier built in accordance with the circuit
shown in Fig.1 with Usb =O. RBO=REO=O.
and signal
source (SS) voltage Use. SS impedance Z, = %,
equal to Zsb = Rtb has the same PM and AM noise as

4. PM AND AM FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO 1/F

NOISE SOURCE
To investigate an influence of signal frequency and
signal source impedance on llf PM and AM noise we
calculated dependencies of functions T:,~ and T:,,~
in equations (I), (2) on oJoT for the same CB BJT
amplifiers that were considered in the previous part of
this paper. These dependencies for the cases CB 1...CB4
(Table 1) with RBo=O,REo=Oare shown in Fig.5 a,b. As
in the case of wideband noise increasing of I&, leads
to decreasing of Iff noise and the rate of this decreasing
is approximately the same as in the case of wideband
noise sources.
and
Results of calculations of dependencies T:,
2
T,,c,

on os/oT for
CE amplifiers (examples
CE1 ...CE4 with RBo=O,RE,=()) are also given in
Fig.5 a,b. One can see that in these cases increasing k b
leads to significant increasing of llf PM and AM noise.
It corresponds to the results obtained and lscussed
earlier [2,4].
The curves, similar to the ones shown in Fig.5 were
also calculated for the case when R~o=5kOhm (high
resistance in the base biasing circuit). The values of

.tV

1.10~
0.01
Fig.5. Dependencies of T:,,~, T:,,~
1.10-~

0.1

- (a) and

2
2
Ta,cb
,T4,,,
- (b) on W S / Wfor~the amplifiers

described in the Table 1.

1

CE amplifier (circuit Fig.1 with UK =O. RB~=RE~=O)
and the same values of %,= Rb.
If one increases %, in CB amplifier supporting
Kb=const and output voltage UL=const. PM and AM
noise at the output decreases . but one has to increase
SS voltage Useand available power Pav.cb.Decreasing of
PM and AM noise when Regrows becomes less when
the signal frequency becomes higher (Fig.4.5). PM and
AM noise becomes hlgher if one increases Rb.
Using large bypassed resistor RBOin base biasing
circuit increases llf PM and AM noise. Bypassed
resistor REOin emitter circuit decreases llf PM and AM
noise but its influence is sigmficant if REo>%e.
It is interesting to notice that contributions of CB
stages in CE-CB and CC-CB amplifiers that were
analyzed in [4] are very different. In CE-CB amplifier
the CB stage has SS with high output impedance and
its contribution is small by comparison to CE stage of
this circuit. In CC-CB amplifier the CB stage has SS
with rather low output impedance and its contribution
is almost the same as a contribution of CC stage.
CB amplifier with lowest PM and AM noise has to
have Zgb=O,RBo=O, beclose to the value providing
minimal noise factor in chosen operating point of BJT,
and RE@(3+5)%,.

To find

functions of sensitivities T ~ ~ ~ ( c o ~ )

~ : , ~ ~ ( c o ~ put
) w eall wideband noises in (A.1-A.3)
equal to zero. suppose that USb=O. do in equations
(A.2). (A.4) replacements:
8 n +en +Mn +&,, gm+gm+4m, Cb +Cb +A%
where
Ag, = -g,Ap, A g , = -gmAp, ACb=-CbAp.

and elpress voltage gain as a comples function of p:
GcbQas.p). After that we find [4]
[(d~cbcl. s,

and
T @ , c bs)
( ~= Im(Tcbclo s);
Function T&

and^&,

were calculated the same

way.
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ABSTRACT

An algorithm of bipolar junctioil transistor (BJT)
amplifier PM and AM noise calculation, developed
in the paper [I], is applied to BJT amplifiers, having
common emitter (CE) and common emitter common base (CE-CB) circuit configurations with
quartz crystal resonator (QR) inserted in emitter
circuits. Power spectral densities (PSD) of PM and
AM noise introduced by these amplifiers when signal
frequency is close to QR resonance frequency are
calculated. Calculations were made for PM and AM
noises caused both by wideband noise sources and
by sources of llf noise.
A comparison of PM and AM noises of CE and
CE-CB amplifiers is fulfilled and discussed.

generalized to use them for these kinds of circuits. As
algorithms of wideband and Iff PM and AM noise
calculation are different one should obtain two kind of
formulae.
To show how to use them for Sa(o) and Sb(o)
calculation we'll consider two particular BJT amplifiers
with typical parameters of BJT and QR and use these
examples to analyze an influence of circuit parameters
on PM and AM noise of these amplifiers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bipolar junction transistor (BJT) amplifiers with
quartz crystal resonators (QR) in emitter circuits are
widely used to build quartz crystal oscillators [2,3].
Sometimes such narrow band amplifiers are used also
to clean up a spectrum of harmonic oscillations. As
such amplifiers introduce their own AM and PM noises
it is interesting to calculate their power spectral
densities and investigate dependence of these noises on
circuits parameters. Some results of such calculations
and investigation are presented in this paper.
2. AMPLIFIERS CIRCUITS AND PROBLEM

FORMULATION

The circuits under consideration are CE and CE-CB

BJT amplifiers with QR inserted in emitter circuits.
They are particular cases of the circuits shown in
Fig. l,a,b, if one replaces an emitter impedance ZEby
QR with inductance LEOand resistance REO,inserted in
parallel to QR (Fig 1,c). These circuits are selected for
analysis because they were used to build low noise
oscillators [2,3]. General circuits, presented in Fig.
l.a,b coincide with the circuits that were analysed in
the paper [I]. But the formulae, presented in the paper
[I]. were derived for wideband amplifiers.
An
influence of the circuits elements on dependence of
power spectral densities (PSD) of amplitude Sa(o) and
phase S&o) fluctuations on Fourier frequency o was
negligible and it was not taken into consideration.
In this case we deal with highly selective feedback
circuits and the formulae derived in [I] have to be
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagrams of CE (a). CE-CB (b)
amplifiers and QR (c)
3. BJT AND QR MODELS AND THEIR

PARAMETERS

To calculate gain and noise of the amplifiers we'll
use hybrid x model of BJT with noise sources shown
in Fig. 2. The model is similar to the one used in [I].
A circuit model of ZE consists of a QR circuit model,
an inductance LEO and a resistance RE& In the QR
circuit model only one series resonance branch with

elements L,, Cq and % and a static capacitance COare
taken into consideration (Fig.3).

1.

Fig.?. BJT circuit model with noise sources.

So2(o), S&) arise due to l/f fluctuations of BJT
parameters.
To derive formulae for PM and AM noise of narrow
band amplifier we write at first a formula for PSD of the
output noise due to wideband noise sources in the BJT
model
Sn(o) = l ~ ( j o ) l 'F ( W ) ~ ~ T 2,
( R(jo))
~ .
(4)
where G(jw) - transfer function of the amplifier from
signal source voltage to the output voltage. F(o) - noise
factor of the BTA, Z(jo) - impedance of the signal
source.
Taking into consideration that
uC= ~ ( j o ) ~ ,
and using results, presented in the book [4] one obtains
Z+ntims+la) +Z+ntiss- j s ) (g]
(5),
S,+I(@)
= Sa~(a)
=
Z / G ( J ~~ez,(jm,)
,)~~
Pav
where
+(jos

Fig.3. Model of QR with noise source.
In particular circuits that will be considered we take
the nest sets of QR and BJT parameters.
a) QR: (o,/?n) = fq = 1 / 2 7 c J K = 60 MHz, quality
factor QR Qq =

&:

-/ R q = lo5,

Zh(jws - jo) = IG(jo,- jo)l 2 F(oS-o)ReZ,(jos - jo),
Pa" = ~f /8 ~e Z, (jo ,).
To calculate S$2(0) and Sa2(0) supposing that one
knows PSD S,(o) of parameter g, relative fluctuations
pdt) one has to start from symbolic transfer function
(TF), G@,pf)that defines

Rq = 25 Ohm,

Co = 5 pF. We suppose also that LEo is selected so that

11,/==aq,
and in the basic example
REo= 25 Ohm.
b) BJT: (oT/~z)= f~ = 3*1o9 fi, CE configuration
current gain P=50, rb~=30Ohm,Cjc= 1 pF, Cj,= 1 pF.
Basic operating point is selected in active region of
BJT operation with average collector
current
Ic = 5 mA. That is why g,,,= 0.2 AN, g, = 0.0004 AN.
Cb = 10,6 pF.

+jo) = /G(p, +jo)/z~(os+o)Re&(jo, +jo),

V c

=G@;~f)vs,

where p=d/dt. After linearization of TF with respect to
pf one obtains
42(t) = T,+JP, s ) ~(f9
3

where

4. ALGORITHMS OF PM AND AM NOISE

CALCULATIONS
Let us suppose that small harmonic signal
(1)
v, (t) = Re[U, exp(jo ,t)]
is applied to the input of the BJT amplifier (BTA).
Power spectral densities (PSD) of phase S4(0) and
relative amplitude S,(o) fluctuations, that are
introduced by BTA, consist of two components
(2)
Sdo) = sol(@>+ S+2(0)
Sa(o) = Sa~(o)+ sad^)
(31
where S+,(o), Sal(o) arise due to wideband noise
sources (thermal, recombination and shot noises), and

Specific feature of these formulae is an opportunity
to calculate an influence of narrow band amplifiers TF
on dependencies of PSD's on Fourier frequency.
In the case of wideband amplifiers these formulae
coincide with the ones presented in [I].

5. PM AND AM DUE TO WIDEBAND NOISE

SOURCES

Let us consider at first results of PM and AM noise
calculation. supposing that only wideband noise sources
are present.
Supposing that the QR and BJT have parameters
listed in part 3 of this paper. Z~=&=50 Ohm.
RBo=2.5 kOim and ZL=RL=500Ohm. we calculated
dependencies of voltage gain IGo and the phase

,)I

shift arg(G(jo,)) on relative frequency offset
(a,-a,)/ oq. They are shown in Fig.4. a,b both for CE
and CE-CB amplifiers. One can notice that masimum
gain frequency in CE amplifier is shifted with respect
to o, on the value of about 114 of the QR bandwidth.
and there is almost no such shift in CE-CB amplifier.

I

I
0

YIO-'

l110*

1.5*106

Fig.5. Dependencies of AM and PM wideband noise
PSD's on Fourier frequencies for fsl=fm,,
fs~=f-i(l+O. 5Afq), fss=fWi(l+Afq).
6. PM AND AM DUE TO 1/F NOISE SOURCE

We consider here an influence of only llf
fluctuations of recombination conductivity gdt) (Fig.2)
on amplitude and phase of output oscillations. In Fig.6
dependencies of IT,(o,

-

-l.10 5

o

,)I

2

2

a n d / ~ + ~o( 0,)I, on relative

signal frequency offset (o,-w,)/ oq are shown. They
describe an influence of very slow (quasistatic)
fluctuations pdt) on amplitude and phase shift of output
oscillations.
One can see from Fig.6 that CE amplifier introduces
higher AM noise in the point of maximum gain. But the
difference is not very big (about 1,5 dB).
As to the curves shown in Fig.6,b. one can notice
deep and narrow minima in dependencies of
5.10-6

1.10-5

,)I

Fig.4. Dependencies of voltage gain lG(~o (a) and
the phase shift arg(G(jo,)) (b) on relative frequency
offset (os-oq)/ o, (1 - CE, 2 - CE-CB)
Using (5) and algorithms of the paper [1] we have
calculated dependencies of AM and PM noise on
Fourier frequency frol2n for three values of offset of
signal frequency with respect to maximum gain
frequencies of each amplifier (f-I for CE amplifier,
fmar;2for CE-CB amplifier). Results of this calculation
are presented in Fig.5. One can notice that the curves
-S(m)
(where S(o)=S4/(~)=Sa/(~))
Pav
Pav
corresponding to the same values (fs-fmwi)/fWi(i=1,2)
in CE and CE-CB amplifiers are almost similar. When
the offset increases the band of AM and PM noise
becomes wider, and when (f,-f-i)/fmi
becomes more
than Afq12Qq, a raising in curves :(a) appears and
increases.

T~,(o,co,)~~
on 0.. They arise due to the same
compensation effects that were noticed in wideband
amplifiers and discussed in [l].
It is interesting to find dependencies of transform
2

functions i ~ , + ~ (a31
o,

,)I

2

and Tap(@,o
on Fourier
frequencies when o, is in the vicinities of the
compensation minimum. These dependencies the shown
in Fig.7. In this figure curves ((1)) correspond to signal
frequencies a,&, and o % dof minimal phase shift
sensitivities of CE and CE-CB amplifiers to slow p(t)
variations.
Fig.6,b
one
can
From
find
that
(CE
case)
and
(arminl- o q ) / o q =-3.10 -6
(o ,,rnin2 -a q )1 = -0,22.10-6 (CE-CB case). Curves
((2,) correspond to the offsets from these points
( ~-@roll)/"Mnnl
~ ~ )
=c$) -COmm2)/~rmn2=0,41.I0-6

and c w e s

Functions

((3~

IT^,(^. o ,)I

2

correspond

,)I

I

-5'10-~

0

5'10-~

i

CE-CB

J

us
9
-0

-1'10
0

I

-

(

I*IO-'

9

1

offsets

are not sensitive to small offsets

of a, But functions ~ , + , ( a , a

30'

to

2

are very sensitive to

these offsets.
One can notice that if a signal frequency is equal to
a,. an influence of p(t) on phase shift fluctuations in
CE-CB amplifier is sigdicantly less than in CE
amplifier. So if contribution of this source of llf
fluctuations is sigmicant. it is possible to use
compensation effect for llf PM noise reduction.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Fig.6. Functions Tap(O,o

,)I

2

- (a). IT~,+(O,

a

,)I 2 - (b).

An approach to calculation of PM and AM noise in
linear BIT amplifiers, developed in [I], is generalized
and applied to the amplifier with QR in emitter circuit.
Only one source of llf noise is considered. but using the
same approach one can calculate and investigate an
influence of other sources of such noise (BJT
capacitances fluctuations, fluctuations of QR
parameters).
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QUANTUM 1/F QUARTZ RESONATOR THEORY VERSUS EXPERIMENT
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ABSTRACT
The quantum l/f theory, as applied to bulk acoustic
wave (BAW) and slaface acoustic wave (SAW)
resonators has recently been generalized to the case of an
arbitrary coherence length of the phonons, which may be
large or small compared with the size of the resonator.
The theory has further been extended to include defect
scattering along with the phonon scattering m e
exclusively considered earlier. The present paper
compares the new theoretical results with experimental
results obtained by F.L. Walls et al., T. Parker et al.,
JR. Vig et al., as well as by other research groups.

The quantum 1/f theory, as applied to bulk
acoustic wave (BAW) and surface acoustic wave (SAW)
resonators, is canpared with experimental results
obtained by F.L. WaUs et al., T. Parker et al., JR. Vig
et al., as well as other research groups. The theory has
recently been generalized to the case of an arbitrary
coherence length of the phonons, which may be large or
small compared with the size of the resonator. ?he
theory has further been extended to include defect
scattering along with the phonon scamring case
exclusively considered earlier.
Our theoretical results [I], [2] can be written in
the form
S(f)= p ~ l f Q 4 for
, VQ,
(1)
and
S(f) = ~ E ~ I Nfor@V~E,
,
('4
where, with <o>=10*/s, with n=kTb <a>, T=WK
and kT=4
J,

For the case of defect scattering, a two-phonon
process takes place. A phonon from the main resonator
mode scatters on a defmt and a phonon of comparable
frequency emerges into another mode with much smaller
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phonon occupation number n p k T f i w In this case
we have to replace <w> by o and n<a>with no,
which gives a $-value which is ( < w > / ~ smaller,
)~
i.e.
104-106 times smaller. In general, therefore, writing
T=T" + r", we obtain for the combined phonon ad
defect swtering case, in general,

Although the defect scattering term is small at room
temperature, it may become dominant at low temperatures, when the phonon scattering rate T* becomes much
smaller than the defect scattering rate r".
2. COMPARISON WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The form of Eqs. (1)-(4) shows that the level of
l/f lkequency noise depenclr not only as Q~ as
previously proposed for quartz [3], but is a nonmonotonous function of the volume of the active
region. The noise first increases with volume, then
after m h i n g a maximum of the arda of the phononcohaence volume, it decreases with size. Fig. 1 illustrates his dependence an the active resonator volume V.
For quartz, this theory explains the data of
Gagnepain who varied the Qfactor with t e m p s u e in
the same q u a resonator, and of Gagwpain and
U M e M who varied Q. It quantitatively fits the data
of Fere Fikal, Walls, et.al. (Fig. 2) who considered
several quark resonators which differ in volume ad
hquency, and the data of Parker far SAW resonators
(Table I and Fig. 2), with their relatively low Q values.
Indeed, amding to [4], the median value of the PM
noise L(10 Hz) in dBc/Hz for 12 unswept qmtz
resonators is -103.1, -101.6 and -97.7 for small,
medium and large elecaodes respectively, in reasonable
agreement with the proportionality with V, which
r e q d a 3 dB
between the groups with large
and small electrodes. The electmde diameters of the 3
size groups were 2.16 mm, 3.05 mm, and 4.32 mm.

~~

Fig. 1: Dependence of the spectral density of fractional
frequency fluctuations on the the active quartz volume V.
TABLE 1
SAW

8=120, &=316p,E ~ = ~ o - ~ c ~ ~
Design Quality
Idenrjty factor QU

Eff. a\?cnging
9
x a A a cm-

Eff. avenging
volume V

Coher.
PVQ~

Experirn. S( 1Hz)
( e 2 / ~ ) 2 f 3 ~ ~ - 4ParkerIAndres

I ncohcr.

The volumes were therefare approximately proportional
with the numbers 4.67, 9.30 and 18.66, and thecefcre
with the m
d median values. However, the
remaining scatter present in the data [4], [5], is analyzed
in terms of the defect contributions and coherence
corrections given by Eqs. (2)-(4). The theory also
provides the basis for predicting from first principles,
without adjustable parameters, how to improve the llf
level of resonators, beyond just improving the Q-factor,
which has been known for many years, and which has
been related [2] to fluctuations in the dissipation. Since
the lfi noise level depends on the active volume, in the
coherent regime one should use the lowest overtone ad
smallest diameter consistent with other circuit
parameters. In the incoherent (low Q) case the opposite
should be considered.

3. DISCUSSION
As we see from Table I, there is a number n of
between 4 and 62 phonon-interaction coherence regions
in the SAW devices studied by Parker and Andres 151.
The quantum 1/f constant $ is about 120 times larger in
SAW devices. In Fig. 2 we are able to superpose BAW
and SAW device data on the same graph by dividing the
spectral density of l k p e x y fluctuations by p. In
ddition, we had to express the volume in units of the
coherence volume e3 which is much larger in BAW
resonators.
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Kharkiv Military University and
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses to the crystal resonator phase
and amplitude spectral density definition through its
parameter l/f flicker noises. The approach is based on
the Leeson's oscillator open loop model allowing detailed consideration of the both Butler and Colpitts
modes of operation with assumption of a resonator inter
noise correlation. Examples are given as an illustration
of a good agreement of the data with theoretical curves.
1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown [I] that instability transformation
coefficients of crystal resonator equivalent parameters
into phase and module of its complex impedance may
be effectively used for resonator phase and amplitude
spectral density evaluations in a wide range of offset
from the carrier if to use the Lesson open loop model of
oscillator [2].
In the early works, Wainright et. al. [3] and Gagnepain [4] showed that resonance frequency of a quartz
crystal resonator within its half bandwidth exhibits l/f
flicker fluctuations. Beyond this range, a resonator noise
has 11P [3] or ll? [4] character due to filtering effect of
a resonator. But few years later, Gagnepain et al. [5]
noted that the mechanisms contributing to the generation of l/f noise in crystal resonator were not yet well
understood.
In this report, we consider basic equivalent circuit of
a crystal resonator with noisy equivalent parameters.
We present relatively simple formulas for resonator
amplitude and phase spectral densities within and beyond an inter resonance gap. All the coefficients are
found out as the functions of a resonator inter resonance
operation frequency, Q-factor, and the factor
K=R~C~/-~L
. ,C,

tively. Further,
of real and
x(t)=?+Ax(t),
s(t) = 5+&(t)
nator. It yields

we transform this circuit into connection
imaginary parts r(t)=):+~(t) and
and bring them to noisy modulus
and phase cp(t) = cp + ~ c p ( t )of a reso-

-

1
(1)
(1 - 2 q ~ ) '+ K' '
- 29(1- 2 9 ~ -) K
(2)
x = RI
(1 - 2 9 ~ ) '+ K' '
q(t) = Aw(t) 1n ( t ) ,
Ao(t) = o(t) - 61,

r = R1

where

- - - - a, = l / - F , n = R l i L l = 4 f B , 1 2 n , and K = R , U , C ,

are a resonator bandwidth and K-factor. Relationships
(1) and (2) have a common character allowing using
them for definition of fluctuation transformation coefficients for different types of crystal units, and which investigation leads to understanding of noise conversion
effects in a crystal resonator.
3. TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS OF
FLUCTUATIONS

Based on above functions (1) and (2), we come to
transformation coefficients of fluctuations of motional
and static parameters of resonator into its real and
imaginary parts and, further, to module and phase of the
resonator complex resistance. Let us write relative departures of resonator parameters caused by fluctuations
6,(t) , 6,(t), 6,(t), and 6,,(t) as follows

-

2. FLUCTUATION MODEL OF A RESONATOR

Following by El], we consider equivalent circuit of a
crystal resonator as consecutive connection of a motional inductance, losses and capacity with their deter, and small added flucministic parts T,, , and
tuations hL,(t), hR,(t),and AC,(~)respectively [6].In
parallel to this circuit we connect a static capacity with
deterministic and random parts Foand ACo(t) respec-
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Relationships (3) and (4) allow definition of transformation coefficients of &(t), M , ( t ) , AC, (I), and
AC,(t) into Ar(t) and h ( t ) by q.F(q) =a,,, Is,,
where in subscripts Y = L,,C,, R1, Co. Correspondingly,
a resonator impedance modulus Z may be written in the
) F(1+ 6, El I?), where
form ~ ( t =) 2 + A Z ( ~ =

= k c / ; and 6, =&I; . It follows from (5)
where
that at frequencies qs and qp where x = 0, we get equal

instabilities 6, and 6,, and at frequencies corresponding
to x = r there is 6, = 0,5 (6, + 6,). Defining phase drift
of a resonator complex resistance due to noises as Acp
-=
X
+
Ax
x
arctgX - arctgY , where
=
and y = - ,
F + Ar
r
in view o f H > -1 we write

x -

An analysis of (6) shows-that
the phase shift with q
= q r and q = q p is Acp=6,rRllr, since Z(q,,q,) = O . It
follows also that certain frequency q, is possible in a
gap off. cf, <I;, at which 1-6, - x8, = 0 , and phase
shifts caused by parameter drifts of a resonator equivalent circuit are theoretically absent. Coefficients
KRE.L;C:,O:C~)and K R ~ , L ~ , c ~ofo ~&(t),
V) w(t), q(t),
and &(t) transformation into AZ and Acp are found
out and presented in [7].
4. "LOW-NOISY" OPERATION FREQUENCY

We pointed out above that there is the frequency
within an inter resonance gap at which an influence of
both ALI and AC1 to a resonator phase noise tends to
zero. This frequency is found out from the identity
K,,,, = 0 , and is

As it had been expected, the received value (7) corresponds to maximum of a resonator phase response
cp(q). Hence, it is naturally to consider it as "lownoisy" and preferable for oscillator mode of operation.
Let us make a comparative theoretical analysis of
resonator noises, based on above obtained coefficients
and keeping in mind that vibrations in a resonator in the
Butler mode are kept around frequency f,, and that in
the Colpitts one are in an inter resonance gap
c fc c f, respectively. In slightly loaded Butler
mode provided in a resonator with small R1 and Co that
usually take place in practice ( f = J and Z c< 0.5 ), and
with small offset from the carrier ( F< f i / 4 n ) we may
take that all the coefficients are constant
and get
K,zl,
K,,zO,
K,,,,
z -2LQ,
KR, s 2K ,

operation. Noises of Ll and CI are transformed respectively in accordance with coefficients - ~ E Q , and
-4ED, 0 . This also bears witness to preference of the
Colpitts mode, as theoretically KL,,,(q,) = 0 . Double
increase of amplitude fluctuations in this case does not
give any appreciable negative effect. Just to opposite, it
is the other way with transformation of Co noise. Here
correspondent values are 0, - K and 1/ i?
,-4K. As follows, noise of Co is transferred into modulus Z with a
transformation coefficient greater by several orders, and
into phase cp, - greater by four times than in the Butler
mode. This fact is a comparative disadvantage of the
Colpitts mode though it is mostly of a theoretical significance according the real values of i?. At the bifurcation point iZ = 0,5 the Colpitts mode gives rather
better results because all another coefficients, excepting
KO, = -1, are equal to zero. On the contrary, in the Butler mode only K, = &: = K ~= o .and ~another
~ coeffi-

H

-

cients take the values K,,

=-2Q

and KRq= 1,

5. SPECTRAL DENSITIES
For provision of the comparative evaluations we
consider a resonator spectral density of phase fluctuations S,(FJ)'
at frequencies F tuning-out from the carrier
f . Supposing only a linear mode of a resonator operation, we find out an amplitude 6& t) and phase 6,(f; r)
noises as superposition of that of resonator parameters
through the obtained transformation coefficients.
Using covariances l& (7) = E(6, (f,t)G, (f, t + 7 ) )
and R,,(T) = E(6,( f , t)S,( f , t + 7)) , where 7 is a correlation time we come through the Wiener-Khintchine
transform to the spectral densities. Further, since interesting the maximal possible spectrum values, we use the
inequality j~~,,(F)rI Sc(F)S,(F) and write

f q

-

K,,
z Q , and KO, s -iz . Here, the noise of Rl is
transferred into Z and cp, with corresponding coefficients of 1 and 2K at frequency fS , and of 0 and 4K at
frequency fc . It speaks in favor of the Colpitts mode of

where S,(F) , S L ( F ) , S,(F), and S o ( F ) are spectral
densities of R1 , L 1 , CI, and Co noises, SLc(F), Sm(F),
SRC(F), SOL(F),SOC(F), and SOR(F)are complex joint
spectral densities of resonator parameters fluctuations.
In view of (8), we may obtain full and zero inter
noises correlation multiplying all the joint spectral densities in formulas by coefficient k = 1 and k = 0 respectively. Based on this, we consider the Butler and Colpitts modes within a half bandwidth of resonator, substituting transformation coefficients into (8).

6. COMPARISON OF MEASURED DATA WITH
PREDICTED CURVES

quencies less than 30 Hz. Here, probably, a temperature
is a main source of fluctuations.

Here we apply (8) for evaluation of power spectral
densities of resonator amplitude and phase noises. As
the basic practical results, we will take the measured
data, obtained in [8,9]. Some another results are given in
[7]. Based upon Leeson's model 121, we write a spectral
density in a form of oscillator open loop
s;.,(F) = s,,,(-F) + S,.,(+F) using the formula

f ( F ) = 10.

log(Y)
[dBcWl,

(9)

that is a single-sideband noise-to-canier ratio. It follows
from (1 0) that Sg (F)= 2.10 f(N1O.Since we consider
conversion only l/f noises, we account a white phase
noise impact as an additional additive floor S,,,. or f,,,.
and use instead (9) the relationship

Let us compare above obtained curves with the
measured data given in literature. The methodology is
following. We take that all the resonator deterministic
parameters are known. Then we take the measured values of phase and amplitude spectral densities only at the
offset frequency 10 Hz or 100 Hz within a half bandwidth of a resonator and the noise floors s,,, and Sz,,
from [8,9]. Further we put dawn SL(F) a S,(F) a S;(F)
and S,(F) z S:(F) , and calculate spectral densities
obtained by (8) comparing them with correspondent
measured data. In the case of unknown resonator parameter, we use its typical value that holds true for the
correspondent frequency range.
6.1 VHF crvstal resonator of 100 MHz
Driscoll had carried out the measurements while investigation of very high frequency crystal resonators
(Fig.3a, [8]). We get from the data the following magz1.4.105, and
nitudes f, = 100.106Hs, Q = fs14B,
AfB, z 700Hz. Also, at F = 100Hz we get
S; (10) z 3.96 . I o-'~ and being based on above method-
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Figure 1.
6.2 VHF crvstal resonator of 125 MHz
Curtis et. al. in [9, Fig. 121 brought the data that
show some ranges of spectral density. With F < 50 Hz
there is 1/? noise due to a temperature, with 50 < F <
800 Hz a flicker noise of llf type, with 800 < F < 2000
we see the floor of the noise lit, with 2000 < F <
20000 more than half bandwidth of resonator there is a
flicker noise of 1lf type, and with 20000 < F a white
noise floor I/?. We get from the data f, = 125. lo6HZ,

-

-

we

get

fp(lOO)z-140dBcIH;

and

take

S ; ( F ) = S ~ ( F ) = S , ( F ) ~ ~ . ~ . I O - ~As
F ~ well
.
as in

another cases, we take Scoz 5. 10-14F-' , RI = 36 Ohm,
and K = 0.03 that corresponds to C, z 1.06. 10-"F,
f cp,,a
-163dBc/Hz, and, initially, SR= 0. With zero level
of noise SR= 0 we get big disparity between the data
and prediction curve (Fig.2, curve d). On the contrary,
with S, a 5. I 0-IZF-' the prediction fit the data quite
good in all ranges of offset frequencies, excepting that
of the temperature influence (Fig.2, curve c). Further
increase of SRleads to partial rise of the curve.

ology put dawn S;(F) = Sc(F) =SL(F) ~ 4 . 0IO-~F'.
.
As
well as in the case of [9], we take S,, z 5. 10-I4F-' and
RI = 36 Ohm. In addition, we initially take SR= 0 and
K = 0.025 that corresponds to Co E 1.1 . lo-'' F , and
£ lpr E -1 63dBc/Hz . With SR= 0 we have no good correspondence of the data and accurate prediction curve,
and only with S, a 17. I 0-IZF-I those fit one to another
(Fig. 1, curve c). Let us note that Driscoll considered this
resonator as noisy. Fig.1 shows also the influence of the
resonator static capacity Co value and its flicker noise
spectral density SCo
to the prediction curves for the Butler mode (b,c,d). As may see, we received quite good
behavior of the model, excepting offsets with the fre-

1

10

s

I

1

1w

1 m

Frequency offset [Hz]

Figure 2.

loom

IMXXX)

In addition, Fig2 displays the influence of SR
changes to predictions for the Colpitts mode. Here we
may watch for the small influence of such changes to
the spectral density splashes at two special offset frequencies F =& -A and F =& -f,.
6.3 Discussions
Accurate formula (8) allows the influence evaluation
of parameters values and their noises into character and
magnitude of amplitude and phase spectral densities. It
is illustrated by the figures 1 and 2 where expected behaviors of spectral densities at the operation frequency
of the Colpitts mode are also presented through the
measured data obtained at that of the Butler mode. As
the matter of fact, we mark that neglect the cross correlation between resonator parameters noises for the all
examples gave rather small error near 3 dBc/Hz that
quite appropriate in practice. The comparison showed
that phase fluctuations in the Butler mode are reduced
- factor, though amnoticeably with the growth of
plitude noises are considerably grown. Just to opposite,
increase of hq in the Colpitts mode leads to growth of
the phase fluctuations and to theoretically reduced to
zero amplitude ones.
Owing to the practical difficulties, experimental estimations of fluctuations in the resonator are mainly
based upon measurements made around the fi-equency
f;.. Thus, obtained results are valid for the Butler mode
of operation and, as it can be seen from Figure 1 and 2,
far from those for the Colpitts one that is most widely
used in highly stable and precision oscillators.
The Colpitts mode is characterized by desirable but
not easy satisfied "low-noisy" operating frequencyf,, at
which theoretically we may provide extremely small
influence of a resonator motional inductance and capacity noises into phase instability. Discussion of this mode
is given in [7].

xq

F =f, -f, for the Butler and Colpitts modes correspondingly. Theoretically we get & -f,= f, - j;. but, in
practice, because inaccuracy of f, setting, we may expect two splashes while operating in the Colpitts mode.
In the considered examples, there had not been presented data (Figures 1 and 2) containing the points
fallen within the range of theoretical splashes. This is
the reason why not to give most complete explanation
for the splashes in this paper.
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ABSTRACT

The quantum l/f theoq, as applied to bulk acoustic
wave (BAW) and surface acoustic wave (SAW)
resonators has recently been generalized to the case of an
arbitrary coherence length of the phonons, which may
be large or small compared with the size of the
resonator. The theory has further been extended to
include defect scattering along with the phonon
scattering case exclusively considered earlier. The
present paper compares the new theoretical results with
experimental results obtained by F.L. Walls et al., T.
Parker et al., J.R. Vig et al., as well as by other
research groups.
1. INTRODUCTION

The quantum l/f theory, as applied to bulk
acoustic wave (BAW) and surface acoustic wave (SAW)
resonators, is compared with experimental results
obtained by F.L. Walls et d.,T. Parker et al., J.R. Vig
et al., as well as other research groups. The theory has
recently been generalized to the case of an arbitrary
coherence length of the phonons, which may be large or
small compared with the size of the resonator. The
theory has further been extended to include defect
scattering along with the phonon scattering case
exclusivelyconsidered earlier.
Our theoretical results [I], [2] can be written in
the form
S(f) = $ ' v / ~ Qfor
~ , Vse,
(1)
and
S(f) = P E ~ I ~ Vfor
Q Vre,
~,
(2)
where. with <w>=lo8/s, with n = m <a>. T=3WK
and kT = 4.10-~l J,
=(N/V)aH<w>112nxg2mc2
= 1 0 ~ ~ ( 1 / 1 3 7 ) ( 1 0 ' ~ ~ 1 0 8 ) ~ 1 1 92 k1020
~ x 1=I.
0 ~ ~(3)
~
For the case of defect scattering, a two-phonon
process takes place. A phonon from the main resonator
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mode scatters on a defect and a phonon of comparable
frequency emerges into another mode with much smaller
phonon occupation number nCo=kT/Hw. In this case
we have to replace <w> by w and new> with no,
which gives a Bvalue which is ( < W > / Wsmaller,
)~
i.e.
lo4-lo6 times smaller. In general, therefore, writing
r=rt+ r",we obtain for the combined phonon and
defect scattering case, in general,

Although the defect scattering term is small at room
temperature, it may become dominant at low temperatures, when the phonon scattering rate I?' becomes much
smaller than the defect scattering rate T".
1. COMPARISON WITH THE

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The form of Eqs. (1)-(4) shows that the level
of llf frequency noise depends not only as Q~ as
previously proposed for quartz [3], but is a nonmonotonous function of the volume of the active
region. The noise first increases with volume, then
after reaching a maximum of the order of the phononcoherence volume, it decreases with size. For quartz,
this theory qualitatively fits the data of Gagnepain who
varied the Q-factor with temperature in the same quartz
resonator (but not frequency or volume), the data of
Walls who considered several quartz resonators which
differ in volume and frequency, and the data of Parker for
SAW resonators, with their-relatively low Q values.
Indeed,
to 141, the median value of the PM
noise L(10 Hz) in dBciHz for 12 unswept quartz
resonators is -103.1, -101.6 and -97.7 for small,
medium and large electrodes respectively, in reasonable
agreement with the proportionality with V, which
requires a 3 dB difference between the groups with large
and small electrodes. The electrode diameters of the 3
size groups were 2.16 mm, 3.05 mm, and 4.32 mm.

Fig. 1: Dependence of the spectral density of fractional
frequency fluctuations on the the active quartz volume V.
TABLE 1
SAW
p=120, ~=31Gp,~2=10-3crn2
Design Quality
Identity factor Qu

Eff. avenging
9
;ueaAn cm-

Eff. averaging
volume V

Coher.

PVQ~

Esperim. S( IHz)
( e 2 / ~ ) 2 f i ~ ~ - 4 PilrkerlAndres
I ncohcr.

The volumes were therefore approsimately proportional
with the numbers 4.67, 9.30 and 18.66, and therefore
with the measured median values. However, the
remaining scatter present in the data [4], [q,is analyzed
in terms of the defect contributions and coherence
corrections given by Eqs. (2)-(4). The theory also
provides the basis for predicting from first principles,
without adjustable parameters, how to improve. the Ilf
level of resonators, beyond just improving the Q-factor,
which
been known f
a many years, and which has
been related 12.3 to fluctuaiians in the dissipatt~~
Since
the Llf naise keldepnds o n e active volume, in the
coherent regime one shoulduse the.kowestovertane and
smallest hameter consistent with other circuit
parameters. In thc. i.w&.re.nf (b
Q} case. the. -1k.
should be considered.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a problem of llf noise origin
and proposes a phenomenological model which
describes a possible mechanism of thermal noise to llf
noise transformation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The llf noise displays itself as a universal
phenomenon [l-21. Nevertheless its origin stays far
from full understanding despite many years of intensive
investigations. In such situation it has a sense to
develop one more noise model which could be useful in
some cases.
According [3] llf noise can be presented by a train
of hypothetical random pulses which depend on time t
as a constant times t to the power -112. Thus, to solve
the problem of llf noise origin in this approach means
to find out a natural mechanism providing such pulses.
It is just a goal of this paper.
2. NOISE TRANSFORMATION

To solve the problem, consider an arbitrary
nonlinear equilibrium system affected by white noise.
Put the equation coupling input, X, and output, Y,
variables having a form

In general, X and Y represent multi-dimensional
column vectors. Thus, eq. (1) is equivalent to a set of
first order differential equations with respect to time t.
In the following analysis we consider one-dimensional
case for simplicity since it will be enough to illustrate
the main idea of this paper.
White noise can be represented by a train of random
delta-pulses. Each individual delta-pulse gives rise to a
transition process in the system output which form
depends on particular non-linearity in vicinity of
equilibrium and can be calculated as a solution of a
corresponding equation for variations. Put both, X and
Y, as a sum of a stationary value and a small variation
from it:
This work was sponsored by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Investigations under a grant #98-02-17210.
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x=xO+j. y=y0+6.

(2)

After substitution (2) to (I)? slightly simplrfylng, we
anive to the equation for variations:
6-(~'6+-'

F"
2!

F"'
+-63+...)
3!

=-6aF

dX

(3)

where pi)= $Flayi - the partial derivatives F with
respect to Y calculated in the point of equilibrium.
Consider now possible system responses to noise
excitation. In most cases Y' # 0 .Then to the first order
approximation the system response is a trivial
relaxation process

with the effective time constant T, = -1 1F'(Y') .
The more complicated situation arises when the
equilibrium corresponds to a point of extremum. Here
the first derivative is equal zero and eq. (3) transforms
to

Its solution has a form

i.e. 6-correlated input noise pulses lead to relatively
slow decaying fluctuations in output.
The most interesting case takes place if both, the
first and second derivatives, are zero in an operating
point which, thus, accumulates an extremum and a flex
point at once. Then the nearest non-zero term in the
function F series expansion is F"' . It follows, eq. (3) is
modified in the equation
F"'
6--63
3!
having the solution

aF
=-j

ax

The response is just proportional t to the desirable
power -112. Thus, it is proved that in the some specific
conditions a nonlinear system gets ability to transform
a fundamental initial &correlated noise to llf one.
With physical point of view this fact arises due to
accumulation of individual random shifts by a flat site
on a system function plot.

zones. It follows, RTa I J ~ aT T. This stimulate sample
overheating with temperature growth.
The second nonlinear phenomenon arises due to o.
dependence on T. In accordance with [j]the graph a,
vs. 1iT looks like in Fig. 2.

3. EXAMPLE

As a particular example of the situation embodies
the above results consider thermal distribution in a
doped semiconductor sample.
Let the sample be a cylindrical stub with unity
cross-section placed on a plate having a uniform
ambient temperature TA (Fig. 1). Investigate a
pointwise sample model described with the inertial
thennal impedance [4]

-

Here p = dldt a differential operator with respect to
time; in a steady-state regime p = $2, R being an
angular Fourier frequency.

Figure 2. Typical temperature dependence of specific
electrical conductivity.
At some particular temperature T, depending on
material, o, reaches its minimal value o
,
. Usually
T,~(500, 1000) K. In temperature range TE(To, T,),
where To = 300K - the standard temperature,
a, a T3I2. Thus, the form of a w e in Fig. 2 also
stimulates sample overheating when T < Ternif one uses
power supply from a current source.
It is convenient to approximate a,O as

where

Figure 1. A sketch of the examined sample.
Let, further, the sample be heated with a direct
current I,. In this case the thermal balance equation has
a form
T = TA + % ( ~ ) P T
(10)
where T -current temperature; PT= ~~~r- dissipation
power; r = Woe - sample resistance; o, - specific
electrical conductivity.
Semiconductor parameters are strongly temperature
dependent. In doped semiconductor its specific thermal
conductivity, OT. for T 2 300 K follows the formula

M

- 10...30;

Tn =TITo-normalized temperature.
Substitution (9, 11, 12) into eq. (10) leads to a
differential equation (13) describing the transient
processes with changing working conditions:

) the ((overheating
Here Fh(T,,) = Tn(l- p ~ ' , ( ~ nfunctiom) taking into account both nonlinear effects
discussed; p a. PT -the ((overheating parameten).
In a stationary condition the averaged sample
temperature T = T, , being a solution of the equation

Without the nonlinear effects eq. (14) arrives to
where a value of the constant a defined by particular
material [5]. In GaAs, for instance, a = 150 Wlcm for
moderate doping and goes down up to 120 Wlcm in n*

what explains a sense of parameter p name.

Depending on p value, the function Fh(T,)
demonstrates all three basic kinds of plots used in the
previous part of this paper. In particular, if T, = 600K
the complex exaremum-flex stationary point is born
when T, = 298.7 K, Ts = 526.5 K. It is very impressive
that this remarkable state is observed in rather usual
thermal regimes.
At nex? step we solved the heat conduction equation
and found that this more exact model supports all
previous basic results.

4. CONCLUSION
As revealed by this investigation there is a
nonlinear mechanism providing fundamental to llf
noise transform. The conditions needed this
phenomenon takes place arise every time when any
system function has an operating point where an
ex-tremum coincides with a flux point. Especially often
they can be observed in some parts of spread nonlinear
medium.
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Properties of the phase fluctuations of a nonlinear oscillator is investigated using experimental setups which simulate the same behavior. The multiscale aspect of synchronization is experimentally confirmed with the observation of lockings between rational ratios. This global property of synchronization
is associated to a local one by the study of the Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) under nonlinear behaviors. We
show that the discontinuity between the locking and
the free-run behavior is characterized by the presence of slow temporal variables which induce a low
frequency spectrum. An experimental verification of
the increase in the spectrum confirms the classical
results which associate l /f noise to nonlinearity, autosimilarity and regularity represented here by the
synchronization.
1. INTRODUCTION

Despite a lot of efforts, the ubiquitous l/f noise is
still not well understood [l].In the field of frequency
standards such a noise limits the long term stability
and as such it is very desirable to improve our knowledge of its generation. In fact, the inability of linear theories to predict it has led several researchers
to postulate the general nonlinear mechanism as its
origin [2,3]. For example, Putterman observed a l / f
spectrum as a result of a nonlinear coupling of high
frequency fluctuations [4]. Some years later, in his
well-known paper on self-organized criticality, Bak
[3]proposed a generic root of l/f spectrum where
nonlinearity is present in the dynamical system. Recently, a paper seems to confirm this introducing the
concept of hyper-universality which tends to show
the independence from the dimension of the system
[6]. Likewise, P. Handel claimed that nonlinearity
is a general cause if homogeneity is present in the
equations of motion [I].
The relation between the indubitable property of
nonlinearity i11 physics and the l / f noise is not suf0-7803-5400-11991$10.00O 1999 IEEE
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ficient to explain it because chaos, for example, is
not I / f noise. If we refer to works given in references, another "ingredient" is needed which seems to
be homogeneous, regular or hyper-universal. In this
context, Arecchi has shown in an optical experiment
that l/f noise appears in nonlinear multistable systems having many attractors with fractal properties
[71.
One of the most well-known "stable" states of nonlinear systems is the notion of synchronization which
has been constantly studied since the discovery of
its many properties, like phase synchronization and
spatio-temporal synchronization [8,9]. They have
been theoretically extracted thanks to the use of new
methods like the Arnold tongues showing devil staircases and phase lockings [8,10,11] and involving studies on arrays of oscillators.
In frequency standards, this work began theoretically and numerically a few years before [12] by
showing that this property of the synchronization
is present in the global behavior of the oscillator.
These results were at the beginning of the hypothesis
that l/f noise could hide a correlation [13], and the
experimental proof of this complexity in oscillators
was given with the carrier-envelope resonance experiment [14]. It has been experimentally shown that
the intrinsic behavior of an oscillator results from a
complex interaction between high and low frequencies having multiscale properties. With the use of a
classical PLL under nonlinear conditions, this result
has been confirmed [l5] and improved showing that
the multiscale properties are in fact directly related
to arithmetical frequencies properties of the system
[16].These studies have confirmed that the multiscale property which has a structural coherence is
present in nonlinear locked systems.

2.

T H E MULTISCALE P R O P E R T Y O F
SYNCHRONIZATION
1. Classical s t u d y

The synchronization of nonlinear oscillators has
been studied since the original work of Neyfey [17].
If a Van der Pol oscillator, where the output signal
x = A cos(w,t 9 ) verifies x W ~ X= X(1- 4x2)wOx,
is perturbed by a small component y = E sin w,t, the
variables -4 and 9 are the solutions to the nonlinear
system:

+

+

E
A = - XwoA
(1-4.4')+-cos9,
2
2w,

6

= A+-

E

2w,A

sin 9,

(la)
3. Experimental verification

(lb)

-

where A
wo w,. The result is obtained using
the multiscale method including slow variables. The
non integrability of this system is responsible for the
fact that we cannot give solutions to Eqs.(l). Nevertheless we can notice a synchronization of the 0scillator (O = 0) on the perturbation, if A, 4 , c ,w,
follow -1 5 5 1, which is a synchronization condition. The higher E is and the smaller 4 is,
the better the synchronization can occur.
With the same study, we can show that synchronization can occur if w, = wo/3, or us = 3w0, and
=
This synchronization demore generally
pends on the solutions to Eq.(lb) which is the equation governing the phase of the oscillator. If we suppose the amplitude fluctuations to be negligible, A
can be considered as a constant and Eq.(lb) is the
well known Adler equation which appears in a nonlinear model of the PLL or in injection-locking systems
N

L1

FIG. 1. The devil staircase for R E [O; I], n = 1000,
and c = 0.16. The plateaus located at v = p / q are a
signature of the lockings. The detail shows the multiscale
invariance of the synchronization

2Wsr0A

The devil staircase is a generic property of synchronized systems. It has been noted in many experiments [5,11]. We have verified this property in
oscillators by studying a nonlinear MLSO (Mode
Locked SAW Oscillator) in which hard coupling between high and low frequencies was introduced [14].
The set-up is shown in FIG.2, and measurements of
frequency lockings are given in FIG.3. We observe
the devil staircase showing the multiscale property
of the synchronization in nonlinear oscillators.
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FIG. 2. The carrier-envelope experimental set-up.
The frequency resonance occurs between the low frequency f ~ ~ elaborated from the S A W delay line and the
high frequency f H F = 91 MHz of the injection

New m e t h o d s

A discretization of Eq.(lb) can be performed according to Poincark sections of nonlinear systems.
Defining d =
where h =
we obtain

w,

@,,+I

5,

= On + 2iiR

+ csin 9,,

(2)

s.

and c =
Eq.(2) is the wellwhere R =
known Arnold mapping which is a generic mapping
of nonlinear driven systems. If we define a normalwe obtain
ized mean frequency v = limn,,
the devil staircase (Fig.1) which show the synchronization at all ratios 0 = p l q .
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FIG.3. Experimental devil staircase showing the synchronization of R = f F H / f L F versus the amplitude u

3. LOCAL PROPERTY OF

phase O yields a periodic oscillation corresponding
to the free run of the PLL.

SYNCHRONIZATION
1. T h e nonlinear PLL model
phase detector
-------------------.
I
I

GO

.

I

mlxer

p2

Fig. 26. PhDIc Buentatioolu tho candammotion of a mrrr point along a camgated inclined piam.

I computer3

-

curacy quartz oscillator with a relative stability of lo-"
is the FiF stable reference. A low phase noise frequency
synthesizer is used as the VCO.

The two different behaviors are separated by an
unstable equilibrium position called separatriv which
is well-known to exhibit high chaotic and unstable
dynamics. When the PLL operates under these conditions, slow variables appear with associated low
frequency components ( like for example the freerun frequency which tends to 0 when Aw + K with
a positive value).

In order to study experimentally the local property
of the phase synchronization modeled by the Adler
equation Eq.(lb), we have considered the nonlinear
PLL (FIG. 4) where the phase @ of the error signal
v(t) is given by
b(t)

+ K sin @(t)= Awl

(3)

where Aw =I wo -wl I is the angular frequency deviation and K = pkA is the coupling coefficient (also
called open loop gain). We can verify the two different PLL behaviors [19]: the synchronized state
(Aw < K) and the free-run state (hw > K)
2.

fc

3. Cycle skipping and l/f noise

T h e Stratanovich approach

An interesting study of such systems has been
completed by Stratanovich [20]with a fruitful analogy to a mechanical overdamped system in a periodic potential V(O). Introducing an inertial term
6(t) (experimentally possible if we decrease the cutoff frequency f, in the loop filter), the phase O of the
PLL follows
1
-6(t)

+ &(t) + K sin O(t) = hw,

-

FIG.5 , The Stratanovich approach of the nonlinear
PLL [20]where D Aw and D, K

FIG.4. The PLL used 2"the experiment. A high ac-

(4)

which can be seen as the behavior of an overdamped
mass along a corrugated inclined plane (FIG. 5) in a
periodic potential given by I.'(@) = - n u @ - K cos cP.
In fact, the two different PLL behaviors are identified as follows. If Aw < K, the mass does not have
enough energy to jump into the next potential well:
the phase is constant and the PLL is synchronized.
If Aw > I<, the mass can step over each periodic barrier and have an increasing evolution: the associated

.

If we add a white frequency noise to the oscillator
wo, the PLL error signal (under linear conditions)
will be composed of the product of a white frequency
spectrum and the transfer function of the PLL. With
the Stratanovich approach, the mass will fluctuate
(after a transient) in the first well ( if fluctuations
are small). If the fluctuations are greater or if we
are near the separatrix, the mass can step over the
separatrix by doing a complete phase rotation usually called a cycle-skipping. Wichert et al. observed
experimentally a l/f spectral distribution in a first
order PLL with delay [21].These results agree with
the fact that l/f noise appears near separatriv as
observed ten years ago by Yamaguchi [22]. Our observation of the l/f noise near the separatrix was
made by applying an additive white frequency noise
to the input oscillator. The Allan deviation flu,, of
the beat frequency WLF = K J ( A u / K ) ~ 1 is plotted on FIG.6 versus u = h w / K . The Allan deviation
is then given by [19]:

-

ence of a discontinuity, a highly nonlinear behavior
characterized by separatrix and slow temporal variables. Oscillators exhibit a multiscale characteristic
of the synchronization involving arithmetical rules.
This arithmetical or fractal network in which we put
the synchronization pattern esplains the scale invariance of the l/ f frequency noise fluctuations.

.".ID

FIG. 6. The Allan deviation 4 Y ) ( r ) (IV = 2000) of
frequency beat ~ L for
F different values of u. A high open
loop gain K = 1.5 kHz was chosen in order to amplify
the nonlinear effects. The transformation of the noise is
detected in the range r E [0.1; 0.51. The white frequency
noise (r-'.') is changed into l / f noise ( r O )

When Aw + K (or u + l ) , the relative fluctuations increase as shown in [23]. Furthermore we see a
modification of the initial spectrum from the initial
white frequency noise (represented as a r-lI2 slope)
to l/ f noise (rO slope). This effect is confirmed in
FIG.7, where we perform the FFT on relative frequencies. The increase and the modification of fluctuations are clearly visible.
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FIG. 7. Power spectrum of relative frequency
. data
(counted with r = 0.-1 s). The modification of the spectrum at low frequency is higher when we approach the
separatrix u = 1
4. CONCLUSION

We have observed a l/f noise spectrum in a highly
nonlinear system, i.e. the PLL under particular conditions. The system is then characterized by two
different behaviors (the free-run and the synchronization) and the fluctuations between them are l/f
fluctuations.
.I local analysis of the synchronization process
confirms that the l/f noise is a feature of the pres-
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